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CHAPTER LXXIII.

RETREAT FROM MOSCOW.

The stream of conquest in every age has flowed from the chap
north to the south. The superiority of arms, or the lxxiil

power of knowledge, have sometimes given the civilisa- "liisT"

tion of refined, a temporary advantage over the courage i-

of barbarous states
;
but all the great settlements of man- cifnaUon of

kind have come from the northern regio^is. The fana- conquest

-,,. ,. /.-r. /• **• iTom the
ticism of Arabia, the legions of Rome, for a time north to the

subdued the fairest regions of the globe ;
buo the dynas-

^^"*^*'

ties they established did not attain lasting endurance.

The empire of the Caliphs hardly survived the immediate

descendants of Omar
;
the crescent of Mahomet wavered

till it was steadied by the conquests of Turkestan ;
the

discipline of Rome more easily conquered the whole of

Asia than it did a few semi-barbarous tribes in the north

of Germany ;
and all the courage of the legions could not

subdue the nations beyond the frontier of the Danube, or

prevent the provinces of their dominion from at length

becoming the prey of an artless but indomitable northern

enemy.
It is by the continued operation of this military supe-

riority of the north over the south, that the purity of the

moral atmosphere is preserved, and the progress of wealth

VOL. XVI. A
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CHAP, rendered consistent with the preservation of virtue and
Lxxiii .

energy of mankind. Civilisation, it is true, induces opu-
1812.

lence, and opulence gives birth to corruption ; but cour-

Finai^use ^o^ ^^ Certainly accompanies poverty, and valour in the

of this law of end ensures conquest. The accumulated wealth and

decaying hardihood of civiUsation, at once provoke hosti-

lities and disarm resistance
;
while the augmented num-

bers of turbulent barbarism both require expansion and

compel obedience. The stream of conquest overwhelms

fpr a time the monuments of civilisation, and buries the

labours of useful industry ;
but the victors insensibly ac-

quire knowledge from the vanquished, and yield to the

superiority of more advanced civilisation ;
while the con-

quered provinces are regenerated by the infusion of bar-

barian valour, and regain, amidst the hardships of life,

the virtue they had lost by its refinements. Ages elapse

during the mighty change, and generations seem doomed

to misfortunes during the winter of existence ;
but the

laws of nature are incessantly operating, and preparing
in silence the spring of the world.

The era of Napoleon was not destined to form an ex-

3 ception to this general tendency. The enthusiasm which
Arrival of the the French Revolution had occasioned, the talent it had

Freich^wars, developed, the military abilities of its chief, had rolled

'^henthe 'the tide of conquest backward to its source, and pushed

backconquest far bcyond the utmost limits of the Roman Empire the
to the south, dominion of southern civilisation. But the concurrence

of these extraordinary events could not permanently alter

the destinies of mankind. The flames of Moscow were

the funeral pile of the French Empire : from its ashes

arose a spirit which could never be subdued. From that

period commenced a succession of disasters which brought
back the tide of conquest to the shores of the Rhine, and

re-established the wonted ascendancy of the northern

over the southern regions. But the second invasion of

the northern nations was not stained by the barbarities

which marked the first : the irruption of Attila was very
difierent from that of Alexander. Other conquerors
have preceded him in the path of military glory ;

other

nations have bowed beneath the yoke of foreign domi-

nion
;
and other ages have seen the energies of mankind

wither before the march of victorious power. It has
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been reserved to our age alone to witness, it has been the chap.

high prerogative of Russia alone to exhibit, a more ani- ^xxiil

mating spectacle. To show us power applied only to the I812.

purposes of beneficence, victory made the means of moral

renovation, conquest become the instrument of political

resurrection. After resisting the mightiest armament
which the power of man had ever assembled against the

liberties of mankind, we have seen her triumphant arms

issue victorious from their desolated country, give liberty
to those who had been compelled to attempt her subju-

gation, and seek to avenge the ashes of her own capital

by sparing the cities of her prostrate enemy. Before

the march of her victorious power, we have seen the

energies of the world revive ;
we have seen her tri-

umphant voice awaken every fallen people to nobler

duties, and recall the remembrance of their pristine

glory ;
we have seen her banners waving over the infant

armies of every renovated people, and the track of her

chariot wheels followed, not by the sighs of a captive, but

the blessings of a liberated world.

In this moral renovation of nature all ranks have been

compelled to participate. The high and the low, the rich

and the poor, have been alike found at the post of Moral reno-

honour. The higher orders, by whose vices these revolu-
Euiope which

tions were occasioned, or by whose weakness an inlet was sprang from

opened for these disasters, have been purified by the mis-
^^^ *'^''" "*

fortunes themselves
;
and in the school of adversity

have been trained to nobler employments, and called to

the exercise of more animating duties. The lower ranks,

by whose cupidity and ambition the crimes which dis-

graced the struggle were occasioned, have learned wisdom
and gained experience in its course

;
and the misfor-

tunes of governments have given them a weight and an

importance unknown in the former ages of the world.

Even the sovereigns of Europe have felt the influence of

the same causes : they have been driven from the abodes

of ease and affluence, to join in the soldier's duties, and

partake of the soldier's glory : they have been compelled
to justify the eminence of their rank by the display of

all the qualities by which it is ennobled. All that is

great and all that is noble in Europe, have been assem-

bled in one memorable field : the prayers of emperors
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CHAP, have ascended to Heaven for the success of the soldier's
Lxxui . ^Ym

;
and the meeting of the sovereigns within the walls

1812. of Leipsic has realised all the magnificence of Eastern

imagination, and all the visions of chivalrous glory.
But the dawn of the day which was fraught with these

mighty events, and destined to set amidst this blaze of

Calamitous glory, was dark and gloomy to Russia. The necessity of

RuSiaTtUiis^^^^^^^hig the metropolis, the ruin of the ancient capi-
period.and tal, spread dismay through the empire. On the 16th

agTofthe'^ September, KutusofF announced the melancholy event,

KutSf
*°^

adding, as the only matter for consolation,
" that the city

Sept 16. was bereft of the population, who constituted its strength :

that the people are the soul of the empire ;
and that, where

they are, there is Moscow and the empire of Russia."

The Emperor displayed in these trying circumstances a

heroism worthy of ancient Rome. On the morning on
which the intelligence of the battle of Borodino reached

St Petersburg, he sent for the English ambassador, Lord

Cathcart. Without attempting to disguise that they had
been overpowered in that bloody fight, and that the sacri-

fice of Moscow would be the consequence, he desired him
to inform his government, that not for one nor twenty
such calamities would he abandon the contest in which
he was engaged ;

and that, rather than submit, he would
abandon Europe, and retire altogether to the original

seats of his ancestors in the Asiatic wilds.*

Nor did the public conduct of the Emperor fall short of

g these magnanimous declarations. His address to the
iiis noble nation, announcing the fall of Moscow, concluded with
pr *°^^''°-

tjjggg j.pi^j^,.j^ai3le and prophetic words:—"Let there be

no pusillanimous depression ;
let us swear to redouble

our courage and perseverance. The enemy has entered

Moscow deserted, as into a tomb, without the means
either of ruling or subt«istence. He invaded Russia at

the head of three hundred thousand men
;

half have

perished from the sword, famine, or de^jcrtion ; the other

half are shut up in the capital, bereft of every thing. He
is in the centre of Russia, and not a Russian has yielded
to his power. Meanwliilo our forces increase and sur-

round him. He is in the midst of a warlike people, whose

* I received thin striking anecdote from the lips of my late venerable friend

Earl Catticart liiauy«if.
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armies envelop him on every side
; soon, to escape from chap.

famine, he will be compelled to cut his way through our
^^^^ '

brave battalions. Shall we, then, yield, when Europe is 1^12.

in admiration at our exertions 1 Let us show ourselves

worthy of giving her an example, and bless the Hand
which has chosen us to be the first of nations in the cause

of freedom. In the present miserable state of the human

race, what glory awaits the nation which, after having

patiently endured all the evils of war, shall succeed by
the force of courage and virtue, not only in reconquering
its own rights, but in extending the blessings of freedom

to other states ;
and even to those who have been made

the unwilling instruments of attempting its subjugation !

May the blessing of the Almighty enable us to return 1 go„t jj^

for evil
; by the aid of his succour may we be ena- 133, 134.

bled to triumph over our enemies
;
and in saving our- zl^'"^'

"* '

selves may we become the instruments of his mercy for

the salvation of mankind." ^

The preparations of the Russian government corre-

sponded to the grandeur of these resolutions, and their

firmness was worthy of the cause in which they were Pianoftiie

engaged. The peace with Turkey had rendered dispos- JlrforX"^
able the greater part of the Moldavian army : while the rounding the

treaty with Sweden, concluded by the Emperor in

August at Abo, enabled the regular forces in Finland to ^
be withdrawn for the reinforcement of the corps of Count

"Wittgenstein. When the main Russian force, therefore,
retired before Napoleon, and drew the war into the

interior of the country, two powerful armies were pre-

paring to intercept his communications and cut off his

retreat. The corps of Wittgenstein, augmented by the

greater part of the troops of Finland, under Count

Steinheil, and the militia of St Petersburg, to the numeri-
cal force of fifty thousand men, received orders to act

vigorously against St Cyr, and drive him from Polotsk,
in order to approach the banks of the Oula and the line of

retreat of the main French army. At the same time the

army of Moldavia, under Tchichagoff, of an equal force,

was directed to advance from the southern provinces, to

pass the corps of Schwartzenberg, and establish itself on
the line of the Beresina, and at the important bridge of

Borissow. Thus, while Napoleon was resting in fancied
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CHAP, security among the ruins of Moscow, and impatiently
_J

'

expecting the submission of Russia, a formidable force of
1812. a hundred thousand men was converging towards Poland

from the shores of the Baltic and the banks of the

1 Bout. ii. Danube, to cut off his retreat to western Europe. The

chambl'ii. ^"^pire was pierced to its heart, but instead of giving
191, 192,289. up the contest it was extending its mighty arms to stifle

the aggressor.!
*

History can furnish no parallel to the magnitude of

g
these military combinations, or the sagacity with which

Extraordi- they were conceived. Had subsequent events not ren-

tude of these dered their complete execution impracticable, they un-
combinationa.

questionably would have led to the surrender of the

whole French army. From the forests of Finland to the

* Tlie orders to this effect, from Alexander in person, which subsequently
received Kutusoff's approbation, and were despatched to Tormasoff, Tchich-

agoff, Wittgenstein, and Steinheil, are dated September 18, 1812, and are given
in Boutouriin, ii. 241 ; and Charabray, ii. 289. Tlie precision with which the
directions were given, and tlie marches calculated, so as to secure the grand
object of combining a hundred thousand men at Minsk, Borissow, and the line

of the Beresina, froui the 15tii to the 20th of October, directly in the rear of the
main line of communication and retreat of the French army, is worthy of un-

qualified admiration —"
Tchichagoff was ordered to be at Pinsk by the 2d

October, and to march thence by Nieswig to Minsk, so as to reach the latter

town by the 16th, and thence advance to the line of the Beresina, and fortify
Borissow and all the points susceptible of defence on the line of the enemy's
retreat ; so that the army of Napoleon, closely followed on its retreat by Prince

Kutusoff, should experience at every step a formidable resistance. He was in

this position to cut off all communication, even by couriers, between the French
army in the interior and the remainder of Europe, and await the progress of

events. Tormasoff received instructions to commence offensive operations on
the 8th of October against Schwartzenberg, with a view to drive his force from
the environs of Nieswig and Pinsk, and leave the line of the Beresina clear for

the occupation of Tchichagoff and Wittgenstein, who were to descend from the
north at the same time in the same direction. Wittgenstein hiiiiself was to be
reinforced by the 8th October by eleven thousand of the militia of St Petersburg,
nine thousand old soldiers from Finland, and eight thousand of the militia of

Novogorod ; and, after having collected all his reinforcements, he was directed

to commence offensive openitions on botii sides of the Dwina, and strive to expel
the enemy from Polotsk, and overwhelm the corps of Oudinot, who was to be
driven off in the direction of Wilna, so a« to separate him from the Frencli
Grand Army. Having accomplished this object, Wittgenstein was to leave the
care of looking after tlie remains of Oudinot's corps to Count Steinheil, who yma

placed farther to the west, in the direction of Riga, and to move himself with the

utmost rapidity tit Dokszitzy, where he was to be by the 22d October, and open up
a communication witli Tchichagoff at Minsk. In'that situation he waa to wait

the course of ulterior events, and meanwhile do his utmost to secure every pa^
by wliich the enemy might retire from Smolensko by Witepsk towards Wilna.

Lastly, tlie corps of Count Steinheil, which had been'drawn from Finl.and, was
to approach Riga, upon which the governor of that fortress was to march out
with about twenty thousand men, and co-operate with him in such a manner as

to occupy the whole attention of Macdonald, and prevent his sending succours to

Bt Cyr or Oudinot ; and in tlie event of these marshals »)eirig In-aten by Wittgen-
stein, he was ordered to fall upon the remains of their forces." These move-
ments, taken in conjunction with those of the Grand Army in the neighbour-
hood of Moscow, and inducing the concentration of forces from the Danube to the

Gulf of Finland, directly in the rear of tlie French army, are the greatest, and

perhaps the most skilfuf military operations recorded in the annals of the world.
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steppes of the Ukraine, from the confines of the frozen to chap.

those of the torrid zone, multitudes of armed men were ^^^^^^-

directed to one centre; the days of their march were I812.

accurately calculated, and the point of their union pre-

viously fixed. The neighbourhood of Borissow, and the

22d of October, were assigned as the place and time of orders, Sept.

their junction
—a place and a time about to acquire a ^^- ^^^2-

fatal celebrity in French history. Nor is it the least

memorable circumstance in this vast combination, that

the orders which assembled these distant masses were

issued from St Petersburg, during the consternation
^ ^ ^^^

..

which immediately followed the fall of Moscow, and 128, 244,248.

when Napoleon confidently calculated on the immediate

submission of the Russian government.^
In advancing to Moscow, the French Emperor, on his

part, had not been unmindful of his line of communi- „

cations. The corps of Victor, thirty thousand strong, had Measures of

been, agreeably to the directions already given, stationed secS?e^S

at Smolensko, with the double view of protecting the communica-

rear of the Grand Army, and aiding, in case of need, the

forces of St Cyr on the Dwina
;
while the corps of

Augereau, amounting to fifty-two thousand men, was

placed in echelon through the Grand-duchy of Warsaw
and the kingdom of Prussia. Schwartzenberg, at the

head of the Austrians, was more than a match for

Tormasoif
;
and St Cyr, with the corps of Oudinot and

the Bavarians, was destined to keep in check the army of

Wittgenstein. It is remarkable that the penetrating eye
of the French Emperor, so early as the 26th of August,
and of course prior to the battle of Borodino, had dis-

cerned the probable importance of the country between

Minsk, Smolensko, and Witepsk, in the ulterior opera-
tions which might be expected before the close of the

campaign—the very' point to which the Russian armies
were directed to converge. He had made, in consequence,

every imaginable efibrt to strengthen his forces in that 2 Napoleon
vital point of his communications. Victor received the

^2^^2q'^^'
command-in-chief of the forces in Lithuania: he was to 1812'; and

establish his headquarters at Smolensko
;
and powerful vSo^rrAug.

reinforcements, especially of Polish and Lithuanian 27. Fain ii.

troops, were directed from all quarters to various points iv.'iii.

from that city by Borissow to Minsk.^ The great objects
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CHAP, of this marshal were to be, keeping up on the one side a
LXXiiL communication with Wilna, where a strong garrison and

1812. vast magazines were stationed, and on the other with the
Grand Army in the interior of Russia.

Napoleon returned to the Kremlin, which had escaped
10. the flames, on the 20th September, and anxiously awaited

Suiattempt
*^^® impression which the intelligence of his success should

at negotia- produce on the Russian government. To aid the supposed
*'""'

effect. Count Lauriston was despatched to the headquar-
ters of Kutusoff, with authority to propose an armistice

;

and Murat had an interview with General Benningsen.
Oct.21,1812. Prince Wolkonsky was forwarded with the letter of Napo-

leon to St Petersburg ; while the French deputation were
amused by hopes of accommodation held out by the

Russian generals. Meanwhile the Emperor lay inactive at

Moscow, expecting the submission of the Russian govern-
ment. But day after day, and week after week, rolled

on without any answer to his proposals : the winter was

visibly approaching, and the anxiety of the troops in

regard to their future destination could not be concealed.

Uneasy at the delay, the anxious and prophetic mind of

Napoleon began to revolve w^hat was to be done in the

event of hostilities being continued. His first proposal
was to burn the remains of Moscow, march by Twer to

St Petersburg, and then form a junction with Macdonald,
who was still in the neighbourhood of Riga. But the

difficulty of advancing with an army encumbered with

baggage and artillery on a single chaussee, and traversing
morasses and forests at the commencement of the winter

season, was too obvious to his generals, and speedily led

to this abandonment of the design. He subsequently

thought of moving on Novogorod or Kalouga, but none

I34°i36""
^^ these projects were seriously entertained. Instead of

Chamb. ii. taking a decided pjirt of any kind, he risked the existence

ii. 80, 83^'86.
of his army by a continued residence at the Kremlin, and

Jo™-
'.^-

^*6-
allowed the precious hours, which could never be recalled,

95.
' '

to pass away, without taking any steps towards securing

permanent quarters for the winter.^

It is not to be supposed from this circumstance, how-

ever, that he was insensible to the dangers of his position,

or the increasing perils of a retreat during a Russian

winter. These dangers were fully appreciated by his
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discerning genius ; but, great as they were, they were chap.

overbalanced in his estimation by the necessary conse-
^^xiii.

qnences of so fatal a measure as a general retreat. The i^^2.

illusion of his invincibility would instantly be dispelled, Hjere^ons
and Europe would resound with the intelligence of his foraprotract-

overthrow, " I am blamed," said he,
" for not retreating ; Moscow*

but those who censure me do not consider that it requires
a month to reorganise the army and evacuate the hospi-
tals : that, if we abandon the wounded, the Cossacks will

daily triumph over the sick and the isolated men. A
retreat will appear a flight : and Europe will re-echo with

the news. What a frightful course of perilous wars will
^

date from my first retrograde step ! I know well that

Moscow, as a military position, is worth nothing ;
but as

a political point its preservation is of inestimable value.

The world regards me only as a general, forgetting that I

am an Emperor. In politics you must never retrace your

steps : if you have committed a fiiult, you must never

show that you are conscious of it : error, steadily adhered

to, becomes a virtue in the eyes of posterityy* By such

specious arguments did this great man seek to justify the

excessive self-love which formed the principal blot in his

character, and strive to vindicate the postponement, the

painful acknowledgment, of defeat. Or rather the career
^

of ambition, like that of guilt, is interminable, and, when 93, y4.
'

once it pauses in its course, immediate ruin ensues.^

Contrary to the usual course of nature in that latitude,

the climate, during the first weeks of October, continued
jg

fine, and the sun of autumn shed a mild radiance over the Continued

scene of approaching desolation. The Emperor in his %reather'*

^ *

bulletins compared it to the weather at Fontainbleau in *'.i^^^- ,^"3"
01 tilG QlSCIU*

the close of September. The Russians, accustomed to see line of the

the snow begin to fall at that period, regarded the fineness
^'"^'^ch army,

of the weather as a sign of the Divine favour to their

enemies
;

little imagining that it was lulling them into a

fancied security on the eve of their destruction. Mean-
while the discipline and efl&ciency of tlxe French army
were daily declining amidst the license which followed

the pillage of Moscow. All the efforts of their command-

* Perhaps no words Napoleon ever uttered paint him so faithfully and com-
pletely as these. Yet, able as they are, they are delusive ; or rather they evince
an insensibility to the moral laws of nature.
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CHAP, ers were unable to arrest the growing insubordination of
^^^"^ '

the troops. Pillage had enriched numbers
;
but amidst

1812. the general misery with which they were surrounded, the

most precious articles were of no real value, and were

gladly exchanged for a temporary supply of the necessaries

of life. Miserable horse-flesh was eaten by the officers,

who were arrayed in the finest furs and silks of the

1 <!e ur ii
^^^} ^^^* ^^ golden dishes : the common men, dressed in

66^ 67. Laij. the spoils of Muscovite riches, were often on the point of

chamb.^'iL starving. The Emperor sought to conceal his anxiety,
123, 124. and restore the military spirit of his soldiers, by daily
an"d 24°*' reviews at the Kremlin

; and, notwithstanding the fatigues

OcTilmid ^"^ consumption of the campaign, they exhibited a bril-

21, 1812. liant appearance when they defiled through the palace of

the Czars.^

Very diflferent was the spectacle exhibited in the patriot

.„ camp of the Russian army. Discipline, order, and regu-

increasing larity Were there conspicuous : the chasms in the batta-

aSSie"^ lions were filled up by the numerous levies who arrived
situation of from the southern provinces : all the necessaries of life

army. were to be had in abundance, and even many luxuries

were brought thither by the wandering merchants from

the neighbouring cities. The camp at Taroutino, now
become the last hope of European freedom, presented tho

animating spectacle of universal enthusiasm. The vete-

rans burned with desire to avenge the wrongs they had

witnessed inflicted on their country ;
the young soldiers,

to prove themselves worthy of their heroic brethren in

arms. None of the provinces refused to answer the call

for patriotic exertion ;
the roads were covered by recruits,

joyously marching to the common rendezvous: the accus-

tomed restraints to prevent desertion were abandoned,
when all were pressing forward to the scene of danger.

In the enthusiasm of the moment, the natural ties of

aflection seemed subdued by a holier feeling : the lamen-

tations usually heard in the villages at the departure of

the conscripts, were exchanged for shouts of exultation ;

mothers wept for joy when they learned that fortune had

9(?Bout."ii. selected their sons to be the defenders of their country,
117,118. and tears were shed only in those dwellings where the

sons were left at home, in the crisis of the country.^

The Cossacks of the Don took arms in a body at the
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call of Platoff, and twenty-two regiments soon joined the chap.

army, composed chiefly of veterans whose period of ser- Lxxiii.

vice had expired, or youths who had never borne arms, I812.

but who iovfully assumed their lances when their ^ ,.h.
'. / mi J 11- i. J xu Feelings and

country was m danger. These rude alhes entered the aspect of the

camp uttering loud shouts, which penetrated even to
^rowdlVto"

the French lines
;
and the old war-cry of the crusades, the Russian

Dieu le veut ! Dieu le veut I was heard from the descen-
^ ° ^ •

dants of the ancient enemies of the champions of Jeru-

salem, The savage aspect of the horses which these

warriors brought with them from the wilderness, their

uncombed manes which still swept the ground, their wild

and unbroken carriage, the eager glance of their eyes, the

dissonant sound of their neighings, attested how far the

spirit of resistance had penetrated, and the strength of the

feeling which had brought the children of the desert into

the dwellings of civilised life. Constant discharges of

musketry from the Russian lines indicated the multi-

tude of recruits who were receiving the elements of

military instruction. The troops at the advanced posts
did not dissemble from the French the danger they ran

by remaining longer in their present position : they

expressed their astonishment at the security of their

invaders on the approach of winter. " In fifteen days,"
said they,

"
you will see your nails drop from your 1

segiir, ii.

fingers, and your muskets fall from your hands : had
J^j ^Jhamb.

you not enough of food in your own country, room for ii. 279.

the living, tombs for the dead, that you have come so far

to leave your bones in a hostile land ?" ^

Kutusoff clearly felt, and nobly expressed in his letters

to the Emperor, both the sacrifice which it cost him to

abandon Moscow, and the immense advantages which his Kutusoff's

present position gave him with a view to the future oSe^advan.

operations of the army. "Foreseeing," said he,
" the tagesofhis

necessity of the abandonment, I had already taken
sep?. is!"

measures for removing from the city the chief part of

the public and private riches it contained. Almost all

the people have quitted the capital ;
that venerable city

is left like a desert of ramparts and private houses : what
the body is when the soul has quitted it, such is Moscow
abandoned by its inhabitants. The soul of the empire is

the people ;
and where they are, there is Moscow and the
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CHAP, empire. Doubtless, the desperate resolution to abandon
Lxxiii.

^YiQ venemted city of our ancestors will wound every
1812.

heart, and leave in the minds of the Russians ineffaceable

regrets ; but, after all, it is but a town for the empire—
the sacrifice of a part for the salvation of the whole.

That sacrifice will procure me the means of preserving

my whole army. I am master of the road to Tula and

Kalouga ;
and I cover, by the extended line of my troops,

the magazines of our resources, the most abundant pro-
vinces of the empire, which furnish to our armies their

flocks and their harvests. If I had taken up any other

position, or had obstinately insisted upon preserving

Moscow, I should have been obliged to abandon these

provinces to the enemy, and the consequence would have

been the destruction of my army and of the empire. At

present I preserve entire my communication with Tor-

masoff and Tchichagoff ;
and am in a situation to form,

with my whole forces, a continuous line, which will com-

pletely intercept the communications of the enemy, and
even straiten his intercourse with Smolensko itself. Thus,

Alexander, I trust, I shall be able to intercept all the succour which

^P*-^^' . may be forwarded to him from his rear, and in the end
u. 278, 279. constrain him to abandon the capital, and confound all

his haughty projects."^

Meanwhile, though a species of armistice reigned
between the main armies, a destructive warfare began

Ruinous par- ou the flauks and rear of the French position, which

wSch*Jent^^ provcd of the utmost moment in the sequel of the cam-
on, on the

paign. After the example of the Spaniards, the Russians

rear of the established a chain of partisans round the invading army,
Frencii. which cut off all their foraging parties, and, growing

bolder from success, soon held them almost imprisoned
in their cantonments. The militia of the contiguous

provinces, aided by the Cossacks of the Don, formed a

vast circle round Moscow, occupying every road, and

cutting off all supplies of provisions to the Emperor's
forces. The want of forage was soon so severely felt, that

the cavalry were obliged to penetrate to a considerable

distance in quest of subsistence
;
and these detachments

in most cases fell into the hands of the numerous corps
Oct. 10. of the hostile circle. So early as the 10th October, General

Dorokoff captured a whole regiment of Westphalians, and
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large magazines, in the town of Vereia
;
while Colonel chap.

DavidofF, on the great road to Smolensko, destroyed nume- ^xxiii.

rous detachments even of the Imperial Guard. This latter I812.

officer had the merit of recommending, and himself setting

the example of the organisation of this formidable species

of force in the Russian war
;
and the event soon proved

that it was calculated to effect far greater changes there

than in the mountains of Spain, as the long line of com-

munication in the French rear was open to their attacks,

and the irregular hordes from the Don furnished an ample ^ p^y^Qfl-

supply of troops admirably adapted for this kind of war- Guerre des

fare. During the first three weeks of October, the parti- i2^7*'£gur,

sans round Moscow made prisoners of no less than four
j^-

^8, 9o.

thousand one hundred and eighty French soldiers
;
and 120, 138.

the reports from Murat announced the alarming intelli-
i27!'Fain iu

gence, that one-half oi the whole surviving cavalry of the ^^

army had perished in these inglorious encounters.^

Although the principal object of the Russians in the

conflagration of Moscow had been to render it impossible
for the French to remain there

; yet, though this result Ruinous ef-

had not ensued, the effect which did take place was not, plunder of

in the end, less disastrous to the army of the invaders Moscow on

than the design which was originally in view could have JLy.**""^

been. After the troops returned to the capital, immense
stores of all sorts were discovered, which had been depo-
sited in the innumerable cellars with which the city

abounded, and thus escaped the conflagration. The mag-
nitude of the booty which in this way came to be at their

disposal daily proved more fatal to the discipline of the

soldiers, while it in no degree relieved their real wants.

Wine, brandy, and rice
; gold and silver vessels; sumptuous

apparel, rich silks, embroidered stuffs, superb pelisses and

gorgeous draperies, were to be had in abundance
;
but corn

and forage there was none for the horses, though there was
immense ammunition for the guns.* These were the

real wants of the army, and they were in no degree
relieved by the vast and rich stores which, when the

conflagration ceased, were extracted from the cellars of

* "We have found in Moscow 2,000,000 cartridges, 300,000 pounds of pow-
der, 300,000 of saltpetre and sulphur, and an immense quantity of cannon and
balls. It is triple what we consumed in the last battle. We can now fight four
such battlesas Borodino."—Napoleo.v to General Lariboissiere, lUh Sep-
tember 1812 ; Faix, ii. 137.
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1 Chamb. ii.

267, 316.

Fain, ii. 101,
137.

18.

Increasing
dangers
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French posi-
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2 Guil. de
Vaud. 27-1.

19.

Napoleon's
early prepar-
ations for a
retreat.

the city. Thus the French suffered more from the con-

tinued occupation of Moscow than they could possibly
have done from being obliged to abandon it

;
for they

found amidst its ruins luxuries which proved fatal to

their discipline, while they did not obtain the stores

necessary to their existence.^

The eyes of the French army were now opened to the

imminent danger which they had incurred in advancing
to Moscow after the battle of Borodino, and how well

founded had been the advice so strenuously given by
Marshal Ney, to retire at once from that fatal field. To

gain the victory on that occasion, required the sacrifice of

so large a portion of the army, and especially of the

cavalry, that they were no longer able to keep the field,

except in large masses. In proportion as the light troops
of the enemy were augmented by the concourse of the

nomad tribes from the eastern provinces of the empire,
the shattered squadrons of France, which had escaped the

carnage of Borodino, melted away before the fatigues and
the dangers of incessant warfare. It was in vain, there-

fore, that above a hundred thousand veteran troops still

occupied the capital, and that a thousand pieces of cannon
still guarded the approaches to the Kremlin : this vast

assemblage of armed men was in danger of perishing from
its very numbers, for want of subsistence, in the midst of

an exhausted country ;
this formidable train of artillery

might soon become an unserviceable burden from the

rapid destruction of the horses which conveyed it. The
French infantry, like the Roman legions, would be

powerless in the midst of the Scythian cavalry ;
and tho

disasters of Antony and Julian appeared about to be

renewed in the midst of the solitudes of Russia.^

Impressed with these ideas, a general feeling of dis-

quietude filled the French army, and the more intelligent

of the oflficers were seized with the most gloomy forebod-

ings as to the fate of the army, if the stay at Moscow
should be prolonged for any considerable time. So

strongly impressed was one of the ablest of its officers

with these dangers, that he has himself told us that he

regarded the burning of Moscow as a fortunate event, as

it was likely to render a stay in the heart of Russia

impossible, and drive the Emperor, how unwilling
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soever, to a retreat.^ Napoleon himself, though he had chap.

opened a negotiation with Kutusoff, from which he still
Lxxni.

hoped the happiest results, and constantly affirmed in ^^i^-

public that peace was approaching, yet in private he had souv.^u!450.

his own misgivings on the subject, and he was well aware

that if these attempts at a negotiation proved fruitless, he

would be driven to the disastrous extremity of retiring

to Poland. In the first days of October, only three weeks Oct. 2.

after he had entered the capital, he gave orders for evacu-

ating the hospitals on Smolensko
; and, on the 6th of the

same month, he wrote to Berthier, strongly urging the 2 pain, ii.

adoption of the measures necessary for a retreat by Mo- ^^
i'**^-

jaisk and Wiazma to that city, and, above all, the clearing m. 450.'

of the great road by Smolensko of the hostile partisans
which now infested it.^ *

In truth, however, the commands of Napoleon to keep
his rear clear, and secure the communication with Smo- „

lensko, were more easily issued than obeyed ;
for the Extreme dif-

commander along the line to Wilna, notwithstanding all
keeping°opea

the pains he had taken to station troops in echelon along
the communi.

tlie whole road, was quite unable to keep off the enemy, rear.

The number and audacity of the parties who infested that ^^p*' ^^*

vital artery soon became so excessive, that Baraguay
d'Hilliers, who was in command at Wiazma, wrote to

Berthier so early as the 26th September, that the strength
of the partisans by whom he was surrounded was daily

augmenting : that he was entirely destitute of provisions
or ammunition, and could not exist unless a magazine
were formed at his station

;
and that he was under the

necessity of stopping the convoys for Moscow, to get food

and ammunition for his own troops. Ten days afterwards Sept. 30.

he wrote that he was as completely blockaded at Smolensko 3 Baraguay
as at Wiazma ; that he had not troops sufficient to guard fHiiiiers

to
. , xu X XI. • X 1

• t. Berthier,
a smgle convoy ; that the regiments which came up sept. 20 and

to join him from the Vistula were little better than ch'amb\i.

skeletons, with almost all their officers dead
;
that without 280, 286.

reinforcements the passage could no longer be kept open ;^

* " Give instant orders to the generals commanding on the road to Smolen-
sko, to make themselves masters of a circuit of ten leagues round their respec-
tive stations, and collect all the horses and carriages which they contain to

convey our wounded. Charge the Duke of Abrantes, on his highest responsi-
bility, to evacuate the wounded here and at Kolotskoi on "Wiazma ; and the
commander there to do the same on Smolensko."—Napoleon to Berthier,
0(^16, 1812; Fain, u 418.
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Oct 13.

that eight times the forces at his disposal were indispen-
sable

;
and that, notwithstanding his urgent entreaties, he

had not received a man to aid him in his efforts.

During this critical period, big with the fate of Russia

and of the world, Napoleon was amused by the show of a

negotiation, which, as already seen, he had opened with

the Russian commander-in-chief. But, astute as he was,
alike in the cabinet as the field, he here proved no match
for the diplomatic talent of the Russian generals, and
suffered himself to be duped by that profound dissimula-

tion, in all ages the mark of the Russian character, and
which in an especial manner distinguished their gray-
haired chief. Kutusoff s real object was to gain time till

winter set in, and retreat became impossible, or obviously
ruinous to the French army. But even the shadow of a

negotiation, at so critical a period, w'as in the highest

degree displeasing to the Emperor Alexander, who w^as no
sooner informed of the reception of Lauriston at the

Russian headquarters, and the commencement of an

opening for conferences, than he wrote to Kutusoff,

expressing his high displeasure at the proceeding, and his

absolute command, to "admit of no negotiation whatever,
or relation tending towards peace with the enemy."

^*

At length, on the 13th October, a shower of snow fell,

and announced the approach of another danger of a still

more formidable kind. At the same time, Kutusoff made
the French lines re-echo Avith discharges of artillery, in

commemoration of the capture of Madrid by the English

troops. In a proclamation addressed to his soldiers, he

declared—"The campaign, finished on the part of the

* ' The report of Prince Micliael Larionowitz has informed me of the confe-

rence you have had with the French aid-de-camp Lauriston. The conversations

I had with you at the moment of your departure for the army intrusted to your
care, have sufficiently made you aware of my firm resolution to avoid with the

enemy every sort of negotiation or conference tendinp; to peace. I now repeat,
in the most solenui manner, the same injunction ; and it is my command that

this resolution sliould be acted upon in tlie most rij^irous and immovable man-
ner. I have in like manner learned, with the most extreme displeasure, that

General Henningseii has had a conference with tlie King of Naples, and that too

without any iisslKiiable motive. 1 now order you to make him acquainted with

my high disi)lwisiire, and I require of you the most ri^onjus solicitude and watch-

fulness to prevent any such unauthorised step being txilcen by any of yourgenerals
or officers in future. All the histructions you have received from me—all the

determinations contained in my orders—in a word, every thing should conspire
to convince you that my resolution ia not to lie shaken, and that at this moment
no consideration on earth ca!i huluce me to terminate the war, or weaken the

sacred dutv of avenging our injured couutry."—Albxanokb to KvTvaorr, 9lh
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enemy, is only commencing on ours. Madrid has fallen, chap.

The hand of Omnipotence presses on Napoleon. Moscow ^^^^^^ -

will be his prison or his tomb : the Grand Army will I812.

perish with him : France will fall in Russia." Alarmed

by the visible approach of winter, Napoleon at length
made more serious preparations for his retreat. Orders

were issued for the purchase of twenty thousand horses :

the trophies of the Kremlin, the great cross of St Ivan,
and the wounded, were directed to move upon Mojaisk :

the muskets of the wounded at Kolotskoi, and the caissons ^
Segxir, n.

100 lOS
of the reserve, were ordered to be destroyed. The troops chamb. li.

were commanded to be provided with forage and subsis- ^]l- fJi?"'
"

tence for a long march : a vain attempt jn a country 26th Bulletin,

totally exhausted of resources, and in which he was
hemmed in by a circle of enterprising enemies.^

KutusofF, at this period, wrote in the most encouraging
terms to the Emperor, on the immense advantages which

23

he had derived from the position in front of the southern Kutusoif's

provinces, which he had so skilfully obtained:—" The ^tate o^f lus

'^

army," said he,
"

is at rest, and daily receives reinforce- ^^^u
ments. The different regiments fill up their chasms, and

complete their numbers, by means of recruits who daily
arrive from the southern provinces, and who burn to

measure their strength with the enemy. Abundant

forage and good water have entirely re-established our

cavalry. The troops experience no want of provisions.
All the roads in our rear are covered with convoys of

provisions coming from the most abundant provinces.
Convalescent oflicers and soldiers daily rejoin their

standards
;
while the sick and wounded, nursed in the

bosom of their country, enjoy the inestimable advantages
of receiving the tender cares of their families. On the

other hand, such is the state of disorganisation of the

French army, that they are not in a condition to undertake

any thing against us. They can only obtain provisions
with extreme difficulty; all the prisoners concur in

declaring that they have nothing but horse-flesh, and
that bread is even more rare than butcher meat. The

artillery horses, and those of the cavalry, suffer immensely :

the greater part of their dragoons perished in the battle

of Borodino, and those which remain are fast melting

away under the destructive attacks of our light horse.

VOL. XVI. B
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CHAP. Hardly a day passes in Avhich we do not make three
^^^"^' hundred prisoners. The peasants, from the tops of their

1812.
steeples, give signal of the enemy's approach, and join in

attacking them. Such is their spirit that numbers every
where come forward demanding arms, and they inflict

Alexander, ""summary chastiscment on the backward and deserters.

cimmb' if

^^' "^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Most High is evidently upraised against
305, 3U7. our enemies. I have just received the account of the

capture of Madrid by the Spaniards and English."^
At length, having completed the reorganisation of his

2^ army, the Russian general resolved to resume offensive

Kutusoiof operations. The French advanced guard, under Murat

^S™e opera-
^"^ Poniatowski, thirty thousand strong, was posted in

Jions.
the neighbourhood of "Winkowo, and kept so negligent a

guard as to offer a tempting opportunity for a surprise.

Nevertheless, the Russian commander hesitated at strik-

ing so important a blow, lest he should awaken Napoleon
from his fancied security before the commencement of

winter had rendered a regular retreat impracticable ; but,

when it became evident that the French army was about

to retire, he no longer hesitated, and intrusted the exe-

cution of the attack to General Benningsen. The attack-

ing force was divided into five columns : the first, under

the command of Count Orloff Denisoff, was destined to

turn the enemy's left, and cut off his retreat
;
the second,

under the orders of General Bagawouth, supported by
sixty pieces of cannon, was directed to attack the left,

and support Count Orloff
;
Count Ostermann, with the

third column, was ordered to maintain the communica-

tion with the two last columns, under the orders of

Generals Doctoroff and Raeffskoi, which, with seventy-
two pieces of cannon, were intended to attack the enemy
in front, and prevent him from sending succour to th(

left, where tlie serious impression was expected to be

made. To cover the whole movement, General Milarado-

witch, with the advanced guard, was to remain in his old

s Bout. ii. position till the fighting had commenced, when he was

140, 143, to support the column which led on the attack in front,

and push on with Raeffskoi towards Winkowo.^

At seven in the evening of the 17th October, the

attacking columns broke up from the camp at Taroutino,

and marched during the night to the different stations
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assigned to them. The attack was intended to have been chap.

made at daybreak on the 18th
;
but the delays consequent

^^^^^^ -

on the march of so many detached bodies delayed the I812.

commencement of the battle till seven. The French. succeSni

though taken by surprise, defended themselves bravely
attack on

till the appearance of Count OrloiF, in the rear of their winkowo.

left, threw the cavalry of Sebastiani into disorder, which ^^^- ^^'

soon communicated itself to their whole line. If the

third column, destined to support OrlofF, had been on

their ground at the appointed time, the Russians might
have seized the great road to Moscow, and entirely cut off

the enemy's retreat
;
but the non-arrival of this corps

having deprived him of the expected succour, Benningsen

thought himself compelled to forego this immense ad-

vantage, and allow the enemy to retain possession of the

road in their rear. Nevertheless, their retreat was con-

ducted in such confusion, that fifteen hundred prisoners,

thirty-eight pieces of cannon, forty caissons, and the

whole baggage of the corps, fell into the hands of the

victors, who had only to lament the loss of five hundred

killed and wounded, including General Bagawouth, who
was struck by a cannon-shot while bravely leading on his

column. Had the third column arrived on its ground at

the appointed time, or had Benningsen acted with more 1 jom. iv.

vigour even with the troops which had come up, the
J^^- ^°4'*-

"

French corps would have been totally destroyed. The Fain, ii'.'i58.

capture of the baggage proved the extreme want which
2i2!™segur,

prevailed in the French encampment. In the kitchen of "• 106, 107.

Murat were found roasted cats and boiled horse-flesh.^

This disastrous intelligence reached Napoleon as he

was reviewing the corps of Marshal Ney in the Kremlin, ^e.

previous to its departure from Moscow. He instantly Napoleon

despatched couriers in every direction to direct the concen- wards Ka-"

tration of his troops ;
a thousand orders were given in the ^^"sa.

course of the evening ;
the fire of his youthful years reap-

peared in his visage. Before daybreak on the morning ofthe

19th, he left the Kremlin, exclaiming, "Let us march on

Kalouga, and wo to those who interrupt our pasgage !

" He
left Moscow at the head of one hundred and three thousand

combatants, six hundred pieces of cannon, and two thousand

military chariots : an imposing force, and seemingly still

capable of conqueringthe world. Hisinfantry hadincreased
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CHAP. l>y ten thousand men during his residence at the Kremlin
;

Lxxiii .

partly from the recovery of the wounded, partly by the

1812. arrival of reinforcements from the west of Europe. But
the most alarming diminution was perceptible in the

cavalry : numerous corps of dismounted dragoons had

i()fi!1u)7,"'
heen formed

;
and those who were still on horseback

164' cTmmb'
^'^^ evidently the greatest difficulty in urging on their

ii. 316. Fain, exhausted steeds. The long train of artillery was slowly

ciaSewitz, dragged forward
;
and it was obvious that, after a few

^^-
days' march, the horses that moved it would sink under

their fatigue.^

In the rear of the still formidable mass of warriors

27. marched a long and seemingly interminable train of

strange cara-
chariots, waggons, and captives, bearing the pillage and

followed tiie riches of the devoted city. The trophies of imperial
*™^"

ambition, the cross of St Ivan, and the Persian and

Turkish standards found in the capital, were mingled
with the spoils of individual cupidity. The common
soldiers strove to support the weight of Asiatic finery
which they had ransacked from the ruins

;
the carriages

groaned under the load of Eastern luxuries, which the

troops vainly hoped to carry with them to their own

country. The followers of the camp, in number nearly

forty thousand, of all nations and sexes, and clothed for

the most part in the sumptuous dresses which they had

obtained during the pillage, formed a motley train, whoso

clamours augmented the general confusion. In the

chariots were many young Russian females, the willing
slaves of their seducers, abandoning the country of which

they were unworthy. In the midst of this fantastic

train, which covered the country as far as the eye could

reach, were to be seen columns of that redoubtable

infantry which had borne the French standards in

triumph through every capital of continental Europe,
and which still preserved, amidst the motley group, its

martial array. But the artillery-horses were already

sinking under their fatigues ;
and the diminished regi-

ments of the cavalry told too clearly how fatally the

war had affected that important branch of the service.

Confusion was soon apparent in the line of march : no

human efforts could force along that stupendous array of

artillery, caissons, baggage-waggons, and carts
;
the rear-
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guard, in despair, passed on ere the whole had defiled chap.

before them, and quantities of rich booty were at every i^xxm.

step abandoned to the enemy. The whole resembled ^^^^-
..

rather a wandering caravan, or a roving nation, than an
si^l'S!'

"'

army of disciplined troops ;
and forcibly recalled to the ^>'n' ".-.

^^i.

imagination the predatory warfare of antiquity, when jo?u. i "'i64.

the northern barbarians returned to their deserts loaded ^^^- ^^^*

with the spoils of conquered provinces.^

No sooner did he hear of the retreat of the French

army from Moscow, than Kutusoff broke up from the

camp at Taroutino at the head of eighty thousand regular Kutusoff

troops, and thirty thousand militia or Cossacks. These "vS Ka-

irregular bands of horsemen, in the pursuit of a retreating louga to bar

army, were more serviceable than the elite of the Imperial of N^pSi
Guard. The army was immediately marched towards

Malo-Jaroslawitz, the strongest position on the new road

from Moscow to Kalouga, in the hope of anticipating the

French Emperor in the occupation of that important

position ;
while General Winzingerode, who lay in the

neighbourhood of Klin, on the route to Twer, with ten

thousand men, advanced towards Moscow. He marched
without opposition through the ruined streets of the

capital ;
but having imprudently approached the Kremlin

to summon the garrison to surrender, he was made

prisoner by Marshal Mortier, who commanded the French

rearguard that still occupied its walls. Shortly after-

wards, however, the invaders retired, leaving to the

Russians the ancient palace of the Czars, armed by
forty-two pieces of cannon

; but, before his departure,
the French general blew up a part of its venerable 2 pain, ii.

edifices by the express command of Napoleon—a despi- ]^^- Bou*-."'-
^ ^ J. ^, ^i. X

^^5. Jom. IV.

cable piece 01 revenge on the part of so great a com- I66, 171.

mander, and singularly expressive of the envenomed
state of his mind.^

Napoleon, after advancing on the 19th 01 the old road

to Kalouga, which led straight to the Russian position of

Taroutino, for some hours, turned suddenly to the right. Advance of

and gained, by cross roads, the new route, which led to mXjmo^
the same place by Malo-Jaroslawitz. This skilful la^'itz-

manoeuvre was concealed from the Russians by the corps
of Marshal Ney, which continued slowly advancing
towards the old position of Taroutino. In consequence,
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cn\p. PlatofF, with fifteen regiments of Cossacks, was at first

i^^^^^' only detached to Malo-Jaroslawitz, and the main body of
1812. the army did not move in that direction till the evening

of the 23d. The corps of DoctorofF, by a rapid night

march, reached that important position at five in the

morning of the 24th, but found it already occupied by
General Delzons, with two battalions of French infantry.

These troops were immediately attacked and expelled
from the town by the Russian chasseurs : the Viceroy, how-

ever, having come up shortly after with his whole corps,

drove out the light troops of DoctorofF, but was in his

turn compelled to yield to the vigorous attacks of the

Russian infantry. The conflict which now ensued was
one of the most desperate of the whole war, for both

sides contended for an object vital to their respective

empires, and generals and soldiers on either side were

alike impressed with its importance. The French fought
to open a way for their retiring army into the rich and

hitherto untouched provinces of Tula and Kalouga ;
the

1 Chamb. ii. Russiaus, to bar the way till the main army of KutusoiF,

fg^J^'^"*"

"•
which was hastening up, arrived, which would force

Segur.ii. 119, them back upon the wasted line of the Smolensko road,

244, 2^?'
"*
where famine and desolation would speedily involve

them in destruction .^

The continued and violent cannonade of the artillery

on either side, which was from the first directed upon
Dreadful con- Malo-Jaroslawitz, early set the houses on fire, and being

town"*^^^
all of wood, they burned fiercely, and soon the whole

buildings were in flames. It was impossible to turn the

town, as the hill on which it is situated is of a rapid

declivity, shut in by wooded thickets on the right, and

on the left the ground was furrowed by ravines. Thus

the contending bodies were forced
,
to fight in dense

masses in the streets, and hand to hand there they
combated the whole day w^ith the most determined

resolution. After DoctorofF had been driven out by
Broussier and Guilleminot with the brave leading divi-

sions of Eugene's corps, Raeffskoi Avith Kutusoff"'s

advanced guard came up, and with loud shouts expelled

the Itarlians. Eugene, however, advanced fresh troops:

the division Pino, which was composed entirely of un-

broken troops who had not combated since the com-
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mencemeiit of the campaign, and the Royal Guard of chap.

Lombardy, were successively brought up. The combat ^^^^2^*

continued with the utmost fury on both sides till even- I812.

ing ;
the burning town was taken and retaken seven

different times
;

the rival nations fought with the

bayonet in the midst of the burning houses. But at 332. ^Boiit*

length the Viceroy succeeded in finally dislodging the
jqq^'^'^^ j,^

enemy ; and, after the most strenuous efforts, a way was ii. ii9, 120.'

opened for the French artillery through the streets.^

On came the guns at the gallop, the wheels crushing
the dead and the wounded, the horses goaded over heaps
of human bodies, through a flaming pile formed by the ^viiici. is at

burning houses on either side. At length the guns were
^-^y^l yl^g.

forced through the frightful defile, and planted in battery roy.

on the opposite side
;
while Gerard's and Campans' divi-

sions of Davoust's corps established themselves with great

diflficulty among the woods and ravines on either side.

The heroic Russians, however, had not toiled and died

in vain. During the action the army of Kutusoff gained
the precious hours requisite to reach the other road : his

columns during the whole day were seen, in tAvo long
dark lines, rapidly advancing towards the heights behind

the scene of action, and before night they were firmly
established on the wooded eminences in the rear of Malo-

Jaroslawitz. The Viceroy, after a glorious combat, found

himself master of a mass of bloody and smoking ruins,

dearly purchased by the loss of five thousand of his best

troops ;
while one hundred thousand men, and seven 157,^61 "162.

hundred pieces of cannon, posted on a semicircle of f.^f
'"'

V' ii^»
1 1 1 • 1 ' 1 ' f Till •! •!• /.

121- Cliamb.
wooded heights m his iront, precluded the possibility of ii. 332, 333.

a farther advance towards Kalouga without a general
"*

battle.2

The loss of the Russians was as great as that of the

French
;
and they had to lament the death of the brave

gg
General Dorokoff, who fell in an early period of the Resuits'ofthe

engagement. The ruins of Malo-Jaroslawitz exhibited Seadfu?"^
the most terrible spectacle. The streets could be distin-

app^ji^^^ce
of

guished only by the heaps of dead who were piled upon
each other

;
while smoking buildings and half-consumed

skeletons marked the position of the houses. From
beneath these ruins the wounded occasionally dragged
their wasted forms, and besought, with earnest cries, the
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CHAP, passengers to put a period to tlieir sufferings. Napoleon,
Lxxiii.

notwithstanding his familiarity with scenes of this de-

1812. scription, was startled at the sight ;
and the proof it

afforded of the determination of his enemies, contributed

not a little to the resolution which he subsequently

adopted. He had won this terrible field of battle
;
but

by the delay occasioned in wresting it from the enemy,
he had substantially been defeated. The advantage gained

by Kutusoff was of incalculable importance. By inter-

posing his whole army between the enemy and Kalouga,
and occupying the strong position behind the town, he

compelled Napoleon either to fight at a great disadvan-

tage, or renounce his projected march upon Kalouga,
1 Jom. iv. and fall back on the wasted line of the Smolensko road.

ilH' •^^' . Either of these alternatives was equivalent to a defeat :

172. Bout. ,, ,,.. * ,-111
ii. 163, 167. and the event proved that in its consequences this bloody

m"^'Labf^' engagement was more disastrous to the French than any
264. event which had befallen them since the commencement

of the Revolution.^

Napoleon remained in the neighbourhood of the field

33^
of battle the whole of the night of the 24th, and sent out

Napoleon's numerous parties to reconnoitre the Russian position,

embwrass- The strength of the ground, in the opinion of his most
™®"****^'*

experienced officers, precluded the possibility of a suc-

cessful attack. No alternative remained but to fall back

on the Smolensko road. The agitation of his mind, in

consequence, became so excessive, that his attendants

dared not approach him. Upon returning to his mise-

rable cottage, he sent for Berthier, Murat, and Bessi^res.

They sat round a table where was spread out a map of

the country, and the Emperor sjioke to them at first of

the change which the arrival of Kutusoff on the high

grounds beyond Malo-Jaroslawitz had made in his situ-

ation. After a little discussion, however, he became
meditative ;

and resting his cheeks on his hands, and

his elbows on the table, his eyes fixed on the map, he

remained for above an hour in moody silence, without

motion or uttering a word. The three general*, respect-

ing his mental agony, preserved silence, merely looking
at each other during that long period ; then suddenly

starting up, he dismissed them without making them

acquainted with his resolution. Immediately after,
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however, he sent to Davoust, ordering him to put him- citap.

self at the head of the advanced guard, as he was to be ^^^"^ -

at the outposts with his Guards at daybreak on the 1812.

following morning. Ney, who was at a short distance, 1 chamb. ii.

was directed to take a position between Borowsk and
^^g^^rftuT,

Malo-Jaroslawitz, after leaving two divisions to protect 129.

the reserve parks and baggage at the former of these

towns.i

At daybreak on the 25th, he set out in person to

examine the ground, and was advancing through a

confused mass of baggage-waggons and artillery, when Napoleon is

suddenly a tumult arose; the cry was heard, "It is
JJf^;'^'

"'^^^

Platoff—they are ten thousand!" and a large body of

Cossacks was seen bearing directly down upon the im-

perial escort. It turned out to be the dreaded Hetman

himself, at the head of ten regiments of Cossacks, who
made a dash to seize a park of forty pieces of artillery

stationed near the village of Gorodnia, where the head-

quarters of Napoleon were placed. The Emperor himself

narrowly escaped being made prisoner: General Rapp
was thrown down while bravely combating, and his im-

mediate attendants were compelled to use their sabres

against the lances of the enemy. The squadrons on
service who were in immediate attendance on the

Emperor, were overthrown and pierced through by the

terrible lances of the Cossacks; numbers passed the

Emperor in the confusion of the melee; and it was not

till the grenadiers a cheval and the dragoons of the Guard

appeared, that the irruption was stopped. The Cossacks,

ignorant of the inestimable prize which was within their

grasp, pushed on for the guns on which they were intent,

and seized the whole : but they were only able to carry
off eleven pieces, from the want of horses to convey them,
and the rapid appearance of the cavalry of the Imperial
Guard. Napoleon, after this humiliating incident, returned

to Gorodnia, but again left it at ten o'clock, and advanced
to Malo-Jaroslawitz. According to his usual custom, he
rode over the whole field which had been the theatre of 2 cimmb. n.

such desperate strife on the preceding day, and moved on pain, ii.'250,

so as to see with his own eyes the elevated plateau which ?.^Vo,
^
rf"*:

the K\issian army, three quariers of a league m advance, ii. 165.

still occupied.2 This done, he returned at five in the after-
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CHAP, noon to Gorodnia, and nothing farther was attempted on
^^^^^^'

either side that day.
1812. This incident, however, was more than irritating: it

gg proved the ruinous inferiority of the French to their

Deliberations enemies in light troops. Napoleon, in consequence,

hladq^?teK
deemed it too hazardous to attempt to force the enemy's

on tiie course position, and returned pensively to his miserable habi-

sued. tation. An emperor, two kings, and three marshals were
there assembled: upon their deliberations hung the

destinies of the world. Murat, with his usual fire, recom-

mended the boldest course. " Why should we fear the

formidable position of the Russians ? Give me but the

remains of the cavalry and that of the Imperial Guard,
and I will plunge into their forests, and open the road to

Kalouga at the sword's point." But Bessi^res, who com-

manded the cavalry of the Guard, and deemed its pre-
servation essential to the Emperor's safety, immediately

observed,
" That the moment was passed, both in the army

and in the Guard, for such eflforts : already the means of

transport were beginning to fail, and the charge of Murat
would be feebly supported. And who were the enemies

against whom he proposed thus to risk a hazardous attack ?

men who had evinced, in the combat of the preceding

day, a heroism worthy of veteran soldiers, though they
were recruits who had hardly learned the use of their

arms. A retreat had become unavoidably necessary."

The Emperor unwillingly acquiesced in the proposal,

observing,
" Hardihood has had its day: we have already

done too much for glory : nothing remains to be thought
of but the safety of the army." Davoust then proposed
that " the retreat should be conducted by Medyn to Smo-

lensko—2k line of road hitherto untouched, and abound-

ing in resources for the wounded
;
whereas the Mojaisk

line was utterly wasted, and presented only dust and

ashes." This advice was strongly resisted by Murat, who

represented the extreme hazard of "
exposing the flank of

the army during so long a march to the attacks of the

numerous light troops of the enemy." Napoleon adopted
1 segur, ii. the opinion of the King of Naples, insisting upon the

S'l Bulletin "^^^J^ity of the army from its weakness in cavalry to

iLJuiL iv. 148. forage for itself, and the necessity of falling back on the

magazines collected at Smolensko and Minsk •} and
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orders were issued for the retreat of the army by chap.

Borowsk and Mojaisk to Smolensko. '[f^^^*

At daybreak on the 26th, the fatal retreat com- 1812.

menced
;
and the victor in a Imndred battles for the

^^
first time ilt his life retired in the open field from a retreat is

HIS enemies* By a singular coincidence, the Russian resolved on.

troops at the same moment abandoned their position,

and fell back in the direction of Kalouga. Both armies,

struck with mutual awe, were flying from each other.f

The reason assigned by KutusoiF for this singular mea-

sure, was the inquietude which he felt for the road by

Medyn to Kalouga : but the adoption of it was a serious

fault, which had nearly endangered all the advantages
of the campaign. Meanwhile the French army, igno-

rant of the moveifients of the enemy, silently and

mournfully continued its retreat. The most gloomy

presentiments filled the minds of the soldiers : expe-
rience had already made them acquainted with the

length of deserts they had to traverse before reaching a

friendly territory, and that on this long line of more

than two hundred and fifty leagues, Smolensko and

Minsk alone offered resources for their use. Dejection
and despondency, in consequence, universally prevailed ;

the recklessness which arises from despair was already
visible in many ;

and the discipline of the troops, accus-

* At Aspem he retired from the field of battle, but held firm in the island of

Lobau, close in its rear.

t It is a most extraordinary circumstance that an event in both armies

precisely similar liad occurred near the same place several centuries

before, on occasion of the last invasion of Russia by the Tartars :
—

" L'armee Russe ne se retira pas
—elle s'enfuit dans le plus grand d^sordre. Par

miracle, dit la chronique, les Tartars, voyant la rive gauche de I'Ougra aban-
donn6e par les Russes, s'imaginerent que c'etait una ruse de guerre, et que
ceux-ci ne fuyaient que pour les provoquer au combat, et qu'ils avaient prepare
des embuches : enfin le Khan, saisi d'une terreur panique, se hata de s'^loigner.
On vit alors un spectacle inconcevable : deux armees fuyant I'une del'autresans
etre poursuivies de personne. Les Russes s'arreterent enfin ; mais le Khan se

retira dans ses foyers, apres avoir ruine douze villes de Lithouanie. C'etait a
la fin d'Octobre : il surmnt de fortes gdees, et les Russes se retirerent afin de se

m^surer avec le Khan dans les champs de Borowsk, plus favorables pour una

grande bataille."—Karamsin, vi. 195. There is a most extraordinary similarity
between the leading events of the Tartar and French contest, though they
occurred in tlie former at far wider intervals than in the latter. In both, a
great and glorious battle was fought on the same day, Sept. 7th, (Koulikoff and
13orodino,) in which both parties claimed the victory : in both, a hundred and
fifty thousand men were arrayed on each side : both were followed by the capture
and burning of Moscow : the final and decisive struggle in both took place in

the end of October, when the frost was beginning: in both, the two armies

mutually fled from each other: in both, the Russians retreated toBoroicsk;
and in both instances this singular event was the precursor of their final deliver-

ance from their inveterate enemies.—See Kabamsin, v. 78-83, and vi. 1^5.
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CHAP, toraed to victory but unused to disaster, became relaxed
Lxxiii . from the moment tliat they began to retire before their

1812. enemies. Napoleon calculated chiefly upon the support
of Victor, who, with above thirty thousand fresh troops,

had been stationed since the beginning of September in

the neighbourhood of Smolensko. This corps, joined to

the reinforcements which were daily arriving from the

westward, and the detached soldiers of the Grand Army
who might be re-formed into battalions, would amount
to fifty thousand men : and with such support he hoped
to maintain the line of the Dwina till the return of

spring. But the operations of Wittgenstein and Tchicha-

goff rendered this project impracticable ; and, even

without their assistance, the superiority of the Russians

In cavalry would have rendered any position within their

iv. 143. 20th territory untenable for any length of time. The French

iTuii^'igur
retired by Borowsk to Vereia, where the Emperor's head-

ii. 142. 145.
'

quarters were established on the 27th. The weather was

16-9!*

"* '

serene : it was still compared by Napoleon to the

autumn at Fontainbleau.^

As soon as Kutusoif was apprised of the enemy's

retreat, he resolved, instead of pursuing them on the

Kutuso'ff wasted line which they had adopted, to move the main

SSi'a^"'^' t>ody of his army by a parallel road towards Mojaisk and
paraUeiiine. Wiazma, and to harass their retreating colunnis by a

large body of Cossacks and light troops. General Milara-

dowitch, in consequence, at the head of twenty-five
thousand light troops, was directed to move along a

road parallel and near to the great Smolensko route
;

while Platoff, with the Cossacks, pressed the French

rearguard, and Kutusoff himself, at the head of the

whole army, moved in two columns towards Wiazma.

In the course of their retreat, the troops who moved
first destroyed all the towns tlirough which the army
passed : Borowsk and Vereia shared the fate of Moscow.

At the latter town the Emperor was joined by Marshal

5 nout ii
Mortier, who, after blowing up, as already mentioned,

180, 18*1,
'^ part of the Kremlin, had fallen back on the main army

s^Sr!^'i.^'^*
with his detachment. Wiirzingerode, made prisoner at

152, i.w, 26th the Kremlin, was then presented to the Emperor r^ his
and27lh -x i r j.x j. x r
Hull. appearance excited one of those transports of rage

which were not unusual in his irritable moods, but
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which happily passed away without actual violence to chap.

tiie Russian general. .*

The whole French army had regained the Smolensko 1^12.

road on the 29th. The corps marched at intervals of half

a day's journey from each other, and for some days were The French

not seriously harassed by the enemy. In passing ^X^o/^^

through a heap of ruins, the soldiers recognised some Borodino,

features of a scene formerly known to them : the slopes,

the redoubts gradually awakened thrilling emotions : it

wjis Mojaisk, formerly the scene of so dreadful a battle.

The steeple alone remained in the midst of the desert :

and its clock still,
"
unheard, repeated its hours." They

approached an open plain, and soon the multitudes of

unburied dead, whose bones had begun to whiten in the

sun—the broken and ruined redoubts which appeared
at intervals—the rugged surface of the ground, which was
still torn by the cannon-shot, announced the bloody field

of Borodino.* Thirty thousand skeletons, innumerable

fragments of helmets, cuirasses, and arms, broken guns,

carriages, standards, and bloody uniforms, formed the

sad remains of that scene of glory. The soldiers, in

passing, gazed in silence at the great redoubt, so lately
the theatre of mortal strife, now marked by the stillness

and desolation of an extinguished volcano : regret for
^ ^^

the loss of their companions in arms was mingled with 276. Segu'r,

the painful sense of the fruitlessness of the sacrifice
; jj; J^g J|J"^

and they hurried from the scene of desolation with Fain, ii. 117.

melancholy recollections of the past, and gloomy antici-

pations of the future.^t

In passing the great abbey of Kolotskoi, the army
received a lamentable addition to its numbers in a multi-

tude of wounded men, who had escaped from that scene

of horror to join their retreating companions. Thousands
had perished in the hospital from the total inadequacy of

the means of relief to the prodigious accumulation of

* "SemirutovallOjhumilifossa.accisaBJamreliquiaeconsedisseintelligebantur:
medio campi, albentia ossa, ut fugerant, ut restiterant, disjecta vel aggerata ;

adjacebant fragmina telorum, eqnorunique artus, simul tnmcis arborum.
Roniaiius qui aderat exercitus, triuin legionum ossa, nullo noscente alienas

reliquias an suorum humo tegeret, omnes, ut conjunctos, ut consanguineos
aucta in hostem ira, nicesti simul et iiifensi condebant."—Tacitus. Annal. i. 62.

t Lamentable cries were heard from one of tlie heaps of slain : they proved
to come from a wounded soldier who had crept into the half-consumed remains
of a dead horse, and contrived to support existence in that situation for

above six weeks.—Segur, ii. 160.
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CHAP, wounded who had been left : but a greater number tlian
Lxxni.

QQ^i^ jjjj^^j, Ijggj^ expected had. been saved, in consequence
1812. of the heroic and skilful efforts of the French surgeons.

,,. ,
3.9. These miserable men crawled to the side of the road, and,

Wofulspec- .^, T/. 1 1 1 11 1 , . 1 , , •

tacieex- With upliited liands and lamentable cries, besought their

passS^ the
comrades not to leave them to the horrors of famine or

abbey of the fury of the enemy. At the distance of two leagues

Disorders* from Mojaisk, five hundred of these unhappy wretches
which already j^j^^j collected rouiid a descrtcd barn : for several days thev
appeared m ., ., ^ , „^ ^
tiie retreat, had received no food : an officer and twenty-five men

were on the spot to guard them, and two surgeons were
in attendance to dress their wounds

;
but the former had

no food to give them, and the latter no linen or salves to

apply to their mangled limbs. Napoleon made the

greatest efforts to get them the means of conveyance : but
the troops, whom misery had already begun to render

selfish, murmured at displacing the spoils of Moscow for

their bleeding companions, and could with difficulty be

constrained to give them a place in their chariots.

Although only a few Cossacks as yet harassed the rear of

the retreating army, the discouragement of the troops had

become very great, and the dreadful features of the retreat

already began to appear. Baggage-carts were aban-

doned at every step, from the failure of the horses which

drew them
;
the infantry and cavalry marched pell-mell

in the utmost confusion
;
and the incessant explosions

along the whole line, demonstrated how many of the

ammunition-waggons required to be sacrificed to prevent

i83**"Lab
*^Gir falling into the hands of the enemy. The retreat

280, 283. was rapidly becoming a flight ;
the troops were beginning

16.1!^ Fai!f/*
to separate from the marching columns in quest of

(i ^"^^b^"^' plunder or subsistence
;
and numbers of horses were slain

252.

' "

to furnish food for the hungry multitudes who surrounded

them.^

On the 2d November, the headquarters reached Wiazma.

The Emperor flattered himself that he had got the start

Severe action of Kutusoff by Several marches, and that his troops would
at Wiazma. j,q^ \yQ disquieted by the enemy during the remainder of

the retreat
;
but this delusive quiei was not of long con-

tinuance. On approaching that town, the corps of

Davoust, which formed the rearguard of the army, found,

on the 3d, the advanced guard of Milaradowitch posted
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on the southern side of the great road, while Platoff, with ciiap.

a large body of Cossacks, pressed the rear of the army.
^

The Emperor, with the Guard and the first corps of the I812.

army, was already advanced on the road to Smolensko,

and the corps of the Viceroy and Ney alone remained to

resist the attack. By a vigorous charge, the Russian

cavalry, under WassilchikoiF, in the first instance broke

in upon the line of the French retreat, and established

themselves astride on the great road, in the interval

between the corps of the Viceroy and that of Davoust
;

while Platoff, the moment that the cannonade commenced,
attacked the rear of the latter at Federowskoi. If the

infantry of Milaradowitch had been at hand to support
his cavalry while the Cossacks pressed the rear, the corps 1 po„t. ^
of Davoust must have been totally destroyed. But the i84,m
infantry, unable to keep pace with the rapid advance 01 263, 26.5.

the cavalry, was still far behind
;
and General Wassil-

ijg^^'i^^l^^'

chikoff was left, for more than half an hour, to resist 293.

alone all the efforts of the enemy to dislodge him from

his position.^

Meanwhile the Viceroy, hearing of the danger of

Davoust's corps, retraced his steps, and drew back his
^j

advanced guard, which had already reached Wiazma, to Defeat of

the scene of danger. Milaradowitch, in his turn, was there."

now severely pressed between the advancing troops of

Davoust and the returning corps of Eugene: but he

bravely maintained his post near the great road till the

infantry of Prince Eugene of Wirtemburg came up to his

support. But the moment of decisive success was now
over. Davoust, with admirable presence of mind, had

contrived to get his artilleryand baggage across the fields in

the neighbourhood of Wassilchikoff's men during the con-

tinuance of the action ;
and the united French corps were

now intent only on securing their retreat to Wiazma. In

doing so, however, they were keenly pursued by Milara-

dowitch, who was now supported both by his own in-

fantry and by the Cossacks of Platoff; a numerous artillery

thundered on their retreating columns ;
and though the

soldiers of the Viceroy still kept their ranks, those of

Davoust, exhausted by the fatigues of the retreat, fell

into confusion. At this critical moment, the vanguard of

Kutusoff beyond Wiazma was heard to commence a can-
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CHAP, iionade on the corps of Ney, which was in advance of the
'

Viceroy ;
and the troops, conceiving themselves beset on

1812. all sides, fell back in disorder into Wiazma. General

Paskewitch,* at the head of his brave division, rushed

into the town, and drove the enemy through the streets

I77!?79/*'
^* *^6 point of the bayonet. In the midst of the general

J^""*- i^i85, confusion,
the houses took fire, which stopped the pursuit ;

i^b.m and the shattered corps of Davoust, in their bivouacs

S."'charub.^®y^^^ ^^^^ walls, counted their diminished ranks and
iii. 263, 269. rc-formod their battalions by the light of the conflagra-

tion.^

In this engagement the French were weakened by full

six thousand men, of whom two thousand were made
Results of prisoners, while the loss of the Russians did not exceed

KutSff fails
^'^'o thousand. The corps of Davoust had before the battle

to push the lost ten thousand men by fatigue or desertion since the

tiie upmost, retrograde movement commenced at Malo-Jaroslawitz ;

niandTSe
^"^ tweuty-soveu picces of their artillery had fallen into

French rear- the haiids of the enemy : so that they were now sixteen
^^^ thousand weaker than on leaving Moscow. The army in

all had lost forty-three thousand men since the retreat

began ;
it was now only sixty thousand strong. Two

hundred and forty thousand men had perished, therefore,

in the centre under Napoleon's immediate command
before a fall of snow took place : for it crossed the Niemen,

includhig Jerome's army, three hundred thousand strong.

When the troops resumed their march on the following

day, they were astonished at the smallness of their num-
bers. There seems to be no room for doubt, that had

Kutusoflf supported by a sufficient force the bold advance

of Milaradowitch, or hastened his own march so as to

anticipate the French vanguard at Wiazma, he would
have had every chance of destroying a great part of their

army ; and his own troops were grievously disappointed

* Paskewitch, a Russian by birth, of an old noble family, was bom in 1772,
and had served with distinction in the wars ajjainst tlie Turks, the Poles, and
the Swedes. Like Suwarroff and Kutusoff, he was endeared to the soldiers by
being a native of the country, and a strenuous supporter, whenever it was

possible, of national interests and customs. He possessed an intuitive genius
for war, and rose in the sequel to the highest destinies, iiaving mainly con-

tributed, by his two successful campaigns in Asia Minor, to the glorious peace of

Adrianople with the Turks, and brought the Polish war to a successful issue,
after Diebitch had signally failed, by the storming of Warsaw in 1831. Few
Russian generals will leave a more distinguished place in history, or have more
signally contributed, by Uieir geniua and energy, to advance the fortunes of
their country.
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at the opportunity being allowed to escape. But the chap.

Russian commander, knowing the severity of the season Lxxni.

which was about to commence, and the multiplied ob- 1812.

stacks which were preparing to arrest the retreat of

Napoleon, deemed, and perhaps wisely, that the surer

course was to let the enemy waste away before the cold of

winter, before he attempted to envelope the main body ;

and to confine his attacks at present to the rearguard,

whose fatigues had already reduced them to that state of

debility which might soon be expected to become general

in the whole army. The corps of Davoust, which had

suffered so severely, was now replaced by that of Marshal

Ney as the rearguard ;
and this heroic general began to

cover that retreat, fatal to so many others, immortal to

him. On the 4th and 5th the retreat continued, and in
^

passing the Lake of Semlewo, the grand cross of Ivan and 98,99. Segur!

the armour of the Kremlin, the spoils of Moscow, were
Boif u^Tgs

buried in the waves. Already the French perceived that iy5.

the season of preserving trophies was gone for ever.^

The weather, though cold and frosty at night, had

hitherto been clear and bright during the day ;
and the

^^

continued, though now level and powerless sun, had Commence-

cheered the hearts of the soldiers. But on the 6th No-
^eaSfroste.

vember the Russian winter set in with unwonted severity,
and appear-

Cold fogs first rose from the surface of the ground, and atmosphere,

obscured the heretofore unclouded face of the sun
;
a few ^'^^- ^•

flakes of snow next began to float in the atmosphere, and
filled the army with dread : gradually the light of day
declined, and a thick murky darkness overspread the

firmament. The wind rose and ere long blew with fright-

ful violence, howling through the forests, or sweeping
over the plains with resistless fury : the snow fell in

thick and continued showers, which soon covered the

earth with an impenetrable clothing, confounding all

objects together, and leaving the arrtiy to wander in the

dark through an icy desert. Great numbers of the sol-

diers, in struggling to get forward, fell into hollows or

ditches which were concealed by the treacherous surface,

and perished miserably before the eyes of their comrades :

others were swallowed up in the moving snow-hills, which,
like the sands of the desert, preceded the blast of death. To
fall was certain destruction : the severity of the tempest

VOL. XVI. C
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CHAP, speedily checked respiration ;
and tlie snow, accumulatingLxxm. round the sufferer, soon formed a little sepulchre for his

1812. remains. The road, and the fields in its vicinity, were

3(to*\^r, ^^P*<ib' strewn with these melancholy eminences
;
and

ii. 181.
'

the succeeding columns found the surface rough and

274*'FaiII', ii.
almost impassable from the multitude of these icy mounds

138, 140. that lay upon their route.^

Accustomed as the soldiers had been to death in its

ordinary forms, there was something singularly appalling

Dreadful de- ^^ the Uniformity of the snowy wilderness, which, like a

di^^^ti^™
vast winding-sheet, seemed ready to envelope the remains

by on the of the whole army. Exhausted by fatigue, or pierced by
soidSr?

^'^^

^^l^^j they sank by thousands on the road, casting a last

look upon their comrades, and pronouncing with their

dying breath the names of those most dear to them.

Clouds of ravens, like the birds which are only seen at sea

when a shipwreck is at hand, issued from the forests, and
hovered over the dying remains of the soldiers ;

while

troops of dogs, which had followed the army from Mos-

cow, driven to fury by sufiering, howled in the rear, and
often fell upon their victims before life was extinct. The

only objects that rose above the snow were the tall pines,

2 Guii. de whose gigantic stems and funereal foliage cast a darker
vaud. -m. horror over the scene, and seemed destined to mark the

Lab. 300.

'

grave of the army amidst the deathlike uniformity of the

wilderness.2

The weight of their arms soon became intolerable to

the least robust of the soldiers : their fingers frequently

Increasing dropped oflf while holding their muskets, and the useless

ti'fe trwps"^
load was thrown aside in the struggle for the maintenance

of life.* Amidst the general ruin, multitudes left their

ranks, and wandered on the flanks or rear of the army,
where they were speedily massacred by the peasants, or

made prisoners by the Cossacks. But the troops now felt

the consequences of their former licentiousness. The

whole country, to the breadth of seven or eight leagues

on either side of the great road, had been laid waste during
the advance of the army, and the exhausted soldiers were

now unable to reach the limits of tiieir former devasta-

tion. By a degree of reckless violence, also, of which it is

* • • De tons cot^ lea mains glacis de no* soldats laissent tomber leurs arme*.*

—¥ais, iL 2y5. (An eye-witne9s.j
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difficult to form a conception, the first columns of the chap.

army destroyed, along the whole line of the retreat, the Lxxiii.

few remaining houses which had survived the march in 1812.

summer : and the rearguard, in consequence, suffered as

much from the madness of their comrades who preceded,
as the hostility of their enemies who followed them. Fire

was before them with its ashes
;
winter followed them

with its horrors. The horses of the cavalry and artillery,

especially those which came from France and Germany,
suffered dreadfully from the severity of the cold, which
the entire want of provisions rendered them unable to

bear. In less than a ^week after it commenced, thirty
thousand had perished. Caissons and cannon were aban-

doned at every step : the ascent from a stream, or the fall

of a bridge, occasioned the abandonment of whole pai-ks Jyo°"g;"y,.
of artillery. Famished groups threw themselves upon ii. 171, 182.'

the dead bodies of the horses to satisfy the cravings of BuUeS!'*

nature
;
and in many instances even the repugnance of BuU. iv. 158.

our nature at human flesh was overcome by the pangs of

protracted hunger.^

Night came, but with it no diminution of the sufferings

of the soldiers. Amidst the howling wilderness, the
^^

wearied men sought in vain for the shelter of a rock, the Effect of

cover of a friendly habitation, or the warmth of a fire.
fngs^on'S'

The stems of the pine, charged with snow and hardened minds of the

by frost, long resisted the flames lighted by the troops ;

^^

and when, by great exertions, the fire was kindled, crowds

of starving men prepared a miserable meal of rye, mixed
with snow-water and horse-flesh. Sleep soon closed their

eyelids, and for sixteen long hours the darkness was illu-

minated by the light of the bivouacs : but numbers never

awoke from their slumbers
;
and on the following day

the sites of the night-fires were marked by circles of dead

bodies, with their feet stillresting on the extinguished piles.*

* It is seldom that cold at all comparable to that which is here described, is

felt in the iiritish Islands ; but, during the great frost of spring 1838, the author
was twice fortunate enough to experience it. On the 5th and 9th February in

that year, the thermometer, at his residence at Fossil House, near Glasgow,
fell, at eleven at night, to four degrees below zero of Fahrenheit ; and he imme-
diately walked out and sat down under the old trees in the park, to experience
a sensation which he had long figured to himself in imagination, and might
never in life feel again. A vivid recollection of the descriptions he had studied
of the Russian retreat, made him attend minutely to every object he witnessed,
and every sensation he felt on the occasion. The night was bright and clear :

not a speck or film obscured the fiimament, where the moon shone forth in sur-
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CHAP.
LXXIII.

1812.

1 Larrey,
Mem. de

Cliirurg. Mil,

iv. 91. Segur,
ii. 184. Lab.
300. Chamb.
ii. 382, 384.

47.

Dreadful
selfishness

which uni-

versally ap-
peared.

2 Segur, ii.

184, 185, 191.

Lab. 300,303.
Fain, ii. 287.

Chamb. iL

382,384
Larrey, iv.

yi.

The death produced upon almost all the soldiers who

perished from the cold was the same. The persons
affected fell into a state of paralytic torpor, which led

them to approach the fires of the bivouacs, where they

speedily dropped into an apopletic slumber, from which

they never wakened. Those of the officers and men who
were able to perform the whole journey, and had pre-
served a little sugar and coffee, resisted the cold most

effectually. Mortification in particular limbs ensued iii

innumerable cases, against which the best preservative
was found to be walking on foot.^

Upon the great body of the men, the continuance of

these horrors produced the usual results of recklessness,

insubordination, and despair. The French soldiers, more

susceptible than any others of warm impressions, early

perceived the full extent of their danger, and became

desperate from the accumulation of perils from which

they could perceive no possibility of escaping. Every
thing seemed allowable when there was no other mode of

preserving life
;
the men tore off the cloaks from their

comrades who had sunk down, to warm their own shiver-

ing limbs. Those who first got round the fires at night,

sternly repelled the succeeding crowds who strove to

share in the warmth, and saw them with indifference

sink down and die in the frigid outer circle. In the

general ruin, the sympathies and generous feelings of our

nature were for the most part extinguished : the strong
instinct of self-preservation concentrated, in these terrible

moments, every one's energies on his own safety ; and
the catastrophes of others were unheeded, when all anti-

cipated similar disasters for themselves.^ Some, however,
of a firmer character, resisted the contagion, and preserved,

passing splendour; the trees, loaded with glowing crj'stnls, glittered on all sides

as in a palace of diamonds ; the snow, dry and powdery, fell from the feet like

the sand of the desert
;
not a breath waved even the feathery covering of tho

branches ; and the mind, overpowered with tlie unwonted splendour of the

scene, fell into a state of serene enjoyment The sensation of the frost, even
when sitting still, was hardly that of pain. The moment the body entered the
external air, it felt as if plunged into a cold bath, against which it was at once
evident that even the warmest clothing afforded little protection ; and after

resting a short time, a drowsy feeling, the harbinger of death, began to steal

over tiie senses. When walking, however, the circulation was preserved, and
no disagreeable feeling experienced ; but the astonishment felt at the moment,
upon experiencing how soon inaction induced drowsiness, was how, under a much
severer cold, any men or horses survived in either army, during the bivouacs of
the Russian retreat
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even amid the horrors that surrounded them, the gaiety chap.

and serenity of indomitable minds.
.

In the midst of these unparalleled horrors, the rapid
I812.

disorganisation of the army seemed the prelude to its 4^

entire destruction. The road, trodden down by such an Disastrous
effects of tho

innumerable multitude of feet, and rolled over by such a cold on the

number of wheels, became as hard and slippery as ice ^""y-

itself. In that rigorous latitude, where this state of

things annually returns, and continues five months, the

horses of the Russians are all rough-shod, the waggons
are placed upon sledges, and the light cannon are put on

carriages mounted on the same vehicles. But no precau-
tions of this description had been thought of in the French

army : the shoes of none of the horses were frosted, nor

were any means provided for their being so ;
and numbers

of the unhappy animals, slipping and falling on their knees

at every step, became exhausted with fatigue, and sank

down on the ice to rise no more. The want of forage or

provisions at the same time weakened those which kept
their feet, to such a degree that they became unable to

resist the effect of the night bivouacs. It was this, and
not the cold, which proved fatal to the horses ; for, if

well fed, a horse can withstand the severest cold as

well as the strongest man.* The regiments which had
hitherto succeeded in preserving a few animals, by means
of pasture picked up in the fields on the roadside, now
found them at once destroyed by the snow covering the

ground ; for magazines, or distributions of rations, there
^ cimmb. ii.

were none, either for men or horses, from Moscow to ^^^ 382.

Smolensko, a distance of nearly three hundred miles.^

It was the incessant fatigue and want ofprovisions, more
even than the cold, which at this period of the retreat, ^^
and indeed during its whole continuance, proved fatal to Ruinous ef-

the French army. The troops, marching without inter- want^of pro-

mission, and never receiving any distribution of rations,
visions for

soon found themselves a prey to the horrors of famine, horses.

and were reduced, as their sole means of subsistence, to

use the flesh of the numerous horses which dropped down

* " Les chevaux supportent tr^s-bien la bivouac et les froids les plus rigoureux
quand lis sont bien nourris. Ce n'itait pas L' froid qui les availfait niourir,
mais la/aim et la contimiite des marches La Garde ayant repu qnelques dis-
tributions de farine, il restait encore deux niille hommes de cavalerie de la Garde,
mais en mauvais ^tat."—Chambray, ii. 380, 383.
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CHAP, by the wayside. The instant that one of these wretched
Lxxiii .

ai^iiYjals fell, a famished group seized upon it, and shared
1812. its remains among them. The army subsisted almost

entirely, for weeks together, on this melancholy resource;

and, much as Xapoleon lamented the destruction of these

animals, his condition, had they survived, would have
been still worse, for in that case the whole men must
have perished. But these disastrous circumstances, and,
above all, the evident hopelessness of their situation, from
the knowledge that there were no magazines on the line

of retreat over a space of five hundred miles, except at

Smolensko and Minsk, produced the most depressing effect

upon the minds of the soldiers. Despair and reck-

lessness made them desert their standards in crowds ;

before they reached Smolensko, the army generally
*

had lost all appearance of a regular array, and presented
a hideous mass of stragglers, clothed in fur-cloaks and

1 chamb iL
^^^^^ finery, which they had plundered from Moscow,

382,383. or reft from their dead comrades who had perished on
the road.i

No one could credit who had not witnessed it, the

^Q
universal hardness of heart which prevailed. The

General in- strongest bonds of gratitude, the oldest ties of friendship,

apfunsrNa- were snapped asunder. Self-preservation became the uni-

poieon. versal object. The dying closed their eyes with curses

and imprecations on their lips ;
the living passed unheed-

ing by. The few prisoners taken at Malo-Jaroslawitz

and Wiazma were shot without mercy when they could

march no more. In the midst of the general distress, the

marshals, generals, and higher administrators, who had
taken the precaution to bring provisions for themselves

and their horses with them from Moscow, lived in com-

parative abundance
;
and the contrast thus afforded to

their own destitute condition, augmented the rage and

indignation of the soldiers. They broke out into as

vehement and impassioned complaints against, as they
had formerly breathed adulation towards Napoleon : his

ambition, his obstinacy, his pride, were in every mouth ;

iuinrii. 287. he had penetrated to Moscow contrary to all the rules of

war i he had ruined himself, and them all with him.^ The

* Tlie Guards were an exception ; they were better provided for, and kept
their tonka to tlie last.—Ciiambray, ii. 385.

2 Chamb. H
.•^K4, 385
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Emperor himself marched on foot, grave, but calm and chap.

collected ;
his appearance was that of a great mind con- ^^^iti.

tending with adversity. I812.

In the midst of these sufferings the army arrived at

Dorogobouge. The imperial column and the corps of

Davoust, after a short rest, proceeded on the road to Smo- continuance

lensko ;
while the corps of Eugene was directed to move

foSoj-ogo-^*
towards the north, in order to assist Oudinot, who was bouge.

severely pressed by Count Wittgenstein. Ney, with his

corps, now severely weakened by the fatigues of the

retreat, was still intrusted with the perilous duty of pro-

tecting the rear
;
but he never failed in its performance—

discharging at one time the functions of an able com-

mander, displaying at another the courage of a simple

grenadier. In his reports to Napoleon, he portrayed in

true colours the frightful condition of the army ;
but in

the field he was always to be found with the rearguard,
^
Segur, ii.

combating with as much alacrity, though a marshal and ids'.

prince of the empire, as when he was a private soldier in

the Revolutionary army.^
The Viceroy, in advancing towards the Dwina from

Dorogobouge, met with a succession of disasters. Before

arriving at the banks of the Wop, he had been com- Disaster's of

pelled to abandon sixty-four pieces of cannon and three S his^retreat

thousand detached soldiers to his pursuers ;
but on the

margin of that stream a new difficulty awaited him.

The bridge which he had ordered to be constructed could

not be raised, and his troops were obliged to cross the

stream amidst floating masses of ice, with the water up to

their middles. All the efforts of the artillerymen could

not obtain a passage for the cannon, and in consequence,
the whole remaining artillery and all the baggage of the

corps were abandoned to the Cossacks. The bivouac of

the following night was eminently disastrous : the

troops, soaking with the water of the Wop, sought in

vain for shelter, and multitudes perished from the freez-

ing of their wet garments round their exhausted limbs.

On the snow around them was to be seen the plunder
which could no longer be dragged along : the riches of

Paris and Moscow lay scattered on an unknown strand,
amidst the dead and the dying. This terrible night
effected the total disorganisation of the corps ; and, to
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CHAP, complete his misfortunes, the Viceroy, on arriving the
Lxxiii.

following day at Doukhowtchina, found that town
1812. already occupied by two regiments of Cossacks. But in

these critical circumstances he did not lose his presence
of mind. Forming the Italian Guard and a few squad-
rons of cavalry, which still preserved their horses, into a

square, he attacked and carried the town ; and finding
that a retreat in the direction of Witepsk would expose
his detached corps to certain destruction, he made in all

205°207"* haste for Smolensko, where he arrived with the scanty

^i" lV^^' and shattered remains of his troops on the 13th Novem-

308,312." ber, and found the other corps of the French army
already assembled.^

Meanwhile, the main Russian army, still advancing in

two columns, was moving in the chord of the arc of

Movements which Napolcon was describing the curve. They

Swrpanuiei^^^^"^^^ ^Y J^luja to Tchelkanowo, where the head-

march at this quarters were established on the 12th, on the road lead-
^"^^

ing from Smolensko to Roslawl ;
and thus threatened

the communications of the French army, and precluded
the possibility of their remaining in the former town.

By following this route, Kutusoff" not only got the start

of his enemies, and compelled them to continue a dis-

astrous retreat, after they hoped to have arrived at its

termination ;
but had the immense advantage of quarter-

ing his troops under cover in the villages, in a country
as yet unwasted by war, during the severity of the

winter nights. The march of the army was so rapid,

that several detached bodies of the French, who had not

yet received orders to retreat, fell into their hands. In

particular, the advanced guard of General Baraguay d'Hil-

liers, under General Augereau, with two thousand men,
were made prisoners by Count Orloff DenisoiF and Colonel

201^203"' DavidofF, who preceded the main body of the army with

segur, ii. 230. tjn>ir light troops ;
and a depot of one thousand three

391, 393^^ hundred men was captured at Klemenstiewo by another

corps of partisans under Colonel Bistrom.^

Between Dorogobougeand Smolensko, Napoleon received

intelligence of the conspiracy of Malet at Paris, of which

a full account will shortly be given, and by which a few

daring men for some hours gained possession of the seat

of government, made prisoner the chief of the police, and
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had nearly overturned the imperial government. He chap.

now perceived on what a sandy foundation his fortunes i^xxm.
were rested, even in France itself, and exclaimed to Daru, 1812.

" What if we had remained at Moscow !" From that 64.

moment his whole thoughts were concentrated on the re?Sves°°

French capital ;
and all the disasters of his present situa-

jJaigi?®"^^^"^

tion could hardly withdraw his impassioned imagination spiracy at

from the convulsions which he anticipated in the centre
'^^^'

of his power. Even this alarming intelligence, however,
the numerous reverses of which he daily received

accounts from his lieutenants, the gloomy future before

him, the spectacle of the dead and the dying continually
before his eyes, produced no visible impression on his

manner or countenance. With the same stoical insensi-

bility, he traversed the ranks of frozen soldiers which

lined the road, as he would have done the rocks of
, „

Switzerland or the sphinxes of Thebes. Yet no one I88, i89.

knew better the disasters of the army : at that very chLmb.'i?^*

moment, he was writing to Victor that the horses of 380, 417, 4ia

the army had all perished, and that its salvation depended
on his exertions.^*

The successive arrival of the different corps at Smo-

lensko, where they continued to drop in from the 9th to
gg

the 13th, presented the most dismal spectacle. At the Arrival of tiie

sight of the long-wished-for towers, the soldiers could no sSensko.

longer restrain their impatience : the little remaining
^o^. 9-13.

discipline instantly gave way, and officers and privates,

infantry and cavalry, precipitated themselves in a pro-
miscuous mass upon the gates. The famishing troops
rushed into the streets, and the gates of the magazines
were instantly surrounded by crowds, demanding, with
earnest cries, the food which they had so long been pro-
mised. Bread, in sufficient quantities, could not be ^ Fain, ii.

furnished : large sacks of grain were thrown out to the ii. 418.

'*" '

applicants, and the miserable soldiers fought with each
f79"'^^gii;

other for a few pounds of dried roots or grain.^ The Old ii. 205.
""

and New Guard alone preserved their ranks in the midst

* " Tlie army and the Emperor will be to-morrow at Smolensko, but much
fatigued by a march of one hundred and twenty leagues without stopping.
Resume the offensive : The salvation of the army depends on it : a single day's
delay may occasion a frightful calamity. The cavalry of the army is all on foot :

the cold has killed all the horses : march ! it is the order of the Emperor and of

necessity."—Napoleon to Victor, 7th Nov. 1812; Chamebay, ii. 379.
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CHAP, of the general confusion
;
and tlieir steadiness seemed in

Lxxiii. some degree to justify tliat indulgence to their sufferings
1812, which excited such violent dissatisfaction among the

other troops.

The Emperor had made the greatest exertions to

gg provide magazines, though at fearfully long intervals,
Vain efforts along the line of his retreat. Immense quantities of

to prov?d?° provisions had been collected at Smolensko, Minsk, and
niagazines Wilna : gigantic efforts had been made to transport them
of retreat, to the places of their destination : the roads of Germany

and Italy were covered by herds of cattle and trains of

waggons hastening to the theatre of war. But all these

efforts were insufficient : the arrival of the convoys was
retarded by the state of the roads, which the passage of so

many thousand carriages had rendered almost impas-
sable : the oxen sank under the fatigues of their

lengthened marches, and the impatience of those who
drove them : the stores of grain, however immense, could

not suffice for the number of sick and isolated men who
were left in the rear of the army, and the famished

multitude who arrived from Moscow. The genius and
1

i>^poieon foresight of Napoleon had not been wanting : the most

Oct. 6,1812 minute orders had been forwarded to the authorities in

se^^,\^^" tl^^ ^^^^? *^ provide for the wants of the army ;
but every

205, 210, 211.
thing failed, because the magnitude of his demands out-

Go™rg.\.

*

stripped the powers of human exertion. But from Mos-

m QKomb ^^^ *^ Smolenkso nothing whatever had been provided ;

iL 418, 419. he had never contemplated retiring by that line, and

hence the early disasters of the retreat.^

The intelligence which the Emperor received at Smo-
lensko from his two flanks, would alone have been

Disastrous Sufficient to compel his retreat to the Niemen, even if

froS'S"* ample means of subsistence had been found for the army.
armies on The Secondary armies of Russia had every where resumed

Important the offensive: the gigantic plan of Alexander for the

^vit?*'Mtei*n capture of the Grand Army was rapidly advancing to

on the maturity : the flames of Moscow had set the whole
^*'°^

empire on fire. Wittgenstein's army, having been raised,

by the junction of Count Steinheil with ten thousjind

regular troops from Finland, the miHtia of St Petersburg,

and some additional reinforcements from the capital, to

fifty thousand men, that general resumed the offensive.
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Having divided his army into two columns, at the head chap.

of thirty-six thousand men, he advanced on the right
^^^^^^'

bank of the Dwina against Marshal St Cyr, while Stein- isi2.

heil, with thirteen thousand, operated against his rear on
the left bank of the river. Shut up in Polotsk, the

French general had only thirty thousand men to oppose
^ ^^^^^

..

to these formidable masses. The Russian militia, incor- 254, 26O.

porated with the regular army, soon acquired the disci- p°"n ^^(^ 2^'

pline and hardihood of veteran soldiers, and emulated 264.

their valour in the very first actions in which they were

engaged.^
On the 18th October, being the very day on which

Kutusoff attacked Murat at Winkowo, Wittgenstein
advanced against Polotsk, where St Cyr occupied an The Russians

intrenched camp ;
and an obstinate battle began along ""^gf j^*""

the whole line of the intrenchraents. General Diebitch, carry Poiotsk

who commanded the advanced guard, supported by the Jct^isT

Russian tirailleurs, composed for the most part of militia,

carried the French redoubts in the centre
;
while Prince

Jachwill drove them under cover of the cannon of the

city on the right ;
but on the left, the French, after a

furious engagement, maintained their ground. Night put
an end to the battle, and the Russians withdrew from
the intrenchments which had been the scene of so much
carnage. On the following morning at ten o'clock, the

cannon of Count Steinheil on the left of the river gave
the joyful intelligence to the Russians that they were

supported ;
to the French, that their communications

were in danger. St Cyr immediately made dispositions
for a retreat, and the artillery was silently drawn across

the bridges; but towards night the Russians, who,
during the whole day, had been establishing their

batteries, perceiving the movement, opened a concentric

fire on all sides upon the city. The wooden houses

having been set on fire by the shells, the flames threw
so bright a light around the intrenchments, that the

troops fought at midnight as in full day. At two in 22? 223
"'

the morning the Russians carried the ramparts, and Bout. ii. 254,

drove the enemy with the bayonet through the burning fvA82^'*™'

streets.2 The French, nevertheless, disputed the ground gj»' jj^^,
so bravely, that they saved almost their whole artillery, 303!

and reached the opposite bank with the loss only of
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CHAP, four thousand killed and wounded, and two thousand
^^^^^^'

prisoners, having previously broken down the bridge
1812. over the Dvvina.

The Russians in these engagements had about three

59 thousand killed and wounded
;
and on the following day

Check of Count Steinlieil, having been attacked by a superior force

continued detached by St Cyr, was defeated and compelled to recross

WittgeSteL.
*^^ Dwina, leaving eighteen hundred prisoners in the

hands of the enemy. There appears to have been a want
of concert in the movements of the Russian generals on
the opposite sides of the stream. Had they attacked

vigorously at the same moment, there can be no doubt, not

only that the check of Count Steinheil would have been

avoided, but the greater part of the French army must have
been made prisoners. It had been intended by Wittgen-
stein to turn the right of St Cyr, and thus cut him off

from his communications with Smolensko and the Grand

Army. But the difficulty of throwing bridges over the

river at Goriany having rendered that design abortive,

the French general retired towards Smoliantzy, where he

formed a junction on the 31st October with Victor, who
came to his support from Smolensko with twenty-five

223,^25." thousand men. The pursuit of the Russians was retarded

SST^ci" ^'b'
^^^ several days by the difficulty of re-establishing the

iiL i-io.

'

bridges ;
but they overtook them near Smoliantzy, and

made eight hundred prisoners from the rearguard.^

Wittgenstein immediately established himself, in con-

formity with the plan of the campaign, on the banks of

Indecisive the Oula, and detached a division to take possession of

IraoUantz' ^i^epsk, which was captured with a slender garrison,

Nov. 7.

'

but large and important magazines, on the 7th November.

Napoleon, alarmed by the near approach of Wittgenstein's

corps, ordered Victor and Oudinot, who had now resumed

the command of St Cyr's corps, to drive it back, without

advancing too far from the line of the Grand Army.
Nov. 14 The Russians, perceiving the enemy's intention, took a

2H7°S4"" strong position at Smoliantzy, and called in their de-

jom. iv. 191. tached columns to give battle. On the 14th the French

22.?"^'! columns began the attack, which continued with various

(hamb.iiLi, giiccess during the whole day; but at length, after the

2yi, 293."'

^

village of Smoliantzy had been six times taken and

retaken, the French marshals,^ disconcerted by the heavy

I
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fire of the Russian batteries, and desirous not to risk the chap.

retreat of the Emperor by a more serious contest, with- ^-^^m-

drew from the field. The loss of each party was about I812.

three thousand men ;
but the success of the Russians was

evinced by the retreat of their adversaries, and the re-

establishment of their remaining position on the banks of

the Oula.

Meanwhile Tchichagoff, having rapidly advanced from

Bucharest, which he left on the 31st July, by Jassy,

Chotsin, and Zaslaw, to Ostrog, efifected his junction. Operations of

behind the Styr, with Tormasofffon the 14th September. «„ uJS^
Schwartzenberg, whose whole force, including Saxons

5^"*^,
.

and Poles, did not exceed forty-three thousand, imme- ^^ "

diately commenced his retreat
;

while the Russian

generals, at the head of above sixty thousand men,
resumed offensive operations. The Austrians retired

from the banks of the Turia to those of the Bug, with
the loss, during their retreat, of two thousand killed

and wounded, and five thousand prisoners. Tchichagoff

having thus cleared the country of these enemies, and

compelled them to fall back in the direction of Warsaw,
changed the direction of his movements, and leaving to

General Sacken, with a part of his army, the task of

observing Schwartzenberg and preventing him from

returning to the theatre of war, moved himself, with the

main body of his forces, in the direction of the Beresina.

Sacken was reinforced by the corps of Count Essen, which
raised his force to twenty-seven thousand men

;
while

Tchichagoff, with thirty-eight thousand men and one
hundred and fifty-six pieces of cannon, moved in the

direction of Minsk. He there expected to effect a

junction with the little army of General Ertell, who,
1
„ . ..

with twelve thousand men, had maintained his ground 102,112,312.

in the neighbourhood of Bobruisk since the beginning Jfiil'ii^^'
of the campaign ; and thus bring a force of fifty thousand 399, 403.

men to operate on the communications of the Grand

Army.i
The Austrians having begun to recross the Bug with a

force which reinforcements had raised to forty-five thou- operations of

sand men, in order to act against Sacken, the Russian
berg^'agS

general advanced to attack them in detail before their Sacken.

whole force was across the river. By a rapid advance,
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CHAP, he succeeded in drawing the whole attention of Schwart-
Lxxin.

2enberg upon himself, and when pressed by superior
1812. forces, took post in the vast forest of Bialswege. But the

Austrian commander having manoeuvred with great skill

and vigour, succeeded in interposing a column between
him and Tchichagoff, and thereby compelled him to fall

back to Bozest. The Russian general, by a happy mix-
ture of boldness and prudence, succeeded, however, first,

by an offensive movement, in attracting to himself the

whole force of his adversary, nearly double his own
;

, ^ .. and then, by a skilful retreat, in withdrawing his troops,

311, 314, 349. without any serious loss, m such a direction as to pre-

Chambliii.
cludo his Opponents from throwing any obstacle in the

299, 400. Avay of the decisive measures which were commencing on
the Beresina.^

During these operations, Tchichagoff advanced with

gg great expedition in the direction of Minsk. That town,
Capture of containing the immense magazines and depots which

tiie°bridge of K^apoleon, during the whole summer, had been collecting

T°bi^S*ff
^^^ ^^^ army, was garrisoned by six thousand men, chiefly

'

new levies, under the Polish General Bronykowski. The

Russians, after destroying several smaller detachments

which they met on the road, came up with and totally

defeated the garrison at Kiodanow, with the loss of three

thousand prisoners. The immediate consequence of this

Xov. 16. success was the capture of Minsk, on November 16, with

its immense magazines, and above two thousand wounded
men. By the loss of this important point, the French

were deprived not only of their principal depot, but of

their best line of retreat. Bronykowski fell back to the

bridge of Borissow, which commanded the only remain-

ing communication of the Grand Army. Dombrowsky,
who was at the head of a Polish corps of eight thousand

men in that quarter, instantly hastened to the defence of

this important post ;
but notwithstanding all their efforts,

the bridge, with its tHe-du-pont, was forced on the 21st

by the corps of Count Lambert, who captured eight
* cannon and two thousand five hundred prisoners, besides

destroying two thousand of the enemy's best troops.

This decisive blow gave the Russians the command of the

only remaining bridge over the Beresina, and seemed to

render the escape of NUpoleon a matter of absolute impos-
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sibility. At the same time Count Cherniclieff. who had chap.
been detached by TchichagofF to open a communication i^xxiii.

with Wittgenstein, succeeded, after extraordinary exer- 1812.

tions and by a long detour, in reaching the headquarters
of that enterprising commander. In crossing the great ssi.^^Fai'n,

road from Smolensko to Warsaw, he had the singular chamb^n^*

good fortune to fall in with and liberate General Winzin- 403, 405.

gerode, recently taken in Moscow, who was moving as a

prisoner towards the French dominions.^

In this way the gigantic plan formed by the Russians

for the destruction of Xapoleon's army approached its
g^

accomplishment. The forces of Wittgenstein and Tchi- Partial com-

chagoff, drawn from the opposite extremities of Europe, pian foAur-^

had successfully reached their destined points ;
the lines rounding

of the Oula and the Beresina were guarded by seventy
thousand men

;
Minsk with its vast magazines, Borissow

with its fortified bridge, Witepsk with its accumulated

stores, were in the hands of the Russians : while Napo-
leon, with the shattered remains of his army, was still

engaged with the whole forces of Kutusoff in the neigh-
bourhood of Smolensko. The plan so ably traced by the

cabinet of St Petersburg had, nevertheless, not been fully
carried into execution. Instead of seventy, they had cal-

culated on one hundred and twenty thousand combatants

being assembled in the rear of the Grand Army ;
and the

armies of the Russian commanders, though approaching,
were not in such close proximity as to be able to support
each other in case of danger. The principal causes of

this disappointment were the non-arrival of General

Ertell, who had failed to join TchichagofF with his troops,
2 Bout. ii.

and the disasters which had reduced to one-half the corps clfamb^'iii.

of Count Steinheil. Nevertheless, the force in his rear, 12,26.

such as it Avas, would have rendered the escape of any 329^."'

"' '

part of the French army altogether desperate to any
other commander than Napoleon.^
The French Emperor, perceiving from the exhausted

state of the magazines, the loss of Polotsk, and the ad- Alarmed by
vance of Wittgenstein and TchichagofF directly towards these iisas-

his line of communications, that a protracted stay at leon res^o^ves

Smolensko was impossible, prepared for a continuance of
^Jnoleng^o'^J^

his retreat. The remains of the cavalry, reduced from the Niemen.

forty thousand, who crossed the Niemen, to five thousand
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CHAP, one hundred, were formed into one body, and placed
LXXIII.

yjjjgj. iiy^Q orders of Latour Maubourg ;
the shattered

1812. battalions blended into separate corps ;
and the Emperor,

putting himself at the head of the Old Guard, set out from

Smolensko on the 14th. His troops amounted, from the

addition of the reserves which they had found at Smo-

lensko, five thousand strong, to nearly seventy thousand

1 Segiir, ii. nien
;
but of this body not more than forty-two thousand

B?ut^?f*208
^"^'^^^ i^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^*® ^^ organisation as to be capable of

237, 239.
'

offensive operations. They had already lost three hun-

98?"Thamb. ^^^^ and fifty pieces of cannon
;
but nearly two hundred

ii 1. 27, 31. and fifty were still dragged along, destined ere long to

augment the long catalogue of the victors' trophies.^

KutusofF, continuing his parallel march, had already

gg
arrived in the neighbourhood of Krasnoi with his whole

Arrival of army, excepting the Cossacks Under Platoff; but it did

Krasnoi.^* ^^ot now exceed fifty thousand men. Thirty thousand

soldiers had been left behind during the rapid movement
from Malo-Jaroslawitz, from fatigue and the severity of

the weather, which affected the Russian troops even more

than those from the south of Europe. The Russian sol-

diers had the advantage of the French in the enthusiasm

of success, in having marched over an unwasted country, in

having preserved a greater number of their artillery-horses,

and in not ultimately losing the men who fell behind.

But the cold of winter was as severe upon them as upon
the invaders, while their capacity to endure it was less,

from the constitutions of their soldiers not being so strong
as those of the enemy, who had been brought up in more

genial latitudes. And the diminution of their ranks for

present operations was fully as great as that of their ad-

versaries. Thus the relative strength of the two parties
was not materially different from what it had been when
the retreat began ;

and although the French army was
'

-RouJ-

"•
grievously disorganised, yet all history showed that such

iv. ill, 111
'

an army, from the effects of despair, is often capable of

making surprising efforts if ably and resolutely led.^

The French troops marched, as on the previous part of

the retreat, in successive columns. The Emperor, with the

Old and New Guard, came first
;
next that of the Vice-

roy, then Davoust, while Ney still continued to bring up
the rear. On the 14th the Old Guard reached Krasnoi.
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Kutusoff, having brought up the greater part of his army chap.
to the neighbourhood of the great road early on the Lxxiii.

morning of the 15th, opened a heavy tire of artillery on 1812.

the French Guards
;
while Milaradowitch crossed the 67.

great road, and drove back the heads of the advancing French
^*^*

columns. In the night, however. Napoleon attacked the retreat from

Russians with the best divisions of the Young Guard, and Nov. 14V
"

succeeded in clearing the route to Krasnoi
;
and on the

following morning the Emperor himself passed the dan-

gerous part of the road in the midst of the Old Guard.

Kutusoff, afraid to encounter that formidable body, with-

drew his troops from the road, and harassed their march
j ^^^^^

..

only by a distant cannonade. The veterans closed their 242, 244, 2*45^

ranks round their monarch as they passed the Russian 210"*' Fain,
'

batteries, and played in the hottest of the fire the cele-
jl,-

202.

/ Ai y • •» f Gourg. u.

brated air—" Ou peut-on etre mieux qu au sein de sa fa- 202.

mille ?
" "

Say, rather," exclaimed the Emperor,
" Veil-

Ions sur le salut de VEmpire?''
It was not, however, without anxious deliberation at

the Russian headquarters that this resolution to let
gg

Napoleon in person pass without resistance was adopted. Kutusoff's

Many generals urged Kutusoff, in the most earnest
avokung^an

manner, to place the bulk of his forces across the road
^^tion

with

from Krasnoi to Liady, and prolong his left as far as the person.

Dnieper ; by which means the only line of retreat would
have been barred to Napoleon, and he would have had no
alternative but to cut his way through or surrender. So

powerful were the reasons which they urged, and so evi-

dent the disorganisation of the French army, from the

appearance and reports of the prisoners who were brought
in, that it was determined in the first instance to do so,

and orders to that effect had actually been issued, when a

peasant, who was brought in from Krasnoi, reported that

the troops in and around that town wore large hair bon-

nets. The recognition of the well-known plumes of the

Imperial Guard immediately produced an impression on
the cautious veteran, who had with diflSculty been brought
to go into vigorous measures, and he relapsed at once into

his old habits at the presence of Napoleon and theOld Guard.

* " Where can one be better than in the bosom of his family ?
" " Let us

•watch over the safety of the Empire."—Two well-known and popular airs in
France.

VOL. XVI. D
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CHAP. "Would you have me," said he, "put in hazard what I
LXXIII.

g^^ gyj,g ^£ obtaining witliout risk in a short time 1 All
1812. that array will melt away in a few days without my

% interference." The orders given were immediately coun-

termanded, and Napoleon was allowed to pass through
with no other annoyance than a distant cannonade.

Before we blame Kutusoff for this determination, we
should recollect that the diminished amount of the

French army was unknown to the Russian general. He
had felt the weight of a hundred and thirty thousand of

Napoleon's troops at Borodino, and he was ignorant that

not more than forty thousand remained in a condition to

force the passage. He knew that Wittgenstein and Tchi-

chagoflf were prepared to intercept the Emperor farther on

cSmb.' L^' a* tli6 Beresina
;
and he judged, perhaps wisely, that the

438, 439. best thing he could do was, at the least possible hazard to

himself, to weaken him for the encounter.^

In truth, on this occasion, as during the whole remain-

gg der of the retreat, the French army owed their safety
Impression chiefly to the circumstance that the Russian generals

Nap°o?eon° Were far from being aware of the miserable condition to
stui produced ^jjjgjj their antagonists were reduced; and took their
on the muids ® ...
of men. measures to resist the Grand Army, when, m truth, it

was only the skeleton of that awful array which was
before them. By a more vigorous onset they might, in

all probability, have effected its entire destruction. This

illusion, so natural from the heroic deeds of the French

army, was increased by the circumstance that, in several

intercepted despatches from Berthier to the marshals of

the army, which fell into the hands of the Russians, he

spoke of different corps of the armies as if they still

existed in considerable strength, when in fact they were

little better than shadows. The imagination could not

conceive the extent of disaster which had befallen the
^

French army : the remembrance of its deeds still affected

the minds of men
;
and Napoleon was still tlie mighty

9i?''ciau8!"' conqueror at the head of the Grand Army, when, in

214,215. truth, he could not collect forty thousand men around

his standards in a condition to face the enemy.^
No sooner had the Guard passed, than Kutusoff made

his dispositions to block up the line of retreat, and cut off

the corps of the Viceroy. Prince Dolgorucki, with his corps,
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was placed astride upon the great road fronting Smolen- chap.

sko, while General Raeffskoi was established parallel to ^f^^^'
its line to take the advancing columns in flank. Eugene, I812.

after passing a miserable night round the fires of his '^^•

bivouac, was advancing slowly on foot along the road in attack on

the middle of his staff, when he was met by an officer of
^o"^s."^'^

Milaradowitch, who summoned him to surrender. The
French general Guyon, the sole survivor of his brigade,

repelled the insulting proposal. But immediately the

heads of the column were arrested by a shower of cannon-

shot ;
the hills on the left of the road were seen bristling

with armed men, and a fence of levelled bayonets closed

the front. Far from being dismayed by so fearful a

spectacle, the brave Eugene, worthy of the crown he wore,
formed his troops into three divisions, and advanced with

firmness to attack the Russian batteries. But the French

squares in vain strove to cut their way through the

hostile ranks : their battalions melted away under the

fire of the grape-shot, while numerous squadrons poured
down from the eminences on the left to destroy the

scattered columns. Finding it impracticable to force his

way along the great road, the Viceroy placed himself and
the Royal Guard at the head of his best troops ;

and
while the enemy were actively engaged on the left, 25o!?55."'
defiled across the fields during the obscurity of the even-

if^-
347,

ing, and joined the Emperor at Krasnoi. In this affair ii. 212, 214.

he lost twenty-two hundred prisoners, a still greater Ss^'cimmb'
number killed, one eagle, and eighteen pieces of cannon

;
iii- 44i, 444.

but he saved the honour of his corps by his intrepidity
and skill.i

Encouraged by this success, Kutusoff" resolved, on the

17th, to bring his whole force to bear upon the remaining ^j

corps of Davoust and the Young Guard which had still to Arrange-

pass. For this purpose, he divided his army into three cutting off

columns : the first, under the orders of General Torma- pavoust
as

' .he passed.

son, who had been called to the main army since the Napoleon's

death of Bagrathion, was destined to advance towards the Sslst^him.^^

great road beyond Krasnoi in the direction of Orcha, so

as to threaten the communications of Napoleon, and pre-
vent him from sending succour to his distressed lieutenant.

The second, commanded by Prince Gallitzin, received

orders to move upon Krasnoi, and attack the enemy in
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Lx^xni
^^^^* '

^^^^® *^® third, under the orders of Milaradowitch,
-U!—'

was commanded to allow the corps of Davoust to defile
^^^^'

along the road towards Krasnoi, till the whole body was

past, and then to fall upon his rear. In this manner, he

hoped that the corps of Davoust and the Guards, pressed

together, and attacked in front and on both flanks at the

same time, would be thrown into disorder and destroyed.

Napoleon, feeling the necessity of making an effort to

disengage that marshal from his perilous situation, pro-

longed his stay on the 17th at Krasnoi, and accepted the

combat. Before daylight the division of Roguet of the

Guard surprised and defeated a Russian detachment in

the village of Ojarowski ; a success of great importance,

by the check which it gave to the Russian troops, and the

circumspection which it produced in their commander.

Napoleon drew up his troops in two lines fronting the

Russian centre, with their right resting on the town of

» Segur, ii. Krasnoi, and their left on the ravine of the Lossmina.
250,262. j^^ day-break he set out from Krasnoi on foot, in the
Bout. 11. 21d, •' '

"
Gourg, direction of Smolensko, to lend his aid to Davoust, who

was coming up. On seizing his sword, he exclaimed—" I

have long enough acted the Emperor : now is the moment
to resume the general."^

The. action commenced by Prince Gallitzin, with the

Russian centre, attacking General Roguet and the Young
Guard. After an obstinate conflict, in the course of which

a square of the Imperial Guard was broken and destroyed

by the Russian cuirassiers, the Russians established

themselves on the banks of the Lossmina, near the centre

of the French position. At the same time, the corps of

Davoust, which had been suffered to pass by Milarado-

witch, appeared in sight, slowly moving on in the midst

of a cloud of Cossacks, which enveloped its ranks. The

position of Napoleon was now in the highest degree
critical. In front, on the right and left, the horizon was

flaming with the enemy's fire
;
Krasnoi was speedily filled

by a crowd of fugitives from the centre and Davoust's

corps, which could no longer maintain their ground

against Prince Gallitzin and the increasing force of

Milaradowitch, which pressed on from the south and

east. At this dreadful moment, if the corps of Tormasoff

had appeared on the road to the right, between Krasnoi

217
ii. 97.

Cliamb. ii,

4in.

72.

Battle of

Krasnoi.
Not. 17.
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and Liady, there seems no doubt that the whole French chap.

army would either have been compelled to surrender, or
^^^^"'

driven back upon the Dnieper, and lost in the marshes I812.

and forests which border that desolate stream. But

Kutusoff, having discovered that the Emperor with his

Guards was in Krasnoi, delayed the march of his left

wing till eleven o'clock, so as to give that formidable

body and Mortier time to defile towards Liady, before

TormasoiF crossed the road—overawed, it would appear,

by the thoughts of driving to desperation so great a

conqueror, or desirous of securing, without loss to him-

self, the destruction of the corps of Davoust. The con-

sequence was, that Napoleon, with the half of his Guards

who had survived the battle, got through in safety to

Liady, while Prince Gallitzin carried by assault the

village of Krasnoi ; and the corps of Davoust, severely

pressed in rear by the troops of Milaradowitch, and cut

in two by the advanced guard of Tormasoff, which at
^ p^^j,^

length arrived at its ground, was almost totally destroyed. 218, 223,224.

In this battle, the Russians took above six thousand 264" 275!

prisoners, forty-five pieces of cannon, two standards, 3(p^"'chj^^K'

and an immense quantity of baggage, among which ii. 445, 449.

*

were the baton of Marshal Davoust and part of the

archives of Napoleon.^
Meanwhile the corps of Marshal Ney, which brought

up the rear, left Smolensko on the morning of the I7th, ^g

after blowing up part of the ramparts. On their route, imminent

they speedily saw traces of the ruin of the Grand Army : heroic'^con-

cannon, caissons, dead horses, wounded men, arrested *^"^* <^*^^'^y-

their progress at every step, amidst a tremendous cold

and an unusual accumulation of snow. Kutusoff, in-

formed of the situation of this corps by the papers of the

Emperor found at Krasnoi, prepared for his reception.
The army was established in two columns on the great

road, facing both ways, in order at once to prevent any
attempt at a rescue by the French troops who had got on

towards Liady, and intercept the concluding column of

the army ; while a body of cavalry was detached to pre-
vent him defiling by the right of the great road. The
French columns, ignorant of their danger, approached on
the 18th, under cover of a thick fog, the banks of the

Lossmina, strewed with the dead bodies of their comrades,
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CHAP, when they were suddenly assailed by repeated discharges
Lxxiii. Qf grape-shot from forty pieces of cannon

;
while the

1812. whole heights on their front and flank appeared crested

by dense black columns of infantry and artillery, ranged
in order of battle. To a proposition for a capitulation,

the intrepid Ney replied,
" A marshal of France never

surrenders !" and instantly forming his columns of attack,

advanced with the utmost heroism against the Russian

batteries. His soldiers, worthy of their immortal com-

mander, closed their ranks, and marched with hopeless

J
. devotion against the iron bands of their adversaries

;
but

225, 229.

'

after a fruitless action and the loss of half their numbers,

fJ|"292*3oo. tbey were thrown into disorder, and driven back to a

Fain, ii. 310, considerable distance from the field of battle, with the

ii. 462, 473I loss of three thousand five hundred prisoners, and above

two thousand killed.^

The marshal, perceiving that the enemy's position could

not be forced in front, and that they were extending to

Glorious re- ^hc north of the great road, to prevent him from escaping,
treat of Ney. as Prince Eugene had done, formed a body of four thou-

sand out of the most efficient of his troops, and with these

retired for an hour on the road to Smolensko, when he

suddenly turned to the north, and moved towards the

Dnieper. The severity of the cold had frozen part of the

course of that river : at the village of Syrokorenie, his

advanced posts fell in with a peasant who conducted

them to a point where the passage was practicable ;
and

he succeeded, during the night, in transporting three

thousand men, without horses or artillery, over the fragile

ice, to the opposite shore. He even waited three hours

on the bank before venturing across the river, to give

time for his stragglers to join his little detachment
;
and

during this anxious period, the heroic marshal, wrapped
in his cloak, slept quietly on the margin of the stream.

The remainder of his corps, amounting to eight thousand

five hundred, with twenty-seven pieces of cannon, and

'.iuT^vi!' the whole baggage belonging to it, fell into the hands of

4«?"73."'
*^^ Russians. In the morning of the 19th, a colunm of

Hegm-,ii.292, two thousand five hundred men was surrounded by the

ihWS.' Russian cavalry in the neighbourhood of Winnyia-Louki,
and made prisoners ;2 and the remnant of Marshal Ney's
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corps was assailed by the Cossacks, who had come from chap.

Smolensko along the north bank of the river, and corn- i^xxiii.

pelled to abandon three hundred prisoners and ten pieces I812.

of cannon.

Ney was severely harassed by Platoff in his retreat,

after crossing the Dnieper. For above twenty leagues he

marched in the midst of six thousand of these Scythians, Heroic con-

who hovered incessantly round his wearied columns. On
^urLg^as^^

one occasion the Cossacks got the start of his advanced retreat.

troops ;
and the sudden apparition of flashes of artillery

in the midst of the darkness of the forest, announced that

they were surrounded by their enemies. The bravest fell

back in dismay, and gave themselves up for lost ; but the

marshal, with admirable presence of mind, ordered the

charge to be beat, and exclaimed,
"
Comrades, now is the

moment ; forward ! they are ours !

" At these words, the

surprised soldiers, imagining that the enemy were cut

off, resiimed their courage, and the Cossacks, dreading an

overthrow, fled in confusion. At length, after undergoing
innumerable hardships, the heroic commander brought
the remnant of his corps, hardly amounting to fifteen

hundred armed men, to the neighbourhood of Orcha ;
and

the Emperor, who heard with the utmost joy of their » Gourg. ii.

approach, sent the Viceroy's corps to their assistance, which ii. 308, 310!^'

enabled them to* rejoin in safety the other corps of the
P^°"„'"*||4

army. When they arrived, he exclaimed,
" I have three 325.

'

hundred millions in my coffers in the Tuileries : I would

willingly have given them to save Marshal Ney !

" ^

The result of the actions on the 16th, 17th, and 18th,
besides one hundred and twelve pieces of cannon aban-

^g

doned near Smolensko, was the capture of twenty-six General

thousand prisoners, three hundred officers, and one hun- Sties of

dred and sixteen pieces of cannon taken on the field, and
Krasnoi.

ten thousand killed or drowned
;
with the loss to the

Russians of only two thousand men. The Grand Army
was, after they were over, reduced to ten thousand com-
batants and twice that number of stragglers. The history
of. the Revolutionary wars can afford no parallel to such

a success achieved at so small a sacrifice to the victorious
^

party. Napoleon himself bore testimony
^ to the ability 278?^"'

with which the mauoeuvres on his flank had been con-
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CHAP, ducted. The skill of the Russian movements is the
Lxxiii.

jjjQi-e iq ]jq admired, because, with a force inferior upon
1812. the whole to their antagonists, they were always superior

at the point of attack. JS'^apoleon left Smolensko with

seventy thousand men, of whom above one-half were
still efficient : Kutusoif arrived at Krasnoi with only

fifty thousand, nearly as much debilitated by suffering
as their opponents. It must, however, be admitted, that

the caution of the Russian commander, however praise-

worthy on former occasions, was misplaced on the 17tli at

Krasnoi : the Russians there, though not superior in

232'^Gour
Dumber to their antagonists, were supported by all the

ii. 215. excitation of victory, while successive disasters had sunk

448^™49."
the spirit of the French

;
and the chance of capturing

?S°c?'
^^^' ^^^P^^^oDj o^ ^v^D ^^^ principal generals, was worth

99. purchasing even at the hazard of a defeat to a corps.
of the army.i

*

Although the Emperor and part of the army had

escaped this imminent danger at Krasnoi, yet it was a

Horrible con- painful sight for his officers to behold the straits to which

reSnedlnThe
^^^ ^^^ reduced, and the utter disorganisation which per-

French army, vaded every part of the army. The horses having all

perished, or been reserved by the Emperor's orders for

the wounded, Napoleon himself marched on foot, with

a birch staff in his hand, to avoid falling; on the icy roads,

surrounded by a body of officers who still preserved some

sort of regularity of appearance. He was dressed in a

Polish cloak with rich fur
;
Berthier was always by his

side, wrapped in a similar costume : part of the staff fol-

lowed them on foot, the remainder on horseback, at a

little distance. The horse-artillery of the Guard, reduced

to twelve pieces, with the gunners, all dismounted, closed

the procession ;
on either side some battalions of the Old

Guard, still marching in regular array, and with an

undaunted air, averted flank attacks. But it was with

So^v."in!467. extreme difficulty that they could force their way

l^\'\ through the crowd of straggling soldiers, baggage-wag-
ii. '447, 448.' gons, chariots, cannon, and camp followers, who, pell-

mell and in utter confusion,^ crowded the roads in the

* •* Tlie Russian army was as niucli weakened by straRglers, sick, and the

cx)ld, as the French ; but it had the great advantage in the end of not losing

those left beliind."—Fain, ii. 313.
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most frightful disorder. Nothing but the devotion of the chap.

officers who surrounded him, preserved any sort of order
^

in this disorganised multitude. But their efForts were ^^^2-

incessant to watch over the safety of the Emperor, and

they succeeded in bringing him safely through the appal-

ling confusion with which he was surrounded.

The whole French army at length assembled near

Orcha
;
but they exhibited a miserable skeleton of the

Grand Army. Out of forty-three thousand of the Guard Prodigious

which had crossed the Niemen five months before, there prencharmv
remained onlysix thousand ;

but theywere in tolerable con- and cessation

dition, and had preserved part of their artillery. Davoust
sian^pursutt.

had only saved four thousand out of seventy thousand
;

Eugene, eighteen hundred out of forty-two thousand ;

Ney, fifteen hundred out of forty thousand. Even with

the aid of some reserves which joined them on the road

at this time, the army could barely muster twelve

thousand combatants. The marshals vainly attempted to

re-establish order, and formed a party of gendarmes to

arrest the stragglers, and bring them back to their stan-

dards : the punishment of death had lost its terrors to

men who expected only a few hours of life. The severity
of the weather, however, abated at Orclia. To the intense

frost of the preceding fortnight succeeded a thaw, which
rendered the bivouacs at night less intolerable

; maga-
zines in abundance were found in the town, and a park
of artillery supplied the losses of the corps in that essen-

tial particular. The garrison of the town and the Polish

cavalry in the neighbourhood were joined to the army.
Kutusoff, finding that, during the dulay occasioned by
the action with Marshal Ney's corps, the remains of the

French army had gained the start of him by several

marches, resolved to relinquish the pursuit to his advanced i Bout, ii,

guard, and give the main body that repose of which after
^^I'lo^gg^'f/p

such astonishing efibrts it stood so much in need. For ii. 273, 277.
'

this purpose he moved his headquarters, by easy marches, 4J5^"ciaus.

to Kopys on the Dnieper, leaving to Wittgenstein and ^8, 99.

Tchichagoff the task of completing the destruction of the

French army.^
The advanced guard of TchichagofT, advancing beyond

the bridge of Borissow, in order to approach Wittgen-
stein's corps, was met on the 23d by the vanguard of
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CHAP Oudinot, and totally defeated, with the loss of above one
Lxxiii .

-thousand men. His troops, in consequence, repassed the
]8i2. river in the utmost confusion

;
but they had the presence

Breakki'g
^^ mind to destroy the important bridge at that place in

down of the their flight. This circumstance still exposed Napoleon to

BorSow, the difficulty of throwing a bridge and crossing the river

of ?/apoieon
^^ *^® ^^^^ ^^ *^^^ enemy's army ;

a difficulty which was
and Victor, not diminished by the intelligence, that on the same day

°^"

Wittgenstein had fallen on Oudinot's rearguard under Vic-

tor, and made fifteen hundred prisoners. By this disaster

that corps was thrown back upon the centre of the army,

slowly dragging on their weary way under Napoleon in

person. They met suddenly in the middle of a pine

forest, and Victor's men then beheld, for the first time,
the ghastly remains of that once splendid array travers-

ing the wood more like a troop of captives than a body
of armed men. The squalid looks of the soldiers

;
the

silent tread and sunk visages of the men
; their long

beards and smoke-besmeared countenances
; the vast

number of officers and generals marching without troops,

promiscuously with the common men
;
the extraordinary

dresses of the men, composed of women's pelisses, old

carpets, or torn cloaks, threw the troops of Victor, who
sse.'ssi had been kept ignorant of the disasters of the Grand Army,
£7"Vhamb.' ^^^^ consternation

;
and disorder, the most contagious

iii. 12, 13. of all maladies, began rapidly to spread through their

ranks.^

Oudinot's corps retiring before "Wittgenstein, soon after

go^ joined Napoleon ;
th6 remains of Dombrowski's division,

Forces which and some detached bodies of cavalry, who had been

no'SeoHe'cted, stationed there to keep up the communications, were also

whlc^l^Tdii-
drawn to headquarters, and in this way the French army

chagoffhad was again raised to thirty thousand combatants. They
tooppose

j^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^j^^ junction of Victor's and Oudinot's trains

of artillery, two hundred and fifty guns with them, which,

by drafting off the horses from the troops of these mar-

shals, which had comparatively suffered little, were all in

a state of tolerable efficiency. The numbers of the array
which now followed the standards of Napoleon were

much more considerable than its intrinsic power ;
for it

was followed by a disorderly rabble of forty thousand

stragglers, hardly distinguishable in appearance from the

1 Segur, IL
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efficient combatants, and which made the army appear of chap.

double its real strength. Nearly ten thousand of these
^^^^ '

might be expected, on a crisis, still to range themselves I812.

round the standards of the Emperor ;
so that, after

making every allowance for the disorganisation of a part
of this force, Napoleon had still at his disposal a body of

forty thousand combatants, perfectly armed, and in a

condition to fight; they were supported by a powerful
train of artillery, and all were penetrated by the convic-

tion that their only chance of safety lay in their own

courage and resolution. To oppose this still formidable

force, Tchichagoff could only reckon on thirty-three thou-

sand men, of which one-third was cavalry, nearly unser-

viceable on the marshy shores and wooded banks of the

Beresina
;
and his artillery did not exceed one hundred

and fifty pieces. He had no chance, therefore, of oppos-

ing the passage of the river by main force
;

but the
J^l^u^-^^o^re

real danger of Napoleon consisted in this, that he might 362. Gomg.
'

fall with superior numbers upon the French advanced "58, jom.^i'v.

guard before the main body could come across to their ^.^^-
^'^^™'**

assistance, or, by destroying the bridge over the marshes Fain.'ii. 397.

on the road to Timbue, render their farther progress im- J4^J7/ ^^^/g.

practicable even after passing the stream, or delay it till 9^, 208.

the approach of Wittgenstein endangered the whole army.i

Napoleon's first intention was to have joined his troops
to those of Victor and Oudinot, and, with their united

gj

force, fallen upon Wittgenstein, and forced his way across Napoleon's

the Oula, on the direct line to Wilna. But the excessive situation"and

difficulty of the roads in that direction, leading through admirable

f J. J 1.- X. re 1 i?xT Planforforc-
lorests and morasses, which offered no resources for the ing his way

army, and the experienced strength of the Russian posi-
*^^''^"sii.

tion of Smoliantzy, having compelled him to abandon
that design, he moved direct upon the Beresina. On the

road he received the disastrous intelligence, first, of the

capture of Minsk, and then of the storming of the tete-

du-pont of Borissow, by Tchichagoff"'s army. His situation

now appeared altogether desperate. The only passage
over the river was in the enemy's hands, while the sudden
thaw had broken up its wintry covering, and filled the

stream with fragments of floating ice, which rendered it

apparently impossible to re-establish a communication
with the opposite shore. In front was Tchichagoff,
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CHAP, guarding the stream with thirty thousand men
;
on the

^^^^" -

right, Wittgenstein, with the like force, who had placed
1812. his troops in an impregnable position ;

on the left,

Kutusoff with the main Russian army. In these critical

circumstances the Emperor displayed his usual genius and
firmness of mind. Far from despairing of his fortunes,
he resolved to accumulate his force, and overwhelm the

army of Moldavia, which obstructed the direct line of

his return to Europe. For this purpose he united in one

^Jc^^^^^^^ooff,
solid mass the remains of his own army, the corps of

99,' 100. "Victor, Oudinot, and Dombrowski, and all the detach-

S^Sl^Fain ^^^^^s which he could collect in the neighbourhood, and,
ii.'39, 40. 'placing the corps of Oudinot in front and that of Victor

in the rear, set out on his perilous march.^

To conceal his real intention, Napoleon made demon-

j,9
strations towards the Lower Beresina, as if his design

Napoleon's was to cross there, and unite his forces to those of

de^ceivrthe Schwartzenberg. He even went so far as to make con-

enemy as to siderable preparations for a bridsfe nearly opposite Brill
Ills rGfll noint ^ x i.

of passage, in that quarter. Meanwhile, the main body of his troops
were collected on the heights of Borissow

;
and finding

that his measures had attracted the whole attention of

the enemy to the lower part of the river, he began, under

cover of a battery of forty pieces of cannon, to throw
two bridges, on the night of the 25th, over the stream,

nearly opposite to Studienka. A severe frost, which set

Nov. 24 in on the 24th, facilitated the approach of the artillery

and cais.sons to the river, over the marshy meadows which
lined its sides : but this fortunate circumstance redoubled

the difficulty of forming the bridges, by reason of the

floating ice which was brought down by its waves. But

nothing could arrest the French engineers. With heroic

Nov. 25. devotion, the corps of sappers threw themselves into the

river amidst the moving masses of ice, with the water up
to their shoulders

;
while the cavalry of General Cor-

bineau swam across the stream to drive back the Russian

detachments wliich were beginning to collect on the oppo-
site shore. The enemy were defeated

;
and the bridge

2 Gourj?. ii. for infantry being at length completed by the incredible

JJ^; yo"(/J exertions of General Ebl6 and the French engineers, a
306. brigade of infantry was soon transported in safety to the

opposite shore.2
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By a singular piece of fortune, General Tchaplitz, who chap.

commanded the Russian troops on the western side of
^^^^^^-

the river, had been recalled by Tchichagoff, on that very I812.

night, to the Lower Beresina, to resist the attack which
gingu^fj. skin

was anticipated in that quarter. In the morning of the and good for-

-^ , 111 1 11 • 1 , tune by which

26th, the French, who had passed a sleepless night, the passage

watchinor the Russian forces, beheld with astonishment ^^® ^f^'^*®*^*~ '

_ _ ^
i>0\. ^o.

their bivouacs deserted, and their batteries in retreat, at

the very time that the bridge was beginning to acquire

consistency. Tchaplitz, who was soon informed of the

passage, made all haste to return
;
but he found the

advanced guard so firmly established, that it was impos-
sible to dislodge them from their position. Another

bridge was speedily completed for the passage of the car- 1 Jom. iv.

riages and artillery. Fifty pieces of cannon, besides the
Bout??i\'3G'5

artillery of the whole corps, defiled in a short time to the 367, 368.

western bank
;
the whole of Oudinot's corps was trans- 142^'Fai, a.

ported across ; and the Russians having been driven back
^Jf^'n^J^j

to the thickets, at a distance from the river, Napoleon 47,49.

found himself master of the important defiles that lead to

Zembin, and the passage for his army secured.^

During these critical operations, Tchichagoff, with the

main body of his forces, lay inactive at Chabachwiezi, g^

obstinately adhering to his opinion that the serious TchichagofTs

attempt was to be made on the lower part of the river. Sing of

"

He even adhered to this opinion after he heard of the the passage,

passage having commenced at Studienka, conceiving that

that operation was only a feint to withdraw his attention

from the real intentions of the Emperor. But being at Nov. 27.

length convinced, by repeated advices from Tchaplitz, that

the passage was seriously going forward at that point, he

made all haste to march his troops in that direction
;

while Wittgenstein, having received intelligence that the

French were escaping over the river, attempted to march

straight to Studienka, in order to destroy the rearguard 2 gout. ii.

on the left bank. But the state of the roads rendering S63, 371.

that project impracticable, he was compelled to move to i98?'Fain.' il

Staroi-Borissow. In this way he hoped either to cut off
ch^'n^u^'--

Victor, if he had not yet passed that place, or to follow 52,53.*

him up in the direction of Studienka, if he had antici-

pated his movement.2

The corps of Victor was extended along the left bank
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CHAP, of the Beresina, as far as Borissow, which was occupiedLxxiii.

^^ General Partomieaux with a strong division. During
1812. the whole of the 27th the passage of the army continued,

Capture of
"^'hile Victor's corps gradually drew nearer to the hridge ;

Paxton- but the division of Partonneaux, which formed his rcar-

sion by Witt- guard, was commanded by Napoleon not to leave Borissow

Nov*^27*
^^^^ move upon Staroi-Borissow till six in the evening.
The consequence was, that before he could reach the latter

town, Wittgenstein's army was firmly established across

the great road, with his front facing the line by which
alone the French could approach. Partonneaux, finding
his progress interrupted by so formidable a force, attempted
to cut his way through ;

but his troops being defeated

with great loss in their attempt, and finding their retreat

to Borissow cut off by Platoff, who had come up with his

Cossacks, he was compelled to capitulate with seven

thousand men, inchiding eight hundred cavalry in the

best condition. He himself endeavoured, with four

hundred men, to elude his pursuers during the obscurity
of the night ;

but after wandering some hours in the

dark through the snowy desert, and finding every outlet

blockaded by the enemy's fires, he was obliged to lay down
his arms. On the same day General Yermoloff, with the

advanced guard of Kutusoff's army, arrived at Borissow,
and a bridge of pontoons having been established by
Tchichagoff, his corps was instantly passed over to rein-

force the army of Moldavia on the right bank ; and the

Russian generals having met from Moscow, Finland, and

Bucharest, at Borissow, on the night of the 27th, concerted

1
segiir, ii.

Hieasurcs for a general attack on the French army on
354, 3.)/. both sides of the river for the following day. Tchichagoff,

374. Fain, ii! Supported by Yermoloff, was to assail Oudinot and the

cifamb,^'iii.
J^^ench main body on the right bank, while Wittgenstein

60, 01. pressed upon Victor, and threw back his corps upon the

bridge of Studienka.^

Tchaplitz began the action on the morning of the 28th,

^ by a spirited attack on the corps of Marshal Oudinot; but

Tiie French the French vanguard having been successively reinforced

wartiirouch ^V the remains of Ney's corps, the legion of the Vistula,
Tchichagor^ aixl the Imperial Guard, the Russians, after an obstinate

Kov.28. conflict, were compelled to give way, with the loss of

twelve hundred prisoners. The French cuirassiers charged
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with SO much impetuosity, that the day would have been chap.

irretrievably lost, if Tchaplitz had not bravely thrown i^xxiii .

himself upon the victorious squadron at the head of the I812.

Russian hussars
;
and Tchichagoffhaving at length brought

up the main body of his forces, the battle was restored.

But it was too late for decisive success. The French had

gained the defile vital to their safety : the road to Zembin
was secured, traversing for some hundred yards defiles

through the marshes, where the narrow chaussee was laid

on wood, which might have been burned, and the retreat

of the French entirely stopped. During the action the

Guard and the corps of Davoust defiled in that direction.

The battle continued in the wood between Brill and Stack-

how with inconceivable fury till midnight ;
the French

fighting with the courage of despair, the Russians with 378.° jom! iv,

the ardent desire to complete the destruction of their
^^^ sj^v^^^'

enemies. The loss was nearly equal on both sides ; that ii. 395, 400.
*

of Napoleon's troops amounted to nearly five thousand in

killed and wounded.^

While this was going forward on the right bank, "Witt-

genstein commenced a vigorous attack on the corps of
g^

Victor, now severely weakened by the loss of Parton- Furious at-

neaux's division. After a bloody struggle. General Diebitch
genstein on"^

established a battery of twelve pieces so far in advance as
J^^ j™ops

on

to command the bridge, and the confused crowd of soldiers,

chariots, and baggage-waggons, which was assembled in

its vicinity ;
and soon the balls from his guns began to

fall among them. A dreadful tumult instantly com-

menced, and the whole crowd rushed towards the bridges,

crushing each other in their flight, and blockading the

passage in their efforts to get over. As the Russian corps

successively gained ground, their batteries formed a vast

semicircle, which played incessantly on the bridges till

night, and augmented to desperation the terror of the

multitudes who were struggling at their entrance. The
Russian guns, as darkness began, presented an immense
line of light, from which a terrible storm of round-shot

and canister was sent forth with extraordinary rapidity.

Despair now seized upon the multitude still on the eastern

shore. In the midst of the confusion, the artillery-bridge

broke, and the crowd who were upon it, pushed forward

by those behind, were precipitated into the water, and
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CTTAP. perished miserably. Infantry, cavalry, and artillery, now
^^^^^^- rushed promiscuously to the other bridge, which was

1812. speedily choked up : through the frantic crowd, the cais-

1 Segur, ii.

sons and cannon were urged forward with unpitiable
3677368. furv, ploughing their wav, like the car of Juo^o-emaut,

Bout. ii. 379. through the dead and the dying, while the weaker were

?.?^u_^^^"^^' every where pushed into the stream
;
and thousands

Faint'ii. i)0. perished amidst the masses of ice which were floating on
its waves.^

In these moments of hopeless agony, all the varieties of

character were exposed naked to view. Selfishness there

Frightful
exhibited its baseness, and cowardice its meanness; while

th^^h ^^^^"
heroism seemed clothed with supernatural power, and

broke, and generosity cast a lustre over the character of humanity.

devot?on Soldiers seized infants from their expiring mothers, and
shown by vowed to adopt them as their own : officers harnessed

a!Spassage,
themselves in the sledges, to extricate their wounded
comrades ; privates threw themselves on the snow beside

their dying officers, and exposed themselves to captivity
or death to solace their last moments. Mothers were

seen lifting their children above their heads in the water,

raising them as they sank, and even holding them aloft

for some moments after they themselves were buried in

the waves. An infant abandoned by its mother near the

gate of Smolensko, and adopted by the soldiers, was
saved by their care from the horrors of the Beresina

;
it

was again seen at Wilna, on the bridge of Kowno, and it

finally escaped all the horrors of tlie retreat. It was in

the midst of this terrific scene that the rearguard of Mar-

shal Victor, which had nobly sustained during the whole

day the arduous duty of protecting the passage, arrived

at the entrance of the bridge. His troops, with stern

severity, opened a passage for themselves through the

helpless crowd, and in vain endeavoured to persuade
them to pass over to the opposite shore. Despair and

« Segur, iL misery had rendered them incapable of the exertion. At

m ilout. ii. length, as morning dawned and the Russian troops ap-
3H3, 386.

proached, the rearguard were drawn across the bridge,

Fahi", u! 4(»8, whicli was sot ou fire. A frightful cry now rose from the

Hi*'"^7i^*Lab*'
i^i^^titude on the opposite bank, who awakened too late

sub, 3*95. to the horrors of their situation.^ Numbers rushed over

the burning bridge, and to avoid the flames plunged into
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the waves ;
while thousands wandered in hopeless misery chap.

along the shore, and beheld their last hopes expire with i^xxiii.

the receding columns of their countrymen. When the I812.

ice dissolved in spring, the magnitude of the disaster

became manifest; twelve thousand dead bodies were

found on the shores of the river.

Such was the dreadful passage of the Beresina—^glorious

to the French arms, yet how fatal ! The talent of the

Emperor, the firmness of the soldiers, were never more ResuitVof

strongly exemplified ;
but it completed the ruin of the ^^is dreadful

Grand Army. Twenty-five pieces of cannon, sixteen

thousand prisoners, and above twelve thousand slain,

were the price at which the passage was purchased. The

corps of Victor and Oudinot were reduced to the deplo-

rable state of the troops who had come from Moscow ;

the army no longer preserved the appearance of military

order, but a confused mass of forty-five thousand men
marched in detached groups along the road to Wilna.

The Emperor's moral courage and transcendant genius
had never been more signally displayed : he had extri-

cated himself with glory from a situation all but despe-
rate. Chance favoured him in presenting a place for the

passage so favourable as Studienka ;
but it was his eagle

eye which seized it, and his iron mind which, in such

awful circumstances, disdained all thoughts of a compro-
mise. His colossal fame preceded him, and prevented

every adversary from obstructing his path. Kutusoff

kept aloof; Wittgenstein delayed his march till the
^ ^^j^^^^

Emperor was past ; Tchichagoflf was paralysed.
" You 211, 212.

see," said Napoleon, when the passage was effected,
" how

one can pass under the beard of the enemy."
^

To complete the disaster, the frost, which for some days
had been comparatively mild, set in on the 30th with

g^

increased severity. The general disorder now reached its Dreadful dis-

height : the horses of Victor and Oudinot's corps, and all Sow'^nlued'

those which had been collected on the retreat, shared the in tiie retreat.

fate of those which had accompanied the Grand Army.
The artillery was gradually abandoned ;

the cavalry melted

away ;
and Marshal Ney with difficulty could collect three

thousand men on foot to form the rearguard, and protect
the helpless multitude from the attacks of Platoff and his

indefatigable Cossacks. For some days Victor shared with

VOL. XYI. E
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CHAP, him the post of danger ;
and by their incessant exertions

L^^xm. successive rearguards were formed, whicli rapidly disap-
1812.

peared under the severity of the weather or the attacks of
the enemy. Tchaplitz and Platoff continued to press the

Dec. 4. retiring crowd ;
and on the 4th December captured twenty-

four cannon and two thousand five hundred prisoners. In
the midst of the general ruin, a guard, called the " Sacred

Squadron," was formed of oflficers, to surround and protect
the Emperor. The gentlemen who composed it discharged
with heroic fidelity the duty assigned to them, and executed

without murmuring all the duties of common soldiers ;

but the severity of the cold soon destroyed their horses,
and the Emperor, in the midst of his faithful followers,
was obliged to march on foot through the snow. At night,
the bivouac was formed in the middle of the still unbro-

1 Segiir, ii.
^^^ squares of the Old Guard. These brave men sat round

375, .379,m the watch-fires on their haversacks, with their elbows on

2S)th Bull, their knees, their heads resting on their hands, and seated

LabVas^^^'
^^^^^ together ; striving by this posture to repress the

Gourg.ii.i32. paugs of hunger, and gather additional warmth by resting
on each other.^

On the 5th Napoleon arrived at Smorgoni. He there

gj
collected his marshals around him, dictated the famous

Napoleon 29th bulletin,* which fully developed the horrors of the

wroyfor^ retreat, and explained his reasons for immediately return-
Paria.

jng to Paris. " I quit you," said he,
" but it is to go to

seek three hundred thousand men. We must make pre-

parations for a second campaign, since, for the first time,

the first has not produced peace. You know to what our

disasters have been owing ;
the Russians have had little

to do with them. Peace should have been concluded at

Wilna or Smoleiisko, but for the extraordinary blunders

of the King of Westphalia and the Duke of Abrantes.

Bernadotte is dreaming of making himself Emperor in

my place. The Russian empire would have fallen with

Moscow; but the English torches turned it into a heap of

ashes. The cold has done the rest : the Russians may say,

as the Athenians did of themselves under Themistocles,
* We were undone if we had not been ruined.' Neverthe-

less, the campaign of Russia will always be considered as

the most glorious, the most difficult, and the most honour-

* See Appendix, A, Chap. IxxiU.
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able which modern history has recorded." With these chap.

words he bade them farewell, leaving the command of the ^^'^^^'-

army to Murat, and set out, accompanied only by Generals I812.

Caulaincourt, Duroc, and Moiiton : the former was in the ' Fain.ii.
. 4^3 424.

caliche with the Emperor, the two latter in a sledge be- ciia'mb. Hi.

hind. On the seat in front of Napoleon's carriage was the
^j^'ono'^lfj^'

Mameluke Rustan and Captain Wasowitz of the Polish Gouig'.ii.i76.

lancers. These were his sole attendants: and the carriages
w^ere followed only by a few Neapolitan horsemen.^

The departure of the Emperor, though a matter of con-

gratulation to the troops, completed the disorganisation
of the army. The cold increased in intensity as they increased

approached Wilna, and at length reached twenty-six and
?v^®"*,^°^

thirty degrees below zero of Reaumur, corresponding to dreadful' suf-

twenty-seven and thirty-six below zero of Fahrenheit. The
Jroop^"*^^^

officers ceased to obey their generals ;
the generals disre-

garded the marshals
;
and the marshals contested the autho-

rity of Murat.* Such was the severity of the cold and
the universal suffering in consequence, that no pen can

adequately describe it. The hand dropped off which held

the musket, the tears froze on the attenuated check. In

such extreme suffering no orders could be obeyed, no

military operations thought of ; subordination, in almost

all the regiments, entirely ceased. The private soldiers,

relieved of the duty of preserving the Emperor, forgot

every thing but the instinct of self-preservation. The
colonels hid the eagles in their haversacks, or buried them
in the ground ;

the officers, who had hitherto marched
round that sacred standard, dispersed to attend to their ^
own safety : nothing was thought of in the army but the

urgent pangs of hunger, or the terrible severity of the

cold. If a soldier dropped, his comrades instantly fell

upon him
; and, before life was extinct, tore from him

4,^^'j' ^\
..

his cloak, his money, and the bread which he carried in 408! Chamb!

his bosom : when he died, one of them frequently sat
Sgur^iif403,

upon his body, for the sake of the temporary warmth 407.

which it afforded
;
and when it became cold, fell beside

his companion to rise no more.^

The watch-fires at night were surrounded by circles of

exhausted men, who crowded like spectres round the

* " Mox quod in perditis rebus accidit : omnes praecipere, nemo exsequi."—
Tacitus, iu. 73.
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CHAP, blazing piles : they sat back to back, closely pressed
Lxxiii.

together for mutual warmth and support. As the wood
1812. was consumed, they continued to gaze with indifference

Frightful ap-
^^^ the decaying embers, incapable either of rising to

peaiance of renew the fuel, or of seeking another bivouac
;
and when

bivoSs. at length the flames were extinguished, sank into death

beside the ashes. The position of these melancholy
bivouacs was marked in the morning by the circles of

dead bodies which surrounded them, and attested the suc-

gSfslxSJeau
cessive groups who, during the night, had been attracted

de la Camp. \)y their light. The appearance of the corpses was very

-87, 94. Fahi, peculiar, and inexpressibly frightful. The cold stopped the

chtmi) iii
circulation exactly as it had been when exercise ceased

;

220, 225. the bodies sat erect and stiff in the frozen piles : the coun-

tiK'ab.Stenauces were as coloured, sometimes even as florid as in

tnl' -^"u"*' i!' life ; the eyes were open, and but for the motionless eye-
408. Chamb.

, ,, , . , , , , ., . ., , ,. . . ,

iiL 149, 164. ball aud ice-cold cheek, it was impossible to distinguish
the dead from the living.^

Several of the soldiers became mad from this frightful

accumulation of disasters
;
a still larger number were

Effects of reduced to a state of fixed idiocy, which rendered them
thosedisasters

incapable of the smallest effort. Their eyes fixed, their
on the minds ^ •'

. , ,

ofthesoidiers. countenances haggard, they marched on amidst the

crowd without knowing what they were doing ; and, if

addressed or asked where they were, replied only by
the stupid glare of insanity. Commands, outrages, blows,
were alike unavailing to rouse them from that state of

fatuity ; they moved on mechanically till night, when

f, they sank to the ground and perished. Moral courage

was, with a very few exceptions, found to be wanting
even in the bravest. Overwhelmed by the horrors of

their situation, penetrated by the idea that they could

not escape death, almost all fell into a state of profound

dejection, which rendered them incapable of the smallest

mental or physical efforts. Deaf to every representation of

the danger of their situation, they persisted, when not

2 Rene-Bour- entirely worn out, in declaring themselves unable to move
geois.Tabieau farther, and sitting down generally on the dead body of a

de Moscow,* comrade, resigned themselves to rest, to sleep, and death.

Ch'amb! iiL
Those wliosc resolution was proof against the depressing

222,224. influences, rarely in the end escaped the same fate,^

though their vigour extended their sufi'erings for a longer
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period. Doggedly they marched on like spectres, with chap.

their eyes fixed before them, as if nothing could divert
^^^"^ '

them from their resolution to get forward. But at length I812.

their limbs tottered, their steps became shorter and less

frequent, they fell behind their comrades, deep sighs
were uttered with their failing breath, tears rolled down
their cheeks, their knees smote each other, and they fell

to rise no more.

Such was the severity of the cold which succeeded the

passage of the Beresina, that nothing but continual
g^

motion, even in the day-time, could resist its effects. Physical ef-

Hardly any one escaped imhurt
;
few of those whose Seme cold,

strength preserved life, escaped frightful mutilation, often

worse than death itself. The slightest cessation of exer-

cise was followed by a congelation of the blood in the veins,

fatal in the first instance to the limb, ere long, if conti-

nued, to existence. If the exhaustion of fatigue, or the

imperious necessity of sleep, closed their eyelids, in a few

minutes they fell into a deep lethargic slumber, and were
soon reduced to a frozen lifeless mass. Upon the youth-
ful soldiers of Loison's division, composed in great part of

German conscripts, who had for the first time entered

upon a campaign, the frost was in an especial manner
fatal. Young, fresh, unwearied, they neither perished of

fatigue, nor of the weakening effects of continued hunger,
like the veterans of the Grand Army ;

the terrible cold

mowed them down at once, when in all the vigour of life.

A few minutes, sometimes a few seconds, completed the

work of destruction : first they staggered of a sudden,
then for a short space marched with faltering steps;
their heads became swoln, their countenances florid, as if

the blood was forcibly retained in its vessels. Symptoms
of paralysis next appeared ;

their knees shook, their arms

dropped lifeless by their sides
;

their muskets fell from
their hands, and soon they sank down by the wayside.

Death, however, did not immediately close their sufferings ;

often they raised themselves half up on their elbows, and 1 Rene-Bonr-

with fixed and haggard look watched the crowd which was
^rliosTOw^'

passing by ; their inflamed eyes exuded tears mixed 128, 134.
'

with blood, and the forced contraction of the muscles
224^,^226."'"

gave a frightful expression to their countenances, which
continued even after life was extinct.^
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CHAP. In vain numerous detachments joined the army be-

tween Smorgoni and Wilna
;
the terrible severity of the

1812.
(.q1(J^ ajj(j ii^Q sight of the sufferings of the Grand Army,

Prodigious Speedily effected their dissolution. The division of Loi-

losses^of

the
gQ^^ ^en thousand strong, which marched from Konigs-

which joined berg to reinforce its wasted ranks, and came up with it

^e^French gj^Qj-^ly after the Emperor's departure, was almost totally

destroyed in a few days. Three skeleton battalions only
reached their unhappy comrades. Twenty thousand re-

cruits had joined between the Beresina and Wilna
;
and

yet scarcely forty thousand of the whole troops reached

that city, all in the last stage of misery and despair. Of
these only nine thousand three hundred were combatants,
the rest being a famished multitude. During this disas-

trous retreat the Russians incessantly pressed upon the

retiring army. On leaving Smorgoni, their rearguard
was attacked by General Tchaplitz, and totally destroyed,
with the loss of twenty-five cannon and three thousand

prisoners : between Smorgoni and Ochixiany he again
came up with the enemy, and dispersed the new rear-

guard, with the loss of sixty-one pieces of cannon and

four thousand prisoners ;
and at Medniki he captured

sixteen cannon and thirteen hundred prisoners. On the
1 Bout ii. road to Wilna he took thirty-one pieces, and penetrated

lS)'. 405, 409. i"*^ the town, where the French were hardly established
;

Ji,*'"'^'-... while Platoff proceeded on the road to Kowno, and cut
Chamb. lu- _ , , f - , , • % ^ .

947. off a whole column of one thousand men, with twenty-

eight pieces of artillery.^

If the Russians had been aware of the state to which
the French army was by this time reduced, and had pos-

Causes which sesscd a force capable of taking advantage of it, the miser-

FrendTfrom^
^^^^ remains of the Grand Army might in the last stages

total destruc- of the retreat have been captured with very little resis-
^°^

tance. But they were in a great measure ignorant of the

extent of the disaster which liad befallen their enemies ;

and were themselves labouring under calamities scarcely

less appalling. During the last four weeks of the cam-

paign, Wittgenstein's corps alone sustained a loss of ten

thousand men, though there was scarcely any fighting :

the main army, under Kutusoff, was so fearfully weakened

by the unparalleled vigour and rapidity of the pursuit, as

well as the extremity of cold, that rest became absolutely
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necessary after the actions at Krasnoi, and it reached chap.

Wihia only thirty-five thousand strong. The Russians ^^^^^^-

could not conceive the extent to which the French corps I812.

were reduced. If it had been known in Germany, the

Tugendbund would at once have risen in arms, and the

mutilated remnant of the Grand Army would have been

exterminated ere it reached the Elbe. But no complete

corps or marshals had been taken
;
the intercepted orders

were all found to be directed by Berth ier to the com- 1 ciiamb. iii.

manders of corps, as in the most prosperous periods of
^J'^J g^"^.

former campaigns ;
and it could not have been supposed 21k

that these orders were addressed to generals at the head

only of six hundred or a thousand men.^*

It is a very remarkable circumstance, but attested by
the most unexceptionable medical evidence, that during ^g
the whole of this dreadful retreat the French, to whom The Russians

the cold was unusual, bore it better than the Russians
; fromThe™^'^

and that of the survivors almost all were Italians or «>id than the

Frenchmen from the provinces to the south of the Loire.
" The inhabitants," says Larrey, who was chief physician
to Napoleon in the campaign,

" of the southern countries

of Europe, bore the cold better than the natives of the

northern and moister climates—such as the Hanoverians,
the Dutch, the Prussians, and the other German people :

the Russians themselves, from what I learned at Wilna,
suffered more from the cold than the French. Three
thousand men, being the best soldiers of the Guard, partly

cavalry and partly infantry, almost all natives of the

southern provinces of France^ were the only persons who
really withstood the cruel vicissitudes of the retreat.t

* The following was the strength of the whole combatants of the Grand Army
which reached Smorgoni, three days after the passage of the Beresina, viz. :

—
Infeintry. Cavalry.

Old Guard 2,000 1,200
Young Guard,
Rear-Guard, under Ney,
Victor's corps,

Davoust'^and Eugene's corps,

800

1,800 . . 300
2,000 . . 100
400

7,000 . . 1,800—Chambray, iii. 94 ; and Nky to Berthier, Dec. 2, 1812.—TSid.
t A similar fact has been observed regarding the British troops in India,

who in general bear the fatigue of forced marches under the burning sun of that
climate better than the native Hindoos, who have been habituated to it all their
lives. The reason seems to be the same in both cases ; viz. that the inhabitants
of the temperate regions of the globe, having their constitutions ripened by a
more genial climate, are able to bear the extremes both of heat and cold better
than those whose constitutions have been weakened either by the severities of
the arctic, or the relaxations of the tropical regions.
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CHAP.
LXXIII.

1 Larrey, iv.

Ill, 114,

Capture of

Wilna, and
immense
losses in its

vicinity.

a Lab. 416,
421. Segur,
ii. 418, 423.

Bout. IL 411,
412. Larrey,
iv. 167.

Chamb. iii.

95.

100.

Passage of

the bridge of
Kowno.

They were the miserable remains of an army of four

hundred thousand men, whom the inhabitants of the

country had seen defihng over the bridge at Kowno, six

months before, in all the pride of apparently irresistible

strength."!
The troops had hardly begim to taste the sweets of repose,

and to refresh themselves from the immense magazines
which Wilna contained, when the terrible cry that the

Cossacks were on them arose
; they were roused by the can-

non of the Russians, and compelled to hasten their retreat.

A helpless crowd rushed out of the gates on the evening
of the 10th December, and speedily arrived at the foot of

an ascent covered with ice, where the whole remaining
carriages of the army required to be abandoned. The

equipage of Napoleon, the treasure of the army, the bag-

gage left at Wilna, the trophies of Moscow, the whole

remaining artillery, were all left at the foot of that fatal

steep. In the confusion of leaving the city, the Old
Guard itself was for a short time dispersed, and the feeble

appearance of order hitherto preserved disappeared ;
the

officers marched pell-mell with the soldiers : generals
were seen begging succour from the soldiers whom they
had so recently commanded. Even in this extremity,

however, the wonted courage of Marshal Ney was not

wanting. He voluntarily hastened to the rear, and out

of the confused mass formed a small corps, chiefly com-

posed of the troops recently come up with Loison, with

which he arrested the efforts of the enemy. The Russians

found in Wilna, besides immense magazines of every
', description, above fourteen thousand soldiers, and two
hundred and fifty officers, who were incapable of march-

ing farther, and preferred becoming prisoners of war to a

longer continuance of their sufferings.^

At length, on the 12th December, the French arrived

at Kowno on the Niemen, when three thousand prisoners
were taken by Platoff : and on the 13th tliey passed the

bridge, in number about twenty thousand, of whom five-

sixths had never seen the Kremlin,* Thus, not more than

three thousand of the vast host with which Napoleon
* " Was there ever any thing like this exhibited in the world before ; the

remains of 500,000 men, who had crossed the Niemen in such splendid order
in June, now recrossed it, pursued by a detachment of cavalry ?

"—Chambray,
iu. 134.
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passed Smolensko in the beginning of summer, left the chap.
Russian territory ;

and out of five hundred and fifty
i^xxiii.

thousand combatants who had crossed the Niemen since I812.

June, twenty thousand alone escaped the disasters of the

campaign. As the Imperial Guard defiled over the

bridge, an old grenadier extended on the ground attracted

the attention of his comrades. The crowd respected his

undaunted air, his decorations, and his three insignia.

With a placid eye he viewed the approach of death
; and,

disregarding the other passengers, uttering no sup-

plications, he waited till one of his comrades was near,

and then, collecting all his strength, he raised himself on
his elbow, and exclaimed to the soldier about to succour

him,
" Your assistance is in vain, my friend : the only

favour which I have to request is, that you will prevent
the enemy from profaning the marks of distinction

which I have gained in combating them. Carry to my
captain this decoration, which was given me on the field

j j^^^j, 42(5

of Austerlitz, and this sabre, which I used in the battle of 427. Bout.

Friedland." With these words he expired; and the
segur,ii.4.so.

sabre and cross were carried to the Old Guard, now ?'f™^-/"-

reduced to three hundred men, but still marching in ser- 99, 100.

ried groups, and preserving even unto death their martial

and undaunted air.^

The heroic Ney still covered the rear when the troops
were defiling over the bridge. Four times the rearguard j^j

had melted away under his command, and as often his Heroic con-

example and activity had re-formed a band for the pro- on'tws occa-

tection of the army. He arrived at Kowno destitute of ^i^"-

troops ;
a few hundred of the Old Guard alone retained the

use of their arms, and they were already defiling over the

river. Instantly collecting seven hundred fresh troops,
whom he found in the town, and planting twenty-four

pieces of cannon remaining there on the redoubts, he made

good the post during the whole day against the efforts of

the enemy. On the following day he still continued the

defence
;
but finding that his troops melted away or

deserted him, he seized a musket, and with diflficulty
^ Bout. u.

rallied thirty men to defend the gate of Wilna. At ii. 433, S'
length, when the passage of the troops who could be

^f^^^jfif^jjj

persuaded to move was completed,^ he slowly retired 172, i78.

through the streets and across the river, still facing the
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CHAP, enemy, and was the last of the Grand Army who
^^^"^-

left the Russian territory.
1812. The first place on the German side of the Niemen

JQ2.
where any of the persons who had got across could rest,

Appearance was Gumbinnen. General Mathieu Dumas, who had
of ^GV fit

Gumbinnen with great diflSiculty reached that place, in consequence of

th^Niem'if
^ ^lalady under which he had laboured ever since leaving

and passage' Moscow, had just entered the house of a French physician

by^llerear-^
where he had lodged when passing there before on his-

guard. entrance into Russia, when a man entered, wrapped up
in a large cloak, with a long beard, his visage blackened

with gunpowder, his whiskers half-burned by fire, but

his eyes still sparkling with undecayed lustre. " Here I

am at last. What ! General Dumas, do you not know
me?" "No. Who are you?" "I am the rearguard of

the Grand Army—Marshal Ney. I have fired the last

musket-shot on the bridge of Kowno ; I have thrown
into the Niemen the last of our arms

;
and I have

walked hither, as you see me, across the forests." With

respectful solicitude, General Dumas received the hero of

the retreat
;
the benevolent host relieved his immediate

necessities ;
and he soon after set out with Dumas, in the

caleche of the latter, on the road for Konigsberg. When
the troops, on leaving Kowno, arrived at the point where
the passage had been effected five months before

;
when

they beheld those heights, then crowded with splendid

battalions, now covered by a miserable band of fugitives,

and passed the remains of the bridges, now deserted,

which then groaned under the march of glittering

squadrons, the magnitude of the contrast, notwith-

standing their present sufferings, brought tears into the

eyes even of the common soldiers. Casting a last look

on the shores of those savage regions
—then so ardently

Souv!^?l'485. desired ; since, the scene of such grievous suffering
—they

Se^ui?i'429 Pl""g^^ ^"*® ^^^^ forest, and, abandoning every appear-
458.

'

'ance of military order, dispersed like private travellers

over the boundless plains of Poland.

The only corps of the enemy which still remained in

Russia, were those of Marshal Macdonald, twenty-nine
thousand strong, which was still in the neighbourhood of

Riga,and of Schwartzenberg and Reynier, which was in the

southern provinces. The design of Kutusoff was to cut
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the first-named general off from the Niemen, and throw chap.
his corps back upon the peninsula of Courland, from i^xxiii.

whence escape, except by sea, was impossible. For this I812.

purpose, the corps of Wittgenstein was directed to descend 103.

the right bank of the Niemen to Kowno, and move upon agaSMac-
Gumbinnen to cut him off from the Vistula

;
while the donaid near

garrison of Riga, now considerably reinforced, pressed evacuation of

upon his rear. On the 18th December, Macdonald, who ier^rito"? by

appears to have been totally forgotten during the con- Scinvaitzen-

fusion of the retreat, began to retire from Riga ;
while the ^^^'

Marquis Paulucci, governor of Riga, detached ten thousand

men to harass his retreat. General Diebitch, who com-
manded the advanced guard of Wittgenstein, advanced so

rapidly, that on the 25th he came up with the retiring

army, and boldly threw himself, with only two thousand

men, between the French troops of Macdonald and the

Prussian auxiliaries in his corps, commanded by General

York, which amounted together to eighteen thousand men.
The garrison of Riga, pressing him in rear, and the troops
of Wittgenstein coming up to separate him from Mac-

donald, York conceived it no longer necessary to risk his

army by an adherence to their forced alliance, and on
the 30th December signed a convention with General

Diebitch
;
in virtue of which the Prussian troops, to the

number of ten thousand, became neutral, and only
awaited the commands of the King of Prussia to unite

themselves to the victorious Russians. Deprived by this

defection of one-half of his troops, Macdonald lost no
time in falling back to Konigsberg, which he reached on
the 3d January, with the loss, in various skirmishes

during his retreat, of fifteen hundred killed and wounded,
and above one thousand prisoners. The slowness of

Wittgenstein's advance, who could not possibly move

rapidly from the exhausted state of his troops, preserved
the remains of his corps from total destruction. On the

other side, Prince Schwartzenberg, learning the dis- fBoJt.i?^'
asters of the Grand Army, and finding that the corps of *i3, 415,445.

Sacken opposed to him was strongly reinforced, fell back 46o, 464.

to the Grand-duchy of Warsaw, and finally evacuated the

Russian territory on the 7th January.^
While these unparalleled disasters were destroying the

noble array of France, Napoleon was rapidly continuing «
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CHAP, his journey through Lithuania and Poland. On the road
Lxxiii.

^^ Osmiana, before arriving at Wilna, he narrowly escaped
1812. being made prisoner by the Russian partisan Seslawin,

Na ^«)n•3
^^^ could easily have taken him if he had known he

conversation was there. On the 6th December he reached Wilna. In

at wuna!^* conversation with Maret there, he made no attempt to

disguise the extent of his losses—" As to the army," said

he, "it does not exist : for you cannot call an army a

troop of stragglers wandering here and there to seek

subsistence. One, however, might still be collected, if

you could collect stores sufficient to feed the famished

troops, and give clothing to men marching under a
cold of 20°. My orders have not been executed:

my military administration have foreseen and provided
for nothing." Maret, upon this, laid before the Emperor
a statement of the vast magazines which, in Wilna at

least, were at the disposal of the army.
" You restore me

to life !" cried Napoleon. "Desire the King of Naples to

rest the army eight days here, to restore the moral and

physical condition of the soldiers—to impress a new-

character upon the retreat. Tell him that I reckon on

him, and that he has the safety of the army in his

hands." With these words he set out for Warsaw, in a

sledge given him by a Polish gentleman, M. Wibeski.

I Chamb iii.
-^^ had entered Russia at the head of five hundred

108, 110.' thousand combatants—he left it, accompanied by a single

aide-de-camp.
No words can express the astonishment of the inhabi-

tants of Wilna, when the scattered remains of the French

Astonish- army began to drop in in frightful disorder, resembling

Wifna when Tether a troop of beggars than a warlike array. They had
the remains seen the Grand Army, five months before, defile through

army arrived, their streets in all the pomp of war, in all the pride of

irresistible strength. Maret had skilfully managed the

government in Napoleon's absence, and so disguised the

facts which he had communicated, that the people were

in entire ignorance of the real events of the campaign.

They believed, as they had been told, that the French had

been victorious in every encounter
;
that the Russians were

on the point of submission
;
that the imperial eagles had

left Moscow only to shun a pestilential heap of ruins, and

to obtain comfortable winter-quarters in the country they
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had conquered. It was in the midst of these gratifying chap.

official announcements, that sinister rumours began to
^-^^^^^-

spread of a dreadful disaster which had befallen the Grand 1812.

Army, and that they might, ere long, have its remains

within their walls. Little credit, however, was given to

these reports, which were set down to the machinations

of the Russian faction
;
the faith of the great majority in

the star of the Emperor was too firm to be shaken. It

may be conceived, then, what was the astonishment of

the inhabitants, when the woful remains of the French

army, clothed in furs, pelisses, and old carpets, great part
mutilated by the cold, a still greater number without

arms, began to enter, in utter confusion, and with hardly
the vestige of military appearance. Consternation in-

stantly seized every mind : the shops were all shut, and
^ c^amb. Hi.

with speechless horror the inhabitants listened to the 102, 105, 12a.

dreadful details of which the appearance of the troops

gave such fearful confirmation.^

During the time that this long course of disasters was

befalling the Grand Army, Warsaw and the Grand-duchy
of the same name had been the victims of the most uninter- sufferin'gs of

rupted sufiering. Great as was the spirit of the people, Juif^g the

and ardent as was their desire to regain their national campaign,

independence, and throw oflT the hated yoke of Russia,

they had yet sunk under the enormous burdens imposed

upon them by the continual passage of the troops, and
the enormous requisitions of the French Emperor. The

Grand-duchy of Warsaw, though possessing only a

population of little more than four millions of souls,

had already, during the campaign, furnished eighty-five
thousand men to the Grand Army, and their swords had
drunk as deep of the Russian blood as those of any troops
in the vast array, both at Smolensko and Borodino. This

supply of men, however, great as it was, was far from

keeping pace with the gigantic expectations of Napoleon ; 4, 5^'"r)e'

*^'

and the Polish battalions were so completelv lost in the ^^^^^^'
^ar

^ • 1 f It' sovie en
immense multitude of armed men by whom they were I812, 84, 89.

surrounded, that Napoleon frequently complained that he
had never seen any Poles at all in his army.^

Nevertheless, situated as the Grand-duchy was, it was

truly surprising how its inhabitants had been capable of

making the efforts which they actually did. The pay of
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CHAP, the troops had long since ceased
; the government, deeplyLxxiii.

jjj debt, was unable to borrow money from any of the
1812.

capitalists in Europe ;
and the greatest proprietors had

Exce^fve
^^^^ obliged to pay eighty per cent for the money they

penury to wcro Under the necessity of raising to meet the requi-

J^',',abi^,ftsofSitions.
Prince Czartorinski was compelled to leave

a" ranks were Warsaw from absolute inability to maintain his family
there

;
and the Princess Radziwil, wife of the richest

noble in Poland, was so reduced, that she could not com-
mand money to send home two lady's-maids whom she

had brouglit from France and England. The whole

public authorities were six months in arrear of their

salaries
;
and those to whom the great proprietors were

indebted, were unable to extract from them a single

farthing in payment. In the midst of this universal

misery, the requisitions for the Grand Army were inces-

sant. No representations could convince Napoleon of the

state of impoverishment to which Poland had been

iDePradt, reduced; taxes, at his command, were laid on, but they
a vTrsS e^n produced nothing; and moveable columns of troops

J812.
84' 89, traversed the countrv in every direction, seizing without

184. Oginski, .,', 1,., ,

iv. 5. mercy the agricultural produce of the peasants, who were

universally reduced to beggary by the exactions I^

In the midst of this scene of unparalleled suffering, it

was announced to the Abbe de Pradt one morning early,

Napoleon on the lOtli of December, that a travelling carriage in

WarSw.* great haste had driven into the Hotel d'Angleterre at

"Warsaw, and that his immediate presence was required.
He lost no time in going there, and found in the court-

yard a small travelling britschka, placed, without wheels,
on a coarse sledge made of four pieces of rough fir-wood,

which had been almost dashed to pieces in entering the

gateway. Two other travelling-carriages, still ruder in

their construction, stood beside it. Caulaincourt speedily

appeared, and tjiking the Abb6 by the hand, led him into

a small dark apartment, with the windows half-shut, and
in a corner of which a servant girl was striving in vain to

'

light a fire with green damp billets of wood. A figure

« De Pradt "trapped up in a rich pelisse, was placed with its face to

203, 210.
'

the fire as the Abbe entered
;

it turned round on hearing
the sound of footsteps, and Napoleon stood before him.^

" Ah ! is it you, Ambassador 1" said the Emperor.
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"You have given me much uneasiness," replied the Abbe, chap.

with deep emotion ;

" but I see you well, and I am con- i^xxm.
tent." After some further conversation, the Abbe, upon 1812.

the Emperor inquiring what contributions could be fur- 109.

nished by the Grand-duchy, explained to him the state able convert

of destitution to which Poland had been reduced, and
^Jg AbSe

the great exertions it had made for furnishings for his Pradt.

army.
" What !" rejoined the Emperor,

" I have not seen

a Pole in my ranks." " There were eighty-two thousand,

nevertheless ;" replied the Abbe,
" but they were drowned

in the immensity of your Majesty's armament." "What
would the Poles be at ?" rejoined the Emperor. "To be

Prussians if they cannot be Poles ? And then why not

Russians ?" with a sarcastic air.
"
Come, Abbe, we must

raise ten thousand Polish Cossacks : a lance and a horse

are enough for each man. With them we will soon stop

the Russians. From the sublime to the ridiculous is but

a step. Dangers ! I have seen none of them. I am
never so well as in agitation : the greater the tumult, the

better I feel. None but the rois faineants grow fat in

their palaces. Horseback and camps for me. From the

sublime to the ridiculous is hut a step. I see you are all in

alarm here. iTah ! The army is superb. I have a hun-

dred and twenty thousand men : I have always beaten

the Russians ; they never venture to stand against me.

They are no longer the soldiers of Eylau and Friedland.
" We shall maintain our position at Wilna. I am going

to raise three hundred thousand men. Success will
^^^

embolden the Russians. I shall give them two or three His state-

battles on the Oder, and in six months I shall be again Sgns!^'^
on the Niemen. I have more weight on the throne than

at the head of the army : I left the troops, indeed, with

regret ;
but it was necessary, to watch over Austria and

Prussia. All that has happened is nothing ;
it is the

effect of the climate, and that is all. The enemy are

nothing : I have beajt them wherever I met them. They
thought they would cut me off at the Beresina

;
but I

soon got quit of that fool of an admiral, (I never could

pronounce his name.) Their position was superb ;
fifteen

hundred toises of a marsh—a river. But what then ? I

got through them all. It is then you see who have the

strong minds. I have often been harder pushed before.
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CHAP.
LXXIII.

1812.

111.

Extraordi-

nary ideas

which he

expressed.

At Marengo, I was beaten till six o'clock at night ;
next

day I was master of all Italy. At Essling, they thought
they would stop me

;
that Archduke has published I

know not what on the subject. I could not prevent the

Danube from rising sixteen feet in one night ; but for

that, it was all over with Austria. But it was written in

heaven that I should marry an archduchess {smiling). So
also in Russia. Could I prevent it from freezing ? They
came and told me every morning that I had lost ten thou-

sand horses during the night. Well : a good journey to

them ! Our iSTorman horses are less hardy than the Rus-
sian

; they cannot resist more than nine degi'ees of cold. It

is the same with the Germans. Go and look for the Saxons
or the Bavarians. You won't find one of them alive.

Perhaps they may say I lingered too long at Moscow.

Possibly I did so ; but the weather was fine, and I expected

peace : the winter set in before its usual time. I sent

Lauriston, on the 5th of October, to negotiate for peace ;

I thought of going to St Petersburg ;
I had time enough

to winter there, or in the south of Russia.
" The King of Naples will hold good at Wilna. Politics

are a great drama
;
he who ventures nothing will win

nothing. From the sublime to the ridiculous is but a step.

The Russians have shown themselves
; they have clouds

of Cossacks ;
that nation, after all, is something. The

crown peasants love the government ;
the nobles have

mounted on horseback ; they proposed to me to declare

the slaves free
;
I would not do so : a general massacre

would have followed. I made a regular war on Alexan-

der
;

but who could have thought they would have

struck such a stroke as the burning of Moscow ? They
attribute it to us, but it was truly themselves who did it.

It would have done honour to ancient Rome. I will

have nothing to do with the corps diplomatique. They are

nothing but titled spies employed to send bulletins of what
we are about to their courts. I won't go through Silesia

Aha ! Prussia ! From the sublime to the ridiculous is

but a step." The Emperor ran on in this way for above

three hours, during which time the fire, which had at

length kindled, gradually went out, and all in the apart-
ment were perishing of cold ;

but he himself experienced
no inconvenience, so completely was his mind absorbed
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in the subjects of the conversation. At length, it being chap.

announced that the carriage was ready, Napoleon and .*

Caulaincourt mounted the sledge, and upon the persons
^^^-•

present inquiring anxiously for his health, he exclaimed,
" I never was better : if I had the devil himself on board,

I think I would not be a bit the worse !

" With these

words he waved adieu to his attendants, set out in his

humble conveyance, and was soon lost in the gloom of a
^ jj^ p^^^

Polish winter. In setting off, the sledge was all but over- 212, 220.

turned by running against the gate-post of the courtyard
of the inn.i

The scattered troops of the Grand Army continued to

retreat through the Polish territory, still pursued by the
jjg.

Russians, who continued to take numbers of prisoners.'
Retreat ofthe

The town of Konigsberg was speedily filled with sick and th™Grand

wounded men: above ten thousand were soon collected ^Sf^br
at that town, almost all of whom fell into the hands of and Dantzic.

the Russians. The French generals made a vain attempt
to rally the troops on the Vistula

;
but their diminished

numbers precluded all hope of maintaining that position.

Numbers who had escaped the horrors of the retreat, fell

victims to the sudden change of temperature, and the

resumption of the usages of civilised life which followed

their return to Prussia. The shattered remains of the

army were collected in Dantzic, to secure that important

military position. Thirty-five thousand men, of seventeen
^

different nations, were tliere assembled, and the remain- 47i!^73."'

der fell back to Posen on the Oder. The Russians stopped Jgo"^* Fait?'''

the march of their troops, already almost exhausted, at ii- 280.

Kalisch, in the end of January ;
and thus terminated this

memorable campaign.^
On the 22d December, the Emperor Alexander arrived

at Wilna, and hastened to award to the troops the rewards
113

which their glorious services merited. He found the city
Arrival of

overwhelmed with prisoners and wounded men
; conta- wnna%n'^d*

gious diseases speedily appeared ; and the mortality soon
iJf [h'^hoy*^!®

became excessive both among the victors and the van- tais.

quished. History has not preserved a more noble instance

of fortitude and humanity than was exhibited by that

great man on this occasion. The condition of the prison-
ers till his arrival had been horrible beyond conception.
Huddled together in hospitals, without either fire, water,

VOL. XVI. p
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CHAP, medicines, beds, or straw, they lay on the hard floor, often
'

in the last stage of exhaustion or disease. Hundreds, in
1812.

consequence, died every day, whose bodies were thrown
out of the windows into the streets by the soldiers in

attendance
;
but their place was immediately supplied by

multitudes of others, who crawled continually into these

abodes of wretchedness, often only to draw their last

breath within its walls. Hard biscuit was all they had
for food ; and their only drink the snow which the least

injured among them brought in from the streets and

courtyards of the buildings. The frightful accumulation

of gangrened wounds and mortal sickness ; the multi-

tudes who crowded not only the apartments, but even the

stairs of the hospitals ;
and the putrid smell of above six

... thousand bodies which lay unburied in their vicinity,

146,147. had engendered a dreadful contagious fever, of which

467"o"i*nsid
hundreds died every day, and which, for several succeed-

iv. 99, 100. *ing years, spread its ravages through every country in

Europe.!
Into these hidden dens of misery the Emperor Alexan-

der and his brother Constantine immediately entered, on

their arrival at Wilna, on the 22d of December.

Immediately a place
Before his eyes appear'd, sad, noisome, dark ;

A lazar-house it seem'd ; wherein were laid

Numbers of all diseased ; all maladies
Of ghastly spasm, or racking torture, qualms
Of heart-sick agony, all feverous kinds.

Marasmus, and wide-wasting pestilence ;

And over them triumphant Death his dart

Shook, but delayed to strike, tliough oft invoked
With vows, as their chief good and tinal hope." *

Profoundly moved by the dreadful spectacle of human

misery which was there exhibited, the Czxar instantly

Humanity took the most eflficaciousmeasures to assuage the universal

of Alexander suffering. Without casting a thought upon the consider-

ation that most of these unfortunate wretches had been

his enemies, he, along with Constantine, distributed

money largely among them. His own physicians, in-

cluding the able and intrepid Dr Wylie, who never left

his person, were sent to make the necessary arrangements
for putting a stop to these horrors. Out of his own purse
the Emperor discharged a large part of the arrears of pay
duo to the troops of his enemies, and established vast

* Milton's ParadUe Lost, xL 476.
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hospitals ill the palaces of the city, where the French sick chap.

and wounded were placed beside and equally well treated
^^^^"'

wnth the Russian. The dead bodies in the streets were ^812.

collected and burned : they amounted to the astonishing

number of seventeen thousand. The total number con-

sumed there, and brought in from the vicinity, exceeded

thirty thousand. The Grand-duke Constantine rivalled

his brother in these acts of mercy. Several of the wounded
were brought to his apartments, and tended there

;
and

he, in consequence, caught the prevailing epidemic, and

was brought to the verge of the grave, though, at length,

the strength of his constitution carried him through its

dangers. Shortly after, all the sovereigns of Europe whose

subjects were lying in the hospitals at Wilna, transmitted

money to the Emperor to relieve their distresses. Napo-
leon alone, engrossed with the cares of his situation, sent

none. Alexander and Constantine, however, were inde-

fatigable in their attentions to the prisoners during several ^g^ 22.

weeks that they remained at Wilna ; and the Emperor,
1 chamb. iiL

on the very day of his arrival, published a general amnesty ogi'nski.'iii.

to the Polish nation for any part they might have taken
^ou^^h 418

in the insurrection against his government ; terminating Segur.u. 467,

thus a campaign of unexampled dangers and glory by
deeds ofunprecedented mercy.

1*

On the last day of the year, Alexander addressed from

"Wilna a noble proclamation to the soldiers, in which, ^5
without underrating their glorious exploits, he ascribed Noble procia-

the success which had been attained mainly to the pro- Akxander to

tection of Heaven. "Soldiers! The year is past—that
^^^ ^"Wiers.

glorious and ever-memorable year in which you have

hurled to the dust the pride of the insolent aggressor. It

is past ;
but your heroic deeds will never pass ; time will

never efiace their recollection : they are present in the

hearts of your contemporaries ; they will live in the

gratitude of posterity. You have purchased with your
blood the independence of your country against so many
powers leagued together for its subjugation. You have

* The author is happy to be able to confirm the preceding account of the
conduct of the Emperor Alexander and the Grand-duke Constantine on this

occasion, which is given by all the historians, both French and Russian, who
have treated on the subject, by the account which' he himself received in Paris,
in May 1814, from his esteemed friends, Sir James Wylie and Sir Alexander
Crichton, physicians to the Emperor, who were engaged with him in these heroic
acts of mercy.
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CHAP, acquired a title to the gratitude of Russia, and the admi-
Lxxiii . ration of the world. You have proved by your fidelity,

1812. your valour, and your perseverance, that agjiinst the

hearts filled with love to God and devotion to their coun-

try, the most formidable efibrts of the enemy are like the

furious waves of the ocean, which break in vain on the

solid rocks, and leave nothing but scattered foam around
them. Desirous to distinguish all those who have shared

in the immortal exploits, I have caused medals to be

struck from silver which has been blessed by our holy
church. They bear the date of the memorable year 1812.

Suspended by a blue ribbon, they will serve to decorate
~ the warlike breasts which have served as a buckler to

their country. You have all shared the same fatigues
and dangers ; you have but one heart and one will

; you
are all worthy to wear this honourable recompense ;

and

you will all feel proud of the decoration. May your
Enemies tremble when they see it on your bosoms ! May
they know that under these medals beat hearts animated

1 ciiamb. iu. ^^ ^° imperishable tie, because it is not founded on ambi-
i«y. tion or impiety, but on the immutable basis of patriotism

and religion !"i

From the most moderate calculations, it appears that

jjg
the losses of the French during the campaign were 550,000

Losses of the men and 900 pieces of cannon.* The total force which

dSg the entered at first was 610,000, and 37,000 joined in the course

campaign, ^f the Campaign—in all, 647,000, of whom 600,000 were
and of the

. m, \ f I i /•

Russians. combatants.f The number of those who escaped from
Russia was about 80,000; of whom 35,000 were Austrians

and 18,000 Prussians, on the wings of the Grand Army ;

so that the survivors of the proper French anny were not

above 32,000, out of above 600,000 combatants who entered

the Russian territory. The annals of the world afford no

example of so complete an overthrow of so vast an arma-

They are tlius stated by Boutourlin :

Slain in battle, soldiers, . . . 125,000
Prisoners, generals, ... 48

officers, .... .3,000

soldiers 190,000
Died of cold, fatigue, and famine, . 132.000

Totalloss, . . . . . 450,048
Elagles and standards taken, . 76

Cannon, ..... 929
—Boutourlin, ii. 446.

t See Appendii, A, Cliap. Ixxiii.
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ment. The losses of the Russians, especially during the chap.

advance from Moscow, owing to the severity of the wea-
^^^"^-

ther, were very great, and almost equalled those of the I812.

French. Only 35,000 of Kutusoff's army reached Wilna
; Ipg^SJ.

"'

and of these, 18,000 were soon laid up in the hospitals.
Bout. ii. 446.

, . 7. • 1 J i Aper^usurla
At Kalisch, when the campaign was linishea, not more campagne de

than 30,000 men could be assembled round the headquar- ci,amb!^iii.

ters of the Emperor Alexander
;
but the number rapidly i34. ciaus.

increased by the junction of convalescents, and detach-
'

ments from the interior.^

The Russian campaign having been the chief cause of

the overthrow of Napoleon's power, and having substi-
^^^

tuted the colossus of Russian ambition for the terrors of Reflections

French predominance, has given rise to numerous reflec-
Si-y raiTses'of

tions and much party spirit. The partisans of the French tins prodigu

Emperor have incessantly urged that the destruction of thro^v.^^

the armament was solely owing to the severity of the

winter
;
that the Russians were beaten in every encoun-

ter, and displayed both less conduct and courage than on

former occasions
;
and that, but for the occurrence of

circumstances which human wisdom could neither foresee

nor prevent, the triumph of the French arms would have

been complete. On the other hand, the adherents of the

Bourbons have maintained, that the overthrowwas mainly

owing to the impetuosity and want of foresight of the

Emperor himself
;
that he made no provision for a retreat,

and deviated from the fundamental principle of a base in

military operations; and that, blindly trusting to his own

good fortune, he rushed headlong on destruction, and pre-

cipitated his army into the horrors of winter, by obstinately

clinging to Moscow, when reason and experience should

equally have convinced him that he could not maintain

himself in that position. An impartial review of the cir-

cumstances of the campaign will probably lead to the

conclusion that there is some truth and much error in

both these sets of opinions.
I. It seems the height of injustice to assert that the

French Emperor did not display his wonted military greaVabiiit

talent, and the troops their accustomed bravery, in this of Napoleon

expedition. The arrangements made for providing supplies the^cS
''^

for the army during its advance—the minute and almost paig"-

incredible attention which he paid to details of every
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CHAP, description, and in every department^—the moral courage
. . with which he fronted the dangers, and the admirable

1812. talent with which he extricated himself from the perils of

i^Gourg.
iL theBeresina—have never been surpassed, and have extorted

ad fineru.

'

the admiration and obtained the generous praise of his

enemies. In reality, if the expedition failed from any thing

imputable to the French, it was the immense extent of

the preparations made to secure its success ;
it being so

4(S°"ciau3. *^^^' ^^ Montesquieu's words, that " distant expeditions
210, 211. fail from the very magnitude of the measures taken to

carry them into execution." ^

II. It is equally in vain for the French to deny that

jjp
the courage and skill of their adversaries were deserving

Heroic con- of the highest admiration. To have retreated five hun-

Ri^suiM.
*
^r^d miles in front of an army double their own strength,
without a single battalion being broken, or a single

standard taken
;
to have rallied the divisions originally

separated, and fought a doubtful battle with superior
forces in the heart of Russia

;
to have enclosed the con-

queror in an iron circle, and reduced him to the danger
of starving in the centre of his conquests ;

to have driven

him to a ruinous retreat in the beginning of winter, and

gained to the Russian arms all the advantages of the most

decisive success, without the dangers by which it is

usually purchased ;
to have united forces from the extre-

mities of Europe, and brought them to the critical point
of the enemy's retreat, at the very moment when he was

compelled to pass it—are achievements almost without a

parallel in military enterprise, and certainly without an

equal in military success.

III. The attempt so frequently made by the French to

attribute the disasters of the campaign entirely to the

The severity Severity of the climate, is perfectly hopeless, and has, in

Bhin'wSter ^^^^' ^^^^ abandoned by their ablest military writers.

will not ex- The reasons of this are sufficiently obvious.^ Supposing
disMter.^ it were true that the immediate cause of the destruction

8 Jem. iv. of great part of the French army was the winter of Rus-
^^'

sia, the question remains— What compelled them to brave

its severity 1 to leave the comfortable winter-quarters of

Twer, Novogorod, or Kalouga, containing ample canton-

ments for their whole forces, and a country, according to

Napoleon's account, as rich a.s the most fertile parts of
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France or Germany,^ and fall back on the ruined and chap.

wasted line of the Smolensko road ? If they had really
^^^^^^-

conquered their enemies in every encounter, and van- I812.

quished Russia but for the severity of its climate, what
Svfi?6.^""'

prevented them from obtaining the mastery of its re-

sources, and maintaining themselves in the centre of the

country, as they had done at Berlin and Vienna in for-

mer campaigns, or as the Allies subsequently did at

Paris ? It is obvious that the fact of their retreating im-

plies the sense of an inferiority in the field, and an ina-

bility to maintain their ground before the growing forces

of their enemies
;
and if this retreat was begun at a

hazardous time, so much the greater must have been the

pressure of that necessity which compelled them to em-
brace so grievous an alternative.

IV. The truth, therefore, being apparent, that it was
the superiority of Russia in light troops that rendered

any attempt, on the part of the French, to maintain Tiie disasters

themselves in the interior of the country hopeless and
to^fJe^Rus^

impracticable ; the disasters of the retreat were the im- sian superi-

mediate consequences of the advantages gained by their
°" ^'

enemies, and ought in fairness to be ascribed to their con-

duct. If a seventy-four sends its antagonist to the bot-

tom by a broadside, no one thinks of ascribing the victory
to the elements, although the unhappy victims of defeat

are swallowed up by the waves—not mowed down by the

fire of the enemy. When the Duke of Brunswick re-

treated before Dumourier, in Champagne, the French
were not slow in claiming the credit of the success,

though it was mainly owing to the autumnal rains, and
the dysentery which paralysed their invaders ;

when •

Pichegru conquered Flanders and Holland in 1794, the

world justly ascribed the triumph to the French arms,

though the losses of the Allies were in great part to be

attributed to the cold, which was more severe than that 2 jom. iv.

which assailed the French army until after the passage of ^^^•

the Beresina ;2 and Napoleon never thought of transferring
to the elements the glory of Austerlitz, although, accord-

ing to his own account, one half of the Russian loss was

owing to the breaking of the ice on the lakes, over which

their troopswere driven,by the fire of the French artillery.*

* Ante, Chap. xl. § 133.
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CHAP. V. The cold of the winter in 1812 was neither prcma-
Lxxiii.

^^j.g jjQj. extraordinary till the close of the campaign.
1812. Napoleon repeatedly expressed his astonishment in the

122. bulletins at the fineness of the weather in October at

unusually Moscow, wliich he Compared to the autumn at Fontain-

t?n^i?^* bleaUji and the winter was unusually late of setting in.

1 25th Bull. The Russians themselves were astonished at its tardy ad-

^uii*iv 14?^^^"^®? ^"^ began to fear that Providence, out of favour to

27th Bull. iv. Napoleon, had deprived them of its powerful aid.^ The

Bui'i. iv^?57. snow did not begin to fall till the 6th November ;
and

s ^m' ?i7i
^^^^^^ *^^* *^^^ Marshal Davoust's corps alone had lost

ten thousand men, since leaving Malo-Jaroslawitz, from

sH)id.ii.i70. the fatigues of the march ;^ and the stragglers from the

army already overwhelmed the rearguard. The cold in

Holland in 1795, and in Poland in 1807, was more severe

* Join. iv.
*^^° *^^* ^^ Russia in 1812, till the troops approached

lib. Wilna ;* yet no disorder prevailed in the armies of

Pichegru or Napoleon, who kept the field during both

these seasons. Whereas the French, when they left the

Beresina, had lost, since the opening of the campaign
three hundred and fifty thousand men, and seven hundred

pieces of cannon ;
and on the road from Moscow, not less

than one hundred thousand, of whom more than half

were prisoners of war.

VI. The cold was as severe on the Russians as the

French, and the diminution of their force for present

And\t
'

operations as great from this cause as that of their adver-
affected the garies. The army of Kutusoflf left behind thirty thousand

much as the men between Malo-Jaroslawitz and Krasnoi, though they
French. were hardly ever engaged with the enemy ;5 and the French

themselves admit, that when it arrived at Wilna it was

6 Bout. u. only thirty-five thousand strong,^ though the loss in the

2^-
battle of Krasnoi, the only serious action in which it was

235. chamb. engaged on the road, was only two thousand men
;

"
and

j'boIV. ii.
i^ ^®^* Malo-Jaroslawitz with at least one hundred thou-

231. sand combatants.^ Nor is it difficult to account for so

i7i!""Bout prodigious a loss, when it is considered that the highest

sLan-'e '»
medical authority has established the fact, that troops

Memoirs, from the south of Europe bore the cold better than the

111,Tu.' Russians themselves, or the Poles,who had been accustomed
Hour. ix. 136. to it from their infancy.^ It is in vain, therefore, to seek

for an explanation of the French disasters in a cause
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CHAP.
LXXill.

1812.

which, pressing with equal severity upon both armies,

left their relative strength the same as before. Nor can

it be alleged that the Russians, by marching over an
unexhausted country, suffered less than their adversaries,

who moved on the wasted line of their former march ; for, if

the prisoners of war be deducted, the Russian loss during
their march appears to have been greater than that of Na-

poleon himself; and if they did gain an advantage by that

circumstance, they owed it to the courage of their armies,

or the skill of their generals, which threw their adversaries

on that line ten days before the winter commenced.
VII. But the decisive circumstance which proves that

Napoleon's disasters in 1812 were owing, not to the

severity of the climate, but to the natural consequences of Most of

his own measures, is to be found in the fact, now fully J^sg^J^took*

ascertained, that five-sixths of his losses had been sus- place before

tained before the cold weather began; and that out of seT in!

302,000 men and 104,000 horses, which he in person led

across the Niemen, there remained only 55,000 men, and

12,000 horses, when the frost set in : that is, he had lost two

hundred andforty-seven thousand men, and ninety-two thou-

sand horses, under his immediate command, before a jiahe of
snow fell* It is neither, therefore, in the rigour of the

* As this is a point of the very highest importance, involving, as it does, a
decisive refutation of the assertion so often repeated, tliat it was tlie cold of
Russia which destroyed the power of Napoleon, the following details, from the

Morning States in the War-OflSce at Paris, are given on the subject :
—

124.
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CHAP, elements, nor the accidents of fortune, that we are to seek
Lxxiii.

^Yie real causes ofNapoleon's overthrow
;
but in the natural

1812. consequences of his system of conquest ;
in the oppressive

effects of the execrable maxim, that war should maintain

war ; and in the impatience of taxation and thirst for

plunder, in the rapacious military republic of which he
formed the head; which, by throwing the armies they
had on foot upon external spoliation for their support, at

once exposed them, the moment the career of conquest was

checked, to unheard-of sufferings, and excited unbounded

exasperation among every people over whom their autho-

rity prevailed.
VIII. Nor is it difficult to see what were the causes

which produced this prodigious and unprecedented con-

And were due sumption of life, botli in men and horses, during the

wan?of^ru-
^oursc of this campaign. Notwithstanding all his fore-

dence in the sight and care in providing for his army. Napoleon had
campaign,

jjjg^jg jjq adequate provision for the event which actually

occurred, viz. a retreat. He had no magazines between

Moscow and Smolensko, a distance of nearly three hundred

miles
;
and accordingly it has been shown that General

Barraguay d'Hilliers,Who was intrusted with keeping open
that communication, was under the necessity of stopping
the convoys on their road to Moscow, in order to procure
subsistence for his troops.* Immense magazines, indeed,

had been collected at Borissow, Minsk, and Wilna
;
but

between them and Smolensko there were none : and of

what avail were these great stores in Lithuania, when the

army had nearly five hundred miles to march before they

Thus, at Wiazma on 4th November, three days before the cold commenced,
the central army, under the immediate command of Napoleon, had been reduced
from 302,000 to 55,000; and its horses from 104,000 to 12,000 ; in other words,
it had lost 247,000 men and 92,(XM) horses, br/ure a flake qfsnowfdl; and there

was only left of that immense host for tl:e frost to act upon, 55,000 men and

12,000 horses. The following table exhibits the progressive decline of the men
and horses belonging to the cavalry and artillery alone, witljout the baggage,
before the cold began on November 7th.

Honet of Cavalry. Hen.
Crossed the Niemen with Napoleon, h5,(»00 .^01,976

He had at Smolensko, . . . 60,000 182.000
At Borodino 45,(K)0 i;i3,000

At entering Moscow, . . . 21,000 90,000
At Wiazma, including the artlUerj'-

horses. there remained only, . 12,000 55,000
Bo that above 70,000 horses of the ca>'alry and 246,000 men had already

perished before the frost set in.—See EUiU df la Guerre de 1812, given in

CAPEFrGUK, Jlistoire de VEmpire de Napoleon, ix. 421, 422; and Imperial
Mutter-Rolls, in Chambrxy, i. App. No. iL

* Ante, Chap, lxxiii. { 20.
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could reach them, and when the forces left to garrison the chap.
towns where they were placed were so insufficient, that

^^^^^^-

they all fell into the hands of the enemy as soon as they I812.

were attacked ? How was it possible that any troops,
even if the weather had been as fine as possible, could

have carried provisions with them for so great a distance,
when marching over a country of which the resources

had been entirely consumed by the passage of two armies

of such prodigious magnitude over it in the early part of

the campaign 1 Nay, so far had the Emperor been from

anticipating a retreat, that he had not provided any
means of frosting the horses' shoes—a circumstance which
was the immediate cause of the ruin of the cavalry, and
the necessity of leaving so great a part of the artillery
behind. Even the bridges which had been broken down
in the course of the advance, had not been repaired when
the troops came to them again during their retreat. It

is evident, therefore, that Napoleon, spoiled by the suc-

cesses of so many campaigns, had provided only for an

advance, and, anticipating a continued residence in the

interior of Russia, had made no sufficient provision for a ^ Chamb. ii.

. 382 395
retreat

;
and to this cause, undoubtedly, great part of the ciaus. di, 9-k

unparalleled calamities in which he was involved is to be

ascribed.^

IX. The conduct of Napoleon in lingering so long at

Moscow has been generally considered as the immediate
cause of the ruin of his armament ; and, in a military Napoleon's

point of view, it has been considered as hardly admitting MofcowVi
of defence. It appears from official documents, that, a not what

month before the commencement of the cold weather—viz. on
^"^ "°*

October 6th,
—he felt the necessity of a retreat, if the

Russians did not make peace ;
and was already giving

orders for the evacuation of the hospitals and the move-
ment of the parks of artillery towards Mojaisk.^ On the 2 Gour.ii.72.

5th, 6th, 10th, 13th, and 15th of October, orders to that 3 j^j^
..

^g.

effect were issued to his marshals.^ Had the retreat com- Fain, ii. 147.

menced at that period, however, there seems no reason-

able ground for supposing that its results would have
been materially different from what it actually was. The

approach of Tchichagoff 's and Wittgenstein's armies would
have rendered his projected winter-quarters at Smolensk©
untenable

;
and the army must still have fallen back to
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CHAP, the Niemen, harassed and surrounded by the superior
^^^^"'

light troops of the enemy. The evils of famine, so

i8ia
severely felt on the wliole road, would certainly not

have been diminished if double the number of mouths
had remained to be fed. If the artillery had not been

disabled by the perishing of its horses from cold, it would
have been as seriously impeded by the impossibility of

maintaining them
;
and if the night bivouacs had not

thinned the ranks of the French army, they would not

have weakened the force of the enemy who was to assail

them.

X. The French army lost one-third of its number by
j27^

the march through Lithuania in summer before the
He had bloodshed began, when the resources of the country were

ground for Still untouchcd, and the army fresh and in high spirits ;

submf'T
*'

f
^^^^* had it to expect in a retreat for double the distance

Russia after in autumn, over a country perfectly exhausted, with

WM token, depressed and wearied troops, and a victorious enemy
pressing its rear ? On the other hand, the French Em-

peror had every ground for believing that the occupation
of Moscow would terminate the war gloriously for his

arms. He had uniformly found that the capture of a

metropolis had led, sooner or later, to the subjugation of a

country ;
and his former experience of the character of

Alexander gave him no reason to believe that he would
be able to resist the force of circumstances which had

repeatedly brought Austria and Prussia to submission. It

may reasonably be doubted, therefore, whether Napoleon
would have judged wisely in commencing his retreat at

an earlier period, and thereby throwing away at once

the chance which he had, by a protracted stay in the

capital, of vanquishing the firmness of the Russian

government. By so doing, he would have certainly in-

curred the evils of a disastrous retreat, and of a general
insurrection against him in Europe, and thrown away

^^'^"Labr^' *^^ probable chance of a submission which would, during
22o- his lifetime at least, have placed his power beyond the

reach of attack.^

XL The conflagration of Moscow, though a sublime

example of patriotism by the Russians, cannot be con-

sidered as the cause of the ruin of the French. It may
have rendered the continued residence of the army around
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the Kremlin unadvisable
; though we have Napoleon's chap.

authority for asserting, that after the fire the greater part
^^^^"'

of the army were still cantoned in Moscow, amply sup-
I812.

plied with furs, provisions, and every species of necessary,
^28.

^

and that the neighbourhood contained two thousand of Moscow
"

villages and chateaux still in preservation. General
g/^n"?^

°^*^"

Mathieu Dumas, as already noticed, says the burning of

Moscow was rather an advantage than the reverse, as it

sooner forced the Emperor to a retreat. But, unquestion- 1 22d buII.

ably, if the French cavalry and light troops had preserved
i^. 111. 21st

their ascendency in the field, and been able to forage sue- iv. 109. 110.

'

cessfully for the army, they might have secured ample ^^^ ^DiliJi^s

and comfortable winter-quarters in Novogorod, Twer, or Souv. ii.

Kalouga, the centre of one of the richest countries in the

world.i

XII. It follows from these considerations, that the real

causes of the disasters of Napoleon were: 1st, His im-

prudence in advancing so far from the base of his Real causes,

operations, and thereby exposing himself to the hazard
p"oint"f vK,

of having a temporary disaster converted into a lasting
of the dis-

defeat : or, in plain language, in risking his army so far
^ ^^'

from its magazines, depots, and reinforcements. 2d, His
advance to Moscow after the bloody battle of Borodino,
and when his cavalry had suffered so severely as to

preclude it from taking an efficient part for the remainder
of the campaign. 3d, The alarming and extraordinary
increase in the Russian light horse from the junction of

the Cossacks of the Don, and the approximation of the

seat of war to the nomad tribes of the eastern frontier of

the empire, which immediately prevented the French
from foraging, and threatened their vast army with

destruction, from the very magnitude of its own num-
bers. 4th, The conducting of the retreat by separate

corps, with an interval of miles between them, which
enabled the Russian army, though not superior in

number upon the whole to the accumulated strength of

their enemies, to fall with an overwhelming force on
their detached columns, and pass their long line over
the sword's edge, with hardly any injury to themselves.

If this method of retreating was unavoidable for the supply 92^° Bout. ii.

of the army, it only demonstrates the more clearly the ^47.

imprudence of advancing such a distance,
^ when no
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CHAP, better raethod of escape was practicable, and the strengthLxxin.
^£ ^^^ feeling of inferiority which must have existed to

1812. compel so great a captain to hazard such a retreat.

Of these causes, the most important place, in a military

jgQ point of view, undoubtedly must be assigned to the im-
The Russian mensc preponderance which, when the French arrived

was the ^^eat
^t Moscow, Avas obtained by the clouds of light horse

cause of his ^rj^Q crowded to the Russian standards from the banks
of the Don, and the other nomad provinces of the em-

pire. The more the memorable campaign of 1812 is

studied, the more clearly it will appear that this was the

real cause of the destruction of the French army, and
that it must have proved equally fatal to them, even

though Moscow had not been burned, or the frosts of

winter had never set in. If a European army advances

in good order, forming magazines as it goes, it may
doubtless be able to withstand the utmost attacks of the

Asiatic cavalry ;
and it was because they took these

precautions that the armies of Alexander and the

Romans in ancient, and of the British and Russians

in modern times, have so often prevailed over the

innumerable swarms of the Eastern horse. But when
an army rushes headlong into the middle of the Scythian

cavalry without having the means, from resources of its

own, of providing itself with subsistence and forage, it is

certain to be destroyed, Alexander the Great wisely
avoided such a danger, and, contenting himself with a

barren victory over the Scythians on the banks of the

Oxus, turned aside from their inhospitable territory.

Darius, with all the forces of Persia, penetrated into it

and perished. The legions of Mark Antony and Crassus

sank under the incessant attacks of the Parthian horse
;

the genius of Julian proved inadequate to the encounter
;

the heroism of Richard Coiur do Lion was shattered

against the innumerable squadrons of Saladin. The

very magnitude of the carriages with which a European

army invades an Asiatic territory, proves the immediate

cause of its ruin, by augmenting its encumbrances, and

accelerating the period when, from being surrounded by
the light horse of the enemy, it must ])erish from want.

The enterprise of Napoleon against Russia thus proved
abortive from the same cause which, in every age, has
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defeated the attempts of refined nations to penetrate chap.

the Eastern wilds ; and it is a striking proof of the
^^^^^^'

lasting influence of general causes on the greatest of I812.

human undertakings, that the overthrow of the mightiest
armament which the power of matured knowledge ever '

hurled against the forces of infant civilisation, was in

reality owing to the same causes which in every age
have given victory to the arms of the shepherd kings.

Justice also requires that due credit should be given
to the Russian mode of pursuit by a parallel march : a

measure which was unquestionably one of the greatest Extraordi-

military achievements of the last age. Had Kutusoff "fgutusoff'!

pursued by the same road as the French, his army, mov- conduct in

ing on a line wasted by the triple curse of three previous
'^ P"''^"' •

marches, would have melted away even more rapidly
than his enemy's. Had he hazarded a serious engage-
ment before the French were completely broken by their

sufierings, his own loss would probably have been so

severe as to have disabled him from taking advantage of

them. Despair rapidly restores the courage of an army :

a disorderly crowd of stragglers often resumes the strictest

military order, and is capable of the greatest efforts,

when the animation of a battle is at hand. The passage
of the Beresina, the battle of Corunna, the victory of

Hanau, are not required to demonstrate this important
truth. Well knowing that a continued retreat would of

itself weaken his enemies, the Russian general manoeuvred
in such a manner, as, with hardly any loss to himself,

except what necessarily arose from cold and fatigue, to

make prisoners above half their army ;
and that at a time

when the storms of winter were making as great ravages
in his own troops as in those of his antagonists. Had he
not pursued at all. Napoleon would have halted at Smo-

lensko, and soon repaired his disasters
;
had he fought a

pitched battle with him on the road, his army, already

grievously weakened by the cold, would have probably
been rendered incapable of pursuing him to the frontier.

By acting a -bolder part, he might have gained more

brilliant, but he could not have secured such lasting
success : he would have risked the fate of the empire, , ^^^^ jj,

which hung on the preservation of his army -} he might 450.

have acquired the title of conqueror of Napoleon,
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CHAP, but he would not have deserved that of saviour of his
^^^"^-

country.
1812. But it would have been in vain that all these advan-

jg2 tages lay within the reach of Russia, had their constancy
Moral gran- and firmness not enabled her people to grasp them.

SnducVi? Justice has not hitherto been done to the heroism of their

the Emperor conduct. We admire the Athenians, who refused to treat

Russia.
^

with Xerxes after the sack of their city, and the Romans,
who sent troops to Spain after the defeat of Cannae

;

what, then, shall we say of the generals, who, while their

army was yet reeking with the slaughter of Borodino,
formed the project of enveloping the invader in the

capital which he had conquered ? what of the citizens,

who fired their palaces and their temples lest they should

furnish even a temporary refuge to the invader ? and
what of the sovereign, who, undismayed by the con-

flagration of Moscow, announced to his people, in the

moment of their greatest agony, his resolution never to

submit, and foretold the approaching deliverance of his

country and of the world ? Time, the great sanctifier of

events, has not yet lent its halo to these sacrifices
; sepa-

rate interests have arisen : jealousy of Russia has come
in place of dread of Napoleon ;

and those who have

gained most by the heroism of their allies are too much
influenced by momentary considerations to acknowledge
it. But when these fears and jealousies shall have passed

away, and the pageant of Russian, like that of French

ascendency, shall have disappeared, the impartial voice of

posterity will pronounce that the history of the world

does not afford an example of equal moral grandeur.
But all the heroism of Alexander, and all the devotion

of the Russians, great and memorable as they were,
Moral causes would have failed in producing the extraordinary revolu-

^ertllrow of
*'^" which was effected in this campaign, if they had not

Napoleon been aided by the moral laws of nature, which impel
wasowuig.

gyjj^y ambition into a boundless career of aggression,

and provide a condign punisliment in the vehement and

universal indignation which its violence occasions.

Madame de Stael has said, that Providence never

appeared so near human affairs as in this memorable

year ;
the faithful throughout Europe, struck with the

awful nature of the catastrophe, repeated, with feelings of
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awe, the words of the Psalm :

" Efflavit Deus et dissi- chap.

pantur." The noble lines of Johnson written on Charles Lxxiii.

XII. seem a poetic prophecy of the far greater catas- 1812.

trophe of IS^apoleon, and mav, by the alteration of a few

words, be rendered precisely descriptive of his fate :
—

" No joys to him pacific sceptres yield.
War sounds the trump, he rushes to the field :

Behold ! surrounding kings their powers combine,
And some capitulate

—and some resign.
Peace courts his liand, but spreads her charms in vain.
* Think nothing gained,* he cries,

'
till nought remain.

On Moscow's walls till Gothic standards fly,

And all be mine beneath the Polar sky.'
The march begins in military state,

And nations on his eye suspended wait ;

Stem Famine guards the solitary coast,
And Winter barricades the realms of frost.

He comes—not want and cold his course delay ;

Hide, blushing glory, hide the Moskwa's day :

The vanquished hero leaves his broken bands,
And shows his miseries in distant lands

;

Condemned a needy suppliant to wait.
While ladies interpose and slaves debate.

His fall was destined to a barren strand,
A petty fortress and a sea-girt land :

He left a name, at which the world grew pale,
To point a moral, or adorn a tale."

A recent philosophic historian has declared that, after

full reflection on the overthrow of Napoleon in Russia, he

can ascribe it to nothing but the direct and immediate » Arnold's

interposition of Heaven.^ Yet, while no reasonable mind mstory^m.
will probably doubt the agency of Supreme power in this

awful event, it is perhaps more consonant to our

ideas of the Divine administration, and more descrip-
tive of the established order of the universe, to

behold in it the consequence of the fixed moral laws

of our being, rather than any special outpouring of

celestial wrath.

It was the necessity of conquest to existence, which

Napoleon throughout his whole career so strongly felt,

and so often expressed, which was the real cause which steps wMch

precipitated him upon the snows of Russia
;
and we are

^bout'tiiis

not to regard the calamitous issue of the expedition punishment,

as the punishment merely of his individual ambition,
but as the inevitable result and just retribution of the

innumerable crimes of the Revolution. The steps which

brought about this consummation now stand revealed in

imperishable light. The unbounded passions let loose

during the first fervour of that convulsion, impelled the

VOL. XVI. G
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CHAP, nation, when the French throne was overturned, into the
LiXX^ITI^

career of foreign conquest ;
the armed multitude would

is^2. not submit to the cost which their armies required ; the

maxim that war must maintain war, flowed from the

impatience of taxation in the Parisian, as it had done in

the Roman people ;
and the system was of necessity-

adopted of precipitating armies, without magazines or

any other resources except warlike equipments, to seek

for subsistence and victory in the heart of the enemy's

territory. Thence the forced requisitions, the scourging

contributions, the wasting of nations, the famishing of

armies, the exasperation of mankind. Nothing was

wanting, in the end, but the constancy to resist the

vehemence of the onset
;
for the spirit of universal hosti-

lity was roused : and this was found in the tenacity of

Wellington at Torres Vedras, and the heroism of Alex-

ander in Russia. The faithful trembled and sank in

silence, and almost doubted, in the long-continued

triumph of wickedness, the reality of the Divine admi-

nistration of the universe ; but the laws of Providence

were incessantly acting, and preparing in silence the

renovation of the world.

"Ssepe mil\i dubiam traxit sententia mentem,
Curarent Superi ten-as, an nullus inesset

Rector, et incerto fluerent mortalia casu.

Abstulit hunc tandem Rufini poena tumuUum,
Absolvitque Deos. Jam non ad culmina rerum

Injustos crevisse queror ; tolluntur in altum,
Ut lapsu graviore ruant."
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CHAPTER LXXIV.

RESURRECTION OF GERMANY.

Future generations of men, living under the shadow chap.

of their own fig-trees, engrossed in the arts of peace, and ^^xiv.

far removed from the excitements and miseries of war, 1813.

will hardly be able to credit the contemporary accounts
jmiug^^

of the sensation produced in Europe by the result of the sensation pro-

Moscow campaign. The, calamity was too great to be
Europelby

concealed ;
the blow too dreadful not to resound through-

the Moscow

out the world. Napoleon himself, enamoured of powerful

impressions, and strongly excited by the awful nature of

the disaster he had sustained, revealed its magnitude in

his twenty-ninth bulletin in its full proportions. His

subsequent arrival in Paris demonstrated to the world

that he regarded the army as virtually destroyed, and
that all his hopes were centred in the new host which he

was about to collect in the French empire. The broken
bands and woful crowds which, bereft of every thing, in

tattered garb, and with haggard visages, traversed the

Prussian territory, rather like ghosts or suppliants than

armed enemies, gave confirmation strong of the extent

of the calamity. A universal thrill was felt over all

Europe at this awful catastrophe, which, commencing
with the flames of Moscow, and terminating with the

waves of the Beresina, seemed to have been sent to break

by a special messenger of the Almighty the arm of the

oppressor, and strike ofi" the fetters of a captive world.

In England, especially, the sense of deliverance gave rise

to unbounded transports : the anxieties, the burdens, the

calamities of twenty years' warfare were forgotten ; and
even the least sanguine ceased to despair in a cause in
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CHAP, which Providence itself appeared to have at length
Lxxiv. declared against the aggressor, and the magnitude of the

I8ia disaster he had sustained was such, that it seemed to be

beyond the power of human exertion to repair.

But if these were the feelings with which those inha-

bitants of Europe who had known the war only by its

Unbounded excitements and its burdens regarded this portentous
transports in event, what must have been the feelings with which it
iTTissia and ' ®
Northern was regarded m Prussia and the north of Germany ? In
Germany.

Pfugsia, yet prostrated by the thunderbolt of Jena, and

groaning under six years of subsequent bondage—which
mourned its dead queen, its lost honour, its halved

territory; which, as the last degradation in the cup of

the vanquished, had been compelled to wear the colours

and serve in the ranks of the oppressor, and strive to rivet

on others 'the same chain by which itself was enthralled
;

and which had learned the terrible meaning conveyed in

the words of the ancient annalist :
—"

subjectos tanquam
suos, viles tanquam alienos" *—in Germany, in which

every noble heart and every intrepid arm had been long
enrolled in the secret bands of the Tugendbund, and
where nothing was wanting but a leader and royal
standard to occasion a general and irresistible outbreak

against French oppression ? Ever since the abortive

attempt at liberation in 1809, the severity of the im-

perial rule had been materially increased in the states

of Northern Germany. Mutual distrust prevailed. The
French authorities, aware of the profound hatred with

which they were universally regarded, sought, by addi-

tional acts of cruelty, to strike terror into the vanquished.

viii.'^EIsfllk The Germans, seeing no end to their miseries, sought

^8*-^^™- refuge in deeper and more widespread conspiracy, and
vii. 12, 15.

*

submitted to present suffering in the anticipation of

approaching vengeance.^
Atrocious acts of cruelty had added a yet deeper hue

to the general feeling of execration with which the

Crueitiwto government of Napoleon was regarded, from the never-

^5jJJ®jJ* ending weight of the military contributions. Twenty
schui's con- citizens of Vienna had been shot to repress the general
spiracy.

effervescence, before the French armies evacuated that

capital in 1809 ;
and eleven officers of Schill's corps, all

* "
Subjected like hia own : held worthless as strangers."
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belonging to the first families at Berlin, had been executed chap.

for their adherence to his cause. They died, after embra- i^xxiv.

cing each other, singing patriotic hymns. -But their fate, 1813.

deplorable as it was, became soon an object of envy to

their companions in that heroic enterprise whose lives

had been spared. All the volunteers in the Queen's

regiment, the noblest youths in Prussia, were conducted

with a chain about their necks, to the great depot of

galley-slaves at Cherbourg, and there employed in hard

labour in the convict dress, with a four-and-twenty

pound bullet fastened round the ankles of each, amidst

the common malefactors, without being permitted any
communication Avith their parents, or their even know-

ing whether they were dead or alive. The eleven noble

Prussians thus unworthily sacrificed to the jealous appre-
hensions of Napoleon, v^ere in the first instance brought
to Yerdun as prisoners of war, but from thence they were

speedily conducted to Wesel, where they were delivered

over to a military commission, and sentenced to be shot.

The judgment was pronounced at noon
;
but before six

icapef. Hist.

in the morning their graves had been dug in the fosses
^fj/'f^J^gS

of the citadel. "When the executioners were about to Hard. Re-

bind one of the victims named Widelle to his brother, fe'^fgf^''**

he exclaimed,
" Are we not already suflSciently bound Fain, ii. 246.

by blood, and the cause in which we are engaged, to be

spared this last act of insult ]
" ^ *

The pecuniary exactions which had been drawn from

Prussia, and the requisitions in kind, which had been
^

extracted from its unhappy inhabitants during the last Enormous

year, would exceed belief, if they were not attested by aSKvied
contemporary and authentic documents. From these it by the French

appears that no less than four hundred and eighty-two
thousand men and eighty thousand horses had traversed

Prussia in its whole extent, in the first six months of

1812, and that more than one-half of this immense force

had been quartered for above three months in its un-

happy provinces. By the convention, 24th February

1812, the furnishings made for its support were to be

taken in part payment of the arrears, still amounting to

nearly a hundred millions of francs, which remained

* Defense des Ofpciers de la Troupe de Schill par M- J. N, Pebwkz, leur

dS/cnseur, Liege, 1814, p. 29.
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CHAP, unpaid of the great military contribution of 640,000,000^^^^^-
francs, (£25,000,000) levied on Prussia after the battle of

1813. Jena * But though the French authorities, with merci-

less rapacity, enforced the new requisitions, they never

could be brought to state them, in terms of the treaty, as

a deduction from the old ones. The French host, like a
cloud of locusts, passed over the country, devouring its

whole subsistence, plundering its inhabitants, and wrench-

ing from them, by the terrors of military execution, the

whole cattle, horses, and carriages in their possession.
The number of the fofmer carried off, before September
in the single year 1812, in East Prussia alone, amounted
to twenty-two thousand seven hundred

;
of the cattle to

seventy thousand, while the carts seized were thirteen

thousand three hundred and forty-nine. The weekly cost of

Junot's corps of seventy thousand men, quartered in Lower

Silesia, was two hundred thousand crowns, or £50,000,
and that of all the rest of the army in the same propor-

la Comfuite^ tion. These enormous contributions were exclusive of

Fra^^envers
*^® furnishings Stipulated to be provided by the state, by

la Priisse, the treaty of February 24, 1812, which were also rigidly

Recaed ii.
^^acted ;t and of the arrears of the great contribution of

277, 279. 1806, the collection of which had become, by the total

exhaustion of the country, altogether hopeless.^
So early as the 20th December, the magnitude of the

g
disasters which the Grand Army had sustained was

Great impres- known at Berlin
;
and the King, apprehensive for the

thTMosTOw ^^^^ of his troops in the general ruin, had sent full powers
campaign to General York, their commander, to act according to

Prussia. circumstances. Meanwhile the agitation in the capital

i^|mber22, ^g^jly. jjecame more violent. Every successive arrival

from the army brought fresh accounts of the accumulated

disasters it had undergone ;
and at length the appearance

of the wo-stricken fugitives who entered, the precursors of

the corpse-like mutilated bands who followed, left no
doubt that an unheard-of catastrophe had occurred.^

* Ante, Chap. xlvi. J 77.

t These furnishings were as follows :—200,000 quintals of rve : 24,000 of rice ;

48,000 of dried vegetables; 200,000 bottles of brandy; 2,000,000 of beer;
400,000 quintals of wheat ; 650,000 of hay ; 750,000 of straw ; 0,0(>0,000 pecks
of oats ; 44,000 oxen ; 15,000 cavalry horses ; 6<)00 quintals of powder ; 3000 of

lead; 3,600 waggons harnessed, with drivers; hospital and field equipage for

20,000 sick.—See Schokll, ii. 27!).

t
" On Sunday forenoon last I went to one of the gates, and found a crowd

collected round a car, in whicii some wounded soldiers had just returned from
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Augereau, who commanded there, was so much alarmed chap.

by the sinister reports which these scattered fugitives
^^^^^'

diffused among the inhabitants both of the metropohs 1813.

and its garrison, that he wrote to the Emperor that it

would be expedient, in order to be able at once to stifle

any insurrectionary movement, to establish a powerful
cordon of troops in the principal towns on the Oder. In
the midst of the general agitation, however, Frederick

William and his able minister Hardenberg continued

perfectly tranquil ;
and both Augereau and the French

ambassador Saint Marsan wrote to the Emperor, that i Augereau

they had no reason to complain of their conduct, and Se?22"m2,
that the cabinet of Berlin would remain firm to the and st Mar-

French alliance. But the stream of events was soon too S.'jaif.^r
violent to be withstood, and Prussia was impelled into

Hard^il^il'
the career of honour and danger, despite the prudent 13.

'

caution of its court, by one of those circumstances which
defeat all the calculations of human wisdom.^

It has been already noticed,* that when the retreat and
overthrow of the Grand Army uncovered the right flank

g
of Marshal Macdonald's corps, who was engaged in the Convention

blockade of Riga, he began his retreat towards the ySiT^^^

Niemen, closely followed by the Russians under General

Diebitch, who harassed his flank and rear in the most

distressing manner. After marching several days in this

manner, the Russian general, by a skilful manoeuvre,

interposed a small body of troops between the Prussians

Russia. No grenade or grape could have so disfigured them as I beheld them,
tlie victims of the cold. One of them had lost the upper joints of all his ten
fingers, and he showed us the stumps ; another looked as if he had been in the
hands of the Turks—he wanted both ears and nose. More horrible was the
look of a third, whose eyes had been frozen : the eyelids hung down rotting, the
globes of the eyes were burst, and protruding from their sockets. It was awfully
hideous ; but a spectacle more horrible still was to present itself. Out of the
straw in the bottom of the car I now beheld a figure creep painfully, which one
could scarcely beheve to be a human being, so wild and distorted were the
features ; the lips were rotted away, the teeth stood exposed. He pulled the
cloth from before his mouth, and grinned on us like a death's head : then he
burst out into a wild laughter, gave the word of command in broken French,
with a voice more like the bark of a dog than any thing human, and we saw
that the poor 'vvi-etch was mad—mad from a frozen brain ! Suddenly a cry was
heard,

'

Henry ! my Henry !

' and a young girl rushed up to the car. The poor
lunatic rubbed his brow at the voice, as if trying to recollect where he was ; then
he stretched out his arms towards the distracted girl, and lifted himself up with
his whole strength. But it was too much for his exhausted frame ; a shudder-
ing fever fit came over him, and he sank lifeless on the straw. Such are the

dragon teeth of wo which the Corsican Cadmus has sown."—Forster to KoR-
NER, January 14, 1813 ; EHnneningcn aiis dem Befreiungskriegen in brie/en
gesammelt, von Frikdrich Forster—Stutgard, 1840.

* Ante, Chap. Ixxiii. § 103.
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CHAP, and the remainder of Macdonald's corns, and imme-
S diately sent a flag of truce to inform the commander of

1*^13. the former, York, that he was entirely cut off, and pro-

posing to enter into a convention for the safety of his

corps. York, deeming it his first duty to secure in the

general wreck the Prussian corps under his command,
entered into secret negotiations with Diebitch, in order

to secure the unmolested retreat and safety of these

auxiliary forces
; which in the end led to the niost

important results.

General York, who was thus driven as it were to take a

7 step of very doubtful public morality, had it not been
Character of forced upon him in a manner by absolute necessity, was a

man of fifty years of age, distinguished for bravery and

military talent. A Prussian by birth, he had served in

youth in the Dutch colonies, had seen much of the world,
and made good use of his means of observation. Like

many men of a similar turn of mind, he concealed

beneath a cold and reserved exterior, an ardent mind, a

lofty ambition, and a strength of character which never

'was surpassed. He had none of the amenities of life in

his composition, had few friends, was passionate in his

temper, and lived in the recesses of an aspiring and capa-
cious soul. Conscious of great natural abilities, he was
devoured by the thirst of fame, and ardently devoted to the

interests of his country—a peculiarity which early secured

the esteem of Scharnhorst, who was well aware of his

capacity as a general. When the Russian war broke out.

Napoleon suggested the appointment of Grawert to the

command of the Prussian auxiliaries,— a respectable

veteran, but old in years and feeble. The King, by the

secret advice of Scharnhorst, who, though retired from

oflfice, had still considerable weight in the war-ofl5ce,

acquiesced in the suggestion, but appointed York as

attached to Grawert's corps, with the rank of lieutenant-

general. Before six weeks had expired, Grawert became

I riaus 225 ^^ feeble that he was obliged to give up the command to

226. York, who was thus brought forward with full power at

this momentous crisis of his country and of Europe.^
At the first meeting between Diebitch and York on

the evening of the 25th December, the former represented
that he had placed his troops in such a manner, that
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tliongh he did not expect absolutely to cut off his retreat, chap.

yet he would make himself master of his artillery-train,
^^^^^'

bao-ffagre, and waofafons. He informed him of the total 1813.

destruction of the French army, and that the Russian
Meeting be-

generals had instructions from their Emperor to avoid *'''f".^^I^J ,o
. , -.^ . 1-11 • T •

/?
., , and Diebitch.

treating the Prussians as decided enemies, and, it possible,

to promote such an accommodation as might be agreeable

to them, and lead to the re-establishment of the former

friendly relations between the two countries. York

made no decisive declaration in reply, but testified a wish

to come to an accommodation, if it could be done without

leaving a stain on the honour of his arms. It was at

length agreed that hostilities for that night should be

suspended, and that a Prussian officer in Diebitch's corps
should be sent to York's headquarters. The choice fell

on General Clausewitz, who has left a most interesting

account of the negotiation. By his advice, however, ^ ^^^^ 231

Diebitch took every imaginable precaution during the 233.

night, as if the most determined enemy were at hand.^

York remained for some days, as well he might,
undecided

; military honour impelling one way, and

patriotic love another. In fact, it was only after repeated York is at

conferences, and finding himself so much implicated by JjJI^^

^®"

his slow progress and repeated parleys, that he was at

length brought to a decision. He was chiefly doubtful

whether the Russians were in sufficient force to justify,

in a military point of view, the defection which he con-

templated ;
but being at length satisfied on this point,

from a letter which Clausewitz brought him from the

Russian headquarters, he said to the latter,
" Do you

pledge your honour that what General D'Auveray says
in his letter is true, that Wittgenstein's troops will really

be at the points he mentions on the 31st ?" Clausewitz

having pledged his word accordingly, he mused for a few

minutes, and then holding out his hand to Clausewitz,

said,
" You have me. Tell General Diebitch that we must

confer early to-morrow, at the mill of Potscherau, and
that I am now firmly resolved to separate myself from
the French and their cause. But I will not do the thing

by halves
;
I will get you Massenbach also." Then call-

ing an officer of Massenbach's cavalry, he said, walking

quickly up and down the room. "What say your regi-
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CHAP, ments?" The officer broke out with- enthusiasm on the
Lxxiv.

(jeijgi^^ the whole army would feel at being rid of the
1813. French alliance, and permitted to draw their swords for

the real interests of their country! "Bravo!" cried

York, smiling :
" You young ones may talk, but my

older head is shaking on my shoulders !

" Such were the

particulars of the most important conference that ever

, ^^^g 238
*^^^ place in modern Europe ;

for beyond all question
246.

'

the resolution then taken by York was the chief cause

of Napoleon's overthrow.^

The final conference took place at the mill of Potscherau,
_ and a convention was there concluded between the two

Convention commanders, on the 30th December 1812. By this memo-

rai^'and'^"
i^^l^ instrument it was stipulated that the Prussian troops

York's should remain for two months in a state of neutrality,

Dec 30,1812, oven in the event of the government directing them to

resume operations with the French armies ; and that, if

the convention was not ratified by the Emperor of Russia

or the King of Prussia, the Prussian corps was to be at

liberty to follow the destination which might be assigned
to it. On the other hand, the Russian commander agreed
to restore to the Prussian general all his stragglers, and the

whole cannon and materiel of every kind which might fall

into his hands. This convention, which was justified in

General York's letter to Marshal Macdonald on the ground
of the critical situation of his forces, which left him no
alternative but to " lose the greater part of his troops, and

the whole materiel and provisions of the army, or to con-

clude a convention which might save them both," was in

reality founded on ulterior and more important views.

Of their existence York betrayed a secret consciousness ;

and it was plain that he was aware he was throwing either

for the crown of a patriot or the scaffold of a traitor, when
he used the expression, in his letter announcing the con-

vention to Marshal Macdonald,
" Whatever judgment the

2 Convention, , , i , • t.^i
Dec. 30, 1812. world may pass on my conduct, gives me little uneasiness.

MaSo^aid ^^ ^"^^ towards my troops, and the most mature reflec-

Dec. 30.

'

tion, have dictated this step ;
motives the most pure,

203." Hard."* whatever appearances may be, have alone guided me.'*

CM ^^'>S"'
^^^^^ these motives were, was revealed in the following

240.

" '

passage of York's despatch
^ to the King of Prussia

announcing the event, which was suppressed in the copy
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furnished to the French ambassador :

'• Now or never is chap.
the time for your majesty to extricate yourself from the ^xxiv.

thraldom of an ally whose intentions in regard to Prussia 1813.

are veiled in impenetrable darkness, and justify the most
serious alarm. That consideration has guided me: God

grant it may be for the salvation of the country !

"

General Diebitch, who arranged this important conven-

tion oil the part of the Russians, is the same who has since

become so well known from having been the first Russian character

general who crossed the Balkan, and planted the victorious
ofofebitch*

Russian standards on the domes of Adrianople. His con- in this affair.

duct in this transaction was most praiseworthy ;
at once

able and honourable, reposing as much confidence in

York as his heavy responsibility would allow him. and

displaying throughout an unprejudiced, frank, and noble

bearing. Rejecting all appearance of superiority in arms,
and all the pride of victory, he seemed to feel only for his

gallant opponent, placed in the most difficult and trying
situation in which an officer could be situated—that of

choosing between the unanimous call of his country, and

probably the only means of saving it, on the one hand,
and the engagements contracted by his sovereign, under i ciaus. 244.

circumstances where he could hardly be said to be a free

agent, on the other.^"*^

Never was a monarch more embarrassed by a step on
the part of a lieutenant than the King of Prussia was on
this occasion. His first words were—" Here is enough to Extreme em-

give one a stroke of apoplexy !

"
It was not merely the

of thTKing'
extreme hazard and incalculable consequences of the event and his dis-

which occasioned the difficulty ;
in the breast of Frederick convention-

William a tempest of contending emotions and opposite
* Jean Charles Diehitch, afterwards Sabalkanski, or *' Subduer of the

Balkan," was born on the 13th May 1785, at Grossliepe, in Silesia. His father

belonged to an ancient and noble family, and had served as aide-de-camp to Biography
Prince Henry of Prussia, and subsequently to the Great Frederick, during the *^^ Diebitch.

Seven Years' War ; and after the death of that prince he entered the Russian
service. Young Diebitch, from his earliest years, evinced a decided turn for

military affairs. He was entered in 1797, at the age of twelve years, in the corps
of cadets at Berlin ; and in 1799, at the desire of the Emperor Paul, received a
commission as ensign in the Russian regiment of grenadiers of the Guard. In
1805 he made his first essay in arms at Austerlitz, where he was wounded in
the right hand, but, without leaving his post, he took his sword in his left

hand ; a piece of gallantry for which he was rewarded by the Emperor Alex-
ander with a sabre of honour. Subsequently he distinguished himself at the
battles of Eylau and Friedland ; on the last of which occasions he was promoted
to the rank of captain, and decorated with the order of St George. During the

years of peace with France which followed, he devoted himself assiduously to
the study of the art of strategy, and his great acquisitions being generally
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CHAP, considerations instantly arose, almost sufficient to overturn

. ,* the strongest head. Deeply impressed with the sanctity
• I8ia of i^is existing treaties with France, and feeling, as every

man of honour would, that the obligation to maintain
them inviolate was only rendered the more stringent by
the disasters which had overwhelmed the imperial armies ;

' he yet could not forget the cruel indignities to which he
had been subjected, his insulted queen, his halved terri-

tory, his oppressed people. He clearly saw, too, that the

agitation in his dominions was such, that it was not

improbable that the people would ere long take the matter

into their own hands, and, whatever the government
might do, join the Russians as soon as they advanced into

the Prussian territory. In this dilemma the King re-

mained, though with a heavy heart, faithful to his honour
and the French alliance. Orders were immediately des-

patched to supersede General York in his command,
Jan. 5, 1813. which was Conferred on General Kleist : the former was

put under arrest, and ordered to Berlin to stand his trial,

while the latter was directed to conduct the Prussian

contingent as rapidly as possible to the headquarters of

the Grand Army. Meanwhile Hardenberg, desirous of

turning to a good account the present extraordinary crisis,

and to regain for Prussia some part of its ancient splen-

jan. 12. dour in return for its fidelity to its engagements, submitted

to^Duc^d^" to the French ambassador at Berlin, with the approbation
Bassano, of the King, a proposal for a still closer union between

1813. Fain, i! the two states, to be consolidated by the marriage of the

Harcf xIl 13 Princc-Royal of Prussia with a princess of the family of

14. 'Napoleon, and to raise the Prussian contingent in the

Emperor's service to sixty thousand men.^

known, he was, when the war broke out, attached to Wittgenstein's corps as
lieutenant-colonel on tlie staff, and sic^nalised himself on several occasions
before tlie inemoraWIe conference in which he took a leading part. His disposi-
tion was generous in the extreme, as may be judged by tlie following circum-
stance. During tlie negotiations with York, Diebitcli despatched an impor-
tant letter from General D'Auveray, containing matter wliich compromised
York, and intelligence was received that tlie party of Cossacks who were
intrusted with it had been talten by tlie Frencli. Diebitch, in the utmost
tribulation at tlie danger to wiiicli York was ex(>osed, entreated Clausewifz to

set off instantly to York, to confess what liad occurre<l. Clausewitz agreed,
and the sledge to convey him was at the door, when tlie Cossack officer entered
the room, and informed Diebitch that he had been attacked, and iiis people
dispersed.

" And the letter?" said Diebitch eagerly.
•• It is here," replied the

Cossack, taking it calmly out of his bosom. Diebitch fell on the neck of Clause-

witz, and wept.—See Biographic Univertdlr, Ixii. 470, 47i,—Supplement
(Diso(TCH) ; and Clausewitz's Campagnede 1812, 245.
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There can be no doubt that these proposals on the part chap.

of the Prussian cabinet at this period were sincere
; and ^'^^^^-

accordingly there appeared, a few days after, a proclama- 1813.

tion in the Berlin Gazette formally condemning York's
p^.^ ^^J^ ^^

convention, and ordering him to be delivered over to a events in

council of war. In truth, the court were still dazzled by
^^^^^^'

the lustre of the Emperor's power : they conceived that

Austria, restrained by the marriage of Marie Louise,
would remain -firm in the French alliance, and that

France, far from being overthrown, would soon rise more

powerful than ever.* jSTapoleon, however, very naturally

recollecting the injuries which Prussia had received at his

hand, and supposing that the protestations on the King's

part were entirely hypocritical, and that the convention

had been concluded agreeably to his secret instructions,

did not accede to these propositions. Regarding the die jan. 13.

as already cast, immediately on the receipt of the intelli-

gence of York's defection, he ordered a great levy of

three hundred and fifty thousand men, to be immediately 14, 15, 'pr"*.

mentioned ; and meanwhile the march of events in Prus- T^™in°?oil' Jan. 19, 181i
SIa was SO rapid as to defeat all human calculation, and Fain, l 217.

whirl the government, willing or unwilling, into the dan-

-gers or glories of war.i

York, whose firmness of character was equal to the

hazardous part which he had to play, while his prudence ^4

was adequate to its delicacy, had no sooner received a Measures of

copy of the Prussian Gazette of the 19th, containing the gain time.

King's formal disavowal of the convention, and his own
dismissal from the command, than he published a coun-

ter-proclamation, in which he declared that the aide-de-

camp, Natzmer, who was said in the Gazette to have been

sent with these orders to Kleist, with directions himself

to enforce them, had not arrived either at the headquar- jan. 27.

ters of that general nor at his own
;
and that as he could

not recognise the authenticity of a printed gazette, he
would continue his command till formally superseded.
In this resolution he was unanimously supported by his

* " The King of Prussia at this time was far from regarding France as over-

thrown : he believed, in spite of secret assurances to the contrary, that Austria
would remain firm in the French alliance. He resisted only any further pecu-
niary sacrifices, which had become impracticable ; but promised, if he got
money, to raise 50,000 or 60,000 men for the service of the Emperor, announ-
cing at the same time, that if his country became the seat of an insurrection, it

would speedily extend to all Germany."—HARDBVJtERG xii. 13, 14.
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CHAP, troops, who remained inactive under his orders within
Lxxiv.

^Y^Q Russian lines. Meanwhile the non-appearance of the
181.3. aide-de-camp with the formal order made it probable

1 York's that the King was now at length preparing to take a de-
deciaration, cided part, and that the defection of York would possi-
Jan. 27, 1813.,,•,, ,, ,, •,,,.
Pain, L 219. bly become the prelude to an abandonment by the cabinet

of Berlin of the French alliance.^

In truth, such had been the magnitude of the French

overthrow, and the rapidity with which the Russians had

Retreat of advanced in their pursuit, that the north-east of Germany
the French -vvas almost denuded of their troops, and, amidst the ex-
army tiirough /.I'll- i-r>.
Lithuania ultiiig shouts of the inhabitants, the Russian advanced
and Prussia,

guards were already appearing amongst them. Such had
been the havoc which had been made in the French array,
that out of above six hundred thousand combatants, who,
from first to last, had entered the Russian territory with

the Grand Army, only forty-two thousand had re-crossed

the Niemen, of whom not nineteen thousand were native

French.* Murat, whom the Emperor had left in com-

* The details of the survivors of the wreck of tlie Grand Army, as given by
the Prussian military authorities, are very interesting, and aftbrd an entire con-

firmation of the deta'ils as to the magnitude of the disaster already given {ante,

c. Ixxiii. § 115.) from the Russians. They are as follows :—
Troops which entered from first to last, vide Ante, Appendix A.
clxxi. 647,158

Deduct Schwartzenberg's corps - - 34,148
Macdonald's ditto - - - 32,497

66,645

Grand Army of Napoleon, properly so called ... 680,513

Re-crossed the Niemen.
1. French.

Imperial Guard - - - - 800

Remains of the Moscow Army - - 9,000

Grandjean's division ... 5,000
Durutte's ditto .... 3,000
Franzisko's ditto - - - - 1,000

Total French 18,800
2. Allies.

Saxons 6,000

Bavarians, including 3,000 in Thorn - 7,fK)0

Westphalians .... 1,900

Wirteniburgera - - - - l.CKW
Bader and Hessians - - - 1,500

Poles, exclusive of the garrisons of Zamosc
andModlin .... 6,000

23,400

Total who escaped - - 42,000 42,000

Lost in the Moscow campaign - - 538,313
—See ScHOELL, x. 179, and Plotho, Cami). de 1813 and 1814, ii. 437, and

FArN. i. 64.
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maiid of the army, led back those shattered bands through chap.

Litliuania to Koiiigsberg and Dantzie
;
while Schwartzen-

^^^^^'

berg retired by a diverging line to Pultusk, in order to 1813,

regain the Austrian frontiers, so that both by position
^®°* ^^*

and subsequent policy, the two imperial hosts were irre-

vocably separated from each other. Wittgenstein, with
the advanced guard of his corps, crossed the Niemen, and
entered the Prussian territory in the middle of December ;

and it was his advance—while cutting off the communi- i>ec. 15.

cation between Macdonald's corps, which was blockading f
Ichoeii, x.

Riga, and the remains of the Grand Army, retiring 183. 184-

towards Dantzic—that rendered necessary the retreat of 22™' Fain, l

the former, and gave rise to the convention with York ^^' ^^'

already mentioned, which led to such important results.^

The French generals were at first hopeful that they
would succeed in maintaining the line of the Vistula. le.

But the defection of the Prussians, and the iust appre-
Continued

, . I'll . .
retreat to the

nensions which that occasioned as to their communica- Oder, and ad-

tions with France, joined to the exhausted and demo- R^^sLi!''^
ralised state of the troops, soon rendered it apparent that
this was impossible. In truth, the activity of Witt-

genstein gave them no leisure for preparation. On the
15th of January his vanguard crossed the Vistula, spread- Jan. 15.

ing every where, as he advanced, proclamations calling

upon the inhabitants to take up arms, and join in the

great work of liberating the world from the thraldom of
the oppressor.* Wittgenstein's troops marched in two

columns, the one by Konigsberg and Elbing on Berlin,
the other by Friedland and Tilsit on the same capital.

Pillau, with a garrison of twelve hundred men, capitu-
lated to these troops early in February, and they conti-

nued their march without opposition, every where
received with enthusiasm as deliverers, through Old
Prussia. The second column, composed of Platoff's Cos- Feb. 7.

sacks and some light cavalry, moved to the left of the

* " The Russian warriors have avenged the infamous invasion of their terri-

tory : they have annihilated tlie enemy who inundated it ; and they are now en-
gaged m pursuing the scattered remains of that immense army, which has been
sacrificed to tlie insatiable thirst for conquest which characterised the tyrant.
Worthy neighbours, we cross your frontiers solely in order to pursue the'flying
remains of the common foe—the enemy of the human race. We have no other
object but to conquer a desirable and honourable peace. We do not enter your
territory as enemies, but as friends. Property shall be sacred, and the most
exact discipline preserved."—Wittqenstkin's Proclamation, Jan. 13, 1813;
ScHoKLL, Rccueil, i. p. 11, 12.
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CHAP.
LXXIV.

1812.

Jan. 24

Jan. 15.

Feb. 5.

Jan. 17.

Feb. 24.
1 Jom. iv.

223, 224.

Schoell, X.

186, 187.

Fain, L 64.

67.

17.

Retreat and
abandonment
of the array
by Murat.

former, straight on Dantzic, where it arrived on the 24th

January, and immediately commenced the blockade of

that important fortress. The third, under the orders of

TchichagoiF, advanced through East Prussia, and arrived

in the middle of January at Marienburg. The fourth, led

by Tormasoff, was with the headquarters of the Emperor
Alexander, and the commander-in-chief Kutusoff, recently
and worthily invested with the title of Prince Kutusoff

Smolensko : it arrived at Plozk early in February, having
advanced from Wilna through Lithuania. The fifth,

under the direction of Milaradowitch, Sacken, and Doc-

toroff, followed a diverging line to the southward, moving
by Grodno on Jalowke, following the footsteps of Reynier
and Poniatowski, who retired towards the Upper Vistula :

while Schwartzenberg, unable to contend against such an
inundation of hostile forces, concluded a separate conven-

tion, in virtue of which Reynier was allowed to retire

towards Saxony, and the Austrians, in like manner, were

permitted to withdraw without disturbance into Gallicia.

The whole force of these five columns comprised originally
a hundred and ten thousand men

;
but such was the

reduction of numbers in the Russian main army, from

the ravages which fatigue and the severity of the weather

had made in their ranks, that not more than thirty-five

thousand men could be assembled round the headquarters
of the Emperor Alexander, which arrived at Kalisch in

the end of February, and remained there till the begin-

ning of April.i

It would have been a diflicult matter even for Moreau
or Turenne, at the head of the mutilated and discouraged
remains of the French army, to have maintained their

ground on the Vistula against a victorious though griev-

ously reduced body of enemies, advancing over an
extended line of above two hundred miles in breadth.

But Murat was totally inadequate to the task. Staunch

as his own sword in the field, and gifted witli the eaglo

eye which could seize with advantage the most favourable

direction for a charge of horse, he was utterly destitute

of the moral courage, extensive combination, and endur-

ing patience requisite for a general-in-chief intrusted

with an important command. Disaster succeeded disaster

during the brief period of his direction. The advanced
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giiard of Wittgenstein surprised Marienwerder near the chap.^
Vistula on the 16th January, where Prince Eugene had

^^^^^ '

his headquarters, and with such success, that the Prince i^is.

only succeeded in cutting his way through by desperate
^^' '

efforts, and with the loss of six hundred killed and

wounded, and a thousand prisoners. The line of the

Vistula, thus broken, and menaced by the doubtful tem-

per of the Prussian people in rear, could no longer be

maintained. Six thousand men were hastily thrown into

Thorn, eight thousand into Modlin, and four thousand

into Zamosc
;
while a motley group of stragglers, hardly

a half of whom were in a condition to bear arms, but

nearly twenty thousand in number, crowded into Dant-

zic, where they sought refuge behind formidable ramparts,
and were brought into some sort of order under the stern

rule of its governor, Rapp. Meanwhile Murat, who had
retired to Posen, in East Prussia, more than a hundred
miles in the rear, despairing of the salvation of the army,
and conceiving the time was come, when every one, in

the wreck of the Emperor's fortunes, should look to his Jan. 17.

own interest, suddenly threw up his command, and set

out by post for his own dominions, in the south of Italy.

Napoleon justly stigmatised this desertion of his post by
the commander-in-chief at such a crisis as a decisive indi-

cation of his want of moral resolution,* and gratitude to

his benefactor. " I suppose," said he in a letter to Murat, 1 Napoleon
" that you are among the number of those who think that

JaJ^2^]8l^
the lion is dead

;
if so, you will find that you are mis- Fain, i.'fis/

taken. You have done me all the mischief in your xfi, sa^Thib,

power since my departure from Wilna
; your elevation '-^- 1^^-

to the throne has turned your head. If you wish to pre-
serve it, conduct yourself properly."

1

Eugene, upon whom the command was thus reluctantly
forced at this perilous crisis, did all that coolness and

jg

resolution could suggest to stem the torrent of disaster. Abie mea-

His first care was to fix the headquarters at Posen, and Eugene to

keep them there for three weeks, in order to give an
fj^^^

**^®

opportunity to the stragglers to come in, and communi-
cate a certain degree of order to the retreat, which was

* " The king, your husband, abandoned the army on the 16th. He is a very
brave man on the field of ba,ttle ; but he is weaker than a woman or a monk
when he does not see the enemy. He has no moral courage."—Napoleon <o
his sister Caroline, Q;ueen of Naples, 2ith January 1813 ; Fain, i. 63.

VOL. XVI. H
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CHAP, daily more rapidly turning into a flight. But the mischief
Lxxiv.

already done by the dislocation of the army was irrepa-
1813. rable, and the forces under his command, after the loss of

Feb. 12. those left in garrison on the Vistula, were so inconsider-

able, hardly amounting to fifteen thousand men, that he
was in the end compelled to fall back to the Oder. Nor
did the garrisons left on the Vistula effect in any degree
the desired object of retarding the enemy : notwithstand-

ing the number of men, little short of thirty thousand,
who were under his command in Dantzic, such was the

misery and destitution of their condition, that Rapp was
unable to attempt any external operations to arrest the

1 Fain, L 70,
^^^- Thorn and Modlin were merely blockaded by the

223. "fi*™' Y*
^^^^^^^ reserves under Barclay de Tolly. A sufficient

X. 186.*^ number were assembled before Dantzic to keep its garrison
in check.

Warsaw was, early in February, evacuated by the

jjj Austrians, who retired from the whole Grand-duchy of

Retreat ofthe Lithuania, which was immediately occupied by the Rus-

froaTSnd. sians
;
while the main body of their force still pressed on

with unconquerable vigour, though in the depth of

winter, towards the Oder. Winzingerode, with a large
Feb. 13. detachment of Russian horse, soon after overtook RejTiier

and his Saxon infantry at Kalisch. A sharp conflict

ensued, which terminated in the overthrow of the Saxon

foot, who were irrevocably separated from their horse, the

former being driven back in the direction of Glogau on
the Oder, while the latter were forced to an eccentric

retreat by the fort of Czentoschau towards the southern

parts of Poland, where they sought protection under the

shelter of the retiring Austrian columns. Eugene, per-

ceiving from these disasters that he could no longer
maintain his position at Posen, broke up from thence on

Feb. 12. t^® 12th, having, by his resolute stand there, restored a

certain degree of order to his troops, and gained time for

the first columns from France and Italy to arrive on the

Elbe and the Oder. On the latter stream, where he
Feb. 18. arrived on the 18th, he met the corps of General Grenier,

72. *sdioeii|
fifteen thousand strong, which had come up from Italy.

j'( ^^^i ^223
^^^^ reinforcement raised Eugene's forces to thirty thou-

225.

* '

sand infantry, besides a thousand horse ;3 and with this

respectable body ho hoped, with the aid of the strong
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line of fortresses on its banks, which were still in the chap.

hands of the French, to be able to make head against the
^^^^^'

Russians until the arrival of the great reinforcements 1813.

which Napoleon was raising in France.

The line of the Oder, however, notwithstanding all

these advantages, proved as little capable of being made ^^

good as that of the Vistula had been. Early in March The Russians

the advanced guard of Wittgenstein's column, under the K/J'lhe

command of Prince Repnin, passed that river at Guste-
^J^^^^^^I^J^

buze Zellin, between Stettin and Custrin ;
while Winzin- and retire

gerode at the same time crossed it near Glogau. It was
|5^°f

*^®

no longer possible either to maintain the line of the Oder,

thus pierced through in all directions, or to retain posses-

sion of Berlin, now in an alarming state of fermentation.

Eugene accordingly evacuated that capital on the night of

the 2d March, and, after throwing three thousand men March 2.

into the strong fortress of Spandau, in its vicinity, with-

drew with all his forces in the direction of Wittenberg, March lo.

and cantoned them behind the Elbe. Supported by the

strong fortresses of Torgau, Magdeburg, Wittenberg, as well

as the intrenched camp of Pirna, so famous in the Seven

Years' War, and the feebler ramparts of Dresden, it was

hoped they might at length make a stand, the more

especially as ttie Russians necessarily left behind a num-
ber of men during their rapid advance ;

and not more

than twenty thousand of their troops had yet penetrated
into Prussia. There, accordingly, Eugene collected his

forces, and terminated his long and mournful retreat from

the Niemen, a distance of nearly four hundred miles.

Here by drawing to his standard the whole troops in
j j^^ .^

Pomerania, as well as all the Saxons and Bavarians who 26i, 262.

were within reach, he contrived to muster nearly forty 73*'"schoeii,

thousand men for the defence of the great military barrier ^- ^^^' ^^'^^

of the Elbe, even after deducting the garrisons left in the

fortresses on the Oder.^

Meanwhile the Russians, though severely weakened by
their prodigious march, and the necessity of blockading so

gi,

many fortresses, advanced with extraordinary vigour and Death of

expedition. While Alexander still remained at Kalisch,
" "^ "

KutusofF, following on the traces of the retreating enemy,
advanced his headquarters to Buntzlau. But he had not

been long at rest in that town, when that gallant veteran,
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CHAP.
LXXIV.
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.1' iM. iv. 262.
^.!. II, X.

1-'.. 1^7.

-M..rcl. II.

whose sword had delivered Russia in the extremity of her

peril, and achieved the overthrow of the mightiest arma-

ment of which history has preserved a record, terminated

his eventful career. His constitution, already almost ex-

hausted by the hardships and fatigues of the campaign,
there sunk under an attack of the malignant typhus fever,

which, springing as usual from the effects of famine and

misery, had hung upon the traces of the retreating French

army. It had already begun to diffuse that frightful

epidemic, which proved as fatal to their ranks as the

snows of Russia, and for the next four years visited and

spread its ravages through every kingdom in Europe.^
The Emperor of Russia was much embarrj^ssed in the

choice of his successor. The claims of Barclay de Tolly
were great, and the Emperor in secret was desirous of

recognising them. His able retreat from the Niemen
to Borodino had gained for him the admiration of every

military man in Europe, while his generous and unabated

zeal in the public service, under the orders of Kutusoff,
had proved that his patriotic spirit was equal to his

military ability. But these reasons, strong as they Avere,

appeared to be more than balanced by the distrust which
the soldiers entertained of him as a foreigner who had
not yet been rendered illustrious by any Signal victory,
and whose principal achievement had been that of retir-

ing before the enemy. Moved by these considerations,

Alexander, though with reluctance, relinquished his desire

to reinstate him in the supreme command, and conferred

it on Count Wittgenstein. In military ability, that brave

general was decidedly inferior to Barclay, but his gallant
stand on the Dwina had contributed powerfully to the

success of the campaign, and his recent exploits on the

Beresina had inspired the soldiers with that confidence

which brilliant triumphs, if accompanied by tolerable

conduct, seldom fail to produce. His first steps were

eminently calculated to increase this favourable disposi-

tion. Following up the retiring French columns, he

approached the Prussian capital : the Coss;iek advanced-

guard traversed Berlin on the 4th of March, amidst the

enthusiastic shouts of the inhabitants ;2 and on the 11th

tlie headquarters of the whole army were transferred to

that city, while Cara St Cyr, with all the troops he could
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collect on the Lower Elbe, threw himself into Hamburg, chap.

The whole right bank of that river was evacuated by the i^xxiv.

French troops, and Magdeburg and Wittenberg became 1813.

the principal pivots on which the Viceroy's army,

charged with the defence of the upper part of its course,

rested.

It was impossible that this rapid and uninterrupted
course of success, inducing as it did the liberation of the

23
whole Prussian monarchy from the grasp of the enemy, Departure of

with the exception of a few blockaded fortresses, should ^jJam from
not have had an immediate and powerful eflfect on the Berlin,

dispositions of the cabinet of Berlin. The first indica-

tions of tke disposition of Frederick William to set

himself free from the fetters with which he had so long
been enchained, were given by his sudden departure
from Potsdam, where he then resided, on the night of

the 23d January, for Breslau, where he arrived on the Jan. 23.

2oth. The motive of this journey, however, was not by
any means to break at once with France. On the con-

trary, the vehement sallies against that country which
were breaking out on all sides were repressed by order of

the court, and every effort was made to restrain the open
declaration of the national feeling, now become so excited

as to be almost incapable of repression. The real object
of the monarch and his cabinet was, to place himself in

a situation where he was no longer exposed, as at Berlin,
to the danger of seizure by the French generals ; and

where, in a place of at least temporary security, he could

pursue those measures which, by putting Prussia in a

respectable posture of defence, might enable it to take

advantage of the present crisis to recover a portion of its

lost territories and fallen consideration in Europe. The

King individually, however, still inclined to the French

alliance, from a sense of personal honour
;
and Prince

Hatzfeld, who had been despatched to Paris on the

first intelligence being received of York's convention, Jan. ii.

reiterated the offers on which the cabinet of Berlin was Igff^HarcJ*
still inclined to draw more close the bonds of connexion xu. 27, 28.

with the French Emperor, and bring to his support a

powerful army of sixty thousand men.^
But in order to support these offers, and put Prussia

in a condition to stipulate advantageous terms with
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CHAP, either party to which it might ultimately incline, warlike
Lxxiv. measures of the most decisive kind were adopted by the

1813. government. By a royal decree, dated Breslau, February

GreaUevies ^' ^^ appeal was made, on the preamble that the country
of troops in was in danger, to young men of all ranks, from the age of

Feb. a seventeen to that of twenty-four, not subject to the legal

conscription, to enter the army, in order to form companies
of volunteers, to be annexed to the regiments of infantry
and cavalry already in the service. It was declared, at the

same time, though in the excited state of the public mind

unnecessarily, that no youngman between these years, who
had not served in the ranks in one or other of these ways,
should obtain any honour, distinction, or employment
from the government. By a still more urgent appeal on

Feb. 9. the 9th of the same month, all grounds of exemption
from the legal service in the army were declared sus-

pended during the continuance of the war. By an edict

on the day following, it was declared, that though the

previous decree had fixed the age from seventeen to

twenty-four as that in which service was in this manner
1 Decrees, 3d required, yet it was not thereby intended to limit the

1813. schoeii, right of enrolment to those who, being above the age of

ii&rd'xl% twenty-four, might still be desirous of serving their coun-

28.
'

try ;
so that in effect the whole youth of the kingdom

were summoned round the royal standard.^

But no denunciations of royal displeasure if backward-

25 ness was evinced, no exhortations to stand by their

Fniversai and country in the liour of peril, were needed to make the

hrikof Prussian youth fly to arms. Though the intentions of

rSun*^ government were not authentically known, and a degree
Prussia. of uncertainty, in fact, at that period pervaded the councils

of the cabinet of Berlin which the nation little suspected ;

yet many facts had occurred which conspired, with the

unanimous wish of the people, to render the belief univer-

sal, that a breach with France and an alliance with Russia

were in contemplation. The convention of York, though

formally disapproved of by the King, had not yet practi-

cally led to his being deprived of the command of his

corps : the unresisted march of the Russian troops across

the whole Prussian territory ;
the transports of joy with

whicli they had been received in the principal cities ;

*

* On tlic 10th February, the ladies of the tovrn of Neustettin, where the
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the general fermentation which pervaded all ranks of the chap.

people, from an undefined sense of approaching deliver-
^^^^^•

ance; the direction of the King's journey from Potsdam 1813.

to Breslau, where he was in the line of the Russian

advance, instead of Magdeburg, where he would have

been in the centre of the French power ; joined to the

invitation to the whole youth of the kingdom to rally

round the national standard, on the solemn announce-

ment that the country was in danger—all conspired to

spread a universal belief that the disasters of Jena and

Auerstadt might yet be effaced, and that the last stake

for national salvation was about to be thrown. Incre-

dible was the ardour which this conviction excited among
the Prussian youth. The young men of all classes, brave,

ardent, and impetuous as their ancestors in the days of

Arminius and Witikind, had been excited to the very

highest degree of indignation by the unbounded license

and rapacity which, under the imperial banners and by
the imperial authority, French cupidity had so long
exercised in every part of the country. Now was the

appointed time ;
now was the day of salvation. And

nobly did the Prussian youth on that crisis discharge
their duty to their country and mankind. Could old

Frederick have risen from his grave, he might well have
igl^^Hard?'

been proud of his people ;
and the patriots of every future xu. 34, 35.

age will recur to it as one of the brightest spots in the

annals of history.^

On all sides, and in every direction, there was one

unanimous cry for arms. Such was the rapidity with
26.

which the volunteers crowded in, that the government Extraordi-

functionaries, so far from being in a condition to serveS wwch
^

out to them military weapons, were not even able for a JJcruiS^^*
considerable period to inscribe their names. Nine thou-

sand enrolled themselves in Berlin alone, in the first three

days ; a city not, at that period, containing above a hun-
dred and eighty thousand inhabitants.* The same spirit

Prussian General, Bulow, had his headquarters, gave a ball to the gay and
adventurous young Russian general, Chernicheff. Two days afterwards,
Bulow's cantonments were opened to afford a passage to the light troops
of the enemy across the Oder.—Fain, i. 69.

* " No sooner was the King's proclamation kno\vn, than every man straight-
way hastened to clap his ' heart

'

on his breast ; the next day not a single person
was to be seen in the streets without the national symbol. Our colours, indeed,
are not brilliant—white and black ; but the white shall express the purity of our
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prevailed in every part of the country. Universally tlie

villages were filled with robust multitudes crowding in

to enrol their names as volunteers ;
the schoolhouses in

the rural districts, the offices of the municipality in the

burghs, were surrounded, from morning till night, with
dense masses, demanding arms to save their country. The

generous ardour burned with peculiar vehemence in the

youtli at the universities, a very numerous class in Ger-

many, and among whom the associations of the Tugend-
bund and tlie Burschenschaft had spread far and wide the

utmost enthusiasm in the cause of their country, and the

most unbounded hatred of French domination. All who
were noble or generous in the country, all who were
elevated in patriotism or burning with genius, were to be

seen in the ranks of the volunteers. Korner hastened

from Vienna to join their ranks, and entered the army as

a common soldier.* The ministers of state—Stein, Har-

denberg, Dohna, and Scharnhorst—were secretly allied to

these associations, and did their utmost to emancipate the

mind of the King from the bonds by which he still

conceived himself tied to the alliance with Napoleon ;

while their agents
—Professor Jahn, Fichte, Arndt, and

Massenbach—more openly fanned the patriotic flame, and

produced that unbounded enthusiasm which made Prussia

rise as one man at the call of the fatherland.^

But patriotic ardour and devotion, however important
elements in military strength, are not of themselves

capable of creating an army. Discipline is necessary ;

training is required : previous organisation and prepara-
tion must come to the aid of present courage and enthu-

siasm. In these vital particulars, without which their

utmost efforts at the moment would, in all probability,
have proved entirely unavailing, Prussia already stood

pre-eminent. The wisdom of her government had pro-
vided both the framework in her army and the practical

cause—the black our moumintr for the fntlicrland. and our gtorri dptemiinntion
to avenge it. We sliall add red when we return triumplmnt from tlie combat ;

for out of blood and deatli freedom uliall grow."—Vo.n B. to Forster, Berlin,
\7th March 1813; Forstkr, 108.

* ••
(lerniany is up: the Prussian eajrle awakens in all hearts the great hope

of German, at least Northern (jerniany. freedom. My muse sighs for her father-

land ; let me be her worthy disciple. Yes, dearest father ! I have made up my
mind to be a soldier ! I am ready to cast away the gifts that fortune has showered

upon me here, to win myself a fatherland, were it with my blood."—Thkodorr
KdRHKRlohit FaUicr—Vkmva, lOUi March 1813; DcuUc/u Pandora, 87.
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experience among her people, capable of at once turning chap.
the whole strength of the nation to warlike achievement, i^^xiv.

The admirable system has already been mentioned,* by 1813.

which the Prussian cabinet, under the direction of Stein

and Scharnhorst, taught wisdom in the salutary school of

adversity, though restricted by the treaty of Tilsit to an

army of forty-two thousand men, had contrived in reality
to have a hundred and twenty thousand on foot. This

w^as done by limiting the period of service Avhich each /'i

individual was bound to serve to two or three years, and
V;

maintaining a number of volunteers ready to enter the ''
,

,,

regular army on the first vacancy, who, though not for-

mally enrolled, were already instructed in the rudiments

of the military art. The young men thus selected were ,^
the flower of the nation. No rank, wealth, or station,

^vils taken as an excuse : three years' military service,

beginning with the musket on the shoulder, were as indis-

pensable to the sons of the king as to the offspring of the

humblest cottager in the land. To adapt the army to the

feelings and habits of the elevated classes who thus, with-

out exception, passed through its ranks, the severe laws of

German discipline had been abrogated ;
the old system of

promoting only according to seniority relaxed, in order

to make way for the advancement of talent and ambition
;

and numerous institutions established, calculated to awa-
l^)'^^Hard^

ken the sentiment of honour in the breast of the soldier, ix. 467.

and make him consider the loss of it as his greatest humi-
liation.i

Nor had less care been bestowed upon the materiel of

the army than the composition and extension of its ranks.

By purchases made in Austria, or manufactories of their And great

own recently established, they had succeeded in procuring ^^aSj^tj,e
a hundred and fifty thousand muskets in excellent con- materieioi

dition
;
the field-pieces, which had been almost entirely*

^*^™^*

lost in the disastrous campaign of 1806, had been restored

by melting down the bronze cannon in the fortresses, and

replacing them by substitutes of iron
; eight strongholds,

still in the hands of the national troops, had been put in

a respectable posture of defence, and a train of field artil-

lery and caissons, adequate for a hundred and twenty
thousand men, was already prepared. Add to this, that

* ^n<<;, Chap. li. §§9,10.
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29.

Continued
difficulties

and indeci-

sion of the

King.

Feb. 5.

the losses of the Prussians in the last campaign had been

by no means in the same proportion as those of the French,
or of the contingents of the other German states. The
snows of Russia had only occasioned the loss of two bat-

teries of horse-artillery, which Napoleon had accidentally
met in Russia, and forced, contrary to the treaty, to

accompany him to Moscow
;

and York's convention

had preserved his corps from those disasters which had

proved so fatal to the other divisions of the army. Thus
it was that Prussia, even though reduced to half her for-

mer territory and population by the treaty of Tilsit, was
able to reappear with such distinction on the theatre of

Europe ;
and that the previous wisdom and foresight of

her government enabled her to turn to such marvellous

account the present burst of patriotic enthusiasm among
her people.^
But while these efforts were made by the Prussian

people, in the fond belief that the part of their government
was decidedly taken, and that the war of liberation was
at hand, the King was still undecided to which side he

should incline
;
and it required all the efforts of his own

ministers, and all the obstinacy of Napoleon, to throw
him into the arms of Russia. Not that the monarch was

ignorant of the spirit which pervaded his subjects, or felt

less keenly than in former years the innumerable injuries

and insults he had received from France. But he had a

serious dread of violating a subsisting treaty of alliance,

for the rupture of which no new cause of adequate mag-
nitude could be assigned. In addition to this, he was

strongly attached to that system of temporising, which
had so long been the ruling policy of Prussia, which is,

perhaps, necessarily the resort of the weaker state when

exposed to collision with the stronger, and which had

only been abandoned, on the eve of the battle of Jena, to

precipitate the state into the abyss of misfortune. His

views in the beginning of February were still essentially

pacific, and were directed to establish Prussia in a state of

armed neutrality between France and Russia, on condi-

tion that the fortresses on the Oder should be restored to

his anns, and that the former power shouM withdraw its

forces behind the Elbe, and the latter behind the Vistula.*

* " The King lioa conceived Uie idea that nothing would contribute more
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Such a measure would have been highly advantageous to chap.

Napoleon, by enabling him to recall to his standards above i^^xiv.

fifty thousand veteran troops, now blockaded in the for- 1813.

tresses on the Vistula and the Oder, and to recommence
the contest in Germany, if an accommodation proved

impossible, with many additional chances in his favour.

At the same time Hardenberg reiterated to Saint Marsan,
the French ambassador, the most solemn assurances, that

"the system of the King had undergone no alteration :

that no overtures, direct or indirect, had been made to

Russia : that he avt^aited with unequalled anxiety a reply i st Marsan

from Paris ; because, in the present posture of affairs, if
Jg^^ p'^b^^'^'

the Emperor approved the steps he had taken to secure isia Fain,

the neutrality of Silesia, and would give some pecuniary asa^k^d.
assistance to Prussia, the alliance would be contracted xu. 32.

more closely than ever ;
and that nothing but despair

would throw him into the arms of Russia." ^

There can be no doubt that these protestations on the

part of the Prussian monarch were sincere, and that it 30.

only lay with Napoleon, by giving him some pecu- •^^^."!|®^.^'^

niary assistance, and repaying a portion of the enormous leon received

war contributions, amounting to 94,000,000 of francs, vanre^from

(.£3,760,000,) which had been levied on his dominions Prussia.

in the preceding campaign, to secure the cabinet of

Berlin in the French alliance, and gain an auxiliary
force of sixty thousand men to aid him in defending
the course of the Elbe. It was to these points, and,
above all, assistance in money, which, in the exhausted

state of Prussia, was an indispensable preliminary to

any military efforts, that all the exertions of Frederick

William were directed.* But Napoleon was inexorable.

He was firmly convinced that these protestations of

powerfully to advance the great work of peace than a truce, in virtue of which
tlie French and Russian armies sliould mutually retire to a certain distance, and
leave the intermediate country unoccupied between them. Would the Emperor
Napoleon be disposed to enter into such an arrangement ? Would he consent to
restore the fortresses on the Oder, and that of Dantzic, to the Prussian troops
jointly with the Saxons, and to withdraw his army behind the Elbe, provided the
f^mperor Alexander withdrew his beyond the Vistula ?

"—Hardenbers's
Note, 15th February 1813 ; Hardenberg, xii. 32^

* "
Tell the Emperor, that, as to pecuniary sacrifices, they are no longer in

my power ; but that, if he will give me money, I can raise and arm 50,000 or
60,000 men for his service. I am the natural ally of France : by changing my
system of policy, I would only endanger my position, and give the Emperor
grounds for treating me as an enemy. I know that there are fools who regard
France as struck dowu ; but you will soon see it present an army of 300,000
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CHAP, fidelity on the part of the Prussian monarch were mere
' ' ^

; devices to gain time
;
that the policy of the court was

1813. determined, and even that, if it were not, such was the

vehemence of tlie national feeling, that it would ere long
force the cabinet into the Russian alliance. He deemed

it, therefore, useless to dissemble any longer, and told

General Krusemarck, who had been sent from Breslau

to conclude the negotiation, that he was not disposed
to furnish arms to his enemies ; and that he would

give Prussia no pecuniary assistance nor relief what-

ever.* This refusal, concurring with an active corres-

pondence which at the same period was going on
between Hardenberg and Kutusoff, after the arrival of

the Empercfr Alexander at Kalisch, relative to the

neutrality of the Prussian states, on which the King
was so anxiously bent, gave great additional weight to

the numerous party in his council who were inclined

1 Saint kar. to the Russian alliance. At length, with great difficulty,

p "b^Jg^^gfg; they obtained his consent, but only the evening before

Fain, i.' 235, it was signed, to the Treaty of Kalisch, the founda-

261. Hard.^^' tion-stone of that grand alliance which so soon after
xu. 32, 33.

accomplished the overthrow of Napoleon, and deliverance

of Europe.^

By this treaty, an alliance offensive and defensive was

31. established between the Emperor of Russia and the King

K^^"^h°^ f
^^ Prussia, for the prosecution of the war with France ;

fied.
^

and in order to carry it on with vigour, it was stipulated
that the former should bring a hundred and fifty thou-

sand men into the field, the latter eighty thousand,

independent of the garrisons of the strong places.

Neither of the contracting powers was to conclude

either a peace or a truce without the consent of the

men, as brilliant as the former. I will support all the sacrifices required of me,
to secure the prosperity and future welfare of my family and people."—Fredr-
BicK William's words, in Saint Marsan to Dukb of Bassano, 12th

January l»i;i ; Fain, i. 213.
* *' The refusal on the Emperor's part of any pecuniary aid to the account of

Ilia claims for war contributions ; the noise made about the aft'air of York ;

above all, the refusal to agree to his proposal, that he should negotiate for tlie

neutrality of Silesia, have awakened anew uU the King's alarm, and persuaded
liini that his ruin was resolved on. It was a report he received of an intention

on the part of the French to carry him oft", wiiich originated with a French
offitor, that occasioned his departure from Potsdam to Rreslau." " If the

Emi»t'r<)r conceives it for his interest to preserve Prussia, and will do a little for

It, he will have no difficulty in gaining liis point; it will be very easy to retain

the King in the line he has hitherto followed."—Saint Marsan to Markt,
15lh February 1813; Fain, L 23«, 237.

March 1.
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other
; they were jointly to make eiforts to induce the chap.

cabinet of Vienna to join their alliance, and to lose no
^

time in treating with England, in order that Prussia i^^^-

might obtain those subsidies of which she stood so much,

in need to complete her armaments. The treaty was to

be kept secret for two months, but in the mean time to be

privately communicated to England, Austria, and Sweden.

Such were the public articles of this important treaty ;

but the secret conditions were still more material to the

future interests of the Prussian monarchy. By these, the

Emperor of Russia engaged never to lay down his arms
until Prussia was reconstituted, in all respects, statistical, T?atv in

financial, and geographical, as it had stood not only Martens'

anterior to the war of 1806, but with such additions, andschoeii,'

especially in the way of uniting the old provinces to ^"- ^^8-

Silesia, as should give it more consistence, and render it

an eiFectual bulwark of the Russian empire.^
Frederick William, who was only brought to accede to

this treaty with the utmost difficulty,* was well aware
that his political existence was thenceforth wound up Energetic

with the success of Russia in the German war. His first ™''ii^^J "f^:sures adopted
words, after agreeing to the alliance, were—"Henceforth, by Prussia,

gentlemen, it is an affiiir of life and death." Great pains,

accordingly, were taken to conceal the treaty from the

knowledge of the French ambassador. But, notwith-

standing every effort, its existence soon transpired ;
and

Alexander having arrived at Breslau from Kalisch in the March i4.

middle of March, the terms of intimacy on which the

two monarchs lived could no longer be concealed, and it

was justly thought unnecessary to dissemble any longer.
Two days afterwards, accordingly, the conclusion of the March is.

treaty was intimated to the French ambassador, Saint

Marsan, at Breslau, and on the same day to the minister

of foreign affairs at Paris. Shortly before a royal edict March ii.

had appeared, which declared the conduct of Generals

York and Massenbach entirely free from blame in the

convention with the Russian general Diebitch
;
and these

steps were followed, on the 19th of the same month, March 19.

by one more decisive, which pointed to the formidable

* " The King of Prussia," said Napoleon,
"

in his private character, is a
good, loyal, and honourable man ; but in his political capacity, he was unavoid-
ably forced to yield to necessity. You were always the master with him whtn
you had force on your side and the hand uplifted."—Las Cases, ii. 365.
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» Martens,
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Progress of
the negotia-
tions between
Prussia and
France.

national war which was about to be raised against the

French in Germany. By this convention, it Avas stipu-
lated between Russia and Prussia :

—"
1. That they should

forthwith issue a proclamation, to announce that they
had no other object but to rescue Germany from the

domination of France, and to invite all lesser princes to

concur in that great undertaking, under pain of losing
their states. 2. To establish a central council of admi-

nistration, composed of a delegate from each power, in

order to govern provisionally the conquered districts, and
divide the revenue between Russia, Prussia, and the

Regency of Hanover. 3. To organise all the countries

between Saxony and Holland, with the exception of the

possessions of the House of Hanover and the ancient

Prussian provinces, into five great sections, each with a
civil and military governor at its head. And lastly, to

organise in these provinces both an army of the line and
a levy en massed Four days afterwards the dissolution of

the Confederation of the Rhine was announced by a

proclamation of Prince Kutusoff, one of the last acts of

his glorious career ;
and the Duke of Mecklenburg-

Schwerin gave the first example of patriotic devotion,

by publicly renouncing his coiniexion with that league,
into which he had been one of the last and most unwill-

ing to enter.i

When acts of hostility so decisive were in progress on

both sides, and injuries so deep had been inflicted on the

one hand, and were preparing on the other, it is of little

moment to recapitulate what were the ostensible* grounds
of complaint put forth by the respective cabinets. These,
as usual in diplomatic manifestoes, did not contain the

real grounds of hostility : inconsiderable causes of dis-

sension were put forward to conceal more serious ones,

too deeply felt to be mentioned. Prussia, oh her part,

independently of the innumerable vexations and injuries

inflicted on her people since the peace of Tilsit, rested on

three recent grounds of complaint :
—the refusal by the

French government to enter into any accounting for the

immense furnishings in kind, amounting to ninety-three
million of francs, (£3,720,000,) made by her provinces

during the last campaign, or admit them as articles of

charge against the arrears of contributions, or advance
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any part of the pay due by France for the Prussian con- chap.

tingeut ;
the declinature on their part, also, to recognise

^^^^^ '

or sanction, in any form, the neutrality of Silesia, for 1813.

which the King of Prussia had so anxiously contended,
and which was established by the convention 24th Feb-

ruary 1812
;
and the arbitrary assumption of command

taken over Bulow's corps, which, without the consent of

the King, had been placed under the orders of Marshal

Victor. In reply, the cabinet of the Tuileries, without

denying that the accounting for which the cabinet of

Berlin contended was well-founded in principle, main-
tained that the details of furnishings, for which they
claimed credit, were not accurate nor sufficiently vouched ;

that the exemption from the passage of troops which
the convention of 24th February 1812 secured for a part
of the Silesiau province could not be construed as import-

ing an entire neutrality; and that the Prussians had
little cause to complain of Bulow's corps having been put
under Victor's orders, when, during the alliance between
the two countries, his corps had previously admitted a

passage through its ranks to the Russian troops on their

route to the Oder, On these mutual recriminations, it

seems sufficient to observe, that the Prussian complaints
seem well-founded on the first head, and the French on
the two last

; for it is clear that the cabinet of Berlin had
as good cause for insisting that the enormous requisitions
levied on their people should be taken into account in

settling the arrears of pay and war contributions, as that

of the Tuileries had for representing the passage of the

Russians through Bulow's corps as an infringement of the

alliance, and the much sought neutrality of Silesia as an
unwarranted extension of the article in the former treaty,

concerning the passage of troops through that province, sifnls^™!"
But it is superfluous to enter into any lengthened detail on festo, March

the subject, when the ostensible grounds of complaint on Fain, i. "243,

both sides were so widely different from, and immea-
jjonSeur

surably inferior to, the real causes of the war. Prussia isis. No.' 95.

struck for the deliverance of Germany, France for the

preservation of her European dominion.^
The real motives and reasons of the war were summed

up in a clear manner in the concluding paragraph of
Prince Hardenberg's declaration of war :—"The King, in
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CHAP, his political conduct since the peace of Tilsit, has had
^^^^^'

mainly in view to secure to his people a state of tranquil-
1813. lity, in order to give them the means of raising themselves

Real motives
^^^™ *^^^ abjss of misfortuue into which they had been

of the war, as precipitated. "With that view he has submitted, with the

Hardenberp's resignation which circumstances rendered imperative, to
Proclamation, ^jjg arbitrary exactions, tlie enormous burdens, the vexa-

tions without end, to which he has been subjected. The
circumstances in which Prussia has been placed, since the

conclusion of the last campaign, are known to all the

World. Reduced to its own resources—abandoned by the

power to which it was bound, and from which it could

not obtain even common justice
—with two-thirds of its

provinces exhausted, and their inhabitants reduced to

despair
—it was compelled to take counsel for itself, and

to find in its own people the means of salvation. It is in the

fidelity and patriotism of its subjects, joined to the gene-
rous sympathy of a great power which has taken com-

be^*rlf"te, passion on its situation, that the King can alone find the
March 16, means of extricating himself from his diflBculties, and

i. 243.

' '

regaining the state of independence which may secure the

future prosperity of tlie monarchy."
^

To this it was replied by M. Maret on the part of the

French government :
—" As long as the chances of war

Answer'of were favourable to us, your court remained faithful to

Mweyn
the j|g engagements ;

but scarcely had the premature rigours
France. of winter brought back our armies to the Niemen, than

the defection of General York excited the most serious

suspicions. The equivocal conduct of your court in such

an important conjuncture, the departure of the King for

Breslau, the treachery of General Bulow, who opened to

the enemy a passage to the Lower Oder, the publication
of ordinances, calling a turbulent and factious youth to

arms, the assembling at Breslau of the well-known leaders

of the disturbing sects, and the principal instigators of

the war of 1806, left no doubt of the intentions of your
cabinet ;

the note of the 27th March has given us no sur-

prise. His Majesty prefers an open enemy to an ally

always ready to abandon him. What can Prussia now
do ? It has done nothing for Europe ;

it h:us done nothing
for its ancient ally ;

it will do nothing for peace. A
power whose treaties are considered as binding only so
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long as tliey are deemed serviceable, can never be either chap.

useful or respectable. Thefinger of Providence is manifest
^^^^^'

in the events of last winter ; it has produced them, to dis- 1813.

tinguish the true from the false friends of his majesty, i Maret's

and to ffive him power to reward the one and punish the ppiyj ap?'

other. His majesty feels tor your situation, M. Baron, as i. 260, 265.

a soldier and a man of honour, on being obliged to sign

such a declaration."^*

Two additional conventions were signed at Ealisch

immediately after the declaration of war, for the further
g^

regulation of the vast interests of insurgent Germany, Additional

with which the Russian and Prussian monarchs were now at"SS!
charged. By the first, Count Kotzebue and Baron Stein Aprii4and7.

were appointed members, on the part of Russia, of the

administrative council created by the convention of

Breslau, and Schoen and Rediger on that of Prussia.

These functionaries were directed to proceed forthwith to

Dresden, and assume the administration of the whole

countries lying on the right bank of the Elbe
; while, by 2 schoeii, x.

the second, minute directions were laid down for the i?^v^^^,'|^^-'

/« 1 T • Martens Sup.

provisioning, billeting, and marches of the Russian armies, v. 566, 669.

as long as they should remain in the Prussian territories.^

37.

Almost outstripping even his couriers in speed, the Em-

peror Napoleon traversed Poland and Germany in fourteen

days, and regained the capital of France before the impe- Arrival' of

rial government at Paris was even aware that he had JJe^uUeriel

quitted the army. On the 5th December, as already noticed, Dec 6.

he had quitted Smorgoni in Lithuania, and on the 10th

passed through Warsaw, and had his celebrated conversa- Dec. 10.

tion with the Abbe de Pradt
; t on the 14th he was at d®*-'- ^^

Dresden, and wrote to the Emperor of Austria "that in

spite of his great fatigue, his health was never better." Dec. I8.

In the same letter he strongly urged him to augment his

* It was stated in Krusemarck's final note of 27th March 1813, that "
during

the last campaign, while the state exhausted all its resources to provide in the

public magazines the stipulated furnishings in kind, the French armies lived at
free quarters on the inhabitants. Tlie French authorities insisted upon hoth
the literal performance of the treaty, and the daily support of the troops. They
carried off by main force the sacred property of the inhabitants, without giving
them either anx account or indemnification; and in this way Prussia has lost

70,000 horses, and above 20,000 chariots." Baron Pain does not deny these

exactions, but only alleges that they were unavoidable, and that they would have
been caiTied to the credit of the arrears of contributions due by Prussia.—See

Fain, i. 260. .

t Ante, Chap. Ixxiii. §§ 91, 108.

VOL. XVI. I
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CHAP, auxiliary force to sixty thousand men. On the 18th, at

.*
eleven at night, he arrived at the Tuileries, having accom-

1813.
plished the journey from Smorgoni in thirteen days. He
had written without ever mentioning his intended return,
so that, being totally unexpected, and not recognised in

his humble equipage, he had some difficulty in getting
the gates of the palace opened at that hour of the night.

Melancholy and dejected, the Empress had just retired to

rest, and her attendants were about to do the same, wheii

the voices of men were heard in the antechamber, and

immediately after two figures wrapped in travelling

cloaks, entered the apartment. The maid of honour in

attendance instantly rushed forward to secure the door

which led to the Empress's room, when Caulaincourt drew
aside the cloak of the foremost of the strangers, and the

Emperor was recognised. A cry of astonishment from

the lady made the Empress aware that something extra-

ordinary was passing in the antechamber, and she had

just leaped out of bed when the Emperor caught her in

his arms. Their interview was tender and afiectionate ;

» Mad Du- ^"^ although Duroc and Count Lobau, who had left

rand, 173. Smorgoni a few hours later than the Emperor, did not

decisis, i.'i, arrive with his papers for two days after, yet early next

?o France" ^i^orning he commenced his labours in the cabinet, and a

Deci4,i8ia new impulse was communicated to every branch of the

administration.^

At nine o'clock a levee was held, and, as the news of

the Emperor's unexpected arrival had spread like wildfire

UnivSai through the metropolis, it was very numerously attended.
consternation The 29th bulletin, containing the account of the disasters
&t X Ari8 on
the news of of the retreat, had not yet arrived, though it had left the

andu!rEm- ^rmy before the Emperor, and no other feeling than that

peror'sarrivai of Surprise at his sudden return was felt by the persons

ceivli? present. In the course of the forenoon, however, it came,
and was immediately published. No words can paint
the feelings of stupor, consternation, and astonishment,
which pervaded the metropolis when the disastrous news

was promulgated. The calamity, great as it was, and

truly as it had been revealed in that celebrated narrative,

was exaggerated by the public terror. It was thought
that the old system of concealment had been pursued on

this, as on all previous occasions ;
that the army had
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been totally destroyed ; and that tlie sudden return of chap.
the Emperor was owing to his being, literally speaking, lxxiv.

the sole survivor of his followers. Gloom and disquie- i8i2.

tude, accordingly, pervaded every countenance at the

levee on the morning of the succeeding day, which was
attended by all the principal officers of state ; and the

utmost anxiety was universally felt to hear what details

the Emperor himself might furnish as to the extent of

the calamity. Napoleon appeared, however, calm and
collected

;
and so far from seeking to evade the questions

which all were so anxious to put, he anticipated the

wishes of those present, and himself began the conversa-

tion on the disasters of the retreat. "
Moscow," said he,

" had fallen into our power ;
we had surmounted every

obstacle
;
the conflagration even had in no degree lessened

the prosperous state of our affairs
;
but the rigour of winter

induced upon the army the most frightful calamities. In
a few nights all was changed ;

cruel losses were expe-
'
Moniteur,

rienced
; they would have broken my heart, if in such

Fain^Lsfio!
circumstances I had been accessible to any other senti-

ments but regard to the welfare of my people."
^

The undisguised admissions and intrepid countenance

of the Emperor had a surprising effect in restoring public

confidence, and dissipating the impression produced by Restoration of

the greatest external disasters recorded in history. The public con-

old confidence in his fortune returned
; his star appeared tiu^o"ugiiout

to emerge from the clouds by which it had been obscured,
"'^ empire.

and again to shine forth in renovated lustre. His words,

eagerly gathered and repeated, were soon circulated in the

public journals through the empire ; addresses, containing
assurances of undiminished loyalty and unshaken confi-

dence, were speedily presented by all the public bodies in

Paris, and followed by similar ones from the chief towns
of France. Soon the whole cities of the empire ap-

proached the throne with eloquent protestations of

eternal loyalty and unchangeable devotion. The cities of

Rome, Milan, Florence, Hamburg, Amsterdam, and Turin,

particularly distinguished themselves by the fervour of

their enthusiasm on this occasion.* Their addresses

* "Our kingdom, sire ! is your handiwork: it owes to you its laws, its

monuments, its roads, its prosperity, its agriculture, the honour of its arts, and
the internal peace which it enjoys. The people of Italy declare, in the face of
the universe, that there is no sacrifice which they are not prepared to make, to
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LxxFv
^^"^^ ^® worthy of the highest admiration, as indicating

J .' a dignified constancy in misfortune, if the praises of servi-
^^^' tude were not always suspicious ;

and if the subsequent
conduct of the same functionaries, when adversity really

I „ . reached them, had not demonstrated that their present
12. Moiiiteur] overflowing loyalty was rather the result of anticipation

to*Jan!'2o^^
of future and prosperous, than of superiority to present and

1813.
'

adverse fortune.^

But, though not insensible to these striking marks of

devotion, and fully alive to the necessities of his situation,

40 it was neither by the one nor the other that the atten-

Conspiracy tioii of the Empcror was now riveted. It was treason at

.

^ '

Paris which occupied his thoughts
—it was on the con-

spiracy OP Malet that his eyes were fixed. This extra-

ordinary event, of which the Emperor received intelli-

gence shortly before he left the army in Russia, might well

arrest his attention
;
for it demonstrated beyond a doubt

the sandy foundation on which, amidst so many protesta-
tions of fidelity and devotion, his authority, and the pro-

spects of succession in his family, were rested. An
obscure but most able man, of the name of Malet, whose
restless and enterprising character had caused him to be

detained four years in custody at Paris, had conceived, in

the solitude of his cell, the project of overturning the

imperial dynasty ;
and what is still more extraordinary,

he all but curried it into execution.* He had two

accomplices
—

Lafon, an old abbe, a prisoner with himself,

and Rateau, a young corporal on guard in his place of

detention. They had long been preparing the means of

enable your majesty to complete the great work intrusted cu you by Providence*
In extraordinary circumstances extraordinary sacririces are required, and our
efforts shall be unbounded. You require arms, armies, pold, fidelity, constancy.
All we possess, sire ! we lay at your majesty's feet. This is not tlie suggestion
of authority— it is conviction, gratitude, the universal cry pnxluccd by the passion
for our political existence."—Addressfrom Milan, '17th Dec. 1H12 ; Fain, i. 12.

* Malet was born on the 28th June 1754, at Dole, and passed his early life in

the army, where he conuiianded one of the first battalions of the Jura at the
commencement of the Jtevolution. He was afterwards implicated in some illegal

Aos* M, U06. transactions at Civita Vecchia, in the Roman States, and wiis in consequence
deprived of his command, and sent before a commission of inquiry at Paris in

July I8ii7 ; and, m virtue of their sentence, he was confined in a place of deten-
tion till the affair should have blown over. In 1808, wlien he was still a prisoner,
and while the Emperor was in 8|>ain, he conceived the first idea of liis extraordinary
project ; but the sudden return of Napoleon to Paris disconcerted the dc-^ign at
Uiat time ; and it continued fermenting in his mind till the Emperor's longer
absence in Russia gave him an opportunity of renewing the design under more
favourable circumstances, and when the conspirator had regained so much libert/
as to be able to elude his guards.—Faiw, L 14, 15.
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effecting his object ;
and the whole rested on a fabricated chap.

story of the death of the Emperor. To support this asser-
^^^^^ •

tion, Malet had forged a decree of the senate, by which I812.

the imperial government was abolished, himself created

governor of Paris, and a provisional government esta-

blished. Various orders on the treasury were also pre-

pared, calculated to dispel the doubts or shake the fidelity

of the chief persons to whom the touchstone was to be

first applied. Having taken these precautions, Malet with Oct. 22.

ease eluded the loose surveillance under which he was

detained, and, dressed in the uniform of general of brigade,

presented himself at the gate of the barracks of the 2d

regiment and 10th cohort. Being refused admittance

till the colonel, Soulier, gave orders, he repaired to the

house of the latter, which was not far distant, and
announced to him that the Emperor had been killed on
the 7th October before Moscow

;
that the senate had

taken its measures, and that he himself had been ap-

pointed governor of Paris. The forged decree of the

senate was well calculated to deceive even the most expe-

rienced, from the precision with which it was drawn,
and the apparent authenticity of the signatures appended „ .. ,

to it. But Malet had not trusted merely to these supports, declaration,

for he also produced an appointment of Soulier as general H7"'Thlb^'
of brigade, and a treasury order for 100,000 francs (^4000) »;^-

i^s.

for his use. Deceived or won, that officer gave into the 18,^19^'

^**

snare, and accompanied the audacious insurgent into the

barrack-yard.^
The chief difficulty in the enterprise was here to be

surmounted
;
and in the way in which he overcame it,

Malet gave proofs of a vigorous character. He instantly Progress and

assumed a decided tone—ordered the gates to be opened— onhVjon-^*
mustered the soldiers by torchlight

—announced the Em- spiracy.

peror's death—and commanded the drums to beat, that

the cohort should assemble to hear the decree read which
announced the Emperor's death, and the abolition of the

imperial government. Yielding to the habit of obedience,

suspecting no deceit, and accustomed to similar changes
during the Revolution, the soldiers obeyed without a

murmur
;
the acquiescence of the chief of the battalion

was already secured by the order on the treasury for

100,000 francs, delivered at the time with the promise
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CHAP, of future gratuities ;
the common men were paralysed^^^^^'

by the fatal intelligence of the Emperor's death, and
1812. knew not how to resist orders apparently emanating

from such elevated functionaries. Malet instantly ordered

a strong body to march with him to the prison of La

Force, which they forthwith did
;
and he there liberated

Generals Lahorie and Guidal, sturdy republicans, of a

bold character, who had long been confined by order of

Napoleon. They immediately set out with him, and took

I57'"i58"
command of the troops ;

and before daylight three columns

Savkry, vi. had marched in different directions, under the command
L i44, 147.'°' of Malet, Lahorie, and Guidal, to gain possession of the

principal posts in the city.^

They were all successful beyond what their most san-

guine hopes could have anticipated. Lahorie made straight

Bavary and for the hotel of Savary, the minister of police, forced his

rSed bv the '^^y ^^*^ *^^ house. Surprised the great functionary in

conspirators, bed, made him prisoner, and after some altercation,

carried him off to the prison of La Force, where he was
received and lodged in safety. Guidal in like manner

captured Pasquier, the prefect of police, and lodged him
in the same place of security. Soulier, the colonel of the

10th cohort, who had been gained by the bribe above

mentioned, made himself master of the Hotel de Ville,

and stationed a strong force in the small square in front

of that building ;
while another detachment, under Malet

in person, took possession of the Place Vend6me. Fro-

chot, the prefect of the department of the Seine, was

riding into town from his country-house at a quarter past

eight in the morning, when he was met by one of his

servants on horseback, in great agitation, with a note

from the Hotel de Ville, on the outside of which were
written the ominous words,

" Fuit Imperatorr On arriv-

ing at the Hotel de Ville, he found the front occupied by
the National Guards, and received a despatch from Malet,

styling himself Governor of Paris, ordering him to pre-

2 s -27 P^^® ^^^^ principal apartment in the building for the use

29. Fain, i.' of the "
provisional government." Frochot was a man of

Sration^of pr<^>bity and honour
; but, like many others of a similar

Count Fro- character, he wanted the resolution necessary to carry him

Thib.'ix.i59. through such a crisis.* Instead of simply discharging his

duty, by declaring his adhesion to the young Napoleon,
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and endeavouring to induce the soldiers to abandon the chap.

blind enterprise in which they were engaged, he at once
^^^^^'

acquiesced, and went so far as to desire the officers at 1812.

the Hotel de Ville to arrange the tables and apartment
for the provisional government.
While the inferior leaders of the conspiracy were achiev-

ing this astonishing success, its chief was not less fortunate
^g

in obtaining, almost without resistance, the command of Continued

the principal military authorities in the city. He des- Slu who

patched forged orders, addressed to the commanders of s^ioots
the

. », ., i/»T-»' ••! xiu Governor of

two regiments of the paid guards 01 raris, similar to those paris.

which had corrupted or deceived Soulier, and met with

implicit obedience from both. By means of the one he

gained possession of the whole barriers of the capital,

which were closed, with positive orders to let none pass ;

so that no messengers could be sent to the country for

assistance. With the other he occupied the bank, in

which, at that period, there was a large treasure in specie,

the treasury, and the principal public offices. The chief

himself meanwhile moved along the Rue St Honore, with

a detachment of only fifty men, twenty-five of whom he

directed to station themselves in front of the office of the

Etat-Major of Paris. The possession of this post was of

the highest importance, as it was the headquarters of

military authority in the city. To effect this object, he

sent a packet to the Adjutant-General Doucet, of a simi-

lar tenor with those given to Soulier and the other

colonels, and containing his nomination as general of

brigade, and a treasury order for one hundred thousand

francs. Doucet lost his presence of mind
; and, seeing the

troops before the hotel, obeyed his orders so far as to send

for Laborde, whom he had been commanded to put under
arrest. Meanwhile Malet himself went to the hotel of

General HuUin, the governor of Paris, with the other

twenty-five men. He entered his hotel, accompanied by
a captain of the regiment which followed him

;
and hav-

ing asked to see Hullin in private, shot him with a pistol
in the face when desired to show his orders, and left him

severely, but not mortally wounded, w^eltering in his

blood. After this extraordinary scene, Malet repaired to

the Adjutant-General Doucet's office, still accompanied
and obeyed by the officer and detachment, who were so
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CHAP, fascinated by his audacity, that they saw nothing extra-
Lxxiv.

Qj-dinary or reprehensible in the apparent murder of their

1812.
general before their eyes. Nothing was wanting but the

command of the adjutant-general's office to give him the

entire direction of the military force of Paris, of the

telegraph, and with it of all France, which, it was well

1 Sav. vi. 24, known, would never shake off its submission to the cen-

?5o ^'^*^-
^'* tral authority of Paris, by whomsoever wielded. In

158. Fain, I.
, .

-^
. , , i • i , , .

17, 18. truth, it was accident alone which prevented this con-

summation, after every real obstacle had been overcome.^

It so happened, that when Malet with his detachment

came to the hotel of the adjutant-general, Laborde was

Hissubse- Coming down the stair to go home and yield to arrest,

and'ovS-^"^^^"^ Pasques, the inspector-general to the minister of

throw.
police, entirely ignorant of what had occurred, was at the

door, to make some inquiries about an Englishman whom
he had arrested at Passy by orders of Savary. Malet's

detachment stopped him agreeably to their orders
; but

Laborde called to them to let him in : and the men,
accustomed to obey his voice, allowed him to enter. This

functionary, who had taken the charge of Malet in his

place of detention, and had seen him there only the day
before, no sooner beheld him in the room conversing with

Doucet, than he exclaimed—" This is my prisoner : how
the devil has he made his escape 1 M. Malet, you have no

right to leave your house without my leave." And

immediately turning to Doucet, he said—"There is some-

thing here I don't understand
;
arrest him, and I will go

and inform the minister of police." Malet immediately

put his hand on the pistol which he had in his pocket:
the gesture was observed in a glass opposite ;

and before

he could draw it, Laborde and Doucet sprang upon him,
threw him back on the floor, and disjirmed him. The

arrest of its chief disconcerted the whole conspiracy ;

Laborde went out to the soldiers, informed them of the

deceit which had been practised on them, and told them

the Emperor was not dead. They immediately shouted
" Vive I'Empereur !" and, ashamed of the extraordinary

plot into which they liad been drawn, returned with per-

fect docility to their barracks. By nine o'clock the minis-

ter of police was delivered from his prison : all was over ;

and with so little bloodshed, that it might have passed for
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a melodrama, had it not been followed hy a real tragedy, chap.

in the death of Malet. Guidal, Lahorie, and eleven others,
^^^^^'

who were shot next day on the plain of Grenelle, by 1812.

orders of the government—an unnecessary piece of ^ Sav. vi. 24.

cruelty when applied to such a number, which Napoleon, Fain',i?'iL

'

had he been present, would certainly not have permitted.^

Malet behaved with great fortitude in his last moments,
and had the generosity to exculpate his companions in

misfortune by declaring that he alone conceived the Heroic death

conspiracy, and that he had no associates. When brought
^^ ^^^^'

before the judge examinators, his intrepidity was such as

to excite awe even among those whom professional indif-

ference had rendered callous to such scenes. " Who are

your accomplices?" said Dejean, the president. "All

France," replied he,
"

if I had succeeded, and you yourself
at their head. When you attack openly a government by
force, the palm is your own if you succeed

;
if not—death."

The president turned pale, and asked no more questions.
On his way to the plain of Grenelle, with an intrepid

step, haranguing the soldiers in the masculine language of o g^y vi 24
the Revolution, he said—" I fall, but I am not the last of 25. Thil).

the Romans." Most of the others lamented loudly their PaS. 17!'

fate, at being sentenced along with a person whose very J^- ^.^p^'

name they knew not two days before, and for accession 398.
'

to a treasonable plot of the objects of which they were

entirely ignorant.^
When the news of this extraordinary conspiracy spread

in Paris, it excited a prodigious sensation, but rather ^
tending to ridicule than fear, as, before it was generally Effect which

known, the danger was over. The ladies, in particular, s5imcy"pro-
were highly diverted at the ease with which their old ^^^^

»"

tormentor, the minister of police, had been shut up in

prison ; and the saying made the tour of all the salons in

Paris,
" the Duke of Rovigo had better keep his eye on

the barracks, instead of prying into our boudoirs." But
those better acquainted with the real hazard which had
been incurred, made no secret of the narrow escape which
the imperial authority had made. "But for the singular

accident," says Savary,
" which caused the arrest of the

minister of war to fail, Malet, in a few moments, would
have been master of almost every thing ; and in a country
so much influenced by the contagion of example, there is
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CHAP, no saying where his success would have stopped. He
Lxxiv.

^Qyi(j have had possession of the treasury, then extremely
1812. rich

;
the post-office, the telegraph, and the command of

the hundred cohorts of the National Guards of France.

He would soon have learned, by the intelligence brought

by the estafettes, the alarming situation of affairs in

Russia
;
and nothing could have prevented him from

making prisoner of the Emperor himself, if he had

1 g^^ ^.^ 27
returned alone, or from marching to meet him if he had

31.

* *

come at the head of his troops."^ Nor is there any solid

foundation for the obvious remark, that the success of

such a conspiracy, founded on falsehood, could have been

only of an ephemeral duration ;
for we have the autho-

rity of Thibaudeau for the assertion, that, to his personal

knowledge, the conspiracy liad ramifications in the pro-

vinces. It was set on foot by Barras and the old Jacobin

party ; and it is impossible to say what would have been

J Thib ix.
*^^^ effect of a sudden overthrow of the government,

163, 164. occurring at the very time of the promulgation of the

news of the Moscow disasters.^

But if the narrow escape which the imperial govern-

^^
ment had undergone excited anxious disquietude in the

Napoleon's breast of all classes,* tenfold deeper was the impression

nary^nxiety
which it made on the far-seeing mind of Napoleon. One

on this con-
only idea took possession of his imagination

—that in

this crisis the succession of the King of Rome was, by
common consent, set aside. One only truth was ever

present to his mind—that the imperial crown rested on

himself alone. The fatal truth, well known to the few

read in historic lore, but hitherto concealed even from his

piercing eyes, by the effulgence of his glory, had now been

demonstrated—that the Revolution had destroyed the

foundations of hereditary succession ;
and that even the

greatest achievements by him who had won the diadem,
afforded no security that it would descend to his progeny.
These reflections, which seem to have burst upon Napo-

* " Above all, tliey were stnick with tlie facility with which the conspirators
had persuaded the troops of the death of the Kniporor, without its ever havinjjf
entere<l nito the head of one of their officers to aiaiire themselves whether it was
true, or to bestow a thouglit on his son. These very soldiers suffered themselves
to be led against the pcrw)ng in possession of power, and witliout a murmur saw
tl»e governor of Paris, tlieir general, stmck down before their eyes, without a
motion being made for his defence. It was in vain to disguise that such a state
uf thin^^ presaged many misfortunes."—Bavary, vi. 28.
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leon all at once, when the news of this extraordinary chap.

affair first reached him in Russia, weighed him down ^^^^^'

more than all the disasters of the Moscow retreat. They I812.

constituted the secret reason for his leaving the army ;

they incessantly occupied his mind during his long and

solitary journey; and they found vent in impassioned Ij^Jl^^^j-J- J^^-

and mournful expressions, when, a few days after his 167.

arrival, he convened the Council of State on the subject.^

"Gentlemen," said he, "we must no longer disbelieve

miracles : attend to the report of M. Real on Malet's

conspiracy." The report being read, he resumed,—" This His speech on

is the consequence of the want of habit and proper ideas
JJjg c"unciV^

in France on the subject of succession. Sad effects of our of Stat€.

revolutions ! At the first word of my death, at the first

command of an unknown individual, officers lead their

regiments to force the jails, and make prisoners of the

highest authorities. A jailer quietly encloses the minis-

ters of state within his doors. A prefect of the capital, at

the command of a few soldiers, lends himself to the pre-
"

paration of his great hall for the assembly of I know
not what factious wretches ! And all this while the

Empress is on the spot ;
while the King of Rome is alive ;

while my ministers and all the great officers of state are

at hand. Is a man, then, every thing here ? Are institu-

tions nothing; oaths nothing ? It is to idaeology that we
are to attribute all these misfortunes : it is the error of its

professors which necessarily induced, and in fact brought

on, the reign of blood. Who proclaimed the principle of

insurrection as a duty? Who cast adulation before the

people, in elevating them to a sovereignty which they
were incapable of exercising ? When one is called to

regenerate a state, it is principles diametrically the

reverse which require to be followed. History paints the

human heart : it is in history we must seek for the mirror

of the advantages or evils of different species of legislation.

Frochot is an honourable man : he is attached to the

empire ;
but his duty was to have devoted himself to

\q^^^q-}^'

death on the steps of the Hotel de Ville. A great example Fain, i. I68,

is required from all functionaries. The noblest of deaths just, fec^^^

would be that of a soldier on the field of honour, if that ^^'^}' ,
' Audience of

of a magistrate perishing in defence of the throne and the Dec. 20.

laws were not more glorious still."^ These words gave the
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CHAP. *one to all the public bodies to whom the examination
Lxxiv. into the affair was intrusted, and they unanimously
1812. reported that the prefect of the department of the Seine

should be dismissed. This was accordingly done, and the

urban guard of Paris was suppressed. But the matter

was pushed no further, it being justly deemed inadvisable

to make it known with what facility the regular soldiers

had been misled, and with what ease the imperial

authority had been all but overturned.

In France, during the monarchy, the people had for

their rallying cry
—"The King is dead! long live the

Reflections King !" On this occasion, however, when the report of
on this event

^jjg Emperor's death was spread and believed, no one

exclaimed, "Long live the Emperor!" The fact is

memorable : it was the first indication of the effects, not

only of a new djniasty on the throne, but of a new era in

the social history of France. The period of hereditary

succession, with its stability, its security, its loyalty, its

recollections, had passed away: personal qualities had

become the sole title to distinction. In the effort to

effect this change, all Europe had been convulsed to its

centre
;
but the alteration had been made, and it could

not be undone. Now, then, was seen the effect of the

shock on one of the most momentous of national events,

the demise of the sovereign who filled the throne. It, too,

had become elective : personal qualities were alone the pass-

port to power : the principle of hereditary succession had

been destroyed. Even the greatest and most splendid

qualities in the founder of a new dynasty, and the most

unheard-of success attending his arms, could not, it was

found, ensure the succession of his own son, or shake the

inextinguishable passion for a rotation of rulers, which

had arisen from the principles of the Revolution. The
effects of that great convulsion were already unfolding
themselves : the throne had become in effect elective

;
all

power depended upon office
;

all office on the support of

the military ;
the support of the military on the suffrage

of the Pra3torian Guards at Paris. European had been

exchanged for Asiatic civilisation ;
and the dreams of

perfectibility had terminated in the institutions of the

Byzantine empire.

Though Napoleon acquired the melancholy conviction,
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from this event, that the stability of his dynasty and the chap.

hopes of his son's succession rested on a sandy foundation,
Lxxiv.

yet he resolved to leave nothing undone which might, for I812.

the present at least, guard against the dangers with which so.

they were threatened. With this view, he resolved to fix
cerningthe"

at once, by an act of government, the cases in which a French

regency was to ensue, and the persons in whom the nomi-

nation was to be vested. By a senatus-consultum early in Feb. 5, isia

February, the right of appointing a regent was in the

first instance vested in the Emperor : if he had not made
a nomination, the right of doing so devolved on the

Empress ; failing her, on the first prince of the blood
;

and, in default of him, on the great dignitaries of the

empire. The same decree fixed, in the most minute

manner, the duration and extent of the regent's power,
the formation of his council, the oath to be taken to the

Empress if regent, the administration, during the con-

tinuance of the interregnum, of the royal domains, the

forms for crowning the Empress-regent and the King of

Rome. The object of the Emperor in this curious enact-

ment, obviously was to arrange every thing for the trans-

mission of the imperial authority, in the event of his

absence or death, to the proper depositary, and to leave

nothing to chance, or the inclinations of the military
who happened to be in the capital at the time. He

forgot that the real and only security for hereditary

succession in the throne, is to be found in the reverence

with which it is regarded by the people ;
that this rever-

ence can neither be acquired in a single lifetime, nor be ^ Decree,

grafted on revolutionary changes ;
and that to seek to M^iteur,

establish it in a state which has destroyed its hereditary ^^ "^^^^^'^t'

ranks, and the descent of private property, can give no vn. 183.

greater stability than casting anchor in a moving quick-
sand.l

Well aware that the losses of the preceding campaign
made a great effort necessary. Napoleon resolved to take

^j

advantage of the first moments of alarm and excitement Great con-

consequent on the promulgation of the disasters, to 35o!ooo"men

demand ample levies of men from the senate. " Great
^^J^^*^^

^y *^'®

measures," said Regnaud St Angely, the orator of govern-

ment, "are necessary ;
what suffices to-day, may not be

adequate to-morrow : the insolence of the conquerors of
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Louis XIV., the humiliation of the treaties of Louis XV.,
seem again to threaten us

;
we are called to save France

from these ignominious days." Amidst the tumult of

feelings produced by these alarming revelations, the sup-

porters of government demanded the immediate addition

of three hundred and fifty thousand men to the armies,
which was instantly and unanimously voted by the

senate. The execution of the decree was intrusted to

the war-minister, and the conscripts were zealously
furnished by the people. Some of the principal cities

of the empire, particularly Paris, Lyons, and Turin, even

went beyond these immense levies, and voted regiments
of volunteers to be raised and equipped at their own
expense. Never did the patriotic and warlike spirit of

the nation appear with more lustre
;
never was the firmness

of government more warml)^ seconded by the generous
devotion of the people. Yet, amidst all the enthu-

siasm, the allocation of the conscription demonstrated

how nearly the military strength of the empire had been

exhausted by the efforts which had already been made.

The whole youth who arrived at the age which rendered

them liable to the conscription in 1813, (from nineteen to

twenty,) had already been drained off by the great levy
of the preceding year;* and accordingly a hundred

thousand of the levy was ordered to be taken from

the first ban of the National Guard of 1812, a hundred

thousand from the classes liable to conscription in the

four preceding years, and no less than a hundred and fifty

thousand from those arriving at the legal age in 1814 ;

that is, who were then only from eighteen to nineteen

years of age.^

The multiplied disasters of the Moscow campaign made
the Emperor feel the necessity of at length bringing to

an accommodation his long-continued difference with the

Iloly See. With one half of Europe openly in arms

against him, and the other but doubtfully arrayed under

his banners, ho could no longer afford to brave the hos-

tility of the head of the Church. It has been already

mentioned,t that after the violent seizure of the Pope by
the oflScers, and with the consent of Napoleon, and his

passage of the Alps in July 1809, he was brought to

» AnU, Chap. Ux. § 61. t Ibid. Chap. Ix. § 70.
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Grenoble ;
from thence, he was shortly after transferred chap.

to Savona, where he was rigorously treated, and forcibly
'

severed from the society of all those, among the cardinals i^^^.

or their servants, who were suspected of being hostile

to the interests of France* As this situation was not

deemed sufficiently secure after the Emperor had departed
from Paris on the Moscow campaign, he was at that time

removed to Fontainbleau, where he was kept a prisoner,

indeed, but in a more dignified and respectable captivity.

Though a prisoner, he had a handsome suite of apart-

ments, was comfortably entertained at table, and per-
mitted to walk in the gardens of the palace, although he

was still debarred from the society of his most esteemed

attendants, lest they should encourage him in his resis-

tance to the imperial authority. His occupations here
^

.

were of the meanest description : age and long-protracted 50. Artaud,*

confinement appear to have in a great degree weakened pac?f
,' Mem.

his mind
;
and the hands of the supreme Pontiff were ii« 37, 39.

not unfrequently engaged in the humble occupation of

darning a stocking or hemming a garment.^
In bringing the Pope so near to the French capital, and

removing so studiously all those who were suspected of

being of an independent temper, or hostile to the imperial

* The following is an instance of the treatment to which the Pope was sub-

jected. He had issued, in November and December 1810, three briefs on tlie

subject of the institution of ecclesiastics to bishoprics in tlie French empire
without the sanction of tlie Holy See. Napoleon was irritated beyond measure
at this resistance to his authority, especially from a captive, and he gave vent
to his indignation in measures of the utmost severity. Cardinals Pietro, Gab-
rielli, and Opozzoni, were immediately conveyed from Sanuir, which had been

assigned as the place of their detention, to the Castle of Vincennes ; the intrepid
Bishop of Gregorio, aud Fontaria, the chief of the Barnabites, the principal
ornaments of the Church, were immured in the same prison ; the Bishop Doria,
who had hitherto constantly been in attendance on his holiness, was sent to

Naples ; and many of his most faithful servants were made to share the captivity
of Cardinal Pacca in the Castle of Fenestrelles, amidst the snows of the Savoy
Alps. No one was permitted to visit the Pope without the authority of the

prefect of the department : he was interdicted in the most rigorous manner from
any communicatfon with his subjects in Italy, accompanied with a threat of a
public trial and deposition in the event of contumacy. The state-prisons of
France were filled with a crowd of ecclesiastics who offered resistance to the violent
encroachments of Napoleon on the jurisdiction of the Holy See ; and to such
contemptible shifts was the imperial government reduced to break the courageous
spirit of the captive pontiff, that not only were his whole papers seized, and many
carried off, one day when he was absent from home, walking in his little garden
with Berthier, the governor of his establishment ; but he received intimation
that the whole household, including himself, were to be put on the reduced
allowance of five paoli {tico shillings and twopence) a-day—a measure of severity,
however, which was only carried into execution for two weeks, as it was found
that the good Catholics of Savona supplied the deficiency of the imperial trea-

sury by themselves furnishing to the pontiff provisions in abundance.—See Ar-
taud, Hi$L de Ptgpe Pie YU. iL 289 i and Cardinal Pacca, ii. 37.
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interests, from approach to his person, Napoleon was not

actuated merely by the spirit of oppression, or jealousy of

a rival and inflexible authority. He had great views,
which were well matured, on the subject of the Holy See
—its more intimate connexion with the French govern-
ment—the influence which he might acquire over its

members, and the more extended base on which, by
such means, he might establish his own power. He
not only had no jealousy, but he cordially approved of

every institution which tended to bring the minds of

men into a state of due subjection to constituted autho-

rity ;
all he required was, that these institutions should

be placed under his own immediate influence and con-

trol.* With this view he meditated the translation of

the papal government to Paris, the extinction of its

temporal dominion, its entire dependence on the French

empire for revenue, and the consequent subjection of its

chief to his own control
; but, having effected this, he had

no wish to impair its spiritual authority ; on the con-

trary, he was rather desirous to extend it. Like the

Roman emperor, he was anxious to found his own

authority not merely on temporal power, but religious

influences
;
to adorn his brows not only with the diadem

of the conqueror, but the tiara of the pontiff"; and as the

forms of the Church prevented the actual union of both
offices in his own person, he conceived that the next best

system would be to have the Pope so situated that he

should be irrevocably subjected to his control. Napoleon

says,
" he wished to establish the spiritual authority of

the Pope in France : he neither wished to profit by
accidental circumstances, to create a patriarchship, nor

to alter the belief of his people : he respected spiritual

affairs, and wished to rule them without touching them,
or mingling in their concerns :^ he wished to make them

j)liant to his will, but by the intervention only of tem-

* " Don't be alanned, bishop," said Napoleon to tlie Risliop of Nantes ;

"
the

policy of my government is intinintely bound up with the niaiiitonance of the

qiiritua! authority of the Pope. I require that he should be more powerful than
ever: he will nevt-r have as much influence as my policy requires he siiould pos-
•eM." The hisliop was a.stonii>hcd, and seemed to doubt the isincerity of the

Emperor, but he spoke his real opinion. Ity translating the scat of the papal
government to Paris, he ex|)efted to acquire the entire direction of this formid-
able jHjwcr : and he would willingly have augmented the awful character of the
thunder of the Vatican, when he held in his own haodii the means of directing
iu bolts.—See Napolbo.n in Mvntholun, \. ICl.
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poral influences." There were persons at Rome who saw chap.

through his policy. They said,
" It is his mode of carry-

^^^^^-

ing on war : not daring to assault it in front, he has I812.

turned the Church as he turned the Alps in 1796, or

Melas in 1800."

For this end, he relied entirely on the judgment of the

Bishop of Nantes
;
whenever that learned prelate said, 54

" That attacks the Catholics and the Church," he paused His plans for

in his career. He felt assured of ultimate success, with Se head oP
the aid of time and the vast influence which he possessed,

the church.

" In 1813," says Napoleon, "but for the events in Russia,

the Pope would have been Bishop of Rome and of Paris,

and lodged at the archbishopric of the latter city ;
the

sacred college, the penitentiary, the office of propaganda,
the archives, would have been around Notre-Dame, and
in the Isle of St Louis. Rome would have been in the

ancient Lutetia. The establishment of the court of Rome
at Paris would have been fruitful in great political results

;

its influence on Spain, Italy, the Rhenish Confederacy,
and Poland, would have drawn closer the bonds of the

Great Nation
;
and that which the chief of the Church

had over the faithful in England, Ireland, Russia, Prussia, ,

Cambria, Hungary, and Bohemia, would have passed into

the hands of the Emperor of France." So impressed was
he with these ideas, and the immense addition to his

influence which the papal authority would have given

him, that he would have done every thing in his power
to extend the Romish propagandism, the foreign missions,
and to increase the power of the clergy. Already he had

'
'

established the cardinals as the chiefs of the state
; they

took precedence at the Tuileries of all the world
;
the

whole dependants of the pontifical court were to have
been magnificently endowed, so as to give them no cause

to regret their past existence. " It was with this view, as

he himself has told us, that the Emperor was unceasingly

occupied with the amelioration and embellishment of

Paris. He was so, not merely from the love of the arts,

but in consequence of his system of government. It

required that Paris should be an unique city
—above

all comparison with other capitals ;
the chefs-d'oeuvre of [n^?SJ!",

science and art, the finest museums, all that had adorned I61, 162.

and rendered illustrious former ages,^ should be there

VOL. XYI, K
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CHAP, assembled
;
that the churches, the palaces, the theatres,

T YVTV * M. I 7

•

should be beyond any elsewhere in existence. Napoleon
1812.

regretted only that he could not transport to it the church

of St Peter's at Rome. He was mortified with the bad
taste of Notre-Dame."

But the disasters of the Russian campaign cut short

these splendid projects, and awakened the Emperor to the

Commence- necessity of immediately, and at all hazards, depriving his

inferences
enemies of the powerful subject of invective which arose

\i\\h the from his contention with, and open imprisonment of, the

FontoL- head of the Church. "Within a fortnight after his arrival
*»*«*^ at Paris, he commenced the attempt by sending to congra-

tulate his holiness on the beginning of the year; Cardinal

Doria was despatched from Fontainbleau, to return the

Jan. 1, 1813. Compliment. This led to an interchange of civilities, and
the renewal of the negotiations between the two courts.

The Bishop of Nantes was intrusted with its direction on
the part of Napoleon, and the Cardinals Doria and Dug-
nani on that of the Pope. When the negotiations were

deemed sufficiently advanced to render the personal pre-
sence of the Emperor desirable, he appeared suddenly at

Jan. 19. Fontainbleau with the Empress Marie- Louise, and imme-

diately hastened to the apartments of the captive pontiff.

Appearing to forget altogether that there had been any
difference between them, he immediately embraced him,

and, without touching on matters of business, spent the

remainder of the evening in the most agreeable and varied

conversation. No man possessed the art of fascination,

when he chose to exert it, in a higher degree than Napo-
leon, or was more capable of dazzling the minds of his

hearers by the charms of a seductive and entrancing dis-

course. If these powers had acquired the mastery at Tilsit

of a young and able Czar in the plenitude of his power, it

is not surprising that they proved more than a match at

Fontainbleau for an aged Pontiff, whose intellectual facul-

197, 198. ties had been weakened by a long captivity and protracted

J^^^'^^^JJ'
misfortunes. No violence was either required or em-

ii. .315, 321.
'

ployed •}* the Pope and his attendants, charmed with this

unexpected change in their fortunes, speedily fell into the

* " Chateaubriand has alleged, in his celebrated pamphlet of •

Ruonnparte and
the Boiirbona,' that Napoleon, in a transport of rage, seized the Pope by the

Itm. S8. lo«.'ks, and niultreatcd him grievously. But the Pope, often interrogated on that

•ubjtct, bivariably atwwered that it wa« not true ; nevertheless it was easy
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snare which was so skilfully decked with flowers
; and, six chap.

days after his arrival, the Emperor had the satisfaction of ^xxiv.

seeing the signature of his holiness to a concordat, which I812.

settled the principal points in dispute between the court

of the Tuileries and the Holy See.

By this celebrated instrument it was provided, 1 . That

the Pope shall exercise his pontifical functions in France
gg

and the kingdom of Italy, in like manner as his predeces- Articles of

sors have done. 2. His ambassadors, ministers, and charges cordat.

d'affaires, shall enjoy the same immunities and privileges
as the members of the diplomatic body. 3. The domains

of his holiness, as yet unalienated, shall be exempted from

all sorts of taxes
;
those already alienated shall be replaced

till their revenue amounts to two millions of francs,

(j£80,000.) 4. In the six months which shall follow the

notification of a nomination of a bishop by the Emperor,
the Pope shall give the necessary induction to the bishop-
ric. In the event of no such induction being given by his

holiness during that period, the archbishop of the district,

whom failing, the senior bishop within its limits, shall

proceed to give the necessary induction, so that in no event

shall any bishopric be vacant more than a year. 6. The

Pope shall appoint, both in France and Italy, to certain

sees, to be afterwards fixed upon by the contracting parties.

6. The six suburban dioceses shall be restored, and put at

the disposal of his holiness. 7. The holy father, in regard
to bishoprics in the Roman states, from which the incum-
bents are absent by the force of circumstances, shall exer-

cise his right of nomination in partihus. 8. The Emperor
and Pope shall concert measures, at the proper time, for

the reduction of the bishoprics in Tuscany and the Genoese

states, as well as for those to be established in Holland
and the Hanseatic departments. 9. The offices of propa-

gandism, of the penitentiary, and the archives, shall be 1 g^^ ^^^

established in the residence of the holy father. 10. The Concordat in

Emperor awards a free pardon to the cardinals, bishops, !r«up^r562;

priests, and laity, who have incurred penalties from past ^I^-tiud ii

events.! II. His holiness consents to these conditions, from 323.

the confidence which he has in the good dispositions of his

to perceive, from the strain of the Emperor's conversations which he repeated,
that he had assumed a high tone with liim, and even went so far as to tell him
he was not adequately versed in ecclesiastical vaaXiQvs."—Memoircs de. Cardinal
Pacca, ii. 87.
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CHAP^ majesty to the numerous wants of the Church in the time
^^^^^-

in which we live.

1812. The Emperor testified, as well he might, the most extrar

ordinary satisfaction at the conclusion of this concordat,

Extraortii- which not only tacitly ceded to him the whole ecclesi-

jS^oieon at
^^^^^^ States in Italy, by stipulating nothing for their

theconciu- restitution, hut in effect decided in favour of the civil

treaty!

*^*^

powcr in France the long-disputed question as to the

ecclesiastical veto on the appointment of bishops by the

temporal authority. Next morning, decorations, presents,
and orders were profusely scattered among the chief per-
sons of the Pope's household

;
the joyful intelligence was

communicated to all the bishops ;
Te Deum was chanted

in all the churches of France
;

all the restrictions upon the

personal freedom of the Pope were removed
;
mass was

allowed to be freely celebrated in the palace of Fontain-

bleau ; a numerous body of cardinals soon after joined his

holiness from their different places of exile
;
the concordat

was solemnly published as one of the fundamental laws of

the state
;
the Emperor loaded the Pope, and all the mem-

bers of his court, with that gracious and insinuating kind-

> Thb "^^^' ^^^*^^j when it suited his purposes, he could so well

199. Arta'ud, assume ; and, in the exuberance of his satisfaction, even

PacS' il^87 ^^^ orders for the liberation of his indomitable antago-
88.

' '

nist, Cardinal Paeca, from his long and painful confinement

amidst the snows of Savoy.^
But while Napoleon was thus flattering himself that he

5g^
had surmounted all his diflliculties in this interesting par-

Rapid ticular, and that the whole weight of the Church would

the opinion of ^6 thrown iuto the scale in his favour, a great and impor-
tiie Pope and t^^t rcvulsiou was going forward in the papal cabinet.

The able members of the ecclesiastical body who returned

to Fontainbleau at once perceived that the Pope had been

overreached in the transaction
;
that the penetration of

an old man had been blinded by the specious arguments
of the Emperor, and his firmness shaken by the rigours of

a protracted confinement ;
and that at the very moment

when the fortunes of Napoleon had begun to hang doubt-

ful in the balance, he had had the address to elicit from

his august captive greater advantages than he could ever

have lioped for in the plenitude of his power. Shortly
after the concordat was signed, the Pope repented of the
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step he had taken
; and his grief was so profound, that chap.

when Cardinal Pacca arrived, he was strongly affected by
^^^^^'-

his haggard and emaciated appearance. To the expres- 1812.

sions of admiration uttered by the cardinal upon the

constancy with which he had borne his long captivity, the

frail pontiif replied
—"But we have dishonoured ourselves

at its close : these cardinals drew me to the table, and
forced me to sign it." It was long and anxiously debated

in the secret councils of the Church at Fontainbleau, what
course should be adopted in this emergency; and at length
it was determined that the Pope should solemnly retract

his signature to the concordat, in a letter to the Emperor,
and ascribe his acquiescence to the weakness of the flesh.*

Such a letter was in secret prepared by the aged pontiff,

in terms suited to the solemnity of the occasion. Without

attempting to exculpate his weakness, or palliate his March 24

fault, he confessed its enormity, and implored the Divine

forgiveness ;
and at the same time fully and unequivo-

cally retracted his consent to the concordat. No sooner

was his resolution taken, than he recovered all his 1 Paeca, u.

wonted serenity of mind and cheerfulness of manner, ArJu^ ii

though both he and the whole conclave fully expected 34, 330,' 347.

some acts of extreme violence from the ebullitions of the

Emperor's wrath.^ t

In these expectations, however, the Pope and his coun-

cillors were in a great degree disappointed. Though ^^

mortally offended, Napoleon took the more prudent course Moderateand

of dissembling his wrath. He did not deem it advisable to
ductSNapo-

push matters to extremities with the church, when he 'eon on this

was so soon to have Europe on his hands upon the Rhine.

Feigning, therefore, to disregard entirely this untimely
retractation, he acted, and not without reason on his side,

* " I extorted from the Pope," said Napoleon, "by the single force of my
private conversation, tliat famous concordat of Fontainbleau, by which he
renounced the temporal power of the Papacy. He had no sooner signed it than
he repented of what he had done. On the day following, he was to have dined
in public with me, but he feigned sickness, and did not appear. Immediately
after I quitted him, he fell into the hands of his old councillors, who made him
retract all he had done. If we had been left alone, I would have made him do
whatever I pleased. He was truly a lamb ; a real good man, whom I esteemed
and loved, and who regarded me, I am well assured, in some degree, with simi-
lar sentiments."—Las Cases, v. 334, 335.

t "As we have done wrong," said the Pope, in this touching manifesto," we will imitate our illustrious predecessor Pascal II. in 1117 : we confess we
have done wrong, and, with the aid of the Lord, we desire that it should be
altogether annulled, in order that no damage may thence arise to the church, or

injury to our own soul. The concession made in one of these articles ia unjusti-
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CHAP, as if the matter were irrevocably concluded. On the very
^^^^^'

day after he had received the Pope's letter, he published
1812. the concordat as a law obligatory on all archbishops,

bishops, and chapters ; cognisance of all cases known by
the name of "

appeals on abuses," hitherto confined to the

ecclesiastical tribunals, as well as of all delinquencies

arising from infractions of the concordat, was committed

to the ordinary courts of the empire: and the "great

judge" was directed to draw up a form of process for such

questions. At the same time, an entire amnesty was

published to all individuals of the departments of Rome
and Trasymene, who had incurred civil penalties by
refusing to take the oath of allegiance to the Emperor,

provided they did so within thirty-five days ;
and the

latter promoted to the rank of senators the Cardinal

Bayonne, and Bourlier, bishop of Evreux, who had been

mainly instrumental in bringing about the concordat.

The only act of severity on Napoleon's part, which fol-

lowed the Pope's change of measures, was the removal

from Fontainbleau of Cardinal Pietro, who was seized

early in April, and conducted to Auxonne, where he

remained in detention till the fall of Napoleon. At first,

the Emperor was inclined to measures of rigour when he

heard of the retractation, and he said in the council of state

held on the subject at Paris,
" If I do not cut ofi* the heads

of some of those priests at Fontainbleau, I shall never

settle the affair." Councillors were not wanting who
1 Artaud, iL urged him, like Henry VIII., to break altogether with the

Piwcafu. See of Rome, and declare himself the head of the Church :

TWb.^LL*200 ^^*' ^^ reflection, his better judgment prevailed, and he

201. 'replied, in homely but expressive words, "No: that

would be to break our own windows."^

fiable in the sight of God and man. Wliat regulation can be admitted which

infringes so deeply on the original constitution of the church of Jesus Christ,
who established the primacy of Ht Peter and his successors, as that which sub-

jects our power to that of a metropolitan, and permits him to give induction to

bishops named, whom the supreme iwntiff, in iiis wisdom, has deemed unworthy
of induction ; rendering thus judge of the head of the church an inferior func-

tionary, beneatli him in the hierarchv, and himself subjected to his authority."—PiU8 VII . to Napolron, 24tA Afar'ch, 1818 ; Artaud, ii. 342.—The reflecting

reader, aware how exactly identical are tlie effects of similar passions and inter-

ests upon mind, in all ages and circumstances of the world, will compare this

violent collision of tiie civil government in France with the papal power, during
the reign of Napoleon, with the imnilld contest between Th«mas-d-Becket and

Henry II. in the early days of Kiigli.th history ; and the conflict of the rights of

C
Irons with the democratic pretensions of tlie church, and a portion of the

ty hi Scotland, iu 1840.
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It was from no apprehension of any revulsion in chap.

France itself against such a final rupture with the ^xxiv.

Church, that Napoleon, on this important occasion, was

so guarded and lenient in his measures towards the eccle-

siastics at Fontainbleau ;
it was by a well-founded dread fortws^mode-

of the effect it would produce in foreign nations, especially
^^^on.

Spain, Italy, and the southern states of Germany, that

his conduct was influenced. In France, religious impres-
sions of all sorts had been so completely obliterated by
the cessation of public worship and instruction during
the Revolution, and the growing up of a generation igno-
rant of the very elements of belief, that the dispute with

the Pope excited very little attention, and the authority
of the church of Rome might with ease have been thrown
off at that period. Except in a few old women and

devout ecclesiastics, indifference in regard to religion was

general among all classes, at least in the urban and
influential population. The churches, little frequented

by any, were seldom entered except by women ; labour,

buying and selling, went on on Sundays and fast-days as

on other days : the sacraments of the church, even at the

entrance or the close of life, were rarely sought after.

Fatal effects of a revolution ! To extinguish the only
durable bond which can hold men together, by voluntary

union, during the agitations of an ancient and corrupted

society ;
to destroy the basis of self-government, by

weakening the strength of the moral restraints which
can alone supply the place of those of force

;
and render

U^'^xhib.'

liberty impossible, by leaving in the ruling classes in the ix. 201, 202.

state no power which can repress the sallies of wicked-

ness, except that of the sword.^

But other cares than these disputes with the Church
now occupied the Emperor, and preparations were neces-

gi^

sary for a graver contest than that with a captive pontiff Napoleon's

and his enthralled cardinals. Russia was approaching ; ?Siative

Prussia was preparing to shake off the yoke ; the fermen- ^°^^'

tation in Germany presaged an awful contest on the

Rhine. Napoleon prepared to meet it with a gravity,

resolution, and candour, which are worthy of the highest
admiration. The legislative body met early in February,
and the speech of the Emperor made no attempt to dis-

guise the losses of the Moscow campaign, or the immi-
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CHAP.
LXXIV.

1813.

Feb. 14.

nence of the present dangers.
" Success the most brilliant,"

said he,
" in the first instance, attended our arms

;
but the

excessive rigours and premature approach of winter

brought frightful calamities on the army. In a few

nights I beheld every thing changed. I have experienced

great losses
; they would have broken my heart, if in

such circumstances I could have been alive to any other

considerations but the interest, the glory, and the future

destiny of my people. The agents of Great Britain spread

among all our neighbours the spirit of revolt against their

sovereigns ; England would wish the entire Continent to

become a prey to the horrors of civil war, but Providence

has determined that she shall be the first victim of the

passions she would spread among others. The joy of our

enemies, and above all, of England, has reached its

height : but misfortunes have proved the strength of the

empire : the energy of my people has brought them back
to a more just appreciation of things. My differences

with the Pope have been happily terminated by a con-

cordat : the French dynasty reigns, and shall reign in

Spain. I desire peace—it is necessary. On four different

1 Moniteur, occasions, since the rupture of the peace of Amiens, I

isn ^*Thb
^^^^ solemnly made offer of it to my enemies

;
but I

ix. 204, 205.

'

will never conclude a treaty save on terms honourable and
suitable to the grandeur and interests of my empire."^

This ingenuous and intrepid address was accompanied

by such a detail of the statistical and financial situation

of the empire, as almost justified the confident tone of the

Emperor, notwithstanding the disasters of the Russian
vhich it was retreat. According to the expose published by M. Monta-

livet, minister of the interior, the population of that part
of the empire which embraced the territory of Old

France, wus twenty-eight million seven hundred thou-

sand souls: an amount not materially difi'orent from
what it was at the commencement of the Revolution ;*
a remarkable result, when the vast consumption of

human life which had since taken place, from the inter-

nal bloodshed and external wars of the Revolution, is

taken into consideration. It scarcely, however, war-

62.

Important
statistical

details with

< It wa« then estimated at twenty-flve millions ; but no correct enumeration nf
the inhabitants had l)oen made, and there was reason to believe that this sup-
position was considerably below tlie real tumibers of Uie people.
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ranted the assertion of Montalivet, singularly ill-timed chap.

amidst the universal mourning produced by the Moscow ^^"^^^^

retreat, that "the conscription itself, which every year
1813.

made the elite of the youth rally round the standards of

the empire, had contributed to the increase of the popu-

lation, by multiplying the number of marriages, and

favouring them, because it fixed for ever the lot of the

young Frenchman who had obeyed the law on this sub-

ject." It had fixed their lot, it was universally observed ;

for it had consigned them to their graves. In other

respects, however, the report exhibited a more gratifying

and less questionable picture of the growing wealth and

increased productions of the empire : and the details are

curious and interesting, as presenting a singular example
of the extent to which a great expenditure by govern-

ment, accompanied by a strong internal administration, a 205, W.^'

tolerable protection to property, and the stoppage of
J^J^'fg"'"'

external competition, can increase the industry of a I8I8.

country, even in the midst of the most unbounded system
of foreign hostility.^"^

In one particular, the report of the minister of the

interior contained authentic details, on a subject in which
gg

the government of Napoleon is worthy of universal imita- Surprising

tion. It appeared, that during the twelve years which had the^s"'ms

elapsed since he ascended the consular throne, the sums ex- expended by
i

1 1 T 1 /. Isapoleon on

pended on public improvements, such as roads, bridges, for- public im-

tifications, harbours, public edifices, (kc, amounted to the P^o^'^^^^^^s-

enormous sum of a thousand millions of francs, or

£40,000,000, of which seven hundred millions, or

£28,000,000, was the proportion belonging to Old France.

When it is recollected that an expenditure so vast, on

objects so truly imperial, amounting to nearly £3,500,000

a-year, took place during a period of extraordinary war-

like exertion, and almost unbroken maritime and terri-

torial hostility ;
it must be confessed, that it demonstrates

an elevation of mind, and grandeur of conception, on the

part of Napoleon, which, as much as his wonderful mili-

tary achievements, mark him as one of the most marvel-

lous of mankind. It would be deserving of unqualified

admiration, were it not deeply sullied by the recollection,

that sums so vast could be drawn from the imperial
* See Appendix, A, Chap. Ixxiv.
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CHAP.
LXXIV.

1813.

1 See reports
in Pain's

Camp, de

1813, i. 80,

81; and
Croldsmitb,
Recueil, vL
77; and
Moniteur,
Feb. 15,
1813.

64.

Cost of the

public
edifices at
Paris.

treasury only because nearly half the expenses of govern-
ment were laid on the conquered or allied states

;
that it

was the maintenance of three hundred thousand French

veterans in Spain at the expense of the wretched people
of the Peninsula, and of two hundred thousand in Germany
at the cost of the impoverished inhabitants of Prussia^

which alone enabled the Emperor to direct so consider-

able a portion of his revenue to the internal improvement
of his dominions ;

and that France was embellished by
works of utility and magnificence, and Paris adorned

with the splendour of decoration, because wo unheard-of

desolated the Peninsula, and oppression unbearable had

roused an unconquerable spirit of revenge in the German

provinces.^
*

In another particular, unconnected with military or

political events, but deeply interesting to the lovers of the

fine arts, this report contains details of the utmost value.

The cost of all the public edifices in Paris, as well as of the

great roads over the Alps, and the nobleharbours constructed

by Napoleon at Antwerp, Cherbourg, and other places, is

given so far as actually expended, with the estimates of

the total cost to bring them to completion. To the travel-

ler who recollects the unbounded admiration which these

public works and edifices have awakened in his mind, it is

an object of interest to ascertain the cost which they have

severally occasioned
;
and he will find with surprise that

they have in great part been reared at an expense not

exceeding that of edifices of little or no excellence in his

own country ;
even although the charges of building are

not materially different in the two countries. So true it

is, that the most essential elements in architectural

beauty—^genius and taste in the architect—^are beyond the

• The expenditure from 1800 to 1812 was thus classified in the report of M.
Montalivet :-'
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power of mere wealth to command ;
that it is not money chap.

to construct beautiful buildings, but the mind to conceive i^xxiv.

them, which is generally wanting ; and that it is to the 1813.

pure taste and noble conceptions of the artists of southern

Europe, rather than any greater excellence in the

materials at their command, or the larger amount of *

w^ealth of which they have the disposal, that the

remarkable superiority of their works to those of this

country is to be ascribed.*

The financial and military resources which this memor-
able report unfolded as being still at the disposal of the

gg

French government, were immense, and strongly indicated Finances of

the magnitude of the colossus which combined Europe empirrauhu
had still to combat, even after the Russian armament had Period,

been swept away. The estimated revenue of 1812 of

the whole French empire was 1,030,000,000 francs, or

£41,200,000 ;
and the sum actually realised, 992,000,000

francs, or £39,680,000. The expenditure, so far as drawn
from the French treasury, had been 980,000,000 francs,

or £39,200,000 ; but, as already more than once observed,
no opinion can be formed of the real cost of Napoleon's

government at this period, or for six years before, as at

least half of the French army was laid as a burden for all

its expenses, including food, clothing, pay, and lodging,
on the countries in the Peninsula, Germany, or Italy,
which it occupied. For this reason, a very large sum,

probably nearly a half of this ample revenue, must be
i^^P^r*

^y

added to it as drawn from the contributions on the allied Feb. 25,

'

or conquered states. Of the enormous and almost incred-
J^V^^ ^^^^'

ible amount of these contributions, ample details have i44, 145.

already been given, and more will occur to be detailed

in the course of this work.^ t
With respect to the military and naval resources of

Napoleon's dominions, the report contained information g^
that could more implicitly be relied on. The population Military
/..Tx;,, .

"^ _. -iw-ki strength of
Qi tne 1 rench empire, augmented as it now was by Bel- the empire.

gium, Holland, the Hanse Towns, and the Roman states,
amounted to forty-two millions, of which twenty-eight
millions seven hundred thousand belonged to Old France.
Nor were the military and naval resources of the empire

* See Appendix, B, Chap. Ixxiv. f See Appendix, C, Chap. Ixxiv.
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CHAP, on a scale inferior to the numerical amount of its inhabi-

.'
tants

;
on the contrary, they greatly exceeded them,

1813. The horses it contained were three millions and a half,

consuming as much food as thirty millions of people.
The army numbered in all eight hundred thousand

infantry, a hundred thousand cavalry, and a hundred

thousand artillerymen and engineers ;
in all, a million of

men in arms :
* a force, if the quality as well as number

of the combatants, and their admirable state of equip-

ment, are taken into consideration, unparalleled in any
former age or country in the world. But it was alto-

gether disproportioned to the resources, vast as they were,
of the state : it was more than double of that which

Rome, at its highest point of elevation, maintained out

of three times the number of inhabitants, and larger than

China supports with a territory ten times, and a popu-

lation, according to the lowest estimate, four times, as

large as those of the French empire. In a word, it

implied the permanent absorption of one in forty
of the whole population in the profession of arms

;

whereas it has never been found by experience that an

empire, how powerful soever, can for any length of time

floiirish with more than one in a hundred engaged in

such pursuits.t

Notwithstanding the great losses which the French
marine had sustained since the commencement of the Revo-

And oi ite lutionary war, it had again, by the indefatigable exertions

"*^'y- of Napoleon, been raised to a most formidable state
;
such

a state, indeed, as clearly indicated the perseverance of

the Emperor in his grand design of ultimately combating

* This force was thus distrihuted :—
20regimento of the Guard, . . . 60,000 men.

152 of infantry, . . . 640,000 —
37 of light infantry, . . . 84,000 —
15 of artillery, . . . 68.000 —
30 battalions of waggon train and heavy artillery, 32,000 —
80 regiments of cavalry, . . 100,000 —
15 foreign battalions, .... 12,000 —

Total, . 996,000
—Fain, i. 9a

t Rome, in the time of Augustus, with a population of 120,000,000, had an
army of 450,0(K) ; Russia at present, with 60,000,000, has 710,000 in arms:
China, with .'k)7,000,(KK), a nominal force of 914,000 ; but more Uian half of this

irnmense body are mere militia, like the PruHsian landushr, who are only occa-

hionally embitdied, and are not |)ermanently withdrawn from the labours of

agriculture.—See Gibbon's Rojm, ch. L; Ralbi's Giographie UniverscUe, 637
and 822.
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England hand to hand on her own element, and termi- chap.

nating the war, in his own words, by a battle of Actium. t^xxiv .

From fifteen to twenty ships of the line had for several isia

years past been launched annually at the different dock-

yards of Antwerp, Brest, Cherbourg, Toulon, Flushing,

Genoa, and Venice
;
and the naval force of the empire

had by this means been increased to one hundred and
four ships of the line and fifty frigates. As the commer-
cial navy of France was entirely ruined, this large fleet

was manned by means of the maritime conscription,

which, levied in the principal marine departments of the

empire, furnished annually twenty thousand recruits

for the sea service. They were sedulously trained to their

duties in the roadsteads and harbours of the principal sea-
(jue^re'^e

ports, by which means nearly a hundred thousand sailors I8i3, i. 95.

were constantly maintained in the service of the state.^

Though it was, doubtless, but a slight apprenticeship to

the duties of seamanship which could thus be learned, gg

yet the perseverance of the Emperor in this great design Dangers with

of gradually raising up his navy to a level with that of tiireatened

England, and avoiding all encounters till this was done, [^i®jj^**^^
marks the decision and energy of his character, and indi-

cates the serious nature of the ultimate struggle which
awaited the British empire, if the prosecution of this

project had not been interrupted by the disasters which
occasioned his fall. And though England, with a fleet of ^ Raibi's

two hundred and forty sail of the line, and eight hundred esa^Jamls'a

frigates and smaller vessels which at that period bore the
J^J^^v^J'^i

royal flag,^ might well disregard even these considerable App. No. 4.'

efforts, yet experience has proved that, with a popular

constitution, no permanent reliance can be placed on the

dominant multitude possessing foresight and self-denial

sufficient to keep up a naval force adequate to the exigen-
cies of so vast an empire. And it will, probably, not be
deemed by future ages the least remarkable facts of the

fifty eventful years which followed the French Revolution,
or the least characteristic of the influence of government
on the national fortunes, that while the navy of France,

through the multiplied and unceasing disasters of the

war, was increased by the vigour of the executive from

eighty-two ships of the line at its commencement,* to

* Ante, Chap. ii. § 8.
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CHAP, one hundred and four at its termination ; and while that
Lxxiv. Qf England rose, amidst her gigantic expenditure, during

1813. the same period, from one hundred and fifty-four at the

first epoch, to two hundred and forty-four at the last, it

sank during the twenty-five years of unbroken peace and

Nav^His- unparalleled commercial prosperity which followed the

**^7' ?• i^i ' termination of hostilities, to ninetu ships of the line, or
and VI. 511. .,, , i .-,]>• r i ii
Barrow's little more than a third of its former number, though the

Anson, App.
^mount of the British trade, and the necessities of the

424
'

British colonial empire, had, during the same period, more
than doubled.^*

But while the physical resources of France were thus

gg immense, and while such was the energy with which they
Remarkable were wielded by its chief, there was one appalling source

^\TO^ of the of weakness, hitherto little attended to, lurking in its

SthS'^^riod ^<^s^°^> of which the efiects now fell with decisive force

upon the wasted realm. Notwithstanding the prodigious

consumption of men which had taken place during the

wars of the Revolution, it had not hitherto been found, that

the conscription was less productive in filling the ranks

than it had formerly been
;
and the French government,

not aware of the reason of this remarkable circumstance,
flattered themselves that the powers of population in the

empire were literally inexhaustible. But about this time,

a new and alarming deficiency was observed in the

produce of the Emperor's levies; and for the first time

since the commencement of the war, the number of

young men whom the conscription could rally round the

imperial standards, proved not a half of that on which
the minister of war, on apparently authentic data, had

»Sav. viL calculated, and which the experience of former years
237,239. justified him in expecting.^ This evil went on increasing

to such a degree, that before the war terminated, the

levies ordered by the senate were little more than nomi-

nal, and it became apparent that the powers of life in the

class from which the conscription was drawn, had been

exhausted.

The reason, though not apparent at first sight, when
once stated is quite satisfactory. By Napoleon's uniform

system, the conscription of each year w;is taken from the

uuile population who in the course of it attained a certain

* AnU, Chap. IxiL $ 73.
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age, which varied from twenty-one in his earlier years to chap.

eighteen in his last. As long, therefore, as the levy fell
^xxiv.

on the class who were born before the war commenced, a 1813.

fresh and undiminished harvest was yearly offered to the 7o.

scythe of the conscription. But in 1811 and 1812, the thisdrcum-

young men who were conceived in 1793 became for the stance,

first time liable to be drawn, and then the effect of the

immense conscription of twelve hundred thousand men
in that year, and the vast consumption of life occasioned

by its bloody campaign, was rendered apparent. The

conscription suddenly became unproductive to an alarming

degree ;
the destruction of the former generations told at

once, with fearful force, upon the numbers of the present ;

for the levy had reached those youths who were begotten
in the year when the first dreadful chasm in the popu-
lation had taken place. The military strength of the

empire was nearly exhausted; but the effect of this was
not rendered conspicuous, as superficial observers would
have supposed, in the absence of men for the cultivation

of the fields, for they were still found in sufficient num-
bers in the elder part of the male population born before

1793. It appeared in the experienced necessity of bringing
the conscription down to persons of younger years and
inferior stature, wholly unable to bear the fatigues of a

campaign. Hence the practice, so usual in the latter

years of the empire, of levying the conscription, not on
those who arrived at the age of liability in the year when
it was ordered, but who would arrive at it in two or three

years after ; that is, of anticipating the human supplies of

future years, and assembling round the standards boys of

seventeen or eighteen years of age, who, before six weeks
were over, for the most part whitened the fields with
their bones, or encumbered the hospitals with their dis-

eases. Unnoticed by ordinary observers, this circumstance

had a material, and, in the end, a decisive effect upon the

fortunes of the war
; and it affords an interesting example

of the way in which vaulting ambition overleaps itself,

and of the impassable barrier opposed by nature to its
^ g^^ ^^

further progress, if it should survive the generation in 246, 2*47.

which it arose, and dip into the future races of mankind.^
In another particular the effect of the continued drain

of the conscription on the French population, was evinced
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CHAP, in a matter equally curious and decisive. As the wars of
Lxxiv.

^jjg Revolution advanced, and the conscription reached

I8ia the children of the generation of whom the most robust

.71. and vigorous had perished in the earlier campaigns, not

in th'eage" Only did it becomc necessary to fix the levy on young
and standard

^jjgjj ^f more tender years, but to lower the standard of
oi rieignt as ^ >

the Revoiu- height at which those drawn would be admitted into the

S?Sdf" ranks. In 1804 the levy was from those who had attained

the age of from twenty years and three months, to

twenty-one and three months
;
but in 1810 it was found

no longer possible to restrict the levy to those who had

attained this comparatively advanced age ;
and it was

enforced against those who were from eighteen to nine-

teen. The same age continued to 1813 and 1814, when
it was practically brought closer to seventeen than

eighteen, by the conscription being levied on those who
attained the legal age in the succeeding year.* Nor was

this all : the same necessity compelled the government to

lower the standard of height for admission into the army ;

and so low did it latterly descend, that in 1810 it was

reduced to five feet two, and in 1813 it had sunk to little

more than five feet one inch.t The evil thus existing
was not confined to a single generation ;

it trenched deep

upon the hopes and the strength of the next. The chil-

• The way in which tliis was done, was by authorising a conscription of those

who should attain the legal age in the succeeding years to that in which the levy
took place. Thus, the conscription of 1813 was allocated as follows :—

1. 350,000 men drawn from the conscription of 1812 and 1813, and from
1810 to 18ia

2. 180,000 men drawn from the conscription of 1814.

8. 120,000 from that of 1814.

160,000 from tliat of 1815.

4. 300,000 from that of 1811 to 1815.

—See Senatus Consultum, 11th January 1813, 3d April 1813, 10th October

1813, and 15th November 1813. MoniUuraud Goldsmith's Reateil, vj. 19-

24, 271, 517, and 546.

t The following table indicates the progressive lowering of the standard of

height for the French army during the continuance and from the effects of the
wars of the Revolution :

—
Minimum beiftht of ConacripU.
Metres Feet. Inch. Knglish.

From 1799 to 1803 . . . 1.598 or 5 3
In 1804 .... 1.544 or 5 Of

1818 .... 1.570 or 5 1*
1830 .... 1.540 or 5 0}
1832 .... 1.660 or 5 IJ

Prom 1809 to 1814 the standard was merely nominal, as the conscripts, if not

labouring under some other defect, were admitted into the ranks, how diminu-
tive soever their stature might be, and often when under five feet In height—
D'Anosvillk, SUUistiqtu de la Population FranfaUe, p. 72.
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dren of the diminutive parents who survived the bloody chap.

wars of Napoleon, inherited the weakness of those from
^^^^^ -

whom they sprang ;
and the appalling fact, that from I812.

1825 to 1833, nearly one-half of the persons drawn or r^^^^^^^^
recruited for the army, were rejected from smallness o/stat.deia

stature or physical defects, though the standard was only Fmn^aise?

live feet two inches, demonstrates how fearfully the
KigSiiie*

dreadful wars from 1805 to 1813, when they were born, 74, 79.

had operated on the vigour and population of the French

empire.^*
The extraordinary losses of the campaign of 1812, great

as they had been, were materially aggravated by an 79

accidental circumstance. A severe frost set in over all
^""^jj*}^®^^^.

Europe on the 29th December 1812, and continued, in military

^ *

without intermission, till the first week in March. In
prislaT

the north of Germany the cold was peculiarly intense :

all the canals and navigable rivers of Prussia were

frozen
;
and the whole reserve stores and artillery of

the French army, with the exception of the small

portion which the retreating columns could drag with

their wearied array, were locked up in boats by the ice.

The cavalry and artillery horses were almost destroyed ;

the wreck of the Grand Army could hardly muster

thirty thousand bayonets. Meanwhile the Russian

* The average height of the conscripts in the years 1804 and 1810, in the

following six departments of France, stood as follows :—

Hautes Alps,
Cantal,

Creuse,
Ille et Vilaine,

Landes,
Vieme,

Tt may truly be said that this table speaks volumes as to the cruel effect of

the wars of Napoleon on the physical well-being of mankind. And the learned
author from whom these extracts are made, correctly ascribes to the same cause
the continued lowering of the standard in the next generation.

" Les calculs de
mon troisieme tableau prouvent que pour avoir 1000 reserves pendant la periode
de 1825 k 1833, on a du prononcer, dans toute la France, 926 exemptions pour
causes physiques de toute nature. Ce resultat serait alarmant, si Ton ne savait

que les jeunes gens des classes qui ont servi de base k nos calculs etaient n^s de
1805 k 1813, ^poque oil les grandes guerres de I'empire entrainaient la popula-
tion valide hors du territoire. La longue paix enfant^e par les malheureux
^venemens de 1815, et le bien-etre progressif du peuple qui en est resulte, nous

promettent pour I'avenir des r^sultats plus satisfaisans."—D'Angeville, p. 84.

I am indebted for these interesting details regarding the effect of the wars of Napo-
leon on the physical resources of the French population, and the stature of the
race in that country, to the kindness of a distinguished friend, a well-known
member of the EngUsh bar—H. Merivale, Esq. of the Inner Temple.

VOL. XVI. L

Averase height.
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CHAP, troops were rapidly advancing ;
the dispositions of

^^^^^- Prussia were more than doubtful
; and it was easy to

1812. foresee, from the intense national spirit which burned

beyond the Rhine, that the defection of the court of
Berlin would be followed by an immediate crusade from
the whole warlike and robust population of the north
of Germany. In these circumstances, an extraordinary
effort <was necessary to provide resources against the

danger; and nothing but the utmost vigour in the

Emperor, and patriotic spirit in the French people,
could furnish the means of preserving the national

independence. The receipts of the year 1811 had fallen

twenty-seven million francs, (£1,080,000,) those of 1812,

thirty-seven million francs, (£1,480,000,) short of their

estimated amount. The imposts, both direct and indirect,
had reached their maximum

;
the experience of the two

last years having proved that an increase of taxation

produced no corresponding augmentation in the receipts
of the exchequer. The extinction of commercial wealth

^
,

had rendered the raising supplies by loan impossible.

207, 20*8.

"

It was with a sinking revenue, therefore, a taxation

2*"'sav^vi.
"^^^^^ ^^^d reached its limits, an exhausted military

4o', 41. population, and a ruined credit, that France had to make
head against the hostility of combined Europe.^
The energy with which the French people repaired

these terrible disasters, and the fortitude with which the

73^ Emperor bore up against them, are worthy of the highest
Napoleon's admiration. His first care was to restore the cavalry and
measures to artillery horses

;
a sufficient number of pieces of cannon

re^
these existed in the arsenals

;
and as the French empire con-

tained three million five hundred thousand horses, it was
not found a difficult matter, by offering high prices, to

put on an effective footing these essential branches of the

public service. Still the want of skill in the riders

rendered them but ill qualified to contend with the

Apro 3, I8ia numerous and veteran cavalry of the Allies. To repair
the chasms occasioned in the ranki>> and make head

against the hourly increasing force of the enemy in the

north of Germany, a hundred and eighty thousand men,
2 Ante c.

^^ addition to the great levy of three hundred and fifty
ixxiv. ( 6L thousand already ordered,^ were placed at the disposal of

the minister of war, viz. eighty thousand of the first ban
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of the National Guards, who had already been embodied, chap.

disciplined, clothed, and put on permanent duty in the
^^^^^

frontier fortresses, during the Russian war
; ninety thou- 1813.

sand conscripts, drawn from those liable to serve in 1814,
and ten thousand guards of honour. Now were seen the

good effects of the sagacious foresight which had prompted
Napoleon, at the commencement of the campaign of 1812,
to call into active service so large a portion of the first

ban of the National Guard, drawn from the classes liable

to the conscription from 1807 to 1812. Nearly a hundred
thousand men of mature years and confirmed strength,

ready disciplined and equipped, were in arms, in the

fortresses on the Rhine, to recruit the army in Germany ;

and to their exertions the victories of Lutzen and Bautzen
are mainly to be ascribed. Very different were the young .

conscripts, drawn from those liable to serve in 1814, who
constituted the remainder of the infantry force added to

the standards. Called into active service a year before

they had arrived at the legal age, and torn from their

parental homes before they had acquired either the

steadiness or the strength of manhood, they were wholly
unable to withstand the iron veterans who had, in the

Russian bands, survived the campaign of 1812. Great co^suuSL,
numbers of them disappeared from the ranks, or sank Apriis.isii

into the hospitals, before they reached the Elbe
;
and in April i!''

the confusion and disorganisation which pervaded the oddsmith*

army before it even saw the enemy, was to be found too vi. 273.

sure an indication that the empire had reached the limits

of its physical strength, and approached its fall.^

To give consistency to this brave but motley array of

young troops, the Emperor drew from Spain the four
^^

remaining regiments of the Imperial Guard which were Levy of the

still there, a legion of veteran gendarmerie, and a con- dSneur,
siderable body of Polish light horse. In addition to this,

^"^ maritime

the skeletons of a hundred and fifty battalions, consisting
^^^^^^

of the most trusty and experienced officers and non-com-
missioned officers, were despatched from the Peninsular

legions to the Rhine. Without materially weakening
the forces in Spain, they proved of inestimable impor-
tance in conferring efficiency upon the new levies. In
addition to this, two extraordinary measures were adopted
to repair the wide chasms in the artillery and cavalry
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CHAP, forces. By the first, forty thousand sailors or naval
Lxxiv.

gunners were drafted from the marine service, and trans-

1813. ferred to the artillery of the land forces
; while their

place was supplied by the young seamen whom the

maritime conscription rigorously levied from the inhabi-

tants in the neighbourhood of the seaports. By the

second, a corps of ten thousand horsemen was raised on an

entirely new plan, from the flower of the population of

the empire. Both officers and privates, who were alike

drawn from the higher classes of the people, were to be

equipped, dressed, and mounted, at their own expense.
In return for such sacrifices, they obtained the pay of

the chasseurs of the Guard, and after twelve months'

service the privates rose to the rank of sub-lieutenant
; and

when the campaign was concluded, such of their number as

were most distinguished were to be formed into companies
of the body-guards ;

a corps in an especial manner intrusted

with the personal attendance on the Emperor. In this

way Napoleon succeeded in obtaining, at little expense,
and by the prospect rather of future distinction than

present advantage, a body of ten thousand horse, raised

exclusively from the more opulent classes of his subjects.

In this measure he had, however, a secret object of still

greater importance in view, which was efiectually attained.

These young men were so many hostages for the fidelity

of their parents and relations, occupying for the most

part important situations in the country, upon whose
adherence to his dynasty he could not securely rely in

the crisis which was approaching. They behaved, when

brought into the field, with the usual gallantry of the

French character
;
but the youths, for the most part

inexperienced, and riding on horses as raw as themselves,

were little qualified for the rude encounter of the Musco-

iSenat.con8.vite or Cossack horsemen. The fatigues of the campaign

Moniteur?^^' speedily proved fatal to their unformed constitutions;
Thib. ix.237,and before the Allied standards approached the Rhine,

41,42.' F-akii more than three-fourths of this noble force had sunk
i. 35, 37. under the sword of the enemy, or the contagion of the

hospitals.^

In addition to these extraordinary measures, the

greatest efforts were made to bring forward the con-

scripts, and enlist voluntary recruits ; every man capable
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of bearing arms was forwarded from the depots in the chap.

interior to the respective regiments ;
a large body of ^^^^^ -

marines were formed into a division of infantry; and 1812.

the second ban of the National Guards, called into per-
7.5.

manent duty in all the frontier provinces, replaced their collected by

comrades of the first ban, who had now taken their place S.'^^^^^^*"

^"^

as regular soldiers in the ranks of the Grand Army. Two paign.

thousand of the gendarmerie in the interior were dis-

tributed among several new regiments of cavalry, which

were formed from the sons of the postmasters and the

forest guards throughout France, and a reinforcement of

seven thousand horse was thus obtained for the army. The
same measures were pursued with extraordinary activity

in the kingdom of Italy, under the able direction of

Eugene Beauharnais ;
and Piedmont rivalled France in

the zeal with which it fulfilled or anticipated all the

demands of the Emperor. The princes of the Rhenish

Confederacy at the same time received the most pressing
orders to complete and forward to the general point of

rendezvous, in the north of Germany, their respective

contingents. Such was the vigour of the Emperor, and the

zeal with which he was seconded in every part of his vast
, j^^^ .^

dominions, that by the middle of April, not only were the 256, 258.

preparations on all sides in a great state of forwardness, Sj'Thibl'ix

but six hundred pieces of cannon, two thousand caissons, 238' 239.

and above two hundred thousand men, were converging 38.
'

from the Rhine and the Alps to the banks of the Elbe.^

These prodigious exertions, however, entailed a vast

expense upon the already exhausted French treasury, ^q

and seemed to render the resource of loans indispensable.
Seizure of the

in a country where commercial credit was extinguished, the wmf-

and the powers of capital unknown. On the most mode-
^"5"^^ fr^jj*-'®

rate calculation, two hundred and thirty-two million sury.

francs (£9,280,000) required to be raised without delay ;

and neither by increase of taxation, nor any other method,
did it seem practicable to provide for a third of the sum.

To meet the exigencies of his situation. Napoleon fell

upon an expedient which, though it savoured much in

appearance of revolutionary spoliation, was yet essentially

distinguished from the measures of the Constituent As-

sembly and Convention, by the compensation which it

provided for the parties whose property was seized.
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Lxxiv *^"^*'^>^"? *^i^ proposal by the necessities of the public
_: : situation, the minister of finance, Count Mole, proposed

F bTisi^
*^^* ^ public law should authorise the sale of all the heri-

table property belonging to the municipalities, public
hospitals, and communes

; the treasury receiving the

price, and the incorporated bodies interested being
inscribed, for the amount of the price received, as cre-

ditors in the books of the public funds. Landed property
was to be exposed at the rate of twenty, houses of fifteen

years' purchase. So considerable was the corporate pro-

perty still existing in the empire, that it was calculated

its sale would produce the large sum of three hundred
and seventy million francs, or nearly fifteen million pounds
sterling. To encourage intending purchasers, one-sixth of
the price only was to be paid down at the purchase, an-
other sixth in three months, and the remaining two-thirds
at remote periods. The orator, in making this proposal,

compared Napoleon to Charlemagne,
"
ordering the sale

of the useless herbs in his gardens, when his hand was

distributing to his people the spoil of conquered nations."

But, lest any unpleasant inquiries should be instituted

by a refractory legislature into the produce of these sales,

or the distribution of these spoils, it was announced that

"the deputies of all the provinces of the empire should
come to the capital to receive, every three years, the ac-

counts of the public revenues;" indicating thus, in no

equivocal manner, that the legislative functions of the

Chamber of Deputies were to cease, and that they were
to be assembled only at the interval of years to give a
formal sanction to the public expenditure. Moli con-

» Mold's eluded, after a review of the flattering condition of the

stTsia.*^***" empire, with these words :
—" If a man of the age of the

**^niteur, Medicis, or of Louis XIV., were to revisit the earth, and
and Gold- ,,.,/. , , , .
smith, vi. at the Sight of SO many marvels, ask how many ages of

TTiVb.^fx. 209 peace and glorious reigns had been required to produce
210. them, he would be answered, twelve years of war and a

single man." 1

Count Mol6's speech contained some details regarding
the progress of the great work of forming a cadastre, or

general valuation of the lands of the empire, to regulate
the public assessments which Napoleon had so much and
80 justly at heart. It was begun in 1808 ; but such was
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the immensity of labour with which the work was at- chap.

tended, that in 1813 little more than a fifth of the terri-
^^^^^-

tory of the empire was completed. The progress ah-eady
1813.

made, however, showed clearly the importance of the
^^^ JJ^-^ ^^

undertaking, the weight of the French direct taxes, and the cadastre,

the frightful inequalities which, from its want, existed in

the collection of the revenue. "Out of forty-seven thou-

sand communes," says the report, "ten thousand have

been measured ;
and of these ten thousand, six thousand

valued. The cadastre has already proved, that the land- moiS°

tax does not exceed an eighth part of the net revenue of the
Jj^^PJfgjjj. g^jj

properties ; and, nevertheless, one proprietor pays a third, Feb. 1813.

and another not a fifteenth
—an incredible disproportion,

which the cadastre is intended to rectify."^

A small proportion only, however, of the funds calcu-

lated upon from the sale of this corporate property, was
^g.

actually realised. The whirlwind of disaster in which Failure of the

the French were involved at the close of the year, and nTea^ures,

the invasion of the Allies in the spring following, both
g^f^Jon"''*^

prevented the completion of the sales, and the collection

even of the ordinary revenue, in a great many provinces.

By successive decrees of the 11th and 16th November

1813, large additions were made to the indirect taxes,

particularly on salt and in the droits reunis
;
as also thirty

additional centimes {i.e. thirty per cent more) were added

to the direct taxes. The produce of these different sources

of revenue was estimated at a hundred and nine million

francs, or four million three hundred and sixty thousand

pounds sterling ;
but the burden was merely nominal : little

if any of it was actually raised. All sorts of violent ex-

pedients were adopted to raise money ;
and by the ad-

mission even of the partisans of Napoleon, the imposition
of arbitrary and illegal taxes became usual.* The over-

throw of the imperial arms in Spain and Germany, and
the refluence of its legions over the Rhine and the

Pyrenees, at once prostrated the financial affairs of the 2 Thib. \x.

empire ; for they threw the troops upon the resources of
|i^' ^14-

France itself,^ and by putting an end to the requisitions 4i.

'

on foreign states, and the system of making war maintain

* " It was at this period, that the commencement of imposts, plainly illegal,
took place. It was about the same period that measures were adopted which
were not less arbitrary in other departments ; but the difiBcuIties of the crisis

rendered them unavoidable."—Savary, vi. 40.
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CHAP, "v^'ar, revealed at once the total disproportion between its

Lxxiv. financial capabilities and its military establishment.

1812. The national resources of the French empire, as they

-g
were developed in these memorable reports, and evinced

Lasting inte- in tlieso streiiuous exertions, are the more worthy of

iSt&rposJof^tt^ii^ion, that this was the last exposition of them
the empire which was made to the world—this was the political tes-

apo eon.
^^^^^^^ ^£ Napoleon to future ages. The disasters which

immediately after crowded round his sinking empire, and

the extraordinary diflSculties with which he had to con-

tend, prevented any thing of the kind being subsequently

attempted. And when order and regularity again emerged
from the chaos, under the restored Bourbon dynasty,

France, bereft of all its Revolutionary conquests, and re-

duced to the dimensions of 1789, possessed little more
than two-thirds of the territory, and not a fourth of the

influence, which it had enjoyed under the Emperor. To

the picture exhibited of the empire at this period, there-

fore, the eyes of future ages will be constantly turned,

as presenting both the highest point of elevation which

the fortunes of France had ever attained, and the greatest

assemblage of national and military strength which the

annals of modern times have exhibited.

80.

Ineffectual

attempts to

induce Sax-

ony to join
the I

against
France.

The open adhesion of Prussia to the Russian alliance,

and the advance of their united armies in all quarters to

the shores of the Elbe, had immediately the effect of

rendering the insurrection universal on its right bank.

But Saxony was still undecided ;
and although the fer-

ment was almost as vehement in its provinces as in the

Prussian states, yet no s}Tnptom of approbation of it

had yet been given by the government ;
and it was well

known that the vast benefits the King had received from

the French Emperor, had bound him to his interests by
very different bonds from those which retained the other

states of the Rhenish confederacy in their allegiance. The

reputation, however, which the King of Saxony had justly

acquired for integrity and virtue, rendered it of great

importance to obtain the moral weight of his adhesion to

the Germanic league ;
and his states lay so immediately in

the theatre of war between the contending armies, that it

was of the last imnortance to secure without delay the
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support of his forces in the field, and the protection of the chap.

strong fortresses which he held on the Elbe. The Allied i^xxiv.

sovereigns, accordingly, from the very first spared no 1813.

efibrts to induce him to join their league ;
but nothing

could shake the firmness of Frederick Augustus, and he

declared he would share the fortunes of his benefactor,

whatever they might be. While history must remark

with admiration the fidelity of this upright monarch to

his engagements, which seemed to increase with the

disasters which had dissolved those of so many other
i9|fprJcia-

states, it must yet lament the unhappy combination of mation of

circumstances which thus put his private honour at saxfny,

variance with his public duty, and rendered it impossible J^^^ ^\ici
for him to adhere to his engagements, without sacrificing p. 200.

the interests alike of the people whom he ruled, and the

great fatherland to which he belonged.^
The advance of the Russian troops towards Dresden in

the end of February, rendered it no longer possible for gj

the King to remain in that capital ;
and he accordingly

Failure of all

abandoned it on the 24th February, after issuing a noble gain^cn'er

°

proclamation, in which he declared his resolution never ^^^o°y-

to separate his cause from that of his tried benefactor and

powerful ally.* On the 9th April, the King of Prussia April 9.

addressed a letter to the King of Saxony, in which he

expressed
" a hope that all the German princes will seize

with eagerness an opportunity which certainly will not

again present itself, of shaking ofi" the chains of France,

by which they are fettered, and which have so long

plunged these once flourishing countries in misery a*id

ruin." Frederick Augustus, however, returned for answer, April I6.

that " he was guided solely by a regard for the good of his

dominions, and respect for the engagements which he had 2 schoeii x.

contracted ;" and thenceforward all negotiations between 201, 202.

the parties ceased,' and Saxony remained permanently
attached to the fortunes of Napoleon.^

Important as these negotiations were, they yet yielded
in magnitude and interest to those which at the same

period took place between the cabinets of St Petersburg,

* " Faithful to our alliance, we reckon with confidence on the success which,
if our wishes for peace are not heard, will await us from the aid of our powerful
ally, the active succour of the confederated princes, and the approved valour of

our brave soldiers."—Proclamation of Frederick Augustus, Feb. 23, 1813 ;

BCHOELL, X,
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CHAP. Berlin, and Vienna, with a view to detach Austria from
Lxxiv.

ij^g French alliance
;
and which, in their ultimate effects,

1813. came to exercise a decisive influence upon the issue of the
82, -w^ar. It may readily be believed that the unparalleled

with Austria, disasters of the Moscow campaign produced as powerful

Sres S^ ^ sensation at Vienna as elsewhere in Europe ;
and that

Austria after the Strong party there, who had always been hostile to

reTrear*^*^^^ the French alliance, deemed the time at last arrived when
Austria might regain her lost provinces, and resume her

wonted station on the theatre of Europe. The earliest

letters, accordingly, of M. Otto, the French ambassador

there, after the Moscow catastrophe was known, contained

the most vivid pictures of the vehemence of the public

feeling, and of the loud declarations that the power of

France was irrevocably broken
;

that all Germany
would speedily rise to assert its independence ; and that

Austria would deservedly perish, if, at such a crisis, she

so far forgot what was due to herself as the ancient head

of the Germanic empire, and her obvious present interests,

as to adhere to the withering alliance of the French Em-

peror. So powerful and general was this feeling, that it

required all the firmness of M. de Metternich to withstand

the torrent
;
and he was exposed to no small obloquy by

attempting to moderate it.* But his line of policy from

the very first was decidedly taken. Aware that Austria,

placed midway between the two, had as much to fear from
the colossal power of Russia as that of France, his great

object was to improve the present juncture in such a way
as to make it turn as much as possible to the advantage
of his own country, and give her the means of maintain-

ing her independence in the midst of the terrible contest

which was approaching, and was likely soon to shake to

its foundation every European monarchy. With this

view, while he protested, with perfect good faith, that

the cabinet of Vienna would not take part against the

French empire ; that she was sincerely devoted to its

interests
;
would not open a negotiation with England

without its privity ; and would make use of the great

* " In their fury against France, tiie war faction haa never ceased to attack
In ever>- possible manner tiie first partisan of tlio Frencli alliance. Count Metter-
nich. Not a day passes without some new device \mu(i fallen upon to discredit
hiui. and it is currently reported by them, tlut lie will be replaced by iM. de
Stadion."—Count Otto to Mar«t, 26th Dec. 1812; Fain, L 292.
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influence which circumstances had given her, to dictate a chap.

general and durable peace
—

he, at the same time, made lxxiv.

no secret of his perfect acquaintance with the magnitude 1813.

of the disasters the Grand Army had undergone ;
of the ^ m. otto to

vast league, at the head of which Austria, if so disposed, 28^1812, Tnd

might now place herself ; and of the loud clamour which
p^^^^\ ^Igy"

was raised by fifty millions of men for her to assume that 295.
'

station.! *

The intelligence which soon after arrived of the defec-

tion of York, and the ambiguous attitude of Prussia,

augmented the embarrassment of the cabinet of Vienna, secret nego-

Not onlv were confidential communications made from ti^tio^pe-
\ ,

tween Aus-
the foreign office at Berlin and M. Hardenberg ; but tria and Eng.

England came forward with the most generous offers,
^^'

and even tendered a subsidy of ten millions sterling, to

put the Imperial armies on a war footing, if the cabinet

of Vienna would accede to the European league— a

temptation peculiarly difficult to be withstood by a

power which, from the result of repeated disastrous

wars, and constant diminutions of territory, found its

finances in the most deplorable condition. The intelli-

gence from Prussia, however, and the general ferment
which it produced throughout Germany, awakened new
alarms in the breast of the cautious and far-seeing Aus- 2 otto to

trian minister, lest the Russian influence should be
^^^sis^*"'

unduly extended during the first transports of German Thib. ix. 227.

deliverance,^ and the revolutionary spirit revived in

* " * If Austria,' said Metternich to me,
' were now to take another line, she

would soon have 50,000,000 of men on her side— all Germany and Italy would
join her.' It is evident that he wishes to make a merit of not joining against us
at a moment when they suppose us less powerful than the Russians, and when
the most flattering ofi'ers—Italy, the lUyrian provinces, and the supremacy in

Germany—are made to induce them to join the Russian league. Nevertheless,
he does not underrate our advantages ; for yesterday morning he said to me—
' Russia is too deeply implicated with England to be in a condition to treat
alone. You may believe what I say—we have a thousand ways of arriving at
the truth, which are not open to you. Cajoled, as they imagine, by all your
enemies, we easily elicit from them their most secret thoughts. We will not
open any direct communication with England without your authority ; and we
will do so in the manner you wish, assuming the air of a power which acts sponta-
neously. Wliat have you to fear ? We will compromise the English ministry
in the eyes of the nation, and take upon ourselves the whole blame of failure.

Despite your last reverses, your position is still highly brilliant ; it is not the

Emperor Napoleon who has the greatest need of peace. If he could bring
himself to act on the defensive, he might with ease remain two years on the
Vistula ; never would the Russians cross that barrier. You will easily preserve
the attitude which you had assumed before the war; but it is Germany, Prussia,
Poland, and above all, Austria, which will suffer from such a state of things.
It is natural, therefore, that we should with loud cries call out for peace.'"

—
Otto to Maret, Jan. 3 and 8, 1813 ; Fain, i. 291, 295.
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CHAP. Europe in the course of the last throe of the struggle
^^^^^'

for its extinction.*

i8ia He deemed it most prudent, therefore, to make sepa-

rate overtures to the cabinet of London, with a view to a

Secret views general pacification ;
and although this was done with

nichatthis *^^ knowledge and approbation of the French ambas-

period. sador, yet his proposals were intended to lay the founda-

tion of independent measures. At the same time, in order

to give them the appearance of coming secretly from

the Austrian cabinet, he sent M. Wessenberg, the agent

employed, by the circuitous route of Copenhagen and

Gottenborg, as if by stealth, to conceal his motions from

the knowledge of the French authorities. Notwithstand-

ing this, however, his whole movements and instructions

were communicated by the French ambassador at Vienna

to Napoleon. Wessenberg was the bearer of a letter to

Lord Castlereagh, in which the mediation of Austria was

proposed with the view of putting a period to the calami-

ties which desolated Europe. A friendly intervention was
all that was yet announced, although Austria was under-

hand arming, and preparing to throw her weight in the

field into the scale against any power which might resist

her demands. So completely, however, was the double

intrigue thus carrying on by the Imperial cabinet con-

cealed from those not immediately in the secret, that

Wessenberg was arrested by the French authorities at

J Hamburg, and only allowed to proceed on his destination

Maret, Jan. after his papers had been examined—a slight which gave

Tiiib^^x"227 S^^^^ umbrage to the court of Vienna, and threw a sensible

228.
'

chill over the friendly nature of the relations between the

two cabin ets.i

Meanwhile the Emperor of Russia sent a confidential

agent, M. Stakelberg, to Vienna, in order to sound the

Imperial cabinet on the project of a European alliance

against France. This proceeding was really kept

* " ' York's defection,* said Mettemich to me,
* affords an instance of wliat

I have so often directed your attention to—tlje Grtrcafidet of tli© Russians, and
the embarrassing situation in wliicli, in consequence, tlie greater part of sove-

reigns are placed, in respect to tlieir troops and tlieir sulyects.' Mettemich

•ppears to me tolal>our under tlie a]iprehensii)n, tlint the defection of tlie Prus-

BUUi troops may become tiie slRnal of a revolution, in consequence of which tlie

Russians will profit with tlieir ordinary astuteness by the first impression which
ft may create in Poland and Germany."—Count Otto to Markt, 11th Jatu

1813 ; Faiw, i. 296, 297.
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secret, while Metternich, without making known their chap.

true tenor, ostensibly revealed his whole confidential ^f^i^'
communications to M. Otto, who daily transmitted 1813.

accounts of them to Paris."^ The efforts of Metternich, AustS'be-

however, in all this maze of diplomatic intrigue, of gins to ami,

which alone he kept the thread, and in which he made to her media-

all parties believe he was confidential with them alone,
*'°"'

were uniform and consistent. These were, to increase

the weight of Austria in the estimation of all the powers,

by representing her mediation as too important to be

rejected, and her aid too powerful to be withheld. To

improve the great advantages, however, which circum-

stances had thus put at his disposal, the Austrian minis-

ter added seventy thousand men from the landwehr, or

militia, to the regular army ;
still holding out to the ^^' '^^

French ambassador, that the object of the armament was

to give such weight to the Austrian intervention as to

render Russia unable to withstand it.t In order still

farther to lull the apprehensions of Napoleon, Metternich

lost no opportunity of displaying to the courts of London
and St Petersburg every apparent proof of the cordial

union subsisting between his cabinet and that of the

Tuileries ; reiterated the most flattering assurances to fn^rj^jj,
the French ambassador of the cordial union, founded on 64, 65. otto

mutual interest, which subsisted between the two powers; jan.^^nd
and announced his intention of sending Prince Schwartz-

^^^^ i|' .^
.

enberg to Paris still further to improve it.^ At this time, 303, 305.

however, in secret he was lending a ready ear to the

* After listening to Stakelberg's enumeration of the great advantages gained

by Russia, and its disposition to come to the aid of other powers, especially

Austria, and enable it to recover its lost provinces, Metternicli said—"
Listen,

my dear Stakelberg ; you are like a man wlio sees the light for the first time,
after having been slmt up for six months in a dark room : the radiance of day
dazzles you. Believe me, we see more clearly. The system of the Emperor is

immoveable : it is to think nothing of territorial aggrandisement, which would
be too dearly purchased by the expense of a single campaign. He wishes only a

general peace, and anxiously desires that you should concur in it."—Otto to

Maret, 26th Jan. 1813 ; Fain, i. 301.

j-

" This first advance of Russia," said Metternich to Otto,
"

is a great point

gained. Rely upon us : we will let nothing slip
—absolutely nothing ; for we are

not less interested in doing so than you. Every thing depends on our attitude

being imposing. The Em.peror has ordered 100,000 men to be added to the re-

gular array, including the auxiliary corps. If we had added only 30,000, we
should have exceeded the contingent provided by the treaty, and given Russia

ground to refuse our intervention. Hitherto the war has not been Austrian. If

it should become so in the end, it is not with 30,000 men, but with the whole forces

of the Austrian monarchy, that we will attack the Russians. Meanwhile they
will see us \vithout disquietude augment our armies in Gallicia, and take good
oare not to provoke us."—Otto to Maret, 26th Jan. 1813 ; Fain, i. 303.
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CHAP, overtures of both Russia and Prussia, and maintaining a
Lxxiv.

correspondence, veiled in profound mystery, with Harden-
1813. berg at Breslau *

Napoleon, more clear-sighted than his ambassador, was

g^
not altogether satisfied with his diplomatic relations at

Announce- Vienna
; and, in particular, entertained a not unnatural

S°ofan^"^ j^a^ousy of the friendly mediation of a power which, at
arnied medi- the moment it profcssed such cordial feehngs of attach-
ation, and

. it , , -, . „
arrival of ment, was addmg seventy thousand men to its troops of

vfe^°^
** the line. This feeling of uneasiness was not diminished

by the declaration issued by Austria in the middle of
Feb. 17.

February, which announced that her intervention was to

be that of an ^^ armed mediation ;" and called upon the

nation to submit to new burdens to enable the government
to maintain that station, and "transport the war from its

own frontiers." The ominous nature of this declaration

was not materially removed by the reiterated assurances

of Metternich to the French ambassador, that it was

against Russia that all these preparations were directed,
and that the most earnest desire of the cabinet of Vienna
was to maintain unchanged its amicable relations with
France. The Fjmperor began to entertain serious appre-
hensions that Austria was only dissembling to gain time
to complete her preparations ; that a good understanding
between her and the northern courts was already laying
the foundation of a more formidable coalition than France
had yet encountered

;
and that M. Otto had been the dupe

1 otto to of ^^^ superior finesse and dissimulation of Metternich.

go^giS'^^^
In order to get to the bottom of the aflTair, he recalled

Fain, i. 311. Otto, and Sent Count Narbonne to Vienna, to endeavour

m**" HaS^' *o penetrate the real intentions of the Austrian cabinet.^

xii. 75, 76. The poHshed manners and diplomatic talents of the new
ambassador were well calculated to gain the confidence of

* " Your alliance with Russia," said Metternich to Otto,
" was monstrous ;

it had no foundation, but a most precarious basis—that of the exclusion of Eng-
lish commerce. It was an alliance resulting from Mrar, and commanded by the

conqueror ; it could not possibly be of long duration. Ours, on the contrary,
is founded on natural and permanent grounds of mutual interest : it ought to

be as eternal as tlie mutual necessities from which it has arisen. It was our-

selves wiio sought it, and we had reflected well before we did so. Could we
retrace our steps, we would not deviate in one iota from what we have already
done. We are going to send Prince Schwartzeiil)erg to Paris, in the double
view of explaining to the Emperor our real intentions, and giving to Europe
a decisive proof of our friendship, by placing at his court the commander
of the auxiliary corps in his service."—Otto to Markt, Ibth Feb. 1813 ; Faim,
L3U&
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the aristocratic circles at the Imperial capital ;
hut he chap.

himself had a presentiment that the case was hopeless
'

before his arrival, and said, on setting out,
" When the 1813.

physician pronounces the case hopeless, they send for the

quack."
Count Narbonne arrived at Vienna on the 17th March.

Schwartzenberg, on the Austrian side, did not leave that

capital till the 29th, and was only to present his creden- Austria more

tials at the Tuileries on the 13th April, two days before
cUnes^to°the

Napoleon set out for the army. Though the new ambas- coalition.

sador was received with the most studied attention by the

Austrian court, yet circumstances ere long occurred, which

demonstrated by deeds, more truthful than words, that

there was a secret understanding between the cabinet of

Vienna and the Allied powers. Intelligence of the treaty
of Kalisch between Russia and Prussia was received about March 18.

the same time
;
and Metternich, finding that the league

was every day becoming more formidable, began to be

more independent and resolute in his language; while

the magnitude and energy of his military preparations

clearly evinced that, incline to what side she might, i Fain, i. 468.

Austria was resolved to act no subordinate part in the

strife.^

Those preparations, and the continued retreat of the

Austrian army in Gallicia, were the result of the secret

understanding between the cabinet of Vienna and that of St secret con-

Petersburg, which led in the end of March to an accommo- J^een Russia

dation between their respective forces, of which Napoleon and Austria,

justly complained as highly prejudicial to his interests.
^^

By this convention it was stipulated, that the Russian

corps should push out light troops on both flanks of the

retreating Austrians
;
that the Russian general should

announce the termination of the armistice to their com-

mander, assigning as a pretext the impossibility of leaving
on his own flanks and rear the flame of insurrection,
excited by the Polish army under Prince Poniatowsky ;

that the Russian corps should then advance with a force

at least equal to that of the Austrians, and General Fri-

mont, commanding in the absence of Prince Schwartzen-

berg, should retire along the right bank of the Vistula :

that as soon as this retreat was concluded, a new armistice

should be agreed to, without any limit in point of time, to
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CHAP, be tenninated only on a notice of fifteen days, and duringLxxiv.
^jjjgij tijg Austrians should preserve the towns of Cracow,

i8ia Sandomir, and the post of Opatowin, with a tete-du-pont
1 Fain, i. 465. in front of eacli of their respective bridges ;

and " that the

March 29,

'

present transaction between the two imperial courts shall
1813. Ibid. i. fcmain for ever secret, and shall not be communicated, by the

one party or the other, save to the King of Prussia alone.''' ^

Shortly after, a convention was concluded between the

Austrian and Saxon commanders, which provided for the

And between passage of the Saxon troops, about five thousand in num-

Sa^ny.^"'^ ber, which had fallen back to the Gallician frontiers with

AprU8. Schwartzenberg's corps through the Imperial territories.

The latter convention was immediately and oflScially laid

by Schwartzenberg at Paris before the cabinet of St Cloud,
while the former was religiously kept a secret

; but

along with the documents there was presented the omi-

AprU2i. nous declaration—"His Imperial Majesty regards the

present moment as that which must decide the fate of

Europe, by fixing that of the intermediate powers. Nei-

ther France nor Russia run any considerable risk : it is

Austria and Prussia which are really endangered. The

Emperor of Austria will remain faithful to his character :

he will not limit his proceedings in favour of the cause
» Schwartz- which he feels himself bound to support, that of peace, to

note to* mere words ;
and if the exaggerated ideas which possibly

Ap^fnsTa! "^^y ^"^^ ^^ some of the coalesced cabinets should prevail
Fain, i. 465. over the reason and moderation which he himself will

tion2yt"r° never cease to profess, his Imperial Majesty will, without

ibw'^L'47?^ hesitation, cast an imposing force into the balance of the

482.
'

power which he may regard, without respect to the immense

complications of the moment, 05 his most natural allyT^

Notwithstanding all the pains which were taken to

conceal the important convention of Kalisch from the

Remonatran- knowledge of the French diplomatists, its results were too

feon^LJlK important to permit it to remain long a secret. In par-
the Aus-

ticular, the continued retreat of the Austrian auxiliary
''™'

corps under General Frimont, and continuation of the

armistice between it and the Russians, appeared the more

extraordinary to Napoleon, that it occurred at the very
time when he himself was setting out for Mayence, to

renew hostilities of a decisive character on the banks of

the Elbe. It was made, accordingly, the subject of imme-
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diate and bitter complaint hy Count Narbonne to Metter- chap.

nich, accompanied by a demand that the Austrian auxiUary
Lxxiv.

corps should forthwith resume hostilities, or at all events I8i3.

maintain the positions assigned to it by the convention of

the 12th January.* It was no easy matter for the Aus-

trian diplomatist to evade so obvious and reasonable a

demand
;
the more especially as Napoleon had previously

announced, that in the beginning of May he was to be on ^ ^.jj

-

the Elbe at the head of three hundred thousand men, and i Narbonne

had urged the cabinet of Vienna to second his operations, n*id/,^Aprii

by debouching from Bohemia at the head of a hundred ^'.^^P-^

thousand, and at the same time denouncing the armistice, 470.
' '

and resuming hostilities with at least fifty thousand on
the side of the Vistula.^

Metternich, therefore, contented himself simply with

replying, that "if, contrary to his most ardent hopes, the
gj

return of peace should not crown his efforts, Austria, Mettemich's

from her mediatorial attitude, and the geographical situa- April 9.

tion of her empire, could no longer take part in the war
in the quality of a merely auxiliary power ;

and that, in

consequence, the stipulations regarding succour contained

in the treaty of the 14th March 1812 had ceased to be

applicable to existing circumstances. To denounce the

armistice, and resume hostilities with the Russians, in

these circumstances, would be neither expedient as a

measure of war nor of peace. In the former view, it is

not with an army of thirty thousand men that the Em-
peror should appear in the field : in the latter, it would
be highly unbecoming in a mediating power to be the

first to renew hostilities. The Emperor is thoroughly ^

persuaded, as his majesty the Emperor of the French has to MettS"*

frequently admitted, that the most effectual means of
^'p^'/jg^^g

supporting the part of a mediator will be by the develop- and Metter-

ment of the most imposing forces, all directed towards
bJ)nne?Aprii

one object
—a general peace.^ But it must be such a

l^'^^^^^c
development as will leave no doubt that the mediating 474.

'

power is prepared, if her efforts fail, to appear on the

* "His Majesty the Emperor," said Narbonne, "will experience extreme
satisfaction, if the views of Austria in favour of a general peace should be
accomplished ; but he has never yet heard that such a wish could annul the
explicit provisions of an existing treaty. That treaty expressly provided for an
auxiliary corps, under the orders of the Emperor : if it does not obey his instruc-

tions, what conclusion is he entitled to draw ?"—Narbonnk to Metternich,
2lst April 1813 ; Fain, i. 468.

VOL. XVI. M
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CHAP, scene as a principal party, and to give to her words the
Lxxiv.

necessary support."
1813. While the cabinet of Vienna, veiling its preparations

under the specious guise of a wish to support with effect

Negotiations the part of a mediator, which was with some plausibility

mI?DeT-*^^" represented as in a manner forced upon it, was thus gra-
mark. dually but perceptibly extricating itself from the restraints

of the French alliance, and preparing to appear, at no
distant period, with decisive effect on the theatre of

Europe, negotiations of a more conclusive character had
taken place with the court of Stockholm. Russia, in the

first instance, had taken the lead in these communications ;

Dec. 29, 1812. and even so far back as the close of 1812, had made over-

tures with a view to obtaining the more active accession

of Sweden to the cause of the confederacy, on condition of

her obtaining the cession of Norway, which, since the

loss of Finland, had become almost indispensable to her

existence as an independent nation. The success of this

important negotiation was much facilitated by the arro-

gance with which, at the same period, Napoleon continued

to treat Bernadotte in his diplomatic intercourse—an

arrogance more suitable to the victor of Wagram than

the fugitive from Russia. So keenly did the old French

Jan. 7. marshal feel this treatment, that not only did he publish
a report by his minister Engestroom, setting forth the

ruinous consequences to Sweden of the alliance with

March 23. Fmnce
; but, in the end of March, he addressed a letter

to Napoleon, offering his mediation for the conclusion of

a general peace, and containing expressions indicating
the indignation felt at the unworthy treatment of two

1 Hard. xii. hundred Swedish vessels and their crews, captured by

Siioeii
France before war had begim between the two powers, the

Kecueii'.i. 28. crews of which were still detained in prison, while the

cargoes had been confiscated.^*

The consent of Denmark to the sacrifice of Norway

* In that letter Bernadotte added, relative to the Moscow campaign :
•* From

the moment that your Majesty plunged into the interior of tliat empire, theitisue

could not be doubtful : the Emperor Alexander and King of Sweden foresaw, in

the end of August, its immense results ; all tiie military combinations announced
that your Majesty would be made prisoner. You have escaiKKl that danger, sire :

but where is your army ? The ^Ute of France, Italy, and Germany, no longer
exist. There lie without sepulture the remains of those brave men who save<I

France at Fleurus, who conquered in Italy, survived the burning climate of

Kirj'pt, and chained victory to the imperial standards at Marengo, Austerlitz,

Jeua, and Friedland."—See the Letter in fck.'HOKLL'b RecwU, i. 28.
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was attempted to be gained by holding out the prospect chap.
of an indemnity on the side of Germany ; and, on this Lxxiv.

condition, it was earnestly pressed on the cabinet of 1813.

Copenhagen to join its forces to those of Russia and Prus- 93.

sia. It was difficult to see where this indemnity was to nSImmk at

be found : for the Hanse Towns, which lay nearest to the *^*^ period.

Danish continental territories, would, on account of their

commerce, be taken, it was foreseen, under the protection
of Great Britain

; Westphalia, carved out of the old pro-
vinces of Prussia, was already reclaimed by its sovereign ;

and Mecklenburg belonged to a prince united by the ties

of blood to the imperial house of Russia. In these cir-

cumstances, the negotiation was not likely to lead to any
satisfactory issue, though it was prosecuted at Copen-
hagen with much earnestness by the agents both of the -

cabinets of St Petersburg and St James's. Indeed so far

did it proceed, that at length Count Moltke and Count
Bernstorff were sent to Kalisch, with ample powers to

signify the accession of Denmark to the European alli-

ance, provided the fleet taken at Copenhagen, with all the

Danish colonies conquered by the English during the

war, were restored
; Hamburg and Lubeck made over to

them
;
six hundred thousand pounds paid as an indem-

1 „ ^ ..

nity for their losses during the bombardment of Copen- 97,98.'

hagen ; and all their European possessions, particularly

Norway, guaranteed to the Danish crown.i

These extravagant demands were not calculated to pro-
mote the conferences, the more especially as they had a

g^

tendency to throw a chill over the negotiations with Treaty of

Sweden, the forces of which, under the able direction of Sweden.'''*^

Bernadotte, were much more likely to interpose with March 13.

effect in the approaching conflict in the north of Ger-

many. It was justly determined, therefore, by the

British cabinet, that they were altogether inadmissible ;

and, without attempting the hopeless task of appeasing
the resentment, or satisfying the demands of the Danish

government, diplomatic relations were more closely
drawn with the court of Stockholm. They terminated
in a treaty, by which the accession of Sweden to the

Grand Alliance was openly secured. By it Sweden

engaged to employ an auxiliary corps of thirty thousand

men, to be placed, with the forces of Russia, in the north
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CHAP, of Germany, under the command of the Prince-Royal of

1 Sweden : while England promised to cede Guadaloiipe to
1813. Sweden, and grant her a subsidy of a million a-year, pay-

able monthly. She received in return a promise, that for

twenty years the British merchants should enjoy the

right of an entrepot in the harbours of Gottenborg, Carls-

ham, and Stralsund. The cession of Norway to Sweden
was not openly recognised in this treaty ; but it was

indirectly sanctioned by a clause which, on the narra-

tive that the existing engagements between Russia and
Sweden had been communicated to the British govern-

ment, provided that England
" not only should oppose no

obstacle to the perpetual annexation of Norway to

Sweden, but should facilitate in that respect the views of

the King of Sweden, not only by good offices, but by
employing, if necessary, a naval co-operation, in concert

with the Swedish and Russian troops." It was provided,

however, that " force should not be employed to effect the
1 See the union of Norway and Sweden, unless the King of Deu-

Marten'^Sup.
"^^rk had previously declined to join the alliance, on

Fa??i^283
*^^^^ Consistent with the existing engagements between

and in Ann.' the courts of St Petersburg and Stockholm, and that in

Sate Papers,
^^^ proposed junction every possible regard should be

p. 489. 'paid to the happiness and liberty of the people of

Norway."^
After this overt act of hostility, or rather of pacific

gg spoliation, had been determined on, it was not to be

Accession of expected that Denmark was to preserve the semblance

theTSfe'of***
even of pacific relations with the Allied powers. Accord-

Napoieon. ingly, before long, the cabinet of Copenhagen was openly

arrayed on the French side. It endeavoured, however,
still to preserve relations with the northern powers, and

promised to furnish twenty-five thousand men to aid

their armies, while at the same time it was secretly

negotiating with the French the means of delivering to

them Hamburg. But Russia could not promise them

any adequate compensation for the loss of Norway ;
and

although Sweden offered to relinquish all claims on that

kingdom, provided she were secured in the bishopric of

Drontheim, yet the Danish government refused to accept
Pomerania in exchange, and the negotiation came to

nothing. The Danish troops, in consequence, inarched
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out of Altona, and ranged themselves under the orders of chap.

Marshal Davoust, and both parties prepared to decide their ^-^-^^^ -

differences by the sword. Thus the system of disposing 1813.

of the territories of others, so long practised by Napoleon,
was openly adopted by his opponents ;

and Mr Ponsonby,
it must be confessed, had too much reason for the caustic

remark which he made on the subject in the British

parliament:
—"Napoleon consented to the conquest of

Finland, which did not belong to him
;
Russia indem-

nified Sweden for the loss of it by the cession of Norway,
to which it had no sort of title

;
and England offered

Denmark an equivalent in Lower Saxony, still in the

occupation of France." It is to the honour of England 97^ JJiJ

^""

that she alone, in this train of aggression, abstained from
fjj^^ij,^'

the spoliation of allied or neutral powers, at least for her Pari.Veb.

own behoof, and sought for the indemnities which she

offered in the dominions only of her enemies.^

An important negotiation, but which did not at the

time lead to the same practical results, took place gg
between the Allied powers and the King of Naples. Negotiations

Murat, whose desertion of his post at the head of the Anliran?^

army on the Oder, in January, had suflSciently evinced Murat.

his disposition, if he could find an opportunity, of making
his peace with the Allies, lent a willing ear to the insinu-

ations of the cabinet of Vienna—that now was the time,

by declaring himself openly, to secure his throne on a

solid foundation
; but, desirous of saving that of Napo-

leon, he wrote early in April to the Emperor, urging him, April 3.

in the name of humanity, and from a due regard to his

own safety and glory, to put a period to a war, disastrous

at once to France and Europe, and particularly ruinous

to Naples, where the Carbonari, instigated by the English,
were perpetually on the verge of revolt. Neither this letter,

nor others which he wrote at the same period to Marie

Louise, met with any answer. But Murat, still uncertain

of the line which the cabinet of Vienna was about to

adopt, and desirous of seeing the issue of the approaching

campaign before he took a decided part, deemed it pru- 2 h d
"

dent in the mean time to adhere to the French alliance, 78, 83.

though the seeds of distrust were irrevocably sown
between him and his imperial brother-in-law.^

While Europe, shaken to its centre by the dreadful
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catastrophe of the Moscow campaign, was thus breaking
up into new alliances, and separate interests were begin-

ning to alienate from each other the members of the great
war confederacy which had sprung from the military-

triumphs of the French Revolution, Prussia, which,

placed in the front of the battle, had drawn the sword
and thrown away the scabbard, was straining every
nerve to augment her military force. Already a pro-
clamation from Prince Kutusoff had announced the

dissolution of the Confederacy of the Rhine, and called

upon all the members of it to join in the great league
formed for the deliverance of Germany.* To increase

the general fervour, Frederick William at the same time
instituted a new order, called that of the Iron Cross, to

reward his subjects for the sacrifices which they were

urged to make in behalf of their country ;
and invited

all classes to pour their gold and silver ornaments into

the public treasury, where they would receive iron ones,
fashioned in the same form, to preserve in their families

as memorials at once of past wealth and succeeding patri-
otism. Shortly afterwards a proclamation was issued to

the former subjects of Prussia, who had been wrested from
her by the treaty of Tilsit, inviting them to take up arms
for the independence of Germany ;

and that proclamation,

secretly circulated by the members of the Tugendbund,
was received with avidity, and read with transport.^
The Emperor Alexander and the King of Prussia

immediately appeared in public, decorated with the new
order, which was placed on the breast of the former,
beside the medal of 1812. The scholars of the universi-

ties, the professors, the burghers, alike took up arms
; the

cares of interest, the pursuits of science, the labours of

education, were forgotten. Art was turned only to

warlike preparation ; genius to fanning the universal

ardour; industry to forging the implements of destruc-

tion. Korner gave vent to the general enthusiasm in

strains of immortal verse, which were repeated by thou-

• *' The motto of Alexander and Frederick Is,
' Honour and our country.*

Every German worthy of tlie name should unite with us, and second with
his bl(KHi, and liis whole worldly goods, tlie efforts making for the liberation

ofOerniany. Every one who slinll prove himself a traitor to the cause of the
fatherland, deserves to be annihilated by the force of public opinion, and the

power of the anns taken up in its holy cause."—Pr(«;faHwU»o/i, \dlh March
1813; Hard. xii. 41. 42.
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sands and tens of thousands as they joyously marched jj^jy
to the points of rendezvous. Women, young and old, J .*

alike universally sent their precious ornaments to the ^^^^'

public treasury, and received in return similar bijoux,

beautifully worked in iron, which soon decorated their

bosoms, bearing the simple inscription,
—" I gave gold for

iron, 1813." In a short time none but old men and boys
were to be met in the streets

;
not an ornament, except those

of iron, was to be seen either in dress or in the shops. Two
hundred thousand ardent and impassioned men were soon

^ ^^^^ ^^
in arms. Thence has arisen the famous order of the Iron 42, 43. Pi-

Cross in Prussia, and the beautiful Berlin bronze orna-
S^MadridT'

ments, so well-known and highly prized in every country
Nov. 12

of Europe. It must be confessed that chivalry cannot xu. App. a.

boast of a nobler fountain of honour, nor fashion of a

more touching memorial of virtue.^*

Wonderful as were the efforts made at this period by
France, on its side too, to repair the disasters of the Russian ^
campaign, and assert the national independence ;

and Moral weak-

clearly as they will ever rank this among the brightest Emp^^.^not-
eras of its long and glorious annals ;

to the sober eye of withstanding
. . . ^

°
. . , , T X XT- ^*^ immense

historic observation it was already apparent, what the physical re-

event soon demonstrated, that, though overflowing with sources,

the martial passions, and not yet wholly drained of the

physical strength of war, the empire was almost destitute

of that durable resolution, that disinterested ardour,

which, springing from a sense of moral obligation, inde-

pendent of individual ambition, prepares men to dis-

charge their duty alike in the shade of adverse as in the

* " It is impossible," said an eyewitness,
" not to be electrified on beholding

the ardour with which tlie people give vent to the national enthusiasm, so long
stifled under the yoke of an ignominious policy, or overawed by the terrors of the
French legions. The King's sister has sent all her ornaments to the public trea-

sury ; and at this instant, all the women, sacrificing their most precious objects,
are hastening to send tlieirs, down to the minutest articles, for the same patriotic

purpose. When I say all the women, I in no degree exaggerate; for I do not
believe you can find one exception, save in the most indigent class, wlio do
not possess a single golden ornament. All the marriage ornaments have been
laid on tlie altar of the country, and the government lias given in exchange
others of iron, with the inscription,

— ' I gave gold for iron, 1813.' Tliese orna-

ments, so precious from the moral interest of their origin, have already acquired
a certain intrinsic value from tlie beauty of their workmanship, which exceeds
that of any other people. These iron ornaments cannot as yet be purchased ;

tliey are obtained only in exchange for gold. The streets are filled with nothing
but women, old men, and children ; not an unwounded man, capable of bearing
arms, is to be seen. A barren land of sand, covered with pines, exhibits the

astonishing spectacle of two hundred thousand men in arms."—Pizarro's Let-

ter, 12th November 1813 : Hard. xiL 565, 567.
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CHAP, sunshine of prosperous fortune. The forces of the French
Lxxiv.

empire, however vast and unprecedented, were stimulated

1813. by no other passions but those of temporal ambition
;
the

power of the Emperor, immense as it was, owed its

ascendency entirely to the influence of worldly success.

While victory attended their efforts, the hosts of warriors

who, clustered round the imperial eagles were faithful to

their sovereign, brave in arms, indefatigable in exertion ;

but it is not while " fanned by conquest's crimson wing,"
that the real motives of human conduct can be made

apparent. Ambition then often produces the same
effects on external conduct as devotion, selfishness as

patriotism, the passion for distinction as the heroism of

duty. It is adversity which is the real touchstone of

humanity ;
it is the breath of affliction which lays bare

the heart of man. The inhabitants of France, since the

Revolution, have never been able to stand this searching

ordeal; that dreadful event closed the fountain from

which alone the strength to endure it could have been

derived. Resplendent when glittering in the sunshine of

victory, invincible when fanned by the gales of conquest,
the empire of Napoleon withered and perished under the

blast of misfortune. The high resolves, the enduring

constancy, the heroic self-denial of patriotic resistance,

did not exist among its vast and varied inhabitants. All

the springs which the world can furnish to sustain the

fortunes of a state, were in full activity, and worked
with consummate ability : but those were wanting,
without which, in the hour of trial, all the others are but

as tinkling brass—a belief in God, a sense of duty, and a

faith in immortality.
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CHAPTER LXXV.

CAMPAIGN OF LUTZEN AND BAUTZEN.
MARCH 11—JUNE 4, 1813.

As long as the French troops maintained their footing chap.
on the left bank of the Elbe, the general fermentation ^^^^-

there was limited to a sort of passive resistance, which 1813.

nevertheless proved extremely embarrassing to the impe- -.
^•

rial authorities. The people did not openly take up arms, or tion on the

resist their present sovereigns ;
but they did all in their JheSe.^^

power to avoid their exactions. The peasants fled to the

woods to shun the conscription ;
and not a few upon

whom the lot had fallen, secretly in the night, by devious

ways, crossed the Elbe, and joined the patriot ranks of

Germany. When the Allies, however, had passed that

river, and the continued advance of the Russians inspired

general confidence in the firmness and constancy of the

Emperor Alexander, these feelings could no longer be

suppressed. Insurrections ensued in many places, parti-

cularly Bremen, and various parts of Westphalia ;
and the

light bodies of Russian horse who traversed the sandy
plains of Northern Germany, were swelled by crowds of

volunteers, who followed their standards, and greatly

augmented the Prussian ranks. At the same time, the

officers of the states in the Rhenish confederacy, who had
been made prisoners in the Moscow campaign, with the

consent of the government of St Petersburg, formed
themselves into a legion ;

declared traitor to his country
every German who should bear arms against his brethren;
and bound themselves by a solemn oath to combat Napo-
leon even to death. The Tugendbund was the soul of

this vast conspiracy, the ramifications of which were so
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CHAP, extensive, its proceedings so secret, and its influence so
^^^^-

great, that it would have been in the highest degree
1813. dangerous, if it had not been directed in its principal

branches by exalted wisdom, and inspired in all by
devoted patriotism. A Cromwell or a Napoleon would
have found in its impassioned bands the ready elements

of revolutionary elevation : but none such appeared in the

Fatherland; and the streams of popular enthusiasm,
1 Hard. xii. directed by, not directing, the rulers of the land, instead

Siioeii, X. of being wasted in the selfishness of individual ambition,
191, 196. were turned in one overwhelming flood Against the

enemies of the state.^*

The wisdom and foresight of the Prussian government

2.
turned to the very best account this astonishing outburst

Formation of of national enthusiasm. It was not sufiered to evaporate,

w'ehr and as in Spain, in detached efibrts, or ill-directed expeditions ;

iifptuSir' undisciplined courage was not, as there, brought up to be

slaughtered by experienced prowess ; ages of corruption
had not paralysed years of enthusiasm. Previous pre-

paration, prophetic wisdom, had prepared the fit channels

for national fervour. In addition to the great augmen-
tation made to the regular army by the decrees of the

9th and 12th February, already mentioned,t still more

decisive measures were taken, as soon as the alliance with

Russia was resolved on, to draw forth the whole military
14th and 19th power of the state. By a royal decree of the 14th and
March.

^gj.j^ March, the Landwehr and Landsturm were every
where called out : the former being a sort of militia,

which was for the time put on permanent duty, and soon

became nearly equal to the regular soldiers ;
the latter, a

levy en masse of the whole male population capable of

bearing arms. The first speedily produced a hundred

and twenty thousand men, who did good service, not

only in recruiting the ranks of the regular army, but by

relieving them of the duty of blockading fortresses,

watching prisoners, and guarding convoys, which other-

* Some statesmen, not without reason, apprehended serious ultimate danger
from tlie ungovernable impulses of this popular entlui.«iasm ;

but Stein rightly
foresaw that it would soon be absorlied, and turned into the right channel,
amidst the tumult of war. He replied to their repre.«entation,—

'* Die kanonen
und die tron)peten wird das stlion ruricht blasen." "The cannon and the

trumiK'ts will soon blow that right"—Maurice Arnot to Frkdkrick Arnot,
24/A April 18i:j : Deutsche Paiuiora.

t AnU, Chap. Ixxiv. 5 24.
*
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wise might have occasioned a serious diminution in the chap.

forces which they could bring into the field against the
^^^"^•

enemy. This body was, in a peculiar manner, serviceable 1813.

to Prussia, in consequence of the number of her important
fortresses which still remained in the hands of the French. 1 Hard. xii.

By its means, with the aid of a comparatively small body R;cuei?°iv.*

of Russians, a hundred thousand Prussian landwehr kept 323.

seventy thousand French veterans blockaded and useless

in the fortresses on the Vistula and the Oder.^

An animated proclamation by the King, on the 19th

March, roused to the highest degree the military spirit of

his people.
"
Victory," said Frederick William,

" comes Animated

from God. Prove worthy of His protection, by your Sy'^t^jKing

discipline and the exemplary discharge of your duties, to his people.

Let courage, patience, fidelity, and discipline, ever dis-

tinguish you. Imitate the example of your ancestors ;

show yourselves worthy of them, and think of your

posterity. Rewards are secured for those who distinguish
themselves

;
shame and punishment await him who

neglects his duty. Your King will never quit you ;
the

princes of his house will be with him, and combat in the

midst of your ranks : the whole nation will join in your
efibrts. We have for an ally a brave people, who have

achieved their independence by their valour, and have

now come to give it to you. They had confidencb in 2 schoeU,

their sovereign
—in his just cause, in his power—and God

Jfg^'^Har?'

gave them victory. Imitate them
;
for we also combat xii. 42, 44.

for liberty and our country. Trust in God. Courage and

patriotism are inscribed on our banners." ^

Encouraged by so many concurrent circumstances,
which facilitated their progress and promised them sup- ^

port, the Russian and Prussian generals soon deemed it Positions of

safe to cross the Elbe. The positions which the French on^he fifbe

army occupied along the course of that river, from
J^ggj^Jj®

Dresden to Hamburg, were as follows :
—Davoust, with crossed it.

the 11th corps, held Dessau, and the adjoining banks

of the Elbe from thence to Torgau ; Victor, with the 2d

corps, lay between the Elbe and the Saale
; Grenier, with

his as yet untouched Italians, was a little in the rear at

Halle
;
while Reynier, with the remains of the Saxons

and Durutte's division, occupied the important post of

Dresden, and stretched to the foot of the Bohemian
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CHAP, mountains. The extreme left wing, under Vandamme,
^^^'

with its headquarters at Bremen, still occupied Hamburg
1813. and the mouth of the Elbe. The earliest reinforcements

from France, under Lauriston, drawn from the first ban
of the National Guards, twenty-four thousand strong,

March 29. arrived at Magdeburg in the end of March, and raised

the centre of the army, grouped around that fortress, to

nearly fifty thousand combatants ;
while twenty thou-

sand were in the neighbourhood of Dresden, and fifteen

thousand on the Lower Elbe. In addition to these

Cmi^^x^xii imposing forces, Ney and Marmont each commanded a

16, 17. Jom. corps of reserve, which was forming on the Rhine, and

Schoeu, Hist. Bertrand's corps was in march from Italy by the route of
X. 208, 209. the Tyrol, its leading columns having already reached

Augsburg in the Bavarian plains.^

Troops also, important from their numerical amount,

5 though far removed from the theatre of action, and confined

Disposition jn strongholds, where they could contribute little to the

of the French issue of the Conflict, still belonged to France, in the

foSss^s^n fortresses on the Vistula and the Oder. Their number in

the Vistula all was little short of seventy thousand. Five-and-thirty^ ^^'
thousand were shut up in Dantzic alone : and those in

Thorn, Modlin, Zamosc, and Graudenz, on the Vistula
;

and in Spandau, Stettin, Custrin, and Glogau, on the

Odef, were at least as numerous. But their condition

was so miserable, and they were composed of such dis-

jointed wrecks of the army which had gone through the

Russian campaign, that not only were they wholly unfit

for operations in the field, but they bore in themselves

the seeds of contagion and mortality, more terrible than

the sword of the enemy. The garrison of Dantzic, com-

posed of the wreck of above a hundred regiments, of two-

and-twenty different nations, was in such a state of moral

and physical debility, that, notwithstanding its imposing
numerical amount, it could not perform any military

operations without its walls. All the other garrisons
were in a similar condition. Typhus fever, the well-

known and invariable attendant on human suffering,

soon began to make frightful ravages in the ranks
;
and

such was the fatigue of the soldiers, that, though they
were destitute of beds, bandages, linen, and comforts of

every kind, in their hospitals, yet it was indispensably
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necessary to leave them to repose. There they remained, chap.

accordingly, blockaded by inferior bodies of the Allied ^^^^'

troops, ravaged by pestilence and fever, till famine or 1813.

dejection induced them to surrender : a woful monument
at once of the misery which Napoleon's ambition occa-

sioned among his subjects, and of the extraordinary

magnitude of the calamities consequent on his headstrong Jj^^^^"^^/:

^^*

military policy, which had thus severed from him so H3, ii4.

*

large a portion of his followers, when every sabre and

bayonet was required on the banks of the Elbe.^

The positions and forces of the Allies at this period
were as follows :

—In Silesia, twenty-five thousand Prus-

sian regular troops, comprising two thousand five hundred Dispositions

horse, were collected under the command of General, of the pS*
afterwards Marshal Blucher. This was in addition to siau forces.

the garrisons of the fortresses, and nearly twenty thou-

sand men whose organisation was not yet completed.
The corps of York, which was coming up from East

Prussia, was nominally fifteen thousand strong ; but six

thousand sick, the sad bequest of the Moscow campaign,
encumbered its ranks, so that not more than nine thousand

could be relied on for immediate operations. In addition

to this, Bulow, near Berlin, was at the head of ten thou-

sand, and five thousand lay in Pomerania
;

so that,

without drawing any of the garrisons from the fortresses,

Frederick William could bring fifty thousand combatants

into the field. In addition to this, there were thirty-five

thousand men in such a state of forwardness in the rear,

as to be able to blockade the fortresses on the Oder, still

in the hands of the enemy, or to act as a reserve to

the armies in the field
;
and this body was constantly

receiving accessions of force from the new levies, both of

the line and the landwehr, which were in progress in

every part of the kingdom. Thus, when hostilities

commenced in the beginning of May, Prussia would 2
schoeii,

bring an accession of at least eighty thousand well-
29o!"J)i

"'

disciplined troops to the Russian standards
;
and this and Hist. x.

f -f XT, -1x1 r xu 1
209. Jom. iv.

lorce, II the campaign lasted a tew months longer, 263,

might be expected to be raised to a hundred and fifty

thousand.2

The Russian armies at this period, from the effect of

the great levies and unbounded enthusiasm of 1812, were
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CHAP, much more considerable
;
but the battles and hardships^ •

of its dreadful campaign had thinned the ranks of the
i8ia veteran soldiers, and the new levies, how extensive soever,

Forces'and ^^^^ in great part drawn from provinces so remote, that

g>sition

of they could not be expected to make their appearance on
the theatre of war till a very late period of the campaign.
At the advanced posts in Germany, therefore, where the

contest was to commence, their forces were by no means

great ; and, such as they were, they were scattered over an
immense extent of country. Count Wittgenstein himself

was at the head of thirty-six thousand men, between Berlin

and Magdeburg ; while thirty-three thousand more, under
the command of Tettenborn, Chernicheff, WoronzofF. and

Milaradowitch, were dispersed in detached parties along
the course of the Elbe, from the neighbourhood of Dres-

den to the environs of Magdeburg. Twenty thousand,
under Barclay de Tolly, were engaged in the blockade of

Dantzic, Zamosc, and Thorn, on the Vistula
;
and a great

reserve, seventy thousand strong, was forming in Poland,
under the orders of Sacken. But these were still far dis-

tant, and could not possibly reach the banks of the Elbe

before the end of July. Thus, seventy thousand Russians

were the very utmost that could be relied on for imme-
diate operations in Saxony ;

and if to them we add fifty

thousand Prussians, the whole Allied force might be one

Guer^* 1813.^ hundred and twenty thousand strong. But as thirty

^^"' .. thousand would be required to blockade the important

290, 291 ;

'

fortresses of Magdeburg, Wittenburg, Torgau, and Konig-

2U) m*"
^'

stein, on the Elbe, it was doubtful whether more than

Jom. iv. 263. ninety thousand could be relied on for offensive operations
on the Saxon plains.^

The first blow of importance in this memorable cam-

8 paign was struck in the neighbourhood of Hamburg.
Occupation The fermentation in that important mercantile empo-

by ti«j"AiJiiL rium had been very great during the whole Russian

retreat
;
and it was only by extraordinary rigour and

vigilance that General Cara St Cyr, who commanded the

French garrison, three thousand strong, had been able to

maintain his authority amidst a hundred and fifty thou-

sand inhabitants, all but insurgent, by whom he was

surrounded. After Wittgenstein, however, had esta-

blished himself in Berlin, Tettenborn, an active and inde-
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fatigable partisan, was detached towards the Lower Elbe chap.
T XXV

with three tliousand foot and three thousand Cossacks ; 1

and at his approach, General Morand, who was stationed 1813.

at Neustadt, retired towards Hamburg, which latter town ^^^^ ^^'

was evacuated by the whole French forces on the day 12th.

following. On the 18th, Tettenborn, at the head of the I8th.

advanced guard of his indefatigable Cossacks, approached
the town amidst the acclamations and astonishment of a

countless multitude of spectators. About half a mile

from the city, the Russian videttes were met by the

greater part of the citizens in a body, who filled all the 1 Deutsche »

houses, gardens, fields, and lanes around. A tremendous
Londonderry

hurrah accompanied their progress through this dense 4, 5.

array, while the Cossacks, in making their way through
itj sang their merry national airs.^

At the gate of the city the magistrates appeared with

its keys, while thirty maidens, clothed in white, strewed
9

wreaths of flowers before the victors. Shouts of un- Universal en-

bounded acclamation now arose from the countless the people.

multitude : the enthusiasm was such, that the very
heavens seemed to be rent asunder by the sound. "

Long
live the Russians ! Long live Alexander ! Long live Old

England !" burst from tens of thousands of voices. The
old steeples trembled with the acclamations ;

the roar of

artillery, and the clang of bells, gave vent in louder

notes to the universal transports ;
numbers wept for joy ;

friends and strangers alike embraced, and wished
each other joy that they had lived to see such a day.

" Men met each other with erected look.
The steps were higher that they took ;

Friends to congratulate their friends would haste,
And long inveterate foes saluted as they past."*

The worthy Hamburgers, in the first transports at their

deliverance from the burdensome yoke which they had 2 w. to r.

borne for seven years, were never weary of expressing DeJts^hr*^'

their astonishment at the handful of men, not more than
J^"^°'g'

'^^^

six thousand strong, by whom it had been effected. And man camp.
it was not a little increased when they beheld these LiberSn,"^
hardy children of the desert—Calmucks and Bashkirs— 65. vict. et

disdaining the civilised luxuries of houses and beds,^ pile i7,"i8.''^"'

their arms, and lie down beside their steeds in the squares
* Dryden.
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CHAP, of the city, with no pillow but their saddles, and no
J^^xv.

covering but their cloaks.

1813. To these transports of joy, however, there speedily suc-

ceeded the chill of disappointment, and the teri^rs of

Insurrection disaster, when the reinforcements which Tettenborn had

A ^jj^o
^"^°' so confidently announced did not make their appearance,

and it was known that Morand lay at Bremen, at no great

distance, with three thousand men, meditating vengeance

against the revolted patriots. Extraordinary efibrts, ever

since the arrival of the Russians, had been made to raise

a burgher force, and put the city in a posture of defence ;

but the preparations were still miserably incomplete.
There were no guns on the ramparts, the volunteers could

hardly yet handle their muskets, and the utmost anxiety

prevailed lest the French, stimulated by the thirst for

plunder, and the desire for intimidating the insurrection

by a blow at so great a community, should return and
take a signal vengeance on the unhappy Hamburghers.
From this calamity, they were saved by an incident so

extraordinary that it Avears the aspect of romance. An
English detachment of two hundred men from Heligo-

March 21. land had recently landed at the mouth of the Weser, and

made themselves masters of the batteries of Bloxen and

Bremerlehe at that point. Encouraged by this event,

which was magnified by report into the landing of a

powerful British force in the north of Germany, the

people of Liineburg, a small fortified town twenty miles

from Hamburg, on the left bank of the Elbe, rose against

the French authorities, and expelled their feeble garrison.

April 1. Morand instantly set out at the head of three thousand

men, and six pieces of cannon, with which he quickly

I Schoeii, X. overcame the resistance of the yet unarmed Liine-

210.211.
ijurghers. The gates were forced, the principal inhabi-

xxiL 22, 23. tants Seized, and condemned to be shot next day at noon

in the principal square of the city.^

On the following morning they were drawn out for

ExtraVrdi- ^xccution, in numbcr twenty-seven ;
and already the

rary incident uiihappy men, amidst the tears of their fellow-citizens,

pKnmwerefind in presence of the French general, had put on the

delivered, f^tal bandage, when a sudden hurrah was heard, and a
and Morand . , ,. . , , , , ^i . ,

defeated Violent discliarge of musketry at the gates announced

that succour was at hand. Alarmed by the unlooked-for
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onset, the whole French troops hastened from the place chap.

where the execution was to have taken place to the ram- ^^X"^-

parts, and the prisoners were left with their eyes ban- 1813.

daged, and their arms bound, in the middle of the square.

With speechless anxiety they and their families listened

to the increasing din and tumult at the gates. For a short

time the quick rattle of musketry showed that a serious

action was going forward. Soon the receding throng, and
numbers of wounded who were brought into the square,

gave hope that the Allies were prevailing ;
and at length

a loud shout on all sides announced that the town was

carried, and deliverance was at hand. Instantly the

brave Russians rushed into the centre of the square ;
the

prisoners were unbound and restored to their weeping
families ;

while two thousand French prisoners, in addi-

tion to a thousand killed and wounded, graced the first

triumph of the arms of freedom in Germany. It was

Chernichefi^, Benkendorff, and Doernberg, who had united

their Cossacks and light troops, and, by a forced march of l,^^^*- ^\.

fifty miles in twenty-four hours, had arrived just in time 22 "23.^^"'

to efiect this marvellous rescue. Morand, mortally x'^2io"'>n?**

wounded, was thrown down at the gates, and died next Year of

day. The prisoners whom he had ordered to be shot 68,^7?^"°'

''

passed him, as he was carried along weltering in his

blood, in the first moment of their deliverance.^

Immense was the elFect which this moving incident

produced in the north of Germany. The romantic cha-

racter of the adventure
;
the rapid punishment of the General in-

oppressors ;
the sudden destruction of so considerable a J^i^n^he

^'

body of the enemy ;
all contributed to swell the general Elbe and the

enthusiasm, and soon rendered the rising as general be-
^^^'

tween the Elbe and the Weser as between the former
stream and the Oder. Montbruu arrived, indeed, on the

day following with the division Lagrange ;
and Cherni- AprUS.

cheff and his partisans being in no condition to oppose
such considerable forces, withdrew from Liineburg. But
this reverse was not of long duration. Lagrange's division

was soon after recalled to Magdeburg, and the whole coun-

try between the mouths of the Elbe and the Weser was
evacuated by the enemy. The insurrection immediately
became general in all that district

;
the whole Hanse

Towns took up arms and expelled the French authorities;
VOL. XVI. N
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CHAP, while all those portions of the electorate of Hanover which
^^^^' were evacuated by the French, immediately proclaimed
1813. their beloved sovereign the King of England. A regency

was formed of Hanoverian noblemen, with their head-

quarters at Hamburg, to direct the efforts of the newly
recovered territory. The universal cry was for arms, to

the desire for which the unnecessary cruelties of the

retreating French columns, especially in the neighbour-
hood of Bremen, powerfully contributed. This desire

met with a responsive echo in the British heart. The

English government made the most extraordinary efforts

to forward muskets, ammunition, and all the muniments
of war, to those points on the north of Germany where

they were required ; and so well was their zeal seconded

by the efforts of the authorities at Woolwich and the

. manufacturers at Birmingham, that in the short space of

two months after the intentions of Prussia were first

known, there were landed on the coast of Germany, for
1 Lond. p. 8, the use of the Russian, Prussian, and Swedish goveru-

L^ AnJfReg! ments, the entire military equipments of a hundred and

^itetcon ^^^y thousand men ;
while the Elbe, crowded with the

xxii. 22,2a pendants of all nations, had already resumed its place as

one of the principal commercial estuaries of'Europe.^*
"While the Hanse To^'ns, and the maritime portions of

13, Hanover, the favourite thirty-second military division of

"h'^^AH^
°f the French empire, were thus gliding away from the grasp

the Elbe. of Napolcon—both parties, having to a certain degree
*^^^^* concentrated their forces, were preparing to strike re-

doubtable blows on the plains of Saxony. In the end of

March, Wittgenstein broke up from Berlin and moved
towards the Elbe in two columns

; one, under himself in

person, directing its steps towards Wittenberg—the other,

under Bulow, advancing towards Dessau. At the same

Tlie British militan,' stores landed from March 18th to May 18th, 1813, in

Northern Germany, were as follows :—
Field-pieces complete, with carriages Linen shirts, . . 58,000
and caissons, . . 218 Gaiters, . . . 87,190

Muskets and bayonets, 124,119 Sets of accoutrements, . 90,000

Swords, . . . 34,443 Knapsacks complete, . 63,4.57

Suits of uniform complete, with Caps andyeathers,
. 100,OfK)

great-coats, Ate, . 150,000 Pairs of Stockings, . 69.(524

Boots and slioes, . . 175,000 Pounds of biscuit, . 702.000

Blankets, . . 114,000 Do. of beef and pork, . G!)1,000

—See OJTcial Statement in Prince IIarornbkro's Report, 29lh SepU 1813, in

Londo.vokury's WarinOtrmany. Appendix, No. 1. p. 366.
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time Borstel, with fifteen thousand Prussians, formed the chap.

blockade of Magdeburg ;
and Blucher and Winzingerode,

^^x^-

with the army of Silesia, twenty-five thousand strong,
1813.

and ten thousand Russians, advanced towards Dresden

from the side of Breslau. The King of Saxony, in no
condition to withstand forces so considerable, entered

into a convention for the evacuation of his capital ; and

Davoust, who commanded the French garrison, after blow-

ing up, to the great grief of the inhabitants, an arch of

their beautiful bridge over tlie Elbe,* retired with his

forces in the direction of Leipsic. On the day following, March 26.

the Allies entered with drums beating and colours flying,

amidst the enthusiastic acclamations of an immense crowd

of spectators ;
for though the court of Dresden remained

faithful to its engagements with Napoleon, the Saxon iVjct.etConq.

people, who had suffered immensely from the long-con- feben, »• 8o^'

tinned presence and passage of the French troops, were
ocuiaire"^8o!

almost unanimously ranged on the opposite side, and their Fain, i. i2i.

hearts beat as high as any in Germany for the deliverance

of the Fatherland.^ t

Wittgenstein's approach to the Elbe was preceded by 14.

numerous proclamations, in which he called on the Saxons sSnfap-
to join the great efibrt now making for the freedom of proach to tiie

Elbe

Germany.J The tone of these popular addresses is well

* A proclamation of the French marshal had announced, that at the signal
of three guns being fii-ed, all the inhabitants should keep their houses ; some,
nevertheless, attracted by curiosity, repaired to the banks to witness the work
of destruction. On the train being tired, a serpentine light wound round the
undermined buttress, and immediately after the whole was enveloped in smoke :

a dazzling light next rose out of the cloud, followed by a burst of fire, which
ascended to the heavens ; the ai-ches adjacent were soon seen to gape, rise a
little, and instantly fall into the waves beneath, with a crash louder than the
loudest thunder. This beautiful bridge, so well known to travellers, was begun
in 1344 ; but it was brought to perfection in 1737 by Augustus II. It is 550 feet

long, resting on seventeen buttresses and sixteen arches, ydth an iron balustrade
and broad foot-pavement.—See Temoin Oculaire des Evaiemens a Dresde en

1813, pp. 80, 81 ; Odelebex, ii. 80, 81.

t "On the 26th April, a Saxon battalion, which had surrendered in Tlmringia,
and to wliich at Altenburg its arms and artillery liad been restored, defiled with
drums beating and colours flying before the hotel of the King of Prussia, and
was reviewed by the two Allied monarchs."—Rccit de ce qui s'est passi d Dresde
en 1813, par un Temoin Oculaire, 112.

X
" Germans !" said he,

" we open to you the Prussian ranks : you will there

find the son of the labourer placed beside the son of the prince ; all distinction

of rank is effaced in these great ideas—the King, liberty, honour, country !

Amongst us there is no distinction but that of talent, and of the ardour with
which we fiy to combat for tT^e common cause. Liberty or death ! These are

the rallying-words of the soldiers of Frederick William. Saxons ! Germans !

from the great era of 1812, our genealogical trees will count for nothing ; the

exploits of our ancestors are effaced by tlie degradation of their descendants.
Tlie regeneration of Germany can alone produce new noble families, and restore

their lustre to those which before were illustrious. He who is not for liberty is
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1813.

1 Fain, L

107, 108.

ScboeU.
Recueil, !.

352, 357.

15.

Combat of

Mockern,
and retreat

of Eugene
across the
Elbe.

AprU4.

worthy of attention. They show how completely the

principles of the contest had changed sides
;
how thorough-

ly military despotism had engrafted itself on democratic

ambition, and that the French revolution was hencefor-

ward to be combated, in a great measure, with its own

weapons. They produced an extraordinary impression
in the Saxon provinces. In proportion as the French

troops evacuated the villages, their inhabitants instantly
rose and joined the invaders. Every where the Tngend-
bund had in secret paved the way for their reception ;

and almost before the banners of Napoleon were out of

sight, the landwehr and the landsturm were organised,
and a fearful patriotic warfare was springing out of the

sufferings and indignation of the people. If the French

columns remeasured their steps, or the chances of war

again threw the insurgent villages into the hands of the

enemy, the inhabitants fled at their approach ;
the flour

and grain were destroyed ;
barrels of every sort of liquor

pierced and run out
;
the mills and boats burned and

scuttled ;
and the proclamations of the Allied sovereigns

met with as ready obedience in the territories of the

princes of the Rhenish confederacy as in their own domi-

nions.^

Previous to finally withdrawing across the Elbe, Eugene,
in order to oblige the enemy to concentrate his forces, that

he might thus obtain an accurate idea of their amount,
took post at Mockern, a little in front of Magdeburg, and
there stood firm. Wittgenstein accordingly collected his

troops, and on the 4th April attacked the French with

great vigour between Mockern and Leitzkau. It was
rather an affair of advanced posts than a regular battle ;

for no sooner were the French tirailleurs, who as usual

behaved with the greatest gallantry, driven in, than the

main body of their army began to retire. In this move-

ment, however, they felt severely the superiority of the

Allied horse. Two French regiments of lancers, who strove

to protect the retreat, were thrown into confusion, and
for the most part made prisoners ;

and it was only by the

against it ; choose between our fraternal embrace and the point of our victorioua

swords. Rise, Saxons! Free your King from his fetters; exterminate the stranger
from tlie land ; and may von soon have a free King, and may he reign over a
free i>eople !

"—Wittoknstbin to Uu Faxons, 'SM and 30<A March 1613 ;

ficHOKLL, Jlecueil, L 352 and 357.
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fortunate occurrence of nightfall that a total rout was chap.

prevented, and the troops succeeded in making good their
^^^^-

way to Magdeburg. Next day Wittgenstein continued I8i3.

the pursuit, and leaving Bulow's troops to blockade that April 5.

fortress, and Kleist with his Prussians before Wittenberg,
took post himself at Dessau. Meanwhile Winzingerode,

having merely passed through Dresden, pushed on to April 7.

Halle, which he occupied in strength ; upon which

Eugene, to preserve his communications with Frankfort

and the great road to the Rhine, concentrated his troops
on the Upper Saale, leaving only a portion of his army at

Magdeburg. The conduct of General Thielman, who com-
manded the Saxon garrison of Torgau, was at this period
the subject of great anxiety. Distracted between duty
to his sovereign and to his country, he did not openly join
the Allies, but refused to admit Reynier with a French

garrison, sent to replace him, and waited behind his^ for-

midable ramparts for the instruction of ulterior events.

But, though the line of the Elbe was broken through at

its two extremities, at Dresden and Hamburg, and doubt

existed as to the fidelity of the Saxon garrisons, Eugene 123^'scholn^,*

boldly maintained his ground in the centre, and, resting
^ist. x. 211,

on the strong fortress of Magdeburg, still made good his xxu.24, 26.

'

post, undismayed alike by external calamity and internal

defection.^

What mainly contributed to support the spirits of the

French soldiers amidst the multiplied disasters with
j.

which they were oppressed, was the prospect of being Napoleon's

speedily joined by the Emperor, and the powerful rein-
Srrsetung^'

forcements which he was bringing up from the Rhine, out for the

In effect. Napoleon, who, in his address to the legislative
™^'

body on the 23d March, had announced his speedy depar-
ture for the army, had recently completed all the arrange-
ments requisite before setting out for the theatre of war.

Letters-patent were addressed to the Empress, conferring
on her the office and dignity of regent, with the seat of March 20.

president of the council of state, and the power of pardon

consequent on that exalted station
;
but without the

right of sanctioning any decree of the senate, or proclaim-

ing any law. On the same day, she was invested with
the elevated office with great pomp, and received the

homage of the principal dignitaries of the empire. It
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CHAP, was Napoleon's intention to have set out immediately^^^^'
after this imposing ceremony ;

but the importance of the
1813.

negotiation with Austria, and the incomplete state of the

preparations on the Rhine and the Elbe, retarded his

departure for a fortnight longer. At length, on the 15th

April 15.
April, he bade adieu to the Empress and the King of

Rome, and set out for the Rhine, having previously thus

explained his views of the approaching campaign to the

Austrian ambassador, Prince Schwartzenberg,— "I set

out, and I will send orders to j'our lieutenant-general

Frimont, at the same time, to denounce the armistice.

I will be in person, on the first days of May, with three

hundred thousand men, on the right bank of the Elbe.

Austria may increase her forces at Cracow at the same
1 Pain,i. 125, time to a hundred and fifty thousand, and assemble thirty

Sc^just^' ^^ forty thousand in Bohemia ;
and the day that I arrive

Thib. ix. 245. at Dresden we will debouch all at once on the Russians.

It is thus we shall succeed in pacifying Europe."
^

Napoleon arrived at Mayence at midnight on the 16th,

and remained there eight days. They were any thing,

Amvai'of however, but days of rest to the indefatigable monarch.

May^nTe"
**

Every thing immediately assumed a new aspect, and his

and great ardent mind communicated its energy to all the subor-

pr^j^tiona ^jj^^^^ authorities by whom he was surrounded. The

fortifications of. the fortress were repaired with extra-

ordinary vigour during the whole of April, and crowds

of labourers from the whole neighbourhood collected for

that purpose: those from the left bank of the Rhine

received pay ;
those from the right, or German side,

nothing. Great, however, as were the eiforts made to

put this frontier fortress in a respectable posture of

defence, they were as nothing compared to the exertions

at the same time going on to collect and forward troops

to reinforce the army. The accounts from Thuringia and.

the banks of the Sjiale were daily becoming more alarm-

ing. The Elbe had been crossed at many points ; the

enemy's light troops were advancing in all dircctioiiS ;

Leipsic and Nuremberg were in their hands; Erfurth

itself was menaced
; terror, the forerunner of disas-

ter, had aln^ady brought in imagination the Russians

down, to the Rhine. Nor was the political horizon less

gloomy. Austria had assumed a position more than
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doubtful. Even the offer which Napoleon had made to the chap.

cabinet of Vienna, to restore Silesia to the Imperial crown,
^^^^-

had been refused, on the ground, in itself sufficiently omi- 1813.

nous, that they could consent to no aggrandisement at the

expense of Prussia. At the same time the King of Saxony,
distracted between a conscientious regard to his engage-

ments, and the daily increasing enthusiasm of his subjects i odei. i. 27.

and troops in favour of the Allied cause, repaired to Prague, spjJo;jf ^^^^
where there was every reason to apprehend that his policy 212.

would be determined by that of the cabinet of Vienna.^

In these critical circumstances, when every day and hour

was not only of importance in order to withstand the Allied
^^

forces actually in tlie field, but to prevent the accession Napoleon's

of new and still more formidable powers to their league, auSSn?his
the energy of Napoleon seemed to rise with the difficul- forces there,

ties against which he had to contend, and to acquire an

almost supernatural degree of vigour. In every direction

officers were despatched to hasten the march, and collect

the still unformed bodies of the conscripts, who, before

they were able to handle their muskets, were hurried off

to the Rhine ;
while the Emperor, seated on the bridge of

Mayence, seemed to count the numbers of even the

smallest bodies of men who were passed over, and en-

deavoured to inspire the young novices in arms with a

portion of his own ardent and unconquerable spirit.

But this searching inspection demonstrated how much 2 odei. i. 17

was yet to be done to restore the efficiency of the French 18. Schoeii,

military establishment, and told but too clearly that the 300.
'

Grand Army had iri-evocably sunk amidst the disasters of

Russia.2

Notwithstanding the most strenuous efforts to augment
that important branch of the service, the number of

cavalry which crossed by the bridge of Mayence had not Defective ap-

yet exceeded four thousand
;
and when it was recollected

fhe'troops^^

how completely the ranks of horse had been swept away which crossed.

during the Moscow campaign, and how powerful the Mayence.

Allies were in that arm, this circumstance afforded a

melancholy presage as to the issue of the contest which
was impending. Nor was the condition of the greater

part of the infantry and artillery more encouraging.

Though strong in numbers, and animated with courage,

they were weak in all the other qualities which constitute
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CHAP, the strength of an army. The youths who had been torn
^^^^' from their homes to recruit the armies, hurried forward
1813. to the frontier by forced marches which were beyond their

strength, and emaciated by the scanty and unwholesome
food which they had received on the way, presented in

great part the most miserable aspect. Before they ever

saw the enemy, their ranks exhibited nearly as woful an

appearance as those of the veterans who had survived the

horrors of the Moscow campaign. The "
uniformity of

ills," so well known in armies, and of such sinister pre-

sage when not surmounted by unwonted mental vigour,
or a sudden tide of success, was already visible

; and

though the patriotic ardour of the young conscripts
carried them in a surprising manner through their diffi-

culties, and they evinced extraordinary enthusiasm when

passing the Emperor, yet it was but too manifest that they
J Odei. i. 17, were unequal to the fatigues of the approaching campaign.

o^cuiatreSao,
^^ ^^^ painfully evident that, though they might possibly

301. schoeiii prove victorious in regular battles, they would melt away
300.

' '

under the effects of dripping bivouacs, or the horrors of

military hospitals.^

The condition of the cavalry and artillery, with the
-

exception of that of the Guard, was still more deplorable.

Bad condi- The unfortunato quadrupeds which were harnessed to the

S?Li? Md ^"^' ^^ placed beneath the unskilled riders who had

artuiery. been pressed into the ranks, felt none of the enthusiasm

which supported the human conscripts ;
and the accumu-

lated evils of forced marches, bad provender, and cold

beds on the ground, fell upon them with unmitigated

severity. So strongly had the evils of a long line of

detached carriages been felt in Russia, that they now went
into the other extreme. Strict orders had been given to

keep the guns, vehicles, and Columns close to each other :

wherever the ground permitted it, they spread the columns

over the fields adjoining the road. The cavalry, infantry,

artillery, staff, and waggon train, all marched pell-mell,

and often in the most frightful confusion
;
while the cry

constantly repeated by the officers, "Close up ! close up !"

occasioned a perpetual shake and agitation in the ranks.

Such enormous assemblages of men in so narrow a com-

pass soon consumed the whole provisions which could be

extracted from the inhabitants on the roadside. Pillage
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in consequence became unavoidable in the adjoining dis- chap.

tricts on tlie part of the succeeding columns
;
and the

^^^^'

army, thus speedily collected together without adequate 1813.

previous preparations, suffered nearly as much before
24'^F^n^ l

arriving on the Elbe, as they had done in the preceding 323,324.'

campaign from the march through Lithuania.

Napoleon left Mayence on the 24th, and arrived at

Erfurth the succeeding day. The army, which by extra-
gi.

ordinary efforts he had there collected, though without Forces of

any adequate cavalry or artillery, was extremely formi- th2*^rio(L

dable in point of numbers. His troops were divided into

fourteen corps, besides the Imperial Guard and reserve

cavalry ;
and their total amount in the course of the cam-

paign came to be little less than four hundred thousand

men.* This was the force, however, upon which theEmpe-
ror had to rely for the whole campaign, and in every part
of Germany. A considerable portion of it, though all col-

lected in the depots in the interior, had not yet reached the

theatre of action
;
and three corps were swallowed up in the

garrisons of Dantzic, those of the fortresses on the Oder, and
on the Lower Weser and Elbe. The corps, however, which
were under his immediate command, or so near as to be

available even at the outset of the campaign—viz. those of

* French Troops at the battle o/LUtzen.
Infantry of the Guard, 10,000

Cavalry of the Guard, 5,000
3d Corps, Marshal Ney, . ... 40,000
4th Corps, General Bertrand, .... 20,000
6th Corps, Marshal Marmont, .... 25,000
11th Corps, Marshal Macdonald,.... 15,000

Grand total, . 115,000

^ScHOELti, Traitdsde Paix, vol. x. p. 213.

Total French Forces in the Field in Germany, at the opening
ofthe Campaign.

Infantry of the Guard, 10,000

Cavalry of the Guard, 5,000
2d Corps, Victor, 7,400
3d Corps, Ney, 40,000
4th Corps, Bertrand, 20,000
5th Corps, Lauriston, 15,000
6th Corps, Marmont, 25,000
7th Corps, Reynier, 14,000
11th Corps, Macdonald, 15,000
12th Corps, Oudinot, 25,000
1st Corps of Cavalry, Latour Maubourg, . . 10,000
2d Corps of Cavalry, Sebastian!, . . . 6,210
1st Corps, Davoust, detached, . . . 10,000

Grand total, . 202,610
Total cannon, . 350

—Plotho, vol. i. Appendix.
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CHAP. Ney at Weimar, of Marmont at Gotha, of Bertrand at
^^^^'

Saalfeld, and of Oudinot at Coburg, with the Guards and
1813. reserve cavalry

—araoiinted to a hundred and forty thou-

sand effective men, independent of forty thousand under
Prince Eugene, Avhich were still in the neighbourhood of

Magdeburg. The strength of this immense host, however,
1 Jom. iv. consisted in its infantry : it had as yet onh^ three hundred
270 272

* WW
Faki, i. 323, and fiftypioces of cannon, though that number was doubled

Con ^xU
*' ^^^^^^ *h^ clos^ of the campaign, and could only muster six

33, 34 thousand horse—a poor set-off to nearly thirty thousand

superb cavalry, which glittered in the ranks of the enemy.^
Although the forces which the Allies brought into the

field in the latter part of the contest, when Austria had

Inferiority of joined the alliance, were much more considerable, and,

the ^iJJnhig*
^^^^ ^" ^*^ opening stages, more powerful in cavalry and

of the cam- veteran troops, yet at this period they were decidedly
inferior in numbers to their opponents.* So distant were
the resources of the Russians, so incomplete as yet the

preparations of Prussia, that at the opening of the cam-

paign they could only collect a hundred and ten thousand

regular troops, of which forty thousand were absorbed in

* Allkd troops at the Battle of Lutzen.

Russians.

Corps of Lieutenant-General Berg, .... 7,450
Corps of Lieutenant-General Winzingerode, . . 10,525
Corps of reserve of General Tormasoff, . . . 17,350
Artillery sent to the aid of Blucher, .... 450

Total 35,775

Prussians.

Corps of Blucher, 23,850
Corps of General York, 10,000
Detached corps of St Priest, 2,800

Total 38,160
Total, Russians, . . 35,755

Grand total. Allies, . . 71,925—Plotho, vol. i. App. 114.

Total Allied Forces in Germany at the opening ofthe Campaign.
RUSSfANS—DKTACHKD CORPS ON THE KLBE.

t»tDetachment of Tettenbom, . . . 1,679 1,«85'
Detachment of Doembersr. .

-

Detachment of ChemichefT,

Corps of Woronzoff, ...
Detachment of Ilarpe,

(,ij>etachment of KoUi,

^Corpi of Milaradowitch,
"Free Corps,

1,844 605
1.985 1,

5,450
2,200
3,000
11,699
3,000

'o**! 30,e&7 4,18a
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blockading the fortresses on the Elbe and the Oder
; leav- chap.

ing little more than seventy thousand to meet the shock ^^^y-

of battle on the plains of Leipsic. In these circumstances, 1813.

it appeared to many a hazardous and imprudent step to

cross the Elbe, of which the whole fortresses were still in

the hands of the enemv, and venture into the Saxon plains , ^ . . „„,

in presence of Napoleon, who had the command of a force Jom. iv.'273-

twofold more numerous. There were not wanting those
^Q^ulli a.

who called to mind the fatal effects of a similar advance 290, 291.

over the same ground, previous to the battle of Jena,
seven years before.^

But, on the other hand, the circumstances of the two
armies at these two periods were essentially different.

Napoleon was then at the head ofa veteran and victorious Reasons for

—he now led on a newly raised, or beaten army. The
ei*JS."^^*^*

Prussians, then advancing singly to the shock, vrere now
supported by the experience and animated by the pre-
sence of the Russian conquerors. Seven years of oppressive

RUSSIANS THAT FOUGHT AT LUTZEN.—VIZ. :

Men.
Corps of Lieutenant-General Berg, .... 7,450
Corps of Lieutenant-General Winzingerode, . . 10,525
Reserve under General Tormasoff, .... 17,350
Battery sent to the assistance of Blucher, . . . 450

Total, . . 35,775

RUSSIANS BETTV'EKN THE ELBE AND THE VISTULA.

Corps of Barclay de Tolly, 13,450
Corps of Sacken, 9,800
Army of Reserve of Doctoroff, 60,000
Blockading Zamosc, General Roth, .... 3,000
Blockading Force before Dantzic, the Prince of Wir-

temberg, 15,000
Blockading Force before Glogau, .... 1,500

Total, . . 92,750

Summary.
Bvasians detached on the Elbe, 30,657
Russians who fought at Ltitzen, 35,775
Russians between the Elbe and the Vistula, . . 92,750

Russians—Grand Total, . . . 159,182—Plotho, vol. i. App. 99.
'

PRUSSIANS.
Blucher's Corps, 16,70
York's and Kleisfs Corps, 7,600
Reserve under Stutterheim, 3,700

In the field, 28,000

Blockading the fortresses, about . 37,000

' Total—Prussians, .... 65,000
Do.—Russians, .... 159,182

Grand total of Allies, . . 224,182—PwwHO, vol. i. App. 126.
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CHAP, rule had united every heart, and upraised every hand in
^^^^' the north of Germany ;

the superiority of the Allies in

1813. cavalry removed every reasonable ground for apprehend-

ing total defeat
;
and even though the forward movement

might be attended with some peril, it was w^orth incurring,
in the hope of determining the hesitation of the court of

Dresden, and stimulating the favourable tendencies of the

cabinet of Vienna. Influenced by these considerations,
the advance of the Allies continued. Leaving the Viceroy,
whose troops were concentrated between Magdeburg and
the Saale, to the right, Wittgenstein crossed the Elbe in

force at Dessau; and, concentrating his troops with those

which had passed at Dresden, advanced to Leipsic, while
1 Jom. iv. his right wing occupied Halle and the adjoining villages.

Fain, L 324, Meanwhile Alexander and Frederick "William, leaving the

^cuei?^^"' headquarters where such important diplomatic arrange-
290, 291. ments had been concluded, at Kalisch, moved on to Dres-

den, and established themselves there on the 8th of April.^
If the confused and motley array of worn-out veterans

2^
and youthful conscripts, which crowded the road from

Aspect of the Mayence to Erfurth, was descriptive of the last efforts,

PmSian*"*^ though Still unbrokcu spirit, of the French empire ;
the

troops which hardy warriors, savage horsemen, and enthusiastic volun-

den. teers who composed the Russian and Prussian ranks,
were still more characteristic of the varied nations, from

the deserts of Asia to the centre of civilised Europe, who
were now roused to resist them. Unbounded was the

astonishment of the citizens of Dresden when the Cos-

sacks and Calmucks, the forerunners of Winzingerode's

corps, first appeared amongst them. The uncombed
beards and shaggy dress of many of these nomad war-

riors
;
their long lances and hardy steeds

; and, above all,

the piles of plunder which they bore between their sad-

dles and horses' backs, at first excited no small degree of

terror in the minds of the citizens. This feeling was
increased rather than diminished when they beheld these

Asiatic warriors, singing oriental airs, pile their arms in

the streets, strew a little straw on the pavements, and lie

down to rest beside the steeds, picketed to tlio walls,

which had accompanied them from the Volga and the

Don. By degrees, however, these apprehensions wore off:

the uncouth warriors were found to be kindly and sober ;
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a copious supply of brandy, bread, herrings, and onions, chap.

always put them in good humour
;
and soon they were ^^^^'

to be seen carrying the children in their arms for hours I8ia

together, and teaching them to speak and sing in Russian.

Shortly after, these rude hosts w^ere followed by the more

regular columns of the Russian army ; infantry, cavalry,
and artillery succeeded each other without intermission,

in the finest possible state of discipline and equipment ;

and when the Emperor Alexander and theKing of Prussia, April 24.

at the head of their respective divisions of Guards, defiled

over the bridge of the Elbe, and entered the city, all the

spectators were lost in astonishment at the aspect of the

troops, which, after undergoing the fatigues of so dreadful

a campaign, appeared in all the pomp anr^ majesty of un- .

sullied war. Garlands of flowers were every where ocuiaire, 85,

strewn on their approach ;
the windows were filled with

^^J[^fi 55

rank and beauty ;
and the monarchs entered the town be- 110,

twcen a double rank of damsels clothed in white, bearing
baskets loaded with all the beauty of spring.^

But if the long columns Oi the Russian army, and the

varied appearance of their troops, were descriptive of the

vast extent of their empire, and the prodigious force of Appearance

that enthusiasm which had brought the military force of
g^^troops."

such distant regions into the heart of Europe ;
still more

interesting, in a moral point of view, was the aspect which
the patriot bands of Prussia wore. The chasseurs of the

Guard, in particular, excited general attention, and con-

veyed a lively idea, both of the sacrifices which her people
had made to deliver their country, and of the heroic

spirit with which they were animated. A thousand

young men, almost all of the best families, marched in the

ranks with ardour to battle, where more than two-thirds

of their number found an honoured grave. The bands of

volunteers, clothed in black, were much more numerous.

Several difierent provinces had contributed to form them ;

and a large proportion were composed of the young men
at the universities, who now took the field under the

direction of the same men, as oflScers, to whom they had

formerly listened with reverence in the professors' chairs.

Several distinguished members of the universities, in

particular Jahn and StafFens, appeared with a warlike

air, and surrounded by a numerous train of followers.
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CHAP. These noble bands, however, tlioiigh orerflowing with

^
Lxxv.

courage, and burning to signalise themselves, scarcely
1813. appeared broke in to a discipline sufficiently strict for the

arduous duties upon which they were about to enter
; and

many of them were still of such tender years as to be

obviously unequal to the fatigues of a campaign. Num-
bers of gallant youths, too young to be admitted into

the ranks, and hardly able to carry a musket, followed

the regiments, supplicating to be allowed to join their

elder comrades. One boy of ten years was to be seen,

entreating the officers of diiferent regiments, with tears

in his eyes, to receive him in the ranks of volunteers, if

J^od ?^"^'
^^* ^^ ^ private, at least as a drummer

;
while another,

93, 94.

*

only nine, was reclaimed by his parents at Breslau, by
advertisement in the public newspapers.^

These noble youths took the field under the sanction,
and impressed witli the liveliest feelings of religious

Noble spirit duty. It was from that holy spring that the spirit des-

^y^^^^J^^^tined to combat, and ultimately conquer, the worldly
mated. passions of the French Revolution took its rise.

" We
marched," says one of the volunteers, the poet Korner,
" in parade from Zoblen to Rogau, a Lutheran village,

where the church, with great simplicity, but also with

great taste, had been decorated for the convention of the

volunteers. After singing a hymn of my composition,
the clergyman of the parish delivered an address, full of

manly vigour and public enthusiasm. Not a dry eye was
to be seen in the whole assembly. After the service, he

pronounced the oath before us, for the cause of humanity,
of fatherland, of religion, to spare neither substance nor

soul—to conquer or die for the right. We swore ! Ho
then fell on his knees, and besought God for a blessing on
His champions. It was a moment when the present

thought of death kindled flame in every eye, and woke
heroism in every heart. The oath, solemnly repeated by
all, and sworn on the swords of the officers, and Lutlier's

hymn, 'Ein fcste burg ist unscr Gott,' 'A .stronghold is

2 Korner to our God,' concluded the ceremony ; upon which a tliun-

ridiier, dering vivat burst from the congregation of champions for

D '"^cif^'
German freedom, while every bhide leaped from its scab-

i'undora,128. bard, and gleams of warlike light shone through the sanc-

tuary .^ The hour was so much the more impressive, that
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most of us went out with the conviction that it was the last 9^6^
time we should ever meet." With such holy rites did the

champions of German freedom prepare themselves for the

fight. The moral Avorld was shaken to its foundation :

again, as in the days of the Archangel Michael, duty based

on religion was arrayed against talent destitute of God.

The Emperor and King lived at Dresden with the

utmost simplicity, and won the hearts of all classes by
the affability of their demeanour, and the readiness with Habit's of the

which they were at all times accessible to the complaints, KSg^ati)S
not only of their own troops, but of the Saxon people, den.andreii-

Both appeared in public without guards, or ostentation of by which tiiey

any sort. Alexander, in particular, frequently walked out were am-

attended only by an aide-de-camp, and seemed to take a

pleasure in the crowds who thronged round him to such '

an extent, that no small difficulty was sometimes experi-
enced in making his way through.* But it was chiefly
in the respect paid by themselves and their followers to

the rites of religion, that the difference appeared between
the Allied sovereigns and the French authorities by whom
they had been preceded. The day after their entry was
Easter Sunday ;

and it was celebrated from daybreak by
the soldiers of both armies with extraordinary solemnity.
The whole troops appeared in their very best and neatest

attire. Every where the Cossacks were to be seen buying
stained eggs to present to their comrades ; Avherever the

Kussians met, from the highest to the lowest rank, they

gave the salute,
" Christ is risen," to which the reply was,

"
Yes, he has risen indeed."t The Emperor was the first

to set this devout example ;
and having, after the preced- ^

ing midnight, assisted at the solemn service of Easter in a

little Greek chapel established in one of the apartments
of the Bruhl palace, he immediately addressed that ex-

pression to every one of his officers present. Divine

service was performed by the chaplains, or "popes" as

He inhabited tlie beautiful BruliI palace in the suburbs of the city, the

shady walks of the garden of which had long been the favourite resort of the
children of the better classes. Strict orders had been given in the first instance
to close the gates against these noisy intruders ; but no sooner was the Emperor
informed of the privation to which they had been exposed, than he gave direc-

tions to have them admitted as usual, and often walked out to divert himself
with the sportive happiness of his little allies. The King of Prussia did the
same at the royal palace of Raclaiitz, which formed his residence.—Tilinoin

Oculairc, 213 ; Odel. 113.

t
" Christos woslires."—*' Istinnoe woskres."
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CHAP, they are called, of all the different Russian regiments
^^^^-

quartered in Saxony. This was succeeded by a splendid
813. review, in which a noble body of seven thousand cjivalry,

headed by the Archduke Constantine, who had just
arrived from Pilnitz, paraded before the sovereigns at

Dresden. Superficial readers may consider these incidents

as trifles, but they are straws which show how the wind
sets

;
and the reflecting observer will not deem it the

least interesting incident in this memorable year, that

the sovereigns and armies, which at length delivered

Europe, were bound together by the common ties which
unite man to his Creator

;
and that, after all human

powers had failed in combating the forces of the Revolu-

» Odei. it tion, victory was at length brought back to the arms of

r^' ^ff" freedom, when they went forth to the fight with the

iiL

' '

ancient war-cry of the warriors of the Cross on their ban-

ners,
" In this sign you shall conquer."

i*

During his stay at Erfurth, Napoleon put the last hand
to the organisation of his army ; gave directions for

Confusion Strengthening the two citadels of the town, and putting

on^th^'^^^"
them in a posture of defence ;

and established hospitals for

French line of six thousand men. Meanwhile Eugene, firm in his
"*"

position between the confluence of the Saale and Elbe, and
round Magdeburg, quietly awaited the approach of the

Emperor, who left Erfurth early in the morning of the

AprU28. 28th, mounted on horseback, and commenced the cam-

paign. The conscripts, as the long and brilliant cortege
of the Emperor passed through their ranks, gazed with

delight on the hero who had filled the world with his

renown
;
and the cheers with which he was saluted were

almost as loud and general as in the most brilliant period
of his career. But these animating signs died away when

Napoleon had passed ;
and the first day's march was

sufficient to convince every observer that the ancient dis-

cipline and order of the army were at an end, and that

the admirable precision of the soldiers of UJm and Aus-

terlitz had been buried with the Grand Army in the

snows of Russia. The Emperor slept that night at Eck-

artsberg, having passed in his journey over the field of

Auerstadt, already immortalised in the annals of French

glory. During the whole march, the imperial cortege was
" la hoc signo viiice*."
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obliged to force its way, with almost brutal violence, chap.

through the dense crowd of infantry, cannon, horsemen,
^^^^-

and waggons which encumbered the highway. Pillage 1813.

had already commenced on all sides ; and the disorders of

the troops not only inflicted on the unhappy inhabitants

all the miseries of war, but evinced, even under the eyes
of the Emperor, the relaxed discipline and imperfect

organisation of his army. Under the very windows of

the hotel which he inhabited, a vast crowd of disorderly
soldiers was collected, who, with loud shouts and dissonant

cries, continued during the whole night to feed a huge fire,

by throwing into it the furniture, beds, and property of i odei. i. 36

the wretched inhabitants, into whose houses they had 37. Fain, u

broken, and who, by a single day's presence of the impe- iv. 275.°™*

rial headquarters, found themselves deprived of their

whole moveable effects.^

The direction of Xapoleon's march was determined by
the important consideration of effecting a junction with
the Viceroy towards the mouth of the Saale

;
and with Approach of

this view he advanced next day to Naumburg ;
while Ney armS^to

reached Weissenfels, after having driven back the Russian each other.

videttes, which now, for the first time, began to show
^"

themselves on the road. Meanwhile the Viceroy, to

facilitate the junction, ascended the course of the Saale,
and on the same day arrived at Mersburg ; so that the

two armies were now not more than twenty miles distant,

Eugene's forces consisted of three corps
—

Victor's, Lauris-

ton's, and Macdonald's—and mustered full forty thousand

combatants, besides those left in garrison in the fortresses

on the Elbe. Already the thunder of their artillery was
heard in the distance, and soon an aide-de-camp from the

Viceroy announced the joyful intelligence to the Emperor,
that his troops had passed the Saale by the bridge of

Mersburg, and that a junction had been effected between
the two armies. The young conscripts in Ney's corps,
which formed the head of the advance, gazed with wonder
on the veterans, many of them mutilated, who had sur-

vived the Moscow campaign ;
while they, reanimated by

the sight of the dense columns which were hourly throng- ^Painfi.

ing to their support, forgot the horrors of the retreat, and j^^^fy "275.

fondly hoped that the glorious days of the Grand Army Odei. l 39.

were about to return.^ Joyfully the united host moved
VOL. XVI. o
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CHAP, towards the enemy, who occupied Halle, Naumburg,^^^^'
Leipsic, and all the adjacent roads, while the advanced

I8ia guards were posted on the road to Weissenfels.

No sooner were the Allies aware of the approach of

the enemy in such strength, than they took measures to

Position and Concentrate their forces
;
but the situation of their troops

^eAVdesf ^^'^^ ^"^^^ ^^ *^ afford the most serious ground for disquie-
tude. Not more than eighty thousand men were scattered

along the line of the Elbe, from the Bohemian mountains
to the sea, without any other point of support than

Dresden, a town which could not be said to be fortified.

The bridges of Meissen, Miihlberg, and Roslau, by which

they had passed, were not yet even covered by tetes-de-

pont—Dessau alone had a tolerable bridge-head ; and the

reinforcements in their rear were all absorbed in block-

ading the fortresses on the Elbe and the Oder. Thus, it

was impossible to give battle to the enemy with any
thing approaching to an equality of force. Yet was retreat

still more hazardous, as it would weaken the moral influ-

ence which their advance had produced in Germany, and,

by renewing its terrors, might revive all the vacillations

of the cabinet of Vienna, and even induce it to throw its

forces into tlie opposite scale. Nor were the chances of

battle so unequal as they at first sight appeared. For

though Napoleon was greatly superior upon the whole, it

was by no means certain that liis forces would all be con-

centrated upon one field : the quality of the Allied troops

I pr^ig de was undoubtedly better than that of the conscripts by
la Camp, de whom they were to be opposed ; and, above all, the great

Schoeii, ii. Superiority of their cavalry, which was nearly twenty-five

^^' ^*?^*Qo« thousand strong, while that of the French was not five
Fain, u 339,

*'

341. thousand, both precluded the possibility of total defcjit,

and promised the most brilliant results in case of success.^

These considerations having induced the Allied sove-

reigns to risk a battle, it wjis no sooner ascertained that

Combat at Napoleon had passed the Saale, near Weissenfels. on tho
Posema.

^q^^i April, than the Russian and Prussian forces were

moved forward with all imaginable expedition, to prevent
his advance to Leipsic, give him battle in the plains of

LiixzEN, and drive him back, in case of success, into the

marshes formed by the Pleisse and the Elster. The Prus-

sian army was concentrated, on the 1st May, at Rothc :
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"Wittgenstein, with the main body of the Russians, was chap.

at Zwenkau
;
while Winzingerode and Milaradowiteh,

^^^^'

more in advance, observed tlie movements of the enemy 1813.

on the roads of Naumburg and Chemnitz. It was in

crossing the defile of Griinebach, that the head of the

French column first encountered the Allies, who were

strongly posted with six guns on the heights of Poserna,
on the opposite bank, to defend the great road, which,
after descending into the valley of that name, and passing
the village of Rippach, ascends the opposite steep to enter

upon the great plains of Liitzen and Leipsic. The infe- conq.kxU.

riority of Napoleon's forces in cavalry, rendered it neces- ^^ ^% ^„

sary to approach this advanced guard with caution, and Jom. iV. 275w

the French infantry moved on in squares, as at the battle

of the Pyramids in Egypt.i
Marshal Bessieres, Duke of Istria, colonel of the Impe-

rial Guards, was among the foremost of the horsemen
gg

who advanced to reconnoitre the enemy's position, when Death of

a caimon-shot killed the brigadier of his escort. " Inter Sleres.
that brave man," said the marshal ; and hardly had the *^*y ^•

words passed his lips, when a second cannon-ball struck

himself on the breast, and laid him dead on the spot.

His body was immediately covered with a white sheet, to

conceal the calamity from the soldiers ;
and no one spoke

of the event even at the imperial headquarters
—an

ominous practice, which commenced during the calamities

of the Moscow retreat, and was continued in this cam-

paign, from the rapid consumption of men of the highest
rank and consideration by which it was characterised.

Oreat confusion prevailed for some time at the attack of

the defile on the opposite side, from the want of precision 3 g^y^ ^^
in the movements of the troops, and three hundred men Cauiain-

were struck down in the squares without the enemy being Fain,'/.* 341,'

dislodged. But at length twenty pieces of the artillery
343.

j^^^'-.^-

of the Guard were brought up, and under cover of their 275, 276.

fire the leading square got through, and the Allied van-
conq.^xxii.

guard retired, leaving open to the enemy the entrance of 31, 32.

the plain of Liitzen.^ * The French army occupied Liitzen

* Ever since the campaign of Italy, in 1796, Marshal Bessieres had, in dif-

ferent ranks, commanded the Guard which accompanied Napoleon in his battles.

He was one ol his most esteemed lieutenants ; and he deserved the Emperor's
regard, as well by his military experience and ability, as by his talent for civil

affairs and his fidelity to his interests. Hia body was embalmed, and arrived at
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CHAP.
LXXV.

i8ia

33.

Movements
and position
of the
French.

1 Fain, L

248,249.
Vict, et

Conq. xxii.

32,33. Jom
iv. 276, 277.

and the adjacent villages, where they slept ;
the Young

Guard bivouacked round the tomb of Gustavus Adolphus ;

sentinels were placed, to preserve from destruction during
the night the trees which shaded the grave of the hero of
the north.

Next morning the French troops, being now aware that

they were in presence of the enemy, advanced in close

order towards Leipsic, ready at a moment's warning to

form square, to resist the formidable cavalry to which

they were opposed. General Lauriston, with his corps,
the advanced guard of Eugene's army, moved on the

road from Mersburg. He met with no resistance till he

arrived at Lindenau, the western suburb of Leipsic ; but
there the streets were barricaded, and the houses loop-
holed. As a serious resistance was expected, the troops

halted, and the fire of artillery commenced. Macdonald's

corps followed on the same line, and neither of these were

engaged in the subsequent action. On the great road

from Liitzen to Leipsic, the main body of the French

army, under Napoleon in person, advanced in a dense

array of infantry, cavalry, artillery, and chariots, crowding
the road from Weissenfels to Lindenau : and it seemed

hardly possible for any efforts to restore order to the

prodigious accumulation of men and carriages which
were there assembled. Marmont's corps formed the

vanguard of the array ;
next to him, Bertrand brought

up his Italians from Nossen : behind them, between

Naumburg and Weissenfels, came Oudinot's men
;
while

the Imperial Guards and reserve cavalry were still farther

in the rear, and Ney's dense columns covered the flank of

the huge array as far as Liitzen.^

On the other hand, the Allied sovereigns, who had
taken the field on the 29th April, and put themselves at

the head of their respective armies, were resolved to give
the H6tel des Invalides, at Paris, on the 20th May, where it was interred ; and
the Emperor >\Tote tlie following touching letter to )iis widow, who was incon-

solable for his loss :
—** My cousin, Your husband has died on the field of

honour. The loss which you and your children have sustained is doubtless

great ; but mine is still greater. The Duke of Istria has died the noblest death,
and without suffering ; he has left a reputation without spot, the l>est inheri-

tance he could bequeath to his children. My protection is seaired to tliem ;

they will inherit all tlie affection which I bore to their father."—When the
author visited Paris, in May 1814, the lamps were burning night and day in the

mausoleum of the deceased, by the pious care of his widow, who still daily
visited and si>ent some time in his tomb. Tlie King of Saxony erected a monu-
ment to Bessidres, on Uie spot where he fell.—See Fain, L 344, 345 ; and Las
Casks, vi. 45.
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battle in the plains of Liitzen. Not that they were in- chap.
sensible of the risk which they ran in combating Napoleon

^^^^-

at the head of superior forces, especially among the thickly I8I8.

crowded villages of Saxony, where their magnificent 34.

cavalry would be of little avail ;
but political considera- -^'J,'®*^

"^"^
^
„ , . , . p

^
.

and plan of

tions of the highest importance, reierrmg to the courts attack.

of Vienna and Dresden, forbade them to recede or act on

the defensive at this particular juncture. They crossed

the Elster, therefore, near Pegau, early on the morning of

the 2d, and advanced with all their forces, directing their May 2.

march towards Jena, and threatening the enemy's right,

so as to keep up the communication with Bohemia and
the forces of the Austrian monarchy. The plan of attack

was to refuse their own right, and make no considerable

effort in the centre, but endeavour to force back the

enemy's right, turn it, and cut him off from the Saale,

and then inundate his rear with a numerous cavalry, to

which he had no corresponding force to oppose. Blucher's
ca^p^'isiV^

Prussians were in the front
;
next came Wittgenstein's schoeli,

Russians
; Winzingerode's Russians, with the Russian and

aos^^loe.

"*

Prussian Guards, and the cavalry of both armies, formed ItT^-}^'^^
Odel. 1. 47.

the reserve. In this order the troops, after having enjoyed 49.

an hour and a halfs rest, advanced to the attack at one

o'clock in the afternoon.^

The hostile armies thus approached each other in a very

peculiar manner ; for both were in open column, and
gg

actually under march
;
and they came into collision like Battle of

two men-of-war attempting to pass each other on opposite
"^^^°'

tacks. Napoleon, aware that the enemy were not fiir dis-

tant, but ignorant of their intentions, and not expecting
them to stand firm that day, had been on horseback since May 2.

nine in the morning ;
and he had passed the monument

of Gustavus Adolphus, when he was first roused to a sense

of his situation by the sound of artillery on his extreme

left at Lindenau. He immediately halted with his suite,

and surveyed the distant combat with his telescope ;
after

which he remained half an hour in meditation, directing 2 odei. L 49

the troops merely to continue their march, with their so. Fain, i.'

350 351
ranks as close as possible. Suddenly a tremendous can- pr^dsin

nonade arose in rear of his right, in the direction of Great
^^^1.°^"'

..

and Little Gorschen ;2 while his telescope, still directed 305, sod.

towards Lindenau, showed him the inhabitants peaceably
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CHAP, posted on the roofs of the houses, and no enemy's force
^^^^-

deployed beyond the extremity of the buildings. He
1813. instantly perceived that the attack was to be expected

on the other side
;
and Marshal Ney, observing that his

corps was assailed, set oflf at the gallop to put himself at

its head.

In truth, matters had assumed a serious aspect, from
the very first, in that quarter. The French infantry there

Commence- occupied the villages of Gross Gorschen, Klein Gorschen,
mentofthe Rahno, and Kaia, which lie near each other, somewhat
success of the in the form of an irregular square, in the plain between
Allies on the i^utzen and Pegau. The plain is there traversed by the

deep channel of a rivulet, called the Flossgraben, which
was crossed by the whole combined army in small com-

pact columns, and formed a support to the right after

these columns had deployed. Emerging from behind the

heights, where they had taken their rest entirely con-

cealed from the enemy's view, the Allied army, eighty
thousand strong, moved on in four deep black columns,
with a powerful artillery in front, which immediately
commenced a heavy concentric fire upon Gross Gorschen ;

which the French infantry in the village sustained with
the utmost intrepidity. Soon, however, it was assailed

by two Prussian brigades, under General Ziethen, with

such vigour, that, after a gallant resistance, Souham's

division, which was charged with its defence, was driven

out and pursued to some distance. The brave Prussians,

burning with ardour, followed up their success Avith great

I j^Qp^ 22 impetuosity ; Klein Gorschen and Rahno were also carried

23. Precis, amidst deafening cheers
;

both villages were speedily

11^306,307^'^ wrapped in flames; black volumes of smoke enveloped
2*^?'- i- 1^ the whole right of the field of battle, and aide-de-camp
Fam, 1. 350, . . , , , i i -..t i •

251. after aide-de-camp was despatched to JSapoleon, pressing
for reinforcements, or all was lost in that quarter.^

The Emperor's resolution was instantly taken. "We
have no cavalry," said he. " "So matter : it will bo a

Napoleon's battle as in Egypt. The French infantry is equal to any

reS^ll^e^" thing ;
and I commit myself, without alarm, to the in-

disorder. hcrciit valour of our young conscripts." Orders were

immediately despatched to Macdonald, who was on the

left near Lindenau, to retrace his steps, and direct his

march to the point of attack on the right. The Viceroy,
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gifted with the true eye of a general^ had already stopped chap.

his advance on hearing the cannon to the right, and ^^-^^'

enjoined him to incline in that direction
;
orders were 1813.

simultaneously sent to Marmont to hasten across the

fields in the same direction
;
Bertrand was instructed to

advance, as quickly as possible, on the other side
;
while

the whole troops on the road between Liitzen and Leipsic

were at once halted, and wheeled into line by a move-

ment to the right. Napoleon himself set off with his

suite in the same direction, directing his rapid course to
conq. xxil

the point where the smoke was thickest and the cannon
?^o^7'oF^"'

loudest. But before these various succours could arrive, Lond.' 23.

"

disasters, well-nigh attended with fatal consequences, had

ensued in that direction.^

Wittgenstein, overjoyed at the success of his first attack,

which had answered his most sanguine expectations, re- ^
solved to support it to the utmost of his power, and direct Counter-

his principal forces to that quarter, while at the same
S^wittgen-

time he distracted the enemy's attention by a furious stein.

onset upon his centre. He brought up, therefore, his

second line, and a part of his reserves, which had now
become necessary ;

for Ney, having moved forward the

divisions Brennier, Gerard, and Marchand, to the support
of Souham, which advanced in squares, as at the battle of

the Pyramids, had, by a brilliant charge with the bayonet,

regained the lost villages, and driven back the Allies

almost to the ground they occupied at the commence-

ment of the action. A few words addressed by the

Prussian generals to their men when the second line

came up, restored their confidence, and they returned to

the attack of the burning villages with redoubled ardour.

Nothing could withstand their impetuosity. The French

columns, driven out of the houses, were charged in the

intervening open ground by the Allied horse, and thrown

into confusion. Several regiments of conscripts disbanded

and fled
;
the plain was covered with fugitives, and dismay

overspread the wiiole French right. Seeing his attack

thus far successful, Wittgenstein brought up his reserves

of the Russians and Prussians to decide the victory : these

noble troops advanced in the finest order, through a driv-

ing tempest of cannon-shot from the French batteries,

and, pressing incessantly forward, carried the villages of
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Klein Gorschen and Holienlohe by assault, and drove the

enemy beyond Kaia, the key of the French right, which

became the prey of the flames, and remained burning

furiously, unoccupied by either party. The French whole

line, in the centre and on the right, retired five or six

hundred paces, abandoning also the village of Starsiedel,

which the Allies, however, were not in suflScient strength
to occupy. It was now six o'clock ; the battle seemed

gained. The French right, driven back a mile and a half,

had not only been expelled from the five villages which

formed its strongholds, but in great part thrown into

disorder. Half an hour's farther advance would bring
the Allies upon the line of Bertrand's march forward, and

cut him off from the remainder of the army ;
while their

numerous and magnificent cavalry were already forming
in dense and menacing masses to sweep along the open

plains, in the rear of the wiiole enemy's centre and left,

and complete his destruction in a quarter, and by a force

to which he had nothing to oppose.^
No sooner were these disastrous tidings brought to

Napoleon, than he set out at the gallop to restore affairs

Napoleon by his own presence at the scene of this terrible conflict.

riStto^"
^'^^ 0^ approaching the right wing, clearer evidence appeared

restore the at every step of the imminence of the danger. The plain

was covered by conscripts flying from the dreadful fire

of the Russian artillery : the columns which still held

together were retreating, closely followed by the Allied

infantry ;
and the threatening clouds of their horse were

preparing to deluge the field the moment that the last

villages were passed. Yet, even in these circumstances of

alarm, the Emperor received the most touching proofs of

the devotion of his troops. The broken crowds of con-

scripts reformed in haste at sight of the imperial staff", and

endeavoured, by throwing themselves into little knots or

squares, to arrest the disorder
;
numbers rejoined the ranks

which still held together ;
the wounded, which were ciirried

past in numbers every minute increasing, never failed to

salute the Emperor with the wonted acclamations. Cries

of " Vive rEmpereurT broke from lips soon about to be

silent for ever; and a faint expression of joy illuminated

the countenances of the dying youths when the well-

known form of Napoleon flitted before their eyes. Never

batUe.
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had the French army displayed more devoted valour— chap.

never did the generals and officers evince a more heroic
^^^^'

spirit
—and never, except perhaps at Wagram, had the 1813.

Emperor exposed his person more than at that awful

crisis. But he was deeply impressed with the danger of

his situation. Orders were already given for a retreat; lOdei. L5i,

and when an aide-de-camp brought the intelligence, as he
281, 28™

"*

came up, that Ney's second attack on Kaia had failed, he
l^^^'jpj,

received the news with a terrific exclamation—"Ha !" ii. 309.'

accompanied by a look to Berthier and Caulaincourt,
which froze every heart around him with horror.^*

Both parties, perceiving that the decisive point of the

battle was to be found in the ruins of Kaia, strove, by ^
accumulating forces upon it, to secure to themselves so Prodigious

important an acquisition ;
like two skilful players at paSs^Iuhe

chess, who successively bring up all their forces to support
decisive

the attack or defence, towards the close of the struggle,

of an inconsiderable piece on the board. Napoleon,

placing himself at a short distance behind the village,

arranged the broken remains of Ney's divisions, which
had been already engaged, preceded by the division

Ricard, with his aide-de-camp Count Lobau at their head,
for a fresh attack. These gallant troops advanced with

cool intrepidity ;
and being now decidedly superior in

number to their opponents, they drove them back behind

Kaia, and into the neighbourhood of Klein Gorschen.

Blucher's Prussians of the reserve, however, issued with

the utmost vigour from that village ;
a furious combat

ensued in the plain between the two
;
Gerard and Brennier

both fell severely wounded at the head of their troops,

the former exclaiming,
"
Soldiers, the moment is arrived 2 vict. et

when every Frenchman who has the feelings of honour
§'"§9'' jq^

in his bosom should conquer or die." Nor would the i v.' 282, 283.

*

Prussians recede an inch ; the Berlin volunteers melted schoei/°Rec

away under the fire, but stood immoveable y^ both parties
"• 309, 3io.

kept their ground with undaunted resolution, and as the

* " The moment was very critical : the Emperor called me to his side, and

asked, where were tlie treasure and equipages.
'
I have executed,' replied I,

' the orders of your majesty ; they are at Lutzen.' ' Lose not a moment then,'
said he,

' to move them back to Mersburg ; it is our rallying point in the event

of retreat.' The whole baggage immediately took the road for Mersburg,
where 1 arrived at night, and found it occupied by a division of Eugene's corps,
which had been detaclied in the utmost haste to occupy, during the alarm, that

important point."
—Souvenirs de Dumas, iii, 499.
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shades of evening began to creep over the field, the flashes

of the musketry on either side appeared fixed to one

spot, and almost close to each other.

This obstinate conflict, however, gained for Napoleon
what he alone required to wrest their hard-earned suc-

cesses from the Allies—time. While the combat was

raging between Kaia and Klein Gorschen, the other corps
of the French army came up. The Imperial Guard was
now assembled close behind Kaia in reserve, with Napo-
leon at its head

;
Bertrand's forces were on the one side,

Marmont's infantry issued from the willow thickets,

which adjoined the Flossgraben, on the other. Seventy
thousand French infantry pressed upon the Allies, who
at that point had not more than forty thousand to oppose
to them. As a last effort, Wittgenstein ordered the artil-

lery of General Winzingerode to march forward, and take

the enemy, combating between the villages, on their left

flank, while his infantry advanced to the support of the

now almost exhausted Prussians. This able manoeuvre

had at first a surprising success. One of his divisions

debouched from Eisdorf, beyond the Flossgraben stream-

let, and drove back Marchand's diyision of Marmont's

troops ;
while another reinforced the Prussians between

the villages, and with the aid of the guns on the enemy's

flank, a third time with loud shouts drove him out of

Klein Gorschen and Kaia, and back to the Imperial
Guard of Napoleon. An interesting yet melancholy
incident took place in the contest for the burning villages.

The volunteers of Berlin and the young conscripts of

Paris met amidst the ruins
;
both made their first essay

in arms, but both fought with the courage of veteran

soldiers. Hand to hand, body to body, heart to heart,

these gallant youths struggled with invincible obstinacy
amidst the flames, and nearly a half of each found there

an untimely grave.^*

Napoleon now saw that the decisive moment had

* " I had nothing," said Key to General Mathieu Dumas after tlie battle,
*' but battalions of conscripts ; but I had good reason to congratulate myself on
their conduct. I doubt if I could have achieved as much with tlie jrrenadiers

of the (iuard. I had before me the best troops of tiie enemy, including the

whole Prussian Guard
;
our bravest warriors, after having twice failed, would

probably have never carried the villages ; but.^tr timet 1 led back those brave

youtlis, whose docility, and perhaps inexperience, have served me better than
the most veteran valour: the French infantrj* can never be too youn^'."

—
Souvenirs de Uvmab, iii. ii)V.
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arrired : all his reserves within reach, except the Imperial chap.

Guard, had been engaged. He forthwith ordered up that ^•^^^-

formidable host, which had so often decided the fate of 1813.

European fields. Sixteen battalions of the Young Guard 42. •

were drawn up in a close column, preceded by sixty of^heFrSk

pieces of its incomparable artillery, commanded by Guards.

I)rouot, and followed by the whole reserve cavalry. This

weighty column soon made its way through the crowd of

fugitives which lay in its line of advance. Nothing could

withstand the swift and deadly fire of Drouot's guns,
which seemed absolutely to be discharged as they moved

along. Kaia was regained, and the Allies forced back,
still facing about, and firing without intermission, to

Klein Gorschen. The Prussian battalions were now so

much reduced by eight hours' incessant fighting, that

they formed little more than a line of tirailleurs, which
was obliged to fall back behind that village to re-form.

There, however, the fight was renewed
; Mortier had a

horse shot under him
;
Dumoustier fell by his side ;

while on the Prussian side Scharnhorst was mortally

wounded, the Prince Leopold of Hesse-Homburg and
Prince Mecklenburg-Strelitz were killed. But the Guard,

enveloped by clouds of dust and smoke, still steadily

advanced, and the receding sound of their artillery and

light of their guns showed that the enemy was in retreat

on the right. At the same time the Viceroy, who at this

critical moment came 'up from Lindenau, fell on the

extreme right of the Prince of Wirtemberg, and drew off

his batteries from the flank of the columns engaged

among the villages ; and it was only by great exertions, Rfc.^iif3i2.

and the admirable steadiness of the Prussian troops, that
Y^^'-^^2ri

the prince was able to maintain himself in his position, 284.

*

without prosecuting the attack which, in the first instance,
had been attended with such important effects.^

The fire of the artillery continued with the utmost
violence along the whole line till darkness closed in the

^g

scene, and several charges of the Allied horse upon the Retreat ofthe

French squares were followed by brilliant success
;
but diSahe

although they retained the greater part of the ground
action,

they had won on the right and in the centre, it was
evident they were overmatched at the decisive point.
The Russian and Prussian Guards, who were impatiently
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CHAP, expected, had not yet come np ;
a reinforcement of two

^^^^'
divisions of Russian grenadiers, under Konownitzen,

i8ia which Wittgenstein hurled at the very close of the day
against Ney's corps on the right, was assailed in the flank

by the Viceroy at the head of Macdonald's three fresh

divisions, and so rudely handled that they were obliged
to retreat, and evacuate the village of Eisdorf. At the

same time, on the extreme left of the Allies' line,
1 Prussian Bertrand's corps was debouching by Gosserau and Pobles,

Account. and threatened early next morning to assail the disputed

s^iodi,_i.
44,

yjjjj^ggg jjj flank. In these circumstances, the Allied

361, 362.
'

sovereigns gave orders for a retreat on the following

SdSi!°Rec.™or"i"g- They themselves retired for the night to
u. 312, 313. Lobstadt ; the right was concentrated in and around

284. Vict, et Gross Gorschcn, where it sank to sleep amidst the

§'°26.""' smoking ruins
;
and Napoleon despatched couriers to

Lond.*24. Paris, Cracow, Rome, Vienna, and Constantinople, to

announce that he had gained the victory.^

Strict orders had been given by the Emperor that no

44 pursuit should be attempted : he was well aware of his

Night attack
inferiority in cavalry, and having observed that a con-

horizon the siderable part of the Allied horse had not been engaged,
French line,

jjg feared some surprise during the night. To guard

against such a danger, fires were directed to be kindled

along the whole front of the French position, and the

men were ordered to lie down in squares. It soon

appeared how necessary these precautions had been.

As Napoleon was riding at nine at night across part of

the field of battle towards Liitzen, where headquarters
were to be established, he was suddenly assailed by a

fire of musketry from behind a hedge, followed by the

irruption of a huge mass of horse, which advanced in

close order and at a steady pace through the squares,

almost to the imperial escort. Had they pushed on two

hundred paces farther, they would have taken the

Emperor with all his suite. As it was, the alarm was

68!^F*ai"n J*.
SO great that all his followers dispersed ; Napoleon hini-

36«. 367. self disappeared for some minutes, and the anxious ques-
iWciain' tion was askcd by them all, when they re-assembled,

f^UoSiX "Where is the Emperor?
"2 Some squares having now

313, 314. come up, aqd poured in a close tire on both sides, the

Allied horse got entangled during the darkness in a
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ravine, and at length the body which had made this irrup- chap.

tion, consisting of eight squadrons, retired to their own ^^^^'

position ; and the combat at all points ceased in this isis.

sea of blood.

At daybreak on the following morning, Napoleon left

Liitzen, and, according to his usual custom, rode over the

field of battle. It afforded ample subject for meditation. Aspect of the

and evinced clearly the obstinate and nearly balanced field of battle,

nature of the conflict in which the French empire was
now engaged. Between the villages of Kaia and Gross

Gorschen, the whole surface of the ground was covered

with the slain, of whom above two-thirds were French.

The dead on their side were about six, the wounded
twelve thousand.''^' The youthful visages and slender

figures of a great proportion of the corpses on both sides,

presented a melancholy and interesting spectacle ; and
showed at once how war had strained the military

strength of both monarchies, and what ardent passions
had mutually inspired their people. Many of the dead

bodies were those of the Prussian landwehr and land-

sturm. The French gazed with astonishment on the

long hair, rough mien, and coarse garments of these

rural combatants, most of whom were not yet in

uniform, but lay on the field in their dresses from the

plough. But Napoleon viewed them with very different

feelings, and mused long on these decisive proofs of the

universal spirit which had drawn forth in Prussia " the

might that slumbers in a peasant's arm." The troops
saluted him with their accustomed acclamations, and ^ odei. 1 59,

seemed to have lost none of their wonted enthusiasm. 367, 369°'
**

Nothing appeared so extraordinary to his attendants
JJ^*- ®*^jj^

as the immense army which had in a manner sprang 42, 43.

up out of the earth at his summons, and the admirable

spirit with which it was animated.^

The battle of Liitzen must always be considered as

one of the most striking proofs of Napoleon's military Loss on' both

abilities. The success gained was far from being ^gg^ctfjlfs ^^

decisive, the Allies having retreated next day in admir- the battle,

able order, without the sacrifice either of prisoners,

* Ney's corps alone lost twelve thousand men and five hundred officers,

killed and wounded. The number of wounded^was so great, that tlie generals
accused the young conscripts of having injured themselves to escape the

fatigues and dangers of the campaign.—Jomini, iv. 285.
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CHAP, standards, or cannon, and with a loss of only fifteen
^•^^^' thousand men, while the French were weakened by
1818. eighteen thousand, of whom nine hundred were prisoners.

Yet a most important advantage had been gained by the

first success in the campaign, and the restoration of the

credit of their arms in the eyes of Europe. They had
forced the veteran bands of Russia to retreat, with an

army for the most part composed of young conscripts.*

Although, also, the superiority of numbers upon the

whole was decidedly on the side of the French, yet this

was far from being the case with the forces actually

engaged until a late period of the day. The Allies

selected their own point of attack ; their movements
Avere so admirably screened from the enemy by the

numerous light horse which covered their advance, that,

though they bivouacked within two leagues of the

French right on the night preceding, their vicinity
was not even suspected. When the attack on Gross

Gorschen commenced in the forenoon of the 2d, Ney's

corps alone was at hand to resist it, while the re-

mainder of .the army was spread over a line thirty
miles in length, from the gates of Leipsic to the banks of

the Saale. Surprised in this manner in a scattered line

of march by the unforeseen onset of the enemy in con-

centrated masses on his right and centre, Napoleon ran

the most imminent hazard of seeing his army pierced

through the middle, and severed in twain by an enemy
whose superiority in cavalry would have enabled him

speedily to convert such a disaster into total ruin. Had

Wittgenstein kept his reserves better in hand, and fol-

lowed up the capture of Klein Gorschen and Kaia at the

moment with adequate forces, there can be little doubt

that this result would have taken place. It was the

highest effort of the military art, therefore, in NapoleoiA

* Knowing of what vital importance success at Ltltzen was to arrest the

torrent of nii^ortune wliicli threatened to submerge his empire, Napoleon made
the most extniordinary efforts to animate tlie spirit of liis troops, ^liortly

before, he had, for some fault, degraded from liis rank the colonel of a bat-

talion, wlio, being a very brave man, was much beloved by his soldiers : wlien tJie

regiment was to cliarge under Count Lobau to regain Kaia, he rode up to the

front of the battalion, and replaceil him in liis station, after addressing to him a,

few words. Tlie shouts of joy from the battalion resoundeti over the field : the cry

spread from rank to rank, and was heard even above the roar of the artillery ;

and the battalion, heading a colunm, soon was to be seen monntiug in tlie mosl

gallant style a height behind Starsiedel.—See Odklebkn, L 55.
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to restore the battle after such an advantage had been chap.

gained, and such a surprise incurred
;

to arrest the
^^^^'

enemy's advance by obstinate resistance in the only 1813.

situation where, from the proximity of the villages, it

could be attempted, and prolong the combat till the

concentration of his forces from both sides enabled him
to assume the offensive with superior strength.

During the action, Bulow had carried the town of

Halle by assault, and taken six guns ;
but the turn

^^

which affairs had taken on the plain of Liitzen, rendered Retreat of

this advantage, which otherwise might have been im- Dresdeir
^

portant, of no avail. The Allied army retired slowly,
and in admirable order, towards Dresden, which the

main body reached on the 7th, and, passing on with- April 7.

out halting, took the road of Silesia, where a strong
intrenched position had for some time been prepared at

Bautzen. Notwithstanding the methodical arrange-

ments, however, and short marches of the retreat, con-

siderable confusion soon ensued. Ten thousand chariots,

a vast number of them loaded with wounded, retiring
on a single line, necessarily occasioned great embarrass-

ment. In many places the road was blocked up, and

nothing but the unconquerable firmness of the rearguard

imposed on the French, and prevented the most serious

disasters. The retreat was conducted in two columns:

the Russians retired by Chemnitz and Freyberg, followed

by Bertrand and Oudinot
;
the Prussians by the great

road from Leipsic to Dresden, pursued by Lauriston,

Marmont, Eugene, and the Imperial Guard
;
while Ney

moved upon Torgau and Wittenberg to menace Berlin.

Ney, with his corps, which had suffered so severely in

the battle, was at first left to rest some days on the field,

in order to bury the dead and re-form its ranks. The

Emperor, however, intended, that while the bulk of his

army followed the Allied sovereigns into Silesia, that

gallant mai-shal should receive a recompense for his May 5.

valour, by being sent against Berlin
;
and thither accord- Z 7,

ingly he was soon directed. Severe combats with the l^^^^^^\
Allies took place at Etidorf, Nossen, and Wilidruf

;
but 370,373.

'

the French obtained no advantage, and Milaradowitch, 0X1^63,
*

who commanded the rearguard, after cutting the arches ^^•

of the bridge of Dresden,
^ which had been\restored in^ft; -
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CHAP, temporary manner, took post in force among the houses
^^^^- on the right bank.

1813. When the French army approached Dresden, even

the meanest soldiers were struck by the beauty of the

Beautiful Spectacle which presented itself. Its lovely encircling

25^^°^°^ hills, crowned with villas, gardens, and orchards, divided

the approach by the noble stream of the Elbe, which at all seasons

Aiay\
"^^"^^ ^'

awaken the admiration of the traveller, were then in

their highest beauty, decked in the first green and

flowers of spring. The ascending sun glittered with

dazzling brightness on the steeples, domes, and palaces

of the city ;
calmness and peace seemed to have marked

it for their own ;
no sound of alarm or sign of devasta-

tion was yet perceptible in its smiling environs. But

war in its most terrible form was about to prey upon
this devoted capital ;

for six long months it was to be

the scene of combats, of suffering, and of blood
;
and

already, amidst all the luxuriance of opening nature,

the symptoms, as yet brilliant and majestic, of military

preparations were to be seen. In those orchards, the

glitter of bayonets could be discerned ;
on every height

of those hills artillery was planted : two black columns

of smoke announced the burning of the temporary

bridges, above and below the city, which the Russians

had erected
;
while occasional cannon-shot from the right

1 Odei. i. 66, bank, still in the hands of the Allies, mingled with the

OcuL^^T2o° clang of the bells which announced the approach of

122. odei.' Napoleon on the left. The few remaining Cossacks

Fain, *L 373, swam their horses across the Elbe after the bridges

Snai oteei-
^^^® destroyed ;

and Dresden, wholly evacuated by
vation. the Allies, but in the deepest terror and anxiety, awaited

the arrival of the conqueror.^
To deprecate his wrath, which the decided favour the

inhabitants had shown to the Allied cause gave them

Entry of every reason to apprehend, the magistrates waited upon

JStoiSden. Napoleon a mile and a half from the city, on the road to

May 8. Freyberg.
" Who are you ?" said he in a quick and rude

tone. "Members of the municipality," replied the

trembling burgomasters. "Have you bread?" "Our
resources have been entirely exhausted by the requisi-

tions of the Russians and Prussians." " Ha ! it is impos-

sible, is it? I know no such word: get ready bread,
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meat, and wine. I know all you have done : you richly chap.

deserve to be treated as a conquered people ;
but I forgive

^^^^'

all from regard to your King : he is the saviour of your I8i3.

country. You have been already punished by having had

the Russians and Prussians amongst you, and being

governed by Baron Stein." With these words he turned

aside from the city, and, directing his horse towards the

suburbs of Pirna, traversed the ramparts of the town, as

far as the road which leads to Pilnitz. He there dis-

mounted, and walked on foot, accompanied only by
Caulaincourt and a page, to the banks of the river, at the

point where the Russians had constructed their bridge of

boats. The Viceroy soon after joined them, and the

Emperor and he advanced alone to the water's edge,
while the Russian guns were still occasionally firing from

the opposite side. Having completed his observations,

without injury, in that quarter, and made himself master

by inquiry of the whole particulars attending that

vicinity, he proceeded to the other side of the town,

beyond Friedrichstadt, where the bridge of rafts near

Ubigau was still for the most part standing, not more
than one-third having been consumed by the fire which
the Russians had applied to it. Some light horsemen

threw themselves into boats, approached the burning

pile, extinguished the flames, and drew nearly two-thirds

of the bridge in safety to the left bank. Having secured

this important acquisition, his next care was to recon-

noitre the banks still farther down
; and having dis- i Odei. i. 68,

covered a place near Priesnitz, where the heights on the
379^ ^g^"'

'

left bank overtopped those on the right, and a curve in ^Jct. et

the stream broke the force of the current, he gave orders As^ti!^^"'

for the construction of a bridge of rafts there with all pos-
sible expedition.!

Disquieting intelligence having been received in the

evening from Torgau, where the governor not only still

persisted in refusing to admit a French garrison, but Napoleon's

alleged in his vindication the express orders of his sove-
fJSe^p^'-^

reign, a special messenger was despatched to the King of sage of the

Saxony to know whether he still adhered to the Confed-

eration of the Rhine, accompanied by an intimation,

that,
" if he did not forthwith return to his capital, he

should lose his kingdom." On the following morning,
VOL. XVI. p
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CHAP. Napoleon was on horseback by daybreak, urging on in
Lxxv.

person the preparations for the passage of the river under
1813. the heights of Priesnitz. The engineers had made extra-

ordinary efforts during the night ;
the bridge of rafts was

speedily repaired ;
the marines from Brest had powerfully

seconded the land engineers; and two battalions of light

troops had already been crossed over to the right bank,
where they were spread out as videttes, both to keep off

the enemy and acquire information. These preparations,

however, had not escaped the notice of the Allies, who
sent in the night, a considerable body of troops, accom-

panied by fifty pieces of cannon, to the bank opposite

Ubigau. Already the dropping fire of the tirailleurs was
to be heard on both sides of the river, and the deep

booming of the Russian cannon at intervals, showed that

a serious resistance was intended. No sooner did Napo-
leon see the preparations of the enemy, than he called out

in a voice of thunder to General I>rouot,
" A hundred

pieces of cannon !

"
and posted himself on an eminence,

at a short distance in the rear, to direct their disposition.
The artillery of the Guard quickly came up at the gallop,
and Drouot disposed them on the heights of Priesnitz,

and at the extremity of the valley of the Ostra, where they
commanded the enemy's guns on the opposite bank.

71. Fain, L ^ut such was the impatience of the Emperor for the

J^38i. completion of the operation, which did not immediately
Lucches. iiL succeed, that when Drouot returned to him to give an
^^' account of his proceedings, he vented his displeasure upon

him in a manner at once unseemly and ludicrous.^ *

Drouot was right, however
;
the guns were well placed ;

and this speedily appeared in the tremendous fire which

they opened upon the Russian batteries. For some time

the cannonade was kept up with great vigour on both

sides, and several of the enemy's balls fell close to the

* lie was in such a rage, that he took him by tlie ears and pulled them ; but
the general preserved his presence of mind, and replied calmly, but tirmly, that
the guns could not be better placed. Napoleon, ujwn this, recovered his good-
humour, and the thing i)assed off with a laugh. Such sallies of temper were

very frequent with the Plmperor, esi^ecially in his latter years ; but they were
not of long endurance, and when the first burst of fury was over, he usually
recovered himself. Drouot, the well-known commander of tlie artillery of the

Guard, was a very remarkable man. He always had a small Hible with him to

read, whicli constituted his chief delight, and he avowed it openly to the

persons in the imperial suite : a i)eculiarity not a little remarkable in that staff,

aad the admissioD of which required uo small degree of moral courage. He was
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Emperor, whose head was struck by a splinter which one chap.
drove from a piece of wood close to liim. " If it had struck ^^^^-

me on the breast," said he calmly, "all was over." It 1812.

soon, however, appeared that the French artillery was 5i.

superior, both in number and position, to that to which ^S?d S
"*

they were opposed; and as the object of the Russians was Dresden.

not to defend the passage of the river, which they well

knew against such a general and army was impossible,
but only to delay his crossing, they drew off their guns in

the afternoon, and the passage was left unopposed. New
obstacles of a still more serious nature now presented
themselves. Heavy rains, and the melting of the Bohe-

mian snows, had raised a flood in the Elbe
; anchors,

cables, and grappling irons were wanting, and, after two

days of unprofitable labour, the undertaking was aban-

doned. It was deemed easier to restore, in a temporary
manner, the two arches which had been cut in the bridge
of Dresden. By the indefatigable exertions of the French ,

engineers, the preparations were pushed forward with such

activity, that, by ten o'clock on the morning of the 11th, May 11.

all was ready even for the passage of the artillery ;
and

the whole corps of the Viceroy, Marmont, and Bertrand,
were crossed over. They found the opposite suburb en-

tirely evacuated by the enemy, who were in full retreat

to the great intrenched position, where they intended to

give battle, at Bautzen. Such was the impatience of the

Emperor for the completion of the passage, that he

promised a napoleon to every boat which was ferried

across. During the whole of the 11th he remained seated

on a stone bench on the bridge, listening to the shouts of
y.^^^-

?•
'^~*

the young conscripts as they passed over, and feasting his 382, 334.
'

eyes with the long trains of artillery, which seemed to be
conq.^xxiL

destined to hurl to the right bank of the Elbe all the 44.

horrors of war which had hitherto devastated the left.^

not without a certain shade of superstition ; for, as Napoleon usually brought
him forward at the most hazardous moment, and he was always at the head of
his troops, his situation was full of peril ; and he was careful on such occasions
to array himself in his old uniform of general of artillery, as he had long worn
it and never received an injury. When near the enemy he constantly dis-
mounted from horseback, and advanced on foot in the middle of his guns, and,
by a most extraordinary chance, neither himself nor his horse was ever wounded.
His modesty was equal to liis knowledge, his fidelity to his courage ; and he
gave a shining proof of the latter quality by accompanying Napoleon to Elba,
amidst the general defection by which the more exalted objects of the Emperor'B
bounty were disgraced.—See Odeleben, i. 131, 132.
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CHAP. On the following day, the King of Saxony gave a clear

—LI 1 proof of the terror which Napoleon's success had inspired,
1813.

\)y arriving in person at Dresden, to place himself and all

R^tuTOof the
^^^ resources at the disposal of the French Emperor. This

King of proceeding was in the highest degree gratifying to Napo-

Sisden!^ leon, who thus not only saw secured the adherence of an
and his tinai important ally and valuable army, in possession of for-
adherenceto ^

r -x V • xu •
i, x i i, i j

the cause of tresses of Vital consequence m the campaign, but beheld
Napoleon, himself restored to the rank which he most coveted—that

of the arbiter of the destinies, and protector of the thrones

of sovereigns. So anxious was he for his arrival, that for

two days before he came the troops had been posted to a

considerable distance on the road to Prague, expecting his

approach. The motives which led to this resolution on
the part of Frederick Augustus were very apparent.

Austria, though evidently inclining to the side of the

Allies, was not yet prepared to take the field, and a con-

siderable time must elapse before her forces could join
those of the Allies

;
and meanwhile Napoleon Tyas in

possession of his capital and dominions, and if they were
treated as conquered countries, the most frightful miseries

awaited his subjects. Influenced by these considerations,
and by that regard to rectitude and the obligation of

treaties which is so rare in crowned heads, the King of

Saxony, who had for some time been forced to temporise,
in expectation of seeing what line Austria was likely to

take, and had actually ordered General Thielman, when
the first inaccurate accounts of the battle of Liitzen were

Fain, i.m' brought, to shut his gates against the French troops,*
Jom. iv. 288. now adopted a decided course, and threw his crown and

fortune into hazard with Napoleon.^
His arrival was preceded by a peremptory order to Gene-

ral Thielman forthwith to surrender the fortress of Torgau
to Marshal Ney, who took possession of it on the 13th, and
commenced the passage of the river ;

while the Saxon

troops, fourteen thousand strong, including some regi-

ments of excellent cavalry, were anew placed under the

* *• I have seen with entire satisfaction tlie conduct you have piu^ued at Tor-

no, regardinR tlie conferences jtroposed to you by tlie Allied penerals as well as
m§on you left Dresden, and it has entirely Justified my confidence in vou. To
•llow aooM pieoet of artUler>- to go out of your walls for the siege of Wittenberg,
(tbeo {n ibe hands of the Frencli,) would bcHltogether contrary to my relations
with Austria, which are positively detennined."—Kino ok tiAXONY tu Gksehal
Thiklman, -Mth April 1813 ; Fain, L 485.
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orders of Reynier, and formed the seventh corps of the chap.

army. General Thielman, whose communications, by his
^^^^'

sovereign's orders, with the Allies had for some time been I8i3.

well known, and who was indignant at the adherence of 53.

his sovereign to the oppressor of Germany, and the con- Se^p^aSd
^

tradictory orders which, within the last few days, he had "P^er
R^y-

received,* quitted his colours, and entered into the service Thieiman

of the Emperor of Russia. Meanwhile the King of Saxony •'SEes.''^

was welcomed with extraordinary pomp by Napoleon at

Dresden. The Imperial Guards lined the road from the
'

cliateau to the city ;
the cavalry, which met him near the

camp of Pima, formed his escort to the gates of the town
;

while the Emperor, who received him on one of the little

bridges of the road leading to Pirn a, and attended him to

his palace amidst discharges of artillery, ringing of bells, yg^'^paSn'^f'

and the acclamations of the soldiers, enjoyed the satisfac- 388, 390.
'

tion of giving the most decisive proof to Europe of the 28™' Ha?d^*

reality of his success at Liitzen, by thus restoring to his ^"- ^^^> ^^o.

capital and throne the first of his allies who had suffered

by the events of the war.^

But if the arrival of the King of Saxony at Dresden was
thus a source of the highest gratification to Napoleon, the

g^
advices and intelligence which he brought from Prague Alarming

in regard to the intentions of Austria, were of the most nSotfations

disquieting kind. It was no longer doubtful that the ^^^^ Austria.

court of Vienna was only temporising, to gain time to

complete its preparations, and there was too much reason

to apprehend that its armaments would ultimately be
turned to the advantage of the Allies. Prince Schwartz-

enberg at Paris had already let fall some hints, that an
alliance which policy had formed policy might dissolve ;t

the light troops of the army had intercepted some corre-

spondence of the cabinet of Vienna with the members of

the Rhenish confederacy, which breathed a hostile spirit

towards France; and the King of Saxony, fresh from

* <« My order, as expressed to j'ou in my letter of the 19th April, is, that the
independence of Torgau should be maintained with the utmost care, and tliat its

gates should be opened to no one without my express order, in concert with the
Emperor of Austria. I now add, to prevent misunderstanding, that, if the
fortune of arms should bring back the French forces to the Elbe, you are to
conduct yourself in the same manner ; and, as a necessary consequence, that
Torgau should not be opened to the French troops."—King of Saxony to
General Thielman, bth May 1813 ; Fain, i. 486.

i
" Ah ! the marriage," said Schwartzenberg to Maret at Paris—" the mar-

riage ! Policy has made it ; but ."—See Fain, i. 390, note.
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CHAP.
Prague, not only confirmed these alarming advices, but

'. communicated the intelligence that the Emperor of Aus-
^^^^

tria had either contracted, or was on the eve of con-

tracting, positive engagements with the Allied powers.*

Napoleon, therefore, saw that there was no time to lose

in striking terror into the cabinet of Vienna. On the

very day, accordingly, of the King of Saxony's arrival, he

wrote to his minister at that capital, aspersing the cha-

racter of Metternich, who, he said, mistook intrigue for

politics. In this letter he boasted of his own forces, which
May 12. j^e stated at eleven hundred thousand men, of which three

hundred thousand were already on the Elbe
;

desired

Narbonne to allude to the intercepted letters, which gave
the Emperor an ample title to desire him to demand his

passports ; but declared his willingness to forget all, and
renew pacific relations on reasonable terms. The letters

X Napoleon contained an injunction not to commit himself in regard

Mayl^.isislto Silesia, and not to mention the Bourbons, as they were

S4"' iiard' entirely forgotten in Europe—a phrase which sufficiently

xiL 155, 156. proved that they were any thing rather than forgotten by
himself.if

Two days afterwards Count Bubna arrived at Dresden

g^
from the cabinet of Vienna, and at the same time M. do

Mission of Stadion was despatched from the same court to the head-

£*SS^en^"* quarters of the Allied sovereigns at Bautzen, earnestly

•nd^stadion pressing upon both an accommodation. In this attempt

Metternich, at the moment it was made, was perfectly
sincere

; for he was seriously alarmed by the result of

the battle of Liitzen, and dreaded nothing: so much as

* " Anstria b gradually nnmasWng herself In all her relations with onr allies.

MeasBumes the attitude, towards Denmark, Saxony, Bavaria, and WUrtemberg,
Naples, and Westplinlia, of tlie friend of jwace and of France, who desires

nothing for her own ajjKrandisement But, at tlie same time, she recommends
to them to set on foot no nsel&ss armaments—not to exhaust tliemselves by
giving succours to France, which would serve no other |>urj)ose but to render the

Kmperor more untractable, and which i)csides would Imj without an object, as

Austria has one hundred and fifty tliousjutd men ready to cjust in the balance

Against wliichever of the two parties should winli to continue the war."—Stakkl-
BCRO, Envo}/ Rmte d Vienna a Stihut, 2WA May 1813 ; lUtpport d€ M. Lb Dec
DK Bassano, 2()(h Aoilt ISl.'l : Monileur.

" liefore the battle of LUtxen, the F'mperor of Austria had already con-

tnu'ted secret entrasemettts with the Allies, and was on the eve of dedaring
himself. For t' - »• v.,,-,.i-.,,., sent I'.uirene into Italy to reorsanise an army.
Before tlie c. :, Austria had o))ened neirotiations with all the

powers of tli. .."— fii'irrrARn. pp. 125), 131.

t "As to '... i. , . ..urn never to s|)cak of them ; no one in France
or in Kurope thinks of them ; they are forgotten even in England."—Napolbon
to Narbonxb, I'JtA May 1813; I'lARDE.vnKRU, xii. 154.

to Bautzen.
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that Russia and France would accommodate their dif- chap.

ferences by a treaty on the drum-head, and that Napoleon
^^^^-

•would be left at liberty to take vengeance at his leisure 1813.

on the German powers which had incurred his displea-

sure. M. Bubna had several long interviews with Napo-

leon, in the course of which he made the Emperor

acquainted with the expectations of his court in regard
to the concessions by France, and accession of territory

to themselves, which were hoped for. These were, that

Austria should have the Illyrian provinces, an increase

of territory on the side of Poland, and some also on the

Bavarian frontier
;
and that the Confederation of the

Rhine should be dissolved. Without committing himself

either one way or another in regard to these demands, i count

Napoleon merely declared that he would agree to an
gtaSn^^May

armistice, on condition that the Allies retired behind the I8,_i8i3.

Oder, and he himself behind the Elbe, with a view to a ^96^' Hard.'

congress at Prague, at which England and America should
^\l^.^' ^i^A

be invited to attend. And M. Bubna having set out for 292,

'

Vienna wdth this ultimatum, the Emperor took his depar-
ture for his advanced guard in Silesia.^

Before finally committing his fate to the chances of war,

Napoleon made the very attempt which Metternich so
gg

much dreaded—that of opening a separate negotiation Napoleon's

with one of the Allied powders, in the hope of detaching it pSs to"

from the rest. On the day on which Bubna set out for Russia at this

Vienna, he secretly despatched Caulaincourt to the head-

quarters of the Emperor of Russia. The object of this May 18.

mission was to induce the cabinet of St Petersburg to

accommodate its difierences with France, at the expense
of Austria. "Well knowing that the great object of its

jealousy was the existence, and probable increase, of the

grand-duchy of Warsaw, he proposed to extend the Con-

federation of the Rhine to the Oder : to increase West-

phalia by one million five hundred thousand souls
;
and

to give to Prussia, in exchange for the territory thus lost,

the whole grand-duchy of Warsaw and the territory of

Dantzic, with the exception of the duchy of Oldenburg,

by which means she would acquire an increase of

between four and five millions of souls, and be restored

to the rank she held before the battle of Jena. Her

capital was to be Warsaw ; and the great advantage held
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CHAP out was, that three hundred leagues, and an independent^^^^'
power, in possession of all the fortresses on the Vistula,

1813. would thus be interposed between France and Russia*

Alexander, however, was proof against these seductions.

He received Caulaincourt, but in presence of the ministers

of England, Austria, and Sweden, as well as of the King
of Prussia, and expressed, in their joint name, his anxious

1 piotho, i.
'^'ish for the termination of hostilities

; but, at the same

204^^ucches. time,
his determination to remain firm to his engage-

iv." 297^ 298.

'

ments with the Allies, and the cause of European inde-

pendence.i

Nothing, however, can paint Napoleon better, or evince

more clearly his invariable readiness to sacrifice honour.

Reflections probity, and resentment to present expedience, than the

fin-s^per-
tenor of these proposals. At the very time that he was

ttdious con- making so striking a parade in the eyes of Europe of his

oo^?on.
"

firm regard for, and inviolable fidelity to the King of

Saxony, who had risked his crown in his cause, he was

secretly proposing to Russia to despoil him of all his

recent acquisitions, by tearing from his brow the grand-
ducal crown of Poland : at the moment that he was urging
the Poles, by every consideration of patriotism and honour,
to abide by his banners, as the only ones which could lead

to the restoration of their lost nationality, he was himself

suggesting its total destruction, by incorporating the

grand-duchy of Warsaw with the Prussian monarchy, and

making Warsaw the Prussian capital : and while he was

loudly denouncing the perfidy of Prussia, in abandoning
his alliance, as naturally leading to its erasure from the

book of nations, he was prepared to augment it by nearly

2 ii„^ jji
Jfive millions of Poles, provided in so doing he threw it

159. towards tlie Russian frontier, and secured the extension

of Westphalia as far as the O^er for his brother Jerome.^

While these important negotiations were in progress
at the French headquarters, the Allied sovereigns had

* The preamble to Cnulftincourfs instructions bore :—" The Emperor's in-

tention is to neKOtiate witli Russia a peace which may be f^Iorious to her, and
ytUich may make Austria pay for licr had faith, and tJie false policy which she

pursued in exaspcnitins: France and Russia against each other. The Emperor
Alexander will easily rebut these arguments, by insisting on the radical evil of

the existence of the "gnuid-duchy of Warsaw ; and that will naturally lead, after

abundance of mystery and diplomatic reserve on both sides, to the propositions
which we make, whi<li, on condition of secrecy, you are to propose as follows."

Then follow the conditions stated in the text.—Napoleon's ItutruclUmt to

Caulaincourt, im May, 1813 ; Jomini, iv. 296.
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retired to the superb position which they had selected chap.
and fortified with care, on the heights around Bautzen. ^^^^-

Considerable reinforcements had there reached the army : 1813.

several new corps of Prussians, under Kleist, burning for 58.

the liberation of the Fatherland, had arrived. Thorn capi- op^posfte

^

tulated on the 17th April, in consequence of the miserable
b™!^^^*

state of the garrison, two thousand strong, which were

made[prisoners, and of the accidental explosion of the prin-

cipal powder magazine. Barclay de Tolly, who commanded April 17.

the besieging force, immediately broke up from the banks

of the Vistula, and marched with such diligence, that he

reached the Allied headquarters in Silesia on the 15th May 15.

May, bringing with him a powerful reinforcement of

fourteen thousand veteran soldiers. These, with other

Russian detachments which had come up from the rear,

amounted in all to twenty-five thousand men
;
and after

deducting the loss at Liitzen,and the subsequent combats,
made the army nearly ninety thousand strong

—
fully

twenty thousand more than it had been in the last battle.

But, on the other hand, the forces of Napoleon had in-

creased in a still greater proportion ;
and it was already

evident at the Allied headquarters, that, till the great

reinforcements, under Sacken and Benningsen, came up
from the interior of Russia, they had no chance of com-

bating the French with any prospect of success, except by
the aid of strong intrenchments. Not only were the

Saxon troops, fourteen thousand strong, including three

thousand excellent cavalry, now added to Napoleon's

army, and their fortresses on the Elbe converted into a

secure refuge in case of disaster, but the Wiirtemberg con-

tingent, eight thousand good troops, had arrived. The

heavy cavalry of Latour Maubourg, the Italian horse of

General Fresia, and the second division of the Young
Guard, under Barrois, had also joined the army. Al- conq.'xxk

together, Napoleon's forces, under his own immediate
^- ^F^'^'

command, were now raised to a hundred and fifty thou- ii. 317.
'

sand men, of whom sixteen thousand w^ere excellent
fg^J"' j^^^'

cavalry.i* The Allies, therefore, were now overmatched iv. 299.

in the proportion of nearly two to one
;
and it was evident

* '• The new arrivals, with the troops who fought at Lutzen, presented a total

at the Emperor's command of a hundred and fifty thousand combatants."— Vict.

et Conq. xxii. 48.
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CHAP.
LXXV.

i8ia

Description
of the posi-
tion of

Bautzen.

» Personal
observation.

Fain, i. 403,
404. Odel. L

86. Jom. iv.

aoO. ¥tMb,
Bchoell. iL

320, 321.

that, whatever the strength of the position at Bautzen

might be, it was liable to be turned and rendered unte-

nable by an enemy having such superior forces at his

command.
The Allies had availed themselves of the ten days'

respite from active operations, which they had enjoyed
since the evacuation of Dresden, to strengthen the posi-
tion they had selected in a very formidable manner.

Their principal stronghold was placed on the famous

knolls of Klein Bautzen, and Kreckwitz, where Frederick

the Great found an asylum after his disasters at Hoch-

kirch,* and where the strength of his position enabled

him to bid defiance to the superior and victorious army
of Count Daun. The ground which the Allied army now

occupied was an uneven surface, in the middle of a

country in the hollows of which several small lakes were

to be found
;
while its eminences terminated for the

most part in little monticules or cones, forming so many
round citadels, where artillery could most advantageously
be placed, commanding the whole open country at their

feet. The position in this uneven surface which they had

chosen for their battle-field, was composed of a series of

heights running from the great frontier chain of Bohemia
to the neighbourhood of the little lakes of Malschwitz

and the village of Klix, behind which the right was
stationed in a situation difficult of access. The Spree ran

along the whole front of the position ;
and it was difficult

to approach it in that direction, as well on account of the

broken nature of the ground, and the variety of ravines,

with streamlets in their bottom, by which it was inter-

sected, as of the number of villages, constituting so many
forts, occupied by the Allies, contained within its limits,

and the hills planted with cannon, which commanded
the whole open country. Tiie principal of these villages

were Klein Bautzen, Pietitz, Klix, and Kreckwitz. This

was the first lino of defence; but behind it, at the dis-

tance of three miles in the rear, was a second one

strengthened by intrenchnients closer together than the

former, and still more capable of a protracted defence.^

Fought on the 14th October 175!); the very day on which, flfty-

jfWB (lft«rwards, the mure terrible disaster of Jena was incurred.
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This position, commencing at the village of Hochkirch on chap.

the one flank, extended through Bautzen, and the three
^^^^'

villages of Baschutz, Jenkwitz, and Kubschiitz, and then 1813.

fell back behind the marshy stream of the Keina, ter-

minated at the heights of Kreckwitz, which overhang the

Spree.
The first design of Napoleon was to make his principal

attack on the left wing of the Allies, which rested on the
„q

mountains that separate Saxony from Bohemia. After Reconn'ois-

a minute reconnoissance, however, he was diverted from
Sapoieon,

this design by observing the depth and intricacy of the
^^^ ^^

g^ne-

wooded ravines and dells which intersected the slope of attack,

the mountains in that direction, and which might alto-

gether obstruct the advance of his cavalry and artillery

in that quarter. He continued his reconnoitring, there-

fore, along the whole line, and at eight at night advanced

to the village of Klein Welka, almost within musket-shot

of the outposts of the enemy, and then his plan of attack

was formed. Orders had some time before been des-

patched to JSTey, who had passed the Elbe at Torgau, with
his own corps and those of Victor and Lauriston, to incline

to his right, and, instead of moving on Berlin, as originally

intended, advance across the country, and come up so as

to form the extreme left of the army in the great battle

which was expected near Bautzen. These orders reached

Ney on the 17th, and he immediately commenced his cross i Jom iv.

march, and had already arrived in the neighbourhood of Fain^?.^4i2

the army on the evening of the 19th. It was on his wing,
4i3.

'

vict. et

which was fully sixty thousand strong, that Napoleon 46, 47.

^"*

relied for his principal effort, and placed his chief hopes of

success, in attacking the enemy's position.^

Ney, however, advanced in echelon, Lauriston in front,
next his own corps, then Victor with the Saxons, in the
close of the array. The country through which his march Disaster of

lay, when he approached Bautzen, was in great part fndtSced
covered with woods ; and this led to a very serious check success on the

being experienced in that quarter. To open up the com-
munication with his troops, which were impatiently
expected, Napoleon detached Bertrand's corps towards
the left, which soon got involved in the woods in which

Ney's men were already entangled. The Allies having
received intelligence of the approach of this double body
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CHAP, of the enemy, despatched Kleist with his Prussians to
IiX XV 1'

meet the first, and Barclay with the Russian veterans to
1813. encounter the second. Various success attended these

different divisions. Bertrand's Italians, leisurely reposing
in loose order after dinner, without any proper look-out,

May 19. in a wood near Konigswartha, were surprised and totally
routed by Barclay de Tolly, with the loss of two thou-

sand prisoners and eleven pieces of cannon. The whole
division dispersed ; and it was only by taking refuge in

the neighbouring neutral territory of Bohemia that the

great bulk of them, above twenty thousand strong,

escaped. During the action the village of Konigswartha
took fire, and was reduced to ashes. York at the same
time encountered the whole corps of Lauriston near

88. Fain, i.' Weissig, aiid being unexpectedly assailed by superior

j^^^J' 1^^- forces, he was unable to keep his ground, though his

303. Vict.
'

troops fought with the most determined bravery. After

46, 47.'*

^^"
^ severe conflict, he was worsted with the loss of above

Lond. 39. two thousand men, so that success and disaster were

nearly balanced on the left of the army.^
The main position, on which the Allies intended to

g2. give battle, and on the strength of which they relied to

Distribution counterbalance the vast numerical superiority of the

anny in their enemy, was the second line from Hochkirch to Kreckwitz.
position. Though it was not intended to abandon the first line

along the banks of the Spree without a struggle, yet this

wa^ only designed to take off the first edge of the

enemy's attack by resistance there
;
and it was in this

concentrated position in the rear, which was strongly
fortified by redoubts, that the real stand was to be made.

»iay20. The Allied army, for this purpose, was a good deal scat-

tered over the ground on which it was to combat, and on
the morning of the 20th occupied the following posi-

tions :
—On the left, Berg and York were stationed from

Jenkwitz to Baschiitz, with ten thousand Prussians.

The plain from thence to Kreckwitz was not occupied by
any infantry in the first line

;
it was thought to be suflS-

ciently protected by the superb regiments of Prussian

cuirassiers which were stationed at its upper extremity in

the second line, and by the heights of Kreckwitz, crowned

with Blucher's guns, which commanded its whole extent.

Blucher's infantry, about eighteen thousand strong, ex-
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tended from Kreckwitz to Plieskowitz
;
and farther on, chap.

beyond the little lakes, Barclay was stationed with four- ^^^v.

teen thousand Russians near Gleina. Milaradowitch, isis.

with ten thousand Russians, was placed in front of the

whole, in Bautzen and its environs, with Kleist and
five thousand Prussians near him on the heights of

Burk. The second line consisted of the Russian Guards i precis in

and reserve, sixteen thousand strong, who were about
^^j^^lk^"-

a mile in the rear behind the left and centre
;
and near jom. i 302,

them were the magnificent Russian cuirassiers, eight 43^"44^°"^"

thousand in number, who seemed more than a match Kausier, sea

for any French horse which could be brought against
them.i

The whole line of the Allies, which thus formed a sort

of semicircle, convex to the outside, was somewhat above

two leagues in length. But the chain of mountains on General

the Bohemian frontier, on which its left rested, required ^fif^l pogf.®

to be in part occupied itself, which rendered it necessary tion.

to extend the line above half a league farther in that

direction. These mountains very much resembled those

which flanked the extreme left of the English army at

the battle of Talavera ;
and their natural strength was

much increased by batteries skilfully disposed. The
marshes in the centre were a serious impediment, and the

villages there were strongly intrenched ; while the nume-
rous guns, placed on the summit of the conical hills on
the right centre, commanded the whole plain in that

direction. But the country beyond this was open, and
intersected by roads in all directions, and the Russian

extreme right was therefore removed, and in a manner
detached from the rest of the army, so that there was no
obstacle to the enemy's passing round the flank of the 43.

°

Prdcis

Allies in that quarter. It was easy to foresee, as well
g^Q^^Qo?"'

*^

from the disposition he was making of his troops, as the o'de'i. l 91.

known skill of the Emperor, that it was there his prin-

cipal efibrt would be made.^

On the morning of the 20th, Napoleon made hig, dispo- g^
sition for the attack at all points. Wisely judging that Napoleon's

the right wing of the Allies was the vulnerable point, he attaik.

accumulated forces in that direction, so as to put at Ney's ^^^^ ^^'

disposal nearly eighty thousand men. Lauriston, com-

manding the array on the left, received orders to pass the
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CHAP.
LXXV.

1813.

I VicLet
Conq. xxii.

48.49. Jom
iv. 303, 304.

Fain, L 4U5.

Passage of

the Spree,
and com-
mencement
of the action

Spree, and move upon Klix, and from thence press on

round the right flank of the enemy, towards Wurschen

and Weissenberg, so as to appear in their rear when the

engagement in front was hottest. On the right, the

Alhed positions in the mountains were to be assailed by
Oudinot, near Sinkowitz ;

to his left, Macdonald was to

throw a bridge of rafts over the Spree, and assault Baut-

zen
;
half a league still farther to the left, Marmont was

directed to throw another bridge over the same river, and

advance to the attack in the centre. The whole of the

corps there were put under the direction of Soult : while

the reserves and the Guards were in the rear, on the great

road leading to Bischofswerda behind Bautzen, ready to

succour any point that might require assistance. In this

way the Emperor calculated that, while the Allies along
their whole front would be equally matched, and possibly
hard pressed, an overwhelming force of sixty thousand

men would suddenly appear in their rear, and decide the

victory
—an able conception, which his great superiority

of numbers enabled him to carry completely into execu-

tion, and which bore a close resemblance to the famous

circular sweep of Davoust, which led to such brilliant

results at Ulm, and the corresponding march of Blucher

from Wavre to La Belle Alliance, which proved so fatal

to Napoleon at Waterloo.^

At nine o'clock on the following morning Napoleon
was on horseback

;
but such was the distance which the

greater part of the columns had to march before they
reached their destined points of attack, that it was near

eleven o'clock before the passage of the Spree commenced.
A powerful array of cannon was, in the first instance,

brought up by the Emperor, and disposed along every

projection which commanded the opposite bank. The

fire, as far as the eye could reach, looking from the heights
near Bautzen both to the right and left, soon became

very violent, for the enemy's batteries answered with

great spirit ;
and the vast extent of the line of smoke, as

well as the faint sound of the distant guns, gave an awful

impression of the magnitude of the forces engaged on both

sides. Under cover of this cannonade, the bridges in the

ceotre were soon completed, and then a still more animat-

ing spectacle presented itself. The Emperor took his station
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on a commanding eminence on the banks of the Spree, chap
near the point where Marmont's bridge was established,

^^^^'

from whence he could overlook the whole field of battle,
1813.

direct the movements of the troops, and enjoy the splen-
did spectacle which presented itself. And never, in truth,
had war appeared in a more imposing form, nor had the

astonishing amount of the forces at the disposal of the

French Emperor ever been more conspicuous. On all

sides the troops, preceded by their artillery, which kept

up an incessant fire on the banks of the river, advanced

rapidly towards the stream : at first the plain seemed
covered with a confused multitude of horses, cannon, ^„^^'"^

chariots, and men, stretching as far as the eye could reach, ode'i. i. 89.

impressive only from its immensity. But gradually t^Q
^i^^t'eT'

^^
'

throng assumed the appearance of order : the cavalry, Conq. xxii.

infantry, and artillery, separated and defiled each to 870.
^^^*

their respective points of passage, and the marvels of

military discipline appeared in their highest lustre.^

The French artillery, however, was superior to that of

the Allies on the banks of the river, and it was not there

that preparations for serious resistance had been made, severe action

Generally speaking, therefore, the passage was ejffected
JIJ ^^^^ ^ j^^^

without much opposition. Bautzen, being no longer ten-

able as an isolated advanced post in the midst of the enemy,
was evacuated by the Allies, who withdrew the troops that

occupied it to the other side of the river. It was taken

possession of by Macdonald, who immediately caused his

men to defile over its arch across the Spree ; while Mar-
mont threw over four bridges below the town, across which
his whole corps was speedily transported ;

and Oudinot

passed without difficulty near Grubschutz, and imme-

diately began to advance towards the heights at the foot of

the Bohemian mountains, on which the left of the Allies

was posted. By five o'clock in the afternoon the river

was passed at all points, and the troops were moving
towards the eminences occupied by the enemy ;

but it

was already evident, from the distance at which their

principal forces were stationed, that no serious conflict

would take place till the following day. On the French

right, however, the action soon became extremely warm :

Oudinot there pressed with indefatigable activity up the

hills which form the Bohemian frontier, and which rose
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CHAP, likean amphitheatre to bound the field ofbattle in that direc-
^^^^'

tion. The ascending line of the smoke, and the flashes of

I8ia the artillery among the overhanging woods, soon showed
the progress he was making ;

while the Bohemian echoes

rolled back the roar of the artillery, and the glancing of

the musketry was to be seen through the shadows of the

woods, now deepened by the approaching night. Prince

Wiirtemberg, however, and St Priest's divisions of Mila-

radowitch's corps, maintained themselves with invincible

resolution in these woody fastnesses
;
and when the Em-

peror Alexander, who commanded the Russians in person,
saw that they were obliged to fall back, and were begin-

ning to be overmatched, he reinforced them by three bri-

gades of infantry, and one of cavalry, under General

Diebitch, which restored the combat in that quarter.
'

^aurier,
The Russians maintained themselves for the night in the

407.' Precis villagcs of Pictitz, Mehlthcuer, and Falkenberg, still

So^326.^^'
"*

keeping possession of the crest and commanding points of
Lond. 45, the mountains, while the French were far advanced in

the valleys which furrowed their sides.^

While this obstinate conflict was going on among the

gy
hills on the Allied left, a still more serious attack was

6eriou« con- made on Kleist's Prussians on the heights of Burk, and
ct in the

^Yye remainder of Milaradowitch's corps, under himself in

person, on the eminences in rear of Bautzen, to which
the Russians had retired after the evacuation of that town.

At noon General Milaradowitch was violently assailed by
Campans' division, followed by the whole of Marmont's

corps ;
while Bonnet advanced towards Nieder Keina,

and commenced an attack on Kleist. The resistance,

however, was as obstinate as the attack ; and Napoleon,

deeming it essential to his plan to make a great impres-
sion in that quarter, in order to withdraw attention from

the grand movement he was preparing on his left, brought
forward the whole of Bertrand's corps, still, notwithstand-

ing its losses, above twenty-four thousand strong, with
Latour Maubourg's formidable cuirassiers, to support
Marmont and Macdonald. Above fifty thousand combat-
ants were thus accumulated in the centre, supported by a

powerful artillery ; and the Allies, being not more than
half the number at that point, were constrained to retire.

This was done, however, in the finest order ; the troops
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halting and facing about, by alternate companies, to fire, chap.

as they slowly withdrew towards the intrenched camp,
^^^^'

their artillery keeping up an incessant discharge on I8i3.

the pursuing columns. The French centre, meanwhile,

steadily advanced, and, as soon as they reached it,

assaulted Kleist's troops on the heights of Burk with

great gallantry. Despite all their efforts, the brave

Prussians maintained their ground with undaunted reso-

lution. Their young ranks were thinned, but quailed
not beneath the enemy's fire

; and, seeing that they
could not carry the position by an attack in front, the

assailants attacked the village of Nieder Gurkau on its

right, in order to threaten it in flank. Here, however,

they experienced a vigorous resistance from Rudiger's
men of Blucher's corps, some regiments of which had
been detached, under Ziethen, to occupy that important

point ;
and the fire of Blucher's guns, from the commanding

heights immediately behind, was so violent, that, after

sustaining immense losses, they were obliged to desist

from the attempt. It was not till seven at night that,

by bringing up the celebrated 10th
"

regiment of light j p . .

infantry to the charge, the village was carried by the schoeii^ii!

French. Then the whole Allied centre slowly retired
y^ct^lt^"

over the plateau of Nadelwitz, to their intrenched camp Conq. xxu.

in the rear
;
but Blucher still retained his advanced posi- Yam, \. 407,

tion on the heights of Kreckwitz, from the summit of
^^^gj^j. g-^

which his artillery never ceased to thunder, as from a 873.

fiery volcano, in all directions, till utter darkness drew a

veil over the field of battle.^

By the Emperor's orders, the French troops bivouacked
in squares, on the ground they had won with so much

gg

difficulty. But though the Spree was passed at all points. Results of the

and the right and centre considerably advanced over the batti?^^

ground occupied in the morning by the enemy, yet the

enormous losses they had sustained proved the desperate
nature of the conflict in which they were engaged, and

inspired the troops with melancholy presages as to the
issue of the battle on the morrow. Kleist's and Ziethen's

Prussians in particular, though in great part young
troops who had seen fire for the first time that day, had
evinced the most heroic bravery ;

no ground had been won
from them except by the force of overwhelming num-

VOL. XVI. Q
#
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CHAP.
LXXV.

1813.

3 Kausler,
872, 874.

Jom. iv. 304.

Fain, i. 407,
409. Odel. i.

90. Vict, et

Conq. xxii.

49.50.

Battle on the
2l8t Suc-
cesg of Uie
Russians on
the right

bers
;
and above ten thousand French and Italians lay

weltering in their blood around the heights, from which

the Prussians had drawn off every gun, every chariot,

every wounded man. Napoleon, however, who was
aware where the decisive blow was to be struck, was
little concerned for the frightful carnage in his centre.

His object had been gained by ground having been won,
and the enemy compelled to concentrate their forces in

that quarter ;
and the sound of distant cannon on his

extreme left, as well as the light of burning villages,

which illuminated that quarter of the heavens, told how
soon Key would be in action in that direction. In effect,

that marshal had crossed the Spree, near Klix
;
and

though Barclay de Tolly still held that village, and lay in

strength betwixt it and Malschwitz, yet he was entirely

ignorant of the strength of the enemy to whom he was
soon to be opposed, and altogether unequal to the task of

preventing the right of the Allies from being turned by
the immense masses by whom he was surrounded on the

following day. Napoleon, therefore, highly satisfied

with the result of the first day's engagement, retired for

the night to Bautzen, having first despatched orders to

Oudinot to renew the combat by daybreak on the fol-

lowing morning, among the hills on the right, in order to

fix the enemy's attention on that part of the line, and

prevent any adequate succour being sent to avert the tre-

mendous stroke he designed to deliver on the left.^

By five o'clock on the morning of the 21st, the fire

began with unwearied vigour in the wooded recesses of

the Bohemian hills, and the echoes rang even to the sum-
mit of the Kunewalde. The Emperor Alexander, how-

ever, had sent such considerable reinforcements during
the night to that quarter, that Milaradowitch was enabled

not only to repulse the attacks on his position on the

heights of Mehltheuer, but to drive the enemy back
to a considerable distance beyond Binnewitz. Napoleon,
alarmed at this unexpected turn of events on that side,

immediately ordered up Macdonald's corps to the support
of Oudinot

; and at the same time immense masses, above

forty thousand strong, were deployed in the centre, in

front of Bautzen, to arrest the attention of the enemy.

They were kept, however, out of cannon-shot, as it was
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not his intention to expose his troops to the murderous chap.

fire of the Allied artillery on the heights of Kreckwitz, , 1

from which they had suiFered so much on the preced-
i^is.

ing day. But before Macdonald could get up to his i Kausier,

assistance, Oudinot was so hard pressed that he was
odei.^r9i,

unable to maintain his ground ; step by step the Russian ?2.
Precis

®
. , ,

,111 Scnoell, lu

tirailleurs gained upon the Bavarian sharpshooters m the 327, 328.

woods ; and at length he was fairly driven out of the
JjnVxxiL

hills, and forced to assume a defensive position in the 5i.

plain at their feet, where the arrival of Macdonald

enabled him to stop the progress of the enemy.^

Though much disconcerted by this ill success on his

right, Napoleon was only desirous to gain time, and 70

maintain his ground in front of Bautzen in the centre, PJ'Of
ess of

, ,
. •. i- AX XI 1 rx tlie battle in

as the progress and great superiority ot iNey on the lett the centre

rendered it a matter of certainty that ere long the Allies and left,

would be turned on their right, and forced to retreat.

Marmont's and Bertrand's batteries, accordingly, were

brought up to the foremost heights occupied by the

French in that part of the field, and soon engaged in a

tremendous cannonade with that of the Allies
; though

the latter, placed on higher ground and fully better

served, maintained its superiority, and rendered any
attack by the masses of infantry in that quarter too

perilous to be attempted. Meanwhile, the Emperor
listened anxiously for the sound of Ney's cannon on the

extreme left, as that was the signal for which he waited

to order a general attack in the centre to favour that

decisive operation. In effect, that marshal, at the head of

his own corps and that of Lauriston, which was also

placed under his orders, had early in the morning
advanced against the position of Barclay, near Gleina ;

while Victor's corps and Reynier's Saxons were directed,

by a wider circuit, to turn his extreme right by the wood
and heights of Baireuth, and get entirely into the rear of 2 j^j^ j^

the Allies. Barclay's veterans were advantageously 304. Precis

placed on the heights of Windmuhlenberg, near Gleina
; Ss^m"'"'

and the strength of their position, joined to the admir-
^^^^^'^J^'

able fire of the artillery on its summit, long enabled these 413*, 414.

iron veterans of the Moscow campaign to make head
conq.^xxii.

against the superior numbers of the enemy. At length, so, si.

however,^ the approach of Reynier's and Victor's corps

IL
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CHAP, turned the position in flank, and Barclay was obliged to
^^^^'

fall back, fighting all the way, to the heights of Baireuth.
1813. There Kleist was detached to his support ;

but his corps,

reduced to little more than three thousand men by the

losses of the preceding day, could not restore the action

in that quarter. At eleven o'clock, Souham, with the

leading division of Ney and Lauriston's corps, made him-
self master of the village of Pietitz, near Klein Bautzen,
behind Blucher's right, and between him and Barclay.

This important success promised the most momentous

consequences ;
for not only was Pietitz directly in the

Great effect rear of Blucher's position, so that the right of the Allies

me?t^o?Ney
^^^ ^^^ completely turned, but it communicated with

on the left. Klein Bautzen, through which, or Kreckwitz, lay the sole

communication of that general with the remainder of the

army. This rendered it a matter of certainty that he

must either follow the retrograde movement of Barclay,
and uncover the whole right of the Allies, or be cut

off.^

Ney's orders, communicated by General Jomini, his chief

of the staff, were to march straight on the steeples of

Hochkirch, while Lauriston moved by Baireuth and Bel-

gern in the same direction. In this instance the inspira-

tion of genius had anticipated the orders of authority ;

for Napoleon's instructions, written in pencil on the

morning of the 21st, were only to be at Pietitz by eleven

o'clock, whereas Ney was within half a mile of it by ten.

The Emperor was lying on the ground in the centre, under

the shelter of a height, a little in front of Bautzen, at

breakfast, when the sound of Ney's guns in that direc-

tion was heard. At the same time, a bomb burst over

his head. Without paying any attention to the latter

circumstance, he immediately wrote a note in pencil to

Marie Louise, to announce that the victory was gained ;

and mounting his horse, set off at the gallop with his

staff to the left, and ascended a height near Nieder

Keina, from whence he could overlook the whole field of

, ojgL 1. 92
^^^^^^ ^^ tlio centre. At the same time he directed

83. Kaiwier, Soult, with tho four corps under his orders, to assault

iv. 304, 305. with the bayonet the numerous conical knolls crowned

Sn*
**

iL
^ '^'* artillery, which formed the strength of tho Allies in

61. that quarter, in order to distract their attention, and pre-

vent them from sending succours to Blucher on their right.^
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Blucher, who was fully alive to the importance of chap.
the village of Pietitz, immediately made a great effort ^^^^-

to regain it. Kleist was detached with the whole 1813.

remains of his corps ; and several Russian regiments of
. .72.

infantry, with two of Prussian cuirassiers, were sent in retaken'by

the same direction. The arrival of these fresh troops, Biueher, and
JNCV CI16CliGQ

who vied with each other in the ardour of their attack,

enabled the Allies to regain the village, and drive out

Souham, who was routed with great slaughter, and
thrown back on the remainder of his corps in a state of

utter confusion. At the same time twenty of Blucher's

guns, playing on the flank of Ney's dense columns, did

dreadful execution, and caused him to swerve from the

direction of the steeples of Hochkirch, and establish him-
self on some heights behind Klein Bautzen, from whence
his artillery could reply on equal terms to that of the

enemy. This check probably saved the Allies from a

total rout, by causing Ney to pause and vacillate in the

midst of his important advance until his reserves came

up, and Victor and Reynier had arrived abreast of his

men. By this means the Allied sovereigns had time to

take the proper measures to w^ard off the danger, by
sending every disposable man and gun in that direction,
where they had never hitherto apprehended any serious

attack,
—and preparing for a general retreat. It was not gs^^^^^cfa'

till one o'clock in the afternoon that Ney deemed him- J" Schoeii, ii.

331 332
self in sufficient strength to resume the offensive, and jom. iv.*306,

by that time the season for decisive success had passed ^^^ ^^J
®'

away ;
the chaussee through Hochkirch, in the rear of the 5i, 62.

whole Allied army, could no longer be gained, and the

victory at best would be barren of results.^

Napoleon, however, made a vigorous effort, by a com-
bined attack on the centre and left of the enemy, to

^,3

effect a total overthrow. Seeing the Allied centre in Grand attack

some degree bared of troops by the powerful succours on tiS'lmed
which had been sent to the right, he ordered Soult to *^°*''®-

make a general attack with the four corps under his

command in the centre
; while, at the same time, the

terrible artillery of the Guard was brought up to reply
to the enemy's batteries on the heights of Kreckwitz.
These orders were promptly obeyed. Marmont, Mortier,

Bertrand, and Latour Maubourg, put themselves at the
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CHAP, head of their respective corps of cavalry and infantry;
^^^^' while the Imperial Guard, in deep array, advanced in

1813. their rear to support the attack. Eighty thousand men,
in admirable order, moved against the redoubtable

heights, the guns from which had so long dealt death

among the French ranks
;
while a hundred pieces of

cannon, disposed on the highest points of the ground
which they traversed, kept up a vehement fire on the

enemy's batteries. This grand attack soon changed the

fortune of the day. Blucher, now assailed in front by
Marmont, in flank by Bertrand, and in rear by Ney, was
soon obliged to recall Kleist and the other reinforcements

which he had sent to the assistance of Barclay de Tolly ;

and in consequence, Ney, whose reserves had at length
come iip, was enabled not only to retake Pietitz without

difficulty, but to spread out his light troops over the

I Jom. iv. whole level ground as far as Wurschen. The Allied right

Mei.^i'.^92
^^^ *^i^^s entirely turned ; and any advantage which

93. Fain, L Blucher and Barclay de Tolly might gain would only

Kausier, 880, increase the danger of their position, by drawing them

^Cod^'mu ^^ towards the Spree, while a superior force of the enemy
52, 53. was interposed between them and the main body of their

army.^
In these critical circumstances the Allied sovereigns

resolved to retreat. They might, indeed, by bringing up
The Au'ies the reserves, and the Russian and Prussian Guards, have

J^^^*** without difficulty regained the ground they had lost on

the right, and again advanced their standards to the

Spree : but as long as Lauriston and Reynier were in

their rear, such success would only have augmented their

ultimate danger ; just as a similar success on the right of

the British at^Vaterloo would have enhanced the perils

of Napoleon's position, when Blucher, with sixty thou-

sand Prussians, was menacing the chaussee of La Belle

Alliance. It had also, from the outside of the campaign,

J
been part of their fixed policy, never to place themselves

schoeiifiL in danger of undergoing a total defeat, but to take advan-
35. Jmu.

ir.tage of their numerous cavalry to cover their retreat,

odei. L 93, whenever the issue of an action seemed doubtful ; being

conq^MiL*'
^^'^ awarc that the superiority of their physical resources

M, 53. and moral energy would thus in the end, especially if the

accession of Austria were obtained,* secure to them the
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victory. Orders were given, therefore, to both Barclay chap.

and Blucher to retire
;
and the whole Allied army, arrayed

^^^^'

in two massy columns, began to withdraw ;
the Russians 1813.

by the road of Hochkirch and Lobau, the Prussians by
that to Wurschen and Weissenberg.
Then was seen in its highest lustre the admirable

arrangements of modern discipline, and the noble feelings

with which both armies were animated. Seated on the sublime

summit of the Hoheberg, near Nieder Keina, from Xen^t®
whence he could survey a great part of the field of battle, Allied amy

Napoleon calmly directed the movements of his army j

"^^ ®^

and the mighty host which he commanded, now roused

to the highest pitch, and moving on in perfect array,

pressed at all points upon the retiring columns of the

enemy. It was at once a sublime and animating* spectacle,

when, at the voice of this mighty wizard, a hundred and

fifty thousand men, spread over a line of three leagues in

length, from the Bohemian mountains on the right to the

forest of Baireuth on the left, suddenly started, as it were,
into life, and moved majestically forward, like a mighty
wave, bearing the light and smoke of the guns as spark-

ling foam on its crest. The greater . part of this vast

inundation poured into the valley of Nieder Keina in

the centre, and the declining sun glanced on the forests

of bayonets, and the dazzling lines of helmets, sabres, and 332. Kausier,

cuirasses, with which the level space at its bottom was ^^| ^jg"'
^'

filled
;
while the heights of Kreckwitz, yet in the hands Jom. iv. 309.

of the enemy, thundered forth a still unceasing fire on all

sides, like a volcano encircled by flame.^

Soon the receding line of fire, and the light of the burn-

ing villages, told that the consuming torrent was rapidly

advancing through the valley; and at length the cannon- Termination

ade ceased on the summits of Kreckwitz, and Blucher's °^ *^^® ^'''**^^*

columns, dark and massy, were seen slowly wending their

way to the rear. In vain, however, the French cuirassiers,

eight thousand strong, were now hurried to the front, and
endeavoured by repeated charges to throw the enemy into

confusion, so as to convert the retreat into a flight ;
the

Russian cavalry was too powerful, the Allied array too

perfect, to permit any advantage being gained. A hun-
dred and twenty French guns preceded the line of the

pursuers, and thundered on the retiring columns of the
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cnAP. enemy ;
but the Russian and Prussian artillery were

^^^^'
equally powerful, and, taking advantage of the numerous

1813. eminences which the line of retreat afforded, played with

4??^ KauS' destructive effect on the advancing masses
;
while their

882, 883.
'

numerous and magnificent cavalry repulsed every attempt

95.^ Precis' in to charge which the French horsemen made. Gradually
S£ho&ii,

u. tj^e gj.g became less violent as the Allies receded from the

jom. iv. 309, field ; the intrenched position was abandoned on all sides;

conq^xxiL*'
and at length the cannonade entirely ceased, and night

53, 54. drew her veil over that field of carnage and of glory.^

Napoleon's tent was pitched for the night near the inn

^ of Klein-Burchwitz, in the middle of the squares of his

Napoleon's faithful Guard ;
while Ney established himself at Wur-

Sm^SLent schen, where the Allied sovereigns had had their head-
on Mont Ce-

quarters the night before. It was from the former place
memorate that the Emperor dictated the bulletin of the battle, as
this epoch, ^gjj j^g ^Yie following decree, which all lovers of the arts,

as well as admirers of patriotic virtue, must regret was

prevented, by his fall, from being carried into execution :

—"A monument shall be erected on Mont Cenis
;
on the

most conspicuous face the following inscription shall be

written—' The Emperor Napoleon, from the field of Wur-

schen, has ordered the erection of this monument in

testimony of his gratitude to the people of France and

Italy. This monument will transmit from age to age the

417*418*
remembrance of that great epoch, when, in the space of

Ode'i. L 97. three months, twelve hundred thousand men flew to arms
to protect the integrity of the French empire.'"

^

The Emperor Alexander commanded the Allied armies

in person at Bautzen
;
the ill-success at Liitzen having

Admirable Weakened the confidence of the soldiers in Wittgenstein,

the*Emperor
^"^ the jealousies of the generals rendering the appoint-

Aiexander ment of any inferior oflScer a matter of great difficulty.
during the

^-^j^ ^j^^ g- j^^^ ^£ Prussia by his side, he took the entire

direction of the movements, and displayed a judgment
in council, and coolness in danger, which excited universal

admiration. It was with difficulty that the entreaties of

those around him could prevent him from advancing too

far into the fire for the duties of a commander-in-chief.

As it w;is, he incurred tlie greatest ri.sk, and near

Bautzen narrowly escaped falling into the hands of the

enemy. The conduct of the retreat, in the face of the
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immense force which thundered in pursuit, was a model chap.

of skill and judgment. Every eminence, every enclosure,
J^^^^-

every stream, which offered an opportunity of arresting i8i3.
^

the enemy, was taken advantage of with admirable abili- oSr?.' 97.'

tv • and such were the losses which the French sustained 98. Micimud,
•^ '

. , , , 1 ^1 ,_ . Biog. Univ.

in pressmg on the unconquerable rearguard, that, at sup. i. 176.

daybreak on the following morning, the Russians still
KauJi^j.^'^gl;

held the heights of Weissenberg, within cannon-shot of

the field of battle.^

The loss of the French in the battle of Bautzen was

considerably greater than that of t+ie Allies—an unusual
^^

but not unprecedented circumstance with a victorious Losses on

army, but which is easily explained by the carnage occa-
fhe^battfe.

'"

sioned in Napoleon's masses by the Prussian artillery, in

position on the numerous eminences which commanded

the field of battle, and by the perfect order with which

the retreat was conducted.* The Allies lost in the two

days fifteen thousand men killed and wounded
;
and the

French took fifteen hundred prisoners, most of them

wounded. But neither stores nor artillery graced their

triumph ;
and their own loss was fully nineteen thousand

killed and wounded on the field alone, independent of
.^

those who fell on the previous day ; insomuch that twenty 97, schoeii,

'

thousand wounded were lodged, two days after the battle, "'gl^^Kaus^^

at Bautzen, and the villages in its environs
;
while five ler, '884.

thousand were killed outright on the field of battle. ^f A

* The same thing had previously occurred at Malplaquet, where the Allies lost

twenty thousand, the French fourteen thousand men, though the former gained
the victory.

—Coxe's Li/c ofMarlborough ,
iv. 64.

f
"
Twenty-two thousand were brougiit into tlie hospitals of the Grand Army,

from the 1st May to the 1st June 1813, exclusive of those of the enemy."—Baron Laruey, iv. 177. And this return embraced only the serious cases. ^

So gre at was the number of persons slightly wounded, who were not admitted
to the hospitals, that it was strongly suspected at the time that many, espe-

cially of the Italian conscripts, had intentionally wounded themselves slightly in

the hand, in order to avoid, at least for a time, the dangers and fatigues of the

campaign. The number so wounded was no less than two thousand six hun-
dred and thirty-two. The Emperor strongly inclined to the same opinion, and
was preparing a severe decree on the subject, when he was diverted from his de-

sign by the humane and politic Larrey, wlio proved, by actual experiment, that

inexperienced troops, firing three deep, were extremely apt to injure the hands
of the front rank ; and in this report the Emperor deemed it prudent to acqui-
esce.—See Souvenirs de Caulaincourt, i. 170, 172 ; and Larrev, iv. 171, 179.

But General Mathieu Dumas, who saw great numbers of these wounded at

Dresden, has recorded his decided opinion, that many of these wounds were self-

inflicted.
" I observed," says he,

" with keen regret, many of the wounded but

slightly hurt ; the greater part young conscripts who had recently joined the

army, and who had not been injured by the fire of the enemy, but had themselves
mutilated their feet and hands. Such accidents of bad augury had also been
observed during the campaign of 1809. The Emperor interrogated me closely on the
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CHAP, great number of the wounded were slightly hurt only
^^^^- in the hands and feet—an ominous circumstance, which
1813. had been observed also in the campaign of 1809 on the

Danube, and bespoke the anxiety of the conscripts to

escape from these scenes of carnage.
The Saxon peasants displajed unbounded kindness to

go
these unhappy sufferers. Without regard to side, nation,

Great kind- or language, they received them into their cottages, and

Saj«)n pea-
did all in their power to mitigate their distresses

; and,
sants tothe j,q^ contented with waitinar till the sufferers were broughtwounded on. ,.,i,. , . i/., ,

both sides, mto their dwellings, they themselves issued forth to seek

them on the field. On all sides were to be seen men, women,
and children, carrying litters, pushing wheelbarrows, or

drawing little carts, laden with wounded men. Russians

were laid beside French, Prussians beside Italians ;
the

women tended the dying, and bandaged the wounds alike

of friend and foe : all the animosity of the contest was
J Prfecis in forgotten ;

and at the close of one of the bloodiest battles

334.^ain, recorded in modern times, was to be seen the glorious

^'9^- JJj^^^'-
spectacle of Christian charity healing the wounds and

49.

*

assuaging the sufferings equally of the victors and the

vanquished.^

By daybreak on the following morning the French

army was in motion, and Napoleon, who had hardly
Combat of allowed himself any rest during the night, in person
Eeichenbach.

(ji jgg^-g^ their movements. They soon came up with
the rearguard of the enemy, who had marched all night,
and now stood firm on the heights behind Reichenbach,
in order to gain time for the immense files of chariots,

cannon, and wounded men, to defile by the roads in

their rear. Milaradowitch had the command ;
and the

veterans of the Moscow campaign were prepared to

defend the position to the last extremity ;
while forty

pieces of cannon were admirably placed on the summit,
and a large body of cuirassiers on the slopes seemed

intentionally awaiting an opportunity to come to

blows with the horsemen of the French. Struck with

the strength of this position, as well as the determined

lubject, and as I made no concealment of the truth, he ordered an inquiry.
The report of the conitni^tsion, however, was opposed to my too well-founded

Obwrvations ; and tlie Km peror believed, or feigned to believe, those who, to pay
their court to him, disguised the truth on a painful but important subject."—
Bouvenirt de Dumas, iii. 507.
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countenance of the Allied force which occupied it, Napo- chap.

leon paused, and engaged only in a cannonade till the
^^^^'

cavalry of the Guard came up. Reichenbach itself, in 1813.

front of the Allied position, occupied by the Russian

light troops, was only abandoned after an obstinate

conflict; and when the French columns showed them-

selves on the opposite side, they were torn in pieces by
the point-blank discharge of the enemy's batteries from i Vict. et

the heights behind. The Russian general sent some of
s^^^si^Fain,

his regiments of cavalry into the plain, where they were
j- g^^-j^^^

immediately charged by the red lancers of the French so.

Guard ;
but the latte were defeated with considerable

loss.i

Napoleon upon this brought up Latour Maubourg,
with the whole cavalry of the Guard, six thousand

g^

strong, and at the same time made dispositions for out- Firm resis-

flanking and turning the enemy. These measures were
auS.^wIio

attended with the desired elFect, and after several brilliant at length

charges on both sides, the Allies retired to Gorlitz, but

in the best order. Enraged at seeing his enemy thus

escaping, Napoleon hastened to the advanced posts, and

himself pressed on the movements of the troops, insomuch

that the rays of the setting sun gleamed on the sabres and

bayonets of fifty thousand men, accumulated in a front of '

a mile and a half in breadth, and closely advancing in

pursuit. But it was all in vain. The enemy, proud of

the resistance they had made against such superior

numbers, retired in admirable order, without leaving any
thing behind. Guns, wounded, caissons, were alike con-

veyed away ;
and all the genius of the Emperor, which

never shone forth with brighter lustre in directing the

movements, could not extract one trophy from their rear-

guard. Napoleon could not conceal his vexation at a Fain, 1. 424,

beholding the unbroken array of the Allied troops thus
pyf'ioo.*^^'*

^*

eluding his grasp, and the skill with which they availed
y?"^*^g^2;-Qjj

themselves of every eminence to plant their guns and xxii.54, 56.

'

arrest his progress. "What?" said he, "after such a
f^^iJ^;,^^^?!""

butchery, no results? no prisoners'? Those fellows there 174.

w411 not leave us a nail
; they rise from their ashes.

When will this be done?"^
The balls at this moment were flying thick around him,

and one of the Emperor's escort fell dead at his feet.
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CHAP.
LXXV.

1813.

83.

Death of

Duroc

1 Souv. de
CauL i. 176,
179. OdeL L

100, iOl.

Fain. L 427.

"
Duroc," said he, turning to the grand marshal, who was

by his side,
" fortune is resolved to have one of us to-day."

Some of his suite observed with a shudder, in an under

breath, that it was the anniversary of the battle of

Essling, and the death of Lannes. * The melancholy

anticipation was not long of being realised. The enemy
retired to a fresh position, behind the ravine of Makers-

dorf
;
and Xapoleon, who was anxious to push on before

night to Gorlitz, himself hurried to the front, to urge on
the troops who were to dislodge them from the ground
which they had occupied to bar the approach to it. His

suite followed him, four a-breast, at a rapid trot through
a hollow way, in such a cloud of dust that hardly one of

the riders could see his right-hand man. Suddenly a

cannon-ball glanced from a tree near the Emperor, and
struck a file behind, consisting of Mortier, Caulaincourt,

Kirgener, and Duroc. In the confusion and dust, it was
not at first perceived who was hurt

;
but a page soon

arrived and whispered in the Emperor's ear, that Kir-

gener was killed, and Duroc desperately wounded.

Larrey and Ivan instantly came up, but all their efforts

were unavailing : Duroc's entrails were torn out, and the

dying man was carried into a cottage near Makersdorf.

Napoleon, profoundly affected, dismounted, and gazed

long on the battery from whence the fatal shot had
issued. He then entered the cottage, and ascertained, with

tears in his eyes, that there was no hope.
"
Duroc," said

he, pressing the hand of the dying hero,
" there is another

world, where we shall meet again !" Memorable words,

wrung by anguish even from the child of Infidelity and
the Revolution ! Finally, when it was announced some
hours afterwards that all was over, he put into the hands
of Berthier, without articulating a word, a paper, ordering
the construction of a monument on the spot where he

fell, with this inscription :
—" Here the General Duroc,

Duke of Friuli, grand marshal of the palace of the

Emperor Napoleon, gloriously fell, struck by a cannon-

ball, and died in the arms of the Emperor, his friend."^

Napoleon pitched his tent in the neighbourhood of the

cottage where Duroc lay, and seemed for the time alto-

gether overwhelmed by his emotions. The squares of the

» AtiU, Cbap. IviL { 69, on May 22, 1809.
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Old Guard, respecting his feelings, arranged themselves at chap.

a distance ;
and even his most confidential attendants did _1 1

not, for some time, venture to approach his person.
1813.

Alone he sat, wrapped in his gray great-coat, with his Mournful

forehead resting on his hands, and his elbows on his
^1^^"^^^°™'^

knees, a prey to the most agonising reflections. In vain Napoleon.

Caulaincourt and Maret at length requested his attention

to the most pressing orders. " To-morrow—every thing,"

was the only reply of the Emperor, as he again resumed

his attitude of meditation. A mournful silence reigned

around ;
the groups of officers at a little distance hardly

articulated above their breath
; gloom and depression

appeared in every countenance
;
while the subdued hum

of the soldiers preparing their repast, and the sullen

murmur of the artillery waggons as they rolled in the

distance, alone told that a mighty host was assembled in

the neighbourhood. Slowly the moon rose over this

melancholy scene
;
the heavens became illuminated by

the flames of the adjoining villages, which had fallen a

prey to the license of the soldiers
;
while the noble bands

of the Imperial Guard played alternately triumphal and

elegiac strains, in the vain hope of distracting the grief of

their chief. Could the genius of painting portray the

scene, could the soul of poetry be inspired by the feelings
i^^'^^'p'-.-^"^

which ^11 around experienced, a more striking image 427', 429.'^
^'

could not be presented of the mingled woes and anima-
|°'Jj[- ^\^^

tion of war
;
of the greatness and weakness of man

;
of 179.

his highest glories, and yet nothingness against the arm
of his Creator.!*

The loss of Duroc and Kirgener, and of General

Bruyeres, who also fell on the same day, as well as the gs

firm countenance and admirable array of the Allies,
General des-

who retired after a bloody battle, in which they had been the French

worsted, without the loss of cannon or prisoners in the s^^^^^i^-

pursuit, and with no considerable diminution of baggage,
occasioned the most gloomy presentiments in the French

* Napoleon at the time, to testify his regard for Duroc, placed two hun-
dred napoleons in the hands of the owner of the house, jointly with the

clergyman of the parish, for the purpose of erecting a monument to his

memory. The monument, however, was never erected ; and by an order of the
Russian ^tat-major, dated 1st April 1814, the money was reclaimed by the
Allies, and not applied to its destined purpose—an unworthy proceeding,
forming a striking contrast to the noble conduct of the Archduke Charles, in

1796, regarding the French tomb of General Marceau.—See Order o/Barou
RosBN, 1st April, 1814, in Fain, i. 430; and Ante, Chap. xxi. § 53.
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CHAP. army. It was plain that the days of Aiisterlitz and Jena
Lxxv.

y^Qj.Q p^^ ^ great victory had been gained without any
1813. result

;
and the victors, in the pursuit, had sustained both

a greater and more important loss than the vanquished.
Little hopes remained of subduing an enemy who thus

rose up with renewed vigour from every disaster. With
truth might oS'apoleon have said with Pyrrhus—" Another
such victory, and I am undone." Murmurs, regrets,

expressions of despair, were heard even among the most
resolute : the flames, which rose on all sides as the villages
were taken possession of, at once bespoke the obstinacy of

the resistance, and the determination of the inhabitants ;

and even the bravest sometimes exclaimed, on beholding
the universal spirit with which the people were ani-

mated—"What a war! we shall all leave our remains
here." Napoleon was no stranger to the feelings of

despondency which were so common even around his

headquarters, and he gave vent to his spleen by cutting
sarcasms against his principal officers.

" I see well,

gentlemen," said he,
" that you are no longer inclined to

1 Rapp, make war : Berthier would rather follow the chase at

Fal™' 1^433.
Crrosbois

; Rapp sighs after his beautiful hotel at Paris.

OdeL L 107. I understand you ;
I am no stranger to the pleasures of

the capital."!

On the 23d, the Allied army continued to retreat, still

gg
in two columns, after having broken down the bridges

Retreat of over the Neisse : the right column moved upon Waldau,

totsixi^^ the left upon Lobau. At nine o'clock the Saxon advanced
Lei^itz. posts appeared before Gorlitz, and, finding the bridge

broken down, after some delay and warm skirmishing,
forced the passage of the river, and, by hastily erecting
five new bridges, soon crossed over so large a force as

rendered the town no longer tenable by the Allies. The

Emperor arrived at Gorlitz a few hours after, and rested

there the remainder of that and the whole of the next

day, shut up with Caulaincourt in his cabinet, and con-

stantly occupied witli diplomatic arrangements. Mean-
while the Allies continued their retreat, and the French

pressed the pursuit in three columns : the right skirting
the Bohemian mountains, and following Wittgenstein ;

the centre following Blucher and Barclay de Tolly on the

great road to Leignitz ; the left marching upon Glogau,
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the garrison of which, now blockaded for above three chap.

mouths, anxiously expected their deliverance. Although
^^^^'

no attempt was made to defend any positions, yet the 1813.

French cavalry frequently came up with that of the

Allies, and some sharp encounters took place between the

horse on both sides. But the dragoons of Napoleon, for ^ . .
-

.,
, , , . . 1 -1 ]

1 Fain, i. 437,
the most part cased m cuirasses, or heavily armed, were 439. Odei. i.

no match in this desultory warfare for the nimble chil-
Jfonq^xxV

dren of the desert
;
and the pursuers suffered more under 55, 56.

the lances of the Cossacks, than the retreating cavalry did

from the French sabres.^

No attempt was made by the Allies to defend the

passage of the Quels, the Bober, or the Katsbach, al-

though their rocky banks and deeply furrowed ravines Combat and

offered every facility for retarding the advance of the p/eJch near

enemy. The Emperor Alexander was making for an Hainau.

intrenched camp prepared near Schweidnitz, and was
desirous of avoiding any serious encounter till it was
reached. On the 26th, however, an opportunity occurred May 26.

of striking a considerable blow, near Hainau, upon the

advanced column of Lauriston's corps. After the troops
under Maison had passed that town, and were traversing
the valley of the Theisse, without having explored the

surrounding heights, a signal was suddenly given by
setting fire to a windmill, and almost before the French
had time to form square, the enemy's cavalry, consisting
of three strong Prussian regiments, were upon them. The
French dragoons, who were at the head of the column,

instantly fled back to Hainau, leaving the infantry to

their fate. They were speedily broken, and the whole

artillery of the column, consisting of eighteen pieces,

taken, with four hundred men made prisoners, besides

an equal number killed and wounded. From the want
of horses, however, only twelve of the guns could be

brought off. This affair, which cost the life of Colonel

Dolfs, the Prussian commander, who gloriously fell in the

midst of the enemy's squares, would have been still more
decisive but for the uncontrollable impatience of the

^^Lond.
51,

Prussian dragoons, whose ardour made them break into a et Conq!xxii.

charge before the proper moment had arrived.^ As it was, ffoTiOT^^^
however, it was one of the most brilliant cavalry actions Fain,'i. 440.

which occurred during the war, and may justly be placed
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CHAP, beside the splendid charge of the heavy German dragoons
^^^y- on the French infantry, on the 23d of July in the pre-

1813. ceding year, the day after the battle of Salamanca.*

Napoleon was severely mortified by this check, not so

gg. much from the amount of the loss he had sustained,
Continuance

which, in suchU host, was a matter of little importance,
to Leignitz but from the decisive proof which it afforded, in the eyes

May 27.^*^^'^"
^^ ^^^^^ armies, of the undiminished spirit and unbroken

array of the Allied forces. On the very day following,

however, his arms had their revenge. General Sebastiani,

at the head of the cavalry of Victor's corps, which was

advancing by forced marches towards Glogau to relieve

the garrison, fell in near Sprottan with a Russian convoy,
which was moving, unaware of the victory that had been

gained, up to the main army, and captured the whole,

consisting of twenty-two pieces and sixty tumbrils, with-

the guard of four hundred men. In other quarters, how-

ever, from being longer accustomed to the vicinity of the

enemy, the Allies were better on their guard. Eight

squadrons of Russian cavalry, on the same day attacked,

near Gottesberg, twelve squadrons of Napoleon's cuiras-

siers, and defeated them, with the loss of four hundred

prisoners ;
a partisan corps captured a considerable park

of artillery ;
while Woronzoff's cavalry fell in with a large

body of the enemy's cavalry near Dessau, on the Elbe,

put them to the rout, and made five hundred prisoners,

sa °\^ct.^et Meanwhile, the main body of the Allies retired without

Conq. xxii. further molestation by Leignitz to the neighbourhood of

i. 112.113.^ 'Schweidnitz, where the intrenched camp had been con-
Fain, L 440.

structed, and where it was intended that a stand should

be made.i

These partial successes, however, determined nothing ;

gg
and the progress of the French arms, as well as the

R«a«on« position of their forces, had now become such as to excito

du(»dthe j"st disquictude in the breasts of the Allied sovereigns.

"^^Imsto^*
The great line of communication with Poland and the

de«ire an Vistula was abandoned ;
the blockading force before

anaiaUce.
Glogau withdrew on the approach of the enemy ;

and
the garrison, which had nearly exhausted its means of

subsistence, was relicve<l, amidst transports of joy on

both sides, on the 29th. All the Allied forces were

* AnU, Chap. IxvUL §§ 82, 83.
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concentrated in the neighbourhood of Schweidnitz, or chap.

between Leignitz and that place ;
and althougL the

^^^^'

intrenched camp, resting on the former fortress, was of ^813.

great strength, yet it could not be disguised that it was
close to the foot of the Bohemian mountains ;

and that if

Austria, in reliance on whose ultimate co-operation this

direction had been given to the Allied forces, should

prove unfaithful to the cause of Europe, they would find

it next to impossible to regain their communication with
the Oder and the Vistula. Great reinforcements, indeed,

fully fifty thousand strong, were on their march from
Russia—and an equal force was in progress in Prussia.

But some weeks, at the least, must elapse before the

most forward of them could reach the Allied head-

quarters ; and if the diverging march to the extremity
of Upper Silesia were much longer to be pursued, the

French might interpose between their main army and
the succours on which they relied. The Russians, by the

morning state on 27th May, numbered only thirty-five,
the Prussians twenty-five thousand effective soldiers : ill

success and retreat had produced its usual effect in

diminishing the number of available men, and the
J
^ond. 55,

abandonment of the line of communication with Poland, lob, no.'

'*

had occasioned great difficulty in turning aside the %iYv. 50^*''

convoys from the road they were pursuing, one of which, 5i.

as before mentioned, had already actually fallen into the

enemy's hands.^

With reason, therefore. Napoleon regarded the present
state of affairs as highly auspicious to his arms, and the

soldiers participated in his satisfaction from the ample Great satis-

supplies of every thing which they obtained in the rich
Japoreon at

agricultural districts of Upper Silesia
; exhibiting a this state of

marked contrast to the extreme penury, almost amount-

ing to famine, whieh they had experienced in the wasted
fields of Saxony and Lusatia. Delivered by these favour-

able circumstances from the melancholy forebodings
which the death of Duroc and the imperfect success at

Bautzen had occasioned, the Emperor recovered all his

former serenity of mind : he was constantly with the

advanced posts, and directed their movements with

extraordinary precision ;
while the gaiety of his manner,

which appeared in the multitude of the questions which
VOL. XVI. R
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CHAP, lie asked, and the French and Italian songs which he
^^^^' hummed as he rode along, bespoke the hopes with which
1813. he was inspired as to the issue of the campaign. A

gleam of sunshine shone for a brief period upon his

career, and recalled, midway between the disasters of

Moscow and the overthrow of Leipsic, the triumphs of

his earlier years. Again, as in former days, the Allied

armies were recoiling before his arms; province after

province was overrun by his followers
; and already one

1 Fain, i. half of the prophecy which he had uttered to the Abb6

Odd*ftio ^^ Pradt at Warsaw had. been accomplished :*—" Success
112. St. cyr, will render the Russians bold : I am going to raise three

50?5i. Lond. hundred thousand men : I will deliver two battles
^- between the Elbe and the Oder: and in six months I

shall be on the Niemen." ^

Although, however, appearances were thus favourable

91. at headquarters, and in the Grand Army under the
Reasons immediate command of Napoleon, yet this was far from
which never- . .

'- ' •'

theiess in- bcmg the case universally ; and many circumstances,

feo^to^de^e^^*^^ ^^ ^^^ military and political situation, were calcu-
an armisUce. lated to awakeu the most serious apprehensions. Though

his infantry and artillery were in great strength, and had
for the most part surpassed his expectations, the cavalry
of the Grand Army was still extremely deficient. This
want both rendered it impossible to obtain decisive suc-

cess in the field, and, even if an advantage was there

obtained, made any attempt to follow it up more hazard-

ous to the victorious than the vanquished party. The
weakness arising from this cause was the more sensibly
felt by Napoleon, that he had in his previous campaigns
made such constant and successful use of this arm

;
and

that the vehemence and rapidity of his operations
savoured rather of the fierce sweep of Asiatic conquest,
than the slow and methodical operations of European
warfare. The same cause had exposed him to great
inconveniences in his rear, where the Allied partisans
had in many places crossed the Elbe, and carried the

enthusiasm of their proclamations, and the terror of their

arras, far into the Westphalian plains. But, most of all,

he had reason to apprehend the armed mediation of

Austria. Facts more convincing than words here spoke

» AnU, Chap. IxxiiL { 109.
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with decisive authority as to the thunderbolt which chap.

might ere long be expected to issue from the dark cloud ^^^^'

that overhung the Bohemian mountains. The forces 1813.

which the cabinet of Vienna had already accumulated

on that frontier range, little short of a hundred thousand

men, enabled its ambassador. Count Stadion, who was

still at the Allied headquarters, to speak almost with the

tone of command to the belligerent powers ;
while the

direction which the Allied armies had now taken upon i gj. ^^^.^

Leignitz, Schweidnitz, and Upper Silesia, to the entire Hist. mu. iv.

abandonment of their great line of communication with iv.'sis, 31
™'

Poland, and their own resources, seemed to leave no
^s^'loq^*

doubt of a secret understanding with the Austrian 54, 55.

government, and an intention to base their future opera-
tions on the great natural fortress of Bohemia.^

The accounts also from the rear at this period were of

so alarming a description, that it is not surprising they ^^
oxercised a predominant influence on the mind of the important

Emperor ;
the more especially as the recent experience of SslnS'

the Moscow campaign had vividly impressed on his mind French rear,

the dangers of a general interruption of his communi-
cations in that direction. General Bulow, who had the

command of the forces around Berlin, and in front of

Magdeburg, being relieved of all apprehensions for the

capital by the march of Ney's corps to Silesia, had

pushed his partisan bodies in all directions, and kept the

enemy in continual apprehension for his detached parties
and communications. Independent of the brilliant suc-

cess of WoronzoflTs cavalry near Dessau, which has been

already mentioned,* General Zastroff, who commanded
the Prussian landwehr, had made the greatest exertions,

and not only afforded the most efficient aid to the desul-

tory warfare beyond the Elbe, but prepared a large body
of men ready to join the Allied army in regular battle.

General Chernicheff left the Lower Elbe
;
and having

learned, while lying between Magdeburg and the Havel,
that the Westphalian general Ochs was at Halberstadt,
on the left bank of the Elbe, with a convoy of artillery, May 30.

he resolved to surprise him. Having forthwith crossed conq. "xxil

the river with his indefatigable hussars and Cossacks,' on 3?5,*^L™n,jJ'

the evening of the 29th May, he marched all day and 63, 64.

night,2 and at five on the following morning reached the

Ante, Chap. Ixxv. § 88.
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enemy, thirteen German, or nearly fifty English miles

distant.

The surprise was complete ; and, although a desperate
resistance was made, it terminated in the capture or

destruction of the whole enemy's detachment, twelve

hundred strong, with fourteen pieces of cannon. The

ammunition waggons were all blown up by the French,
to prevent their falling into the hands of the enemy.
Nor was Marshal Oudinot, who, after the battle of

Bautzen, had been detached from the Grand Army to

oppose Bulow in the neighbourhood of Magdeburg, more
fortunate. The Prussian general took post at Luckau,
with twelve thousand men, where he threatened the

French line of communications, and strengthened himself,

as well as circumstances would admit, by means of loop-
holes and barricades. Oudinot attacked him there on

the 4th June
;
but such was the vigour of the Prussian

defence, that though the assailants succeeded in carrying
the suburbs, which they set on fire, they could not pene-
trate into the town, and retreated at night, leaving five

hundred prisoners and three guns in the hands of the

victors, besides above fifteen hundred killed and wounded

during the engagement. Immediately after this repulse,

which difi'used extraordinary joy over the neighbouring

territory of Prussia, Bulow was joined by Generals Bor-

stell, Borgen, and Harps, which raised his troops to nine-

teen thousand men, and their united forces threatened a

most powerful diversion in the rear of the enemy.^
This brilliant success, and the evident inferiority of the

French to the Allies both in the number and activity of

their light troops, encouraged the gallant partisan leaders

of the latter to attempt a still more important enterprise.

Chernicheff, who had recrossed the Elbe after the affair at

Halberstadt, having learned that General Arrighi was at

Leipsic with five thousand men, besides an equal number
of wounded, and considerable magazines, communicated
with Woronzoff, who commanded the Russian blockading
force that lay before Magdeburg, and they agreed to make
a joint attack on that important depot. With this view,
Chernicheff took up a position with some parade, at

Bernberg, so as to withdraw the enemy's attention from

the real point of attack ; and Woronzoff having mean>
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while advanced to Dolitch, in the neighbourhood of chap.

Leipsic, Chernicheif, by a forced march of nine German,
or thirty-five English miles in one day, joined him nnder i^is.

the walls of the town. The French were so completely jung 7^

taken by surprise that they had scarcely time to assume

a position at Zaucha, in front of the town, when the

Russian horse were upon them. The few cavalry they
had were routed in a moment

;
and though their infantry

opposed a more formidable resistance, yet they too were

broken, and driven back into the town before half of the

Allied force had come up. Just as they were entering
into action, and the united force was advancing to com-

plete their victory, news arrived of the armistice, which,
after an examination of the documents produced by
Arrighi, proved to be correct. Thus the Russian generals
were robbed of their well-earned success, and obliged to

content themselves with the six hundred prisoners they
had already taken. About the same time, Captain Colon,
a Prussian partisan, who had remained in Saxony after

the grand Allied army retreated, incessantly annoying June 8.

the enemy in the remote parts of Saxony and Franconia,

having heard of the expected arrival of twenty pieces of

cannon, and a large train of ammunition waggons on the

road between Hoff and Leipsic, formed an ambuscade,
and attacked the enemy with such success that the whole

artillery was destroyed, and the ammunition blown up.
Colon was afterwards joined by Major Lutzow, with six

hundred horse and a great number of partisans ;
and 1 i^on^. 64,

their united force having established themselves in the
^^'

vict. et

mountains of Vogtland, maintained a harassing and sue- 6I, 62.

cessful warfare, which was only terminated by the con-

clusion of hostilities.!

While the operations of the Allies on the rear of the

French in Saxony were thus far successful, and were
gg

exposing the enemy to losses, almost daily, even greater Operations

than those which had proved so fatal to their arms in the Sg by^h™"

preceding autumn, when they lay at Moscow, a very con- French-

siderable calamity was experienced, and a loss, attended

with unbounded private suffering, undergone on the

Lower Elbe. The battle of Liitzen, and withdrawal of

the Allied armies to the right bank of the Elbe, exercised

an immediate and fatal influence on the situation of Ham-
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CHAP. burg. Tettenborn, Dornbcrg, and all the partisan corps^^^^'
on the left bank of the river, shortly after fell back

1813. to that city itself. Vandamme, acting under the orders
*^ * "

'

of Davoust, soon appeared before the town, on the

left bank ;
and several gallant attacks of the Russian

generals on his forces led only to the capture of the island

of Wilhelmsburg, in the Elbe, not far distant from Ham-
burg. The French besieging force, however, was soon

increased to ten thousand men
;
and with this array,

which was double the strength of the whole regular
1 Vict, et force to which he was opposed, Vandamme carried the

^'^J^/^Un^j^
island of Wilhelmsburg, and all the islands of the river

62,64. opposite to the city, which put him in a situation to

commence a bombardment.^

This was, in consequence, begun the very next day.

gg
The dubious conduct of the Danish gunboats in the

Capture of river for a few days suspended the fate of this unhappy
Vandiimne. city : but the court of Copenhagen having at length
^^y30. taken a decided part, and joined the French Emperor,

the Russian generals w^ere unable to withstand the united

forces of both, and reluctantly compelled to intimate to

the Hamburg authorities that they must depend on their

own resources. With speechless grief the patriotic citi-

zens learned that they were to be delivered over to their

merciless enemies
;
but the necessities of the case admitted

of no alternative, and on the 30th, General Tettenborn

evacuated the city, which was next day occupied by the

enemy, the French entering by one gate and the Danes

by the other. The French general immediately levied a

contribution of four million marks (£250,000) on the city,

which was rigidly exacted. Without doubt, the acqui-
. sition of this great and opulent commercial emporium,

commanding the mouth of the Elbe, and hermetically

sealing it against the enemy, was a great advantage to

Napoleon, and well calculated to revive the terror of his

arms in the north of Germany. Yet so oppressive was
the use which he made of his victory, and so unbounded

«Lond. 62, the exasperation excited by the endless exactions to

Snq. xxiL which the unfortunate Hamburghcrs were subjected, that

ofi.meration'^'*' ^^^ ^° doubted whether he did not, in the end, lose

1201,261. 'more by this moral reaction, than by all the material

resources placed at his command.^
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When both parties had such need of a respite in mili- chap.

tary efforts to complete their preparations, and draw ^^^^-

closer the diplomatic ties which connected, or were about 1813.

to connect them with the states from which they respec- p^.

^^•

tively hoped for succour, there was little difficulty in towards the

coming to an accommodation for an armistice. The first of an armis-

overture for such a measure came from Napoleon, who ti<=®-

on the 18th May, when setting out from Dresden for the May 18.

array, had, as already mentioned,* despatched a proposal,

nominally for an armistice, but really designed to detach

Russia from the coalition, and lead the Emperor Alexan-

der into separate negotiations with himself. This letter

arrived at the Allied headquarters on the eve of the

battle of Bautzen
;
and though it was received and con-

sidered in full council, in presence of the Austrian May 19,

minister Count Stadion, and the answer determined on,

yet it was deemed expedient to delay the messenger

bearing the answer till the issue of arms had been tried.

The result of that experiment, however, by demonstrating
the vital importance to the Allies of gaining time for their

great reinforcements to come up, and their present in-

ability to cope with Napoleon, rendered them more
tractable. The messenger was accordingly despatched
with the answer from Stadion, bearing,

" that the Allied

sovereigns were prepared to enter into the views of the

Emperor Napoleon ; too happy if these first overtures May 22.

on his part should be followed by others leading to an

object which his august master, the Emperor of Austria,
had so much at heart." Napoleon, however, who above
all things desired to open a separate negotiation with the ^

Emperor Alexander, and was not without hopes, if it

were agreed to, of regaining the ascendency of Tilsit and

Erfurth, again, three days afterwards, despatched a letter

requesting a personal interview with that monarch. But May 25.

this proposal, like the former one, was eluded by an May 29.

answer, that it was intended that Count Schoumouloff, ^Fain,i. 400.
'

_

' Napoleon to

on the part of Russia, should repair to the French ad- Cauiaincourt,

vanced posts, which would save his imperial majesty the Hard, xil^^

trouble of a journey for that purpose.^ Finding, therefore, ^^' ^j^''-

that he could not succeed in this object of a separate nego- 224, 225.

tiation, and feeling the necessity of yielding to the strongly
* Ante, Chap. Ixxv. § 56.
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CHAP, expressed wishes of Austria for a general conference,
^^^^-

Napoleon returned an answer that he agreed to the

1813. armistice : and the village of Pleswitz, in the circle of

Streigau, was declared neuter, for the purpose of carrying
the requisite arrangements into effect.

Even after this preliminary and important point had

gg^
been agreed to, it was no easy matter to bring the

Difficulty in opposite vicws of parties regarding the armistice to a

amrsS, as* definite bearing. The times were widely changed from

dem^ltoS!
*^^^® when Napoleon, after launching forth the thunder-

"

bolts of Marengo, Austerlitz, or Friedland, dictated the
terms to the vanquished on which he was willing to

admit of a cessation of hostilities. He had gained, indeed,
two great battles, and Europe again beheld the Allied
armies receding before him. They retired, however,
unbroken and undisgraced ;

no dislocation of masses, or

cutting off of columns, had followed his victories
;
no

troops of captives, or files of cannon, had graced his

triumphs. The want of cavalry had marred his success,
and rendered many of his best-conceived enterprises
abortive

;
the superiority of the enemy in light troops

had frequently converted incipient triumph into ulti-

mate disaster. Above all, the fascination of his name on
other nations was at an end. Europe no longer waited,
in breathless anxiety, to receive his mandates. Austria,
dark and ambiguous, was gradually rising from the atti-

tude of a mediator into that of a commander. But the

necessities of the Allies were at least as great : their rein-

forcements were still far distant
;
the victorious French

legions pressed on their rear
;
the march to Schweidnitz

had abandoned their great line of communication with
their own resources

;
and though they had reason to

believe that Austria would join them, if Napoleon
refused to make peace on reasonable terms, yet six weeks,
at least, were required to enable her to complete her pre-

X hj^ jiL parations. Both parties thus felt the necessity of a
164, 1^. respite ; but neither was suflSciently humbled to evince,

225.**Fahi,i.^y their conduct, their sense of this necessity ;
and this

436, 446, 448. circumstance had well-nigh proved fatal to the negoti-
ations.i

Napoleon at first insisted on the line of the Oder as that
of demarcation between the two armies

;
but to this the
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Allies positively refused to agree : and the fall of Breslaii, chap.

the capital of Silesia, which was occupied by the French
^^^^'

amiy, without resistance, on the 30th May, rendered it 1813.

less important for Napoleon to insist on that limit. At ^j^g j-j^^ ^^

the same time, intelligence was received of the capture of demarcation

Hamburg by the united armies of Denmark and France, fixed onf

He ceased to contend, therefore, for the line of the Oder,
took his stand on the principle of uti possidetis, and
insisted that his troops should retain the ground which

they actually occupied. This basis was contended for

so strenuously by his plenipotentiaries, that it had nearly
broken off the negotiation ;

for the Russian and Prussian

ministers were not less resolute that the whole of Silesia

should be abandoned. The commissioners on both sides,

unable to come to an agreement, had separated, and hos-

tilities were on the point of being resumed, when the

firmness of Napoleon, for the first time in his life, yielded
in negotiation ;

and he agreed to abate so far in his i -p^^^ j 4^9

demands as rendered aii accommodation practicable. He 451. Hard,

brought himself to abandon Breslau, to relinquish the sciioeii' x.

line of the Oder, and to draw back his army to Leignitz.
226- Marten^

Conferences were resumed at Poischwitz, near Jauer
;
and 582.

on the 4th June, an armistice for six weeks Was signed at

that place between all the contending powers.^

By this convention the line of demarcation between the

hostile armies was fixed as follows :
—

Poischwitz, Leig- ^^
nitz, Goldberg, and Lahn, remained in the hands of the Terms of the

French
; Landshut, Rudolstadt, Bolkershagen, Streigau, ju"ne 4.^^^

and Canth, were restored to, or continued to be possessed

by the Allies. All the intermediate territory, including
the fortress of Breslau, was declared neutral, and to be

occupied by neither army. From the confluence of the

Katsbach and Oder, the line of demarcation followed that

river to the frontiers of Saxony and Prussia, and thence

to the Elbe, which formed its course to its mouth. If

Hamburg was only besieged, not yet taken, it was to be
treated as one of the blockaded towns

; Dantzic, Modlin,
Zamosc, Stettin, and Custrin were to be revictualled, at

the sight of commissioners employed on both sides, every
five days ; Magdeburg, and the fortresses on the Elbe, to

enjoy a circle of a league in every direction, which was
to be considered as neutral. The duration of the armis-
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tice was to be six weeks from its signature, or till the

28tli July ;
and six days' notification of the intention to

break it, was to be given by either party. This conven-

tion was concluded solely by the superior authority of the

Allied monarchs ;
for their plenipotentiaries, irritated at

the continued hostilities of the French troops, were on the

point of breaking off the conferences, when they were

overruled, and the signature ordered by their sovereigns'

express directions.^

One deplorable engagement took place after the signa-
ture of the armistice was known, which Europe has had

much cause to lament, and of which France has too much
reason to be ashamed. Under pretence that the armistice

applied to the regular troops, but not to the irregular
bands who had crossed the Elbe, a considerable time after

the armistice was known on both sides, and when
Lutzow's corps, five hundred strong, were returning to

Silesia, they were attacked by three thousand men under

General Fournier, when totally unprepared, relying on
the faith of the treaty, at Ketzig, near Zeitz in Saxony,
and in great part cut to pieces or taken. Among the

rest was the poet Korner, whose patriotic strains had

rung like a trumpet to the heart of Germany, and who
advanced to parley with the French general, along with

Lutzow, before the attack commenced, and assure them
that they were relying on the faith of the armistice.

But the perfidious barbarian leader exclaiming,
" The

armistice is for all the world except you !

"
cut him down

before he had even time to draw his sword. Korner's

friends, by whom he was extremely beloved, instantly
rushed in and rescued him and Lutzow from the hands

of the enemy ;
and the poet was raised from the ground,

weltering in his blood, and removed to a neighbouring

wood, from whence he was conveyed to a peasant's cottage,

and ultimately taken in secrecy to Br Windler's house in

Leipsic, who, with generous devotion, received the suf-

ferer under his roof at the hazard of his own life.

Korner recovered from the wound, but his immortal

spirit quitted its worldly mansion on the 26th August
1813, when bravely combating the French army under

the walls of Dresden. Such was the indignation excited

by this treacherous act in Leipsic, that it was only by
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the presence of a very large French garrison that the chap.

people were prevented from breaking out into open insur- ^xxv.

rection. And though policy compelled the Allied sove- I8i3.

reigns at the time to suppress their resentment, and not
p-'^^i'^,^'^^®

avail themselves of the just cause thus afforded for break- von Fried-

ing off" the armistice, yet it sank deep into the heart of ErlebSvon

Germany, and increased, if possible, the universal horror
^j^'^^ ^^13,

at French domination, which so soon led to its total over- UniV. Supl

throw. " Armistice be it," was the universal cry :

" but
JjJ,^®

^"'^'

no peace : revenge for Korner first." ^

No period in the career of JS^apoleon is more charac-

teristic of the indomitable firmness of his character, as

well as resources of his mind, than that which has now Great talent

been narrated. When the magnitude of the disasters in
jlJapdeon m

Russia is taken into consideration, and the general defec- this cam-

tion of the north of Germany Avhich immediately and ^^'^"'

necessarily followed, it is difficult to say which is most

worthy of admiration—the moral courage of the Emperor,
whom such an unheard-of catastrophe could not subdue,
or the extraordinary energy which enabled him to rise

superior to it, and for a brief season chain victory again
to his standards. The military ability with which he
combated at Liitzen—with infantry superior in number,
indeed, but destitute of the cavalry which was so formid-

able in his opponents' ranks, and for the most part but

newly raised—the victorious veteran armies of Russia,
and ardent volunteers of Prussia, was never surpassed.
The battle of Bautzen, in the skill with which it was

conceived, and the admirable precision with which the

different corps and reserves were brought into action,
each at the appropriate time, is worthy of being placed
beside Austerlitz or Jena. If it was less decisive in its

results than those immortal triumphs, and partook more
of the character of a drawn battle than a decisive victory,
it was from no inferiority on his part in conception or

combination
;
but because the Allies, animated by a

higher spirit, taught by past misfortunes, and invigorated

by recent success, now opposed a far more obstinate resist-

ance to his attacks
;
and the want of cavalry rendered

him unable, as he was wont, to follow up European tac-

tics and discipline with the fell sweep of Asiatic horse.

Nor should due praise be withheld from the energy and
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CHAP, patriotic spirit of France, which, unbroken by a calamity
^^^^'

unparalleled in past history, again sent forth its conquer-
1813. ing legions into the heart of Germany, and reappeared

with two hundred thousand victorious conscripts on the

Elbe, within a few months after five hundred thousand
veterans had left their bones, or sunk as captives, on the

plains of Russia.

The armistice of Pleswitz or Poischwitz has been pro-

JQ3 nounced, by no mean authority, the greatest political
Ruinous ef- fault of Napoleon's life.* By consenting to it, in the

annis'tice"on circumstances in which he was then placed, he openly

ofVr^""^n y^^^^^^ *^^ t^^^ influence of Austria
; inspired her with a

sense of her importance which she had not previously

possessed ; accelerated rather than retarded the period of

her declaration against him
;
and lost the only opportu-

nity which fortune afforded him, after the catastrophe of

Moscow, of re-establishing his affairs. It is more than

probable, that, if he had pursued a bolder course, refused

to treat at all with the Allies at that period, directed

the weight of his forces on the Oder towards Glogau, so as

J
. to cut them off from their base and reinforcements, and

thrown them back, destitute of every thing, on the

Bohemian mountains, he would have succeeded in intimi-

dating the cabinet of Vienna, and inducing it, if not to

join his ranks, at least to observe real neutrality. It is

difficult to see in such a case how the Allied armies, cut

off from their own resources, and driven up against a

foreign frontier, could have avoided, if Austria really
continued neutral, a disgraceful capitulation and humili-

ating peace.
Even if Austria, linked to their fortunes, as perhaps

j^ she was, by secret treaties, had admitted them within her

Binguiar dominions, and openly espoused their cause, she would

whSTtS-ose ^^ye done so to much less advantage than she afterwards

AuBtriall^iii-
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ expiration of the armistice. It is one thing to

anoe. join the fortunes of a defeated and dejected, it is another,
and a very different thing, to adhere to the banners of a

recruited and reanimated host. Her own preparations
were then incomplete : her army was not prepared to take

the field, and that of the Allies unable singly to maintain

its ground. Whereas, if hostilities were to be resumed
* Jom. Iv. 314.
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after the armistice had expired, it might easily nave been chap.

foreseen—what actually occurred—that the Allied forces,
^^^^'

acting in the midst of an enthusiastic and numerous 1813.

population, would be recruited in a proportion twofold

greater than the French, and the apprehensions of Austria

allayed by the vast accession of strength arrayed round
the banners of Russia and Prussia. In agreeing to an
armistice by which he lost ground, and gained nothing
under such circumstances, Napoleon was evidently actu-

ated by a desire to propitiate the cabinet of Vienna, upon
whose secret good-will he conceived himself, not without

reason, since his marriage, entitled to rely. But never-

theless it reft from him the whole fruits of the victories

of Liitzen and Bautzen, and brought upon him the disas-

ters of the Katsbach and Leipsic
—a striking proof of the

truth of what he afterwards so often asserted, that that

apparently brilliant alliance, by causing him to adventure
'

upon an abyss strewed with flowers, proved his ruin
;

and of the mysterious manner in which due retribution

is often, by Supreme direction, provided in this world for

the career of iniquity, even in the unforeseen conse-

quences of the very circumstances which appeared, at

first sight, most effectually to secure its triumph.
The resurrection of Germany at this period, to throw

off the oppression of French domination, is the most

glorious and animating spectacle recorded in history. Sublime spec-

Not less heart-stirring in its spirit, not less entrancing in Sd by^Ger-
its progress, than the immortal annals of ancient patriot- many at thu

ism, it was spread over a larger surface, and fraught with

more momentous results. Wider civilisation had extended

the interests of the contest ; a broader basis of freedom

had swelled the ranks of patriotism ; a purer religion had
sanctified the spirit of the victor. No trains of captives
attended his steps ;

no sacked cities were the monuments
of his ferocity ;

no pyramids of heads marked where his

sabre had been. Nations, not citizens, now rose up for

their deliverance
; continents, not empires, were at stake

on the battle
; the world, not the shores of the Mediter-

ranean, was the spectator of the struggle. Freedom

inspired the arm of the patriot in the modern as the

ancient strife
; but the Cross, not the Eagle, was now to

be seen upon its banners, and the spirit of Christianity

period.
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CHAP, at once animated the resistance of the soldier, and stayed
^-^^^^ the vengeance of the conqueror.
1813. The efforts of France in 1793 were inspired by equal

^Qg intrepidity, and followed for long by equal triumphs ;
but

Its elevated the intermixture of worldly motives sullied the purity of
moral spirit, ^j^^ strife. The w^ant of religion let loose the passions of

vice. The lust of conquest, the selfishness of cupidity,
were mingled with the ardour of patriotism ;

and the

triumphs of the empire terminated in the ordinary atro-

cities of massacre, extortion, and devastation. Very
different was the spectacle which the efforts of combined

Europe now presented. For the first time in the annals of

mankind, the devotion of the citizen w^as sustained by
the constancy of the martyr ;

the valour of the soldier

ennobled by the purity of the patriot ;
the ardour of the

victor restrained by the sanctity of his cause. And the

result proved the difference between the influence of

worldly ambition and the obligation of religious duty.
No massacre of Mytilene disgraced the laurels of the

modern Salamis ; no flames of Carthage drew tears from
the modern Scipio ;

the smiling village and the protected
fields were to be seen alike in the rear as in the front of

the German host; and Moscow burned was avenged by
Paris saved.
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CHAPTER LXXVI.

LIBERATION OF SPAIN.

CAMPAIGN OF VITORIA.—MARCH—JULY, 1813.

The strength of France, put forth with extraordinary

and unheard-of vigour at the commencement of the ^xxvi.

Revolution, subsequently exhibited the languor incident

to a weak and oppressive democratic government. It was

ress m
warlike

again drawn out with unexampled ability by the power- singular

ful arm of Napoleon ;
and finally sunk under the total ex-

f^^'

haustion of the moral energies and physical resources of the resources of

country, from long-continued warfare. In the year 1793, dS^the
twelve hundred thousand burning democrats ran to arms,

Revolution,

impelled alike by political passion, external ambition, and

internal starvation ; and, on the principle of making war

maintain war, proceeded to regenerate, by revolutionising

and plundering all mankind. In the year 1799, the

vehemence of this burst had exhausted itself ;
the armies

of the RepubHc, dwindled to less than two hundred

thousand men, were no longer able to make head against

their enemies
; Italy, Germany, Switzerland, were lost ;

and on the Nar, the Rhine, and the Limmat, its generals

maintained a painful and almost hopeless defensive

against superior forces. The extraordinary genius of

Napoleon, by skilfully directing the whole talent and

energy of France into the military profession, again

brought back victory to the army of the Revolution, and
carried the imperial standards in triumph to Cadiz,

Vienna, and the Kremlin.

But there is a limit in human affairs to the strength of

passion, however profoundly aroused, or the energy of

wickedness, however skilfully directed. The period had
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CHAP, now arrived when all the material resources of the Revo-
Lxxvi.

lutiojj were at once to fail, all its energies to be suddenly
1813. exhausted : when its external finances, deprived of the

.2- aid of foreign plunder, were to be involved in inextricable

posed to its embarrassment ;
and its domestic resources, destitute of

fj^g^j^^™"" credit, and having exhausted every method of internal

Liws of
spoliation, were to become totally unproductive : when

°* "^^
the confiscation of the property of the communities and

the hospitals of the poor was to be unable to afford any
relief to a yawning exchequer ;

and repeated levies, of

three hundred thousand conscripts each, were to fail in

making any sensible addition to the strength of its

armies : when even the dreaded prospect of foreign sub-

jugation was to prove inadequate to excite any general

spirit of resistance in the country ; and the mighty con-

queror, instead of sweeping over Europe at the head of

five hundred thousand men, was to be reduced to a

painful defensive with fifty thousand on the plains of

Champagne.
The history of Great Britain, and the successive devel-

opment of its resources during the same period, exhibits

Contrast a remarkable and memorable contrast to this downward

pro^M of progress. In the first instance, the forces which Eng-
the efforts of land put forth were singularly diminutive, and so

afr^rds"during obviously disproportioncd to the contest in which she

*^'^.^"^e
jja^d engaged, as to excite at this time unbounded feelings

of surprise. The revenue raised for 1793, the first year of

the war, including the loan, was under twenty-five
millions ;

the laud forces only reached forty-six thousand

men in Europe, and ten thousand in India ;
the naval,

eighty-five ships of the line in commission. Such was

the impatience of taxation in a popular, and ignorance of

war in an insular and commercial community, that with

these diminutive forces, aided by a disjointed and jealous

alliance, its rulers seriously expected to arrest the torrent

Ltot^of**^^'*^^ revolutionary ambition, supported by twelve hundred
Great thousand men in arms. It is not surprising that disaster,

4.'S. James's long Continued and general, attended such an attempt.

A*^ x'bi
' ^"* ^^ ^^'^ contest rolled on, England warmed in the fight,

ii. Porter's Repeated naval triumphs roused the latent thirst for glory
Pari. Tables,

jjj ^^^^ people; necessity made them submit without a

murmur to increased expenditure ;^ and maguanimoug
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constancy, amid a long succession of continental reverses, chap.

still, with mournful resolution, prolonged the contest. Lxxvi.

At length the Spanish war gave her a fitting field for 1813.

military exertion, and Wellington taught her rulers the 4,

principles of war, her people the path to victory. But
J^^* ^er- ^^

even then, when her naval and military forces were last by the

every year progressively augmented, until they had
pe"p£

reached a height unparalleled, when taken together, in

any former age or country : when her fleets had obtained

the undisputed dominion of the waves, and her land

forces carried her standards in triumph to every quarter
of the globe,

—the magnitude of her resources, the justice

of her rule, the industry of her people, enabled her to

carry on the now gigantic contest without any recourse

to revolutionary spoliation, or any infringement either on

the credit of the state or the provision for its destitute

inhabitants. Instead of declining as the contest ad-

vanced, her resources were found to multiply in an almost

miraculous manner. Twenty years of warfare seemed

only to have added to the facility with which she bor-

rowed boundless sums, and the regularity with which she

raised an unheard-of revenue ;
while they tended to aug-

ment the fidelity with which she had performed her en-

gagements to the public creditors, and the sacred regard
which she paid alike to the sinking fund, the sheet-an-

chor of future generations, and the poor's rate, the refuge
of the present.

It will not be considered by subsequent times the

least marvellous circumstance in that age of wonders, that
5

in the year 1813, in the twentieth year of the war, the Astonishing

British empire raised, by direct taxation, no less than Sefr"forcesat

twenty, by indirect, forty-eight millions sterling ; that
JJ| ^^^

^^

she borrowed thirty-nine millions for the current ex-

penses of the year, at a rate of less than five and a half per

cent, and expended a hundred and seven millions on the

public service : that she had eight hundred thousand men 1 see Porter's

in arms in Europe, and two hundred thousand in Asia, all Prog, of

raised by voluntary enlistment
;
that her navy numbered and it. 290.

*

two hundred and forty ships of the line, of which one
^"5' foT

hundred and four were actually in commission •} that she and Porte'r's

carried on war successfully in every quarter of the globe, l^i}'
'^^^^^'

and sent Wellington into France at the head of a hundred
VOL. XVI. s
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CHAP, thousand combatants, while her subsidies to foreign^^^^^'
powers exceeded the immense sum of eleven millions

1813. sterling ;
and that, during all this gigantic expenditure,

she preserved inviolate a sinking fund of above fifteen

millions sterling, and assessed herself annually to the
amount of more than six millions for the support of the

poor.

Surprising as the contrast between the opposite pro-

g gress of France and England, in finances, expenditure,
Difference in and national resources, during the same contest, undoubt-

S'lSTwo**^ edly is
;
and memorable as is the proof it affords of the

countries. lifference between the ultimate resources of a revolu-

tionary and of a free, but stable, community, it becomes
still more remarkable when the difference in the mate-
rial resources with which they severally commenced the
contest is taken into consideration. France, at the com-
mencement of the Revolution, had a population of some-
what less than twenty-six millions, a revenue of twenty-
one millions sterling, and a debt of two hundred and

forty millions
;
and Great Britain, including Ireland, had

not a population, at the same period, of more than fifteen

millions, her total revenue was under seventeen millions,
and her debt was no less than two hundred and thirty-
three millions. While, therefore, the national burdens of

the two countries were about the same, the physical and

pecuniary resources of France were greater, the former

by eighty, the latter by about thirty per cent, than those

of the British empire. And although, without doubt,

England possessed vast resources from her immense com-
merce and her great colonial possessions, yet in these

respects, too, France was far from being deficient. Her

navy at that period numbered eighty-two ships of the

line and seventy-seven frigates, a force greater than that

which now bears the royal flag of England : and it had,
in the American war, combated on equal terms with the
British fleet. Her mercantile vessels were very con-

siderable, those engaged in the West India trade alone

being above sixteen hundred, and employing twenty-
seven thousand sailors

;
while her magnificent colony of

St Domingo* alono raised a greater quantity of colonial

» It produced no less than £18,400,000 worth of suffar and other produce,
including the Spanish portion : the whole British ii>lands at this time do
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produce than the whole British West India islands, and chap.

took off manufactures to the extent of four millions ster-
^^^^^

ling yearly from the parent state. 1813.

" When a native of Louisiana," says Montesquieu,
wishes to obtain the fruit of a tree, he lays the axe

to its root—Behold the emblem of despotism." It is in causesof

this striking remark that the explanation is to be found
ordinary*'

of the extraordinary difference between the progress in diiference.

the national resources, during the contest, of two states

which began with advantages preponderating in favour

of the one which was ultimately exhausted in the strife.

Democratic despotism, the most severe and wasting of all

the scourges which the justice or mercy of heaven lets

loose upon guilty man, had laid the axe to the root of

French internal prosperity, and forced her people, by
absolute necessity, into the career of foreign conquest,
even before the war commenced with the British empire.

Spoliation had extinguished capital ;
the assignats had

annihilated credit, confiscation ruined landed property,

general distress destroyed industrial wealth. Judging
from past experience, the British government not

unnaturally imagined, that a nation in such a state of

general insolvency would have been unable to maintain

the contest for any considerable time. And this, doubtless,
would have been the case, if it had depended on its own
resources alone for the means of carrying it on. But

they did not anticipate, what experience so soon and fear-

fully demonstrated, the energy and almost demoniac

strength which a nation, possessing a numerous and war-
like population, can in such desperate circumstances

acquire, by throwing itself in desolating hordes upon the

resources of its enemies, after its own have been destroyed.
It was this withering grasp which the French Revolu-

tion laid first upon the whole property of its own people, g
and then upon that of its opponents, which constituted, Theuniversal

from first to last, the real secret of its success. The energy Se^FJemih^
which it so long developed was no other than the passions system of

of sin, turned into this new and alluring channel. But

despotic spoliation, whether at home or abroad, is still

not produce so much.—In 1832, prior to the late disastrous changes in these

islands, the value of their annual produce was about £22.000,000; now,
1839, it is reduced to less than £17,000,000,—Ante, Chap, xxxvi. § 6 ; and
Porter's Pari. Tables, i. 64.
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CHAP, laying the axe to the root of the tree which hears the
Lxxvi. fruits of industry ;

and no different result can be expected,
1813. in the long run, from the one than the other. The

exhaustion of the French empire, in 1814, when it had

drained away the resources and exasperated the hearts of

all Europe, was as complete as that of the Republic of

France had been in 1795, when it had effected the destruc-

tion of property of every description within its own
bounds. Whereas in England,where the rights of all classes

during the whole strife were religiously respected, and the

hand of the spoiler was withheld alike from the mite of the

widow and the palace of the peer, the resources provided
for the strife, though infinitely less considerable in the

outset, were far more durable in the end. Instead of

declining and withering up as the contest rolled on,

they daily became greater and greater with the growth of

the protected industry of her people ;
until they acquired a

decisive preponderance over the gains of violence, and

arrayed Europe in dense and burning battalions, to assert

the triumph of the rule of justice over that of iniquity.
The dreadful catastrophe of the Moscow campaign, the

animating prospect which the resurrection of Germany
General afforded, the glorious successes which the campaign of

unanimity in galamanca had achieved, totally extinguished the division

Britain as to of opinion and silenced the voice of faction in Great Britain.

tion^oTthe"
-^^^ parties, though from different motives, concurred in

war. advocating the necessity of prosecuting the war with

the utmost vigour. The Whigs saw in such a system
the fairest and now the only prospect of attaining the

object which they liad uniformly desired—the general

pacification of the world. The Tories supported it from

a conviction that one vigorous effort would now put a

period to the sacrifices of the nation, and give a durable

ascendency to the conservative principles for which they
had so long and strenuously contended. Thus both

parties, though with different objects, now combined

in recommending the utmost vigour in the prosecution
of hostilities. And what is very remarkable, and perhaps

unprecedented in British liistory, the chief complaint

1 Ann. ReR.
Hiadc against goverimient by the leaders of the popular

1813, 88,209. party now was,^ that they had yielded too much to the

advice which they themselves had so long and eloquently
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tendered, and had not prosecuted the war with the vigour chap.

which the favourable circumstances that had occurred so
^^^^^'

imperatively required. I8i3.

On the part of the Opposition, it was contended by
Marquis "Wellesley and Earl Grey, "What secret cause

,q
amidst the splendid scene which has been exhibited in Argument of

the Peninsula, what malign influence amidst the rejoic- SJj^n^gSt

ings and acclamations of triumph, has counteracted the ^^
conduct

brilliant successes of our arms, and has converted the glad Spanish war.

feelings of a just Exultation into the bitterness of regret
and disappointment ? With an army in discipline and

spirit superior to any that had ever before been assem-

bled
; uniting in itself qualities so various as to have

never entered into the assemblage of any other species
of force

;
with a general pronounced by the whole world

to be unsurpassed in ancient or modern times—^the pride
of his country, the hope and refuge of Europe ; with a

cause in which justice vied with policy, combining all

that was ardent in the one motive, with all that was
sober in the other; with the admiration of the world

excited by our achievements :
—how is it that they have

terminated only in disappointment ;
that a system of

advance has suddenly and inevitably been converted into

a system of retreat
;
and that the great conqueror who

chased the French armies from the plains of Salamanca

has been pursued in his turn over those very plains, the

scene of his triumph and his glory, to take refuge in the

very positions which he held before the campaign com-
menced 1

"The advantages of our situation in the Peninsula,

during the last campaign, were very great, and totally
different from what they had been at any previous Comparative

period. The reduction of Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajoz JheTren'r'
weakened in a great degree the enemy's frontier lines

;
and British

and this advantage was accompanied by a most extra- spaii?"*

^^

ordinary and unlooked-for failure in the means, and
relaxation of the exertions, of the French in the Penin-

sula. The efforts of the French army were deprived of

the unity of counsel, of design, and of action
;
distraction

reigned among the generals ;
the efforts of their armies

were wholly different from those which we have witnessed

when the soul which inspired them was present, infusing
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CHAP.
LXXVI.

1813.

12.

its own vigour into every operation. The central govern-
ment at Madrid was miserable beyond description. With-
out power to enforce obedience, without talents to create

respect, or authority to secure compliance, it was at the

mercy of rival and independent generals ;
each solicitous

only for his own fame or aggrandisement, and little

disposed to second the others in any operations for the

public good. Here, then, was a most astonishing com-
bination of favourable circumstances

; and yet we have
derived no greater benefit from them than we did from

previous campaigns, when every thing was of the most
adverse character.

" To take advantage of these favourable contingencies,
we should clearly have augmented our force in Spain to

Inadequacy such an amount as would have enabled its general at

ton'sforce." ^^^^^ *o havo in the field a force adequate to check the

main body of the French army, and another to carry on
active operations. Unless you did so, you necessarily

exposed your cause to disaster
;
because the enemy, by

relinquishing minor objects, and concentrating his forces

against your one considerable army, could easily, being
superior on the whole, be enabled in the end to over-

whelm and crush it. Hill never had a force of more than
five thousand British, and twelve thousand Portuguese
and Spaniards ; yet, with this handful of men, he kept
in check all the disposable forces of Soult in Estremadura
—a clear proof of the vast benefit which would have
arisen to the Allied cause if an adequate force of perhaps
double or triple the amount had been similarly employed.
Now, what period could have been desired so suitable for

making such an effort, as that when the central govern-
ment at Madrid was imbecile and nugatory, the French
armies •

separated and disunited, Napoleon thoroughly
engrossed with his all-absorbing expedition to Russia,
and the British army in possession of a central position
on the flank of the theatre of war, which at once menaced

hostility and defied attack ?

"The successes which have been gained throughout the

•whole campaign—and they have been not only brilliant,
but in some degree lasting

—were entirely owing to the
skill of the general and the valour of his troops, and in no

degree to the arrangement or combination at home on the
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part of those who had the direction of military affairs, chap.

Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajoz were both carried with ^^'^^^ ^

means scandalously inadequate, by intrepid daring on I8i3.

the part of the general, and the shedding of torrents of
rpj^^ ^^"^^j^

English blood. After the reduction of the last of these successes at-

fortresses, what was the policy which obviously was Wellington^

suggested to the British general 1 Evidently to have and his

pursued his advantage in the south, attacked Soult in

Andalusia, destroyed his great military establishments

in that province, and again brought Spain into active

hostility, by rescuing from the grasp of the enemy its

richest and most important provinces. He was prevented
from doing this, to which his interest and inclination

equally pointed, by the necessity of returning to the

north to check the incursion of Marmont into Beira,
and by the notoriously unprovided state of Ciudad

Rodrigo and Badajoz to withstand a siege. With whom
did the blame of not providing adequate means for the

protection of the north, when the career of victory was

pursued in the south, rest ? Evidently with the govern-
ment at home, which both neglected to send out the

requisite supplies, and never maintained the British

force in the field at more than half the amount which
their ample resources, both military and pecuniary,
could have afforded.

" When the invasion of Leon was commenced in July,
and the whole disposable British force was periled on a

single throw, the defects in the combinations, and languor Defective

on the part of government, were still more conspicuous. SSgovem-
Th4t irruption, attempted by forty-five thousand men men*-

into a country occupied by two hundred and fifty thou-

sand, could be based only on the prospect of powerful

co-operation in other quarters. Was any such afforded ?

Murray's descent on the eartern coast, with the Anglo-
Sicilian expedition, was mainly relied on ; but did it

arrive in time to take any part of the pressure off"

Wellington 1 So far from it, though the whole arrange-
ments for the sailing of the expedition were concluded
as early as March, yet on the 15th July he had heard

nothing of its movements
; and he was compelled to

begin a systematic retreat—in the course of which he

gained, indeed, by his own skill, a most splendid victory
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CHAP. —but which, leading, as it did, to a concentration of the
^^^^ ^'

enemy's troops from all parts of the Peninsula, involved
1813. him in fresh difficulties, where the incapacity of ministers

was, if possible, still more conspicuous. No sufficient effi^rts

were made to provide the general with specie, and all his

operations were cramped by the want of that necessary
sinew of war. No adequate train of artillery was pro-
vided for the siege of Burgos ;

no means of resisting the

concentration of troops from all parts of the Peninsula

were afforded to him ; and he was ultimately compelled,
after the most glorious efforts, to relinquish all his con-

quests, except the two fortresses first gained, and again to

take refuge within the Portuguese frontier.

" So nicely balanced were the forces of the contending

j5 parties during this memorable campaign, that there is no

Inadequacy stage of it in which twelve thousand additional enfantry

foroemSte" ^^^ three thousand cavalry would not have ensured
sent to Spain, decisive success. Now, was such a force at the disposal

of government, in addition to those which were actually

on service in the Peninsula I The details of the war-office

leave no room for doubt on this head. During the whole

of last year there were in the British islands exclusive of

veteran and garrison corps, forty-five battalions of regular

infantry, and sixteen regiments of cavalry, presenting
a total of fifty-three thousand men

;
besides seventy-

seven thousand regular militia, two hundred thousand

local militia, and sixty-eight thousand yeomanry cavalry.

Can any one doubt that, out of this immense force, lying
dormant as it were within Great Britain and Ireland, at

least twenty-five thousand might have been forwarded to

the Peninsula? And yet the whole number sent was

only twenty-one thousand, of whom more than one half

were drafts and recruits, leaving only ten thousand five

hundred and forty-five actually sent out of fresh regi-

ments. Why was not this number doubled—why was it

not trebled? Were we looking for a more favourable

opportunity than when Napoleon was absent with half

his military force in Russia? Did we wait for more

glorious co-operation than was afforded us during the

Moscow campaign ?i And what would have been the

xxy.25, 2(j. effect in France if, when the shattered remains of the

Grand Army were arriving on the Elbe, Wellington, witU
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one hundred thousand men, flushed with victory, had chap.

been thundering across the Pyrenees 1"
lxx\ i .

To these able arguments it was replied by Lord I8i3.

Bathurst, Lord Castlereagh, and Lord Liverpool :
—" The

confident tone assumed by the noble Marquis might Reply on the

induce the suspicion that his brother, the illustrious
government.

"Wellington, shares his opinions, and is dissatisfied with

the support which he received from government during
the campaign. But the fact is otherwise, and he has

voluntarily written to them expressing his entire satis-

faction with their conduct in this particular. The objec-
tions made are mainly founded upon this : that we have

not in the Peninsular contest employed our whole dis-

posable force
;
that it might have been materially aug-

mented without detriment to the home service. But it

was not the policy of this country, it was not in itself

expedient, to employ its whole force upon anyone foreign
-

service, how important soever
;
but rather to retain a

considerable reserve at all times ready in the citadel of

our strength, to send to any quarter whither it may appear

capable of being directed to the greatest advantage. No
one will dispute the importance of the Peninsular con-

test ;
but can it be seriously maintained that it is in

that quarter alone that the dawning of European freedom ^

is to be looked for ? Is Russia nothing ?

'

Is Prussia

nothing ? And, with the profound hatred which French
domination has excited in the north of Germany, is it

expedient to put ourselves in a situation to be unable to

render any assistance to insurrectionary movements in

Hanover, Holland, or the north of Germany ; countries

still nearer the heart of the enemy's power, and abound-

ing with a more efficient warlike population than either

Spain or Portugal %

" When it is stated, too, that the campaign terminated
with the British armies in the same quarters which they
held at its commencement

; this, though geographically Great

true, is in a military and political point utterly erroneous. f™o"ntof
, , . » ^.

^ * the successes

Was the reduction of Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajoz, the which had

capture of the whole heavy artillery of the armies of
^^^° ^*^*'^*

Portugal and of the centre, at the former of these

fortresses and the Retiro, nothing 1 Is it no small

matter to have shaken loose the spoiler's grasp over the
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CHAP.
LXXVI.

i8ia

18.

Defence of

the general

military
'

measures of

the govern-
ment

whole of Spain ? to have compelled the evacuation of

Andalusia and Grenada, taken twenty thousand prisoners,
and destroyed the great warlike establishments at Seville

and before Cadiz, stored, as they were, with above a

thousand pieces of cannon ? If the expedition of Soult to

the south of the Sierra Morena, contrary as it was to all

military principle, while the English power in Portugal
remained unsubdued, was suggested by the desire to open
up new and hitherto untouched fields of plunder; the

loss of these provinces, the throwing back the enemy for

his whole support on the central provinces of Spain,
wasted as 'these were by his former devastation, was
a proportional disadvantage to his cause, a proportional
benefit to the Allied operations. How many campaigns
in English history will bear a comparison, not merely in

brilliant actions, but in solid and durable results, with
that of Salamanca? And it is, perhaps, not the least

proof of its vast moral influence, that it has wrought an
entire change in the views of the gentlemen opposite;

and, for the first time in the history of the war, made the

burden of their complaint, not, as heretofore, that too

much, but that too little has been done by British co-

operation for the deliverance of Europe.
" The expected co-operation of Lord William Bentinck

from Sicily, certainly, did not arrive at the time that

was calculated upon. But the fault there lay not with

government, but in circumstances which prevented that

officer from exercising in due time the discretion with

which he was timeously invested, as to appearing with a

powerful British force on the east of Spain in the begin-

ning of July. The failure of the attack on Burgos, how-
ever much to be regretted, was neither to be ascribed to

negligence on the part of government in forwarding the

necessary stores, nor to want of foresight on the part of

Lord Wellington in the preparations for its reduction,

but to the accidental circumstance of its having been,
unknown to the English general, strengthened to such a

degree as to render it impregnable with the means which
he deemed amply sufficient for its capture. He never

asked for a battering train, because he never thought it

would bo required, li he had done so, he could at once

have got any amount of heavy guns he required from the
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ships of war at Santander, Even as it was, tlie fort chap.
would have been taken but for the accidental death of ^^^^^-

the officer who headed the assault on the 22d September, 1813.

and the still more unfortunate circumstance of his

having had upon his person a plan of the siege, so that

the whole designs of the British engineers became known
to the enemy. The complaints made of the want of

specie at Lord Wellington's headquarters are sufficiently-

answered by the fact, that such was the state of the

exchanges from the extraordinary demand for specie on
the Continent, that we lost twenty-four per cent upon all

remittances to the Peninsula, which, upon the ^15,000,000
that the campaign actually cost, occasioned a further

loss of ^3,000,000. But the effect of the last campaign is

yet to be judged of; it is not^in a single season that the

French power in the Peninsula, the growth of five years'

conquest, is to be uprooted. The blow delivered at Sala- ^ Pan. Deb.

manca loosened their power over the whole realm : one is, 87.

perhaps, not far distant which may totally overthrow it.''^

Upon a division, Marquis Wellesley's motion for a

committee of inquiry into the conduct of the war, was
^

negatived by a majority of seventy-six
—the numbers, ss.

including proxies, being one hundred and fifteen to

thirty-nine.2

One good effect resulted from the able exposition made

by Marquis Wellesley on this occasion, of the benefits

which might be expected to result from the conducting Means^taken
of the war in Spain on a more extended scale, and in a for recruiting

manner worthy of the great nation which was engaged
* ^ "™^*

in the strife
; viz. that government were induced to make

the utmost efforts, both to augment the numbers and

efficiency of the regular army at home, and to increase

the reinforcements that were forwarded to Wellington in

the Peninsula. For several years past, the system had
been adopted of providing for the increase of the regular

army, by permitting the privates of the militia to volun-
teer into the line, and offering them large bounties,

amounting sometimes to twelve and fourteen guineas, to

do so. By this means, the objectionable measure of a

direct conscription was avoided, and recruits were obtained
for the army of a better description than could otherwise

be obtained by voluntary enlistment, and possessing the
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CHAP.
LXXVL

i8ia

876.

20.

great advantage of being already thoroughly drilled and
exercised. So efficacious was this system, that, joined to

the warlike enthusiasm awakened by the victories in the

Peninsula, it produced during this year twenty-five thou-

sand men for the army ; a force which more than com-

pensated the waste of the Spanish war, great as it was,
*

^^3^^' ^"^ which was nearly double the amount obtained by
private enlistment, which had never reached fourteen

thousand.^

The military force maintained during this year by
Great Britain, independent of the force in India, was

Vast military immense ; and, coupled with the vast navy which it was

pia^d by nccessary to keep on foot for the maritime war, in which
Great Britain America had now appeared as a principal enemy, presented
yeat!^

^^

perhaps the greatest aggregate of warlike strength ever

put forth by any single nation since the beginning of the

world. The land forces presented a total of two hun-

dred and twenty-eight thousand regular troops, having
increased during the year twelve thousand even after all

the losses of the year 1812, besides twenty-eight thousand

British soldiers in India, ninety-three thousand militia in

the British islands, in no respect inferior to the army of

the line, and thirty-two thousand foreign troops in the

British service. The sepoy force in India numbered fully
two hundred thousand men, making in all a total of five

hundred and eighty-two thousand soldiers in arms, all

raised by voluntary enlistment, and exclusively devoted to

the military life as a profession. In addition to this, the

local militia, similar to the Prussian landwehr,in the British

islands, amounted to no less than three hundred thou-

sand
;
and the yeomanry cavalry, or landwehr horse,

were sixty-eight thousand ! exhibiting a total of nine

hundred and forty -nine thousand men in arms, of which
seven hundred and forty-nine thousand were drawn from

the population of the British islands,^*

Immense as these forces are, the marvel that they
should have reached such an amount is much increased,

when the magnitude of the naval est;iblishment kept up
in the same year is considered, and the limited physical
resources of the country which, at the close of a twenty

years' war, made such prodigious efforts. The British

* Appendix, A, Chap. IxzvL

* Martin's
Colonial
Hist. i. 31.9.

Army Esti-

mates for

1813. Pari
Deb. XX I V.

346,867.
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navy, at the commencement of 1813—and it was kept up chap.

at the same level during the whole year
—amounted to

^^^^^'

two hundred and forty-four ships of the line, of which i^is.

one hundred and two were in commission, and two hun- GreaUmount
dred and nineteen frigates, besides smaller vessels :

of tiie naval

, . . ,1 ., II- 1
• • ii, • force at that

making m all, one thousand and nme ships m the service
period.

of England, of which six hundred and thirteen were in

commission, and bore the royal flag! This immense

force was manned by one hundred and forty thousand

seamen, and eighteen thousand marines ; making a total,

with the land forces, of eleven hundred and seven

THOUSAND MEN IN ARMS, all procured by voluntary

enrolment, of whom above nine hundred thousand were

drawn from the population of the British islands ! When
it is recollected that this prodigious armament was raised

in an empire in Europe, not at that period numbering
above eighteen millions of souls over its whole extent,*—
that is, considerably less than half the population of the

French empire, which had a population of forty-two
millions to work upon for its army of nine hundred

thousand men, and hardly any naval force afloat to
hS!"v1!516,

support,
—it must be admitted, that history has not pre-

Table u.

served so memorable an instance of patriotic exertion.^

But these efibrts drew after them a proportional expen-

diture, and never at any former period had the annual
22.

charges of government in the British empire been so Prodigious

considerable. The army alone cost <£ 19,000,000 ;
its of the yean

extraordinaries £9,000,000 more
;
the navy £20,000,000 ;

the ordnance £3,000,000 ;
and so lavish had the expen-

diture become, under the excitement and necessities of

the war, that the unprovided expenditure of the year

preceding amounted to no less than £4,662,000. But
these charges, great and unprecedented as they were,
constituted but a part of the expenses of Great Britain

during this memorable year. The war in Germany at

the same time was sustained by her liberality ;
and the

vast hosts which stemmed the torrent of conquest on the

* Population of Great Britain in 1811, . . . 12,552,044
Ireland, probably .... 5,000,000
Increase to 1813, .... 500,000

Total,
-

18,052,044
- Pari. Beb. xxi. 286. Census Papers.
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CHAP. Elbe, and rolled it back at Leipsic, were armed, clothed,
Lxxvi.

a^jj(j arrayed, by the munificence of the British govern-
1813. ment, and the resources of the British people. Portugal

received a loan of two millions sterling; Sicily four

hundred thousand ; Spain, in money and stores, two
millions

;
Sweden a million

;
Russia and Prussia three

millions ; Austria one million
; besides warlike stores

sent to Germany, to the amount of two millions more.

The war on the Continent, during this year, cost in all,

in subsidies or furnishings to foreign powers, ten millions

four hundred thousand pounds, of which Germany alone

received above six millions
;
and yet so little was Great

tiereagh's Britain exhausted by these immense exertions, that she

iT^^siaf^^^"
^^^ ^^^^ ^* *^^ same time to advance a loan of two

Pari. Deb. millions Sterling to the East India Company. The total

I46."suppiie3 expenditure of the year, including Ireland, and reckoning
i^'ii^^* • the current vote of credit, reached the amazing and
Ibid. xxvL

1 . J J. £
577. unprecedented amount of one hundred and eighteen

1*

23

MILLIONS.

It may naturally be asked how supplies so prodigious
could by possibility be obtained during the currency of a

Revenue single year, especially as the manufacturing industry of

JoaS^con^
the country had for above two years been most seriously

tracteddur- obstructed, and most grievous distress induced in many
aig eyear.

(jig^pi^^g \yy \\^q cessation of all mercantile connexion

with America ; first, from the Non-Intercourse Act, and

next, from the open hostility of the United States. As
the sum raised by taxation within the year amounted in

all to ^68,800,000, a very large loan became necessary;
and such were the demands upon the exchequer that,

after the sum had been borrowed which appeared ade-

quate to the whole probable necessities of the state in

March, a further and very considerable addition to the

national debt had become necessary in November. The
loan at first contracted in March was £21,000,000; but

even this ample supply proved insuflicient, and parliament
was assembled early in November to make a further

addition to the means to be placed at the disposal of the

Nov. ifi. chancellor of the exchequer. An additional loan of

twenty-two millions was voted in that month, of which
one half was devoted to the current expenses of the year,

* See Appendix, B, Chap, lxxvi.
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and one half to fund an equal amount of exchequer chap.

bills, which had now become so considerable as to occa-
^^^^^'

sion a very serious pressure on the money market. To I8i3.

meet the interest and contribution to the sinking fund for

these great loans, additional taxes, chiefly on tobacco,

malt, and spirits, to the amount of £610,000 in Ireland,

and spirits and sugar, and lesser articles in Great Britain,

estimated to bring in £800,000, were imposed. But they
were far from meeting the total interest on the sums and

floating debt contracted, borrowed during the year. Yet

so little were even these immense loans from affecting the

public credit, or exhausting the pecuniary resources of

Great Britain, that they seemed to have a directly con-

trary effect; the resources of the empire rose up with

the more buoyancy the greater the load was which was

imposed upon them. Decisive proof of this occurred in

this year ;
for while the loan contracted in spring was i Mr Vansit-

concluded at the rate of £5, 10s. 6d. per cent, that in
jj^eif^^^^^''

November was obtained on the more favourable terms of Nov. 15,

£5, 6s. 2d. per cent; and such was the competition of ^eb/xx??!'

capitalists to obtain shares in the loan at this reduced 678, 580, and

rate, that not only were many disappomted who had no.

come to bid, but the premium on it in the market next

day rose three and a half per cent.^

We have now reached the highest point in the military
and national glory of Great Britain. Without having ^^

ever, in the course of this arduous contest, compromised Gioriousposi-

her principles, or yielded to the enemy ;
without having QreaTS

touched one shilling of the sacred fund set apart fOr the tain occupied

redemption of the public debt, or infringed either upon
^ ^speno .

the security of property or the provision for the poor, she

had attained her long sought for object, and not only pro-
vided for her own security by her valour, but delivered

Europe by her example. In the eloquent words of Mr

Canning, who, though in opposition to government since

his rupture with Lord Castlereagh in 1809, still remained

true to his principles,
—"What we have accomplished is,

establishing the foundations upon which the temple of

peace may be erected
;
and imagination may now picture

the completion of that structure, which, with hopes less

sanguine, and hearts less high, it would have been folly
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CHAP, to have attempted to raise. "We may now confidently
Lxxvi.

hope to arrive at the termination of labour, and the com-

I8ia mencement of repose. It is impossible to look back to

those periods when the enemy vaunted, and we perhaps

feared, that we should have been compelled to sue for

peace, without returning thanks, amidst all our ebulli-

tions of joy, to that Providence which gave us courage
and heart still to bear up against accumulating calamity.
Peace is safe now, because it is not dictated : peace is safe

now, for it is the fruit of exertion, the child of victory :

peace is safe now, because it will not be purchased at the

expense of the interest and the honour of the empire : it

, p^j jjg^
is not the ransom to buy off danger, but the lovely fruit

xxviL 145. of the mighty means we have employed to drive danger
from our shores." ^

" Nulla magna civitas," says Hannibal,
" diu quiescere

2g potest ;
si foris hostem non habet, domi invenit ;

ut

Ruinous praevalida corpora ab externis causis tuta videntur, sed

du^rat"Ssuis ipsa viribus onerantur, Tantum nimirum ex pub-
period into licis malis sentimus, quantum ad privatas res pertinet ;
the Finance . . . ,

' ^
. ^

^
. %

System of nec m eis quidquam acrms quam pecuniae damnum

tain?*^" stimulat."2* Never was the truth of these memorable
2 Liv. lib. words more clearly demonstrated than in the financial
XXX. c. .

jjig^(jj.y. of Qreat Britain, as it preceded and as it followed

this momentous year. During the whole anxieties, perils,

and burdens of the contest, the government of England,
directed by noble hearts, upheld by heroic arms, had

adhered with unshaken constancy to the system for the

redemption of the public debt : not one shilling had been

diverted from this sacred purpose during the darkest, the

most distressed, or the most hopeless period of the contest.

And the result had been, that the Sinking Fund—the

sheet-anchor of the nation's credit—now exceeded fifteen

millions sterling, having increased to that immense
amount from one million in 1786, when it was first

placed on an efl&cient footing by Mr Pitt.t Now, how-

ever, when the nation was about to reap the fruits of its

* " No great state," says Hannibal,
" can long remain quiescent. If it has

not an enemy without it will find one within, as powerful bodies which seem
afe from external danger are consumed by their internal strength. We feel only
•0 much of public evils as touches our private intt^rests ; and among these no-

thing produces such bitter feelings as the loss of money."—Livy, xxx. 44.

t AnU, Chap. xlL § 14, note.
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heroic constancy; when the clouds which had so long chap.

obscured its course were dispersing, and the glorious
^^^ '

dawn of peace and security was beginning to shine on 1813.

the earth, the resolution of its rulers failed—the provident

system of former days was abandoned. Duty was sacri-

ficed to supposed expediency ;
the fatal precedent was

introduced, of abandoning the preparation for the future

for the relief of the present ;
and that vacillation ap-

peared in our financial councils, which made it painfully

evident that, with the dangers of the war, its heroic

spirit was about to depart.

This great and momentous change in our financial policy,

the effects of which have been felt with such severity in
26.

later times, was thus introduced by Mr Vansittart, on a Mr Vansit-

day which deserves to be noted as among the most disas-
pian^of

trous which England ever knew—March 3, 1813.—"To-
^^'^^^"^^'^^^"f^

wards the close of last session, in the discussions which support of it.

took place on our financial situation, a general conviction
^^^^^^^ ^'

seemed to prevail, that some measure of unusual severity

had become necessary to take off the load which depressed

public credit. Six months, however, have elapsed since

that period
—six months, the most momentous ever known

in the history of Europe. The face of the world has been

changed ;
and from the conflict between insatiable, un-

principled, remorseless ambition on the one side, and

hardy, stubborn, though untutored patriotism on the

other, have resulted consequences the most important,
and hopes the most satisftictory to the cause of humanity.
That necessity no longer exists, and, in consequence, the

time appears to have now arrived when, without impair-

ing our public credit—without postponing the period
when the entire liquidation of our public debt may with

confidence be anticipated
—the nation may safely obtain

some relief from the unparalleled exertions which it has

made.
" It is by an alteration on the Sinking Fund, as it has

been established by act of parliament in 1802, that this
27.

relief, which is evidently necessary, is to be obtained. Alleged dan-

The great danger of the Sinking Fund, which has now ItnidS^

become an engine of such vast power and efficacy in the
?""oo

p®"***'

state, is, that it loill soon come to reduce the debt too rapidly, quickly.

If the contraction of loans ceases, it will, ere long, pay off

VOL. XVI; T
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CHAP, twenty, thirty, nay, forty millions annually; and the
Lxxvi. reduction of these immense sums will not, as heretofore,

1813. be concealed or neutralised by the simultaneous contrac-

tion of debt to an equal or greater amount
; but it will

appear at once by the diminution to that extent of the

public funds every year. Extraordinary as these results

may appear, they are indicated, by a rigid application to the

future of the experience of the past, as certain to ensue—the

only safe method of reasoning that can be practised in poli-

tical affiiirs. The Sinking Fund has now reached an extent

of which the history of no country affords an example ;
but

can we contemplate without alarm the prospect of paying
off thirty or forty millions annually for the next thirty

years, and then suddenly ceasing, which will be the case

under the law as it at present stands, in consequence of

the whole debt having been paid off? Such an event

would produce effects upon the credit investments of the

country, too formidable even for imagination to contem-

plate. All our financiers, accordingly, have concurred in

the necessity of limiting, in some way or other, and at no
remote period, this powerful agent of liquidation. By the

original Sinking Fund Act of 1786, drawn by Mr Pitt,

this limitation was to have taken place as soon as the

fund should have accumulated to four millions per annum.

Had not that original plan been varied by the act of 1802,
the public would long ere this have felt relief from the

operation of the Sinking Fund, though only to the limited

extent of the interest on four millions a-year. Lord Lans-

downe and all the authorities have also concurred in the

opinion, that the idea of paying off thirty or forty millions

a-year in time of peace, which the Sinking Fund, if main-

tained to its' present amount, will unquestionably do, is

altogether impracticable and visionary. Relief must,

^ therefore, at some time or other be afforded to the public,

by arresting the action of the Sinking Fund
;
and if so,

the question occurs, is there any period when such relief

is more loudly called for, more imperatively required,
than at the present moment ?

"When the Sinking Fund was established in 1786, the

total amount of the debt was about £240,000,000 ;
and

the redemption of such a sum appeared, if not altogether

hopeless, at least placed at a very remote distance. But,
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great as the difficulty then appeared, the firmness and chap.

perseverance of the nation, pursuing this important object
^^^^^'

with undeviating resolution, have at length completely I8i3.

surmounted it
;
and the accounts upon the table prove, ThepSt

that a sum equal to the total amount of the debt, as it experience of

existed in 1786, has already been redeemed* Instead of
^*^p*^^®^^'

shifting the burden from themselves, and laying it upon
posterity, the people of this country have nobly and

manfally supported the load, even under the burden of

increasing difficulties, which the vicissitudes of the con-

test have thrown upon them
; and, what is still more

remarkable, they have done this during a period when

they paid a still greater amount in war taxes, to prevent
the growth of another debt of a similar amount during
the contest. So that experience has both amply demon-
strated the wonderful powers of the Sinking Fund in

accumulating funds for the redemption of the debt, and
the strong claij^^ which the people of England now have
for some relief from the burdens with which it is at-

tended.

"Mr Pitt not only strongly supported, but was the

original author of the Act of 1802 ;
and his first

29

design was, that after reserving as much of the Sinking Modification

Fund as would redeem the whole debt at par in forty-five scifemfpro!

years, the surplus, then amounting to above a million, posed.

should be applied to the public service. We have now
arrived at the period when a similar relief, without

impairing the ultimate efficiency of the Sinking Fund,

may be obtained. It Is proposed that the debt first con-

tracted should be deemed to have been first discharged ;

and that the sinking fund created in respect of any
subsequent loan shall be first applied to the redemption of

any prior loan remaining unredeemed ;
while the opera-

tion of the per-centage created for those earlier loans,
shall be continued for the redemption of those subse-

quently contracted. Thus, in the event of a long war, a

considerable resource might accrue during the course of '

the war itself, as every successive loan would contribute

* Total national funded debt on 5tli January 1786, . . £238,231,248
Redeemed before March 1, 1813, 238,350,143

Overpaid as compared with original debt, .... £118,895
-Mr Yansittabt's Resolutions, March 3, 1813, Pari. Deb. xxiv. 1092.
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ciTAP. to accelerate the redemption of those previously existing ;

Lxxvi. ^^^ ^YiQ total amount of charge to be borne by the public
1813. ill respect of the public debt, will be reduced to a nar-

rower compass than under the existing mode, while the

period of the ultimate discharge of the whole debt will be

accelerated rather than retarded. The calculations which
are laid on the table prove, that by the new plan means
are provided for the total repayment of the existing debt

from four to ten, and of the future debt from fourteen to

twenty-seven years sooner than by the laws in force,

while a very considerable surplus available to our present

i:drid-8^"
i^^cessities will at once be obtained. According to the

1095."

'

laws at present in force, the whole debt will be discharged

by the year 1845, by the new plan in 1837."^

To these specious arguments, it was answered by Mr Hus-

g^
kisson and Mr Tierney—" The great and peculiar merit of

Argtiment of Mr Pitt's system of the Sinking Fund is, that it makes

aid^^M^'S" ^i^ effectual provision for the permanent liquidation, not

ney against only of the existing, but of every future public debt,
newp .

jj^ wished, in the event of any future war, to guard the

country against the evils arising from too rapid an accu-

mulation of debt, and consequent depression of credit
;

and to place us beyond the reach of that hopelessness,

despondency, and alarm, which had brought the finances

of the country to the brink of ruin at the close of the

American war. But his system has a still higher merit.

He foresaw that the greatest difficulty which tliB statesmen

of the country would have to contend with in subsequent

periods of difficulty, would be to guard against the

danger of future alienation. The plan which he intro-

duced in 1792, was intended to provide for this specific

danger ;
and it held out to the public a guarantee, that

any future debt which the state might incur, how
great soever its amount, would bo contracted under a

system of redemption, which would inevitably provide
for its extinction within a period of thirty years or so

after its contraction. Under this admirable system, not

only the sinking fund which it provides, but the applica-
tion and accumulation of that sinking fund, are so inter-

woven and bound up with the contract for every loan,
that its redemption became a condition between the

borrower and lender, until the obligation of repayment
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was cancelled by the extinction of the debt itself. It was chap.

made an objection to this system, that it would place the i^xxvi.

reimbursement of all future loans beyond the reach or 1813.

control of parliament : but to every thoughtful observer,

this very circumstance is its principal merit
;
for it placed

the financial salvation of the country beyond the reach

even of the future weakness of its rulers or people.*
" The fundamental position in Mr Pitt's financial sys-

tem, the value of which experience has so completely

demonstrated, is, that provision should be made for every Advantages

loan being redeemed from the resources provided at the s^£j^^"
^

time of its contraction, at latest within forty-five years.

This is not founded upon any imaginary result or chime-

rical anticipation, but upon a rigorous application of

arithmetical calculation, and is as certain as any propo-
sition in geometry. He established a sinking fund of one

per cent on each loan contracted, for which provision was

made in the taxes laid on to pay its interest
;
and it was

enacted that this one per cent should be regularly issued

quarterly from the Exchequer, to be laid out in the purchase
or redemption of stock, to be invested in the name of the

commissioners of the national debt
;
and it is demon-

strably certain that this system, supposing the rate of

interest to be invariably three per cent, will redeem a

capital equal to a hundred times its amount in little more

than forty-five years. This is the fixed and certain rate

of redemption at three per cent
;
that is, when the three

per cent stock is at par : but it is a great and peculiar

advantage of Mr Pitt's system, that it is calculated to act

more powerfully when the price of stock is depressed, by
rendering the purchases of the commissioners cheaper ;

that is, it draws an additional element of life from the

very calamities which appear to threaten the existence of

the nation.
" The foundation of the new system of finance proposed

by the Chancellor of the Exchequer is, that Parliament
32,

is at liberty, under the Act of 1792, to regulate and Andfunda-

modify, according to its discretion, in any manner, the STantage of

redemption of the debt contracted under that act, pro-
*^® °®^ °^^'

vided the final liquidation of each of these separate loans,

which together constitute the aggregate of the debt, is

* ^n<<;, Chap. xli. §§10-15.
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CHAP, iiot protracted beyond the full period of forty-five years,
^^''^^^- Is such an alteration consistent with public faith 1 That
1813. there is nothing in the act authorising such an alteration

in the means establislied for the creditor's security in the

progressive liquidation of his debt, is quite apparent.

Then, is there any thing in the nature of the change
which calls for its adoption in the face of the express

injunctions of the act to the contrary ? It is plain that

there is not—nay, that the reason of the thing all lies the

other way. The invasion upon the Sinking Fund pro-

posed lies here. The new system does not interfere with
the quarterly issue from the Exchequer of the one per cent

en each loan, as directed by the Act 1792 : it is upon
the concurrent application of these several one per cents

to the reduction of their respective loans, and upon the

transfer of the stock purchased by each of these sinking

funds, that the change is made. And of the magnitude
of this change no clearer proof can be imagined, than
that it is held forth by the Chancellor of the Exchequer
as likely, in the next four years, to withdraw seven or

eight millions sterling from the Sinking Fund to the

necessities of the state
; and that in twenty years it

would prove equal to a loan of a hundred millions.
*•' The first report of the Committee of Finance in 1797,

concludes with these remarkable words:—'The old

The relief Sinking Fund established in 1786 is no longer made

wS afford applicable, by law, to the discharge at compound interest

would be of what may then remain of the old debt
;
but the

powy.
""

operation of the new sinking fund is to continue at

compound interest till the new debt shall be wholly
discharged.' Is it possible to express the object of the

act, and the intention of the legislature more clearly,

than by this drawing the distinction between the Act of

1786 and that of 1792 ? The promised subsidy of a
hundred and twenty millions is merely a golden dream.

It is no doubt true, that if we choose to abandon the

Sinking Fund, or any considerable part of it, we shall

find ourselves so much the richer for present operations

by doing so. Every person who is in the course of

paying off a debt, will find the same if he stops in the

course of its liquidation, and applies all the funds des-

tined for that purpose to his present necessities. There
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is nothing new in that : it has been the common excuse chap.

for wasteful improvidence from the beginning of the
^^^^ ^-

world. But what is to be the ultimate result of such 1813.

a system ? Ruin to the state, as it has been to everv

individual or family who ever yet pursued it.

" The real bait which is held out is, that this system
will for the next three years supersede the necessity of

^^

laying on new taxes. Admitting the weight of the A temporary

public burdens, and the painful duty which it is to
pa?" of the""^

propose any addition to them, is it not more manly and Fund urged

statesmanlike at once to do so, than to adopt a change in to Tpema-^
a system which hitherto has worked so admirably, and

Jj^n^o/*"^"

substitute for the steady operation of the Sinking Fund scheme.

under the present laws, which experience has so amply
demonstrated to be well founded, a succession of new

devices, to which no man can foresee an end? If the

public necessities render it absolutely impossible to go on
without having recourse to some extraordinary aid, it

would be far better to mortgage the Sinking Fund to

the extent of two millions yearly for the period, it is to

be hoped short, that the war lasts, than to adopt a

permanent change of system in a particular so vital to

the national safety. Any appropriation of the Sinking
Fund for a brief period would be preferable to such a

lasting alteration on the system, and breaking in upon
its efficiency and operation ; whereas, by adhering to it

with the constancy and resolution which has been

hitherto evinced by government, we shall have the

absolute certainty that a very few years of peace will

accumulate its annual payments to such an amount, that,

in addition to providing for the reduction of the debt to

as large an extent as is desirable, perhaps twenty millions

a-year, we shall have the pleasing task to perform, of

remitting the most oppressive part of the war taxes. To
break in upon a system attended with such benefit, is the

most dangerous of all innovations. The present system
is neither more nor less than stopping the accumulation

, of the Sinking Fund just now, to add to it hereafter.

Such a precedent, once established, will shake the security
of our finances to the foundation—that hereafter will i Pari. Deb.

never come.^ Some excuse will always be found for 359* 362!

continuing the agreeable task of remitting present taxa-
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CHAP, tion by trenching upon the resources of the future
; and

Lxxvi.
jjj ^jjg gj^^j j|. ^jij |jg found that the first step in such a

i8ia downward system is the first advance to ruin."

The resolutions of Mr Vansittart were agreed to with-

387.
'

out a division, and a bill passed in terms thereof.^

Thus began the new system of British finance : that of

shutting our eyes to the future
;
of considering only the

Reflections exigencies of the moment ;
and trenching to any extent

change fJ^ur upon the interests or the security of subsequent times,
financial sjs- provided only a stop can be put to present clamour, or a

foundation laid for temporary popularity. Time, the

great test of truth, has now completely demonstrated the

perilous nature of this innovation, and too clearly verified

Mr Tierney's prediction, that it would prove the first

step to national ruin. Nor is there, perhaps, to be found,
in the wliole history of human affairs, a more striking

proof than the twenty-seven years immediately pre-

ceding, and the like period immediately following, the

year 1813, afford, of the difference between the results of

that manly and provident system of government, which,
founded on the foresight of the thinking few, lays, often

amidst the clamours and misrepresentations of the un-

thinking many, the broad and lasting foundations of

national greatness ;
and that conceding and temporising

policy, which, looking only to present objects and the

attainment of immediate relief, secures unbounded

momentary applause from the heedless multitude, by
adopting measures which loosen the fabric of national

power, shorten the period of national existence, and

bring down upon its authors the lasting execrations of

the wise and thoughtful in every future age.

In the twenty-seven years which elapsed from 1786 to

^ 1813, the finances under Mr Pitt's system were managed

DUEw^ce
in with manly constancy, scrupulous regard to the future,

oftbetiro and a total disregard of present obloquy. The conse-

quence was, that the Sinking Fund rose in that short

time from one to fifteen millions, and the whole debt

existing at its commencement, amounting to nearly two
hundred and forty millions, had been extinguished at its

termination. This happened, too, although twenty years
of that period were occupied with the most extensive and

costly war that has occurred in the history of mankind,
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and an expenditure had been forced on the country, chap.

which increased its revenue raised by taxation from J '

sixteen millions at its commencement, to sixty-eight
1813.

millions at its termination. In the twenty-seven years

which immediately followed 1813—from 1813 to 1840—
a totally different system was followed. Tax after tax,

amounting in the whole period to above forty-eight

millions sterling, was repealed amidst the general

applause of the unthinking many, and the profound

indignation of the far-seeing few. Mr Vansittart's pre-

cedent of breaking in upon the Sinking Fund was

readily adopted on every emergency, until the shadow

even of this pillar of national credit disappeared, and

for the last three years of the period, not a shilling had

been applied to the reduction of debt
;
and the nation,

which had begun the era with a fixed and certain

sinking fund of fifteen millions a-year, in full operation
and increasing at compound interest, found itself at its

close without any sinking fund whatever, and a deficit

which, during the last three years, had amounted to

above six millions.* This disastrous change occurred,

too, during a period, with the exception of the last

year of its continuance, of profound and general peace ;

in the course of which the population of the empire had

increased fully fifty per cent, its agricultural produce
in a still greater proportion, and its imports and

exports had nearly doubled ! t With truth did Sir

Joshua Reynolds say, that " the present and the future

are rivals, and he who pays court to the one must lay his

account with being discountenanced by the other."

Nor is there any solid foundation for the plausible

remark, so often repeated as the justification of govern- .
•'^''•

ment and the people, during this unparalleled increase theobjection,

of national resources and prostration of national strength, siSuitoneoS-

that the Sinking Fund redeemed and discharged debt so i/
contracted

° *
during the

• Vide, App. C, Chap. Ixxvi. for two most instructive tables, showing the war.

progressive increase of the Sinking Fund under the one system, and its progres-
sive extinction under the other.

1814. 1840.

t Population of Great Britain and Ireland, 18,000,000 27,000,000
Exports £53,573,234 £102,472,000
Imports, ..... £33,755,264 £61,268,000
Shipping—Tons, British and Foreign, . 1,889,535 4,783,000
Revenue raised by Taxes, . . £ 68,748,363 £ 47,250,849

—Porter's Progress of the Nation, i. 11, ii. 98, and ii. 174 ; and Finance and
Parliamentary Accountsfor 1840.
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CHAP, largely during the first period, because other debt to a
^'^^^^ ' much greater amount was contracted

;
and that it was

I8ia gradually impaired, and at last totally annihilated, in the

second, because the simultaneous contraction of other debt

had ceased. This observation, which has been so generally
made as to have deluded a whole generation, proceeds

upon confounding together two things, in themselves

altogether distinct and separate ;
viz. the provision made

by Mr Pitt for paying off, within forty-five years after it

was contracted, every separate loan which he was obliged
to borrow, and the simultaneous necessity to which he

was exposed of contracting debt to an equal or greater

amount, for the necessities of the Revolutionary war. It

is no doubt true, that, if two hundred and forty millions

were paid off before the year 1813, debt to more than

double that amount had been contracted
;
and it is that

fact which has so generally misled the last generation.
But these two things had no necessary or even casual

connexion with each other. The funds provided for the

liquidation of the former, were wholly independent of

the debts contracted under the necessities of the latter.

If the funds for the discharge of the debt had been

drawn solely, or even partly, from borrowing, unques-
The funds for tionably the remark would have been well founded, that

oftife debt"' 7^^ ^^ nowise better your condition by borrowing with
were all pro- the right hand to pay off with the left. But this was
vid6<l for bv i •'

not the case. The funds provided for the liquidation of

the debt were all drawn from indirect peace taxes, and
tDould all have existed, if these taxes had not been repealed^

after the war loans had entirelt/ ceased. In private life we
are never mistaken in such a case. If a man adopts a

regimen which improves and ensures his health at ordi-

nary times, we never think of condemning it becjiuse he

accidentally takes the typhus fever, and, during its con-

tinuance, the good effects of the system are overlooked or

concealed. It is by its operation in seasons independent
of such extraneous calamity that we must judge of its

effects ; and if the indirect taxes, laid on for the uphold-

ing of the Sinking Fund, had not been repealed under

the pressure of no necessity, but from a reckless thirst for

popularity on the part of successive governments, and from

the effects of the ruinous contraction of the currency in 1819,
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nothing is more certain than that the debtpaid offwould, by chap.

the year 1840, have been above six hundred millions
; and,

Lxxvi.

instead of a deficit of two millions andahalf,we should now 1813.

have had a surplus of revenue above expenditure, of forty

millionsannually* As such a surplus is obviously unneces-

sary, reliefto a proportionalamount in tax esmighthavebeen

now afforded, with the addition of the pleasing reflection that

it was obtained after the debt was wholly discharged.

Leaving these momentous but melancholy considera

tions, it is now time to resume the narrative of the

glorious concluding events of the war.

The winter which followed the campaign of Sala-

manca, though not distinguished by any warlike achieve-

ments, was one of extraordinary activity and unceasing Wellington's

effort on the part of Wellington. The disasters in which
J^^^nUe hia

it terminated, as well as the constant and protracted army in the

fatigues with which it had been attended throughout its 7812^

long extent, had in a great degree loosened the bonds of

discipline and impaired the efficiency of the army ;
and

on various occasions, during the siege of Burgos and in

the subsequent retreat, it had been observed, that the

troops had neither fought with their accustomed spirit,

nor gone through their duties with their w^onted regu-

larity. Wellington's stern but necessary reproof, which
has already been mentioned,t had done much to remedy
the most glaring evils which had crept in

;
and he was

not slow in setting the first example himself of those

useful reforms which he so strongly inculcated on others.

Neither rank nor station had been able to screen those in

fault. Some had been tried, others dismissed, many
allowed to retire home to avoid more painful conse-

quences : and with such effect was the vigilant refor-

mation which pervaded all departments attended, that

the second division recovered no less than six hundred

bayonets in one month. The ponderous iron camp-
kettles hitherto used by the soldiers had been exchanged
for lighter ones, similar to those employed in the French
service

;
and the mules which formerly carried them ^

bore tents instead, for the protection of the troops. The

* Vide ante, Chap. xli. § 24, where this is fully demonstrated,

t Ante, Chap. Ixviii. § 122, note.
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CHAP. Douro had been rendered navigable above the confluence
Lxxvi.

^£ ^jjg Agueda ;
a pontoon train had been formed

;
carts

1812. of a peculiar construction, adapted for mountain warfare,
made in great numbers ;

and a large supply of mules

obtained, to supply the great destruction of tliose useful

animals during the retreat from Burgos. Finally, large

reinforcements, especially in cavalry, came out during the

winter from England ;
and before spring arrived, the

1 Nap. V. 403, army, thoroughly recruited in health and vigour during
404. Tor. V. \ig Yest in cantonments, was prepared to take the field

iv. 345.

*

in greater strength than it had done since the commence-
ment of the Peninsular war.^

It was an object of not less importance to take some
decisive steps for the more eifectual organisation of the

Wellington is Spanish army ;
and in that quarter at length sjTnptoms

geSeraiSiino
^^ ^ Considerable change were visible. The colossal fame

ofthe of Wellington, the magnitude of the services he had

aiSiefl, and rendered to the cause of Peninsular independence, the
goes to Cadiz,

gjgi^^ of Andalusia liberated by his victories, of Cadiz

disenthralled by his arms, had at length conquered alike

the sullen obstinacy of Castilian pride and the secret

hostility of democratic jealousy ;
and the English general

Fept. 22, was, by a decree of the Cortes, invested with the supreme
command of the whole Spanish armies. Such, however,
was the disorganised and inefficient state of all the forces

of that monarchy, that Mr Henry Wellcsley, Welling-
ton's brother, and the British ambassador at Cadiz,
advised him not to accept the office, as it was evident

that it would excite jealousy and incur responsibility,
without increasing strength or conferring power. But
the patriotic spirit of the English general, and his

clear perception of the obvious truth, that it was only

by combining the whole strength of the Peninsula under
one direction that the French could be driven across the

Pyrenees, overcame the repugnance which he felt at

undertaking so onerous and irksome a responsibility,
and ho accepted the high command. The Spanish
government soon found that the new commander-in-
chief was not to accept the honours of his dignified
situation without discharging its duties. He early remon-
strated in the most energetic terms against the manage-
ment of their armies, as calculated to destroy altogether

1812.
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their eflficiency in the field ;* and as it was evident that a chap.

very strong hand would be required to remedy such

numerous and long established evils, he required that I812.

officers should be appointed to commatid solely on his
J
Wellington

recommendation ;
that he should be invested with the de Carvajai,

absolute power of dismissal ;
and that the resources of

^Ji'gea^^
the state, which were applicable to the pay and support 1812. Gur-

of the troops, should be applied as he might direct. As to?. v.'i22,

*

the Cortes evinced some hesitation in acceding to these 139.

demands, Wellington repaired in person to Cadiz, where

he arrived on the 24th of December.^

The appointment of Wellington to the command of the

Spanish armies, led to an immediate explosion on the
^j

part of the democratic party in Cadiz. The Diario Revolt of

, ., •» XV -r. -1 11 V 1 ii Ballasteros,
Mercanttl de Cadiz loudly denounced the measure as which leads

illegal, unconstitutional, and disgraceful to the Spanish ^"^^J^^J^Jf

character
;
and it speedily rallied to its cause all that his command,

party, strong in every country, but especially so in Spain,

with whom jealousy of foreigners is predominant over

love of their own country. Such was the clamour which

they raised, that it reached the armies
;
and Ballasteros,

a brave and active, but proud and irascible officer, openly
evinced a spirit of insubordination, and wrote to the Oct. 23.

minister of war, demanding that, before the command
was definitively conferred on the English general, the

national armies and citizens should be consulted. Such

an example, if successful, would speedily have proved
fatal to the slight bonds of authority which still held

together the monarchy; and the Regency, sensible of

their danger, acted with a vigour ajid celerity worthy

* " The discipline of the Spanish armies is in the very lowest state, and their

efficiency is in consequence much deteriorated. The evil has taken a deeper root,

and requires a stronger remedy than the removal of the causes— viz. want of

pay, clothing, and necessaries—which have necessarily occasioned it. N~ot only
are your armies undisciplined and inefficient, and both officers and soldiers in-

subordinate, from the want of pay, clothing, and necessaries, and the conse-

quent endurance of misery for a long period ; but the habits of indiscipline and
insubordination are such, that even those corps which by my exertions have
been regularly paid and fed for a considerable period, and seldom if ever
felt any privation, are in as bad a state, and as little to be depended on as

the otiiers. The desertion is immense, even from the troops last adverted to.

If I had been aware of the real state of the Spanish army, I should have hesi-

tated before I charged myself with such a herculean labour as its command ;

but, having accepted it, I will not relinquish the task because it is laborious and
the success unpromising, but exercise it as long as I possess the confidence of
the authorities who have conferred it on me."—Weli.ixgton to Don Josef
DE Carvajal, Spanish Minister at War, ith December, 1812 ; Gurwood, ix.

5y6, 5^7.
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CHAP, of the cause with which they were intrusted. Don
Lxxvi.

ii(jefonso de Ribera, an artillery officer of distinction,
1812. was immediately despatched to Granada, the hcad-

Nov. 6. quarters of Ballasteros, to deprive him of his command.
The dangerous mission was executed with vigour and
decision : the Prince of Anglona and Ribera, supported

by the corps of the Guards in his army, summoned the

insurgent general to resign ;
he appealed to the other

corps to resist the order, but they shrank from the pro-

spect of openly braving the supreme authority, and Bal-

lasteros was conducted to Ceuta without bloodshed, where
he was detained a prisoner. But a sense of his services,

m*"^'Na^^*
and the popularity of the stand for national command

3»9', 400.

' '

which he had made, induced the government most wisely
not to follow up his arrest with any ulterior proceedings.^

This unwonted act of vigour on the part of the Spanish

government, however, was the result of offended pride

Intrigues at rather than roused patriotism. The retreat of Wellington

anivliif'*
into Portugal soon after renewed the spirit of disaffection

Wellington in Cadiz
; intrigue became more prevalent than ever

;
the

^'^'

agents of Joseph were indefatigable in their endeavours

to represent the cause of independence as now evidently

hopeless ;
and a conspiracy for delivering up the island

of Leon, and proclaiming the intrusive monarch King of

Spain, was set on foot, and soon acquired a formidable

consistency. It not only had its ramifications over the

monarchy, but it embraced, beyond all question, some of

the intimate friends of the Duke del Infantado, the presi-

, _, „. dent of the regency, and a well-known political intrigantey

40.
'

his avowed mistress.^ We have the authority of Napo-
leon, accordingly, for the assertion, that at that epoch the

Cortes treated in secret with the French
;
and although

the intrigue had hitherto reached only a limited number
of its members, yet it was apparent that any continuance

of ill success or long protracting of the contest, would

speedily lead to a general defection from the cause of

ii^^^Na ^' i"*^^'P^"^l<^"ce. In the midst of this maze of treachery
390, 4U0.'

*

Wellington reached Cadiz, and was received with respect

UaCMM,iv.|^^ the Cortes, and loud expressions of applause from the

anxious multitude.*

Tlio arrival of the English general at Cadiz, was shortly
after followed by tlio intclligenco of the total ruin of
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Napoleon's armament in Russia. The details of that over- chap.

throw, as painted with graphic power in the twenty-ninth
^^^^^-

bulletin, by a singular coincidence arrived there on the I812.

very night of a splendid ball given by the grandees of .43.

Spain to the victorious leader, and added much to the recepu^^'at"

general enthusiasm which prevailed. His influence with ^^^^^' ^"^°
, • , TIT. measures for

the government was not a little augmented by this stu- the campaign

pendous event,which at that period, even more rapidly than l^ett^
^^

it actually occurred, seemed to prognosticate the fall ofNapo- i>ec 29.

leon. He was received, in consequence, by the Cortes in full

assembly with great pomp on the day following, when in

a plain and manly speech, delivered in the Spanish Ian- Dec. 30.

guage, he unfolded his views, and energetically enforced the

necessity of unanimity and concord, in order to effect the

total expulsion of the French from the Peninsula. In con-

sequence of these efforts, a new organisation was given to

the Spanish forces, which was soon attended with the

happiest effects. They were divided into four armies and
two reserves. The first was composed of the troops of

Catalonia, under the command of General Copons : Elio's

men in Murcia formed the second : the forces in the

Sierra Morena, formerly under the command of Ballas-

teros, now under that of the Duke del Parque, constituted

the third. The troops of Estremadura, Leon, Galicia, and
the Asturias, including Murillo's and Carlos d'Espana's

separate divisions, were placed under the command of

Castanos, and formed the fourth army, which was at-

tached to the grand army of Wellington on the Ebro.
It afterwards embraced the guerillas of Porlier, Mina, and

Longa. The Conde d'Abisbal was created Captain-general
of Andalusia, and commanded the first reserve, composed
of new levies formed in that province and Granada;
while Lacy was recalled from Catalonia, where he was
replaced by Copons, and formed a second reserve in the

neighbourhood of San Roque, in the southern extremity
of the Peninsula. Having completed these arrangements,
which placed the armies under better regulation, and
given an infinity of directions for their internal organisa- 1 Nap. v. 40i.

tion, Wellington returned by Lisbon, where he was re-
JJ^.

Tor. v

ceived with extraordinary demonstrations of joy, to his Gur'w.x.'6i.

old cantonments on the Coa, which he reached in the end
of January 1813.^
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Lx5^i Wellington's visit to Cadiz, though undertaken in order

to bring about the more efficient organisation of the

^^
'

Spanish armies, was attended with this important effect,

Violent that it brought forcibly under his notice the miserable

JSKat ^^*® ^^ *^® government at that place, ruled by a furious

Cadiz, and
^
democratic faction, intimidated by an ungovernable press,

mge adviTe
^
and alternately the prey of aristocratic intrigue and de-

J^i"8 mocratic fury. He did not fail to report to the British

government this deplorable state of things ; but he accom-

panied his representations with the sage advice, which

they had the wisdom implicitly to follow, on no account to

interfere in the internal disputes of the Cortes and Regency ;

but, leaving the authorities and people at Cadiz to arrange
their domestic disputes, and settle their institutions in

their own way, to bend their whole attention to the pro-
secution of the war, and the expulsion of the enemy from
the Peninsula* On the same principle he strongly
recommended to the Cortes to suspend their meditated

» Gorw. X, decree for the abolition of the Inquisition ; urging, with

WeUin'gSnto^^^^"' that without entering into the question, whether
Don Diego de that institution should be maintained or abolished,
Jan. isia and even admitting it should ultimately bo abolished,^

it was to the last degree inexpedient to propose its sup-

* *' The legislative assembly at Cadiz has proclaimed itself supreme, and
divested itself of all interference with the executive government ; yet the execu-
tive itself is its creature : while, by a refinement of theory, it is not possible
either that the legislative assembly should have a knowledge of the measures of

the executive, or the executive know the feelings and sentiments of the legisla-
tive. The government and legislature, instead of drawing together, are like two
independent powers, jealous and afraid of each other ; and the consequence is,

tliat the machine of government is at a stand. The whole system is governed by
little local views, as propounded by the daily press of Cadiz—of all others the
least enlightened, and the most licentious.
" In a country in which almost all property consists in land—and there are

the largest landed proprietors which exist in Europe—no measures have been

adopted, and no barrier provided, to guard landed properly from the encroach-

ments, injustice, and violence to which it is at all tinus subject, but particularly
in tlie progress of revolutions. The council of state affords no such guard ; it

has no voice in legislation, and it neither has tlie confidence of, nor influence

over, the public mind. Such a guard can only be afforded by an assembly of

the great landed proprietors, sucli as our House of Lords, having concurrent

powers of legislation with tlie Cortes; and there is no man in Spain, be his

property ever so small, who is nut interested in the establishment of such an
assembly."

Legislative assemblies are swayed by the fears and passions of individuals ;

when unchecked, they are tyrannical and utgust ; nay more, the most tyrannical
and unjust measures are the most popular. Those measures are peculiarly so
which deprive rich and powerful individuals of their pr(>|)ertie8, under pretence
of the public advantage; and I tremble for a country in which, as in Spain,
tbare is no barrier for the preservation of private proi>erty, excepting the justice
of a legisiative assembly poB<'e8sinff supreme powers."—WRLLtNOTo.N to Dow
Dxxoo DX LA Veoa Inkanzcn, '2i)th January lbl3 ; Gurwood, x. 61, 05.
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pression at that particular time, when half the Spanish ' chap.

territory was still in the hands of the enemy, the more ^^^^^

especially as any proposal aiFecting that branch of the I8i3.

church would be sure to alienate the clergy, who had

hitherto been the chief, and latterly almost the sole sup-

porters of the war.

This advice was much too rational to be palatable to

men inflamed with the political passions, which at that
^^

period raged with such fury in the breasts of the Cortes, Abolition of

and the populace of Cadiz. It was received, accordingly, Jjjjn! anT^"

in sullen silence ;
and no sooner was the English general commence-

,. . -I . .^ A^ x- 1 1
mentofwar

gone, than the dissensions between the two parties broke between the

out with more rancour than ever. Instead of bending ^Sd th^*^

their undivided attention to the enemy, who were clergy.

still at their gates, they were almost wholly engrossed by
domestic changes. The clergy were the objects of inces-

sant and rancorous attacks from the democratic party ;
the

Inquisition was abolished by a formal decree in the be- March 7.

ginning of March
;
and as the clergy of Cadiz resisted the

order, and the government supported them in the attempt, March 8.

the Cortes instantly passed a decree by which they sup-

pressed the Regency ;
and the Archbishop of Toledo,

with two old councillors, Pedro Agar and Gabriel Cesiar,

were installed as Regents. All the ecclesiastics who resisted
, ,„ „. ^°

. . ,.1 11^ WeUington
these violent usurpations were immediately arrested and to Don

thrown into prison, in every part of Span: ;
and the re-

veX° 2|ti*

volutionary press, true to its principles, immediately be- Jan. 1813.

gan to pour forth a torrent of abuse againjbt the English ee^^Nap. v!

government, which had so long supported their country ^^^' ^^^^
in its misfortunes, and the heroic general and gallant army 210.*

who were even then preparing to lead them to victory .1

The evacuation of the provinces to the south of the

Sierra Morena by the French troops, led to a disclosure of

the enormous, and, if not proved by authentic evidence, Enormous

incredible amount of the contributions levied by them
c^°ributio*m

during their occupation of these districts. It is demon- levied in the

strated by the accounts of the royal commissary of Joseph, EnSthe
the Count of Montano, that the sums levied on the diiFe- French.

rent communes of Andalusia, from the period of the entry
of the French into the country in February 1810, till that

of their final evacuation of it in August 1812, a period of

only two years and arhalf, amounted to the enormous

VOL. XVI. u
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CHAP, sum of six hundred millions of reals, or above six millions
Lxxvi.

gtgj.jjf,g
—

equivalent, if the difference in the value of

1813. money is taken into account, to at least fifteen millions

sterling in Great Britain.* When it is recollected that

the population of Andalusia at this period did not exceed

1,400,000 souls
;
that commerce of every kind was entirely

destroyed by the war, and the occupation of the country

by the French troops ;
and that the whole revenue of the

iimn!*viii. monarchy, befo^i the French invasion, was only 178,000,000
133, 134.

francs, or about £7,200,000 sterling,^ it must be confessed

that a clearer proof of the oppressive nature of the impe-
rial government caimot be imagined. On the little

province of Jaen, to the south of the Sierra Morena, the

burdens imposed during the same period were 21,600,000

« Tor V 43 ^®^^^j^ ^^ £210,000 a-year ;
while before the war, the

44, 99.
'

whole taxes, direct and indirect, which it paid, were only

8,000,000 of reals, or £80,dOO a-year.

In the end of June 1812, the six prefectures of Madrid,

^^ Cuen9a, Guadalaxara, Toledo, Ciudad Real, and Segovia,
Enormous which Comprised the whole of the districts over which

kSS m"""* the authority of Joseph really extended, were compelled,
l^d- in addition to their ordinary imposts, which were equally

severe, to furnish an extraordinary contribution of 560,000

fanegas, of which 275,000 fanegas were oats
;
the value of

which in all was not less than 250,000,000 reals, or

£2,500,000 sterling ! Such was the magnitude of this

requisition, that it would have reduced the country to an
absolute desert if the bayonets of the French had been

able to extract it from the cultivators, which fortunately
could not be entirely done. So ruinous was the effect of

these oppressive exactions, that cultivation totiilly ceased

in many parts of the country, and the inhabitants, aban-

doning their homes, lived as guerillas by plunder. All

the French marshals were obliged to enjoin the sowing
,
of the fields by positive orders,and under the severest penal-
ties in case of neglect. Seed-corn, in many cases, had to be

provided for this purpose from France
; prices rose to an

extravagant height ; and in Madrid alone, though the popu-
lation at that period was not above a hundred and forty

thousand, twenty thousand persons died, chiefly of famine,
between September 1811 and July 1812, when the English

* The NAl b about 2^. Engliah money.—Balbi, (hog. Univ. p. 1226.
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army entered the city. The enormous amount of these chap.

contributions, which aiFord a specimen of the French ^^^^^-

revolutionary system of government, at once explains 1813.

how it happened that the exchequer at Paris was able

to exhibit such flattering accounts of the state of its

finances, so far as they were drawn from the internal

resources of the empire ;
how the 'imperial rule was so

long popular among those who profited by this spoliation; u, 9y, ioo.'

and how it excited such universal and unbounded exas-

peration among those who suffered from it>

The Portuguese government at this period exhibited

the same mixture of arrogance and imbecility which had
^g

distinguished them in every period of the war; and it Abuses in the

was only by the incessant efforts of Wellington, aided by fnSminL
the able and energetic exertions of the English minister tration of

at Lisbon, Sir Charles Stuart,"^ that the resources of the

country could be saved from private pillage, to be

brought forward for the public service. During the

absence of the English general in Spain, all the old abuses

were fast reviving, the sad bequest of centuries of corrup-
tion. The army in the field received hardly any succours;

the field artillery had entirely disappeared; the cavalry
was in miserable condition

;
the infantry reduced in

numbers, desertion frequent, pay above six months in

arrear, and despondency general. Nor was the civil

administration on a better footing than the military ser-

vice. The rich and powerful inhabitants, especially in the

great cities, were suffered to evade the taxes and regulations
for drawing forth the resources of the country for the mili-

tary service
;
while the defenceless husbandmen were sub-

jected to vexatious oppression, as well from the collectors of

the revenue, as the numerous military detachments and

convoys which traversed the country. The irritation pro-
duced by these causes was eagerly made use of by the

malcontent democratic party, which, anxious to obtain toTrince^°°
the power and consideration which was enjoyed by the Regent of

republicans of Cadiz, lost no opportunity of inflaming i2th"Aprii,

the public mind against the English administration ;
and

if289.^Nap".
even went so far as to accuse Wellington of aspiring to v. 4i5.

the Spanish crown, and aiming at the subjugation of the

Peninsula, for the purposes of his criminal ambition.^

But the English general, conscious of his innocence,

Now Lord Stuart de Rothesay.
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CHAP, simply observed, that "every leadino^ man was sure to
Lxxvi.

|jg accused of criminal personal ambition
; and, if he M'as

1813. conscious of the charge being false, the accusation did no

,,.
*^- harm." Disregarding, therefore, altogether these malig-

Vigorous . , . t . ,

efforuof nant accusations, he strained every nerve to recruit the

toanSJ°° army, correct the abuses in the civil administration, and
these evils, provide funds for the pay of the troops;* and so ably

was he seconded by Marshal Beresford in the military,
and Sir Charles Stuart in the civil service, that, despite
all the resistance they met with from the interested local

authorities, a remarkable improvement soon became

apparent. The holders of bills on the military chest at

Lisbon, finding them not paid by government, became

clamorous, and these securities sank to a discount of

fifteen per cent
;
but Sir Charles checked the panic, by

guaranteeing payment of the bills, and granting interest

till the payment was made. At the same time, the

vigorous measures of Beresford checked the desertion

from, and restored the efficiency of the army; the militia-

men fit for service were drafted into the line
;

all the

artillerymen in the fortresses were forwarded to the army,
and their place supplied by ordnance gunners ;

and the

worst cavalry regiments were reduced, and their men

incorporated with those in a more efficient state. By
these means a large addition was obtained to the military

force, which proved of essential service to Wellington in

the field. But the disorders in the civil administration

toTrin'cr°° could not be so easily rectified, and Wellington addressed

R«gentof a memorial on the subject to the Prince-regent in Brazil,

Aprin2,' which remains an enduring monument to the almost

x^m ^Na'
'"credible difficulties with which he had to contend, in

4i5, 419. preparing the means of carrying on his campaigns against
the French armies in the Peninsula.^ t

Bad, however, as the condition of the Portuguese troops

* " Intravitque animum mtlitaris gloriat cupido, ingrata temporibiis, quibiu
sinistra erga eniinentes interpretatio, nee minus periculum ex magna famaquam
ex mala."—Taciti's, Jpric. c 5. How identical is the virtue of the great and
the envy of the little in all ages and countries !

t
" The transport service since February 1812, when we took the field, has

never been rejciilarly paid, and has received notiiing at all since June. To these
evils I liave striven in vain to call the attention of the local authorities; and I

am now about to open a new campaign with troops to whom greater arrears of

pay
are due than when the last campaign tenninated, although the subsidy

from Great Britain, granted specially for the maintenance of those troops, has
been regtilarly paid, and the revenue of the last three months has exceeded by a
third that of any former quarter. The great cities and some of the small towns
tiave gaiued by the war : the mercantile cUh have enriched tliemselves by tlie
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was, that of the Spanish armies was still more deplorable ;
chap.

the unavoidable result of the occupation of so large a
^^^^^-

portion of the country by the enemy's forces, and the ^813.

entire absorption of the attention of all classes in Cadiz
jiisgrt^i;jg

with objects of personal ambition or political innovation, condition of

without any attention to the main object
—the paying, ^^?^°^

equipping, and feeding of their troops. Their armies,

indeed, were numerous, and tho' men bold as individuals,

and not deficient in spirit ;
but they were for the most

part ill-disciplined, and totally destitute of clothing,

stores, magazines, and organisation of any kind. Their

condition was thus painted at the moment by a master-

hand, who had had too much reason to be acquainted
with the facts which he asserts :

—" There is not a single

battalion or squadron in the Spanish armies in a condi-

tion to take the field
;
there is not in the whole kingdom ^ Wellington

of Spain a depot of provisions for the support of a single mimS-Vt

battalion in operation for one day ;
not a shilling of

i^^i^^^^^^

money in any military chest. To move them forward at Giirw. x.isi.

any point now, against even inconsiderable bodies of the

enemy, would be to ensure their certain destruction."^

By indefatigable exertions, however, these evils, so far

as the supplies and reinforcem.ents for the army were
gj

concerned, were overcome; and Wellington, in the begin- Forces with

ning of May, was prepared to take the field with a much
nngton wL'

larger and more efficient force than had ever yet been Prepared to

assembled around the English banners smce the com- campaign.

mencement of the war. Nearly two hundred thousand

Allied troops were in readiness in the whole Peninsula ;

and although not more than the half of this immense

body were English, Germans, or Portuguese, upon whom
reliance could really be placed ; yet the remainder, being
now under the direction of Wellington, and acting in

concert with his army, proved of the most essential ser-

vice, by taking upon them the duty of maintaining com-

munications, guarding convoys, blockading fortresses, and

large disbursements wh ich the army makes in money ; but the customs paid at

Lisbon and Oporto, and the ten per cent levied on the incomes of the mercantile

class, are not really paid to the state ; although their amount, if faithfully

accounted for to the public, would be amply sufficient for the public service.

The government do nothing to arrest these evils, from a dread of becoming
unpopular .- and therefore I have offered to take upon myself the whole respon-

sibihty of the measures. I propose to remedy them, and take upon myself all

the odium they mav create."—Wellington to Pbincb Regent of Pobtugal,
12//J April, 1813; Gurwood, x. 283.
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CHAP, cutting ofFlignt and foraging parties of the enemy. They
Lxxvi .

^Yixis left the Anglo-Portuguese force in undiminished
1813. strength, to maintain the serious conflict in the front of

the advance. What was almost an equal advantage, this

great force, which in the course of the campaign came to

stretch across the whole Peninsula, from the sources of

the Ebro in Biscay to its junction with the ocean, was

supported on either flank by a powerful naval armament,
iNap. V. the true base of oflfensive operations for Great Britain,

Tor'v^234
which at once secured supplies without any lengthened

237.
'

land carriage, and protected the extreme flanks of the

line from hostile assault.^

This vast accumulation of armed men, which now, for

52. the first time in the history of the war, brought the
Distribution British army to something like an equality with the

forces. imperial legions to which they were opposed, was thus

distributed. The noble Anglo-Portuguese army, now

mustering seventy-five thousand combatants, of whom
forty-four thousand were British, with ninety guns and
six thousand horse, was on the Portuguese frontier, near

the sources of the Coa, burning with ardour, and ready at

d, moment's warning to start against the enemy, over

whom they already anticipated a decisive victory. The

Anglo-Sicilian army, under Sir John Murray, was at the

extremity of the line, in the neighbourhood of Alicante,
and numbered sixteen thousand men, of whom eleven

thousand were English and of King's German Legion, upon
whom reliance could be placed, and the remainder foreign

troops, chiefly from the Mediterranean, in the British

service. Copons' Spaniards, six or eight thousand strong,

occupied the mountain country and upper ends of the

valleys in Catalonia, and might be expected to co-operate
with Murray in the operations on the Lower Ebro. Elio's

men, twenty thousand in number, were behind Murray
in Murcia

;
but tliey were as yet in a very inefllicient

state, and could not be trusted in presence of the enemy.
The tliird army, under the Duke del Parque, mustered

twelve thousand combatants, who were posted in the

defiles of the Sierra Morena. The first army of the

reserve, under the Conde d'Abisbal, was in Andalusia,
and consisted nominally of fifteen thousand men ;

but

tho greater part were mere raw recruits, who wero
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wholly unfit for active service. The only Spanish force chap.

upon which reliance could really be placed, was the ^^^^^'

fourth army under Castanos in Estremadura, and on the I813.

frontiers of Leon and Gallicia, which was destined to act

in conjunction with the Grand Army under Wellington.
It inckided the Spanish divisions in Estremadura

; the ^ j^

Galicians under Giron ; the Asturians under Porlier
;
sos, 506'.'

and the guerillas of Mina and Longa. These comprised conq.^xxn.

the whole troops able to take the field in the west and
^g-

Tor. v.

north-west of Spain, and mustered forty thousand comba- Wellington

tants, who, though not equal to the encounter of the French GrSim
in regular conflicts, were for the most part old soldiers April 7,'

inured to hardship, and trained to irregular warfare, and x 270.

""^^

who rendered, in consequence, important service in the

course of the campaign.
^

The French forces in the Peninsula, though consider-

ably reduced by the drafts which the necessities of Napo-
leon, after the disasters of Russia, compelled him to make position and

from his veteran legions in that quarter, were still very ^^^"^^^^^1

formidable, and exhibited a sum total of combatants, armies in the

both superior in number to the Allied forces, and incom-
^®""^^"^^-

parably more concentrated and better disciplined than the

greater part ofthem. The most powerful part of it consisted

of the army commanded by Joseph in person, which, by
drawing together the whole disposable military power of

the French in the Peninsula, had compelled Wellington
to evacuate the Spanish territory in the close of the last

campaign. Their whole force, which, at the termination

of the retreat into Portugal, was still two hundred and

sixty thousand strong, was now reduced by the drafts

into Germany, in March 1813, to two hundred and thirty-
one thousand, of whom twenty-nine thousand were horse.

Of these, only one hundred and ninety-seven thousand
were present with the eagles ;

and sixty-eight thousand

were under Suchet in Aragon, Valencia, and Catalonia.

Of the remainder, ten thousand were at Madrid
; eight 249^^'vict

thousand were in Old Castile and Leon, to watch the et Conq. xxii.

motions of the Anglo-Portuguese army ;* and the rest, y. 505, 50G.

to the number of fortv thousand, preserved the com- J™Pf'^i „
. ,. . ^1

'
, . . . 1

Muster Rolls.
munications in the northern provinces, and maintained ibid. 6I8.

a painful partisan warfare with the insurrection,^ which
* See Appendix D, Chap. Ixxvi.
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CHAP, had now assumed a very serious character, in Biscay and

"^^ Navarre.
1813. But although the French forces were thus superior in

^ numerical amount, and greatly stronger from their con-

Tiieir latent centrated position, homogeneous character, and uniform

wSeS^and t^Jscipline, than the multifarious host of the Allies to
disunion. which they were opposed, yet there were many causes

which tended to depress their spirit, and brought them
into the field with much less than their wonted vigour
and animation. It was universally felt that they had

been worsted in the last campaign ;
that they had lost

half, and the richest half, of Spain ;
and that their hold of

the remainder had been every where loosened. The
charm of their invincibility, the unbroken series of their

triumphs, were at an end. The soldiers no longer ap-

proached the English but with secret feelings of self-dis-

trust, the necessary consequence of repeated defeats.

Their chiefs, dreading to measure swords with Welling-

ton, became nervous about their responsibility ; and, anti-

cipating defeat, were chiefly solicitous to discover some
mode of averting the vials of the imperial wrath, which

they were well aware would burst on their heads the

moment intelligence of disaster reached Napoleon. Co-

operation there was none between the leaders of their

armies. Suchet was jealous of Soult, and yielded a tardy
obedience to the commands of Joseph himself; Jourdan,
who commanded the army of the centre, was a respect-

able veteran, but wholly unequal to the task of meeting
the shock of Wellington at the head of eighty thousand

men
;
and Soult, though a most able man in strategy and

the preparations for a campaign, had shown himself at

Albuera unequal to the crisis of a pitched battle. He
laboured, also, under heavy suspicions on the part of his

royal master, and he had been called to Germany to

assist in stemming the torrent of misfortune on the Elbe, as

muchfrom the want of his arm as thedread of his ambition.

The disasters of the Moscow campaign were known
;
the

fatal twenty-ninth bulletin had been published ;
and its

effects had become painfully visible in the march of a

considerable part of the army across the Pyrenees, to be

replaced only by raw battalions of conscripts, very dif-

ferent from the bronzed Teterans who had departed.
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Thus the army had lost both its consistency and its spirit ; chap.

its generals were at variance with each other, and each was ^xxvi.

solicitous only for the interests of his separate province ;
1813.

and its supreme direction, divided between the distant
cS-**xx*ii.

commands, often found whoUyinapplicable on the spot, of
|*i' ^^%^

Napoleon, and the weaker judgment of Joseph and Jour- 249.

' " '

dan, was little calculated to stem the torrent of disaster

accumulating round a sinking empire and a falling throne.^

It had been the sage policy of Wellington, during the

winter Avhich succeeded the campaign of Salamanca, to

retain the Spanish armies, so far as it was possible, at a Operations

distance from the enemy ;
and rather to permit consider- coasto/S

able districts meanwhile to be ravaged by the hostile troops, Peninsula.

than to run the hazard of blasting all the prospects of the

campaign, by exposing the ill-disciplined levies of his allies

to certain destruction, from being prematurely brought
into conflict with the veteran legions of tlie foe. On
this principle, he had resolutely withstood the repeated
instances of the minister of war at Cadiz, who had urged
him to move forward the Duke del Parque's forces from

the Sierra Morena, to rescue from devastation the southern

provinces of La Mancha. Operations first commenced on
the -eastern coast of Spain, where Sir John Murray had
landed at Alicante in the end of February, and hastened Feb. 27.

to put the army on a better footing than it had as yet
attained ;

for so little had the British government pro-
fited by their experience of the bad effect of a change of

commanders at the time of the battle of Yimeira, that no
less than three different generals had been called to the

direction of the army in Murcia within four months.

By the united efforts of Murray and Elio, the Allied

troops were soon put into a more efficient condition, and
were found to amount to twenty-seven thousand infantry,
and three thousand horse, with tliirty-seven guns. Deeming
himself now in sufficient force to commence active opera-

tions, the English general moved forward from Alicante March 6.

towards Valencia, in four columns, and after some inconsi-

derable skirmishes, approached Suchet's intrenched camp 1^^^}^^'
behind the Xucar. But, finding it too strong for him to vict. et

*

risk an assault, he concentrated the bulk of his troops at 254"'255!"'

Castalla, while a division of British troops under Roche Tor. v. 250.

was despatched to Alicante,^ with orders to embark and
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CHAP.
liXXVI.

1813.

56.

Force and

position of

Suchet at

tliis period.

1 Buchet's

M*ni. II.

»>3. 305.

Nap. V. i-W,
454. Tor. V.

251.

endeavour to make itself master of Valencia, which was

defended only by a garrison of a thousand infantry and

eight hundred horse, while the attention of Suchet and

the main body of his forces was occupied by the opera-
tions in the interior on the Xucar.

Suchet at this period had ceased to make Valencia his

stronghold and place d'armes, and had transferred his

principal magazhies and military stores to Saguntum, the

fortifications of which he had repaired and strengthened
with the utmost care, and which was now become a most

formidable point of defence. He had forty thousand

admirable veterans under his command, and thirty thou-

sand more occupied the fortresses and level parts of

Catalonia, from whom reinforcements could be drawn to

resist any serious attack. But as his chief reliance for

provisions was still placed on the great agricultural

plains of Aragon, and the communication from them was

much intercepted by the guerilla parties, a large part of

this force required to be stationed in the rear, to keep up
his communications ;

and he could not muster more than

sixteen thousand infantry and two thousand horse, with

thirty guns, for active operations beyond the Xucar.

These, however, were all tried veterans, who had never

yet suffered defeat, and whose confidence was far from

being broken, as that of the troops opposed to Wellington
had been, by repeated disasters. Though Valencia was

nominally the seat of Suchet's power, yet it was now

incapable of defence
;

he had razed all the external

defences erected by the Spaniards, and confined his

garrison to the old walls. His real stronghold was

Saguntum ;
to connect which with Tortosa he had

materially added to the defences of Oropesa and Peniscola

on the sea-coast, and established a line of blockhouses for

infantry in the interior, through Morilla and Mequinenza.
In the double range of mountains beyond the Xucar, at

Xativa and Moxente, he had also constructed an in-

trenched camp, which, though not strongly fortified, was

very susceptible of defence from the natural strength of

its situation
;
and he had outposts at Biar and Castalla, to

observe and retard the advance of the Allied troops.^

"The able pacific administration of Suchet had enabled

him successfully to levy the enormous war contribution
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of 200,000,000 of reals, or 50,000,000 francs, (^2,000,000,) chap.

imposed on the city and provinces by order of Napoleon,
i-xxvi.

after its surrender by Blake in 18H. And, independently 1813.

of this enormous burden, his whole troops were clothed,
^7.

fed, and lodged at the expense of the districts they occu- levies of

pied ;
and 25,000,000 francs (^1,000,000) were realised in suS on

the last nine months of their occupation, part of which Valencia.

was remitted to Madrid. Yet Suchet's government was

incomparably the most lenient and best administered of

that of any of the French marshals in Spain." This may Mlm!u!'294,

convey some idea of what the military government of 295.

Napoleon was under his more unscrupulous or rapacious
lieutenants.^

Feeling himself thus secure, from the quality of his

troops, and the strength of the position on which he gg

might, in case of need, fall back
;
and aware, also, that Suchet re-

Murray's advance was part of the general plan of AVel- oiEve and

lington to force the French across the Ebro, Suchet
J^n^sh^'^

resolved to assume the oiFensive, as soon as he learned advanced

that the detachment of Roche had been sent to Alicante. ^"^^^'

He was the more encouraged to do this, as Lord William

Bentinck, alarmed at the dissensions in Sicily, and the

threats of a descent by Murat, recalled the troops sent to

Alicante to menace Valencia, for the defence of that March 29.

island
;
and thus rendered entirely abortive the project of

a double attack on the posts of the French general.

Roche's English troops having embarked for Minorca in

the first week of April, Suchet concentrated his troops April 6.

and attacked the Spanish advanced guard at Yecla, which April ii.

immediately fell back
;
but being overtaken in its retreat

by Harispe's division, was totally defeated, with the loss

of two hundred killed and fifteen hundred prisoners. On
the same day the Spanish garrison of Villena, eight
hundred strong, were made prisoners, from Elio's obsti-

nate refusal to obey Murray's order to withdraw it.

Murray upon this concentrated his troops, and, leaving
Colonel Adam with the rearguard in front of the pass of

Biar, withdrew the main body of his army through that - Nap. v.

rugged defile, and took post on strong ground about three vict. et"'

miles above the upper end of the pass. The Spaniards ^i*"^-^'^"-

under Whittingham formed the left, on the rugged sierra 252", 253.

"

of Castalla -^ the right, composed of Clinton's British
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256. Sir J.
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division and Roche's Spaniards, was posted on the low

ground, with the bed of a torrent in their front
;
and the

town and old castle of Castalla, on a conical hill in the

centre, was occupied by Mackenzie's division, and all its

approaches strongly guarded by artillery.

Emboldened by the early and rapid success of his arms

against the Spaniards, Suchet, after much hesitation,

determined to attack the British in their position, and

for this purpose to force the pass of Biar. Adam's

advanced guard, consisting of two Italian regiments,

a British battalion, and two troops of foreign hus-

sars, assailed by far superior forces, retreated, bravely

fighting, up the pass: the French pursued with great

vigour, their skirmishers swarming up the rocky accli-

vities on either side with extraordinary agility and

resolution : it was the counterpart of the forcing of the

defile at Roli9a by the British, in the commencement of

the Peninsular war.* Alarmed at this success of the

enemy, by which he lost two guns, Murray, notwith-

standing the strength of his position, gave orders for a

retreat
; but, fortunately for the honour of England, the

attack commenced before it could be carried into execu-

tion, and Suchet for the first time in his life was taught
the quality of British troops. The ascent on the left,

where Whittingham's Spaniardswere posted, was so rugged
that it was with great difficulty that the steep was sur-

mounted : slowly, however, the French gained ground, and

in some places reached the summit. Such as did so were

proceeding along it when they met the 27th regiment,

who, previously lying down concealed among the rocks,t

suddenly sprang up and gave them such a volley, within

pistol shot, as sent the whole headlong, with dreadful

loss, down the side of the ridge. The attack on the other

points was, in like manner, repulsed by the steady valour

of the English and German troops } and at length, Suchet,

* Ante, Chap. liv. { 63.

t An event happened here, which recalls the heroic ages of the Iliad

or Amadis de Gaul. As the French were deploying their columns, a in^nadier

dBoer, advancing alone, challenged any EnglisJi officer to single combat. The
offer was immediately accepted by Captain Waldron of the 27th, who sprang

out of his company to meet him ; the hostile lines looked on without firing a

•hot, and at the first encounter the Frenchman's head was cleft asunder, "rhe

27th with a loud sliout brought down their arms, and gave the volley wbidi

hurled the French down the steep.—Nap. v. 466.
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despairing of success, drew off his men in great confusion chap.

towards the pass of Biar.
^^^^^'

Now was the time for the Allies to have advanced in I8i3.

pursuit: the narrow defile, three miles long, was in go.

Suchet's rear, and in endeavouring to get back through Defeat^of
the

the gorge, all his guns, and probably part of his army,
would have been taken by a vigorous enemy thundering
in pursuit. Donkin,* the quartermaster-general, who

clearly saw that the decisive moment had arrived, put
himself at the head of Mackenzie's division, and was

gallantly assailing the French rearguard, which strove to

make good the entrance of the pass ; Suchet, with his

infantry, cavalry, and caissons, pell-mell, had plunged into

the defile in great disorder, and a vigorous effort would

have thrown the whole into irretrievable confusion in its

narrow windings, and given the British, in their first

essay in the east of the Peninsula, a triumph as decisive,

though with inferior bodies of men, as those of Hohen-

linden or the Katzbach. But Murray, satisfied with the

success already achieved, snatched victory from their

grasp, and, in spite of the energetic remonstrances of

Donkin, drew off his forces, and allowed the enemy to

make their way through the defile unmolested. The con-

sequence was, that Suchet brought off his whole guns and

ammunition waggons ;
but such had been the close and

deadly fire of the British troops, that in the previous
action he lost eighteen hundred men

; and, what was of

still more importance, his moral influence was materially Murray's
weakened by having suffered a defeat in his first serious Account,

encounter with the British troops. After this defeat, the isE. Gnnv.

French general resumed his position in his intrenched
JJ'|-^J ^J^?p-

camp ;
and Murray, weakened by the loss of Roche's Tor. v. 264,

British troops, who had been recalled by Lord William ef conq.'xxii.

Bentinck, did not feel himself in suflScient strength to 260.

resume offensive operations in that quarter till the battle

of Vitoria gave a new complexion to the war.^

Though Wellington had anxiously enjoined the whole

Spanish generals, in every part of the Peninsula, to abstain ei.

from hostilities, and withdraw as much as possible from Operations in

, . . .,
the northern

the attacks of the enemy, yet it was impossible to carry provinces,

these directions implicitly into execution in the northern

* Afterwards Sir RufJane Donkin, a most gallant and enterprising officer.
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1813.

provinces. A most formidable insurrection, as already*

mentioned,* had broken out in Biscay, upon occasion of

the concentration of the French troops in 1811, to cover

Ciudad Rodrigo when menaced by "Wellington
—which had

been powerfully supported by succours froin the British

lleet. All the efforts of the French, during the winter and

spring, had been unable to dispossess the insurgents from

the principal stronghold which they then acquired. The

guerillas had become much more experienced and sys-

tematic in their operations; their bands in the interior

had swelled into small armies
; they possessed several

fortified posts on the coast, which enabled them to com-
municate at pleasure with, and receive supplies of arms

and ammunition from the English ships of war, these

supplies being now dealt with a judgment and liberality

which proved of the most essential service. The partidas
in these provinces were no longer composed of reckless

and desperate characters, who had been ruined by the

events of the war, but embraced young men of the best

families, who had at first taken no part in the contest,

but whom the dreadful severities of Marshal Bessi^res had

drawn forth into the ranks of their country.t In Biscay
alone several battalions of this description, each a thou-

sand strong, had been formed
;
and so completely had they

succeeded in interceptingthe communication alongthegreat
road from Bayonne to Madrid, that Joseph only received

Beim!*L A pp.
t^'S despatches of the 4th January on the 18th March, and

109, p. 682. then by the circuitous route of Barcelona and Yalencia.^lt

This formidable insurrection excited, as well it might,
the anxious attention of Napoleon, threatening as it did

^ Nap. V.

433,434.
Buquet to

Berthier,
Feb. 3. 1813

*Ante, Chap. Ixvi. § 62. f Ant^, Cliap. Ixvi. $ 19.

t
"

If reinforcements do not speedily arrive in Navarre, I shall not be sur-

prised at any catastrophe that may occur. The insolence of the brigands proves
the confidence they feel i»i their operations. I am assured it has never been so

great Their organisation into battalions, and the administration of the

country, is complete ; it is difficult to over-estimate the advantages they derive

from it. If from the frontiers of Portugal our armies had sent some di/isiuns to

occupy the left bank of the Ebro, before the winter was over we would have purged
this fine country of the brigands who infest it ; and in spring these divisions,

perfectly re-established, would have been able to resume their operations against
the eternal enemies of the Continent. Much precious time has already been

lost, and it will be necessary to do in spring what should have been done in

winter. Tlie brigands push their audacity to such a pitch as to levy contribu-

tions in the provinces occupied by our troops. My prince, the evil is great,
and strong remedies are loudly called for. They are to be found alone in the

development of a powerful milit^iry force."—Lettre di Buqitkt, Commandant
<U la Oendarmerie de V Arm^f d' Eitpagne, art Prince Berthier, Vitoria,
3d Fevrier 1813; Belmas, I. 682, App.
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his principal line of communication with all his armies chap.

beyond the Pyrenees, and paralysing the whole operations
^^^^^-

in the Peninsula, by the impossibility either of obtaining I8i3.

information, despatching orders, or sending succours, save (>-

.1 1 r 1 1 T • • TT- • X i.- ± Napoleon's
under the guard ot whole divisions. His instructions to instructions

meet the danger were characterised by his usual decision
gJucw®™^'*

and ability.
"
Hold," said he to Joseph,

" Madrid and Va- Joseph,

lencia only as points of observation
;
fix your headquar-

ters, not as monarch, but as general of the French forces,

at Valladolid
;
concentrate the armies of the south, of the

centre, and of Portugal, around you. The Allies will not, ^

and indeed cannot, make any serious offensive movement
for several months

;
wherefore it is your business to profit

by their forced inactivity, to put down the insurrection in

the northern provinces, to free the communication with

France, and re-establish a good base for operations, before

the commencement of another campaign, that the French

army may be in a condition to fight the allies, if they
advance towards France." To enable Joseph to effect the

desired pacification of the northern provinces, he was
^ jyapoieon

authorised to summon to Valladolid, if necessary, the to Joseph,

whole army of Portugal. But when he came to inquire ij]\ j^^p.

of Count Reille, its commander, how soon these directions ^ ^Jj^' »"<J

could be obeyed, he was answered, that that army, having Due de

recently remitted three million six hundred thousand
27^'i8i2^^°'

francs, seized forcibly by Marmont, to France, and being Beim. i. 68a

totally destitute of horses and carriages, was in no con-

dition to undertake any offensive operations.^

Joseph, however, was less intent on carrying into effect

these judicious instructions, than on getting quit of Soult,
whom he openly accused of criminal ambition, adding,
that matters had come to that pass between them, that one
or other must quit Spain.* In consequence of this flagrant

* *' The Duke of Dalmatia or myself must quit Spain. At Valencia, I had
80 far forgotten my own injuries, and suppressed my own indignation, that
instead of sending Soult to France, I gave him the direction of the operations of
the armips

; but it was in the hope that shame for the past, combined with his

ayidity
for glory, would urge him to extraordinary exertion. Nothing of the

kmd, however, has happened : he is a man not to be trusted. Restless, intri-

guing, ambitious, he would sacrifice every thing to his own advancement ; and
he possesses just that sort of talent that would lead him to mount a scaffold at
the time he thought he was ascending a throne, because he would want the
courage to strike when the crisis arrived. At the passage of the Tormes, I
acquit him of treachery, because there fear alone prevented him from bringing
the Allies to battle ; but he was nevertheless treaclierous to the Emperor ; and
his proceedings in Spain were probably connected with Malefs conspiracy in
Paris."—Kino Joseph to Napolkon, Feb. 27th, 1813 ; Napikr, v. 437, 438.
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CHAP, disunion, as well as of Napoleon's own need of Soult'g

LXXVL
military abilities in the arduous German campaign on

1813. which he was entering, that marshal was summoned to

63. Germany, where he bore, as will soon appear, a distin-

iJstmSSns guished part in the battles on the Elbe. The Emperor,
fortiiesup- however, incessantly urged his brother to concentrate his

fheTorU^ern troops on the Ebro, and strain every nerve to put down
insurrection,

^j^g insurrection in the north
;
and being discontented

with the mode in which Caffarelli had conducted the

partisan warfare there, he gave Clausel the command,
and enjoined him to resume the offensive without loss of

time, and strike at the enemy's principal depots and

magazines, in order to deprive them of the means of

carrying on the contest.* Clausel assumed the command
on the 22d February ; reinforcements, nearly twenty

J^*J^J' thousand strong, from the army of Portugal, soon after

Napoleon to arrived
;
and the Spaniards soon felt that they had a very

7, ms!
^^'

different antagonist to deal with from the general who,
Ibid. V. 486.

during the winter, had permitted so serious an insurrec-

tion to grow up in the mountain districts.^

Clausel repaired early in the middle of March to Bilbao,

64. which was in a manner besieged by the guerillas ; and,
The guerillas* after somc sharp fighting, drove them back into their

operations in mountain strongholds in the neighbourhood of Durango.

March 15.
^c immediately began his preparations for the siege of

Castro, the most important stronghold which they pos-
sessed on the coast, and by which they constantly com-

Apru 1. municated with the English ships of war. While he was
so engaged, however, Bilbao was again threatened by the

partidas, and very nearly fell into their hands. Mina
defeated one of his columns near Lerina, with the loss of

eight hundred men
;

the same enterprising chief had
made himself master of Tafalla, with its garrison of five

Aprils. hundred men : forty thousand men were in arms in

Navarro and Biscay, of which sixteen thousand were on

* *' The partidas arestronR, organised, exercised, and seconded by the general
exultation produced by the battle of Salamanca. The insurrectional juntas have
been revived ; the posts on the coast abandoned by the French, and seized by
the English ; the bands enjoy all the resources of the country, and the system of

warfare hitherto pursued has favoured this progress. The French have remained

always on the defensive ; you must adopt a contrary system ; attack suddenly,
pursue rapidly : aim at the Spaniards' magazines, dep6ts ofarms, and hospitals ;

. disorganise the insurrection, and one or two successes will pacify the whole coun-

try."—Naik)I.«on to Clavbkl, dth February 1813 ; Nap. v. i86.
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the coast of Biscay and Guipuscoa, acting in conjunction chap.

with the British fleet ;
and eighteen thousand, who could

^^^^^-

unite in a day, occupied both banks of the upper part of 1813.

the Ebro. It was a serious and a harassing warfare, in 25?^ Tor. v.

the face of such a force, possessing the whole mountain 238, 242.

strongholds of the country, to attempt the siege of Castro 494!*'

^*

in form
;
but Clausel's vigour and ability were equal to

the undertaking.^
With this view, he divided his forces into two divi-

sions; and while Palombini, with six thousand men,
commenced the siege, Foy, with ten thousand, covered ciausei's

the operations ;
and he himself, with thirteen thousand, pa^^^a^S"

took post at Puente la Reyna, in Navarre, to make head them,

against Mina, Longa, and the numerous bands of insur-

gents in that quarter. Several actions ensued, in which

the Spaniards were worsted ;
and at length Mina himself

was totally defeated in the valley of Ron9al, with a thou- May 13.

sand killed or wounded ;
the remainder dispersed, and

the chief himself escaped with only fourteen men. He
soon reassembled his scattered band, however, and near

Lerina destroyed two regiments of French cavalry ; but — 22.

still the dispersion of Mina's corps, even for a time, con-

siderably lowered the spirit of the insurgents ;
and

Clausel, establishing his headquarters at Pampeluna,
succeeded in pacifying several of the valleys of Navarre.

Meanwhile, Castro was carried by storm ; and Sarrut,
— 25.

following up Napoleon's instructions, pushed forward

against the depots and magazines of the Biscayan insur— 29.

gents, and nearly destroyed three of their finest battalions.

But though this brilliant success attended the French

arms on the coast and in Navarre, it was well-nigh
balanced by the advantages gained by the enemy, who

during the absence of the main forces of the French in

these flank operations, fell upon the high road from

Bayonne to Burgos, and captured several of the block-

houses, putting the garrisons to the sword. Indeed

Clausel, worn out with this interminable warfare, de-

clared it would require fifty thousand men and three 2* Nap. v. 489.

months to put down the northern insurrection ;
and

^^- ^f^;^^'

Napoleon bitterly complained that all the successes of 238, 246.*

Foy, Sarrut, and Palombini, had brought neither safety
to his convoys nor regularity to his couriers.^

VOL. XVI. X
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CHAP. But greater events were now on the wing ;
the chiefs

Lxxvi.
Qj^ Ijq^Jj gjjpg repaired to their respective headquarters,

1813. and the mutual concentration of troops bespoke the

Weiifngton approach of serious warfare. Joseph, who had quitted
prepares to Madrid in the middle of March with his guards, had

an/fine con-' Subsequently fixed his headquarters at Valladolid, from
ditionofhia

-v^rjiejjce he had detached the divisions Foy, Taupin,

Sarrut, and Barbot, to aid Clausel in the reduction of

Biscay and Navarre. This large deduction from the

main army was attended with the most important effects

in the course of the campaign ;
for "Wellington was now

collecting his forces, and the progress of spring having

provided ample forage for his horses, he was prepared to

march. Never had the army been so numerous or so

healthy, never its spirits so high. Twenty thousand men
had rejoined their ranks from the hospitals since the

357. Nap. v. troops Went into winter-quarters in December, and the

^iScon ™6^"^st drummer was inspired with the belief that he

xxiL24a was about to march from victory to victory, till the

French eagles were chased across the Pyrenees.^

Wellington's plan was to move the left wing of his

gy army across the Douro, within the Portuguese frontier ;

His plan of to march it up the right bank of that river, as far as

5Chi7!" Zamora, and then crossing the Esla, unite it to the

Galician forces
;
while the centre and right, advancing

from the Agueda by Salamanca, forced the passage of the

Tormes, and drove the French entirely from the line of

the Douro, towards the Carrion. Constantly threatening
them in flank by the left wing, which was to be always

kept in advance, he thus hoped the enemy would be

driven back by Burgos into Biscay, and he himself would

succeed in establishing there a new basis for the war,

resting on the ftumerous and fortified seaports on the

coast, and supported by the gallant mountaineers, who
in such strength had maintained through the winter a

bloody and equal contest with the enemy. In this way,
while he advanced his forces, and drove back the enemy
towards their own frontiers, he would at once draw
nearer to his own resources, and intercept the whole

communications of the enemy. This project was attended

with this obvious danger, that the army being divided

into two grand divisions, with great ranges of mountains
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and impassable rivers between them, either was exposed chap.

to the risk of a separate attack from the whole forces of
^^^^^'

the enemy. But Wellington relied with reason for the 1813.

means of obviating this danger, upon the strong nature toLorSth-
of the country to which either might retire in case of

jrst^. ^^Jr^
danger, the high spirit and admirable discipline of his x. 357. Nap.

troops, and the universal fidelity of the peasantry, which 5eiS'i.^252.

prevented his designs from becoming known to the vict.etconq.

enemy.^
The march began on the 22d May, and on the 23d

headquarters were at Ciudad Rodrigo. Ample employ-
ment for Suchet was at the same time secured, by directions jjarch of

sent to Sir John Murray to embark his troops, and, land-
™g"2^'^

ing in Catalonia, commence the siege of Tarragona. A May 22.

bridge equipage was prepared for the passage of the

Douro
;
the army of the Duke del Parque advanced from

the Sierra Morena into La Mancha, and that of the

reserve in Andalusia broke up from Seville on the 12th,

and on the 24th was to be at the bridge of Almarez, so as

to threaten Madrid and the provinces in the centre of

Spain. Preparations were at the same time made, as

soon as the columns reached the frontiers of Biscay or

Galicia, for throwing off the communications with

Lisbon, and drawing the whole supplies of the army from

the nearer harbours of these northern provinces. Seventy
thousand English and Portuguese, and twenty thousand

Spaniards were so disposed, that they were all to bear in

front or flank on the surprised and disjointed columns of

the enemy, who would be forced back in confusion, it

was hoped, into the passes of the Pyrenees. Hope per-
vaded every bosom, joy beat high in every heart : the

veterans marched over the scenes of their former glory,
the halo of twenty victories playing round their bayonets ;

the new soldiers burned with desire to emulate their

well-earned fame. The English commander shared the

general exultation
;
and so confidently did he anticipate

^ Nap. v. 512,

the defeat of the enemy, and the permanent transference ton "to Lord
^

of the seat of war to the north of the Peninsula, that, ^n
fi^^y 25fi8i3.

passing the stream which marks the frontier of Spain, he Gurw. k. 399.

rose in his stirrups, and waving his hand, exclaimed—
"Farewell, Portugal!

"2

The march of the Duke del Parque's army and the
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CHAP, reserve from Andalusia, which commenced ten days
Lxxvi.

earlier than that of the Grand Army of Wellington, to

1813. give them time to get forward before the latter moved,

He advances
'^'''^^ attended with the very best effect. They spread the

by Ciudad alarm in Madrid and New Castile before the direction of

^ilaraanSr the march of the British army could be known, and, by
across the

inducing the belief that a combined attack on the capital

was intended, prevented that concentration of force on

the Upper Ebro by which alone the march of the British

general could have been arrested. Accordingly, when the

centre and right of the English army were advancing
from Ciudad Rodrigo to the Douro, and Graham, with

the left in advance, was toiling through the Tras-os-

Montes, not more than thirty-five thousand men, with a

hundred guns, were concentrated at Valladolid
;
and the

whole French posts at Madrid, and in the valley of the

Tagus, were in alarm, expecting an immediate attack in

May 25. that quarter. Thus, when danger really threatened from

the side of Salamanca, no means of resisting it existed.

The line of the Tormes was at once abandoned, with

some loss to the retreating army in passing that river ;

three days after, the Douro was crossed by them at Zamora,
and the bridge there destroyed ;

the British passed the

Esla by the fords, and the Douro by a bridge thrown over

above Zamora, and at Toro. Wellington himself, who
had set off in advance of his troops, passed the river at

Miranda, by means of a basket slung on a rope stretched

from precipice to precipice, several hundred feet above the

foaming torrent. Graham had encountered many difficul-

ties on his march through the mountains within the

May 28. Portuguese frontier; but his vigour and perseverance,

sS^^Blim^! seconded by the zeal and energy of his troops, had over-

^2,
253. come them all : forty thousand men had been transported,

xxii.'253, 25I as if by enchantment, in ten days, through two hundred

Lord'ifati"*^"^*'^^ of the most broken and rugged country in the

urst, Juiie6, Peninsula
;
and on the 3d June the whole army was in

X- 421.^"^'*" communication on the northern bank of the Douro,
between Toro and the river Esla.^

This formidable concentration of troops to the north of

the Douro, in a line at right angles to the position which

they had hitherto occupied fronting the English general,

rendered the further stay of the French army in the
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neighbourhood of Valladolid impossible, and a hasty ill- chap.

arranged retreat was commenced to the Upper Ebro. ^^^^^

Valladolid, with considerable stores of ammunition, was I8i3.

occupied on the 4th. On the 7th and 8th the British
^^^ J^-.^

army, rapidly pursuing, crossed the Carrion at various evacuated,

points ;
and pressing forward with conquering violence, French re-

and in the highest spirits at seeing the enemy thus treat to the

receding before them, soon arrived at the scenes which

they had passed under such disastrous circumstances, at

the commencement of the retreat from Burgos, in the

close of the preceding campaign. Joseph at first thought
he should be in a condition to give the enemy battle on
the elevated plateaux around that stronghold, and he had
now assembled fifty-five thousand men, including nine

thousand excellent horse, and a hundred guns. But the

force of the inundation was too great to be thus stopped :

a hundred thousand men were on his front and flank
;

for the guerillas of Navarre and Biscay had now drawn

together in the vicinity of the British army, and rumour,
as usual exaggerating the danger, had magnified their

amount to a hundred and ninety thousand combatants.

The French retreat, therefore, was continued without June 14.

intermission to the Ebro. The castle of Burgos, the

theatre of such desperate strife in the former campaign,
was blown up with a frightful explosion, and with such

precipitation that three hundred French soldiers, defiling
under its walls at the time, were crushed by the falling
ruins

;
and the enemy, in deep depression, continued their

j j^ ^ gg^
retreat towards Vitoria. With mingled astonishment 54i. vict et

and exultation, the Allied troops triumphantly marched 2S w^mig-
through the scenes of their former struggles and defeat. ^°

*» ^ord

" Clausel's strong position, Dubreton's thundering castle, June 13,'

had disappeared like a dream
;
and sixty thousand veteran ^f4^ ^""7'

soldiers, willing to fight at every step, were hurried, with v. 26i, 2(52.

all the tumult and confusion of retreat, across the Ebro."^

In abandoning Burgos, Joseph took the road for Vito-

ria, by Pancorvo and Miranda del Ebro. But the con- Confusion

sequences of this precipitate retreat now became pain- 0"thtpreS
fully apparent ;

and it was evident to the whole army, retreat.

that it would be impossible, when pressed by a victorious

enemy in rear, to engage the troops in the defiles of the

Pyrenees, encumbered as they were with baggage and the
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CHAP, spoil, not of a province but a kingdom. Under the terror
Lxxvi.

pi.Q(j|ice(i by this unlooked-for and overwhelming force

1813. suddenly thrown on their line of communication with

France, the whole French troops and civil authorities had

evacuated Madrid, and taken refuge under shelter of the

army : and the road from that capital to Bayonne was

encumbered with an endless file of chariots, carriages,

and waggons, which bore away the helpless multitude

and rich stores of spoil towards the frontier. The French

army thus encumbered, exhibited a lively image of those

hosts which the luxury of Asiatic warfare has in every

age accumulated round the standards of their sultauns :

J Vict et
^^^ *^® riches which they carried with them were such as

conq. xxii. bcspoke the regal state of a great monarchy ;
and the

IS", 265^267.
train of civil functionaries, oj05cers of state, and ladies of

^piff'
V.

pleasure, who followed the troops, recalled rather the

Gurw. 444. effeminacy of oriental magnificence, than the simple but

iron bands of European warfare.^

The secret of the astonishing success of "Wellington's

march consisted in his constantly keeping his left wing
March of the in advance, and by that means continually pressing

vitoriT
^^^°^ *^^ ^^S^^* ^^^^ ^^ *^^ French. In that way,

coupled with a constant pressure in front, he compelled
them to evacuate every successive position, how strong

soever, which they took up between Burgos and the Ebro.

The British troops, in pursuing a triumphant advance

through this rocky and mountainous country, were never

weary of expressing their astonishment at the prodigious

strength of tlie positions which were abandoned, and the

numerous rocky defiles traversed only by single arches,

which retarded but by a few hours the advance of the

Allied army. They were ignorant of the simultaneous

pressure round the right wing of the French, which was

going forward from the advance of Graham with the

British left wing, and that the most alarming accounts

were constantly received at the French headquarters of

the progress of the Allied troops in that direction. On
the 13th, Graham pursued his indefatigable march

through the hills at the sources of the Ebro, and on the

14th, passed that river at the bridge of llocamunde and

San Martin. At the same time, the Spanish guerillas

from Biscay crowded in great numbers to the same
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quarter, and occupied all the passes in the great moun- chap.

tains of Reynosa which lie between the Ebro and the i^xxvi .

sea-coast. The effects of this decisive manoeuvre were, 1813.

that not only was the French main army obliged to

abandon all the successive positions which it took up on
, ^^

- -
,

-^ -
, /. -r.' -xi

^ Nap. V.640,
the great road, but the whole sea-coast oi Jiiscay, with 541. Gunv.

the exception of Bilbao and Santona, was evacuated hy ^^ ^^g^j^^^^*^*'

the enemy; and the British vessels of war, amidst the xxii.245,246.

enthusiastic shouts of the inhabitants, entered all the

harbours.!

A depot and hospital station were immediately estab-

lished at Santander ;
the whole supplies of the army ^^

were directed thither ; a new base of operations was Extraordi-

established close to the scene of the coming contest
;
and Se7of the"^'

Portugal, like a heavy tender whose aid was no longer march,

required, was cut away and forgotten. Meanwhile, the

sweep of the Allies round the extrenie French right was

continued with unabated vigour. The whole crest of the

mountains, between the Ebro and the sea, was soon in

their possession ;
hill and valley, roaring torrents, and

dry ravine—every difficulty of an alpine region
—all were

met and surmounted. At times the strength of a hun-

dred men was required to drag up one piece of artillery ;

at others, the gun was lowered down a precipice by ropes,

or swayed up the rugged goat paths by the united efforts

of men and horses. At length, by incredible efforts, the

crest of the mountains was surmounted : joyfully the men
descended the sunny vales by the side of the hourly

increasing waters : soon " the scarlet uniforms were to be

seen in every valley ;
and the stream of war, descending

with impetuous force down all the clefts of the moun-

tains, burst in a hundred foaming torrents into the basin

of Vitoria." * With such accuracy were the marches of 2 Maxwell's

all the columns calculated, and with such precision were
^'®"jjs*°"'

they carried into effect by the admirable troops, inured v. 540,543.

to war and its fatigues, which Wellington now com- toSSffih-

manded, that every thing happened exactly as he had urst. Junei9,

arranged before he set out from Portugal. The troops oirt. L iu,

all arrived at the stations assigned them, in the prophetic ctnq^xxV
contemplation of their chief, in the neighbourhood of 245, 246.

Yitoria, at the very time when the French army,^ heavy-
* Napier.
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CHAP, laden and dejected, had accumulated its immense files of
LXXVL chariots and baggage-waggons, under the charge of seventy

1813. thousand men, in the plain in front of that town.

No words can do justice to the exquisite beauty of the

scenery through which the British troops, especially those

Beauty of the on the left wing, passed during this memorable march.
scenery ffj^e beautv of the romantic valleys of the mountain region
through , ,' T-,1 1 • , 1 • 1

which the whencc the Ebro draws its waters, which at every season
army passed, g^gj^gg ^j^g admiration of the passing traveller, was at that

time singularly enhanced by the exquisite verdure of the

opening spring, and the luxuriance of the foliage which
in every sheltered nook clothed the mountain sides. War

appeared in these sequestered and pastoral valleys, not in

its rude and bloody garb, but in its most brilliant and
attractive costume ;

the pomp of military music, as the

troops wended their way through the valleys, blended

with the shepherd's pipe on the hills above
;
while the

numerous trains of horse, foot, and cannon, winding in

every direction through the defiles, gave an inexpressible

variety and charm to the landscape. At one time the

columns moved through luxuriant valleys intersprinkled
with hamlets, vineyards, and flower gardens ;

at another

they struggled up mountain ridges, or pressed through

alpine passes overhung with beetling cliffs, making it

almost difficult to decide whether the rugged chasm

which they followed had been rifted from the hillside

by an earthquake, or cut out by human hands. Beneath

lay sparkling rivers and sunny dells
;
above rose naked

rocks and splintered peaks ;
while moving bands of glitter-

ing troops, horse, foot, and cannon, in all the pride of war,
now lost, now seen amid the windings of the route, gave

inexpressible interest to the scene. Even the common
soldiers were not insensible to the beauty of the spectacle

iRecoUec- thus perpetually placed before their eyes. Often the men

I'Smufar rested on their muskets with their arms crossed, gazing
173, i7ti, and Qu i\^q lovely scenes which lay spread far beneath their
DCrson&l • *.

knowledge, feet
;
and more than once the heads of the columns in-

wSiiSot, voluntarily halted to satiate their eyes with a spectacle
iii- 117.

'

of beauty, the like of which all felt they might never see

again.^
The immense baggage trains of Joseph's army had now

fallen back into the basin of Vitoria ; and seventy thou-
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sand men were assembled to protect their retreat into chap.

France. But it seemed hardly possible that even that
^^^^^-

large force could secure the safe transit of such an enor- 1813.

mous multitude of carriages : and yet how could they be Accumuia-

abandoned without confessing defeat, and relinquishing tion of

at the same time the whole ammunition waggons and a?my and

military stores of the army ? The rapacity of the French ^j^fS^of
authorities in Spain ;

the general spoliation which, from Vitoria.

the marshals downwards, they had exercised under the

imperial orders in every part of the country, now fell

with just but terrible force upon them : their gallant

army was about to be overwhelmed by the immensity
of its spoil. In retreating through Madrid and the two

Castiles, the French authorities had levied contributions

surpassing all the former ones in severity and magnitude;
and the enormous sums raised in this way, amounting to

five millions and a half of dollars, were all existing in

hard cash, and constituted no inconsiderable part of the

weight with which the army was encumbered. Not

content with these pecuniary exactions, both Joseph and

his generals had faithfully followed the example set them

by the Emperor, in collecting and bringing off all the

most precious works of art which adorned the Spanish

capital and provinces. All the marshals, from Murat,
who commenced the pillage in 1808, had gratified them-

selves by seizing upon the finest paintings which were

to be found in convents or private palaces in every part 1 Tor. v. 262,

of the country ;
and Marshal Soult, in particular, had,

^''^^j^ ufns,
from the rich spoils of the Andalusian convents, formed 120/

the noble collection of paintings by Murillo and Velas-

quez, which now adorns his hotel at Paris.^

But when Joseph and his whole civil functionaries

came to break up finally from Madrid, the work of

spoliation went on upon a greater scale, and extended to which "was

every object of interest, whether from beauty, rarity, or
Jy^^gpoU

antiquity, which was to be found in the royal palaces or of Madrid

museums. Many of the finest works of Titian, Raphael, of the?roops

and Corregio, were got hold of in this manner, especially p^^^^°°^
from the Escurial and the royal palace at Madrid

;
while

all the archives and museums in the capital and in Old

Castile, had been compelled to yield up their mos^ preci-

ous contents to accompany the footsteps of the fugitive
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CHAP, monarch. Nor was this all : the retreating army met at
Lxxvi. Vitoria a train with the pay which, by great efforts,

I8ia Napoleon had collected for his Peninsular troops in

France, amounting to two years' arrears, which was all

existing in hard cash in the military chest of the army.*
All this precious spoil was dragged along in endless

convoy in the rear of the French army ; and when it

halted and faced about in the basin of Vitoria, it was
rather from a sense of the evident impossibility of trans-

porting the prodigious mass in safety through the ap-

proaching defiles of the Pyrenees, than from any well-

272.*^'^* 'founded hope of being able to resist the shock of the

Anglo-Portuguese army.^
The basin of Vitoria, which has become immortal

from the battle, decisive of the fate of the Peninsula,

Description which was fought within its bosom, is a small plain,

ofvuori?°
about eight miles in length by six in breadth, situated

and the field in an elevated plateau among the mountains. It is
ofbatue.

^jQunded on the north and east by the commencement
of the PjTenean range, and on the west by a chain of

rugged mountains, which separates the province of Alava

from that of Biscay. A traveller entering the valley from

the side of Miranda del Ebro, by the great road from

Madrid, emerges into the plain by the pass of Puebla,

where the Zadorra forces its way through a narrow cleft

in the mountain, in its descent to the Ebro, and from

whence the spires of Vitoria, situated at the extremity
of the plain, are visible about eight miles distant. This

little plain is intersected by two ranges of hills, which

cross it nearly from east to west, and afforded two very

strong positions, where the French army endeavoured to

stop the advance of the Allies ;
the first being on either

side of Ariniz, and the second, which was a much

stronger ground, was around Gomecha. Several roads

from the mountains on all sides intersect each other at

Vitoria, particularly those to Pampeluna, Bilbao, and

Galicia
;
but although they are all practicable for guns,

yet that which leads direct to San Sebastian and Bayonne,

through Gamarra Mayor, was alone adequate to receive

* I h«d this remarkable fact from Sir Oeon^ Murray, present master-general
of tlie Ordnance, tlien quartcnnastcr-^enenil to Wellington, to wbote talents

and exertions so much of the great leiider's success was owing.
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the vast trains of carriages which were heaped up in chap.

and around that town. Two great convoys had ah-eady
^^^^'

departed by this road, and were now far advanced on ^813.

the way to France
;
but a still greater quantity, includ-

ing the whole imperial and royal treasure, and all the

guns and ammunition of the army, remained. It was, i Nap. v

therefore, of the highest importance to the French, at all
p^' ^^%4

hazards tq keep possession of the great road to Bayonne, vict.etconq.

and, above all, not to suffer Gamarra Mayor to fall into 24"; Max-
the hands of the enemy ;

while the bulk of the army on ^^^u's
Wei-

the broken ground, in the middle of the plain of Vitoria, 123,S"'
endeavoured to arrest the advance of the Allied force.^

The departure of the two heavy-laden convoys for

France, sensibly diminished the strength of Joseph's ^g

army ;
for they required to be guarded by strong escorts Forces of the

to prevent them falling into the hands of the Biscay op^osfteSdS

guerillas. The guard attending the last, consisted of no
less than three thousand troops under General Maucune.
After this large reduction, however, the French army
amounted to above seventy thousand men, of whom
sixty-five thousand were effective combatants, and they
had one hundred and fifty pieces of cannon. On Wel-

lington's side there were only sixty thousand English and

Portuguese sabres and bayonets in the field
;

for the

sixth division, six thousand five hundred strong, had
been left at Medina de Pomar

;
and some stragglers had

necessarily fallen behind during so long and fatiguing a
march as that which they had made from the Portuguese
frontier. But in addition to this force, there were fully

eighteen thousand Spaniards, so that the total force was

nearly eighty thousand, with ninety guns. The strength
of the French position consisted chiefly in the great
number of bridges which the Allied forces had to pass,
over the numerous mountain streams which, descend into

the basin of Yitoria
;
some of which, particularly that of

Puebla and Nanclares,to the south-west ofVitoria,and that

of Gamarra Mayor and Ariega, to the north of that town,
were of great strength, and easily susceptible of defence.

The ridges, too, which cross the plain, afforded successive

defensible positions, the last of which was close to the

town of Vitoria. On the other hand, the weakness of
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their situation consisted in the single line of retreat pass-

able for the carriages of the army, which was kept open
for them in case of disaster

;
and the appalling dangers

which awaited them if their army in the plain met with

a serious reverse, and either lost the command of the great

road to Bayonne, or was driven, with its immense files of

ammunition and baggage-waggons, into the rough moun-

tain road leading to Pampeluna.^

Having anxiously surveyed the enemy's position on

the afternoon of the 20th, and perceiving that they stood

firm, and were making preparations for battle, Welling-

ton, on his side, made his dispositions for an attack.

Hill, with twenty thousand men, was to move with the

right wing at daybreak, into the great road to Vitoria,

in the neighbourhood of Puebla, and advancing through
the defile, which was not occupied in strength by the

enemy, expand his force as he arrived in the open plain ;

Murillo, with his division of Spaniards, keeping on his

right, on the heights between the great road and the

hills. The right centre, under Wellington in person,

consisting of the light and fourth divisions, with Pon-

sonby's cavalry and the dragoon guards, were to proceed

through the pass which leads to Subijana-de-Morillos,

and, crossing the ridges which formed the southern

boundary of the basin of Vitoria, move straight forward

to their respective points of attack on the Zadorra, espe-

cially the bridges of Mendoza, Tres Puentes, and Nan-

clares. The left centre, comprising the third and seventh

divisions, was to move by the village of Gueta, direct

upon the steeples of Vitoria
;
Sir Thomas Graham was

directed to make a circuit from Murguia on the left, with

the first and fifth divisions, Longa's Spaniards, and

Anson and Bock's cavalry, in all about twenty thousand

men, by the Bilbao road, so as to fall on the extreme

French right under Reille, if possible force the bridge of

the Zadorra at Gamarra Mayor, and thus intercept the line

of retreat for the army by the great road to Bayonne.
The effect of these dispositions, if simultaneously and

successfully carried into execution, obviously would

be to cut off* the retreat of the French army by the only
line practicable for their numerous carriages,^ at the very
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time that they were hard pressed by the main body of chap.

the Allies in front, and thus expose them to total ruin.
lxxvi.

The French order of battle, hastily taken up, without 1813.

any master-mind to direct it, was much less ably con-

ceived, and bore the mark rather of the hurried defensive French "po&i-

arrangement of several independent corps suddenly and o^"r Jf

unexpectedly assailed by superior forces, than the deli- l)attie.

berate marshalling of a great army about to contend with

a worthy antagonist for the dominion of the Peninsula.

The right, which was opposed to Graham, occupied the

heights in front of the Zadorra, above the village of

Abechuco, and covered Vitoria from approach by the

Bilbao road : the centre extended along the left bank of

the same river, commanding and blocking up the great
road from Madrid

;
the left, behind the Zadorra, stretched

from Ariniz to Puebla de Arlanzon, and fronted the

defile of Puebla, by which Sir Rowland Hill was to issue

to the fight. A detached corps, under Clausel, was placed
at Logrono, to secure the road to Pampeluna, on which it

was already feared the troops would mainly have to

depend for their retreat
;
and Foy had been stationed in

the valley of Senorio, towards Bilbao, to protect them
from the incursions of Longa and the Biscay guerillas,

and keep open the communications of the army in that

direction. These two detachments weakened the dispos-
able force of the French, on which reliance could be

placed for the shock of battle, by more than twenty
thousand men

;
so that not more than fifty-five

thousand men could be calculated upon for the fight.

But they were all veteran soldiers
; they occupied a cen-

tral position, so that their columns, if hard pressed, could

mutually support each other
; and they had a hundred

and fifty pieces of cannon. On the other hand, their

position, if they were worsted, was in the highest degree

perilous ;
for the mountain road to Pampeluna was imprac- i Vict. et

ticable for the multitude of carriages which thronged the 2i6%S^^'

plain ; and it was easy to see that, if the centre of the Jom. iv. 348,

army, which covered the great road from Madrid, 254
^™***

was forced, its whole artillery and equipage would
be lost.i

At daybreak on the morning of the 2ist, the whole
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British columns were in motion ; the centre and right
soon surmounted the high ground which screened their

night bivouac from the sight of the enemy, and their

masses appeared in imposing strength on the summit of

the ridges which shut in on the south the basin of

Vitoria. The column on the left moved towards

Mendoza, while Hill, at ten o'clock, reached the pass of

Puebla, into which he immediately descended, and, press-

ing through, began to extend into the plain in his front
;

Murillo's Spaniards, with surprising vigour, swarming up
the steep and rocky ascents on his right. There, however,
the French made a stout resistance ;

the Spanish general
was wounded, but still kept the field : fresh troops rein-

forced the line of the enemy on the craggy heights, so that

Hill was obliged to send the 71st, and a battalion of light

infantry of Walker's brigade, to Murillo's support, under

Colonel Cadogan. Hardly had he reached the summit,
when that noble oflficer fell while cheering on his men to

charge the enemy ; though mortally wounded, he refused

to be taken to the rear, and still rested on the field,

watching with dying eyes the advance of his heroic

Highlanders along the ridge.* Still the battle was
maintained with extraordinary resolution on the sum-

mit, and it was only by sending up fresh troops, and

step by step, by force of sheer fighting, that the French

were at length borne backwards to nearly opposite

Subijana; while Hill, in the valley below, encour-

aged by the progress of the scarlet uniforms on the

summit on his right, pressed vigorously forward, and

emerging from the defile of Puebla, carried by storm

the village of Subijana,^ and extended his line into

communication with his extreme right on the summit
of the ridge.

While this bloody conflict was going on upon the steeps

above the Zadorra on the right, Wellington himself, with
the centre, had surmounted the heights in his front, and
descended in great strength into the plain of Vitoria.

* Tlic evening before the battle, when acsured it would take place, the exul-
tation of this gallant officer was unbounded : going into battle at the head of
that noble brigade, ap[>eared the Kuinmit of his ambitioo. Before the conflict

•nded be waa do mora.—Haxwkll, iii. 136.
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His troops met with no serious opposition till they chap.

came to the bridges by which the rivers in the bottom ^^^^^-

were crossed. But as they were all occupied by the isia

enemy, and the rocky thickets on their sides filled with
prgg^^s's of

tirailleurs, a warm exchange of musketry began, espe- Wellington

cially at the bridge of Nanclares, opposite the fourth
™ ^^^ ^^^^^^

division, and that of Villodar, by which the light divi-

sions were to cross. The attack on these bridges was

delayed till the third and seventh divisions, who formed

the reserves of the centre, had come up to their ground;
and they were somewhat retarded by the roughness of

the hills over which they had to march. Upon observing

this, Wellington sent orders to Hill to arrest the progress
of his extreme right on the summit of the ridge, in order

that the whole army might advance abreast. At this

moment a Spanish peasant brought information that the

bridge of Tres Puentes was negligently guarded, and
offered himself to guide the light division over it

; and
the heads of the columns of the third and seventh divi-

sions, forming the left centre, having now appeared on
their ground, the advance was resumed at all points, both

in the centre and on the right. Kempt's brigade of the

light division, led by the brave peasant, soon gained the

bridge ; the 15th hussars, coming up at a canter, dashed

over by single file, and the arch was won. It was now
one o'clock : the firing was renewed with redoubled vigour
on the heights above Subijana ;

while faint columns of

white smoke, accompanied by a sound like distant

thunder, far to the northward, showed that Graham's

attack on Gamarra Mayor, in the enemy's rear, had
commenced. Meanwhile the third and seventh divisions

were moving rapidly down to the bridge of Mendoza ;
i Wellington

but the enemy's light troops and guns kept up a most
urJ^^'june"^*

vigorous fire upon the advancing masses, until the rifle- 22, isis.

men of the light division, who had got across at Tres Gazaji'sOffi-

Puentes, charged them in flank.i Upon this the position w\d^T)2°**
was abandoned, and the British left crossed without vict.etconq.

further opposition. The whole French centre, alarmed
^ap. v.^557,

by the progress which Graham was making in their rear,
^59. Max-

'

now retreated towards Vitoria
; not, however, in dis- 138.'

"^* '

order, but facing about at every defensible position to
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CHAP, retard the enemy ;
while the British troops continued to

^^^ ^'
advance in pursuit in admirable order, their regiments

1813. and squadrons surmounting the rugged inequalities in the

, ground with the most beautiful precision.
The decisive blow, however, had meanwhile been struck

_ by Graham on the left. That noble officer, who, at the

Decisive sue- age of sixty-eight, possessed all the vigour of twenty-five,

cShlm on ^^^ ^^^ ^^ gifted with the true eye of a general, had
the left started before daylight from his bivouac in the mountains

on the left, and, by eleven o'clock, after a most fatiguing
and toilsome march over the hills, reached the heights
above Gamarra Mayor and Ariega, which were strongly

occupied by the French right under Reille. General

Oswald, who led the head of Graham's corps, consist-

ing of the fifth division. Pack's Portuguese, and Longa's

Spaniards, immediately commenced the attack, and
not only drove the enemy from the heights, but got

possession of Gamarra Menor, which cut off the road to

Durango. Gamarra Mayor was the next object of attack
;

and the French, aware of its importance, as commanding
the great road to Bayonne, made the most strenuous, and
for long successful, efibrts for its defence. At length
Robinson's brigade of the fifth division burst in, bearing
down all opposition, and capturing three guns ; but

Rei lie's men had barricaded the opposite end of the

bridge, and their fire from the windows of the houses was
so severe, that they retained the opposite bank of the

Zadorra. At the same time the Germans under Halket

had, in the most gallant manner, assaulted the village of

Abechuco, which commanded the bridge of Ariega. It

was at length carried by the brave Germans and Brad-

ford's Portuguese ;
but they were unable, any more than

Con*^x?ii
^^ Gamarra Mayor, to force the bridge, and a murderous

248, 249.

'

fire of musketry was kept up from the opposite sides,

sosl'Svefifng.
without enabling either party to dislodge the other from

ton to Lord its position. But meanwhile General Sarrut was killed ;

June 22,' somo British brigades pushing on, got possession of

J^JJj.^m *^*^ great road from Vitoria to Bayonne, and immedi-
L254- ately the cry spread through the French army that their

retreat was cut off and all was lost.^

It was no longer a battle, bu{ a retreat ; yet in con-
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ducting it the French soldiers maintained the high chap.

character for intrepidity and steadiness which had ren-

dered them the terror and admiration of Europe. A I8i3.

large body of skirmishers was thrown out to check the
Retreat* of

advance of the pursuing columns ;
and fifty guns, placed the French

\ . •, 1 1 ',11^ T to Vitoria,m the rear, which were worked with extraordinary and their

vigour, retarded for some time the pursuit of the British ^^^ <iefeat.

centre. Wellington, however, brought up several British

batteries, and the enemy were at length forced back to

the ridge in front of Gomecha. An obstinate conflict took

place in Ariniz, into which Picton plunged at the head of

the riflemen of his division ;
but at length the village was

carried ;
the 87th, under Colonel Gough,* stormed Her-

mandad ;
and the French in Subijana, finding their right

forced back, were obliged to retreat two miles towards

Vitoria in a disordered mass. Thus the action became a

sort of running fight or cannonade, which continued for

six miles; but the enemy, notwithstanding all their

efibrts, were unable to hold any position long enough to

enable the carriages in the rear to draw ofi"; and as they 449)^50.'^*

were all thrown back into the little plain in front of ^ap. v. 661.

\ 111 Vict. etLonq.

Vitoria, the throng there became excessive ;
and already xxu. 249.

the cries of despair, as on the banks of the Beresina, were

heard from the agitated multitude.^

The sun was setting, and his last rays fell upon a

matchless spectacle. Masses of red infantry were seen
gg

advancing steadily across the plain : the horse artillery Splendid

in front thundered on the flying throng : through every Jh^dose of

opening glittering squadrons of cavalry, their sabres and ^^^ battle,

cuirasses flashing in the level rays, poured on in close

pursuit. Joseph now ordered the retreat to be conducted

by the only road which remained open, that to Pampe-
luna

;
but it was too late to draw ofi* any of the carriages ;

" and as the English shot went booming overhead," says
an eye-witness, "the vast crowd started and swerved with

a convulsive movement, while a dull and horrid sound of

distress arose
;
but there was no hope, no stay for either

army or multitude." 2
Eighty pieces of cannon, jammed

^ Napier.

close together near Vitoria, kept up a desperate fire to

» Now Lord Gough, so celebrated for his successful campaigns against the

Chinese before Nankin in 1842, and the Sikhs on the Sutlej in 1846.

VOL. XVI. Y
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CHAP, the last, and the gunners worked them with frantic

Lxxvi.
energy ;

while Reille, with heroic resolution, maintained

1813. his ground on the Upper Zadorra. But it was all of no

5fii^569'
^^'^^^

" *^^ great road to France was lost
;
an overturned

Vict, etconq. waggon on that to Pampeluna rendered all further pas-

jom.lt^'350. ^^ft® ^^^ carriages impi*acticable ;
the British dragoons

Wellington to were thundering in close pursuit; and soon the frantic

uret, June multitude dispersed on all sides, making their way
G^urw^x^'446 ^^^ough fields, across ditches, and over the hills, leaving
450. Max-

'

their whole artillery, ammunition-waggons, and the spoilw eu, m. 138.
^^ ^ kingdom, as a prey to the victors.^

Never before, in modern times, had such a prodigious

g^
accumulation of military stores and private wealth fallen

Results of the to the lot of a victorious army. Jourdan's marshal's baton,

p?odJiou8^ Joseph's private carriage and sword of state, a hundred

J™o"°t
of ajj(j fifty-one brass guns, four hundred and fifteen caissons

taken, of ammunition, thirteen hundred thousand ball-cartridges,

fourteen thousand rounds of ammunition, and forty thou-

sand pounds of gunpowder, constituted the military

trophies of a victory, where six thousand also were killed

and wounded, and a thousand prisoners taken. It at one

blow destroyed the warlike efficiency of the French army,

swept them like a whirlwind from the Spanish plains,

and made Joseph's crown fall from his head. No esti-

mate can be formed of the amount of private plunder
which was taken on the field, but it exceeded any thing
witnessed in modern war

;
for it was not the produce of

the sack of a city or the devastation of a province, but the

accumulated plunder of a kingdom during five years,

joined to the arrears of pay of the invader's host for two,
which was now at one fell swoop reft from the spoiler.

Independent of private booty, no less than five millions

and a-half of dollars in the military chest of the army
were taken

;
and of private wealth the amount was so

prodigious, that for miles together the pursuers may
be almost said to have marclied upon gold and silver

without stooping to pick it up. But the regiments which

followed, not equally warmed in the fight, were not so

disinterested. Enormous spoil fell into the hands of the

private soldiers
;
and the cloud of camp followers and

sutlers who followed in their train swept the ground so
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completely, that only a hundred thousand dollars of the chap.

whole taken was brought into the military chest ! But ^^^^^'

the effects of this prodigious booty speedily appeared in 1813.

the dissolution of the bonds of discipline in a large part

of the army. The frightful national vice of intemperance
broke out in dreadful colours, from the unbounded means i Wellington

of indulging it which were thus speedily acquired ;
and

Jj^^^'j^e*'*"

we have the authority of Wellington for the assertion, 22, isia.

that three weeks after the battle, though the total loss of 4^3^'^^
'

the combatants was only five thousand one hundred and
Jujy ^^^p-

eighty, above twelve tliousand soldiers had disappeared and june'29,

from their colours. Of this immense body three thousand
\^c?.'e?coHq.

three hundred and eight were British
;
and these stragglers xxu. 252.

were only reclaimed by sedulous efforts and rigorous

severity.!
*

So vast was the number of ladies of pleasure who were

among the carriages in the train of the French officers, ^^

that it was a common saying afterwards in their army. Booty and

that it was no wonder they were beaten at Vitoria, faken!^^

for they sacrificed their guns to save their mistresses.

Wives and concubines, nuns and actresses, arrayed in the

highest luxury and fashion, were taken by hundreds.

Rich vestures of all sorts
; velvet and silk brocades, gold

and silver plate, noble pictures, jewels, laces, cases of

claret and champagne, poodles, parrots, monkeys, and

tHnkets, lay scattered about the field in endless confusion,

amidst weeping mothers, wailing infants, and all the

unutterable miseries of warlike overthrow. Joseph him-

* " We started with the army in the highest order, and up to the day of the
battle nothing could get on better ; but that event has, as usual, totally annihi-

lated all order and discipline. The soldiers of the army have got among them
about a million sterling in money, with the exception of about 100,000 dollars

which were got in the military chest. The night of the battle, instead of being

passed in getting rest and food, to prepare them for the pursuit of the following

day, was passed by the soldiers in looking for plunder. The consequence was,
that they were incapable of marching in pursuit of the enemy, and were totally
knocked up. The rain came on, and increased our fatigues ; and I am con-

vinced that we have now out of our ranks double the amount of our loss in the

battle, and Imve lost more men in the pursuit than the enemy have, tliough we
have never in one day made more than an ordinary march."—Wellington to

Lord Uathurst, 29^/i June 1813 ; Gurwood, x. 473.
"
By the state of yesterday we had 12,500 men less under arms than we had

on the day before the battle. They are not in the hospital, nor are they killed,
nor have they fallen into the hands of the enemy as prisoners ; I have had
officers in all directions after them, but have not heard of any of them. I believe

they are concealed in the villages in the mountains."—Wellington to Lord
Bathurst, Qth July 1813 ; Gurwood, x. 519. The loss in the battle was just
6000 ; so that 7500 had straggled from the effects of the plunder.
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CHAP, self narrowly escaped being made a prisoner : a squadronLxxvL
^£ dragoons pursued the carriage and fired into it, and he

1813. had barely time to throw himself out and escape on
horseback under shelter of a troop of horse. His

travelling carriage was taken, and in it a number of most
valuable pictures, cut out of their frames and rolled up,

among which was the beautiful Corregio of Christ in the

Garden, which now adonis Apsley House in London. The

great convoy of pictures, however, which Joseph was

carrying off, after narrowly escaping recapture, reached

France in safety, having set out a day previously. The
bonds contracted during so many years' occupation of

the Peninsula, many of them of the tenderest kind,
were all at once snapped asunder by one rude shock :

J
and amidst the shouts of joy which arose on all sides

vi.m Vict, for a delivered monarchy, were heard the sighs of

|^**^*Jj-j.^*^
the vanquished, who mourned the severance of the

280, 281. closest ties by which the heart of man can be bound in

this world.i

Wellington, and the British officers, in a worthy spirit,

did all in their power to soften the blow to the many
WeOington's ladios of rank and respectability who fell into his hands

;

S'STth^"" *^^ Countess Gazan, with a number of other wives of

captured the French officers, were next day sent on to Pampeluna
with a flag of truce, in their own carriages, which had
been rescued from the spoil. A most important mass of

documents was obtained in the whole archives of the

court of Madrid, including a great part of Napoleon's

original and secret correspondence
—an invaluable acqui-

sition to historic truth, to which this narrative has been

more than once largely indebted. It is a remarkable fact

that the battle was fought in the close vicinity of the

spot where the gallant attempt of* the Black Prince to

establish the rightful though savage monarch, Peter the

Cruel, on the throne of Spain, five hundred years before,

281** viit^'
^^^ ^^^" victorious ; and, when pursuing the French

conq. xxil troops near Ariniz, over the hill which still bears the

Houthify.vi-
°^"^^' of the "English hill," (Inglesmendi,) the English

17.3. Max- soldiers unconsciously trode on the bones of their fathers !

well iii. 122
143.'

' "
'

Twice has the fate of Spain been decided, by the shedding
of British blood, in the plain of Vitoria.^
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The battle of Vitoria resounded like a thunder-clap in chap.

every part of Spain ;
Madrid was finally evacuated on the ^^^^^-

27th, and the whole French authorities and partisans of I8i3.

the dethroned monarch, abandoning every part of Old 89.

and New Castile, made all imaginable haste to cross the f/Sid"
Ebro. Suchet, who, notwithstanding his defeat at Cas- and Valencia

talla and the subsequent operations of Sir John Murray, French, who

of which an account will subsequently be given, still
Jjf^bro!^'^

retained his intrenched position on the Xucar, was com- June 27.

pelled, with a heavy heart, to abandon the beautiful

kingdom of Valencia, and all his magnificent establish- July 5.

roents there, in which he had ruled for eighteen months

with the authority and state of a sovereign. Leaving

garrisons only in Saguntum and Peniscola, he retired

with all his army across the Ebro, where he distributed

his forces between Tarragona and Tortosa. Elio imme-

diately moved forward and occupied Valencia. The total J"Jy 9-

evacuation of all Spain south of the Ebro by the French

troops, necessarily rendered defenceless that very con-

siderable portion, especially of the higher classes, in its

central provinces, who had adhered to the fortunes of

the French dynasty, and were known in the Peninsula

by the contemptuous name of juramentados. There was

every reason to fear that the Cortes, having them now in

their power, would hasten to gratify alike their long-

cherished indignation, and present appetite for gain, by
condemning a large portion of them to the scafibld, and

confiscating their estates. To guard against this danger,

Wellington, amidst his martial toils, addressed to the

Cortes a long and able memoir, enforcing the propriety of

granting, with a few exceptions, a general amnesty to

those of the opposite party. He supported the humane
advice by a detail of the various circumstances which had

so long rendered the contest to all appearance hopeless,

and thereby extenuated, if they could not altogether

excuse, their adherence to the intrusive monarch. The

principles contained in this memoir, discriminating, ^
-Wellington

humane, and politic, will not, by future ages, be deemed tooon juan

the least honourable monument to the fame of Welling- june mh',

ton ;
and they came with singular grace from a victorious ^^^ ^ ^gj

general in the very moment of his highest triumph,^ Tor. v. 298.

when he had rescued the country from the foreign yoke
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CHAP.
LXXVI.

1813.

90.

Imminent
danger and
narrow

escape of

Clausel.

whose partisans he was thus shielding from the natural

indignation of their countrymen.*
On the day of the battle, Clausel with his division,

fourteen thousand strong, quitted Logrono, and, taking
the road to Vitoria, arrived at the gates of that town
late at night, after the conflict was over, and when it had
fallen into the hands of the British. Fearful of being
cut off, he immediately retired, and marching all night,
fell back towards Saragossa, but halted at Logrono to

receive intelligence, where he remained till the evening of

the 25th. This long delay had well-nigh proved fatal to

him, and undoubtedly would have done so, if the march
of the British, immediately after the battle, had not been
retarded by the heavy rains which fell for two days, and
the relaxation of discipline occasioned by the prodigious

spoil they had taken. No sooner was Wellington informed

of Clausel's position than he marched in person, with

eighteen thousand men, by Tafalla upon Logrono ;
while

* "I am the last person who will be found to diminish the merit of the

Spaniards who have adhered to the cause of the country during the severe trial

•which I hope has passed, particularly of those who, having remained among
the enemy without entering their service, have served their country at the risk

of their lives. But at the same time that I can appreciate the merit of those

individuals, and of the nation at large, I can forgive the weakness of those who
have been induced by terror, by distress, or by despair, to pursue a different line

of conduct.
•' I entreat the government to advert to the circumstances of the commence-

ment, and of the different stages of this eventful contest ; and to tlie numerous
occasions in which all men must have imagined that it was impossible for the

powers of the Peninsula, although aided by Great Britain, to withstand the
colossal power by which they were assailed, and nearly overcome. Let them
reflect upon the weakness of the country at the commencement of the contest,

upon the numerous and almost invariable disasters of the armies, and upon the
ruinous disorganisation which followed ; and let them decide whether those who
were witnesses of these events are guilty, because they could not foresee what has
since occurred. The majority are certainly not guilty in any other manner : and
many, as I have above stated, now deemed guilty in the eye of the law, as having
served the pretended king, have, by that very act, acquired the means of serving,
and have rendered Important services to their country.
"It is my opinion that the policy of Spain should lead the government and

the Cortes to grant a general amnesty, with certain exceptions. This subject
deserves consideration in the two views of the effort now making, failing or

succeeding, in freeing the country from its oppressors. If the effort should fail,

the enemy will, by an amnesty, be deprived of the principal means now in his

hands of oppressing the country in which his armies will be stationed. He will

see clearly that he can place no reliance on any partisans in Spain ; and he
will not have even a pretence for suppixsing that country is divided in opinion.
If the effort should succeed, as 1 sincerely hope it may, the object of the govern-
ment should be to pacify the countrj', and to heal the divisions which the con-

test unavoidably must have occasioned. It is impossible that this object can be

accomplished as long as there exists a large body of the Sjuuiish nation, some

powessing the largest properties in tlie country, and others endowed with con-

siderable talents, who are proscribed for their conduct during the contest;

conduct which has been caused by the misfortunes to which I have above
adverted."—Wkllinoton to Don Juan O'Donoju, Spanish Minister at Warf
GuRwooo, vol. X. p. 431, 432.
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twelve thousand were directed upon that town from the chap.

side of Salvatierra, and Mina followed on the enemy's
^^^^^-

rear. The French general was made aware of his danger isia

just in time to escape being surrounded
;
and setting out

with all imaginable expedition, he retreated by Calahorra

and Tudela upon Saragossa, where he arrived on the 1st

July, making a forced march of sixty miles in forty hours.

Thence he retreated by Jaca, and through the passes of
L^^P;J*

the Pyrenees into France, closely followed by Mina, who vict. et

nanaged the pursuit with such ability, that the French
25^2"^' Tor.*v

general, though superior in number, was obliged to sacri- 288, 290.

fee a large portion of his heavy artillery and baggage,
before he found a refuge within the French territory.^

While Clausel was making this narrow escape from the

right wing of the Allied forces, the centre, under Hill, gj

pursued the main body of the routed army, which retired operations

by Pampeluna and up the valley of Bastan into France. Pampeiuna

Ihey were in the deepest dejection, with only one gun in
^ifjg^Jf

^

their whole array, hardly any ammunition, and no bag- July 25.

gage, military chest, or papers of any description ;
inso-

much that the whole muster-rolls and pay-sheets of the

army were lost, and their organisation, as a military force,

was at an end. The blockade of Pampeluna, into which
a garrison of six thousand men had been thrown by
-he retreating army, was immediately formed by the

English general. Meanwhile Graham, with the left wing,
moved against Foy, who, with his division, had been in

the neighbourhood of Durango during the battle. No
sooner did he hear of its disastrous issue, than he set out

about collecting the small garrisons in Lower Biscay, with

a view to a general retreat to San Sebastian. He arrived in

Tolosa with twelve thousand men almost at the same
time with Sir Thomas Graham

;
but having succeeded in J™e 25.

making his entrance first, he barricaded the streets, and 2 Tor. v.

maintained himself there, with the aid of a fortified ^^' ^^^559

blockhouse, with great resolution, till nightfall. The 57i. vict.'

entrance was then forced by the British troops, amidst 252.°°Weu"*

the cheers of the inhabitants, and the enemy retired to
^^^f^^

^

Irun with the loss of four hundred men, Graham's loss, Bathurst, 3d

however, was nearly as severe : and the vigour of Foy's Gurw!^x.^5oi.

resistance had gained time for his convoys to retire across July i-

the Bidassoa into France,^ whither he followed a few days
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CHAP, afterwards, and Giron had the felicity of chasing the last
Lxxvi.

j^j-gnci^ jjj ^jja^ quarter from the Spanish territory. At
1813. the same time, the forts of Passages, with their garrison

of a hundred and fifty men, were surrendered to Longa ;

Castro-Urdiales was evacuated, the garrison taking refuge
in Santona ;

and the Conde d'Abisbal, who had come up
with the army of reserve from Andalusia, carried by
storm the forts of Pancorvo, garrisoned by seven hun-

dred men, which commanded the great road in the rear

between Burgos and Vitoria.

The campaign of Vitoria is the most glorious, both ia

92. a moral and political point of view, which is to be founl

^flectionson
jn the British annals. When we reflect that at its com-

giorious

° ^

mencement the English forces were still on the Coa and

the Agueda, and the French armies occupied more thai

one-half of Spain, including the whole of its northern

fortresses, and that at its conclusion they had been wholly

expelled from Spain, the mountain barrier of the Pyre-
nees forced, and their troops were found maintaining a

painful defensive warfare on the banks of the Adour— it

is hard to say whether we have most cause to admire thd

ability of the chief who, in so short a time, achieved sucK

unparalleled successes—the hardihood of the soldiers who
followed him, unwearied, through such toils and danger^
or the strength of the moral reaction which, in so brief a

space, produced such astonishing results. They mus;

appear the more wonderful, when it is recollected that, at

the commencement of the campaign, the Anglo-Portu-

guese army could muster only seventy thousand comba-

tants, and the British and Germans in Valencia ten

thousand more
;

that the Spaniards were incapable of

being trusted in serious conflict, while the French had one

hundred and ninety-seven thousand men present with

the eagles, not, as in former campaigns, disseminated over

an immense surface from the Pyrenees to Gibraltar, but

concentrated in the plains of Old Castile and the north of

Spain, and in possession of all its frontier fortresses. In

three months, the vast fabric, erected with so much toil

and bloodshed during five years of previous warfare, was

overthrown ;
and the French armies, which so long, in the

pride of irresistible strength, had oppressed the Peninsula,

were driven like chaflf before the wind into their own
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territories. The march from the frontiers of Portugal to chap.
the Ebro, with the left constantly in advance, so as to i^xxvi.

compel the French to evacuate all the defensive positions I813.

which they took up ;
the skill with which the troops

were disposed who gained the battle of Vitoria ; the

vigour and quick determination which won that decisive

victory itself, are so many examples of the highest mili-

tary ability, which never have been surpassed. But it

would have been in vain that her chiefwas endowed with

all these rare qualities, if the troops of England which
he commanded, had not been adequate to the duties to

which they were called. Such was the admirable state

of discipline and efficiency to which the British and

Portuguese soldiers had now arrived, and such the heroic

spirit with which they were animated, that it may safely
be affirmed they never were surpassed in the annals either

of ancient or modern war. •
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CHAPTER LXXVII,

CAMPAIGN OF THE PYRENEES.

Nothing remained to complete the entire expulsion of

Lx^^'i ^^® French from the north-western provinces of Spain,
but to root them out from the fortified strongholds of

^^^^*
Santona, Pampeluna, and San Sebastian, which were the

investinent of only fortresses in that quarter which they still, held in

San^bastiantjie
Pcninsula. Pampeluna was already closely invested

luiia. by Hill
;
and Graham lost no time in investing the

latter fortress, which has acquired such celebrity from the

dreadful assaults of which it shortly after became the

object. Before, however, the British outposts could reach

the town, Foy had succeeded in throwing in considerable

reinforcements
;
and the garrison, swelled by detachments

that took refuge there by sea, from Guetaria and other

fortified posts on the coast which were abandoned,
amounted to three thousand men. They were under the

command of Emmanuel Rey, one of those rare characters

whose resolution and constancy, unshaken amidst mis-

fortune, are fitted to arrest or stay the fall of empires.
San Sebastian is situated upon the extremity of a low

2 sandy peninsula, which, curved in the form of a horse-

D€«cription shoe, nearly surrounds the bay which forms its harbour,
while on the other side it is bounded by the opening into

which the Urumea stream empties its waters. Imme-

diately behind the town, at the extremity of the curved

peninsula, stands a conical hill four hundred feet high,
the craggy base of which is washed by the ocean, while

its summit is crowned by the old castle of La Mota. The
southern face of this hill, which overlooks the town, is

separated from it by a range of defensive works covered

of San Sebas-
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with batteries
;

so that the mountain called Monte chap.

Orgullo could hold out after the fortress itself was taken, lxxvil

The land front of San Sebastian, stretching across the isia

isthmus, is three hundred and fifty yards broad, and
consists of a lofty solid curtain of masonry, with a flat

bastion in the centre, covered by a hornwork, having the

usual counterscarp, covered way, and glacis. But the

flank defences, running along the peninsula and facing
the Urumea, consist merely of a simple rampart wall,
ill flanked, without either ditch, counterscarp, outwork,
or external obstacle of any kind

;
and this wall, such as

it is, is exposed, from its summit to its base, to a fire from
the Chofre range of sand-hills to the right of the Urumea,
at the distance of from five hundred to a thousand yards.
It could not be said, therefore, to be a strong place, and
in fact it had no pretensions to rank as more than a third-

rate fortress. In addition to this, at the time of the battle

of Vitoria, it was nearly dismantled, as many of the guns
had been removed to form battering trains, or arm
smaller fortified posts on the coast : there were no bomb-

proof casemates nor palisades, the wells were in bad

order, and the place was supplied with water by a single

aqueduct, which was cut off" the moment the investment
was formed. The Urumea is fordable for two hours

before and after high water, so that troops during that

period can approach by the dry sands to the foot of the

sea scarp wall of the town. Aware of this circumstance.
Marshal Berwick, when he besieged San Sebastian in the i j^^gg.

last century, threw up batteries on the Chofre sand-hills, sieges, a. 13,

to breach the eastern face of the town's sea-wall, while 65,67.*^*^'

approaches were pushed along the isthmus, to prevent ?f
™^^'

the access to the breach being impeded ;
and it was in 59i, 593.*

the footsteps of that accomplished commander that the

British engineers now prepared to tread.^

The population of San Sebastian, which usually does

not exceed eight thousand souls, had been more than „

doubled by the influx of Spanish families, most of Commence-

them persons of consideration and station, who had ™egebySi?
taken oflice under Joseph's government, and fled there

Jn^^^J^f^^™;
after the wreck of Vitoria, as the only stronghold measures of

which still held out for the intrusive monarch in the *^^ governor.

northern provinces. The governor being made aware at
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CHAP, the same time by General Foy, that he was about to

j;
' retire into France, and that San Sebastian must look to

1813. its own resources, was grievously oppressed by this load

of useless mouths, who yet were of such a station that he
could neither render them serviceable nor treat them
with severity. He used, therefore, all his influence to get

June 28. them to depart for France, which by land and sea was

immediately accomplished. Delivered of this extraneous

load, it was the first care of the French governor to

occupy the convent of St Bartholomew, which is situated

at the end of the isthmus, opposite to the land face of the

fortress, in order to destroy all the buildings in it which

might furnish a shelter to the besiegers. Fortifications were
commenced at that point, in order to render it an outwork
that might retard the enemy ;

the wooden bridge over the

Urumea, which connected the town with its eastern shore,
was burned

;
several houses in the suburbs were destroyed,

to make room for the firing of the batteries
; the wells

were cleared out; palisades were hastily run up in

front of the outworks
;
and every preparation was made

for a vigorous defence. At the same time all the women
and children were ordered instantly to leave the place.

But the British, on their side, were not idle. Graham

rapidly approached with a besieging force about ten
June 29. thousand strong; and as the Spanish troops were repulsed

in an attack on the convent of St Bartholomew, advances

were begun against the town in form. Meanwhile the gar-
rison were reinforced by troops from Guetaria, who arrived

by sea during the night ;
and they succeeded in mounting

seventy-six heavy guns upon the ramparts, the greater

part of which were on the face fronting the peninsula.
The approaches, however, against the convent of St

Bartholomew were vigorously carrried on ; and Welling-

ton, having visited the works, gave his sanction to the

advice of Major Smith, the chief of the engineers before
J Beim. iv. Sir R. Fletcher arrived, that that outpost should first be

Jones'Si'eges, stormed, and the main attack then directed against the

Na^^' ^%8
^^^^''" ^^^^ ^^ *^® sea-wall of the town, which fronted the

7L
' '

Urumea, as had been done a century before by Marshal

Berwick.^

The breaching batteries against the convent of St

Bartholomew were begun on the night of the 10th
;*
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and on the night of the 13th twenty guns of heavy chap.

calibre opened their fire. On the forenoon of the 17th,
^^^^^ •

the convent, being nearly laid in ruins, was attacked by 1813.

a part of the 9th British and three companies of the
stonjjJ,g of

Royals, under the command of Colonel Cameron, and st Barthoio-

detachments of the Portuguese. The assault of this
™^^*

isolated and elevated stronghold presented an animating

spectacle, for it lay exposed to the guns both of the

besiegers and of the fortress
;
and between the two sides

sixty pieces of heavy cannon directed their fire upon the

assailants or the convent, during the time the attack was

going on. After a gallant resistance, however, the place i jo^gg.

was carried, amid loud cheers from the British troops |^^&^^'
"•

who watched the contest from the opposite shore. But Be'im. iv.

the assailants, carried away by their ardour, pursued the ^^' ^^^'25

fugitives into the fortress, and thus sustaining some loss 26.

from the fire of the ramparts, were glad to seek shelter

among the ruined walls of the building.^
No sooner was this advanced post gained, than the

British established batteries on the height where the
5

convent was placed, to annoy the enemy by a fire from Breaching

that side
;
and meanwhile the main batteries were estabHsLd

erected on the Chofre sand-hills, on the right bank of affa»°st the
' o fortress.

the Urumea. The approaches were pushed with great

activity on that side, and speedily armed with heavy
cannon landed from the ships ;

and on the night of the

20th July, the breaching batteries commenced their fire July 20.

at the distance of about eight hundred yards ; while a

more distant redoubt on the Monte Olia sent its plunging
shot across the Urumea, a distance of fifteen hundred

yards, with great effect upon the same point. The effect

of the concentrated fire of these batteries was soon very

apparent ;
a considerable part of the wall came down

with a tremendous crash
;
and the besieged, who were

now obliged to husband their ammunition, were seen to
gjg^gs^^Jj 33

be indefatigable in their efforts to intrench the place 32.° Beta.
'

inside the breach, and render the counterscarp after it
Nkp?vi.^2?.'

was carried incapable of descent. At ten o'clock on the J"iy 21.

21st, a flag of truce to surrender was held out
;
but the

governor refused to receive it.^

The fire was consequently resumed, and with such

extraordinary vigour, that the ten heavy pieces on the
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CHAP, nearest Chofre sand-hills, discharged three hundred and
Lxxvii .

gf^y rounds in fifteen and a half hours of daylight, being
I8ia at the rate of about twenty-five discharges an hour, or

6. one in every two minutes and a quarter
—a rapidity of

foS^kig^ fire, to be sustained for so long a time, which is perhaps
the breach, unexampled in artillery practice. The flanking batteries

defence. on the convent of St Bartholomew and in front of the

JuiyS Monte Olia, were also very destructive
;
and on the 23d a

mortar battery and two sixty-eight pound carronades

w^ere turned upon the defences of the great breach, with

such effect that the whole parapets near it were speedily

destroyed, and the adjoining houses in the inside took

fire and burned with extraordinary fierceness. The

breach being now plainly practicable, the assault was

ordered for the morning of the 24th. But so frightful

was the conflagration at daybreak, that it seemed im-

possible for the assailants to penetrate into the town

in that quarter, and therefore it was deferred till night,

when the fall of the tide might again render the Urumea

fordable, and it was hoped the fire would be abated by
the houses being consumed. During the whole of the

July 24. 24th, the besiegers' batteries kept up an incessant fire on

the breach, as w^ell with bombs and cannon-shot, as with

shrapnell shells, then for the first time used in war,

which did very great mischief to the besieged. But they,

on their side, were not idle, and turned to the best

account the breathing-time thus afforded for making

preparations against the assault. Live shells were placed

along the top of the rampart, ready to be rolled down on

the English troops as they threaded their way from the
1 Jones' beach. The houses behind the burning edifices were

37!^^e"m.
'

loopholed, and filled with troops ;
and heavy guns loaded

Nap.^vi.?^
with grape-shot were placed on either side of the breach,

7a.

'

to cut down the assailants if they won the summit of the

flaming ruins.i

No sooner was it dark on the 24th than the storming

7 column, consisting of two thousand men, under Major
Aasauiton Fniser, Colonel Greville, and Colonel Cameron, silently
the place, ^^gied ^ut of the trenches, and advanced with a swift

pace over the intervening ground lying between them

and the river. The ground, however, as it was dark,

proved extremely difficult to pass over ; it was strewed
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with rocks, covered with slippery sea-weed, which much chap.

impeded the march of the column
;
the water, when they

LXXVIL

reached the Urumea, was up to the soldiers' arm-pits, and 1813.

when they got to the opposite side, they had to pass, for

a considerable distance, immediately under the foot of the

rampart, to the left of the breach, exposed to all the

flaming projectiles which could be rolled down upon
them from its summit. The column, however, advanced

with great resolution, and got through the water unper-
ceived by the enemy ;

but before they reached the foot of

the rampart on the opposite side, a globe of compression,
which had been run into an old drain near the counter-

scarp and glacis of the hornwork which flanked the

breach, exploded with tremendous violence, and shook

all that part of the defences. The garrison, astonished at

this event, abandoned the flanking outworks
;
and the

advancing column, though severely galled by the flanking
fire of the British batteries on the other side of the

Urumea, which, by firing too low, struck their own men,
succeeded in reaching the foot of the breach without any
very serious loss from the enemy. Major Fraser of the

^

Royal Scotch, and Lieutenant Jones of the engineers,
i Jones*

were the first to mount the breach, followed by a few sg^^eim. w!

brave men. If the remainder of the column had come 623, 624.

up in quick succession, as was expected, the place would gS?w.^x. 589.

have been taken in a quarter of an hour
;
for the enemy, Jjj^*-

^*

^^^

thunderstruck at the rapidity of the advance, had retreated 272.

behind the ruins of the burning houses, and the pass might
at that moment have been easily won.^

But the troops, who came straggling up irregularly and
in small bodies, as they made their way over the rocks

and through the water, did not support the gallant party Repulse of

in advance so quickly as was expected ;
and meanwhile *^^® assault.

the enemy, recovering from their consternation, opened a

tremendous fire from all sides, as well upon the troops
who had mounted the breach as those who were struggling
at its foot, and wending their difiicult way between the

rising flood and the rampart. The heroic Eraser was
killed amid the burning ruins into which he had pene-
trated

; Jones stood, with a few brave soldiers, alone for

some time on the breach, expecting aid, but none came

up ;
and before the arrival of the scaling ladders to esca-
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CHAP, lade the ramparts, they were almost all killed or wounded.
Lxxvii . Colonel Grevilleand Colonel Cameron exerted themselves

I8ia to the utmost to lead the troops up the breach
;
and

Lieutenant Campbell of the 9th twice mounted it, almost

alone, and was twice wounded. At length the fire became
so dreadful, that the troops who had crossed the river got
into inextricable confusion ;

and the whole column fled

across the Urumea in disorder, after sustaining a loss of

five hundred and twenty men, including the gallant Sir

Richard Fletcher, who was severely wounded. The rising
tide threatened to drown all the wounded who lay be-

1 ggjjjj iy tween the flood and the rampart, in consequence of

623, 626. which a flag of truce was displayed by the British for an

88*^*Jones'' hour, at daylight, to enable the enemy to rescue the

41^ GrahaS ^^""^^^ ^^^™ their perilous situation. With admirable

Desp. .July humanity, the French answered the appeal, and brought

Gurw. X. 589. the whole of the maimed safe over the breach into the
Vict, et

hospitals, where they were placed beside their own
Conq. XXII. , , , i i • i i i • ,

272,273. wounded men, and tended with equal care during the

remainder of the siege.^

As soon as Wellington received intelligence of this

bloody repulse, he repaired to San Sebastian from bis

Weiiin^n headquarters near Pampeluna. Being convinced, from

tiliTthe"*^
the experience he had now had of the quality of the

siege into a enemy, that the place was not to be carried without a
^ *

very considerable addition to the means of attack, which
July 25. the present exhausted state of the besiegers' ammunition

would not permit, he determined to suspend active opera-

tions, and convert the siege into a blockade, until the arrival

of the supply of warlike stores from Portsmouth which had

been written for a month before, and was hourly expected.

They did not arrive, however, for a considerable time;

and, meanwhile, a vehement irruption was made by
the French force into Spain, which well-nigh broke

through the investment of Pampeluna, raised the

siege of San Sebastian, snatched from Wellington the

fruits of his glorious victory, and might, by damping
the hopes of the Allied sovereigns in Germany, after the

repulse at Dresden, have altered the whole face of the

war. These disastrous consequences were prevented solely

by the heroic resistance of a few Britisli brigades, the

daring intrepidity of their leaders, and the happy arrival
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of Wellington at the scene of danger, at the very moment chap.
when further resistance appeared hopeless. Such is the l^xxvii.

value of time in war, and such the magnitude of the con- 1813.

sequences which often flow from the heroism or pusilla-

nimity of a single regiment or brigade.

10.

No sooner did Napoleon receive intelligence at Dresden

of the battle of Vitoria, than, measuring at once, with

prophetic eye, the extent of the danger, he despatched Napoleon

Soult from his headquarters in Germany, to take the with\upreme

command of the whole French forces now assembled in powers to

rtayonne.
the neighbourhood of Bayonne, under the title of Lieute-

nant of the Emperor. The danger, great as it Avas,

appeared to the Emperor more threatening than it

actually proved ;
for it is now known, that so utterly

unprepared were the enemy for the rapidity of Welling-
ton's success, that Bayonne, at the time the English
standards approached the Bidassoa, was wholly unpro-
vided for a siege, the guns not being even mounted on
the ramparts ;

and if the English general had been aware

of its defenceless state, he might, by pushing on, have

made himself master of that great frontier fortress almost

without firing a shot.* Soult arrived at Bayonne on the

13th of July, and immediately commenced the most
J^'^i*^*-®*.

active measures for putting that fortress in a state of 264.

*

defence, and reorganising the wreck of several different

armies which were now assembled around its walls.^

These consisted of the remains of the once formidable

armies of the south of Spain, of the north, and of the

centre
;
but although not a third of any of these immense Forces which

hosts now remained, yet, being all united together under
^h"re^°"°*^

one head, and having a very narrow frontier to defend,

they still presented a formidable force to repel the attacks

of the enemy. From the imperial muster-rolls, it appears
that the whole force which the French general now had
at his disposal in the neighbourhood ofBayonne, amounted

• "In consequence of a blind confidence in his [Napoleon's] good fortune,
which a long series of uninterrupted triumphs can hardly excuse, Bayonne, the
most important fortress on the southern frontier, was not at this moment
beyond the reach of a coup-de-main. Struck with astonishment, the civil and
military authorities had taken no steps whatever for its defence ; and the
English, without firing a shot, would have got possession of that important
fortress, if they had been aware of its situation, and had had the boldness to
continue their pursuit through the Pyrenees beyond the pass of Bioby."— Vic-
toires et Cmquetes, xxii. 264. See also Pellot, 23, 24.

VOL. XVI. Z
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CHAP, to one hundred and fourteen thousand men, of whom
Lxxvii.

ninety-eight thousand were present with the eagles. Of
1813. these seventy thousand infantry, and above six thousand

cavalry, were ready for active operations in the field
;

the remainder formed the garrisons of San Sebastian,

Pampeluna, Santona, and Bayonne.* The forces in Cata-

lonia, at the same time, under Suchet, were about sixty-six
thousand

;
so that Napoleon still had one hundred and

sixty-four thousand men present under arms to oppose the

Allies in the Peninsula, or on the French frontier, and

Soult alone had eighty-six guns at his command. But

although the physical resources of his army were thus

1 Wellington great, it was very deficient in spirit and organisation.

Bathuret I'Ong marches had exhausted the strength, and continued

Aug. 1, 1813. defeats broken the spirit of the soldiers
;
the divisions of

Behn."L*26i,'so many different armies were blended together, without

^fc
^^^^" ^^y proper arrangement or direction ; and vast numbers

264, 266. of soldiers, stragglers from regiments which had been

^*P*^i^'i destroyed or lost sight of, were huddled together in disor-

261,262. derly masses, without arms, or officers to direct their

movements.^

But Soult was one of those persons whose resolute and

j2, persevering character is eminently qualified to infuse his

Character of own Spirit into such a disorderly body of troops, and

SouiL remedy all the defects in organisation, equipment, and

direction, which previous mismanagement had occasioned.

Although his eye for tactics was not of the quickest kind,

and he was far from possessing the rapidity of conception
and decision of execution which distinguished Napoleon,

Wellington, and Ney, on the field of battle, yet he was

unrivalled in the ability with which he effected the re-

organisation of his armies and laid out his plans of

strategy, and second to none in the tenacity with which

he clung to their execution, under circumstances when to

all others they appeared all but desperate. Had he pos-

sessed the vigour of Ney in actual combat, he would have

been a perfect general ;
had he been less inclined to acts

of rapacity, his character as a man would have been

comparatively unsullied. Although not of a strong make,
and subject to a natural defect in .the foot, which might

* See Appendix, A, Chap. IzzriL
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be supposed to injure his seat on horseback,* yet he was chap.

capable of enduring the most severe fatigue, and was
'

unwearied in the diligence with which he set himself to ^^^^'

work to execute any mission with which he was

intrusted, or repair any disasters with which he was
called upon to contend. He subsequently held the most

important situations in the royal councils of France, and
was more than once intrusted by its sovereign with the

supreme direction, both of civil and military afiairs, on
the most important occasions. Yet his fame as a general
will rest mainly upon the admirable ability with which
he struggled against Wellington in the campaign on which
we are now about to enter, on the Pyrenees and in the

south of France
;
and the interest of the contest between

these two great commanders is not a little enhanced by
the cordial union which, long after the termination of the

struggle, prevailed between them, and the constancy with
which they exerted their great influence in their respec-
tive countries to preserve the blessings of peace, when
the popular passions on either side were ready to rekindle

the flames of war.

The first care of this great commander, upon taking the

direction of the army, was to provide for the immediate
jg

security of Bayonne, which was in no condition to make His division

any resistance to the enemy. The ramparts were instantly and prepara-

lined with guns, the ditches cleared out, the decayed parts
*^o°«

^9^
***®

of the wall hastily repaired, and palisades run up to

prevent the approach of the enemy to the outworks. The

army was next divided into three wings, the right being

placed under the orders of General Reille
;
D'Erlon had

the command of the centre, and Clausel of the left wing.
The cavalry, which was not numerous, was arranged in

two divisions—one of dragoons and one of hussars. This

force occupied the whole northern issues of the passes of

the Pyrenees, from the pass of Roncesvalles on the east to

the mouth of the Bidassoa on the west ; and Soult him-
self established his headquarters at Ascain, where he was

indefatigably engaged in organising his forces and com-

pleting his arrangements. During this time, Wellington's
headquarters were nearly opposite at Lezaca, within the

Spanish territory. With such vigour were the French
* One of his legs was club-footed.
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CHAP, general's labours conducted, and so admirably was h6
I XXVII . seconded by the spirit of the inhabitants of Bayonne, and

1813. of the adjoining province of Beam, that in less than a

fortnight his preparations were complete, and he was in

a condition to take the tield. He resolved immediately
to recross the Spanish frontier, and direct his march to

Pampeluna, the garrison of which had not now remain-

ing provisions for more than ten days ;
while that of

San Sebastian was hourly expected to sink, if the siege
were not raised, under the impetuous assaults of the

British soldiery. Wherefore, after issuing a spirited pro-
clamation to his troops

—in which he ascribed their mis-

J^Weimigton
fortunes to the faults of their commanders, and, without

Bathurst, disguising the merits of the British general and army,

Qjf;^^;^!'^^^! promised again to lead them to victory*
—his whole

Vict, et army was put in motion at daybreak on the 25th, being
2651^' Beim. the vcry day on which Wellington was engaged at San
iv. 262, 263. Sebastian in inspecting the works after the failure of the

first assault.^

* "AVhileGertnany was thus the theatre of great events, that enemy who,
under pretence of succouring the inhabitants of the Peninsula, has in reality
devoted them to ruin, was not inactive. He assembled the whole of his dispos-
able forces—English, Spaniards, and Portuguese—under his most experienced
officers : and, relying upon the superiority of his numbers, advanced in three
divisions against the French forces assembled upon the Douro. "With well-pro-
vided fortresses in his front and rear, a skilful general, enjoying the confidence
of his troops, might, by selecting good positions, have braved and discomfited

this motley levy. But unhappily, at this critical period, timorous and pusillani-
mous counsels were followed. The fortresses were abandoned and blown up ;

hasty and disorderly marches gave confidence to the enemy ; and a veteran army—small indeed in number, but great in all that constitutes the military character—which had fought, bled, and triumphed in every province of Spain, beheld its

glory tarnished, and itself compelled to abandon all its acquisitions
—the tro-

phies of many a well-fought and bloody day. When at length the indignant
voice of the troops arrested this disgraceful flight, and its commander,
touched with shame, yielded to tlie general desire, and determined on giving
battle near Vitoria, who can doubt, from this generous enthusiasm, this

fine sense of honour, what would have been the result had the general been wor-

thy of his troops ? had he, in short, made those dispositions and movements,
wliicli woi;ld have secured to one part of his army the co-operatioQ and support
of the other ?
" Let U8 not, however, defraud the enemy of the praise which is due to him.

The dispositions and arrangements of their general have been prompt, skilful,
and consecutive. The valour and steadiness of his troops have been praisewor-

thy ; yet do not forget that it is to the benefit of your example they owe their

present military character ; and that, whenever the relative duties of a French
general and his troops have been ably fulfilled, their enemies have commonly
had no other resource tlian flight. Soldiers ! 1 partake your chagrin, your
grief, your indignation ;

I know that the blame of the present situation of the

army is imputable to others : the glory of repairing it is your owti. The Empe-
ror's instructions are, to drive the enemy from yonder lofty heights, which enable
him proudly to survey our fertile valleys, and cha.se him l)eyond the Ebro. If

won, the Spanish soii must bear your taints, and from thence your resources l)e

drawn. No difliculties are insurmountable to your valour and devotiuu."—
60UI.T to hit Soldiers, 22d July lbl3 ; Gurwood, x. 677.
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The Allies mastered, in all, seventy-two thousand chap.
combatants of the Anglo-Portuguese army, of whom i^j^^^^^

seven thousand were cavalry, besides twenty-five thou- 1813.

sand Spaniards.* The relative force of the contending .14.

armies, therefore, was not materially different, the more strength ot"

especially as the numerous National Guards whom the *'^® British
L V Rrinv

French general could summon to his standard, of great
service in mountain warfare, and well acquainted with

the intricacies of the passes, fully compensated the Spanish

troops at the command of the English general. Both
armies occupied a line about eleven leagues in length,
from the sea on the left, to the mountains on the west-

ward of the pass of Roncesvalles on the extreme right.

But there was this difference between the two—and it

was a difference which came to be of vital importance in

the outset of operations. Although the British were on
the higher ground, and occupied passes difficult of access,

yet the columns posted in them, separated from each

other by inaccessible ridges, could only communicate

vt^ith, or receive support from each other, by a roundabout

march of some days in the rear
;
while the French, who i Wellington

were grouped in the plain, from which access was easy g fj^^^^x
, .

from one part of the line to another, could at pleasure August I813.

throw the weight of their force against the weakest part 579^'^'^^.^'
of the Allied line, and overwhelm it by a vehement

Yj-
^3, 94.

irruption, with superior forces, before succour could by 26a
' '

possibility be obtained by the long circuits in the rear,

from the remoter parts of the position.^

Having concentrated his troops, and selected his point
of attack, Soult, at daybreak on the 25th, with thirty-five
thousand combatants, ascended the French side of the imiption of

pass of Roncesvalles ;
while D'Erlon with the centre, Jnto^he"^*^

twenty thousand strong, threatened the British centre by Pyrenees.

the Puerta de Maya, at the head of the valley of Bastan
;

" ^ "

and Villatte, with eighteen thousand, remained in obser-

vation on the Bidassoa. Soult's objects in this measure
were to accumulate forces on Wellington's right more

rapidly than the English general could collect forces to

oppose him
;
to relieve Pampeluna, for the revictualling

of which he had collected a large convoy ;
and then,

turning to his own right, to descend upon San Sebastian

* See Appendix, B, Chap .Ixxvii.
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CHAP, and the forces covering the siege, at the same time that his
LXXVII.

centre and right forced the allied positions in their front.

1813. To facilitate this operation, great efforts had been made
in the preceding days to smooth the ascent to the pass of

Roncesvalles, and three hundred bullocks were in readi-

ness to assist in dragging the guns up the long and toil-

some ascent, nearly twenty miles in length, leading to its

summit. Sixty pieces of artillery.accompanied the centre

and left ;
and the troops carried provisions for four'

days' consumption. Though the British ofl&cers at the

outposts were on the alert, from the movements they
» Pdiot, 23, observed among the enemy, yet so well had the concen-

x.'579. Vict, tration of the French troops been masked by the inter-

&7i^*"Nap?v. vening heights, and concealed by the peasantry, that they
108, 113. were far from being prepared for the furious onset by

which they were suddenly assailed.^

At daybreak on the 25th, Clausel with three divisions,

jg mustering fully eighteen thousand men, commenced an
Their success attack on Byng's brigade and Murillo's Spaniards, little

Ronoiv^^ more than five thousand strong, who occupied an elevated

position five thousand feet above the level of the sea, on
the summit of a craggy ridge of rock at Altobiscar, com-

manding the higher parts of the pass. The steep ascent

soon rang with louder notes than the bugles of Charle-

magne ; for the British troops, undismayed by the multi-

tude of assailants, made a vigorous resistance : the mus-

ketry pealed sharp and long among the rocks, and tho

advancing columns fell fast beneath the deadly fire which
issued from above the clouds. But the French, electrified

by the presence of their new general, and burning to

efface the recollection of their former defeats, advanced

with the utmost intrepidity, and toiled far up the steep :

« Weiiinjrton
^^^^^' ^^^^^^^} ^^^^ British made good the summit, until

to Lord intelligence was received in the evening that Murillo,

Aiglwt*!',
assailed by superior forces, had fallen back on the right,

1813. Gur. while the assailants on the left were making way along
V.' 108, iiJ^' the summit of the Arola ridge. Upon this the strong

S?* *xxiL Position of Altobiscar was abandoned ;
and the British

287. PeUofs general, united to Cole's division, which had come up from

VynuleaT'^,^^^^
^^^^ during the night, evacuated the great ridge, and

24» descended on the opposite side towards the general rendez-

vous of the troops in that quarter, in the valley of Zubiri.^
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While the pass of Roncesvallcs was thus forced on the chap.

Allied right, the Puerta de Maya in the centre had also
^^^^^i-

heen the theatre of a sanguinary conflict. D'Erlon had 1813.

early in the morning put himself in motion on the same
Y'f

day, to attack that pass at the head of the valley of Bas- of the Puerta

tan, and thus pour down by another road on the British ^® ^^y**

blockading force round Pampeluna. Hill was there

with the second division
;
and the ground at the summit

of the pass was exceedingly strong, consisting of an ele-

vated valley, three miles broad, flanked by lofty rocks and

ridges on either side, and presenting scenery of the grand-
est description. The vale of Estevau, indeed, which leads

to it, has at first an air of fertility and beauty ; but it

narrows as it rises towards the north, and is soon lost in

the gloom and desolation of the frontier. Mountains are

there crowded together in all varieties of savage magnifi-
cence ;

here crested with gray and jagged cliffs, there

rounded and green upon the summits, to which the pant-

ing traveller is led by long and winding paths. The
sides of the rugged barrier are strewed with vast masses of

black rock, detached by winter frosts from the peaks
above ;

the roads are narrow and stony ;
the fastnesses

into which they lead, dark and shadowy ;
and the soli-

tary traveller, in traversing them, in general hears only Lf^^^p'^re'nai

the dash of the waters which descend in numerous cas- observation,

cades on all sides, or the scream of the eagles which float

high in the azure firmament.^

The better to conceal his real intentions. Count D'Erlon,

early on the morning of the 25th, made some demonstra-
jg

tions against the small passes of Ispeguy and Lareta, Combat

which lie to the right of that of Maya, and were guarded defeat of the

by the Portuguese. Under cover of these movements, he British,

skilfully brought forward his main body, long concealed

from view, by the great road leading direct from Urdax

up the defile, and they were near the summit before they
were perceived. The alarm guns were instantly fired ;

the pickets were driven in with heavy loss, and the light

companies slowly retired, firing quickly as they fell back,
with the most exemplary steadiness. Breathless with

running up the Spanish side from the bivouacs a little

below the summit, the British regiments, however, soon

arrived. The 34th and 50th were first in line, taking
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CHAP, their places by companies, and immediately began to fire.

LxxviL goon after the 92d appeared; and the Highlanders, at

1813. home among the rocks, long kept the enemy at bay by
the most devoted courage

* But the French increased

rapidly, and fought well ; two-thirds of the 92d were at

length struck down, the slaughter was terrible, and the

ascent literally blocked up by the piles of the slain.

Other regiments, particularly the 71st and 82d, were suc-

cessively brought up, and maintained the pass long and

bravely against the enemy. But it was all in vain
; they

were literally forced back, and sullenly retreated across

the ridge, still resolutely combating. So long-continued
and obstinate was the fight, that the whole ammunition
of the 82d was exhausted

;
and at length, as they still

kept their ground, they were reduced to roll down stones

on the enemy. In this desperate condition, the Allies

were driven back to the last ridge of the pass, and were

1 Weiiineton
^^ *^® point of abandoning the crest of the mountain

to Lord altogether, when Barnes, with a brigade of the 7th divi-

Aug.Ti8i3. sion, came up from Echalar, and by a brilliant charge
Gurw. X. 579. with the 6th regiment, drove the French back to the first
Scherer, il ./., \ , • -,
247. Nap. V. summit of the range. In this disastrous and bloody com-

PeUotfl'e, t>at, the Allies had fifteen hundred men killed, wounded

^.
vict'et and made prisoners ;

the French lost, by their own admis-

267, 26a sion, as many ;
but they won the pass, and took four

pieces of cannon.^

So far, the most brilliant success had crowned Soult's

jg operations. He had, unknown to the British, accumulated

Advantages the bulk of his forccs against their right, and thrown

Suit on^this himself in such strength on the two principal passes lead-

tioS°^™" "^S to Pampeluna, that they were both won. Final suc-

cess seemed inevitable ;
for if the Allies had been unable

to make good the summit of the hill, with all the advan-

tages of ground in their favour, it was not to be expected

* The heroism of the 92d regiment on this occasion was the object of deserved

admiration to the whole army.
" The 8t«rn valour of the 92d," says Napier,

"
principally composed of Irishmen, would have graced Themiopylap." No

one can doubt the justice of this euloK'ium on the regiment ; but the statement

of its being composed principally of Irishmen is a misL-ike, arising from misin-

formation on the part of the gallant colonel. The author has ascertained from

inquiry at its officers, particularly Lieut-Colonel Macdonald, that at that pe-
riod nine-tenths of the whole corps were Scotch Highlanders.—See Napier, vi.

122, and App. C, Chap, ixxvii. where the proportion of Irish and Scotch

in the regiment Is given ; and United Service Journal for Oct. 18i0,

p. 42.
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that they could arrest the victorious enemy in the course chap.

of the rapid descent, not above twenty miles in lengthfrom
^^^^^^

either of these passes, to the ramparts of Pampeluna. If I8i3.

the other French generals had been as well aware as Soult

was of the inestimable importance of time in all, but espe-

cially mountain contests, it is more than probable that this

would have been the result, and a new aspect have been

given to the campaign, Rnd possibly the fortunes of the war,

by the raising of the siege of San Sebastian and of the block-

ade of Pampeluna. But D'Erlon, satisfied with having won
the Puerta de Maya, remained there on the night of the

2oth, without following up his successes
; and Reille's

three divisions, which had received orders to march from
St Jean Pied-de-port for Arola and Lindus on the pre-

ceding day, lost much precious and irreparable time in

incorporating some conscripts which had come up with
their respective regiments, so that they did not ascend the

rocks of Arola in time to seize that important pass before

the British troops ha^d got through. Thus, though the

crest of the mountains was won, no decisive blow had 26. ^Nap. vi!

been struck
;
and the Allied and French troops, after

^.^' ^J^

nearly equal mutual slaughter, were wending their way xxu. 268.

down the valleys on the southern slope of the Pyrenees.^
On the morning of the 26th, Soult's march was retarded

by a thick fog which hung on the higher parts of the

mountains
;
he at length, however, got into motion, and

go
descended the valley in pursuit of the British. But he Retreat'of the

soon found that in mountain warfare, though the assail- neJghboS-*^^
ant may have the advantage in the first onset, difliculties hoodofPam-

accumulate around him as he advances, if he is opposed by July 26.

a resolute and persevering adversary. Cole, who was re-

treating down the valley from Roncesvalles, met Picton,
who had hurried to the scene of danger in advance of his

division, which, however, had crossed the hills and reached

Zubiri, a few miles in his rear. Thither the British

generals immediately retreated, with some sharp com-
bats in the rearguard ;

and the two divisions united, now
mustering eleven thousand bayonets, oiFered battle on the

ridge in front of Zubiri. But Soult declined to attack,

being desirous, before he did so, of beingjoined by D'Erlon 's

or Reille's divisions
; and, as they did not come up before

night, he let fall some expressions of displeasure, discover-
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CHAP. Ji^g 3- secret apprehension of failure. Next day, Picton
Lxxvii . -^itii |)Qth divisions now under his command, continued

1813. his retreat towards Pampeluna ; desiring to concentrate his

July 27. forces and give battle at Soraoren, four miles in front of

that fortress. Hill, finding his right uncovered, and being

severely weakened by the combat of Maya, followed in

the same direction down the valley of Bastan ; and the

mountain passes in the centre and right of the British

position being now all abandoned, alarm and dismay
spread far and wide in the rear. All the valleys leading
down to Navarre were filled with baggage waggons,

mules, artillery, and convoys, falling back in confusion ;

and rumour, with its hundred tongues, every where

» Nap vi spread the report that an irreparabje disaster had been

123, 125. sustained. Meanwhile, the garrison of Pampeluna, taking

248.*i^Pene. advantage of the alarm, made a sally ;
D'Abisbal, who

p^nas^32 commanded the blockading force, immediately spiked
34. Vict! et

'

his guns and destroyed his magazines, to prevent their

^^Robin- falling into the enemy's hands
;
and he would have raised

wn'sLifeof the blockade entirely, had not Don Carlos D'Espana
218, 219.

"

fortunately come up at the moment with his corps, and
restored some sort of order in the besieging force.^

Wellington was on his way back from San Sebastian

2j
when he received intelligence of Soult's irruption

—but

weUington's Only of the one at the pass of Maya. As he did not con-

^^^°° ceive it possible, however, that with no larger force than
tbeaedis- D'Erlon had, he would attempt to penetrate the British

lines, he thought that attack was only a feint, and that

the real effort would be made on the lower Bidassoa, to

raise the siege of San Sebastian. In the course of the night,

however, correct accounts arrived of the Roncesvalles and

Maya combats ;
and he immediately adopted the same

measures as Napoleon had done at Mantua in 1796, and

Suwarroff at the same fortress in 1799,* by ordering
Graham instantly to raise the siege, embark the stores

and guns, and hasten with all his disposable forces to the

support of Giron, in a defensive position previously
selected for battle, on the southern side of the Bidassoa.

These orders were punctually executed
; and, meanwhile,

Wellington set out on horseback with the utmost speed to

join Picton's and Cole's divisions in their position in front

* AnU, Cliap. xx. § 103, and Cliap. x::viL { 81.
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of Pampeluna. As he entered the village of Soraoren, he chap.

saw Clausel's division moving along the crest of the ^^^^^^'

mountain opposite, which made an alteration of his dis- 1813.

positions advisable. He immediately dismounted, wrote

the necessary orders in pencil on the parapet of the bridge,

sent them off by Lord Fitzroy Somerset, the only one of

his staff who had been able to keep up with his racing

speed, and rode alone up the ascent to join the British

troops. The moment he was descried, a shout was raised

by the nearest battalion, which spread along the line

till the mountains re-echoed with the clang ;
and the

French generals, startled by the sound, paused in their

advance till they ascertained the cause of the tumult.

The generals on the opposite sides were within sight of

each other. Soult was so near, that even his features

were visible with the aid of a telescope ;

"
Yonder," said

Wellington,
"
is a great commander ; but he is a cautious

, j^ ^
one, and will delay his attack till he ascertain the cause 129, 130.

*

of these cheers ; that will give time for the sixth division fg® v'ift^'et

to arrive,! and I shall beat him." And so in effect it
Sa^'i^^Jjj;

proved ;
no serious attack was made that day, and, before son's Life of

the next, such reinforcements arrived as enabled Wei-
2i9*°^'6?*

lington to resume the offensive and secure the victory. Wellington

A sharp fire of musketry along the front of the line, Bathurst,

indeed, commenced at six o'clock in the evening ;
but a

Qjf;y^x'^58j'
dreadful storm soon after arose, and prevented any 581.

important operations on either side till the following day.

Early on the morning of the 28th, the sixth division,

to the infinite joy of their comrades, came up, and con-
22.

siderable reinforcements had arrived during the night ;
Battle of

the whole allied centre, now thoroughly aroused, being jSy^ss."'

directed to the scene of danger on the right. The posi-
tion which the Allies occupied was very strong, and such

as seemed well adapted to arrest the march of a successful

enemy, and turn the flood-tide of victory into ebb.

Their troops were drawn up in two lines, both on very
strong ground ;

the first, posted on the summit of the

ridge of Orcayen, stretched in the form of a convex semi-

circle, from the village of that name on the left to Zabal-

dica on the right, and was about two miles in length,
covered on the right flank by the river Guy, and on the
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CHAP, left by the torrent Lanz. On this elevated ground, the
XXXVII.

g^j^g jpj.Qjjj which commanded the roads down the valleys
1813. on either side, stood the fourth division under Cole ;

while the sixth division was drawn up across the Lanz

in the valley on the left, and entirely blocked up the

approach to Pampeluna in that direction ;
and the

Spaniards, under Murillo, held in strength the crest of the

ridge on the extreme right, above the Esteriba, the valley

through which the river Lanz flows. The second line was

posted on a still more rugged ridge, which runs entirely

across the valley, and is cleft asunder by two narrow open-

ings, through the left of which the Lanz makes its way
between overhanging rocks, while through the one on

the right the Guy descends ; and these two streams,

uniting in the rear of the bridge, form the Arga river,

which, a mile further on, washes the ramparts of Pampe-

loTo??^" luna. On this strong ground, the front of which is

Bathuret, 1st uncommonly bold and abrupt towards the north, Picton's

Gurw?x!l80, division was placed ;
his right in front of Huarte—which

gi- Nap.vLyi]iage lies immediately behind the opening through
Robinson's which the Guy flows—his left, communicating with the

219.^ Vict et Sp^^^^^^s under O'Donnell, who had been hurried up
Conq. xxiL from the lines before Pampeluna, stretched on the heights

29.

' ^ ° '

across the gap formed by the Lanz, and in front of the

village of Villaba.^

The rocks on which the first line stood, consisted of

23 huge piles, standing one above another, like the ruins of

Defeat of the gigantic castles half gone to ruin; and none but the

«i7riSit.° troops inured to the perils of the Peninsular warfare?

Jiuiy28. would have thought of assailing them. Soult's men,

however, were equal to the task. Having minutely sur-

veyed the ground, he resolved upon an attack
; being

unaware, from the hilly ground which concealed their

march, of the arrival of the sixth division, and having
learned from deserters that Hill, with three fresh

divisions and a Portuguese brigade, was expected at

latest on the following morning. D'Erlon's men
had not yet come up ;

so that his forces did not

exceed, after the losses in the advance, thirty-two
thousand men. Not more than eighteen thousand

of the Anglo-Portuguese army were assembled ;
but
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the Spaniards were ten thousand more, and the great chap.

strength of the position compensated for the inferiority
^^^^^^

in the quality of the latter of these troops. About mid- 1813.

day on the 28th, the anniversary of the battle of Talavera,

the French tirailleurs, with the most admirable gallantry,

began to swarm up the steep : while Clausel's right divi-

sion, in the valley of Lanz, burning with ardour, poured July 28.

down the sides of the stream in one impetuous mass, even

before the signal for attack was given. But just as it had
turned Cole's left, and was preparing to double upon his

rear, a Portuguese brigade of the sixth division appeared
on the heights on its right flank

;
while the broad lines

of the English uniforms, emerging from behind the same

ridge, stood in battle array in its front ! Time there was

none, either for deliberation or retreat : the British in

front opened a heavy fire on the head of the column
;
the

J3g''^f37**

Portuguese on the right poured in their shot on the one Wellington

flank : while two brigades of the fourth division, descend- sathurst

ing from their rocky fastnesses on the left, smote the
fo^f^^p^'

other with redoubled fury. Thus fiercely assailed at once 58i. Schereri

in front and both flanks by an enemy previously invi-
"tConqlS"

sible, the French columns recoiled, still bravely combat- 269.

ing, and strewed their numerous slain along the line of

their retreat.^

While this bloody repulse was going on upon the

British left in the valley of the Lanz, a conflict of un-
34.

equalled severity was raging along the top of the ridge in Dreadful

the centre and right. Without any proper unity in their centre and on

efibrts, but with surpassing valour, Clausel's other divi-
^q^^^^*

sions rushed up the steep face of the mountain
; and,

undismayed by a plunging fire, which in many cases

swept off" half their battalions, worked their toilsome way
up to the top. In some instances their extraordinary

gallantry met with deserved though but temporary suc-

cess. The seventh Portuguese Ca9adores shrunk from
the terrible encounter on the summit, and the French
established themselves for a few minutes on their part of

the left of the ridge ;
but Ross's British brigade, instantly Lo^^y'.

^'

advancing, charged with a loud shout, and hurled them coiiq. xxii.

down the steep. Again they returned, however, rein-
Ig^'Na^^yl'

forced, to the charge : another Portuguese regiment on 138, 139.

Ross's right wing having given way,2 the French pene-
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CHAP, trated in at the opening ;
and that heroic brigade, assailed

at once in front and flank, was compelled to give ground.
1813.

Instantly the assailants stood on its position on the sum-
mit ; their line began to deploy to a considerable breadth

on either side
;
and the crest of the mountain, enveloped

in cloud and flame, seemed already won.
In this extremity Wellington ordered up Byng's

brigade, which advanced in double-quick time
; the 27th

In whicii the and 48th were brought down from the higher ground in

kir-"thre^
^ ^^® centre ;

with indescribable fury they charged the

pulsed. crowded masses on the summit, and the whole were rolled

in wild confusion over the rocks, and lost half their num-
bers under the British bayonet. In the course of this

desperate conflict, the gallant fourth division surpassed
all its former exploits ; every regiment charged with the

bayonet,* some of them four different times, and the

heroic Ross had two horses shot under him. Meanwhile
Reille's division, on the left of Clausel's third division,

had environed the right of the position above the Guy
stream, where Murillo's Spaniards were placed ; and,

mounting flercely the hill-side, dislodged them, after a

brave resistance, from their ground on the left of the 40th

British regiment. A Portuguese battalion,, gallantly

advancing, took its place in their room beside that noble

corps, which waited in stern silence until the French set

their feet on the broad summit
;

" but when their glitter-

ing arms appeared over the brow of the mountain, the

charging cry was heard, the crowded mass was broken to

» Nap. vL pieces, and a tempest of bullets followed its flight. Four

Pdi'otf^,
times this assault was renewed

;
and the French officers

30. Scherer, -^verc sccn to pull up their tired men by the belts, so fierce

Vict. etconq. and rcsolutc were they to win. But it was the labour of

Weiibi^tonto^'^yP^^s-
^^^ vehement shout and shock of the British

Lord Bath- soldicrs always prevailed ;
and at last, with thinned ranks,

181*3. Gitfw.' tired limbs, and hearts hopeless from repeated failures,
*• ^^

they were so abashed, that three British companies suf-

ficed to bear down a whole brigade.^
"

Disconcerted by this bloody repulse, Soult drew off" his

forces towards evening, and resumed liis former position
on a range of hills opposite to Wellington's. Just then

the heads of D'Erlon's columns began to appear on the

» The 40tlj, 7th, 20th, and 23d.—Gurw. x. 5S2.
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right ;
that general having, during the action, penetrated chap.

to within a league of Pampeluna, and been prevented
i^xxvii.

from reaching that fortress chiefly by the violent fire 1813.

which he heard in his rear, which induced him to remea- 26.

sure his steps. It was too late to think of resuming the mines to

contest
;
the strength of Wellington's position had been ""e^^*-

proved ;
twelve thousand men on the first ridge, who

alone had been engaged, had defeated all the efforts of

twenty-five thousand who had mounted to the assault

with the most heroic bravery, and they were weakened

by the loss of three thousand men. Hill's divisions, it was

well known, would come up during the night ;
and before

the morrow, fifty thousand men, posted on the strongest

positions, would be ready in front of Pampeluna to dispute
the further progress of the French troops. With a heavy

heart, therefore, Soult gave orders for a retreat at all points
on the following day, to the infinite grief of the garrison
of Pampeluna, the troops of which, hearing the can- i

Peiiot, 30,

non so near them, and on some heights even seeing
31- vkt et

the French uniforms, had deemed their deliverance at 269. Nap.'vL

hand, and already raised shouts of joy on their crowded
Wellington to

ramparts. They had made, however, good use of the Lord Bath-

temporary suspension of the blockade, and exerted them- 1813. guVw.

selves so diligently in sweeping the adjacent plain for
gd^fre/^'

supplies while O'Donnell's troops were absent, that they 251, 252.

were enabled to prolong the defence above a month longer
than would have been otherwise practicable.^

Though obliged to relinquish his design of relieving

Pampeluna, Soult had not yet, however, abandoned all
27.

hope of gaining something by his irruption ;
and accord- Movements

ingly, on the 29th, instead of falling back by the direct fouowing the

road towards Roncesvalles, by which he had entered, he
J^^ 29.

manoeuvred on his right, with the view of throwing the

weight of his forces towards San Sebastian, and raising the

siege of that fortress, now that the whole centre and right
of the British army were concentrated on the extreme

right in front of Pampeluna. With this view he, during
the night of the 29th, occupied in strength the crest of the

ridge lying to the westward of the Lanz, thus connecting
his centre in position with his right, destined to com-
mence the offensive movement against Sir Rowland Hill.

On his side, Wellington, perceiving that although pre-
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CHAP, parations for retreat were making, yet the troops in his
LXXVII.

fj.Qj^^ stood firm, being now reinforced by Hill's three
1813. divisions, and having fifty thousand men in hand, of

whom thirty-five thousand were English and Portuguese,
resolved to assume the offensive, and drive the enemy
from their advanced position. With this view, he ordered

Lord Dalhousie to possess himself with his division of the

ridge in front of his position, which turned the enemy's

right ;
while Picton with his division was to move for-

ward to turn their left, by descending from the ridge of

I Qy^ J Soraoren, and advancing by Zabaldica up the valley of

584,685. the Guy. Arrangements were at the same time made
14^ Join. iv. for attacking the enemy's central position, opposite to the
500.

^bin- heights which had been the theatre of such a bloody con-
son sPicton. -.

®
, ,. , ,«>/.,

iL 226. flict on the preceding day, as soon as the enect of these

flank operations began to appear.^
These movements were all made with tHe utmost pre-

gg^ cision, and proved entirely successful. Before daylight
Great success broke, Dalhousie was at the head of his division, (the

on?h"ie?t^^ 7th,) cheering them up the rugged paths which led to

the lofty ridge they were to gain, on the right bank of

the Lanz : the enemy's corps were driven before them
like chaif, and the first rays of the sun glittered on the

British bayonets on the summit of the range. Murillo's

Spaniards and Campbell's Portuguese speedily followed,

exhibiting an imposing mass of fifteen thousand com-
batants on the crest of the mountains, on the enemy's
extreme right ;

while at the same time a general attack

was made by the British centre, which now descended

from its stronghold above the village of Soraoren, on the

French centre, which still held its old position on the

heights to its left. Picton, at the same time, pressed
forward with his division up the valley of the Guy, on
the extreme right ; and, not content with driving Reille's

men in his front before him up the pass, detached a

brigj^de which scaled the heights on the left of the French

position. The effect of these advances and attacks, which

58?"5g5**
^^^^ ^^^ made at the same time, and with that enthusi-

Peiiot, 33. astic ardour which springs from the universal transport

149?'jom. iv. ^t returning victory, was to force the enemy to abandon
^^'

entirely Iiis position, and retreat up the valleys of the

Lanz and the Guy towards Olague and Zubiri.2
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Soraoren was now carried by storm by Byng's division chap.

and Madden's Portuguese, amidst deafening cheers, and ^^^^^^ -

fourteen hundred prisoners made. The whole valley was I8i3.

filled with smoke, which appeared to Dalhousie's men on
gtormhi'g of

the heights like agitated foam in the hollow
; while the Soraoren and

roar of the cannon and rattle of the musketry were re- freaTof ttie

echoed with awful effect from mountain to mountain. French.

This general attack relieved the pressure on Hill, who
had been assailed on the extreme British left by such

superior forces early in the morning, that he was driven

with considerable loss from the range of heights which
he occupied to another in his rear in front of Marcalain

;

but Dalhousie's able movement compelled the enemy
to retire in their turn

;
and at length both parties, i Wellington

thoroughly exhausted, sunk to sleep on their stony beds to i^ord Bath-

above the clouds. The Allies in this day's combats lost iri8i3."S-
nineteen hundred men, of whom two-thirds were Portu- ^

^^^'
P^f-

guese, upon whom the weight of the action had fallen, i49. Peiiot,

*

and to whom its chief glory belonged ;
but the French Ro^J'son's

were weakened by an equal number killed and wounded, ^i^^°^'}^'
and in addition three thousand were made prisoners, jom. iv. 500.

and great numbers dispersed, and were lost in the woods
and ravines.! *

Soult, after this disastrous defeat, continued his retreat

on the day following with all possible expedition up the

valleys of the Lanz and Guy ;
but he was now in a most Disastrous

hazardous situation. His troops were all worn out with Frenchacro^
excessive toil

; the combatants were reduced to thirty-five
t^e frontier.

thousand
; Foy, with eight thousand whom he had rallied,

was retiring up the Guy towards Zubiri, entirely separated
from the main body, which was slanting down towards
the Bidassoa

;
and the baggage, artillery, and caissons,

could scarcely be hoped to be preserved while recrossing
the rugged summits of the Pyrenees. Graham, with

twenty thousand, was ready to stop him on the side of

San Sebastian. It was only by an extraordinary exertion

of skill and coolness that his army in these circumstances

* Five-and-twenty years ago, the author received a most interesting
account of these days' actions from his noble and lamented friend. Lord
Dalhousie, who bore so distinguished a part in them. The lapse of that
long period has taken nothing from the vividness of the impression pro-
duced by his graphic narrative, from which the preceding detail is in great
part taken.

VOL. XVI. 2 A
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ciTAP. was preserved from total ruin. He directed his retreat,Lxxvii.

jj^^ i^y. ^YiQ valley of Bastan towards the Puerta de Maya,
1813. as D'ErloD had entered, but by the pass of Donna Maria

towards the Elizondo, and the valley of the Upper
Ju]y3i. Bidassoa. At the latter pass, his rearguard made a

stand in a very strong defile to gain time for the car-

riages and artillery in their rear to get on; but Hill

turned the left of the gorge, and Dalhousie the right, and

after a vigorous resistance the enemy were driven from

their stronghold in utter confusion, and with very severe

loss. Meanwhile Byng pushed on, and in the Elizondo

captured a large and valuable convoy of provisions ; and,

rapidly advancing, reoccupied the Maya pass. Welling-
ton's troops had now almost entirely enclosed Soult's

main body in a net, from which it seemed impossible
for him to escape : for his soldiers, unconscious of their

danger, were grouped close together in the deep and
narrow valley of Estevan : three British divisions and
one Spanish, under Wellington, were on his right flank

concealed by the mountains
;
Hill was close behind him

;

J Weiiineton
I^^l^o^sie held the pass of Donna Maria in his rear,

toLord Bath- which he had just won ; Byng was at Maya, at the head

SfTisia^Sm-. of the valley ;
the light division would in two hours

X. 585, 586 block it up at Estevan ;
and Graham was marching to

156.

* '

close the only other exit from the valley by Vera and
Echalar.i

Dispirited and worn out as his men were, Soult was in

no condition to force any of these formidable defiles,

And narrowly defended by victorious troops, and his surrender seemed

^pea
being inevitable. So hopeful was the English general of such a

prisoner. result, that. Screened by the rocks, from behind which he

surveyed the whole valley, he prohibited his men from

issuing forth to capture Soult himself, who was seen

riding in a careless way along its bottom, lest the catas-

trophe should awaken the French army from its perilous

dream of security, and issued the strictest orders that not

a man should show himself from behind the ridge which

concealed them from the enemy. At this moment, when

every bosom beat high with exultation at the expected

glorious trophy of their valour they were so soon to

obtain, in the surrender of a whole army with a marshal

of France at its bead^ three British marauders issued from
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tlieir concealment, to plunder in the valley. The sight chap.

of the red coats was not lost upon Soult, who instantly
^xxvil

perceived the imminence of his danger. His whole army I8i3.

was immediately put in motion, and hurried towards the Nap. vi.

passes leading to the Lower Bidassoa, which they got wtiihfgton

through just before the Spaniards under Longa, or the to Lord Bath-

light division, could come up to close the terrible defiles, ij^^sis"^"^

Such is war : the disobedience to orders by three soldiers 9ji^^v,^;,^^^'

saved France from the greatest calamity, and deprived 34, 35.

England of the greatest triumph recorded in the annals

of either monarchy.^
It soon appeared from what a fearful danger the emerg-

ing of these marauders from their retreat had delivered
gg.

the French army. In their last march to the defiles of Disorderly

Echalar, when the army was hurrying forward to win French" o
^^

the pass before the enemy, great part of the French army,
Echaiar.

now thoroughly discouraged, broke its ranks and dis-

persed. Soult, who was endeavouring to form a rear-

guard to arrest the pursuit of the enemy, was seized with

indignation when he beheld the disorderly bands which
in wild confusion came hurrying forward. "

Cowards,"
said he,

" where are you flying to 1 You are Frenchmen,
and you are running away ! In the name of honour,
halt and face the enemy!" Stung by these reproaches,
twelve hundred men rallied under the directions of the

marshal and his aides-de-camp, and formed a sort of

rearguard ;
but the remainder fled on without intermis-

sion
;
and the torrent of fugitives swept impetuously

down, with the roar and whirl of a mighty rapid, to the

defiles of Yanzi and Echalar. Before they got there the j j^^ vL
head of the column was as much disordered as the rear

; iss, leo.

the weather was oppressively sultry ;
and though the peE,^34!^

'

great body of the bewildered mass found vent during the
^-

Cooke's

night by the latter defile, yet a frightful scene ensued 84, 85.

next day, when Reille's divisions were rolling through
by the gorge of Yanzi.2

The French were there wedged in a narrow road, be-

tween inaccessible rocks on the one side and the river on
the other. While struggling through this dreadful pass. Dreadful dis-

the head of the light division reached the summit of the
Sefiie?'^

*''*

precipice which overhung the road, and immediately Aug. i.

began firing down on the dense throng. Indescribable
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CHAP, confusiou followed ; the cavalry drew their swords, and
Lxxvii.

charged through the pass ;
the infantry were trampled

1813. under foot; numbers, horses and all, were precipitated
into the river : some in despair fired vertically up at the

summit of the cliffs ; the wounded implored quarter as

they were rolled over the brink, and hung suspended, yet

bleeding, on the branches of trees over the roaring torrent.

So piteous was the scene that many even of the iron

veterans of the light division ceased to fire, or discharged
their pieces with averted gaze. With such circumstances

of horror did the last columns of that mighty host leave

Spain, who but a few days before had mounted the pass
of Roncesvalles buoyant with spirit, and in all the pride
of apparently irresistible strength ! And yet the disaster,

great as it was to the French arras, would have been still

greater if all the men had been able to reach their ground
at the time assigned them

;
for Longa's division, if they

Namtlve ^^^ come up in time, would have rendered the pass of

84, 87.
•

'

Yanzi altogether impassable to the disorderly torrent of

85^ °Nap.' vL Soult's masscs
;
and though the light division marched

i^r^'.i^^i X forty miles in nineteen hours, and bore their extraor-
WellinRton to-' . ..' .. .<.,
Lord Bath- dmary fatigues with surprising spirit, yet, if they had

1813. ^G?'rw! ^^^ lost their way in the wilds, they would have been
X. 597, 598. two hours earlier at the perilous bridge, and none of

Reille's division would have escaped.^
Next day the French troops at all points evacuated

the Spanish territory, and both armies resumed nearly
Glorious the positions they had held before Soult's irruption took

th™Puert!) place. Before they recrossed the frontier, however, an
d' Echaiar, incident occurred which showed, in a striking manner,

S'lvanteUy. how the steadiness of the bravest troops may be shaken,
even in a short time, by a series of disasters. Clausel's

divisions were the last which remained on the Spanish

territory ;
and he occupied a strong position, with the

rearguard, in the Puerto d' Echaiar. Wellington imme-

diately determined to dislodge him ;
and for this purpose

the fourth division was marched from Yanzi to attack

his front, the seventh division against his left, and the

light against his right. Barnes' brigade of the seventh

division, however, having a shorter distance to march

over, arrived on the ground before the other divisions had

come up ; they were fifteen hundred against six thousand,
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and the enemy held a position as strong as the rocks of chap.

Soraoren. Such was the spirit, however, with which the i^xxvii.

British army was now animated, that this handful of 1813.

heroes actually assaulted and drove the enemy from the

rugged heights, amidst the enthusiastic cheers of the

whole troops who witnessed this heroic exploit. And

yet the French were the same men who, a few days before,

had all but won, against similar natural difficulties, the

bloody steeps of Soraoren. Clausel's men, thus dislodged,
fell back to a strong ridge beyond the pass of Echalar,
covered by the Ivantelly rock, which was occupied in

force. But they were not permitted to rest in this last

position. As evening came on, and a dark mist

crowned the cloud-capped summit of the cliff occupied i Wellington

by the French, the riflemen of the 43d, whom Colonel *o^o'"Pat^"J > '
^ urst, Aug. 3,

Barnard led to the attack, were soon lost to the view
; but I8i3. Gurw.

the sharp clang of musketry resounded among the clouds
Nap!^vif ill,

and ere long a British shout was heard from the shrouded i^^.

summit, and the last French were hurled in confusion

down the steep from the Spanish soil.^

The irruption of Soult into the Spanish territory does

the highest honour to his persevering character and skill, gg

in the movements of strategy which preceded the final Result of the

shock
;
but it may be doubted whether his vigour and

Pyrenees.

^

firmness at the decisive moment were equal to the ability
of his previous conceptions. With an overwhelming
force he had thrown himself on the British right, and

gained such success before succour could arrive, that the

issue seemed no longer doubtful, when victory was
snatched from his grasp, and a succession of disasters were

brought on the French arms, attended in the end with
the most decisive effects upon the ultimate issue of the

war. There can be no doubt that the vigour with which
the stroke, thus happily conceived, was followed up at

the decisive moment, was by no means proportioned to

the felicity of its original conception. Soult was in front

of tihe rocks of Soraoren with thirty thousand men on
the evening of the 26th, when only two divisions, mus-

tering eleven thousand ofthe Anglo-Portuguese army, were
assembled to stop his progress. Had he attacked that

night or next day with such a preponderance of force, it

can hardly be doubted that he would have succeeded;
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CHAP, and, supported by the ramparts of Pampeluna, he might
Lxxvii .

jjj^^g ggg^ ^^,|^jj indifference the arrival of the sixth, and all

I8ia the subsequent divisions of the British army which came

up on the 28th and 29th.

Wellington's right wing was undoubtedly in one sense

gg out-generaled
—that is, it was assailed by a force greatly

Comparative superior to that anticipated, or for which it was prepared

los^onboth
—^^^ ^j^^ troops at the Maya pass were clearly surprised ;

but this is unavoidable in mountain warfare, where the

attacking party may select his own point of onset, and the

attacked cannot, from the intervening of ridges, obtain suc-

cour till after a long time, and by a painful circuit in the

rear
;
and Soult experienced the same, in his turn, in the for-

cing of his position shortly after on the Nive. On the other

hand, the rapidity with which the British general gathered

up all his forces to the menaced point ;
the firmness with

which he held his ground in the first instance against a

vast superiority of force
;
and the admirable combinations

by which, in the subsequent advance, he defeated Soult'g

attempts, and all but made him prisoner with thirty

thousand men, are worthy of the highest admiration, and

justly place the battles of the Pyrenees among the most

brilliant of Wellington's martial achievements. The

French loss, from the time of their entering Spain on the

25th July, till their evacuating it, was not less than

fifteen thousand men, including four thousand unwounded

prisoners ;
that of the British was seven thousand and

i^Weiijjgton jjjjj^ty_gjx men, of whom four thousand seven hundred

Au*^*Ti8i3
^"^ fifty-six were British soldiers. But what is very

Ourw. X. 592! remarkable, such was the effect of the trumpet of war in

SSoeS^' bringing back the stragglers, loosened by the Vitoria

of Liverpool, plunder, to their standards, that the muster-rolls after the

Gum. X. 596. battles exhibited only fifteen hundred less than those taken

before they commenced.^*

The first object which occupied the attention of the

" Tliat rain attempt cost the French arniy nineteen hundred killed, eight

tbouaand five hundred and forty wounded, and two tliousaiid seven hundred

prisoners ; in all thirteen thousand one luindred men."—Bklmas, Jonrnaux dc*

Sieges dans la Peninsule, i. 265. The prisoners taken were really four thousand,

vrbich shows that this estimate is in some resi^tU below the truth, tliough

founded on officiiil documents, and probably very near it. See Wkllinuton to

Ix)RD LiVKRPooL, Ath Aiigust 1815, where he says,
" Their loss cannot l»e less

than hfteeii tliouhiiiid, and 1 am not sure if it is not twenty thousand; we liave

four Uiyusand priaouerb."—Gikwood, x. b\n.
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English general after the defeat of Soult's irruption, was chap.

the renewal of the siege of San Sebastian, which had been ^^xvil

so rudely interrupted. The governor had made good use I813.

of the breathing-time thus afforded him hj the cessation
Prep^tions

of active operations, in repairing the breaches in the sea- ofthegover-

wall, retrenching the interior parts of the rampart, and Sebastian*

taking every imaginable precaution against a second
guspe^s^J® qj

assault. In particular, he had constructed out of the the siege.

ruins of the houses which had been destroyed, imme-

diately behind the great breach, a second or interior ram-

part, parallel to the outer, very thick, and fifteen feet

high, with salient bastions, which it was hoped would

entirely stop the progress of the enemy, even if they won
the front wall. During the intermission of active opera-

tions, the efforts of the English were confined to a

blockade position taken up on the heights of St Bartho- i Beim.' iv.

lomew, which were much strengthened, and a distant
jQ^es's^'e es

fire upon the men engaged in these vast undertakings ;
ii. 48, 60.

and they lost two hundred Portuguese in a sally made

by the garrison in the night of the 26th July.^
But when Soult was finally driven back, matters soon

assumed a very different aspect. The heavy guns which
had been shipped at Passages were all re-landed, and Renewal of

again placed in battery ;
a fleet of transports, with

J®|^^i|®"

twentj^-eight additional pieces of great calibre, and Aug. 23!

immense stores, arrived from Portsmouth, and they were

soon succeeded by as many more from Woolwich ; and
the battering train, with the guns landed from the ships,

now amounted to the large number of a hundred and

eighteen pieces, including twelve sixty-eight pounders.

By the night of the 25th, this immense train of artillery

was all in readiness, and fifty-seven pieces were actually in

the batteries. On the morning of the 26th they re-opened
their fire with a roar so awful, that, echoed as it was

siegesAi- 48,

from all the rocks and precipices in the wooded amphi- ^^^ ^|'™-
^^•

theatre around, it seemed as if no force on earth could Wellington

withstand the attack. The fire continued without inter-
urs^^s^ept^*2,"

mission for the next four days, and before the 30th sixty-
18^3. ^urw.

three guns were in constant practice ;
two wide breaches Graham's

were gaping, and seemed easy of ascent
;
the fire of the ^JJj^ ^uh.

place was almost entirely silenced,^ and three mines had altera, 48, 49.

been run in front of the advanced batteries on the isthmus,
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CHAP, close under the sea-wall, in order to counteract anymines
of the enemy near the great breach. Still the brave

1813.
governor, after informing Soult of his desperate situation,

was resolute to stand a second assault, although his resis-

tance of the first had fulfilled to the letter Napoleon's gene-
ral orders. The storm was ordered for the 31st at noonday.
At two in the morning of the 31st, the three mines

were exploded under the sea-wall, and brought it corn-

Preparations pletely down. At this awful signal the brave garrison

*°r^®
all repaired to their posts, each armed with several

muskets ; and, relying on the successful resistance of the

former assault, confidently anticipated the defeat of the

present. !Nor was their confidence without reason
; for,

notwithstanding the vastly increased means now at the

disposal of the besiegers, they had not yet beat down the

enemy's parapets, nor established a lodgment in the

hornwork, so that the assaulting columns would be

exposed when near the breach to a destructive fire in

flank—a fatal error, contrary to Vauban's rules, and
the consequences of which were only evaded by the

shedding of torrents of British blood. Dissatisfied

with the steadiness of some of the men at the former

assault, Wellington had brought fifty volunteers from

each of fifteen regiments in the first, fourth, and light

divisions; "men," as he expressed it,
" who could show

other troops how to mount a breach." Leith, however,
who had resumed the command of the fifth division, by
which the former assault had been made, was urgent that

his men should be allowed the post of honour, and they
were accordingly placed under General Robinson to head

the attack, supported by the remainder of the same divi-

» Nap. vi sion, and the seven hundred and fifty volunteers from

Guri^xi. 62,
the Other regiments of the army. Major Snodgrass of the

^ Gieig'8 52d, had on the preceding night forded the Urumia alone,

61,63.
'

opposite the smaller breach, up which ho clambered at

midnight, and looked down on the town.^

After the troops in the trenches were all under arms,

deep anxiety pervaded every bosom
;
and before orders

Univ^i were given for the forlorn hope to move forward, the

anxiety which excitement felt had become almost intolerable. The
'^^^ '

heroic l)and took ils station at half past ten
;
the tide,

which all watched, was fast ebbing; the enemy's pre-
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parations were distinctly visible—the glancing of chap.

bayonets behind the parapets, the guns pointed towards i^xxvii .

the breach, the array of shells and fire-barrels along its 1813.

summit, told but too clearly the awful contest which

awaited them. Little was said in the assaulting columns ;

tlie bravest occasionally changed colour ;
the knees of the

most resolute smote each other, not with fear but anxiety ;

and time seemed to pass with such leaden wings, that the

watches were looked to every half minute. Some laughed

outright, they knew not why ; many addressed a mental

prayer to the throne of grace. The very elements seemed
aitemf'sf

"^'

to have conspired to increase the impressive character of 54. Nap. vi.

the moment
;
a close and oppressive heat pervaded the Graham's

atmosphere, lowering and sulphurous clouds covered the
^^nt^'^^r^y

sky, large drops fell at intervals ;
and the very animals, xi. 62, 63.

awestruck by the feeling of an approaching tempest, were

silent in the camp and on the hills.^

Noon had barely passed when, the tide being considered

sufficiently fallen, the signal to advance was given. ^^

Silently the men moved forward, and not a shot was fired Dreadful

till the column had reached the middle of the stream, breaches.

when such a tempest of grape, musketry, and canister

was at once opened upon it, as well-nigh choked the

Urumia with the killed and the wounded. With daunt-

less intrepidity, however, the survivors pressed through
the now crimsoned waves, and soon gained the strand on
the opposite side, headed by the gallant Lieutenant

M'Guin of the 4th, who led the forlorn hope, and rushed

on, conspicuous from his plume, noble figure, and

buoyant courage. Two mines were exploded rather

prematurely by the enemy under the covered way of the

hornwork
;
but they crushed only twenty men, and the

column bounding impetuously forward, streamed up the

great breach, and soon reached its summit. There, how-

ever, they were assailed by a dreadful tempest of grape,

shells, and hand-grenades, while the head of the column
found it impossible to get down into the town, as the 2 jongs*

reverse of the breach consisted of a wall twelve or four- sieges, ii. 73,

teen feet high, the bottom of which was filled with sword 639, 640?*
^^'

blades placed erect, and every kind of offensive obstacle.
^j^Sbai'tem

The newly constructed rampart within, and the ruins of 55, 56.

the houses burned on occasion of the former assault,^ ^Vere
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CHAP, lined with grenadiers, who kept up so close and deadly a
LxxYii .

gj.^^ ^Yi^^ the whole troops who reached the summit were
I8ia almost instantly struck down.

Still fresh bands pressed on
;
the Urumia incessantly

^ resounded with the splash of successive columns hurrying
Which after forward to the scene of carnage, until the whole fifth

Lrna^els division was engaged ; the volunteers from the different

repulsed. corps, wlio had with difficulty been restrained, were now
let loose, and rushed on, calling out that they would
show how a breach should be mounted. Soon the

crowded mass made their way up the face of the ruins,

won the summit, and with desperate resolution strove to

get over by a few ruined walls, which connected the back

of the old with the front of the new rampart. Vain

attempt ! A^steady barrier of steel awaited them on the

other side ; the bravest who got across were bayoneted or

thrown down into the gulf below. Hand to hand, knee

to knee, bayonet to bayonet, the survivors still continued

the struggle ; but the resistance was not less determined,
and after two hours of mortal strife, the heroic defenders

still made good the dreadful pass, and not a living man was
to be seen on the breach. As a last resource, Major

1 Jones' Snodgrass, with his Portuguese battalion, volunteered to

^fsea. ii- 73, make a simultaneous assault on the lesser breach. But
78. Reun. iv.

639, 641, here, too, the slaughter was dreadful—a shower of grape

Jc^unt^'^'^ smote the head of the column, and the obstacles

Ibid. 719, proved insuperable, even to the most ardent valour.

Graham's Matters seemed desperate
— the Urumia was rapidly

amnt^oiw ^i^Ji^gj ^-ud would soon become impassable ; the great
xi. 62, 63. breach was choked with the dead and the dying; and

55, 57.
™'

already the shouts of victory were heard from the French

ramparts.^
In this extremity, Graham, having consulted with

Colonel Dickson of the artillery, adopted one of the

Extrawdi- boldest, and yet, with his artillerymen, safest expedients
nf>T "P«- recorded in military annals. He ordered that the whole

by Graimm. guiis of the Chofre batteries should be brought to bear

upon the high curtain above the breach in the demi-

bastions, from which the most destructive fire issued ;

while the British soldiers at the foot of the rampart
remained quiescent, or lay down, and the shot flew only
two feet over their heads. In a few minutes, forty-seven
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guns were in this manner directed with such effect on chap,

the traverses, that they were in a great part broken ^^^^^^'

down, and the troops who manned them were obliged to I813.

retire to more distant cover ;
and yet so accurate was the

aim, that not one man among the assailants, lying on
their faces, was struck. Twenty minutes after this fire

had commenced, one of the shells from the British

batteries exploded among the numerous train of fire 1 j^^^,

barrels, live shells, hand-grenades, and other combus- sieges, ii. 77,

tibles, which the garrison had arranged along the ram- offidaTA™^

parts for the close defence of their traverses and interior
^°"J*- ^"JT;

works ; the flame ran along the walls, and soon the Official Ac-

whole exploded with a bright flash, succeeded by a fv"72o fand*
smoke so dense as to obscure all vision. Three hundred

Slf's^h^*^*
brave Frenchmen were blown into the air by this altera, 57,

awful catastrophe which, like the blowing up of L'Orient
Jfonq/xxil*

at the Nile, so impressed both sides, that for a minute 271, 272.

not a shot was fired either from the ramparts or the

batteries.^

At length, as the smoke and dust cleared away, the

British troops, seeing an empty space before them, rushed
^^

forward, and with an appalling shout made themselves By which at

masters of the first traverse. The defenders, however, ^refchiswon.

even at this terrible moment, soon rallied, and a fierce

conflict ensued at the top of the high curtain
;
and for

some time the result seemed still to be doubtful.* At

length, the increasing numbers and vehemence of the

assailants prevailed over the stern resolution of the

besieged. The French colours on the cavalier were torn

down by Lieutenant Gethin of the 11th
;
the hornwork

^
.

and ravelin on the flank of the great breach were aban- 64i, 643, 720.

doned. About the same time, Snodgrass, with his
jJ^J^^'^y^"^^'

valiant Portuguese, stormed the lesser breach
;
and the Graham's

bulk of tlve garrison, now every where overpowered, count curw.

were rapidly driven from all their interior intrenchments, ^l*^^' ^*'^*:.

I I. .,1 .-, T-i.^* Conq. xxu.
and sought refuge with the governor m the castle, leaving 271, 272.

seven hundred prisoners rescued from instant death, in

the hands of the victors.^

Anceps pugna diu : stant obnixi, omnia contra :

Haud aliter Trojanas acies, aciesque Latins
Concurrunt ; ha;ret pede pes, densusque viro vir."

^neid, x. 360.
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^^^- And now commenced a scene which has affixed as
'

lasting a stain on the character of the English and Portu-
1813.

guese troops, as the heroic valour they displayed in the

Disgraceful assault has given them enduring and exalted fame.

la^Seba^-
^^^ ^^^^ endurance of the struggle, which had continued

tian after the in mortal Strife for three hours, the fearful slaughter of
storm.

their comrades which had taken place at the breaches,

had wrought the soldiers up to perfect madness
;
the

battle which occurred the same day with the centre and

right wing at San Marcial, prevented fresh columns of

troops from being introduced, and, as not unusual in such

cases, while they spared their enemies who were made

prisoners with arms in their hands, the soldiers wreaked

their vengeance with fearful violence on the unhappy
inhabitants. Some of the houses adjoining the breaches

had taken fire from the effects of the explosion ;
and the

flames, fanned by an awful tempest of thunder and

lightning, which burst on the town just as the ramparts
were carried, soon spread with frightful rapidity. The
wretched inhabitants, driven from house to house as the

conflagration devoured their dwellings, were soon huddled

together in one quarter, where they fell a prey to the

unbridled passions of the soldiery. Attempts were at

first made by the British oflicers to extinguish the flames,

but they proved vain amidst the general confusion which

prevailed ;
and soon the soldiers broke into the burning

houses, pillaged them of the most valuable articles they

contained, and, rolling numerous spirit-casks into the

streets, with frantic shouts emptied them of their con-

tents, till vast numbers sank down like savages, motion-

less, some lifeless, from the excess. Carpets, tapestry,

beds, silks, and satins, wearing apparel, jewellery, watches,
and every thing valuable, were scattered about upon the

bloody pavements ;
while fresh bundles of them were

continually thrown down from the windows above, to

1 Vict, et avoid the flames, and caught with demoniac yells by the

'S^'fey'"'
drunken crowds beneath. Amidst these scenes of dis-

subaitern, graceful violence and unutterable wo, nine-tenths of the

Nap. v>- 205, once happy and smiling town of San Sebastian were re-

Hmthe • vi
^"•^^'l ^^ ashes ;

and—wliat has affixed a yet darker blot on
240.

*

the character of the victors—deeds of violence and cruelty

were perpetrated, hitherto rare in the British army,^ and
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which cause the historian to blush, not merely for his chap.

country, but his species.
lxxvii.

Let not the French writers fear that such atrocities will 1813.

be palliated or excused because they occurred beneath the

English standard. Justice knows no distinction of coun- Reflections

try ; humanity acknowledges no excuse for cruelty ;
and

atrJcSies.

they are purposely transcribed from the contemporary re-

cords, as an eternal damning blot on the past, and warning
to the future.* A consideration of these mournful scenes,

combined with the recollection of the mutual atrocities

perpetrated by both parties on each other in England

during the wars of the Roses, the horrors of the Tyrone
rebellion in Ireland, the cold-blooded vengeance of the

Covenanters after the battle of Philiphaugh in Scotland,

the systematic firing and pillage of London during Lord

George Gordon's riots in 1780, and the brutal violence in

recent times of the Chartists in England, suggest the pain-
ful doubt whether all mankind are not at bottom the same,
in point of tendency to crime, when exposed to the influ-

ence of the same temptations ;
and whether there do not

lie, smouldering beneath the boasted glories of British civi-

lisation, the embers of a conflagration as fierce, and devas-

tation as wide-spread, as those which followed and dis-

graced the French Revolution.

Though the town of San Sebastian was taken, the cita-

del remained to be reduced
;
and such was the tenacity

* " Oh wretched day I oh cruel night! The troops seemed to neglect the
most ordinary precautions in a place recently taken, and, witli one end of it still

in the enemy's hands, to give themselves up to the most unheard-of excesses.

Pillage, assassination, rape, were pushed to an incredible pitch: and the

fire, which brolie out early in the night, after the enemy had retired to the

castle, put the finishing stroke to this scene of wo. On all sides were heard
cries of distress from women who were violated, without regard either to
tender youth, respected family, or advanced years; wives were outraged in

presence of their husbands; daugliters dishonoured in presence of their

parents ; one girl was the victim of the brutality of a soldier on the corpse of
her mother ! Other crimes more horrible still, which oui;pen refuses to record,
were committed in that awful night ; and the disorders continued for some
days after, without any efficient steps being taken to arrest them. Of above six

hundred houses of wliich San Sebastian consisted on the morning of the assault,
there remained at the end of three days only thirty-six."

—Manifeste par la

Junte Constitutionale, chapitre ecclesiastique, et ks habitans de San Sebastian—
given in Vict, et Conq. xxii. 278, 279, and in Belmas, iv. 469, App. Yet
Wellington had done all in his power to save the town ; he had purposely
avoided a bombardment to spare the citizens; and both he and Graham, as
well as the olficers engaged, did their utmost to stop the fire, and avoid the dis- Sept. 8.

orders ; but all their eff'orts were ineff'ectual, from the impossibility of bringing
up fresh soldiers to occupy the town after the assault, as is usual in such cases,
from the erfiployment of the whole troops not engaged in it, on the same day,
Bt the battle on the Bidassoa.—See Wellington to Spanish Minister at War,
17th Sept. 1813 ; Gurwood, x. 353.
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CHAP, and hardihood of the governor and his brave adherents,LXXVII.

^j^^^^ hopeful of deliverance from the effort they were
1813. aware Marshal Soiilt was to make in their favour, they
^7. still held out even on that wasted and half-ruined strong-

capture of the hold. The rugged nature of the ground rendered it almost
citadel.

impossible to carry trenches up the rocky face of Monte

OrguUo, and the Duke of Berwick in consequence had, in

1719, consumed nineteen days in a bombardment to in-

duce the garrison to surrender. Wellington, however,

having visited the works on the 1st September, resolved

to push the approaches notwithstanding these natural

obstacles, and at the same time try the effect of a discharge
of mortars and a cannonade on the castle. A heavy fire

was kept up from mortars till the 8th, when, the breaching
batteries from the side of the town having been completed,
a tremendous cannonade was opened from sixty pieces of

heavy artillery, which played with such effect, that every

thing in the castle was torn up or destroyed by it. The

English prisoners suffered even more than the garrison from

^jmies* *^is terrific tempest : for the governor, now irritated by the

^j«8:e8,

iL 83,
sufferings of his followers, would not permit the black flag

207, 2oa
' ^'

to be hoisted to avert the fire from the hospital where they

A^un?*^^' were confined. At length this stern but brave man, having
Sept. 7, 1813. exhausted all his means of defence, was obliged to surren-

739™742.* der at discretion, with one thousand seven hundred and

co?**xxii fi^ty'Si^ men, including five hundred and thirty-five

281, 282.

'

wounded in the hospital ;
and the Spanish flag, amidst a

salute of twenty-one guns, was hoisted on the citadel.^

The siege of San Sebastian, a third-rate fortress, gar-

risoned only by three thousand men, hastily got together

Reflections during the tumult of defeat which succeeded the battle of

Md'iosil^t' "^itoria, cost the Allied army three thousand eight hun-
occasioned to dred men, two thousand five hundred of whom, including*^

seventeen hundred and sixteen British, were struck down
in the final assault;* and it detained the army sixty-

three days, of which thirty were with open trenches, and

* Tlie French enpneer, Belnias, in his elaborate and accurate work on the

sieges in tbo Peninsula, makes tlie total allied loss in the siege 5069, and quotes
Graliam's Dcspatrlies for liis autliority. This, however, is a mistake : the loss

of the troops eniployod in the siege was exactly .3800 ; and the larger amount is

arrived at hy the French author including', by mistake, in the returns, the

Spaniards, 14.3() in numl>er, who were killed and wounded on the 31st August,
at the heights of San Marcial on the Bidassoa.—See Hklmas, iv. 728; and
Okaham's Dctfntchet. with the lost in thctiiye ; Gurwood, xi. G^^ and x. 590;
and JoNKs, iL 89.
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thirty-three blockade. It gave time to Soult to reor- chap.

ganise his army, and make two desperate attacks, one

towards Pampeluna, another, which shall be immediately
1813.

noticed, on the Bidassoa, to re-establish his affairs
;
and

delayed by above three months the invasion of the

southern provinces of France. The Allies expended on
the siege no less than seventy-one thousand rounds of

ammunition, and were obliged to place seventy heavy

guns in battery. It must be admitted, that a stronger

proof can hardly be imagined of the vital consequence
of fortresses in war, or of the decisive effect which the

yas^'^oJj'eg

courageous defence even of an inconsiderable stronghold u. 89.

often has upon the fortunes of a campaign, or the fate of

a monarchy.^
The defence of the French governor and garrison was

skilful and heroic in the highest degree, and justly entitles 49.

them to place their prolonged resistance among the ^erifo?thr

brightest military glories of their country. But notwith- besiegers and

standing all their exertions, the place must have fallen in
**^^^^

half the time, if it had not been for obvious faults, both

on the conduct of the siege, and those who had the direc-

tion of forwarding supplies to carry it on, from Great

Britain. The first assault in July should have succeeded,
and would have done so, if the troops who composed the

rear of the column had duly followed the advance of their

heroic leaders. The last assault was rendered so murder-
ous as it was, chiefly because the engineers had not adopt-
ed the precaution of knocking away the parapets of the

traverses which commanded the breach, before they de-

clared it practicable ;
and of the facility with which this

might have been done, and tlie vast effects with which it

was attended, decisive proof is to be found in the state-

ment of Colonel Jones—"that the tremendous enfilade fire

on the high curtain, while the troops were at the foot of

the breach, though only maintained for twenty min-

utes, had dismounted every gun but two. Many of the

pieces had their muzzles shot away ;
the stone parapets 2 j^^gg.

were damaged ;
the cheeks of the embrasures knocked off; sieges, ii. sa

and the terrepleine cut up and strewed with headless

bodies." 2

But more than all, the authorities at home were to

blame for not sending out military stores in time to carry
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CHAP, on the siege. They were written for in the end of June

by Wellington, but did not arrive till the 18th and 23d
1813.

August ; and it was this long delay which enabled the

Deia ^n gOYcmor to erect those formidable interior retrenchments

sending out which proved so fatal to the Allies in the second assault.

siege from
^

They Were found to be in profusion, indeed, when they
Eng^d. (ii(j arrive, but it was too late

;
the enemy had turned to

too good purpose the prolonged delay thus afforded him.*

Men could not be more zealous than the British govern-
ment were at this period in the prosecution of the contest,

and none ever made such stupendous efforts to carry it on
as they did in this year. But they were still insensible,

notwithstanding all the disasters which neglect of it had

formerly occasioned, to the value of time in war ; and

exhibited, in their best combinations, too much of the cha-

racter of their Saxon ancestors, of whom Athelstane the

Unready is the true personification. So frequently has this

ignorance of the simplest principles of military combi-

nation, on the part of government, marred the greatest

efforts, or disconcerted the best-laid enterprises of the

British nation, that it deserves the serious consideration

of all those who have the direction of the studies of youth,
whether some instruction on the subject should not form

* Wellington remonstrated again and again in the most energetic terms against
this inexplicable delay in forwarding supplies.

" Your Lordship will see by my
report that we are still waiting for the battering- train, and we have thus lost

sixteen days in the month of August, since I should have renewed the attack

upon San Sebastian if I had had the means. This is a most important period
in the campaign, particularly for the attack of a place in the Bay of Biscay.
How we are to attack Bayonne afterwards, I am sure I do not know. A
British minister cannot* too often have under his view the element by which he
is surrounded, and cannot make his preparations for the operations of a campaign
at too early a period."

—Wellington to Lord Bathurst, 18th August 1813 ;

GuRWooD, xi. 12.
' ' In the attack of a maritime place some assistance is usually received from

the navy by the army ; but tlie naval force on the coast is too weak to give us

any of the description I require, and for tlie want of which we shall now be so

much distressed. The soldiers are obliged to work in the transports, to unload
the vessels, because no seamen can be furnislied ; and we have been obliged to

use the harbour-boats of Passages, navUjated by women, in landing the ordnance
and stores, because there was no naval force to supply us with the assistance we
should have required in boats. If we had a sufficient naval force, we might, if

the weather permitted, make an attack from the sea at the same time that we
should make the attack upon the breaclies from the land. This would at all

events divide the enemy's attention ; and would probably prevent much of the

loss in the assault of the breaches, if it did not tend to ensure the success of tlie

assault. If the navy of Great Britain cannot afford more than onefrigate and
afew brigiand cuUert, fit and used only to carry despatches, to co-operate with

this army in the siege of a maritime place, the possession of which before the bad
season commences is Important to the army as well as tlie navy, I must \>e

satistied, and do the best I can without such assistance."—Wkllinoto.v to

ItORD Bathurst, I9th Augutt 1813 ; Gurwood, xL 1819.
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part of elementary education to all those at least -who are chap.

likely, from their station or prospects, to be called to the
^^^^ ^^-

supreme direction of affairs. 1813.

Soult was not unmindful of his promise to attempt a

serious diversion for the relief of the distressed garrison
of San Sebastian. Before daylight on the 30th August, Souifs'at-

he crossed the Bidassoa by the fords between the destroyed S??ege.'^*^^

bridge on the great road and Andara, with Villatte's and
Keille's corps, mustering eighteen thousand combatants ;

while Clause], with twenty thousand men, was concen-

trated in the woods behind the Bayonette mountain, and

Foy, with seven thousand, was ready to support the

attack. Little ground required to be gained to raise the

siege ;
for it was only eight miles from the point of

passage to Oyarzun, from whence the invading force might
at once advance upon the rear of the besiegers. Not-

withstanding all the secrecy of his preparations, how-

ever, Wellington received intimation of liis designs, and
made his dispositions accordingly. Reinforcements to the

amount of five thousand men had arrived from England,

including the brigade of guards which had just come up
from Oporto ;

and the greater part of the stragglers from
Vitoria had now rejoined their colours, so that the army
was stronger than it had been before the battles in the

Pyrenees. But though he brought up the British troops
to the close vicinity of the scene of action, so as to be ready
to support their allies in case of any disaster, he wisely
determined to make a trial of the Spaniards, in a strong

position, to guard the entrance into their own territory.

With this view, he stationed the troops of that nation com-

posing the fourth army, about eighteen thousand strong,
on the heights of San Marcial, on the southern side

of the Bidassoa, already memorable from a severe action

between the Spaniards and French in the beginning of
325.*''^Nkpf^'

the revolutionary war.* Longa's men were in reserve at vi. 221, 225.

a little distance in the rear, with the Portuguese of the conq.^xii.

fourth division, and the British brigades of the same
i^n^o^®^*

division ready to support them. Thus, nearly thirty Lord

thousand men in all might be brought to stop the pro- Se%!"27i8i3.

gress of the enemy ; but the unusual gallantry and ^"^^- ^^ 6^-

steadiness of the Spanish troops,^ rendered all assistance

* Ante, Chap. xiii. § 80.

VOL. XVL 2 B
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CHAP, needless, and left them the whole weight and glory of
Lxxvn.

the fight.
1813. Though Soult's troops were collected on the 30th, it was

52^
not till the 31st that the attack was made. At daybreak

Defeat of the on that morning, Reille's columns crossed by the fords

th^Spaniirda above Blriatu, and soon got footing on the opposite

daf*"^^**^ bank, where they made themselves masters, without

Aug. 31. much difficulty, of a small battery. But when they
came to ascend the opposite hill, which is there covered

with brushwood, and is uncommonly steep, they fell into

disorder, and, before they could recover themselves, were

charged by the Spaniards, who, in firm array, descended

upon them with such vigour, that they were driven

headlong down. During this conflict, the French had

succeeded in throwing a bridge across, under cover of

some guns they had placed on the heights on their own
side, about a mile further up ;

and Villatte's reserve

advanced to the support of their defeated comrades. En-

couraged by this assistance, Reille's men again advanced

to the charge ;
and one brigade even succeeded in gaining

the chapel of San Marcial on the summit at the left i)f

the line, upon which Wellington ordered up the 85th

regiment to repel the attack, and himself rode forward

with his stafftoward the menaced point. Upon seeing him,
the Spanish troops, without waiting for the English suc-

cour which was approaching, set up a loud bhout, and,

rallying on their own reserve, which was brought

up, returned to the charge, and dashed the French

down the hill so vehemently, that they were in great

part driven into the river, and several pontoon boats

which had come across, were sunk by the fugitives who
crowded into them. Tlius the Spaniards had the glory,

which Wellington carefully acknowledged, of defeating, by
their unaided efforts, an attack by a powerful body of the

enemy. At the same time Clausel crossed over higher

up, near Vera, with three divisions, and immediately
commenced an attack on Inglis' Portuguese brigade.

The latter were driven, by the vast superiority of the

enemy's force, from the heights which they at first occu-

pied ;
but they rallied on those of San Antonio, which

they succeeded in maintaining : and Wellington, having

brought up Kcmpt's brigade to their support, ordered
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Dalliousie to advance in the same direction, who sent chap.

forward Barnes's brigade before dayliglit next morning,
^xxvil.

Clausel, upon this, fearful of having his retreat cut off,
1813.

fell back across the river on the following morning, by-

forcing the bridge of Vera, of which the Allies had i Wellington

regained possession. Meanwhile Soult, despairing of
J^.^^J^^^gj

success, drew back his forces at all points on the same Sept. i,i8i3.

day, and with no small difficulty and heavy loss, in
^ap^^vL m'

consequence of the swelling of the river by the dreadful i'eiiot, 52.

tempest which came on at night, regained the French

side of the Bidassoa.^

In this untoward affair, Soult lost about three thou-

sand six hundred men, including General Vandermaens

killed, and four other generals of inferior note wounded. Resuits'of

The Allied loss was two thousand six hundred and *^^^ *'^^^*^°-

eighty-three, of which no less than one thousand six

hundred and eighty were Spaniards
— a clear proof

that with them had rested the burden and glory of

the day. But what was of far more importance, the

French weakness was now clearly demonstrated to both

armies
;
their inability to keep the field establii^hed by

decisive evidence
;
and the spirit of the Spanish troops

greatly augmented by having defeated them, unsup-

ported, in a pitched battle. On the very day on which
the whole efforts of the French general, with all his

disposable forces, had been in this manner defeated by
a part only of the Allied army, San Sebastian had fallen

2 y- 1 t

before the assault of the British soldiery ; and as Marshal Conq.'xxn.

Soult, from the heights on the north of the Bidassoa, Hq pSt^
which still bear the name of Louis XIV. beheld, amidst 52,53. Wei-

the whirlwind tempest which fell upon his retreating Sd^
columns, the destruction of all his hopes of offensive

Sg**f""i8i3

warfare, he could in the distance perceive the glancing of Gmw. k n.

the fires and the volumes of smoke, which, like a burning 234^*

^** '

volcano, bespoke at San Sebastian the fatal termination

of the assault.2

The national historians of Spain and Great Britain

differ widely, and will probably always differ, as to the 54.

degree of merit to be assigned to the efforts of their Sor"""*
respective nations for the deliverance of the Peninsula: GreatBritain

J -1 -n 1 •!• • .1 /• 1
and Spain in

and the Jbrench military writers, more jealous of the the Peninsu-

fame of the descendants of those who fought at Cressy
^^ struggle.
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CHAP, and Azincour, than of the comparatively dim light of
LXXVII.

gpanish glory, are anxious to ascribe it chiefly to the con-
1813- sumiiig effects of the guerilla warfare. Perhaps the Eng-

lish military annalists—those especially who were actually

engaged in the conflict, and witnessed the innumerable

defeats of the Spanish armies, and the unworthy jealousy
with which they were actuated, both towards the generals
and troops of this country

—have gone into the other

extreme, and both unduly overlooked the patriotic ardour,

and underrated the military influence of the indomitable

spirit of hostility to French aggression, which for so long
a period animated a large portion of the Peninsular people.

Impartial justice will probably ascribe to both their due

share in this glorious deliverance. It must admit that

the power of Spain was utterly prostrated until England
entered as a principal into the strife, and that the pro-

longed resistance of its people was mainly owing to the

necessity imposed by Wellington's victories of concen-

trating the French troops on the Portuguese frontier;

but that, notwithstanding all the heroism of the Anglo-

Portuguese army, and all the ability of its chief, it never

could have effected the deliverance of the Peninsula

against the forces, generally three, often four times

superior, of the French empire, unless the indomitable

perseverance and resolute hostility of the Spanish cha-

racter had come to their aid, by the distraction which

they occasioned to the French armies.
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CHAPTER LXXIII.

Note A, pages 66 and 84.

The 29th Bulletin ofthe GrandArmp.

Jusqu'au 6 Novembre le tems a ^W parfait, et le mouvement de rann^ s'esfc

execute avec le plus grand siiccfes- Le froid a commence le 7 ; des ce moment
chaque nuit nous avons perdu plusieurs centaines de chevaux qui mouraient au
bivouac. Arrivfe a Smolensk, nous avions d^ja perdu bien des chevaux de
caValerie et d'artillerie.

L'arm^e Russe de Volhynie 6tait oppos^e k notre droit. Notre droit quitta
la ligne d'op6ration de Minsk, et prit pour pivot de ses operations la ligne de
Varsovie. L'Empereur apprit a Smolensk, le 9, ce changement de ligne d'op^-
rations, et pr^suma ce que ferait I'ennemL Quelque dur qu'il lui parfit de se

mettre en mouvement dans une si cruelle saison, le nouvel ^tat des choses le

necessitait. II esperait arriver a Minsk, ou de moins sur la Beresina, avant
I'ennemi ;

il partit le 13 de Smolensk ; le 16 il concha k Krasnoi. Le froid, qui
avait commence le 7, s'accrut subitement ; et du 14 au 15 et au 16, le themio-
m^tre marqua 16 et 18 d^gr^s au-dessous de glace. Les chemins furent couverts

de verglas ; les chevaux de cavalerie, d'artillerie, de train, perissaient toutes les

imits—non par centaines mais par milliers, surtout les chevaux de France et

d'AlIeraagne. Plus de 30,000 clievaux perirent en pen de jours ; notre cavalerie

se trouva toute a pied ; notre artillerie et nos transports se trouvaient sans

attelage. II fallut abandonner et d^truire une bonne partie de nos pieces, et de
nos munitions de guerre et de bouche. Cette armle, si bellele 6, ^tait bien
diff^rente dfes le 14—presque sans cavalerie, nous ne pouvions pas nous ^clairer

k un quart de lieue ; cependant, sans artillerie, nous ne pouvions pas risquer une
bataille, et attendre de pied ferme ; il fallait marcher pour ne pas etre conti-aint

a une bataille, que le defaut de munitions nous empechait de desirer ; il fallait

occuper un certain espace pour ne pas etre tourn^s, et cela sans cavalerie qui
^clairat et Hat les colonnes. Cette difficult^, jointe a un froid excessifsubitement

venu, rendit notre situation facheuse. Les hommes que la nature n'a pas tremp^s
assez forteraent pour etre au-dessus de toutes les cliances du sort et de la fortune,

parurent ^branlis, perdirent leur gaiete, leur bonne humeur, et ne r^virent que
malheurs et catastrophes ; ceux qu'elle a cr^^s sup^rieurs a tout, conserverent

leur gaiety et leurs mani^res ordinaires, et virent une nouvelle gloire dans des
difficult^ a surmonter.

L'ennemi, qui voyait sur les chemins les traces de cette affreuse calamity qui
frappait I'arm^e Fran9aise, chercha k en profiter. II enveloppait toutes les

colonnes par ses Cosaques, qui enlevaient, comme les Arabes dans les deserts,
les trains et les voitures qui s'^cartaient. Cette m^prisable cavalerie, qui ne fait

que de bruit, et n'est pas capable d'enfoncer une compagnie de voltigeurs, se

rendit redoutable a la faveur des circonstances. Cependant, l'ennemi eut a se

repentir de toutes les tentatives serieuses qu'il voulut entreprendre ; il fut cul-

butd par le Viceroi, au devant duquel il s'^tait plac6, et il y perdit beaucoup de
monde. Le Due d'Elchingen, qui avec trois mille hommes faisait I'arrifere-

garde, avait fait sauter les remparts de Smolensk. II fut cem^, et se trouva
dans une position critique ; il s'en tira avec cette intrepidity qui le distingue.

Apr^s avoir tenu l'ennemi ^loignd de lui pendant toute la journcSe du 18, et

I'avoir constamment repoussd, a la nuit il fit un mouvement par le flanc droit.
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passa le Borystene, et dejoua tons les calctih de Pennemi. Le 19, Tannde passa
le Bory t^ne a Orza, et I'nrm^e Rus<!e fatigii^, ayant perdu beaiicoiip de mnnde,
cessa la ses tentatives. L'arm^e de Volliynie s'etait portde d^s le 16 siir Minsk,
et niarchait siir B irisow. Le G(5n^ral Dombrouski d^fendit la tfete dti-pont de
Borisow avec 30()(t homines. Le 23, il fiit forc^, et obligd d'evacuer cette posi-
tion. L'ennemi passa alors la Baresina, marcliant sur B)br—la division
Lambert fai-sait I'avant-gjvrde. Le 2e corps, eoiiunand^ par le Due de Reggio,
qui dtait a Tscherein, avait recu I'ordre de se porter sur Birisow, pour assurer
a Tarnite le pas.sage de la Beresina. Le 21, le Due de Reggio rencontra la divi-

sion Lambert a 4 lieues de Borisow, I'atUiqua, la battit, lui tit 20(0 prisonniers,
lui prit six pieces de canon, 500 voitures de bagage de I'arm^ de Volliynie, et

rejeta renn'?mi sur la rive droite de la Beresina. Le General Herkeiin, "avec le

4e de cuirassiers, se distingua par une belle cliarge. L'ennemi ne trouva son
salut qu'en brulant le pont, qui a plus de 300 toises. Cependant, Tennemi
occupait tous les passages de la Beresina ; cette riviere est large de 40 toises,
elle charrait assez de glaces, mais ses bords sont converts de marais de 300 toises

de lonar, ce qui la rend uu obstacle difficile a francliir. Le g<5n^ral ennemi
avait plac^ ses 4 divisions dans ditt"^rens d^bouclids ou il presumait que I'armee

Fran9aise voudrait passer. Le 26, a la pointedu jour, I'Empereur, apr^s avoir

trompe rennemi par divers mouvemens faits dans la jounite du 25, se porta sur
le village de Studyvinca.etHtaussitot, malgr^une division de l'ennemi, et en sa

presence, jeter deux ponts sur la rivifere. Le Due de Reggio passa, attaqua
l'ennemi, et le raena battant deux lieures ; l'ennemi se retira sur la tete-du-pont
de Porisow. Le G^n^ral Legrand, officier du premier m^rite, fut bless^ gri^ve-
ment mais non dangereusement. Toute la joumee du 26 et du 27 I'armiie

Le Due de Bellune, commandant le 9e corps, avait re^u ordre de suivre le

mouvement du Due de Reggio, de faire I'arriere-garde, et de contenir I'armde
Russe de la Dwina qui le suivait. La division Partonnaux faisait I'arrifere-garde
de ce corps. Le 27 a raid! le Due de Bellune arriva avec deux divisions au pont
de Studyvinca. La division Partonnaux partit a la nuit de Morisow. Une
brigade de cette division qui foniiait rarriere-giirde, et qui dtait cliargde de
bruler les ponts, partita sept lieures du soir ; elle arriva entre 10 et 11 lieures ;

elle cberclia sa premiere brigade et son g^n^i-al de division, qui ^taient partis
deux lieures avant, et qu'elle n'avait pjis rencontres en i-oute. Ses reel lerclies

furent vaines: on confut alors des inquietudes. Tout ce qu'on a pu connaitre

depuis, c'est que cette premiere brigade, partie a 5 lieures, s'est ^gar^ a 6, a
pris a droite au lieu de prendre a gauclie, et a fait deux ou trois lieues dans cette

direction; que dans la nuit, et transie de froid, elle s'est ralli^ aux feux de
l'ennemi, qu'elle a pris pour ceux de Tarmfe Francaise ;

entour^ ainsi, elle

aura^te enlevde. Cette cruelle mdprise doit nous avoir fait peidre 2000 homines
d'infanterie, .300 chevaux, et trois pi^jes d'artillerie. Des bruits couraient que
le g^n^ral de division n'^tait pas avec sa colonne, et avait marcli^ isok-ment
Toute I'arm^e ayant pass^ le 28 au matin, le Due de Bellune gardait la tdte-du-

pont sur la rive gauche : le Due de Reggio, et derri^re lui toute rarm^J 6tait

Bur la rive droite. Borisow ayant dtd ^vacud, les armi'es de la Dwina et de

Volliynie communiqu^rent ; elles concertdrent une attaqiie. Le 28, k la pointe
du jour, le Due de Reggio fit prevenir I'Empereur qu'il dtait attaque : une
demi-heure apr6s, le Due de Bellune le fut sur la rive gauche : rjirm<5e prit les

amies Le Due d'Elcliingen se porta k la suite du Due de Reggio, et le Due de
Tr^vise derri^re le Due d'Klchnig»n. Le combat devint vif : Tennemi voulut
d^border notre droite; le Gdn^ral Doumerc commandant la 5» division de cuiras-

siers, et qui faistiit partie du 2e corps, restd sur la Dwina, ordonna une charge
de cavalerie aux 4e et 5e regimens da cuirassiers, au moment ou la legion de la

Vistule engageait dans les bois pour percer le centre de l'ennemi, qui fut culbut^
et mis en d(5route. l^s braves cuirassiers forc^rent successivement six Ciirr^

d'infanterie, et mirent en d^rotite la cavalerie < nnemie qui venait au secours de
son infanterie: 6 mille prisonniers, deux drapeaux, et 6 pieces de canon, tom-
b^rent en notre p 'uvoir.

De son cot6,le Due de Bellune fit charger vfgoureusement l'ennemi, le battit,
lui fit 5iH) ou WM) prisonniers, et le tint hors la portd'e du canon du pont. Le
Gdndral Fourniei fit une belle charge de cavalerie. Dans le combat de la

Beresina, l'arn)6e de Volliynie a l>eaucoup souffert Le Due de Reggio a ^td

bless^ : sa blensure n'est pas dangereuse ; c'est une balle qu'il a re9ue dans le

coUi. Le lendemain 2!>, nous restames sur le champ de biitaille. Nous avions

a choisir entre deux routes: celle de Minsk et cclle de Wjlna. La route de
Minsk passe au milieu d'une foret et de marais incultes, et il eQt 6t6 impossible
a rarm6e de s'y nourir. La route de VVilua, au cuntraire, passe dans de tr^
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bons pays. L'ami^e, sans cavalerie, faib'e en munitions, horriblement fatigu^e
de cinqiiante jours de marclie, trainant a sa suite ses malades et les blessds de
tant de combats, avait besoin d'arriver a ses niagasins. Le 30, le quartier-

g^ndral fut a Plecbnitsi : le ler Ddcenibre a Slailti, et le 3 a Molodetsdiov, oil

Tarm^e a re^u les premiers convois de Wilna. Tous ies oflRciers et soldata

blesses, et tout ce qui est embarras, bagage, etc, ont 6t6 dirig^s sur Wilna.
Dire que I'armde a besoin de rdtablir sa discipline, de se refaire, de remonter

sa cavalerie, son artillerie, et son materiel, c'est le resultat de I'expose qui vient

d'etre fait Le repos est son premier besoin. Le matdriel et les clievaux arri-

vent. Le Gdndral Bourcier a ddja plus de vingt mille clievaux de remonte dans
diffdrens depots. L'artillerie a d6ja rdpar^ ses perles. Les gdndraux, les

officiers, et les soldats, ont beaucoup souftert de la fatigue et de la disette:

Beaucoup ont perdu leurs bagages par suite de la perte de leurs clievaux :

quelques-uns par de fait des embuscades des Cosaques. Les Cosaques ont pris
nombre d'hommes Isolds, d'ingenieurs geogi-aplies qui levaient les positions, et

d'officiers blessds qui marcliaient sans precaution, prdfdrant courir des risques

plutdt que de marclier posdment et dans des convois. Les rapports des officiers-

gdneraux commandant les corps, feront connaltre les officiers et soldats qui se

sent le plus distinguds, et les details de tous ces mdmorables dvdnemens. Dans
tous ces mouvemens, TEmpdreur a toujours marclid au milieu de sa Garde, la

cavalerie commandde par le Mardcbal, Due d'Istrie, et Tinfanterie commiindde

par le Due de Dantzick. S. M. aM satisfaite du bon esprit que sa Garde a
montrd : elle a toujours dtd prete i se porter partout ou les circonstances

Tauraient exigd : mais les circonstances ont toujours dtd telles que sa simple
presence a suffi, et qu'elle n'a pas 6td dans le cas de donner
Le Prince de Neucliatel, le gi-and-mardclial, le grand -dcuyer, et tous les

aides-de-camp et les officiers militaires de la maison de I'Empdreur, ont toujours

accompagnd S. M. Notre cavalerie dtait tellement ddmontde, que Ton a pu
reunir les officiers auxquels il restait un clieval, pour en former quatre com-

pagnies de 150 hommes cbacune. Les gdndraux y fai«aient les fonctions de

capitaines, et les colonels celles de sous-officiers Cet escadron sacrd, command^
par le Gdndral Groucby, et sous les ordres du Roi de Naples, ne perdait pas de
vue I'Empereur dans tous les mouvemens. La sant^ de S. M. n'a jamais iti

meilleure.—17 Ddcembre, 1812.

CHAPTER LXXIV.

Note A, p. 153.

Statistics of the French Empire, on 27th February 1813, from Montalivet's

Exposd of the Empire.

Population of the whole Empire, .

230,000,000 quintals of grain,

4,000,000 hectolitres wine,
Woods, . . , .

Lint, ....
Oil,

Tobacco, . .

fiilk, . . . ,

Wool, 120,000,000 lbs.

Carcasses of sheep, . . . ,

Annual increment on 3,500,000 horses,
viz., 280.000 four year old horses.

Annual consumption of horned cattle,

viz., 250,000 cows and oxen, 2,500,000
calves.

.
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„ .. -™ 1 . ^ 1 Sums expended from
Estimate of Total Cost. jgyQ to jgis.

Francs. ^ Francs. ^
of Cherbourg, ^ 26,000,000 or 1,240,000
of Antwerp, I 18,000,000 — 720,000
of Flushing, V 131,000,000 or 5,240,000 5,600,000 — 230,000
of Ha\Te, i 252,000 — 10,500
of Dunkirk, J 4,500,000 — 180,000

19,500,000—680,000
10,000,000 — 400,000
6,000,000 — 240,000

10,500,000 — 420,000
6,800,000 — 272,000
1,200,000 — 48,000
3,000,000 — 120,000
2,600,000 — 104,000

11,000,000 — 440,000
2,000,000 — 80,000
2,500,000 — 100,000
3,000,000 — 120,000
1,000,000 — 40,000

1,500,000 — 60,000
4,500,000 — 180,000
800.000 — 32,000

6,700,000 — 274,000
4,000,000 — 160,000
4,000,000 — 160,000
2,600,000 — 104,000
3,000,000 — 120,000
4,800,000 — 192,000
900,000 — 36,000

2,000,000 — 80,000
11,100,000 — 440,000
10,300,000 — 412,000
1,400,000 — 52,000
2,500,000 — 100,000

—See Rapport de Montalivet, 25th Feb. 1813 ; Moniteur, 26th Feb. 1813;
and Goldsmith s RecueU, vi. 77, 120 ; and Fain, Guerre de 1813, L 80, 91.

Note C, p. 15t

PrenOi Financesfor the Year 1812.

I. Receipts.

Receipts to Ist Jan. 1813.

Francs.

Direct Contribution, - - . . 336,725,106
R^gie de I'enregiatrement—

Droits ordinaires, .... 135,152,256
Bois, - 2,706,387

Administration de douanes—
Droits ordinaires, .... 64,991,621
Droits extraordinaires, ... 25,474,574
Droits surlesel, .... 38,779,887
R^gie de droits r^unis—

DrojUordioai^e., ;.-;:} „5.335,77a

Canal of Ourcq at Paris,
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B«celpt8 to Ist Jan.

Franc*.

Brought forward, - 719,165,601
Loterie, 10,058,084
Postes, - - - - - 4,708,656
8els et Tabacs au de-Ik des Alpes, - - 8,881,076
Salines de Test, .... 3,000,000
Monnaies, .... 1,000,000
Poiidres et saltpetres, ...
Illyrie, 7,445,034
Recettes diverges et accidentelles, - - 1,701,396
Recettes ext^rieures, - - - 30,000,000

Total Receipts, - 780,959,847 or £31,238,000

II. ExPfiNDITCRB.

Dette publique et pensions, ... 142,046,343
Liste civile, (y compris les princes Franpais,) 28,000,000
Grand juge, ministre de lajustice,

- - 25,683,246
Relations ext^rieures, - - - 8,364,295

Interieur, 68,540,028

Finances, 23,367,943
Tr^sor imperial, .... 8,367,889
Guerre (ministfere),

.... 295,764,866
Guerre (administration),

- - - 187,742,915
Marine (y compris le supplement accord^ par
ledecretdu5 Avril 1812), - - 149,022,182

Cultes, 16,627,824
Police G^n^rale, .... 1,6.31,341

Frais de negotiations,
- - - 8,500,000

Fonds de reserve, . . - -

Total, - 953,658,772 or £38,146,000

^Exercise, 1812 au 1st Jan. 1813 ; Goldsmith, vL 144, 145.

CHAPTER LXX

Note, p. 233.

French Force at the Battle o/BatUzen.

The Guards under Marshal Mortier,
3d Corps, Ney,
4th Corps, Bertrand,
5th Corps, Lauriston,
6th Corps, Marshal Marmont,
7th Corps, Reyiiifr,
llfh Corps, Marshal Mncdonald,
12th Corps, Marshal Oudinot,
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Russians and Prussians at the Battle ofBautzen.

The Third Army of the West under General Barclay de

Tolly, ........ 13,550
The Advanced Guard of General Milaradowitch, - 7,550
The Corps-de-bataille of Prince GorciiakoflF, the 11th, . 15,050
The Reserve of tlie Grand-duke Constantine, . . 19,600
The Russian Corps of Lieutenant-General Kleist, . 2,950
Detached Corps, ...... 9,300

Total, - 68,000

PRUSSIANS.

The Corps of Cavalry under Blucher, . . .

The Corps of Lieut. -General York and Kleist,
The Battalions of Reserve under Lieut.-Colonel Stutter-

Total—Pmssians,
Do.—Russians,

SCHOBLL, vol. X. p. 211.

Grand Total,

16,700
7,600

3,700

28,000
68,000

96,000

CHAPTER LXXVI.

Note A, p.
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Men. Great Britain. Ireland.
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Brought over, 69,156,811
On account of the balance due by Ireland on joint expendi-

tui-e of the United Kingdom, .... 3,956,286
On account of the commissioners for issuing exchequer bUls

for Grenada, ------ 54,200
On account of the commissioners for issuing commercial ex-

chequer bills, ..-.-- , 490,591
On account of the interest of a loan, &c. granted to the

I»rince-Kegent of Portugal, . - - . 53,130
Surplus fees of regulated public offices, . - . 107,355
Impressed money repaid by sundry public accountants, &c.

including interest, - - . - . 66,504
Other moneys paid to the public, - - . . 65,660

Total.independent of loans, - - - £73,940,537
Loans paid into the exchequer, including £6,000,000 for the

service of Ireland, ------ 35,050,534

Grand Total, - . . . £108,991,071
-Annual Register for 1814, p. 367.

Public Expenditure of Great Britainfor the year 1813, ending 5th

January 1814.

I. For interest on the Public Debt of
Great Britain unredeemed, in-

cluding annuities for lives and
terms of years, - - - £39,815,846

II. Interest on exchequer bills,
- - 2,081,529

III. Civil List, - - - - £1,028,000
IV. Other charges on the Consolidated

Fund, viz. :

Courts of Justice, - . . 69,992
Mint, 13,333
Allowance to Royal Family, - - 332,412
Salaries and Allowances, - - 67,955
Bounties, - - . 79,956

1,591,648
V. Civil Government of Scotland, - - 133,176
VI Other payments in anticipation of

the Exchequer Receipts, Bouu-
ties for Fisheries, Manufactures,
Corn, &c. - - - . 228,341

Pensions on the Hereditary Re-
venue, - - - - . 2,770

JVimtia and Deserters' Warrants, . 134,614 365,725

VII. Navy, 11,372,513
The Victualling Department, » - 6,568,320
The Transport Service, - 565,790
Miscellaneous Service, - 490,000

4,055,790 21,99R,623
VIII. Ordinance, - . - . 3,404,627
IX. Army, viz.—Ordinary Services, - 18,500,790

Extraordinary Services and Sub-
sidies, - - - - 22,262,951

Deduct the Remittances and Ad- 40,763,741
vances to other Countries, - 11,294,416

29,469,325

Carry forward, 98,725,223
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Brought forward, 98,725,223

X. Loans, &c. to other Countries, viz.

Ireland, - - -

,

-

, _, 4,700,416

Sicily,
- - - - £fiOO,000

Portugal,
- - - 2,000.000

Spain, - - - - 1,697,136

sWeden, - - - 1,563,804

Russia, - - - 1,758,436

Prussia,
- - - 1,757,669

Austria,
- - - 545,612

Hanover, - - - 15,166

Holland, - - - 419,996

North of Europe, - - 963,174

Emperor of Morocco, - - 14,419
' '

16,035,828

Total expenditure, £114,761,000

XI. Miscellaneous Services :-

At Home. - - -

3,507,^
Abroad, - - - 497,890

Deduct sums which, although included

in this account, form no part of the

expenditure of Great Britain, viz.— -
^ ^.^ .-.o

Loan for Ireland,
- - - 4,300,416

Interest at 1 per cent, and

Management on Portuguese
Loan, ... - 57,170

Principal, Interest, &c. of Com-
mercial Exchequer bills,

- - 4,5^

Sinking Fund on loan to the

East India Company, - - 141,091

4,005,824

£118,766,875

4,503,202

£114,263,673

—AtiHuai Register for 1814, p. 374.

Note C, p. 297.

Table (I.) Exhibiting the Progress of the Sinking Fund from its commence-

ment in 1786 to 1813.

Money applied »o

Stock redeemed, redemption of debt
in Sinking Fund.

At l,t Feb. 1787.
- -

f^^^;^ ^,,,^,000~
U^' . . 1606.350 1^,000~
\IZ' . 1658,8.50 15-2.250

Z 1791* - - 1,587,500 157.367

iZy . 1507,100 162,479""
{Izi' . . 1,962,650 1,834,281~
\lli' . . 2 174,405 1.6:H,616~
\ll\' . - 2,804.945 1.872,957

Z Im' - - 3 08.3,4.'i5 2,143,596

jyuy' . . 4.390,670 2,639.724~
\IIa' - - 6,7!^>,023 3,;«)9.21S-
{^oq' . - 8102875 4,294,325

Z 1800* - - 10.550,094 4.(i49.871

JSa* . - 10713,168 4,7«7.!>92~
1^2' - ' 10 491,326 6,310,511
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Money applied to
Stock redeemed, redemption of debt

in Sinking Fund.

At 1st Feb. 1803,— 1804,— 1805,

1810,
1811,
1812,

1813,
1814.

9,436,389
13,181,667
12,860,629
13,759,697
15,341,799
16,064,962
16,181,689
16,656,643
17,X84,234
20,733,354
24.246,059
27,522,230

5,922,979
6,287,940
6,851,200
7,615,167
8,;^23,329

9,479,165
10,188,607
10,904,451
11,660,601
12,502,860
13,483,160

15,379,262

—MoREAu's Tables, given in Pkbrbr, pp. 154, 247.

Table (IL) showing the Progressive Diminution of the Sinking Fund and

Growth of the Deficit, from 1813 to 1840—year ending
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Note D, p. 311.

Imperial Muster Rolls of the Armies in Spain, IWi March 1813.

Present under arms. Detached. Hospital. Total.

Men. Horses. Men. Horses. Men. Men. Cavalrj-. Artillery.

Army of the South,
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CHAPTER LXXVII.

Note A, p. 354.

Detailed State o/the French Army of Spain, July 1813, when Soult took

the command.

Right TriM</.—Lieutenant-General Reille.
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.Cavdlry.—Pibrrb Soult.
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Note C, p. 360.

The following is the state of the 92d Regiment at the time of the battle in the

Puerta de Maya.—Return of the number of each country composing the 1st

Battalion of the 92d Highland Regiment, taken from the Prize List, Vitoria,

1813 :—

Country. Sergeants. Corps. Drum. Triv. Total.

Scotland, . . 56 47 8 784 895

England,
Ireland, - - 2

Foreign, - - 1

Unknown, - - 3

2
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